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T
hank you for reading our book! Practicing international marketing and writing
a text on the subject have much in common. The focus is on delighting the
customer; it is a lot of work; the competition is tough; and it’s fun to succeed.
It is therefore with great pleasure that we present the eighth edition of Inter-

national Marketing to you. We have made significant revisions in this edition, but our
goals continue to be excellence and relevance in content, combined with user-
friendliness for both the student and the professor. We have greatly streamlined the text,
which now comprises 18 chapters. We have done so to balance the workload for the
reader but without taking shortcuts. We have combined topics, eliminated redundancies,
and tightened content wherever possible. The result is a shorter, crisper text of better
quality.

We now address in depth controversies surrounding issues such as globalization, ter-
rorism, and international aid. We paint a broader picture of the implications of a market
orientation, and highlight ethical concerns. We discuss the shortcomings encountered in
corporate transparency and executive veracity. We also provide much deeper data analy-
sis and support. For example, in addition to discussing the leading economic regions, we
offer comparative benchmarks from China, Australia, Kenya, and Brazil. Overall, we un-
abasheduly admit that this eight edition of International Marketing is the best one yet!

Here are the key features that make this book stand out: 

• We cover the full spectrum of international marketing, from start-up operations to the
formation of virtual alliances.We offer a thorough discussion of the operations of multinational
corporations,but also present a specific focus on the activities of small and medium-sized firms,
which are increasingly major players in the international market and will be the employers of
many students.

• We provide a hands-on analysis of the growing interaction between government and business.
We have served in government positions and advised international organizations.We know
what role governmental considerations can play for the international marketer. This policy
orientation greatly enhances the managerial relevance of this book.

• We cover both the theory and the application of international marketing. Based on our
personal research record and business experience,we can offer research insights from around
the globe and show how corporations are adjusting to the marketplace realities of today.

• We acknowledge and give clear examples of how the world has changed in an era of terrorism,
hostility, and distrust. We look at the marketing repercussions of these changes on people
management, sourcing policies, cargo security, inventory management, and port utilization.
However, we also draw on our work with corporations to find new forms of collaboration and
network building without compromising safety or security.

• We address the concerns of emerging and developing markets throughout the text. We
present the issue of underserved markets, with a population of four billion, and also suggest
how these people and countries can become greater participants in marketing efforts.

• We examine international marketing from a truly global perspective.By addressing, confronting,
and analyzing the existence of different environments, expectations, and market conditions, we
highlight the need for awareness, sensitivity, and adaptation.

• We integrate the e-commerce and Web impact on the international marketer. We discuss
the revolutionary changes in communication between firms and their customers and
suppliers, and present the latest consequences for international market research and market
entry.

iv
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Personal Support
Most important, we personally stand behind our product and we will work hard to delight
you. Should you have any questions or comments on this book, you can contact us, talk
to us, and receive feedback from us.

Michael R. Czinkota Ilkka A. Ronkainen
(202) 687-4204 (202) 687-3788
czinkotm@georgetown.edu ronkaii@georgetown.edu

Organization

The text is designed primarily for the advanced undergraduate student with prior expo-
sure to the marketing field. Because of its in-depth coverage, it also presents an excellent
challenge for graduate instruction and executive education.

The text is divided into four parts. First, the core concepts of international marketing
are outlined, and the environmental forces that the international marketer has to consider
are discussed. The second part focuses on international market entry and development.
We cover strategic planning for internationalization, organizing for implementation,
preparing through research, and executing the entry. Part Three addresses the elements
of the marketing mix that are most important for firms at an initial level of the interna-
tional experience. Part Four discusses the marketing management issues most relevant to
the expanded global operations of multinational corporations. We conclude with an ap-
pendix of international employment opportunities.

Both the instructor and the student can work with this text in two ways. One alterna-
tive is to cover the material sequentially, progressing from the initial international effort to
multinational activities. In this way, marketing dimensions such as distribution, promo-
tion, and pricing are covered in the order in which they are most relevant for the partic-
ular level of expertise within the firm. Another approach is to use the text in a parallel
manner, by pairing comparable chapters from Parts Two, Three, and Four. In this way, the
primary emphasis can be placed on the functional approach to international marketing.

Key Features

The eighth edition reflects the highly dynamic nature of the international marketplace. We
offer a perspective on the shift from marketplace to market space, and the impact of this
revolution on international marketers in terms of outreach, research, and competition.
Our International Marketplace vignettes reflect state-of-the-art corporate practices. We
have included links to the Web sites of companies, data sources, governments, interna-
tional organizations, and monitors of international marketing issues.

Our focus on the physical environment and geography is strong. Updated maps pro-
vide context in terms of social and economic data. An appendix directly addresses the
relationship between geography and international marketing. New text components, mar-
ketplaces, and several cases specifically focus on the environment and the opportunities,
challenges, and ambiguities that it poses to international marketers.

This edition gives increased attention to developing economies and economies in tran-
sition. In Part One, international organizations such as the World Bank, the World Trade
Organization, the International Monetary Fund, and the United Nations are covered, along
with the public debate surrounding these institutions. In particular, we focus on the evolv-
ing role of the World Trade Organization and the push for the conclusion of the Doha
Round. A case later in the book highlights the controversies surrounding the United
Nations’ Oil for Food Program. We have increased the focus on ethics and corporate citi-
zenship in this section and strengthened our discussion of intellectual property rights.

We broaden our discussion of emerging markets by systematically addressing the issue
of dealing with markets at the bottom of the income pyramid. Our revised strategy section
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is now linked directly with organization, implementation, and research concerns. We have
completely recast the chapter on market entry and expansion to include a wider variety
of ways in which firms go global. All of these strategies are now integrated into one chap-
ter, organized around our model of the internationalization process.

The marketing mix discussions now include new technologies and their impact. For
example, we present the effect of consumer generated media (such as blogs) and new op-
portunities presented by m-payments through mobile devices. We offer specific sections
on outsourcing by involving partners in research and design, on the effect of terrorism on
international transportation, and the reconfiguration of web-based services. New also is
the focus on how local companies can defend against global players and win, and our
emphasis is on sponsorship and ambush marketing. The final appendix of international
employment opportunities helps students prepare for the implementation steps yet to
come.

Innovative Learning Tools

Contemporary Realism
Each chapter offers three current International Marketplace boxes. They focus on real
marketing situations and help students understand and absorb the presented materials.
The instructor can highlight the boxes to exemplify theory or use them as mini-cases for
class discussion. 

Research Emphasis
A special effort has been made to provide current research information and data from
around the world. Chapter notes are augmented by lists of relevant recommended read-
ings incorporating the latest research findings. In addition, a wide variety of sources and
organizations that provide international information are offered in the text. These materi-
als enable the instructor and the student to go beyond the text when desired.

Internet Focus
The Internet, electronic commerce, and the World Wide Web affect all of international
marketing. We highlight how the way of reaching customers and suppliers has changed
given the new technology. We explain the enhanced ability of firms to position them-
selves internationally in competition with other larger players. We offer insights into the
electronic marketing research process and present details of how companies cope with
new market realities. Whenever appropriate, we direct readers to Internet resources that
can be useful in updating information. Each chapter also provides several Internet ques-
tions in order to offer training opportunities that make use of the Internet.

Geography
This edition contains several maps, covering the social, economic, and political features
of the world. In addition, several chapters have maps particularly designed for this book,
which integrate the materials discussed in the text and reflect a truly “global” perspective.
These maps enable the instructor to visually demonstrate concepts such as socioeconomic
variables or exposure to terrorism. An appendix, dealing specifically with the impact of
geography on international marketing, is part of Chapter 1.

Cases
Following each part of the text are a variety of cases, three quarters of which are either
new or updated especially for this edition, that present students with real business situa-
tions. All cases address the activities of actual or former companies and cover a broad
geographic spectrum. In addition, a number of video cases further help to enliven
classroom activity. Challenging questions accompany each case, permitting in-depth dis-
cussion of the materials covered in the chapters.
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Ancillary Package

Instructor’s Resource CD-ROM 
(IRCD; ISBN: 0-324-36108-4) 
Key instructor ancillaries (Instructor’s Manual, Test Bank, ExamView, and PowerPoint
slides) are provided on CD-ROM, giving instructors the ultimate tool for customizing lec-
tures and presentations.

Instructor’s Manual
Available on the IRCD and the password-protected instructor’s resource Web site, the text
is accompanied by an in-depth Instructor’s Manual, devised to provide major assistance
to the professor. The material in the manual includes the following:

• Teaching Plans Alternative teaching plans and syllabi are presented to accommodate the
instructor’s preferred course structure and varying time constraints.Time plans are developed
for the course to be taught in a semester format, on a quarter basis, or as an executive
seminar.

• Discussion Guidelines For each chapter, specific teaching objectives and guidelines are
developed to help stimulate classroom discussion.

• End-of-Chapter Questions Each question is fully developed in the manual to accom-
modate different scenarios and experience horizons. In addition, each chapter has Internet-
based exercises in order to offer students the opportunity to explore the application of new
technology to international marketing on their own.

• Cases A detailed case-chapter matrix is supplied that delineates which cases are most
appropriate for each area of the international marketing field. In addition, detailed case
discussion alternatives are provided, outlining discussion strategies and solution alternatives.

• Video and Film References An extensive listing of video and film materials available
from educational institutions, companies, and government agencies is provided. Materials are
briefly discussed, possible usage patterns are outlined, and ordering/availability information is
supplied.

Test Bank 
Available on the IRCD and the password-protected instructor’s resource Web site, the re-
vised and updated Test Bank includes a variety of multiple choice, true/false questions,
and cases, which emphasize the important concepts presented in each chapter. The Test
Bank questions vary in levels of difficulty so that instructors can tailor their testing to meet
their specific needs. 

ExamView (Computerized) Test Bank
Available on the IRCD, ExamView contains all of the questions in the printed Test Bank.
This program consists of easy-to-use test creation software compatible with Microsoft
Windows. Instructors can add or edit questions, instructions, and answers, and select
questions (randomly or numerically) by previewing them on the screen. Instructors can
also create and administer quizzes online, whether over the Internet, a local area network
(LAN), or a wide area network (WAN).

PowerPoint Presentation Slides 
Available on the IRCD and the Web site, the PowerPoint Lecture Presentation enables
instructors to customize their own multimedia classroom presentations. The package in-
cludes select figures and tables from the text, as well as outside materials to supplement
chapter concepts. Material is organized by chapter, and can be modified or expanded for
individual classroom use. PowerPoint presentations are also easily printed to create cus-
tomized Transparency Masters. 
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Web Site www.thomsonedu.com/marketing/czinkota 
Visit the text Web site to find instructor’s support materials, as well as study resources that
will help students practice and apply the concepts they have learned in class.

Student Resources
• Crossword puzzles that use glossary terms and definitions arranged by chapter, for extra

review of key terms found in the text.

• Interactive Quizzes

• Internet Exercises

• Links to news articles and hot marketing topics are provided for extra student research.

Instructor Resources
• Downloadable Instructor’s Manual files 

• Downloadable PowerPoint presentation files 

• Downloadable Test Bank files

DVD Videos (ISBN: 0-324-36110-6)
A video package has been prepared to correspond with the key concepts taught in the
text. These videos, featuring companies such as Pier One Imports and Whirlpool, coincide
with the video cases found at the end of each part in the text. Professors can assign the
cases after presenting videos in class or use these cases to simply illustrate a key point.
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One really big surprise of the postwar era has been that
historic enemies, such as Germany and France or Japan
and the United States, have not had the remotest threat
of war from each other since 1945.Why should they?
Anything Japan has that the United States wants can be
bought, and on very easy credit terms, so why fight for it?
Why should the Japanese fight the United States and lose
all those profitable markets? France and Germany, linked
intimately through marketing and the European Union,
are now each other’s largest trading partners.

Closed systems build huge armies and waste their
resources on guns and troops;open countries spend their
money on new machines to crank out Barbie dolls or
some other consumer products. The bright young people
of open countries figure out how to run machines or
provide services,not how to fire the latest missile. For
some reason, they not only get rich fast but also lose inter-
est in military adventures. Japan, that peculiar superpower
without superguns, confounds everyone simply because no
one has ever seen a major world power that got that way
by selling you to death,not shooting you to death.

Freedom is about options. A true option provides the
opportunity to make a meaningful decision, to exercise
virtue. International marketing contains the freedom of
almost unlimited growth potential. However, the cost of
freedom is rising. Terms like free trade or free choice are
misleading because they come with a price. We are all

paying a higher price due to global terrorism.Marketers
pay the higher cost of preparing their shipments, scrutinizing
their customers,and conforming to government regulations.
Local participants,employees, and investors pay with their
suffering and economic loss after a terrorist attack.

In most instances, terrorism is not an outgrowth of
choice, but rather the lack of it. Terrorists do not succeed
in increasing their freedom through their actions, but only
decrease the freedom of others. International marketers
in turn can invest in the world’s poorest markets and
increase their own revenue while decreasing poverty.
The expansion of trade creates jobs, improves health and
education standards, and raises overall standards of living
in impoverished regions—all of which bring a new sense
of hope that turns aside the false appeal of terrorism. U.S.
trade agreements with Vietnam, Bahrain, and Russia, and
the slashing of tariffs on Pakistani textiles by the European
Union, showcase the might of international marketing.

However, much effort continues to be required from the
global community. Trade-based progress toward global
wealth must include extensive health-care and environ-
mental aid, massive debt write-offs, and substantial tariff
and quota reductions for steel, textile, and agricultural
exports from impoverished regions.
SOURCES: Czinkota, Michael R.“On Freedom and International 
Marketing.” Congressional Record, May 9, 2005; Farmer, Richard N.“Would
You Want Your Daughter to Marry a Taiwanese Marketing Man?” Journal of
Marketing 51 (October 1987): 114–115.
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Y
ou are about to begin an exciting, important, and necessary task: the explo-
ration of international marketing. International marketing is exciting because it
combines the science and the art of business with many other disciplines.
Economics, anthropology, cultural studies, geography, history, languages,

jurisprudence, statistics, demographics, and many other fields combine to help you
explore the global market. Different business environments will stimulate your intellectual
curiosity, which will enable you to absorb and understand new phenomena. International
marketing has been compared by many who have been active in the field to the task of
mountain climbing: challenging, arduous, and exhilarating.

International marketing is important because the world has become globalized.
Increasingly, we all are living up to the claim of the Greek philosopher Socrates, who
stated, “I am a citizen, not of Athens or Greece, but of the world.” International market-
ing takes place all around us every day, has a major effect on our lives, and offers new
opportunities and challenges. After reading through this book and observing international
marketing phenomena, you will see what happens, understand what happens, and, at
some time in the future, perhaps even make it happen. All of this is much better than to
stand by and wonder what happened.

International marketing is necessary because, from a national standpoint, economic
isolationism has become impossible. Failure to participate in the global marketplace
assures a nation of declining economic capability and its citizens of a decrease in their
standard of living. Successful international marketing, however, holds the promise of an
improved quality of life, a better society, more efficient business transactions, and even a
more peaceful world, as The International Marketplace 1.1 highlights.

This chapter is designed to increase your awareness of what international marketing is
about. It describes current levels of world trade activities, projects future developments,
and discusses the repercussion on countries, institutions, and individuals worldwide. Both
the opportunities and the threats that spring from the global marketplace are highlighted,
and the need for an international “marketing” approach on the part of individuals and
institutions is emphasized.

This chapter ends with an explanation of the major organizational thrust of this book,
which is a differentiation between the beginning internationalist and the multinational
corporation. This theme ties the book together by taking into account the concerns, ca-
pabilities, and goals of firms that will differ widely based on their level of international ex-
pertise, resources, and involvement. The approach to international marketing taken here
will therefore permit you to understand the entire range of international activities and
allow you easily to transfer your acquired knowledge into practice.

What International Marketing Is

In brief, international marketing is the process of planning and conducting transactions
across national borders to create exchanges that satisfy the objectives of individuals and
organizations. International marketing has forms ranging from export–import trade to
licensing, joint ventures, wholly owned subsidiaries, turnkey operations, and manage-
ment contracts.

As this definition indicates, international marketing very much retains the basic mar-
keting tenets of “satisfaction” and “exchange.” International marketing is a tool used to
obtain improvement of one’s present position. The fact that a transaction takes place
across national borders highlights the difference between domestic and international mar-
keting. The international marketer is subject to a new set of macroenvironmental factors,
to different constraints, and to quite frequent conflicts resulting from different laws, cul-
tures, and societies. The basic principles of marketing still apply, but their applications,
complexity, and intensity may vary substantially. It is in the international marketing field
where one can observe most closely the role of marketing as a key agent of societal
change and as a key instrument for the development of societally responsive business

Part 1 • The International Marketing Environment4
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strategy. When we look, for example, at the emerging market economies of China and
Russia, we can see the many new challenges confronting international marketing. How
does the marketing concept fit into these societies? How can marketing contribute to eco-
nomic development and the improvement of society? How should distribution systems be
organized? How can we get the price mechanism to work? Similarly, in the international
areas of social responsibility and ethics, the international marketer is faced with a multi-
cultural environment with differing expectations and often inconsistent legal systems
when it comes to monitoring environmental pollution, maintaining safe working condi-
tions, copying technology or trademarks, or paying bribes.1 In addition, the long-term
repercussions of marketing actions need to be understood and evaluated in terms of their
societal impact. These are just a few of the issues that the international marketer needs to
address. The capability to master these challenges successfully affords a company the
potential for new opportunities and high rewards.

The definition also focuses on international transactions. The use of the term recog-
nizes that marketing internationally is an activity that needs to be pursued, often aggres-
sively. Those who do not participate in the transactions are still exposed to international
marketing and subject to its changing influences. The international marketer is part of the
exchange, and recognizes the constantly changing nature of transactions. This need for
adjustment, for comprehending change, and, in spite of it all, for successfully carrying out
transactions highlights the fact that international marketing is as much art as science.

To achieve success in the art of international marketing, it is necessary to be firmly
grounded in its scientific aspects. Only then will individual consumers, policymakers, and
business executives be able to incorporate international marketing considerations into
their thinking and planning. Only then will they be able to consider international issues
and repercussions and make decisions based on answers to questions such as:

• Should I obtain my supplies domestically or from abroad?

• What marketing adjustments are or will be necessary?

• What threats from global competition should I expect?

• How can I work with these threats to turn them into opportunities?

• What are my strategic global alternatives?

If all these issues are integrated into each decision made by individuals and by firms,
international markets can become a source of growth, profit, needs satisfaction, and qual-
ity of life that would not have existed for them had they limited themselves to domestic
activities. The purpose of this book is to aid in this decision process.

The Importance of World Trade

World trade has assumed an importance heretofore unknown to the global community. In
past centuries, trade was conducted internationally but never before did it have the broad
and simultaneous impact on nations, firms, and individuals that it has today. Within five
years alone, world trade in merchandise has expanded from $6.2 trillion in 2000 to over
$9 trillion in 2005. World trade in services has expanded from $1.5 trillion to $2.1 trillion
in the same period of time. That represents a growth of nearly 150 percent for trade in
both merchandise and services!2 Such economic growth is exceptional, particularly since,
as Exhibit 1.1 shows, trade growth on a global level has usually outperformed the growth
of domestic economies in the past few decades. As a result, many countries and firms
have found it highly desirable to become major participants in international marketing.

The Iron Curtain has disintegrated, offering a vast array of new marketing opportunities—
albeit amid uncertainty. Firms invest on a global scale, with the result that entire indus-
tries shift their locations. International specialization and cross-sourcing have made pro-
duction much more efficient. New technologies have changed the way we do business,
allowing us to both supply and receive products from across the world by using the
Internet. As a result, consumers, union leaders, policymakers, and sometimes even the
firms themselves are finding it increasingly difficult to define where a particular product
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was made. There are trading blocs such as the European Union in Europe, NAFTA in
North America, Mercosur in Latin America, and ASEAN in Asia. These blocs encourage
trade relations between their members, but, through their rules and standards, they also
affect the trade and investment flows of nonmember countries.

Individuals and firms have come to recognize that they are competing not only
domestically but also globally. World trade has given rise to global linkages of markets,
technology, and living standards that were previously unknown and unanticipated. At the
same time, it has deeply affected domestic policy-making and has often resulted in the
emergence of totally new opportunities as well as threats to firms and individuals. The
International Marketplace 1.2 provides an example.

Global Linkages
World trade has forged a network of global linkages that bind us all—countries, institu-
tions, and individuals—much more closely than ever before. These linkages were first
widely recognized during the worldwide oil crisis of 1970, but they continue to increase.
A drought in Brazil and its effect on coffee production and prices are felt around the
world. The 2004 tsunami in the Indian Ocean resulted in massive casualties in South
Asia, caused worldwide disruptions in manufacturing and trade, and devastated the
tourism industry of many countries. For example, in the Maldives, which are located
more than 2,500 kilometers (1.6 kilometers � 1 mile) from the quake’s epicenter,
tourism is the largest industry, contributing 30 percent of its GDP of $1.25 billion.3 The
industry is estimated to have suffered at least $100 million of damage in addition to
another $250 million in business losses as an indirect result of the tsunami.4 The com-
bined effects of hurricanes Katrina and Rita on the Gulf Coast of the United States in the
fall of 2005 caused the production loss of nearly 75 million barrels of oil, or 13.6 percent
of the annual oil production in the Gulf of Mexico. The result was a spike in the price
of gasoline worldwide, which raised the transportation costs for countless industries and
businesses.5

These linkages have also become more intense on an individual level. Communication
has built new international bridges, be it through music or international programs
transmitted by CNN, BBC, Al Arabiya, and other networks. New products have attained
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Public discussion has long highlighted companies that
outsource their manufacturing facilities or their technical
support call centers.When outsourcing first began, many
lawmakers and citizens were worried about the loss of
production jobs within the United States. Companies
argued that while some jobs may be lost, other more
skilled and higher paying jobs would emerge.Today,
however, companies are outsourcing information
technology, software support and, most importantly,
their innovation.

In October 2005, General Motors announced that it
would open its newest research and development facility
in Russia.According to the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development, GM has the sixth-largest
research and development budget of any company in the
world, annually spending $5 billion on R & D alone. Its
research and development branch has historically been
headquartered in Warren, Michigan, but the supply of
technical expertise and engineering knowledge the car
maker needs today is more available in countries such as
India, Brazil, and Russia.

Similarly, global competition and time pressures force
the pharmaceutical industry to speed up the develop-
ment process while simultaneously cutting costs.The
Italian pharmaceutical company, Congenia, has outsourced
a portion of its drug formulation capabilities to Indian
software giant Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. Previously,
Tata had been used by many companies as a source of
low-cost computer services and support. Pfizer, another
pharmaceutical company, which has a center in Mumbai,
outsources chemical synthesis, drug development, drug

manufacturing, and even clinical trials.While all drugs
that companies plan to sell in the United States must be
approved at every step of the process by U.S. regulatory
agencies, companies are finding it cheaper and faster to
take parts of the innovation process abroad.

U.S. and Western European companies are turning to
countries that have a technically educated population, but
relatively low levels of domestic capital. Initially, these
conditions offer low cost production facilities. However,
as workers gain more experience in particular fields, they
become poised to become the innovators themselves.
HelloSoft, an Indian company providing technology for
voice-over-internet protocol communications, has raised
over $16 million from U.S. venture capitalists.

Industrialized countries have long recruited talent from
around the world.Today, Indian and Eastern European
scientists, mathematicians, and engineers no longer need
to emigrate, but can work from their home countries.
Governments and companies must learn to adapt to a
changing global technology-intensive climate in which
most projects can be completed by teams from around
the world and seamlessly combined into a final product.
Lawmakers, workers, and consumers need to change
their policies and outlooks on outsourcing in order for a
country to stay globally competitive. Otherwise,
innovation will not just be outsourced, it will be coming
from entirely different regions of the world.

SOURCES: Hamm, Steve,“Scrambling up the Development Ladder,”
Business Week, August 22/29 2005, 112; Smolchenko,Anna,“GM to Open
Russian R&D Center,” The Moscow Times, Issue 3280, October 24, 2005, 7.

Outsourcing Innovation?

The International MARKETPLACE 1.2

international appeal and encouraged similar activities around the world—where many of
us wear jeans, dance to the same music on our iPods, and eat kebobs, curry, and sushi.
Transportation linkages let individuals from different countries see and meet each other
with unprecedented ease. Common cultural pressures result in similar social phenomena
and behavior—for example, more dual-income families are emerging around the world,
which leads to more frequent, but also more stressful, shopping.6

World trade is also bringing about a global reorientation of corporate processes, which
opens up entirely new horizons. Never before has it been so easy to gather, manipulate,
analyze, and disseminate information—but never before has the pressure been so great to
do so. Ongoing global technological innovation in marketing has direct effects on the
efficiency and effectiveness of all business activities. Products can be produced more
quickly, obtained less expensively from sources around the world, distributed at lower
cost, and customized to meet diverse clients’ needs. As an example, only a decade ago, it
would have been thought impossible for a firm to produce parts for a car in more than
one country, assemble the car in yet another country, and sell it in still other nations.



Today, such global investment strategies coupled with production and distribution shar-
ing are becoming a matter of routine. Of course, as The International Marketplace 1.2
explains, these changes increase the level of global competition, which in turn makes it
an ongoing effort if one wants to stay in a leadership position.

Advances in technology also allow firms to separate their activities by content and con-
text. Firms can operate in a “market space” rather than a marketplace7 by keeping the
content while changing the context of a transaction. For example, a newspaper can now
be distributed online globally rather than house-to-house on paper, thereby allowing out-
reach to entirely new customer groups.

The level of global investment is at an unprecedented high. The shifts in financial flows
have had major effects. They have resulted in the buildup of international debt by gov-
ernments, affected the international value of currencies, provided foreign capital for firms,
and triggered major foreign direct-investment activities. For example, well over one-third
of the workers in the U.S. chemical industry toil for foreign owners. Many of the office
buildings Americans work in are owned by foreign landlords. The opening of plants can
take the place of trade. All these developments make us more and more dependent on
one another.

This interdependence, however, is not stable. On almost a daily basis, realignments
taking place on both micro and macro levels make past trade orientations at least partially
obsolete. For example, for the first 200 years of its history, the United States looked to
Europe for markets and sources of supply. Today, U.S. two-way trade with Asia far out-
paces U.S. trade with Europe.

Not only is the environment changing, but the pace of change is accelerating as well.
Atari’s Pong was first introduced in the early 1980s; today, action games and movies are
made with computerized humans. The first office computers emerged in the mid-1980s;
today, home computers have become commonplace. E-mail was introduced to a mass
market only in the 1990s; today, many college students hardly ever send personal notes
using a stamp and envelope.8

These changes and the speed with which they come about significantly affect coun-
tries, corporations, and individuals. One change is the role participants play. For example,
the United States accounted for nearly 25 percent of world merchandise exports in the
1950s, but by 2005 this share had declined to less than 9 percent. Also, the way countries
participate in world trade is shifting. In the past two decades the role of primary com-
modities in international trade has dropped precipitously, while the importance of manu-
factured goods has increased. The increase in the volume of services trade has been even
higher. In a few decades, international services went from being a nonmeasured activity
to a global volume of more than $2.1 trillion in 2005.9 Exhibit 1.2 shows how substantial
the growth rates for both merchandise and services trade have been. Most important, the
growth in the overall volume and value of both merchandise and services trade has had
a major impact on firms, countries, and individuals.

Domestic Policy Repercussions
The effects of closer global linkages on the economics of countries have been dramatic.
Policymakers have increasingly come to recognize that it is very difficult to isolate
domestic economic activity from international market events. Decisions that once were
clearly in the domestic purview have now become subject to revision by influences from
abroad, and domestic policy measures are often canceled out or counteracted by the
activities of global market forces.

A lowering of interest rates domestically may make consumers happy or may be polit-
ically wise, but it quickly becomes unsustainable if it results in a major outflow of funds
to countries that offer higher interest rates. Agricultural and farm policies, which histori-
cally have been strictly domestic issues, are suddenly thrust into the international realm.
Any policy consideration must now be seen in light of international repercussions due to
influences from global trade and investment. 

To some extent, the economic world as we knew it has been turned upside down.
For example, trade flows traditionally have been used to determine currency flows and
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therefore the level of the exchange rate. In the more recent past, currency flows took on a
life of their own. Independent of trade, they set exchange rates, which are the values of
currencies relative to each other. These exchange rates in turn have now begun to deter-
mine the level of trade. Governments that wish to counteract these developments with
monetary policies find that currency flows outnumber trade flows by 100 to 1. Also,
private-sector financial flows vastly outnumber the financial flows that can be marshaled
by governments, even when acting in concert. Similarly, constant rapid technological
change and vast advances in communication permit firms and countries to quickly emu-
late innovation and counteract carefully designed plans. As a result, governments are often
powerless to implement effective policy measures, even when they know what to do.

Policymakers therefore find themselves with increasing responsibilities yet with fewer
and less effective tools to carry out these responsibilities. At the same time that more parts
of a domestic economy are vulnerable to international shifts and changes, these parts are
becoming less controllable. The global market imposes increasingly tight limits on na-
tional economic regulation and sovereignty.

To regain some of their power to influence events, policymakers have sought to restrict
the impact of global trade and financial flows by erecting barriers, charging tariffs, de-
signing quotas, and implementing other import regulations. However, these measures too
have been restrained by international agreements that regulate trade restrictions, particu-
larly through the World Trade Organization (WTO) (http://www.wto.org). Global trade has
therefore changed many previously held notions about nation-state sovereignty and ex-
traterritoriality. The same interdependence that has made us more affluent has also left us
more vulnerable. Because this vulnerability is spread out over all major trading nations,
however, some have credited international marketing with being a pillar of international
peace, as The International Marketplace 1.1 showed. Clearly, closer economic relations
can result in many positive effects. At the same time, however, interdependence brings
with it risks, such as dislocations of people and economic resources and a decrease in a
nation’s capability to do things its own way. Given the ease—and sometimes the
desirability—of blaming a foreign rather than a domestic culprit for economic failure, it
may well also be a key task for the international marketer to stimulate societal thinking
about the long-term benefits of interdependence.
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Opportunities and Challenges 
in International Marketing

To prosper in a world of abrupt changes and discontinuities, of newly emerging forces and
dangers, of unforeseen influences from abroad, firms need to prepare themselves and de-
velop active responses. New strategies need to be envisioned, new plans need to be made,
and the way of doing business needs to be changed. The way to obtain and retain leader-
ship, economically, politically, or morally, is—as the examples of Rome, Constantinople,
and London have amply demonstrated—not through passivity but rather through a contin-
uous, alert adaptation to the changing world environment. To help a country remain a
player in the world economy, governments, firms, and individuals need to respond
aggressively with innovation, process improvements, and creativity.10

The growth of global business activities offers increased opportunities. International
activities can be crucial to a firm’s survival and growth. By transferring knowledge around
the globe, an international firm can build and strengthen its competitive position. Firms
that heavily depend on long production runs can expand their activities far beyond their
domestic markets and benefit from reaching many more customers. Market saturation can
be avoided by lengthening or rejuvenating product life cycles in other countries. Produc-
tion sites once were inflexible, but now plants can be shifted from one country to another
and suppliers can be found on every continent. Cooperative agreements can be formed
that enable all parties to bring their major strengths to the table and emerge with better
products, services, and ideas than they could produce on their own. In addition, research
has found that multinational corporations face a lower risk of insolvency and pay higher
wages than do domestic companies.11 For example, in the United States, jobs supported
by goods exports pay 13–16 percent above the average wage.12 At the same time, inter-
national marketing enables consumers all over the world to find greater varieties of prod-
ucts at lower prices and to improve their lifestyles and comfort.13

International opportunities require careful exploration. What is needed is an awareness
of global developments, an understanding of their meaning, and a development of capa-
bilities to adjust to change. Firms must adapt to the international market if they are to be
successful.

One key facet of the marketing concept is adaptation to the environment, particularly
the market. Even though many executives understand the need for such an adaptation in
their domestic market, they often believe that international customers are just like the
ones the firm deals with at home. It is here that many firms commit grave mistakes that
lead to inefficiency, lack of consumer acceptance, and sometimes even corporate failure.
As The International Marketplace 1.3 explains, there are quite substantial differences in
this world between consumer groups. 

Firms increasingly understand that many of the key difficulties encountered in doing
business internationally are marketing problems. Judging by corporate needs, a back-
ground in international marketing is highly desirable for business students seeking em-
ployment, not only for today but also for long-term career plans.

Many firms do not participate in the global market. Often, managers believe that inter-
national marketing should only be carried out by large multinational corporations. It is true
that there are some very large players from many countries active in the world market. But
smaller firms are major players, too. For example, 50 percent of German exports are created
by firms with 19 or fewer employees.14 Nearly 97 percent of U.S. exporters are small and
medium-sized enterprises, with two-thirds of U.S. exporters having less than 20 employ-
ees.15 Increasingly we find smaller firms, particularly in the computer and telecommunica-
tions industries, that are born global, since they achieve a worldwide presence within a
very short time.16

Those firms and industries that are not participating in the world market have to
recognize that in today’s trade environment, isolation has become impossible. Willing or
unwilling, firms are becoming participants in global business affairs. Even if not by choice,
most firms and individuals are affected directly or indirectly by economic and political
developments that occur in the international marketplace. Those firms that refuse to
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participate are relegated to react to the global marketplace and therefore are unprepared
for harsh competition from abroad.

Some industries have recognized the need for international adjustments. Farmers
understand the need for high productivity in light of stiff international competition. Car
producers, computer makers, and firms in other technologically advanced industries have
learned to forge global relationships to stay in the race. Firms in the steel, textile, and
leather sectors have shifted production, and perhaps even adjusted their core business, in
response to overwhelming onslaughts from abroad. Other industries in some countries
have been caught unaware and have been unable to adjust. The result is the extinction of
firms or entire industries, such as VCRs in the United States and coal mining and steel
smelting in other countries.

The Goals of This Book

This book aims to make you a better, more successful participant in the international mar-
ketplace by providing information about what is going on in international markets and by
helping you to translate knowledge into successful business transactions. By learning
about both theory and practice, you can obtain a good conceptual understanding of the
field of international marketing as well as become firmly grounded in the realities of the
global marketplace. Therefore, this book approaches international marketing in the way
the manager of a firm does, reflecting different levels of international involvement and the
importance of business–government relations.

Firms differ widely in their international activities and needs, depending on their level
of experience, resources, and capabilities. For the firm that is just beginning to enter the
global market, the level of knowledge about international complexities is low, the
demand on time is high, expectations about success are uncertain, and the international
environment is often inflexible. Conversely, for a multinational firm that is globally

Global Consumers in the New Century

The International MARKETPLACE 1.3

• In Canada he will share one square mile with eight other
people.

• In Italy she will be living in a city, as 90 percent of the
population does.

The Baby of the Less-Developed World:

• In Sierra Leone she will live to the age of 36, while he
will live to the age of 34.

• In Niger there is a 20 percent chance that she will use
adequate sanitation.

• In Uganda her family income is likely to be about $1,360.

• In China he will share one square mile with 352 other
people.

• In India she will be living in a rural area, as 72 percent of
the population does.

SOURCE: Population Reference Bureau, Data Finder,
http://www.prb.org/, accessed March 4, 2005.

One of the drivers behind the move toward global
marketing strategies has been the notion that consumer
needs are becoming more alike around the world.Yet
drastic differences in the development of various regions
of the world remain, and they are bound to continue well
into the new century.

Such differences warrant differentiation in both marketing
and pricing strategies. Here are just a few examples of
what a baby in the Western world and a baby in the less-
developed world may face upon birth.

The Western Baby:

• In Switzerland she will live to the age of 83, while he will
live to the age of 77.

• In the Netherlands there is a 100 percent chance that
she will use adequate sanitation.

• In the United States her family’s income will likely be
around $36,110 per annum.

http://www.prb.org/
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oriented and employs thousands of people on each continent, much more leeway exists
in terms of resource availability, experience, and information. In addition, the multina-
tional firm has the option of responding creatively to the environment by shifting
resources or even shaping the environment itself. For example, the heads of large corpo-
rations have access to government ministers to plead their case for a change in policy, an
alternative that is rarely afforded to smaller firms.

To become a large international corporation, however, a firm usually has to start out
small. Similarly, to direct far-flung global operations, managers first have to learn the ba-
sics. The structure of this text reflects this reality by presenting initially a perspective of
the business environment, which covers national marketing and policy issues and their
cultural, economic, financial, political, and legal dimensions.

Subsequently, the book discusses in detail the beginning internationalization of the
firm. The emphasis is on the needs of those who are starting out and the operational
questions that are crucial to success. Some basic yet essential issues addressed are: What
is the difference between domestic and international marketing? Does the applicability of
marketing principles change when they are transferred to the global environment? How
do marketers find out whether there is a market for a product abroad without spending a
fortune in time and money on research? How can the firm promote its products in foreign
markets? How do marketers find and evaluate a foreign distributor, and how do they
make sure that their firm gets paid? How can marketers minimize government red tape yet
take advantage of any governmental programs that are of use to them?

These questions are addressed both conceptually and empirically, with a strong focus
on export and import operations. We will see how the international commitment is de-
veloped and strengthened within the firm.

Once these important dimensions have been covered, we make the transition to the
multinational corporation. The focus is now on the transnational allocation of resources,
the coordination of multinational marketing activities, and the attainment of global syner-
gism. Finally, emerging issues of challenge to both policymakers and multinational firms,
such as countertrade, marketing to economies in transition, and the future outlook of the
global market, are discussed.

All the marketing issues are considered in relation to national policies so as to famil-
iarize you with the divergent forces at play in the global market. Governments’ increased
awareness of and involvement with international marketing require managers to be aware
of the role of governments and also to be able to work with them in order to attain mar-
keting goals. Therefore, the continued references in the text to business–government
interaction demonstrate a vital link in the development of international marketing strategy.
In addition, we give full play to the increased ability of firms to communicate with a
global market. Therefore, we develop and offer, for firms both small and large, our ideas
and strategies for viable participation in electronic commerce.

We expect that this gradual approach to international marketing will permit you not
only to master another academic subject, but also to become well versed in both the op-
erational and the strategic aspects of the field. The result should be a better understand-
ing of how the global market works and the capability to participate in the international
marketing imperative.
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Summary

Over the last few decades, international trade in mer-
chandise has expanded at astounding rates to reach over
$9 trillion in 2005. In addition, trade in services has
grown at particularly high rates within the last decade to
reach $2.1 trillion in 2005. As a result, nations are much
more affected by international business than in the
past. Global linkages have made possible investment

strategies and marketing alternatives that offer tremen-
dous opportunities. Yet these changes and the speed of
change also can represent threats to nations and firms.

On the policy front, decision makers have come to re-
alize that it is very difficult to isolate domestic economic
activity from international market events. Factors such as
currency exchange rates, financial flows, and foreign
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Key Terms

international marketing
global linkages

currency flows
exchange rates

Questions & Discussion

1. What are the recent trends in world trade? Will
expansion of world trade in the future follow these
trends?

2. Does increased world trade mean increased risk?

3. What impact do global linkages have on firms and
consumers?

4. Can you think of examples of international
marketing contributing to world peace?

5. Describe some opportunities and challenges in
international marketing created by new advances
in information technology.

Internet Exercises

1. Using World Trade Organization data 
(http://www.wto.org), identify the following: (a) the
top ten exporting and importing countries in world
merchandise trade and (b) the top ten exporting
and importing countries of commercial services.

2. Please compare the top ten exporting countries to
each other. Highlight similarities and differences;

considering factors such as geographic location,
population, Gross Domestic Product, and inflation.
Financial indicators are available online from the
World Bank, World Trade Organization, and
International Monetary Fund. 

economic actions increasingly render the policymaker
powerless to implement a domestic agenda. Interna-
tional interdependence, which has contributed to greater
affluence, has also increased our vulnerability.

Both firms and individuals are greatly affected by
international trade. Whether willing or not, they are
participating in global business affairs. Entire industries
have been threatened in their survival as a result of inter-
national trade flows and have either adjusted to new mar-
ket realities or left the market. Some individuals have lost
their workplace and experienced reduced salaries. At the
same time, global business changes have increased the

opportunities available. Firms can now reach many more
customers, product life cycles have been lengthened,
sourcing policies have become variable, new jobs have
been created, and consumers all over the world can find
greater varieties of products at lower prices.

To benefit from the opportunities and deal with
the adversities of international trade, business needs
to adopt the international marketing concept. The new
set of macroenvironmental factors has to be under-
stood and responded to in order to let international
markets become a source of growth, profit, and needs
satisfaction.
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Basics of Marketing

T
his appendix provides a summary of the basic
concepts in marketing for the reader who
wishes to review them before applying them
to international marketing. The American

Marketing Association defines marketing as “an organiza-
tional function and a set of processes for creating, com-
municating, and delivering value to customers, and for
managing customer relationships in ways that benefit the
organization and its stake-holders.”1

It is useful to focus on the definition’s components to
fully understand its meaning. Marketing as an organiza-
tional function interprets it as part of a thrust that gives
direction to a unit. Set of processes highlights the idea that
the activity goes beyond a single transaction. Creating,
communicating, and delivering emphasizes that the mar-
keting discipline takes leadership in its activities from be-
ginning to end and that the art and the practical imple-
mentation dimensions of the discipline are crucial in their
simultaneity. Value to customers indicates the core focus
of marketing. Physicians have as their overriding princi-
ple the Hippocratic Oath “do no harm.” Marketers should
consider any action under the prism of “are customers
better off ?” Managing customer relationships in turn indi-
cates the dyadic aspects of marketing—there is an inter-
action between the firm and the customers, as well as the
relationships among the customers themselves. It is mar-
keting’s responsibility to handle both types of relation-
ship. Customers need to be content in their assessment of
the rapport they have with the firm. However, they also
continue to be part of a network that is defined by their
interaction with fellow customers. Since marketers will be
major influencers on this relationship they need to take
into account the repercussions that their actions are likely
to have on these linkages. The term relationship is key,
since it is indicative of the fact that actions build upon
each other and are instrumental in forging bonds and
inflaming disagreements. The marketer therefore cannot
see any product or effort as an isolated event. Rather it
has to be understood as a component of an entire series
of steps that define the bridge between entities. Using
this perspective, marketing has a very broad mission. The
discipline is not narrowly confined to relationships that
emerge when money is exchanged for goods. Rather,
marketing has its application just as well when there is
performance of a service (say, coaching Little League or
fundraising for a charity) in exchange for obtaining a
good feeling and a sense of fulfillment. 

The fact that marketing is to benefit the organiza-
tion is critical. Marketing needs to be seen, after all, in
the context of a planned and purposeful activity. It
seeks a definite, favorable outcome for the institution
conducting the marketing pursuit. Again, it is important
to recognize that this benefit need not be seen strictly
in terms of mammon. Rather, the organization itself is
the one that defines what it determines to be benefi-
cial. Therefore, there is ample room for both macro
benefits such as “more positive images of our country,”
as well as micro benefits such as “increase desire to go
to work,” in addition to the business benefits custom-
arily seen to be in the purview of organizations. As a
result, marketing finds a full range of applicability in
not-for-profit areas, such as medicine, the arts, or gov-
ernment areas typically wrongfully excluded from the
need for marketing. The use of the term stakeholder is
also indicative of this breadth of marketing in that it
gives recognition to others who have an interest in either
the process or the outcome of marketing activities.

As you can see, this definition packs a lot of punch,
and lets marketing make a major contribution to the
welfare of individuals and organizations. Nevertheless,
based on our view of marketing, we will expand this
definition on several dimensions. First, we believe that
the terms create, deliver and value overemphasize trans-
actions as one-time events. Therefore, we add the terms
maintain and value stream to highlight the long-term
nature of marketing that encourages customers to con-
tinue to come back. We also believe that, as the scope of
marketing is broadened, societal goals need to be added
to individuals and organizations, properly reflecting the
overarching reach and responsibility of marketing as a
social change agent that responds to and develops social
concerns about the environment, technology, and ethics.
Equally important is the need to specifically broaden 
our marketing understanding beyond national borders.
Today, sourcing and supply linkages exist around the
globe, competition emerges from all corners of the earth,
and marketing opportunities evolve worldwide. As a re-
sult, many crucial dimensions of marketing need to be
reevaluated and adapted in a global context.

Based on these considerations, our expanded defini-
tion of marketing is “an organizational function and a
set of process for creating, communicating, delivering,
and maintaining value streams to customers and for
managing customer relationships in ways that benefit the

AAppendix
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organization, its stakeholder, and society in the context
of a global environment.”2

The concepts of satisfaction and exchange are at the
core of marketing. For an exchange to take place, two or
more parties must come together in person, through the
mail, or through technology, and they must communi-
cate and deliver things of perceived value. Potential cus-
tomers should be perceived as information seekers who
evaluate marketers’ efforts in terms of their own drives
and needs. When the offering is consistent with their
needs, they tend to choose the product; if it is not, they
choose other alternatives. A key task of the marketer is
to recognize the ever-changing nature of needs and
wants. Increasingly, the goal of marketing has been ex-
panded from sensing, serving, and satisfying individual
customers to taking into consideration the long-term in-
terests of society.

Marketing is not limited to business entities but involves
governmental and nonbusiness units as well. Marketing
techniques are applied not only to goods but also to ideas
(for example, the “Made in the U.S.A.” campaign) and to
services (for example, international advertising agencies).
The term business marketing is used for activities directed
at other businesses, governmental entities, and various
types of institutions. Business marketing accounts for well
over 50 percent of all marketing activities.

Strategic Marketing

The marketing manager’s task is to plan and execute
programs that will ensure a long-term competitive ad-
vantage for the company. This task has two integral
parts: (1) the determining of specific target markets and
(2) marketing management, which consists of manipulat-
ing marketing mix elements to best satisfy the needs
of individual target markets.

Target Market Selection
Characteristics of intended target markets are of critical
importance to the marketer. These characteristics can
be summarized by eight Os: occupants, objects, occa-
sions, objectives, outlets, organization, operations, and
opposition.3

Occupants are targets of the marketing effort. The
marketer must determine which customers to approach
and also define them along numerous dimensions, such
as demographics (age, sex, and nationality, for exam-
ple), geography (country or region), psychographics
(attitudes, interests, and opinions), or product-related
variables (usage rate and brand loyalty, for example).
Included in this analysis must be the major influences on
the occupants during their buying processes.

Objects are what is being bought at present to satisfy 
a particular need. Included in this concept are physical
objects, services, ideas, organizations, places, and persons.

Occasions are moments when members of the target
market buy the product or service. This characteristic is
important to the marketer because a product’s consump-
tion may be tied to a particular time period—for exam-
ple, imported beer and a festival.

Objectives are the motivations behind the purchase or
adoption of the marketed concept. A computer manufac-
turer markets not hardware but solutions to problems.
Additionally, many customers look for hidden value in the
product they purchase, which may be expressed, for ex-
ample, through national origin of the product or through
brand name.

Outlets are places where customers expect to be able
to procure a product or to be exposed to messages about
it. Outlets include not only the entities themselves but
also location within a particular place. Although aseptic
packaging made it possible to shelve milk outside the
refrigerated area in supermarkets, customers’ acceptance
of the arrangement was not automatic: the product was
not where it was supposed to be. In the area of services,
outlet involves (1) making a particular service available
and communicating its availability, and (2) selecting
the particular types of facilitators (such as brokers) who
bring the parties together.

Organization describes how the buying or acceptance
of a (new) idea takes place. Organization expands the
analysis beyond the individual consumer to the decision-
making unit (DMU). The DMU varies in terms of its size
and its nature from relatively small and informal groups
like a family to large groups (more than ten people) to
formal buying committees. Compare, for example, the
differences between a family buying a new home-
entertainment center and the governing board at a
university deciding which architectural firm to use. In
either case, to develop proper products and services, the
marketer should know as much as possible about the
decision-making processes and the roles of various
individuals.

Operations represent the behavior of the organization
buying products and services. Increasingly, industrial or-
ganizations are concentrating their purchases with fewer
suppliers and making longer-term commitments. Super-
markets may make available only the leading brands in a
product category, thereby complicating the marketer’s
attempts to place new products in these outlets.

Opposition refers to the competition to be faced in the
marketplace. The nature of competition will vary from di-
rect product-type competition to competition from other
products that satisfy the same need. For example, Prince
tennis rackets face a threat not only from other racket
manufacturers but also from any company that provides
a product or service for leisure-time use. Competitive sit-
uations will vary from one market and from one segment
to the next. Gillette is number one in the U.S. market for
disposable razors, with Bic a distant runner-up; however,
elsewhere, particularly in Europe, the roles are reversed.
In the long term, threats may come from outside the
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industry in which the marketer operates. As an example,
digital watches originated in the electronics industry
rather than the watch industry.

Analyzing the eight Os, and keeping in mind other
uncontrollable factors in the environment (cultural,
political, legal, technological, societal, and economic),
the marketer must select the markets to which efforts will
be targeted. In the short term, the marketer has to adjust
to these environmental forces; in the long term, they can
be manipulated to some extent by judicious marketing
activity. Consumerism, one of the major forces shaping
marketing activities, is concerned with protecting the
consumer whenever an exchange relationship exists
with any type of organization. Manifestations of the
impact of consumerism on marketing exist in labeling,
product specifications, promotional campaigns, recycling
expectations, and demands for environmentally friendly
products.

Because every marketer operates in a corporate envi-
ronment of scarcity and comparative strengths, the target
market decision is a crucial one. In some cases, the
marketer may select only one segment of the market
(for example, motorcycles of 1,000� cc) or multiple seg-
ments (for example, all types of motorized two-wheeled
vehicles), or the firm may opt for an undifferentiated
product that is to be mass-marketed (for example,
unbranded commodities or products that satisfy the
same need worldwide, such as Coca-Cola).

Marketing Management
The marketing manager, having analyzed the character-
istics of the target market(s), is in a position to specify
the mix of marketing variables that will best serve each
target market. The variables the marketing manager con-
trols are known as the elements of the marketing mix, or
the four Ps: product, price, place, and promotion.4 Each
consists of a submix of variables, and policy decisions
must be made on each.

Product policy is concerned with all the elements that
make up the good, service, or idea that is offered by the
marketer. Included are all possible tangible characteris-
tics (such as the core product and packaging) and intan-
gible characteristics (such as branding and warranties).
Many products are a combination of a concrete product
and the accompanying service; for example, in buying
an Otis elevator, the purchaser buys not only the prod-
uct but an extensive service contract as well.

Pricing policy determines the cost of the product to the
customer—a point somewhere between the floor created
by the costs to the firm and the ceiling created by the
strength of demand. An important consideration of pric-
ing policy is pricing within the channel of distribution;
margins to be made by the middlemen who assist in the
marketing effort must be taken into account. Discounts to
middlemen include functional, quantity, seasonal, and
cash discounts, as well as promotional allowances. An

important point to remember is that price is the only rev-
enue-generating element of the marketing mix.

Distribution policy covers the place variable of the
marketing mix and has two components: channel man-
agement and logistics management. Channel manage-
ment is concerned with the entire process of setting up
and operating the contractual organization, consisting of
various types of middlemen (such as wholesalers,
agents, retailers, and facilitators). Logistics management
is focused on providing product availability at appropri-
ate times and places in the marketing channel.5 Place is
the most long term of all the marketing mix elements; it
is the most difficult to change in the short term.

Communications policy uses promotion tools to inter-
act with customers, middlemen, and the public at large.
The communications element consists of these tools:
advertising, sales promotion, personal selling, and pub-
licity. Because the purpose of all communications is to
persuade, this is the most visible and sensitive of the
marketing mix elements.

Blending the various elements into a coherent pro-
gram requires trade-offs based on the type of product
or service being offered (for example, detergents versus
fighter aircraft), the stage of the product’s life cycle (a
new product versus one that is being revived), and
resources available for the marketing effort (money and
personnel), as well as the type of customer at whom the
marketing efforts are directed.

The Marketing Process

The actual process of marketing consists of four stages:
analysis, planning, implementation, and control.

Analysis begins with collecting data on the eight Os
and using various quantitative and qualitative techniques
of marketing research. Data sources will vary from sec-
ondary to primary, internal to external (to the company),
and informal to formal. The data are used to determine
company opportunities by screening a plethora of envi-
ronmental opportunities. The company opportunities
must then be checked against the company’s resources
to judge their viability. The key criterion is competitive
advantage.

Planning refers to the blueprint generated to react to
and exploit the opportunities in the marketplace. The
planning stage involves both long-term strategies and
short-term tactics. A marketing plan developed for a
particular market includes a situation analysis, objec-
tives and goals to be met, strategies and tactics, and
cost and profit estimates. Included in the activity is the
formation of a new organizational structure or adjust-
ments in the existing one to prepare for the execution
of the plan.

Implementation is the actual carrying out of the
planned activity. If the plans drawn reflect market condi-
tions, and if they are based on realistic assessments of
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the company’s fit into the market, the implementation
process will be a success. Plans must take into account
unforeseeable changes within the company and environ-
mental forces, and allow for corresponding changes to
occur in implementing the plans.

For this reason, concurrently with implementation,
control mechanisms must be put into effect. The market-
place is ever dynamic and requires the monitoring of en-
vironmental forces, competitors, channel participants,
and customer receptiveness. Short-term control tools in-
clude annual plan control (such as comparing actual sales
to quota), profitability control, and efficiency control.

Long-term control is achieved through comprehensive or
functional audits to make sure that marketing not only is
doing things right but is doing the right things. The results
of the control effort provide valuable input for subse-
quent planning efforts.

These marketing basics do not vary, regardless of the
type of market one is planning to enter or to continue
operating within. They have been called the “technical
universals” of marketing.6 The different environments in
which the marketing manager must operate will give
varying emphases to the variables and will cause the val-
ues of the variables to change.

Key Terms
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price

place
promotion tools
analysis
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implementation
control mechanisms
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Geographical Perspectives
on International Marketing 

T
he globalization of business has made geogra-
phy indispensable for the study of interna-
tional marketing. Without significant attention
to the study of geography, critical ideas and in-

formation about the world in which business occurs will
be missing.

Just as the study of business has changed significantly
in recent decades, so has the study of geography. Once
considered by many to be simply a descriptive inventory
that filled in blank spots on maps, geography has
emerged as an analytical approach that uses scientific
methods to answer important questions.

Geography focuses on answering “Where?” questions.
Where are things located? What is their distribution
across the surface of the earth? An old aphorism holds,
“If you can map it, it’s geography.” That statement is
true, because we use maps to gather, store, analyze, and
present information that answers “Where?” questions.
Identifying where things are located is only the first
phase of geographic inquiry. Once locations have been
determined, “Why?” and “How?” questions can be asked.
Why are things located where they are? How do differ-
ent things relate to one another at a specific place? How
do different places relate to each other? How have geo-
graphic patterns and relationships changed over time?
These are the questions that take geography beyond
mere description and make it a powerful approach for
analyzing and explaining geographical aspects of a wide
range of different kinds of problems faced by those en-
gaged in international marketing.

Geography answers questions related to the location
of different kinds of economic activity and the transac-
tions that flow across national boundaries. It provides in-
sights into the natural and human factors that influence
patterns of production and consumption in different
parts of the world. It explains why patterns of trade and

exchange evolve over time. And because a geographic
perspective emphasizes the analysis of processes that re-
sult in different geographic patterns, it provides a means
for assessing how patterns might change in the future.

Geography has a rich tradition. Classical Greeks,
medieval Arabs, enlightened European explorers, and
contemporary scholars in the United States and else-
where have organized geographic knowledge in many
different ways. In recent decades, however, geography
has become more familiar and more relevant to many
people because emphasis has been placed on five
fundamental themes as ways to structure geographic
questions and to provide answers for those questions.
Those themes are (1) location, (2) place, (3) interaction,
(4) movement, and (5) region. The five themes are nei-
ther exclusive nor exhaustive. They complement other
disciplinary approaches for organizing information, some
of which are better suited to addressing specific kinds of
questions. Other questions require insights related to two
or more of the themes. Experience has shown, however,
that the five themes provide a powerful means for intro-
ducing students to the geographic perspective. As a re-
sult, they provide the structure for this discussion.

Location

For decades, people engaged in real estate develop-
ment have said that the value of a place is a product of
three factors: location, location, and location. This
statement also reflects the importance of location for
international marketing. Learning the location and char-
acteristics of other places has always been important to
those interested in conducting business outside their
local areas. The drive to learn about different areas,
especially their resources and potential as markets, has
stimulated geographic exploration throughout history.
Explorations of the Mediterranean by the Phoenicians,
Marco Polo’s journey to China, and voyages undertaken
by Christopher Columbus, Vasco da Gama, Henry
Hudson, and James Cook not only improved general
knowledge of the world but also expanded business
opportunities.

BAppendix
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Assessing the role of location requires more than
simply determining specific locations where certain ac-
tivities take place. Latitude and longitude often are used
to fix the exact location of features on the earth’s surface,
but to simply describe a place’s coordinates provides
relatively little information about that place. Of much
greater significance is its location relative to other features.
The city of Singapore, for example, is between 1 and
2 degrees North latitude and is just west of 104 degrees
East longitude. Other locational characteristics are far
more important if you want to understand why Singapore
has emerged as such an important locale for interna-
tional business. Singapore is at the southern tip of the
Malay Peninsula near the eastern end of the Strait of
Malacca, a critical shipping route connecting the Indian
Ocean with the South China Sea. For almost 150 years,
this location made Singapore an important center for
trade in the British Empire. After it attained independ-
ence in 1965, Singapore’s leaders diversified its economy
and complemented trade in its bustling port with numer-
ous manufacturing plants that export products to nations
around the world. Singapore quickly became one of the
world’s leading manufacturers of disk drives and other
electronic components, using its pivotal location on
global air routes to quickly ship these light-weight, high-
value goods around the world. The same locational
advantages have spurred its rise in recent decades as a
business and financial services center for eastern Asia. 

An understanding of the way location influences busi-
ness therefore is critical for the international marketing
executive. Without clear knowledge of an enterprise’s
location relative to its suppliers, to its market, and to its
competitors, an executive operates like the captain of a
fogbound vessel that has lost all navigational instruments
and is heading for dangerous shoals. 

Place

In addition to its location, each place has a diverse set of
characteristics. Although many of those characteristics
are present in other places, the ensemble makes each
place unique. The characteristics of places—both natural
and human—profoundly influence the ways that busi-
ness executives in different places participate in interna-
tional economic transactions. 

Natural Features 
Many of the characteristics of a place relate to its natural
attributes. Geologic characteristics can be especially im-
portant, as the presence of critical minerals or energy re-
sources may make a place a world-renowned supplier of
valuable products. Gold and diamonds help make South
Africa’s economy the most prosperous on that continent.
Rich deposits of iron ore in southern parts of the

Amazon Basin have made Brazil the world’s leading
exporter of that commodity, while Chile remains a pre-
eminent exporter of copper. Coal deposits provided the
foundation for massive industrial development in the
eastern United States, in the Rhine River Basin of Europe,
in western Russia, and in northeastern China. Because of
abundant pools of petroleum beneath desert sands, stan-
dards of living in Saudi Arabia and nearby nations have
risen rapidly to be among the highest in the world.

The geology of a place also shapes its terrain. People
traditionally have clustered in lower, flatter areas, be-
cause valleys and plains have permitted the agricultural
development necessary to feed the local population and
to generate surpluses that can be traded. Hilly and
mountainous areas may support some people, but their
population densities are invariably lower. Terrain also
plays a critical role in focusing and inhibiting the move-
ment of people and goods. Business leaders throughout
the centuries have capitalized on this fact. Just as feudal
masters sought control of mountain passes in order to
collect tolls and other duties from traders who traversed
an area, modern executives maintain stores and offer
services near bridges and at other points where terrain
slows down travel.

The terrain of a place is related to its hydrology.
Rivers, lakes, and other bodies of water influence the
kinds of economic activities that occur in a place. In gen-
eral, abundant supplies of water boost economic devel-
opment, because water is necessary for the sustenance
of people and for both agricultural and industrial pro-
duction. Locations like Los Angeles and Saudi Arabia
have prospered despite having little local water, because
other features offer advantages that more than exceed
the additional costs incurred in delivering water supplies
from elsewhere. While sufficient water must be available
to meet local needs, overabundance of water may pose
serious problems, such as in Bangladesh, where devel-
opment has been inhibited by frequent flooding. 

The character of a place’s water bodies also is impor-
tant. Smooth-flowing streams and placid lakes can stim-
ulate transportation within a place and connect it more
easily with other places, while waterfalls and rapids can
prevent navigation on streams. The rapid drop in eleva-
tion of such streams may boost their potential for hydro-
electric power generation, however, thereby stimulating
development of industries requiring considerable amounts
of electricity. Large plants producing aluminum, for
example, are found in the Tennessee and Columbia river
valleys of the United States and in Quebec and British
Columbia in Canada. These plants refine materials that
originally were extracted elsewhere, especially bauxite
and alumina from Caribbean nations like Jamaica and
the Dominican Republic. Although the transport costs
incurred in delivery of these materials to the plants is
high, those costs are more than offset by the presence of
abundant and inexpensive electricity.
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Climate is another natural feature that has profound
impact on economic activity within a place. Many activi-
ties are directly affected by climate. Locales blessed with
pleasant climates have become popular recreational
havens, attracting tourists whose spending fuels the
local economy. Florida, the Côte d’Azur of France, the
Crimean Peninsula of Ukraine, and the “Gold Coast” of
northeastern Australia are just a few examples of popu-
lar tourist destinations whose primary attribute is a salu-
brious climate. Agricultural production is also influenced
by climate. The average daily and evening temperatures,
the amount and timing of precipitation, the timing of
frosts and freezing weather, and the variability of
weather from one year to the next all influence the kinds
of crops grown in an area. Plants producing bananas and
sugar cane flourish in moist tropical areas, while cooler
climates are more conducive for crops such as wheat
and potatoes. Climate influences other industries as well.
The aircraft manufacturing industry in the United States
developed largely in warmer, drier areas, where condi-
tions for test flights were more beneficial throughout the
year. In a similar way, major rocket-launching facilities
have been placed in locations where climatic conditions
are most favorable. As a result, the primary launch site of
the European Space Agency is not in Europe at all, but
rather in the South American territory of French Guiana.
Climate also affects the length of the work day and the
length of economic seasons. For example, in some re-
gions of the world, the construction industry can build
only during a few months of the year because per-
mafrost makes construction prohibitively expensive the
rest of the year. Construction demand can be spurred by
climate-related disasters, however, as occurred following
massive devastation along the central Gulf Coast in the
southern U.S.

Variations in soils have a profound impact on agricul-
tural production. The world’s great grain-exporting
regions, including the central United States, the Prairie
Provinces of Canada, the “Fertile Triangle” stretching
from central Ukraine through southern Russia into
northern Kazakhstan, and the Pampas of northern
Argentina, all have been blessed with mineral-rich soils
made even more fertile by humus from natural grass-
lands that once dominated the landscape. Soils are less
fertile in much of the Amazon Basin of Brazil and in
central Africa, where heavy rains leave few nutrients in
upper layers of the soil. As a result, few commercial
crops are grown.

The interplay between climate and soils is especially
evident in the production of wines. Hundreds of vari-
eties of grapes have been bred in order to take advan-
tage of the different physical characteristics of various
places. The wines fermented from these grapes are
shipped around the world to consumers, who differenti-
ate among various wines based not only on the grapes
but also on the places where they were grown and the
conditions during which they matured.

Human Features
The physical features of a place provide natural resources
and influence the types of economic activities in which
people engage, but its human characteristics also are crit-
ical. The population of a place is important because farm
production may require intensive labor to be successful,
as is true in rice-growing areas of eastern Asia. The skills
and qualifications of the population also play a role in de-
termining how a place fits into global economic affairs.
Although blessed with few mineral resources and a ter-
rain and climate that limit agricultural production, the
Swiss have emphasized high levels of education and
training in order to maintain a labor force that manufac-
tures sophisticated products for export around the world.
In recent decades, Japan and smaller nations such as
South Korea and Taiwan have increased the productivity
of their workers to become major industrial exporters.

As people live in a place, they modify it, creating a
built environment that can be as important as or more im-
portant than the natural environment in economic terms.
The most pronounced areas of human activity and their
associated structures are in cities. In nations around the
world, cities grew dramatically during the twentieth cen-
tury. Much of the growth of cities has resulted from the
migration of people from rural areas. This influx of new
residents broadens the labor pool and creates vast new
demand for goods and services. As urban populations
have grown, residences and other facilities have replaced
rural land uses. Executives seeking to conduct business in
foreign cities need to be aware that the geographic pat-
terns found in their home cities are not evident in many
other nations. For example, in the United States, wealthier
residents generally have moved out of cities, and as they
established their residences, stores and services followed.
Residential patterns in the major cities of Latin America
and other developing nations tend to be reversed, with
the wealthy remaining close to the city center while
poorer residents are consigned to the outskirts of town. A
store-location strategy that is successful in the United
States therefore may fail miserably if transferred directly to
another nation without knowledge of the different geo-
graphic patterns of that nation’s cities.

Interaction

The international marketing professional seeking to take
advantage of opportunities present in different places
learns not to view each place separately. The way
a place functions depends on the presence and form of
certain characteristics as well as the interactions among
them. Fortuitous combinations of features can spur a re-
gion’s economic development. The presence of high-
grade supplies of iron ore, coal, and limestone powered
the growth of Germany’s Ruhr Valley as one of Europe’s
foremost steel-producing regions, just as the proximity of
the fertile Pampas and the deep channel of the Rio de la
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Plata combined to make Buenos Aires the leading eco-
nomic center in southern South America.

Interactions among different features change over
time within a place, and as they do, so does that place’s
character and economic activities. Human activities can
have profound impacts on natural features. The courses
of rivers and streams are altered as dams are erected and
meanders are straightened. Soil fertility can be improved
through fertilization. Vegetation is transformed, with nat-
urally growing plants replaced by crops and other vari-
eties that require careful management.

Many human modifications have been successful. For
centuries, the Dutch have constructed dikes and drainage
systems, slowly creating polders—land that once was cov-
ered by the North Sea but that now is used for agricultural
production. But other human activities have had disas-
trous impacts on natural features. A large area in Ukraine
and Belarus was rendered uninhabitable by radioactive
materials leaked from the Chernobyl reactor in 1986. In
countless other places around the globe, improper dis-
posal of wastes has seriously harmed land and water
resources. In some places, damage can be repaired, as has
happened in rivers and lakes of the United States follow-
ing the passage of measures to curb water pollution in the
latter third of the 20th century, but in other locales, restora-
tion may be impossible. At times, human activity can have
counterproductive results for unforeseen reasons. In large
parts of Bangladesh and the West Bengal state of India,
arsenic concentrations in drinking water drawn from wells
is far above acceptable levels, and increasing numbers of
residents are exhibiting signs of arsenic poisoning. Ironi-
cally, the wells were drilled to provide a supposedly safer
alternative to the highly polluted surface water on which
residents previously relied.

Growing concerns about environmental quality have
led many people in more economically advanced na-
tions to call for changes in economic systems that harm
the natural environment. Concerted efforts are under
way, for example, to halt the destruction of forests in the
Amazon Basin, thereby preserving the vast array of dif-
ferent plant and animal species in the region and saving
vegetation that can help moderate the world’s climate.
Cooperative ventures have been established to promote
selective harvesting of nuts, hardwoods, and other prod-
ucts taken from natural forests. Furthermore, an increas-
ing number of restaurants and grocers are refusing to
purchase beef raised on pastures that are established by
clearing forests.

Market mechanisms have also been developed to try
to facilitate environmentally friendly practices. Emissions
trading has emerged as an administrative approach that
can be instituted by a central unit to limit the overall
level of pollution that is released in the area under that
administrative unit’s authority. The administrative unit
can be a local government, state, nation, or even a set of
nations. Based on historical patterns and other factors,
maximum emission levels are established for subunits in

the area. If some subunits expect to exceed the upper
limits established for them, they can purchase credits
from other subunits whose emissions are below their
limits. This system provides incentives for subunits that
have higher emissions levels to reduce their pollution in
order to reduce costs, while other subunits may seek to
reduce their emissions even more in order to reap in-
come from the sale of additional credits. The system has
been implemented across a range of geographic scales.
The state of Illinois established an emissions reduction
market system in the Chicago area in 2000 through
which more than 100 major polluters trade credits in
order to reduce the emission of volatile organic com-
pounds. Starting in 2003, nine northeastern states in the
United States sought to collectively limit carbon dioxide
emissions. The European Union’s 25 member nations in-
stituted a greenhouse gas emission trading scheme in
2005 to limit overall emissions across Europe. Emissions
trading is envisioned as a way to help the world’s nations
stabilize atmosheric greenhouse gas concentrations in
accordance with the terms of the Kyoto Protocol, which
was signed in 1997. This protocol called for reductions in
the emission of carbon dioxide and five other green-
house gases. The U.S. Senate in 1997 and the Bush ad-
ministration since 2001 objected to the Kyoto Protocol
because it did not seek to limit emissions from all indus-
trializing nations. Opponents of the Kyoto Protocol
argue that this places an unfairly heavy economic bur-
den on the U.S., which emits about one quarter of the
world’s greenhouse gases. 

As with so many other geographical relationships, the
nature of human–environmental interaction changes
over time. With technological advances, people have
been able to modify and adapt to natural features in
increasingly sophisticated ways. The development of air
conditioning has permitted people to function more
effectively in torrid tropical environments, thereby
enabling the populations of cities such as Houston, Rio
de Janeiro, and Jakarta to multiply many times over in
recent decades. Owners of winter resorts now can gen-
erate snow artificially to ensure favorable conditions for
skiers. Advanced irrigation systems now permit crops to
be grown in places such as the southwestern United
States, northern Africa, and Israel. The use of new tech-
nologies may cause serious problems over the long run,
however. Extensive irrigation in large parts of the
U.S. Great Plains has seriously depleted groundwater
supplies. In central Asia, the diversion of river water to
irrigate cotton fields in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan has
reduced the size of the Aral Sea by more than one-half
since 1960. In future years, business leaders may need to
factor into their decisions the additional costs associated
with the restoration of environmental quality after they
have finished using a place’s resources.

Other business leaders may have to deal with issues as-
sociated with social, ecological, and ethical issues associ-
ated with genetically modified foods and organisms. These
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products are created by combining genes from different
organisms in order to achieve certain desirable qualities. In
2003, one study estimated that 7 million farmers in 18
countries grew genetically altered crops, especially herbi-
cide- and insecticide-resistant soybeans, corn, cotton, and
canola. Other crops have been engineered to have greater
nutritional value. The rapid growth in genetic modification
of crops has led to concerns regarding potential introduc-
tion of new allergens, the unintended transfer of genes
through cross- pollination, and potentially adverse impacts
on other organisms. As a result, some nations have pro-
hibited their own farmers from producing genetically
modified crops as well as the importation of such products
grown elsewhere. The need for accurate labeling of prod-
ucts so that consumers know what kinds of products they
are buying will be an issue that international marketers will
need to address in the future.

Movement

Whereas the theme of interaction encourages considera-
tion of different characteristics within a place, movement
provides a structure for considering how different places
relate to each other. International marketing exists be-
cause movement permits the transportation of people
and goods and communication of information and ideas
among different places. No matter how much people in
one place want something found elsewhere, they cannot
have it unless transportation systems permit the good to
be brought to them or allow them to move to the loca-
tion of the good.

The location and character of transportation and com-
munication systems long have had powerful influences
on the economic standing of places. Especially signifi-
cant have been places on which transportation routes
have focused. Many ports evolved to be prosperous
cities because they channeled the movement of goods
and people between ocean and inland waterways. New
York became the largest city in North America because
its harbor provided sheltered anchorage for ships cross-
ing the Atlantic and the Hudson River provided access
leading into the interior of the continent. In eastern Asia,
Hong Kong grew under similar circumstances, as British
traders used its splendid harbor as an exchange point for
goods moving in and out of southern China.

Businesses also have succeeded at well-situated
places along overland routes. The fabled oasis of
Timbuktu has been an important trading center for
centuries because it had one of the few dependable
sources of water in the Sahara. Chicago’s ascendancy as
the premier city of the U.S. heartland came when its
early leaders engineered its selection as the termination
point for a dozen railroad lines converging from all
directions. Not only did much of the rail traffic moving
through the region have to pass through Chicago, but
passengers and freight passing through the city had to be

transferred from one line to another. This process gener-
ated numerous jobs and added considerably to the
wealth of many businesses in the city.

In addition to the business associated directly with the
movement of people and goods, other forms of eco-
nomic activity have become concentrated at critical
points in the transportation network. Places where trans-
fers from one mode of transportation to another were
required often were chosen as sites for manufacturing
activities. Buffalo was the most active flour-milling cen-
ter in the United States for much of the twentieth century
because it was the point where Great Lakes freighters
carrying wheat from the northern Great Plains and
Canadian prairies were unloaded. Rather than simply
transfer the wheat into rail cars for shipment to the large
urban markets of the northeastern United States, millers
transformed the wheat into flour in Buffalo, thereby
reducing the additional handling of the commodity.

Global patterns of resource refining also demonstrate
the wisdom of careful selection of sites with respect to
transportation systems. Some of the world’s largest oil
refineries are located at places like Bahrain and Houston,
where pipelines bring oil to points where it is processed
and loaded onto ships in the form of gasoline or other
distillates for transport to other locales. Massive refinery
complexes also have been built in the Tokyo and Nagoya
areas of Japan and near Rotterdam in the Netherlands to
process crude oil brought by giant tankers from the Middle
East and other oil-exporting regions. For similar reasons,
the largest new steel mills in the United States are near
Baltimore and Philadelphia, where iron ore shipped from
Canada and Brazil is processed. Some of the most active
aluminum works in Europe are beside Norwegian fjords,
where abundant local hydroelectric power is used to
process imported alumina.

Favorable location along transportation lines is bene-
ficial for a place. Conversely, an absence of good trans-
portation severely limits the potential for firms to suc-
ceed in a specific place. Transportation patterns change
over time, however, and so does their impact on places.
Some places maintain themselves because their business
leaders use their size and economic power to become
critical nodes in newly evolving transportation networks.
New York’s experience provides a good example of this
process. New York became the United States’ foremost
business center in the early nineteenth century because
it was ideally situated for water transportation. As rail-
road networks evolved later in that century, they sought
New York connections in order to serve its massive mar-
ket. During the twentieth century, a complex web of
roadways and major airports reinforced New York’s su-
premacy in the eastern United States. In similar ways,
London, Moscow, and Tokyo reasserted themselves as
transportation hubs for their nations through successive
advances in transport technology.

Failure to adapt to changing transportation patterns
can have harmful impacts on a place. During the middle
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of the nineteenth century, business leaders in St. Louis
discouraged railroad construction, seeking instead to
maintain the supremacy of river transportation. Only
after it became clear that railroads were the mode
of preference did St. Louis officials seek to develop rail
connections for the city, but by then it was too late;
Chicago had ascended to a dominant position in the re-
gion. For about 30 years during the middle part of the
twentieth century, airports at Gander (Newfoundland,
Canada) and Shannon (Ireland) became important
refueling points for transatlantic flights. The develop-
ment of planes that could travel nonstop for much longer
distances returned those places to sleepy oblivion.

Continuing advances in transportation technology
have effectively “shrunk” the world. Just a few centuries
ago, travel across an ocean took harrowing months.
As late as 1873, readers marveled when Jules Verne
wrote of a hectic journey around the world in 80 days.
Today’s travelers can fly around the globe in less than
80 hours, and the speed and dependability of modern
modes of transport have transformed the ways in which
business is conducted. Modern manufacturers have
transformed the notion of relationships among suppliers,
manufacturers, and markets. Automobile manufacturers,
for example, once maintained large stockpiles of parts in
assembly plants that were located near the parts plants
or close to the places where the cars would be sold.
Contemporary auto assembly plants now are built in
places where labor costs and worker productivity are
favorable and where governments have offered attrac-
tive inducements. They keep relatively few parts on
hand, calling on suppliers for rapid delivery of parts as
they are needed when orders for new cars are received.
This “just-in-time” system of production leaves manufac-
turers subject to disruptions caused by work stoppages
at supply plants and to weather-related delays in the
transportation system, but losses associated with these
infrequent events are more than offset by reduced opera-
ting costs under normal conditions.

The role of advanced technology and its effect on
international marketing are even more apparent with
respect to advances in communications systems. Sophis-
ticated forms of telecommunication that began more
than 150 years ago with the telegraph have advanced
through the telephone to facsimile transmissions
and electronic mail networks. As a result, distance has
practically ceased to be a consideration with respect to
the transmission of information. Whereas informa-
tion once moved only as rapidly as the person carrying
the paper on which the information was written, data
and ideas now can be sent instantaneously almost any-
where in the world.

These communication advances have had a stagger-
ing impact on the way that international marketing is
conducted. They have fostered the growth of multi-
national corporations, which operate in diverse sites
around the globe while maintaining effective links with

headquarters and regional control centers. International
financial operations also have been transformed be-
cause of communication advances. Money and stock
markets in New York, London, Tokyo, and secondary
markets such as Los Angeles, Frankfurt, and Hong Kong
now are connected by computer systems that process
transactions around the clock. As much as any other fac-
tor, the increasing mobility of money has enabled mod-
ern business executives to engage in activities around
the world.

Region

In addition to considering places by themselves or how
they relate to other places, regions provide alternative
ways to organize groups of places in more meaningful
ways. A region is a set of places that share certain char-
acteristics. Many regions are defined by characteristics
that all of the places in the group have in common.
When economic characteristics are used, the delimited
regions include places with similar kinds of economic
activity. Agricultural regions include areas where certain
farm products dominate. Corn is grown throughout the
“Corn Belt” of the central United States, for example,
although many farmers in the region also plant soybeans
and many raise hogs. Regions where intensive industrial
production is a prominent part of local economic activity
include the manufacturing belts of the northeastern
United States, southern Canada, northwestern Europe,
and southern Japan.

Regions can also be defined by patterns of movement.
Transportation or communication linkages among places
may draw them together into configurations that differ-
entiate them from other locales. Studies by economic
geographers of the locational tendencies of modern
high-technology industries have identified complex
networks of firms that provide products and services to
each other. Because of their linkages, these firms cluster
together into well-defined regions. The “Silicon Valley”
of northern California, the “Western Crescent” on the
outskirts of London, and the “Technopolis” of the Tokyo
region all are distinguished as much by connections
among firms as by the economic landscapes they have
established.

Economic aspects of movement may help define
functional regions by establishing areas where certain
types of economic activity are more profitable than oth-
ers. In the early nineteenth century, German landowner
Johann Heinrich von Thunen demonstrated how differ-
ent costs for transporting various agricultural goods to
market helped to define regions where certain forms of
farming would occur. Although theoretically simple, pat-
terns predicted by von Thunen can still be found in the
world today. Goods such as vegetables and dairy prod-
ucts that require more intensive production and are
more expensive to ship are produced closer to markets,
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while less demanding goods and commodities that can
be transported at lower costs come from more remote
production areas. Advances in transportation have dra-
matically altered such regional patterns. Once, a New
York City native enjoyed fresh vegetables and fruits only
in the summer and early autumn when New Jersey, up-
state New York, and New England producers brought
their goods to market. Today, New Yorkers buy fresh
produce year-round, with new shipments flown in daily
from Florida, California, Chile, and even more remote lo-
cations during the colder months.

Governments have a strong impact on the conduct of
business, and the formal borders of government jurisdic-
tions often coincide with the functional boundaries of
economic regions. The divisive character of these lines
on the map has been altered in many parts of the world
in recent decades. The formation of common markets
and free trade areas in Western Europe, North America,
and other parts of the world has dramatically changed
the patterns and flows of economic activity, and similar
kinds of formal restructuring of relationships among
nations likely will continue into the next century. As a
result, business analysts increasingly need to consider
regions that cross international boundaries.

Some analysts have identified regional structures that
transcend national boundaries. In a book titled The Nine
Nations of North America, Joel Garreau identified a set of
regions based on economic activities and cultural out-
looks. Seven of Garreau’s nine regions include territory in
at least two nations. In the Southwest, “Mexamerica” rec-
ognized the bicultural heritage of Anglo and Hispanic
groups and the increasingly close economic ties across
the U.S.–Mexican border that were spurred by the
maquiladora and other export-oriented programs. The
evolution of this region as a distinctive collection of
places has been accelerated by the decade-long opera-
tion of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). Another cross-national region identified by
Garreau was “The Islands,” a collection of nations in the
Caribbean for which Miami has become the functional
“capital.” Many business leaders seeking to tap into this
rapidly growing area have become knowledgeable of the

laws and customs of those nations. They often have done
so by employing emigres from those nations who may
now be U.S. citizens but whose primary language is not
English and whose outlook on the region is multina-
tional. The establishment of the Central American Free
Trade Agreement (CAFTA) linking the United States,
Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica, Nicaragua,
and the Dominican Republic likely will further strengthen
links across many of the nations in this region.

In a similar vein, Darrell Delamaide divided Europe into
ten regions based on economic, cultural, and social affini-
ties that have evolved over centuries. His vision of Europe
challenges regional structures that persist from earlier
times. Seen by many as a single region known as Eastern
Europe, the formerly communist nations west of what once
was the Soviet Union are seen by Delamaide as being part
of five different “superregions”: “The Baltic League,” a
group of nations clustered around the Baltic Sea;
“Mitteleuropa,” the economic heartland of northern Europe;
“The Slavic Federation,” a region dominated by Russia with
a common Slavic heritage; “The Danube Basin,” a melange
of places along and near Europe’s longest river; and “The
Balkan Peninsula,” a region characterized by political tur-
moil and less-advanced economies.

The ideas posed by Garreau and Delamaide have
been controversial, but the value of their ideas is meas-
ured not in terms of the “accuracy” of the regional
structures they presented, but rather by their ability to
lead more people to take a geographic perspective of
the modern world and the way it functions. The re-
gions defined by Garreau and Delamaide are not those
described by traditional geographers, but they reflect
the views of many business leaders who have learned
to look across national boundaries in their search for
opportunities. As marketing increasingly becomes inter-
national, the most successful entrepreneurs will be the
ones who complement their business acumen with
effective application of geographic information and
principles.

For online activities, visit the following Web sites:

http://state.gov
http://www.state.gov/www/regions/independent_states.html
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T
he international environment is changing rapidly. Firms, individuals, and poli-
cymakers are affected by these changes. These changes offer new opportunities
but also represent new challenges. Although major economic and security shifts
will have a profound impact on the world, coping with them successfully

through imagination, investment, and perseverance can produce a new, better world
order and an improved quality of life.

This chapter begins by highlighting the importance of trade to humankind. Selected
historical developments that were triggered or influenced by international trade are
delineated. Subsequently, more recent trade developments are presented, together with
the international institutions that have emerged to regulate and facilitate trade. As Inter-
natioal Marketplace 2.1 shows, the attempts by nations to negotiate trade terms and reg-
ulate international trade can be tedious and bureaucracy-ridden.

The chapter will analyze and discuss the country position in the world trade environ-
ment and explain the impact of trade. Various efforts undertaken by governments to man-
age trade by restricting or promoting exports, imports, technology transfer, and invest-
ments will be described. Finally, the chapter will present a strategic outlook for future
developments in trade relations.

The Historical Dimension

Many peoples throughout history have gained preeminence in the world through their
trade activities. Among them were the Etruscans, Phoenicians, Egyptians, Chinese,
Spaniards, and Portuguese. To underscore the role of trade, we will take a closer look at
some selected examples.

One of the major world powers in ancient history was the Roman Empire. Its impact
on thought, knowledge, and development can still be felt today. Even while expanding
their territories through armed conflicts, the Romans placed primary emphasis on en-
couraging international business activities. The principal approaches used to implement
this emphasis were the Pax Romana, or the Roman Peace, and the common coinage. The
Pax Romana ensured that merchants were able to travel safely on roads that were built,
maintained, and protected by the Roman legions and their affiliated troops. The common
coinage, in turn, ensured that business transactions could be carried out easily through-
out the empire. In addition, Rome developed a systematic law, central market locations
through the founding of cities, and an excellent communication system that resembled an
early version of the Pony Express; all of these measures contributed to the functioning of
the international marketplace and to the reduction of business uncertainty. As a result,
economic well-being within the empire rose sharply compared to the outside.

Soon, city-nations and tribes that were not part of the empire wanted to share in the
benefits of belonging. They joined the empire as allies and agreed to pay tribute and taxes.
Thus, the immense growth of the Roman Empire occurred through the linkages of business

rather than through the marching of its legions and
warfare. Of course, the Romans had to engage in sub-
stantial efforts to facilitate business in order to make it
worthwhile for others to belong. For example, when
pirates threatened the seaways, Rome, under Pom-
peius, sent out a large fleet to subdue them. The cost
of international distribution, and therefore the cost of
international marketing, was substantially reduced be-
cause fewer goods were lost to pirates. As a result,
goods could be made available at lower prices, which,
in turn, translated into larger demand.

The fact that international business was one of the
primary factors holding the empire together can also
be seen in its decay. When “barbaric” tribes overran
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the empire, it was not mainly through war and prolonged battles that Rome lost ground.
The outside tribes were actually attacking an empire that was already substantially weak-
ened, because it could no longer offer the benefits of affiliation. Former allies no longer
saw any advantage in being associated with the Romans and willingly cooperated with the
invaders, rather than face prolonged battles.

In a similar fashion, one could interpret the evolution of European feudalism to be a
function of trade and marketing. Because farmers were frequently deprived of their har-
vests as a result of incursions by other (foreign) tribes, or even individuals, they decided
to band together and provide for their own protection. By delivering a certain portion of
their “earnings” to a protector, they could be assured of retaining most of their gains. Al-
though this system initially worked quite well in reducing the cost of production and the
cost of marketing, it did ultimately result in the emergence of the feudal system, which,
perhaps, was not what the initiators had intended it to be.

Interestingly, the feudal system encouraged the development of a closed-state econ-
omy that was inwardly focused and ultimately conceived for self-sufficiency and security.
However, medieval commerce still thrived and developed through export trade. In Italy,
the Low Countries, and the German Hanse towns, the impetus for commerce was pro-
vided by East–West trade. Profits from the spice trade through the Middle East created the
wealth of Venice and other Mediterranean ports. Europe also imported rice, oranges, dyes,
cotton, and silk. Western European merchants in turn exported timber, arms, and woolen
clothing in exchange for these luxury goods. A remaining legacy of this trade is found in
the many English and French words of Arabic origin, such as divan, bazaar, artichoke,
orange, jar, and tariff.1

The importance of trade has not always persisted, however. For example, in 1896, the
Empress Dowager Tz’u-hsi, in order to finance the renovation of the summer palace,
impounded government funds that had been designated for Chinese shipping and its
navy. As a result, China’s participation in world trade almost came to a halt. In the subse-
quent decades, China operated in almost total isolation, without any transfer of knowl-
edge from the outside, without major inflow of goods, and without the innovation and
productivity increases that result from exposure to international trade.

More recently, the effect of turning away from international trade was highlighted during
the 1930s. The Smoot-Hawley Act raised duties to reduce the volume of imports into the
United States, in the hopes that this would restore domestic employment. The result, how-
ever, was a raising of duties and other barriers to imports by most other trading nations as
well. These measures were contributing factors in the subsequent worldwide depression
and the collapse of the world financial system, which in turn set the scene for World War II.

International marketing and international trade have also long been seen as valuable
tools for foreign policy purposes. The use of economic coercion—for example, by nations
or groups of nations—can be traced back as far as the time of the Greek city-states and
the Peloponnesian War or, in more recent times, to the Napoleonic wars. Combatants used
blockades to achieve their goal of “bringing about commercial ruin and shortage of food
by dislocating trade.”2 Similarly, during the Civil War in the United States, the North con-
sistently pursued a strategy of denying international trade opportunities to the South and
thus deprived it of export revenue needed to import necessary products. In the 1990s, the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait resulted in a trade embargo of Iraq by the United Nations, with
the goal of reversing the aggression. Following government suppression of civil protests
in Uzbekistan, the European Union imposed a ban on the sale of arms by any EU nation
to Uzbekistan, beginning November 26, 2005.3 Although such deprivations of trade do not
often bring about policy change, they certainly have a profound impact on the standard
of living of a nation’s citizens.

Global Division
After 1945, the world was sharply split ideologically into West and East, a division that had
major implications for trade relations. The Soviet Union, as the leader of the Eastern bloc,
developed the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA or COMECON), which
focused on developing strong linkages among the members of the Soviet bloc and
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discouraged relations with the West. The United States, in turn, was the leading proponent
of creating a “Pax Americana,” or American peace, for the Western world, driven by the
belief that international trade was a key to worldwide prosperity. Many months of inter-
national negotiations in London, Geneva, and Lake Success (New York) culminated on
March 24, 1948, in Havana, Cuba, with the signing of the charter for an International Trade
Organization (ITO).

This charter, a series of agreements among 53 countries, was designed to cover inter-
national commercial policies, domestic business practices, commodity agreements,
employment and reconstruction, economic development and international investment,
and a constitution for a new United Nations agency to administer the whole. In addition,
a General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade was initiated, with the purpose of reducing tar-
iffs among countries, and international institutions such as the World Bank and the Inter-
national Monetary Fund were created.

Even though the International Trade Organization incorporated many farsighted no-
tions, most nations refused to ratify it, fearing its power, its bureaucratic size, and its threat
to national sovereignty. As a result, the most forward-looking approach to international
trade never came about. However, other organizations conceived at the time are still in
existence and have made major contributions toward improving international trade.

Transnational Institutions Affecting World Trade

World Trade Organization (WTO) (http://www.wto.org)
The World Trade Organization has its origins in the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT), to which it became the successor organization in January of 1995. In order
to better understand the emergence of the WTO, a brief review of the GATT is appropri-
ate. The GATT has been called “a remarkable success story of a postwar international
organization that was never intended to become one.”4 It began in 1947 as a set of rules
for nondiscrimination, transparent procedures, and settlement of disputes in international
trade. One of the most important tools is the Most-Favored Nation (MFN) clause, which
calls for each member country of the GATT to grant every other member country the most
favorable treatment it accords to any other country with respect to imports and exports. In
effect, MFN is the equal opportunity clause of international trade. Over time, the GATT
evolved into an institution that sponsored successive rounds of international trade negoti-
ations with a key focus on a reduction of prevailing high tariffs.

Early in its existence, the GATT achieved the liberalization of trade in 50,000 products,
amounting to two-thirds of the value of the trade among its participants. In subsequent

years, special GATT negotiations such as the Kennedy
Round and the Tokyo Round further reduced trade
barriers and developed improved dispute-settlement
mechanisms, better provisions dealing with subsidies,
and a more explicit definition of rules for import
controls.

In spite of, or perhaps because of, these impressive
gains, GATT became less effective over time. Duties
had already been drastically reduced—for example,
the average U.S. tariff rate fell from 26 percent in 1946
to an average of 3.6 percent by 2005.5 Further
reductions are therefore unlikely to have a major
impact on world trade. Most imports either enter the
United States duty free or are subject to low tariffs. The
highest tariffs apply mainly to imports of agri-food and
tobacco products, as well as clothing, textiles, and
footwear. In these industries, tariffs tend to increase
with the degree of processing.6
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Many nations developed new tools for managing and distorting trade flows, nontariff
tools that were not covered under GATT rules. Examples are “voluntary agreements” to
restrain trade, bilateral or multilateral special trade agreements such as the multifiber
accord that restricts trade in textiles and apparel, and other nontariff barriers. Also, GATT,
which was founded by 24 like-minded governments, was designed to operate by con-
sensus. With a membership of 144, this consensus rule often led to a stalemate of many
GATT activities.

After many years of often contentious negotiations, the Uruguay Round accord was
finally ratified in January of 1995. As part of this ratification, a new institution, the World
Trade Organization, was created, which now is the umbrella organization responsible for
overseeing the implementation of all the multilateral agreements negotiated in the
Uruguay Round and those that will be negotiated in the future.7 The GATT has ceased
to exist as a separate institution and has become part of the WTO, which also is re-
sponsible for the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), agreements on trade-
related aspects of intellectual property rights (TRIPS), and trade-related investment
measures (TRIMS), and administers a broad variety of international trade and investment
accords. As of December 2005, the WTO had 149 members, with Saudi Arabia being the
newest, as can be seen in International Marketplace 2.2.

The creation of the WTO has greatly broadened the scope of international trade agree-
ments. Many of the areas left uncovered by the GATT, such as services and agriculture,
are now addressed at least to some degree by international rules, speedier dispute settle-
ment procedures have been developed, and the decision-making process has been
streamlined. Even though the WTO will attempt to continue to make decisions based on
consensus, provisions are now made for decisions to be made by majority vote if such
consensus cannot be achieved.

The WTO makes major contributions to improved trade and investment flows around
the world. However, a successful WTO may well infringe on the sovereignty of nations.
For example, more streamlined dispute settlements mean that decisions are made more
quickly and that nations in violation of international trade rules are confronted more
often. Negative WTO decisions affecting large trading nations are likely to be received
with resentment. Some governments intend to broaden the mandate of the WTO to also
deal with social causes and issues such as labor laws, competition, and emigration
freedoms. Since many nations fear that social causes can be used to devise new rules of
protectionism against their exports, the addition of such issues may become a key reason
for divisiveness and dissent within the WTO.8 Outside groups such as nongovernmental
organizations and special interest alliances believe that international trade and the WTO
represent a threat to their causes.

In 2001, a new round of international trade negotiations was initiated. Because the
agreement to do so was reached in the city of Doha (Qatar), the negotiations are now
called the “Doha Round.” The aim was to further hasten implementation of liberalization,
particularly to help impoverished and developing nations. In addition, the goal was to
expand the role of the WTO to encompass more of the trade activities in which there were
insufficient rules for their definition and structure. This was due to either purposeful
exclusion of governments in earlier negotiations or new technology changing the global
marketplace. Examples include trade in agricultural goods, antidumping regulations, and
electronic commerce. The latest session of negotiations to conclude the Doha Round took
place in Hong Kong in December 2005. The negotiations were largely marked by dis-
agreement between developed and developing countries. The most divisive issue contin-
ued to be agricultural tariffs and subsidies. While the negotiation began slowly and with
much disagreement, a last-minute compromise was reached on the final day. Negotiators
agreed to eliminate export subsidies on agricultural goods by 2013, for rich countries to
eliminate export subsidies on cotton by 2006, and called for reforms in the banking and
insurance sectors.9 While the results of the negotiation fell short of expectations, they
represented a step forward from negotiations in Cancun in 2003, where developing na-
tions walked out because they felt their interests were not being addressed. A conclusion
of the Doha Round is expected by 2007.



Unless trade advocates and the WTO are supported by their member governments and
other outside stakeholders in trade issues, there is unlikely to be major progress on fur-
ther liberalization of trade and investment. It will therefore be important to have the WTO
focus on its core mission, which is the facilitation of international trade and investment,
while ensuring that an effective forum exists to afford a hearing and subsequent achieve-
ments for concerns surrounding the core.

International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
(http://www.imf.org)
The International Monetary Fund (IMF), conceived in 1944 at Bretton Woods in New
Hampshire, was designed to provide stability for the international monetary framework.
It obtained funding from its members, who subscribed to a quota based on expected trade
patterns and paid 25 percent of the quota in gold or dollars and the rest in their local
currencies. These funds were to be used to provide countries with protection against
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Accessing the Hallowed Halls of the WTO

The International MARKETPLACE 2.2

Most-Favored Nation (MFN) status which gives them
equal treatment with all other members of the
Organization. Second, companies looking to locate part
of their operations abroad can expect certain legal
guarantees from WTO members. For example, members
of the WTO are required to adopt the Agreement on
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS).TRIPS covers topics such as how intellectual
property rights should be applied, how countries should
enforce intellectual property laws, and how members of
the WTO should settle disputes regarding intellectual
property. In an age of rampant privacy and copyright
infringements, corporations are increasingly wary of
countries with poor intellectual property protection.
In addition, both consumers and corporations are
guaranteed certain health guidelines, because member
nations must adopt agreements on sanitary and
phytosanitary measures (sanitary measures relate to
human and animal health, while phytosanitary measures
apply to plants).These regulate things such as the
maximum allowable pesticide residues in crops and
salmonella levels in chicken. Outbreaks of mad cow
disease and avian flu have highlighted the need for
countries to have a uniform procedure for dealing with
food and livestock emergencies.

SOURCES: Global Trade Negotiations Home Page, http://www.cid.
harvard.edu/cidtrade/gov/russiagov.html, accessed December 3,
2005;“WTO General Council Successfully Adopts Saudi Arabia’s Terms
of Accession,” http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres05_e/
pr420_e.htm accessed December 3, 2005.

On November 11, 2005, after 12 years of negotiation,
the General Council of the World Trade Organization
(WTO) officially accepted Saudi Arabia, making it the
149th member of the WTO on December 11, 2005.The
road to accession, with many challenges along the way, is
by no means an easy one.The legal texts constituting
Saudi Arabia’s membership were over 600 pages! The
Russian Federation, after the election of Vladimir Putin
in 1999, began to actively pursue WTO membership; at
the time of this publication, the negotiations are still
ongoing.

Becoming a member of the WTO requires compliance
with WTO policies that span a broad spectrum of
government and private sector alike. For example, among
many other considerations, Saudi Arabia had to ensure
that her producers of natural gas earn a “reasonable
profit,” eliminate export subsidies on agricultural goods,
review her banned imports list annually, allow up
to a 70 percent foreign equity ownership in the
telecommunications sector, and allow foreign insurance
companies to operate within the country.The restriction
on the imports of goods was a particularly important
issue.The government retains a vested interest in banning
certain goods in order to protect public morals (recall
that Saudi Arabia is a conservative Muslim nation). For
Russia, the issue of subsidized domestic energy prices has
been a sticking point in the negotiations.

While compliance with WTO standards may be initially
costly, it can have great payoffs in the long run. First,
states that become members of the WTO are granted

http://www.imf.org
http://www.cid
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres05_e/pr420_e.htm
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres05_e/pr420_e.htm


temporary fluctuations in the value of their currency. Therefore, it was the original goal of
the IMF to provide for fixed exchange rates between countries.

The perhaps not so unintended result of using the U.S. dollar as the main world cur-
rency was a glut of dollar supplies in the 1960s. This forced the United States to abandon
the gold standard and devalue the dollar and resulted in flexible or floating exchange
rates in 1971. However, even though this major change occurred, the IMF as an institution
has clearly contributed toward providing international liquidity and to facilitating interna-
tional trade.

Although the system has functioned well so far, it is currently under severe pressure.
In the 1980s, some of this pressure was triggered by the substantial debts incurred by
less-developed countries as a result of overextended development credits and changes
in the cost of energy. Since the 1990s, major additional pressure has resulted from the
financial requirements of the former socialist countries, which search for funds to im-
prove their economies. In addition, 12 former Soviet republics joined the IMF. Beyond
the needs of these new members, major currency fluctuations among old customers have
stretched the resources of the IMF to the limit. For example, on September 6, 2002, the
International Monetary Fund approved Brazil’s request for a 15-month standby credit of
US$30.4 billion to support the country’s economic and financial program through
December 2003.10 As a result of all these global financial needs, the future role of the IMF
may be very different. If the institution can mobilize its members to provide the financial
means for an active role, its past accomplishments may pale in view of the new oppor-
tunities. In 2005 the IMF agreed to write off $3.3 billion of debt owed to it by virtually all
of the world’s 20 poorest nations.11 Proponents of debt write-off cite that mounting
national debts in developing countries prevent investment into crucial areas such as
social services, which improve the likelihood of decreasing poverty. However, with the
already strained budget of the IMF, it is unclear what impact these write-offs will have on
future lending. 

At the same time, however, the new orientation also will require a rethinking of the
rules under which the IMF operates. For example, it is quite unclear whether stringent
economic rules and performance measures are equally applicable to all countries seeking
IMF assistance. New economic conditions that have not been experienced to date, such
as the privatization of formerly centrally planned economies, may require different types
of approaches. Also, perhaps the link between economic and political stability requires
more and different considerations, therefore magnifying but also changing the mission of
the IMF.

World Bank (http://www.worldbank.org)
The World Bank, whose official name is the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, has had similar success. It was initially formed in 1944 to aid countries
suffering from the destruction of war. After completing this process most successfully, it
has since taken on the task of aiding world development. With more and more new
nations emerging from the colonial fold of the world powers of the early twentieth cen-
tury, the bank has made major efforts to assist fledgling economies to participate in a
modern economic trade framework. More recently, the bank has begun to participate
actively with the IMF to resolve the debt problems of the developing world and may
also play a major role in bringing a market economy to the former members of the
Eastern bloc.

A major debate, however, surrounds the effectiveness of the bank’s expenditures. In
the 1970s and 1980s, major funds were invested into infrastructure projects in developing
countries, based on the expectation that such investment would rapidly propel the
economies of these nations forward. However, in retrospect, it appears that many of these
funds were squandered by corrupt regimes, and that many large projects have turned into
white elephants—producing little in terms of economic progress. In addition, some proj-
ects have had major negative side effects for the recipient nations. For example, the high-
way through the rain forest in Brazil has mainly resulted in the migration of people to the
area and an upsetting of a very fragile ecological balance. The World Bank is now trying
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to reorient its outlook, focusing more on institution building and the development of
human capital through investments into education and health. “Under its current Presi-
dent, Paul Wolfowitz, the World Bank strengthens its dedication to helping people over-
come poverty with a new emphasis on transparency and increased cooperation and com-
munication with private sector organizations and investors.”12

Regional Institutions
The WTO, IMF, and World Bank operate on a global level. Regional changes have also
taken place, based on the notion that trade between countries needs to be encouraged.
Of particular importance was the formation of economic blocs that integrated the eco-
nomic and political activities of nations.

The concept of regional integration was used more than 100 years ago when Germany
developed the Zollverein. Its modern-day development began in 1952 with the establish-
ment of the European Coal and Steel Community, which was designed to create a com-
mon market among six countries in coal, steel, and iron. Gradually, these nations devel-
oped a Customs Union and created common external tariffs. The ultimate goal envisioned
was the completely free movement of capital, services, and people across national bor-
ders and the joint development of common international policies. Over time, the goals
have been largely attained. The European Union (EU) now represents a formidable mar-
ket size internally and market power externally, and the well-being of all EU members has
increased substantially since the bloc’s formation.

Similar market agreements have been formed by other groups of nations. Examples
are the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the Mercosur in Latin America,
and the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). These unions were formed for different rea-
sons and operate with different degrees of cohesiveness as appropriate for the specific
environment. They focus on issues such as forming a customs union, a common market,
an economic union, or a political union. Simultaneous with these economic bloc forma-
tions, the private sector has begun to develop international trade institutions of its own.
Particularly when governments are not quick enough to address major issues of concern
to global marketers, business has taken the lead by providing a forum for the discussion
of such issues. One example is the Transatlantic Business Dialogue, which is a non-
governmental organization composed of business leaders from Europe and the United
States. Recognizing the inefficiency of competing and often contradictory standards and
lengthy testing procedures, this group is working to achieve mutual recognition agree-
ments on an industry basis. The executives of leading international firms that participate
in this organization attempt to simplify global marketing by searching for ways to align
international standards and regulations in the pharmaceutical and telecommunication
sectors.

The activities of all these institutions demonstrate that the joining of forces internation-
ally permits better, more successful international marketing activities, results in an
improved standard of living, and provides an effective counterbalance to large economic
blocs. Just as in politics, trade has refuted the old postulate of “the strong is most power-
ful alone.” Nations have come to recognize that trade activities are of substantial impor-
tance to their economic well-being. Over the long term, the export activities of a nation
are the key to the inflow of imports and therefore to the provision of choice, competition,
and new insights. In the medium and long run, the balance of payments has to be main-
tained. In the short run, “an external deficit can be financed by drawing down previously
accumulated assets or by accumulating debts to other countries. In time, however, an
adjustment process must set in to eliminate the deficit.”13

The urgency of the adjustment will vary according to the country in question. Some
countries find it very hard to obtain acceptance for an increasing number of IOUs. Oth-
ers, like the United States, can run deficits of hundreds of billions of dollars and are still a
preferred borrower because of political stability, perceived economic security, and the
worldwide use of the U.S. dollar as a reserve and business reference currency. Such tem-
porary advantages can change, of course. Before the rise of the dollar, the British pound
was the reserve currency of choice for many years.
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Trade Positions Compared

Over the years, international trade positions have changed substantially when measured
in terms of world market share. For example, in the 1950s, U.S. exports composed 25 per-
cent of total world exports. Since then, this share has declined precipitously. It is not that
U.S. exports have actually dropped during that time. The history of the U.S. success in
world market share began with the fact that the U.S. economy was not destroyed by the
war. Because other countries had little to export and a great need for imports, the U.S.
export position was powerful. Over time, however, as other trade partners entered the
picture and aggressively obtained a larger world market share for themselves, U.S. export
growth was not able to keep pace with total world export growth. Exhibit 2.1 shows the
world share of exports and imports of various trading countries and regions. Notable is
the degree to which U.S. imports exceed exports.

Another important development is the rise of China’s trade position. In just over a
decade China nearly doubled its exports as a percentage of GDP from 19.5 percent in
1992 to 40.2 percent in 2004.14 In addition, within three years (2001 to 2004), China
surpassed Japan with its trade as a percentage of world total. 

The impact of international trade and marketing on individuals is highlighted when
trade is scrutinized from a per-capita perspective. Exhibit 2.2 presents this information on
a comparative basis. From this table, the extent to which imports exceed exports in the
United States is even more evident. Per capita, the value of exports is only roughly 60 per-
cent that of imports. On the other hand, in Japan the exports per capita continue to greatly
exceed the imports per capita. It is important to note that statistics for the European
Monetary Union (EMU) have been changing drastically in recent years, mainly due to the
addition of new countries with economies of varying strengths.

A Diagnosis of the U.S.Trade Position
The developments just enumerated foster the question: Why did these shifts occur? We
should not attribute changes in U.S. trade performance merely to temporary factors such
as the value of the dollar, the subsidization of exports from abroad, or the price of oil. We
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need to search further to determine the root causes for the decline in U.S. international
competitiveness.

Since World War II, it has been ingrained in the minds of American policymakers that
the United States is the leading country in world power and world trade. Together with this
opinion came the feeling that the United States should assist other countries with their trade
performance because without American help, they would never be able to play a mean-
ingful role in the world economy. At the same time, there was admiration for “Yankee
ingenuity”—the idea that U.S. firms were the most aggressive in the world. Therefore, the
U.S. private sector appeared not to need any help in its international trade efforts.

The result of this overall philosophy was a continuing effort to aid countries abroad in
their economic development. At the same time, no particular attention was paid to U.S.
domestic firms. This policy was well conceived and well intentioned and resulted in spec-
tacular successes. Books written in the late 1940s describe the overwhelming economic
power of the United States and the apparently impossible task of resurrecting foreign
economies. Comparing those texts with the economic performance of countries such as
Japan and Germany today demonstrates that the policies of helping to stimulate foreign
economies were indeed crowned by success.

These policies were so successful that no one wished to tamper with them. The United
States continued to encourage trade abroad and not to aid domestic firms throughout the
1960s and the 1970s. Although the policies were well conceived, the environment to which
they were applied was changing. In the 1950s and early 1960s, the United States success-
fully encouraged other nations again to become full partners in world trade. However, U.S.
firms were placed at a distinct disadvantage when these policies continued for too long.

U.S. firms were assured that “because of its size and the diversity of its resources, the
American economy can satisfy consumer wants and national needs with a minimum of
reliance on foreign trade.”15 The availability of a large U.S. domestic market and the rela-
tive distance to foreign markets resulted in U.S. manufacturers simply not feeling a com-
pelling need to seek business beyond national borders. Subsequently, the perception
emerged within the private sector that exporting and international marketing were too
risky, complicated, and not worth it.

This perception also resulted in increasing gaps in international marketing knowledge
between managers in the United States and those abroad. Whereas business executives in
most countries were forced, by the small size of their markets, to look very quickly to
markets abroad and to learn about cultural sensitivity and market differences, most U.S.
managers remained blissfully ignorant of the global economy. Similarly, U.S. education
did not make knowledge about the global business environment, foreign languages, and
cultures an area of major priority.
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Exports and Imports of Goods and Services
per Capita for Selected Countries, 2004

Country Exports per Capita Imports per Capita

EMU* $3,582 $3,651
Australia $5,527 $6,709
Brazil $548 $459
China $506 $488
Japan $5,172 $4,607
Kenya $109 $158
United States $3,874 $6,083

*Excludes intra-EMU trade

SOURCE: Based on World Trade Organization, Statistics Database, Country Profiles,
http://www.wto.org, accessed January, 5, 2006.
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Given such lack of global interest, inadequacy of information, ignorance of where and
how to market internationally, unfamiliarity with foreign market conditions, and compli-
cated trade regulations, the private sector became fearful of conducting international
business activities.

However, conditions have begun to change. Most institutions of higher learning have
recognized the responsibilities and obligations that world leadership brings with it. Uni-
versities and particularly business programs are emphasizing the international dimension,
not only in theory but also in practice. Many schools are offering opportunities for study
abroad, designing summer programs with global components, and expecting a global ori-
entation from their students.

Managers have also grown more intense in their international commitment. Many
newly founded firms are global from the very beginning, giving rise to the term born
global.16 Electronic commerce has made it more feasible to reach out to the global
business community, whether the firm be large or small. The U.S. Department of State has
begun to offer training in business–government relations to new ambassadors and now
instructs them to pay close attention to the needs of the U.S. business community.

In effect, the attention paid to international markets as both an opportunity for finding
customers and a source of supplies is growing rapidly. As a result, the need for interna-
tional marketing expertise can be expected to rise substantially as well.

The Impact of Trade and Investment

The Effect of Trade
Exports are important in a macroeconomic sense, in terms of balancing the trade account.
Exports are special because they can affect currency values and the fiscal and monetary
policies of governments, shape public perception of competitiveness, and determine the
level of imports a country can afford. The steady erosion of the U.S. share of total world
exports that took place in the 1960s and 1970s has had more than purely optical reper-
cussions. It has also resulted in a merchandise trade deficit, which since 1975 has been
continuous. In 1987, the United States posted a then-record trade deficit with imports of
products exceeding exports by more than $171 billion. Due to increases in exports, the
merchandise trade deficit declined in the following years, only to climb again to record
heights in 2005 by reaching $805 billion.17 Such large trade deficits are unsustainable in
the longer run.18

These trade deficits have a major impact on the United States and its citizens. They in-
dicate that a country, in its international activities, is consuming more than it is producing.
One key way to reduce trade deficits is to increase exports. Such an approach is highly
beneficial for various reasons.

One billion dollars worth of exports supports the creation, on average, of 11,500 jobs.19

Increases in exports can become a major contributor to economic growth. This fact be-
came particularly evident during the economic slowdown of the 1990s, when export
growth accounted for most of the domestic economic growth rate and produced most
new employment.

Equally important, through exporting, firms can achieve economies of scale. By broad-
ening its market reach and serving customers abroad, a firm can produce more and do so
more efficiently. As a result, the firm may achieve lower costs and higher profits both at
home and abroad. Through exporting, the firm also benefits from market diversification.
It can take advantage of different growth rates in different markets and gain stability by
not being overly dependent on any particular market. Exporting also lets the firm learn
from the competition, makes it sensitive to different demand structures and cultural di-
mensions, and proves its ability to survive in a less-familiar environment in spite of higher
transaction costs. All these lessons can make the firm a stronger competitor at home.20

On the import side, firms become exposed to new competition, which may offer new
approaches, better processes, or better products and services. In order to maintain their
market share, firms are forced to compete more effectively by improving their own
products and activities. Consumers in turn receive more choices when it comes to their



selection. The competitive pressures exerted by imports also work to keep quality high
and prices low.

The Effect of International Investment
International marketing activities consist not only of trade but of a spectrum of involve-
ment, much of which results in international direct investment activities. Such investment
activities can be crucial to a firm’s success in new and growing markets.

For decades, the United States was the leading foreign direct investor in the world. U.S.
multinationals and subsidiaries sprouted everywhere. Of late, however, international firms
increasingly invest in the United States. At the same time, investment continues to expand
around the globe, following attractive factor conditions and entering new markets.

Foreign direct investment is extensive in many U.S. industries. Almost one in seven U.S.
manufacturing employees works for a foreign affiliate, which is a U.S. firm of which
foreign entities own at least 10 percent. However, the foreign ownership is not equally
distributed across all industries. Foreign direct investment tends to be concentrated in
specific sectors, where the foreign investors believe they are able to contribute the best
and benefit the most from their investment. For example, in the U.S. chemical industry,
one-third of all employees work for foreign owners, but this is the case for only 3 percent
of employees in the retail industry. As a result of foreign investment, some individuals and
policymakers may grow concerned about dependency on foreign owners, even though
firm proof for the validity of such concern has been difficult to establish.

Many of these investments take place in the industrialized nations and are carried out
by industrialized nations. Exhibit 2.3 shows the geographic distribution of foreign direct
investment.

To some extent, these foreign direct investments substitute for trade activities. As a
result, firms operating only in the domestic market may be surprised by the onslaught of
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foreign competition and, unprepared to respond quickly, may lose their domestic market
share. However, the substitution for trade is far from complete. In many instances, foreign
affiliates themselves are major participants in trade. They may import raw materials or
components and export some of their output.

Even though theory suggests an open investment policy that welcomes foreign corpo-
rations, some degree of uneasiness exists about the rapid growth of such investment.
Therefore, many countries review major incoming investment projects as to their effect
and desirability. For example, in the United States, the government review is done by an
interagency committee called the Committee for Foreign Investments in the United States
(CFIUS). This committee primarily scrutinizes foreign investment activities from the stand-
point of their impact on U.S. national security, and occasionally denies them. For exam-
ple, in 2005, the United States moved to block the acquisition of American oil company
UNOCAL by the China National Offshore Oil Corporation. In the EU, France has come
under criticism for its protectionist stance against foreign investors. In 2005, the French
government acted to prevent Aventis, a pharmaceutical company, from being acquired by
Swiss-owned Novartis.21

A general restriction of foreign investments might well be contrary to the general good
of a country’s citizens. Domestic industries may be preserved, but only at great peril to the
free flow of capital and at substantial cost to consumers. A restriction of investments may
permit more domestic control over industries, yet it also denies access to foreign capital
and often innovation. This in turn can result in a tightening up of credit markets, higher
interest rates, and a decrease in willingness to adapt to changing world market conditions.

Policy Responses to Trade Problems

The word policy implies that there is a coordinated set of continuous activities in the leg-
islative and executive branches of government to attempt to deal with U.S. international
trade. Unfortunately, such concerted efforts only rarely come about. Policy responses have
consisted mainly of political ad hoc reactions, which over the years have changed from
deep regret to protectionism. Whereas in the mid-1970s most lawmakers and administra-
tion officials simply regretted the lack of U.S. performance in international markets, more
recently, industry pressures have forced increased action.

Restrictions of Imports
In light of persistent trade deficits, growing foreign direct investment, and the tendency by
some firms and industries to seek legislative redress for failures in the marketplace, the U.S.
Congress in the past two decades has increasingly been willing to provide the president
with more powers to restrict trade. Many resolutions have also been passed and legislation
enacted admonishing the president to pay closer attention to trade. However, most of these
admonitions provided only for an increasing threat against foreign importers, not for bet-
ter conditions for U.S. exporters. The power of the executive to improve international trade
opportunities for U.S. firms through international negotiations and a relaxation of rules,
regulations, and laws has become increasingly restricted over time.

A tendency has also existed to disregard the achievements of past international nego-
tiations. For example, in Congress an amendment was attached to protectionistic legisla-
tion, stipulating that U.S. international trade legislation should not take effect if it is not in
conformity with internationally negotiated rules. The amendment was voted down by an
overwhelming majority, demonstrating a legislative lack of concern for such international
trade agreements. There has also been a tendency to seek short-term political favors
domestically in lieu of long-term international solutions. Trade legislation has become
increasingly oriented to specific trading partners and specific industries. The United States
often attempts to transfer its own trade laws abroad, in areas such as antitrust or export
controls, resulting in bilateral conflicts. During international trade negotiations, U.S. ex-
pectations regarding production costs, social structure, and cultural patterns are often
expected to be adopted in full abroad.
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The Global Environment:A Source of Conflict between Developed 
and Less-Developed Nations
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Yet, in spite of all these developments, the United States is still one of the strongest ad-
vocates of free trade, to which its large volume of imports and ongoing trade deficit attest.
Although this advocacy is shared, at least officially, by nations around the world, govern-
ments have become very creative in designing and implementing trade barriers, examples
of which are listed in Exhibit 2.4.

One typical method consists of “voluntary” import restraints that are applied selectively
against trading partners. Such measures have been used mainly in areas such as textiles,
automobiles, and steel. Voluntary restrictions, which are, of course, implemented with the
assistance of severe threats against trading partners, are intended to aid domestic indus-
tries to reorganize, restructure, and recapture their trade prominence of years past. They
fail to take into account that foreign importers may not have caused the economic decline
of the domestic industry.

The steel industry provides a good example. World steel production capacity and
supply clearly exceed world demand. This is the result both of overly ambitious indus-
trial development projects motivated by nationalistic aspirations and of technological
innovation. However, a closer look at the steel industries of developed nations shows
that demand for steel has also been reduced. In the automobile industry, for example,
fewer automobiles are being produced, and they are being produced differently than
ten years ago. Automobiles are more compact, lighter, and much more fuel efficient as
a result of different consumer tastes and higher oil prices. The average automobile
today weighs 700 pounds less than in the 1970s. Accordingly, less steel is needed for
its production. In addition, many components formerly made of steel are now being re-
placed by components made from other materials such as plastic. Even if imports of
steel were to be excluded totally from the markets of industrialized nations, the steel
industries could not regain the sales lost from a substantial change in the automotive
industry.

If countries do not use the subtle mechanism of voluntary agreements, they often resort
to old-fashioned tariffs. For example, Japanese heavy motorcycles imported into the
United States were assessed a duty of 49.4 percent. This regulation kept the last U.S.
producer of motorcycles, the Harley-Davidson Company, in business. Even though these
tariffs have since been removed—and one year early at that—and the firm keeps on

Trade Barriers

There are literally hundreds of ways to build a barrier.
The following list provides just a few of the trade barriers that exporters face.

• Special Import authorization • Country quotas
• Restrictions on data processing • Testing, labeling 
• Voluntary export restraints • Seasonal prohibitions 
• Advance import deposits • Health and sanitary prohibitions
• Taxes on foreign exchange deals • Certification
• Preferential licensing applications • Foreign exchange licensing
• Excise duties • Barter and countertrade requirements
• Licensing fees • Customs surcharges
• Discretionary licensing • Stamp taxes
• Trade restriction on e-commerce • Consular invoice fees
• Anti-competitive practices • Taxes on transport
• Lack of intellectual property protection • Export subsidies

SOURCE: Adapted from Office of the United States Trade Representative, 2005 National Trade Estimate Report
on Foreign Trade Barriers,Washington. DC, March 30, 2005.

For more information, refer to http://www.ustr.gov/

2.4
Exhibit

http://www.ustr.gov/2.4
http://www.ustr.gov/2.4
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producing heavy motorcycles, one can rightfully question whether the cost imposed on
U.S. consumers who preferred foreign products during the four years of tariff imposition
was justified. Even though tariffs have been substantially reduced on average, their spe-
cific application can still have a major effect on trade flows.

A third major method by which trade has been restricted is through nontariff barriers.
Typically, these barriers are much more subtle than tariffs. Compared with tariffs or even
subsidies, which are visible and at least force products to compete for market acceptance
on dimensions other than price, some nontariff barriers are much more difficult to detect,
prove, and quantify. For example, these barriers may be government or private-sector
“buy domestic” campaigns, which affect importers and sometimes even foreign direct in-
vestors. Other nontariff barriers consist of providing preferential treatment to domestic
bidders over foreign bidders, using national standards that are not comparable to interna-
tional standards, placing emphasis on design rather than performance, and providing for
general difficulties in the market entry of foreign products. Most famous in this regard are
probably the measures implemented by France. To stop or at least reduce the importation
of foreign video recorders, France ruled in 1983 that all of them had to be sent through
the customs station at Poitiers. This customshouse is located in the middle of the country,
was woefully understaffed, and was open only a few days each week. In addition, the few
customs agents at Poitiers insisted on opening each package separately in order to inspect
the merchandise. Within a few weeks, imports of video recorders in France came to a halt.
The French government, however, was able to point to international agreements and to
the fact that officially all measures were in full compliance with the law.

The primary result of all of these trade restrictions is that many actions are taken that are
contrary to what we know is good for the world and its citizens. Industries are preserved,
but only at great peril to the world trade framework and at substantial cost to consumers.
The direct costs of these actions are hidden and do not evoke much public complaint
because they are spread out over a multitude of individuals. Yet, these costs are real and
burdensome and directly affect the standard of living of individuals and the competitive-
ness of firms. For example, if agricultural subsidies and tariffs were eliminated in the Doha
Round of trade negotiations, the gains to the world economy by 2015 have been estimated
to be $287 billion annually! These gains do not necessarily mean that prices would
decrease. The elimination of artificial distortions would increase the prices for some
agricultural goods. For example, projections show that cotton prices would increase by
21 percent, but the increase would primarily benefit the countries of Sub-Saharan Africa,
currently one of the poorest regions in the world.22

Export Promotion Efforts
Many countries provide export promotion assistance to their firms. Key reasons for such
assistance are the national need to earn foreign currency, the encouragement of domestic
employment, and the increase in domestic economic activity. Many forms of export
promotion can also be seen as government distortion of trade since government support
simply results in a subsidization of profitability or reduction of risk. Yet, there are instances
where such intervention may be justified. Government support can be appropriate if it an-
nuls unfair foreign practices, increases market transparency and therefore contributes to
the better functioning of markets,23 or helps overcome, in the interest of long-term national
competitiveness, the short-term orientation of firms.24

The U.S. Department of Commerce provides companies with an impressive array of
data on foreign trade and marketing developments. Its Commercial Service provides a link
with U.S. businesses in terms of information flow and market assistance. Efforts are made
to coordinate the activities of diverse federal agencies. As a result of these efforts, a
national network of export assistance centers has been created, capable of providing one-
stop shops for exporters in search of export counseling and financial assistance. In addi-
tion, an official interagency advocacy network was created that helps U.S. companies win
overseas contracts for large government purchases abroad. A variety of agencies have
formed the Trade Promotion Coordination Committee in order to continue to improve
services to U.S. exporters. A listing of these agencies together with their Web sites is
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provided in the appendix to this chapter, so that readers can obtain the most up-to-date
information about trade policy changes and export assistance.

In terms of comparative efforts, however, U.S. export promotion activities still lag far
behind the support provided by other major industrial nations. Many countries also pro-
vide substantial levels of private-sector support, which exists to a much lesser degree in
the United States. Even more importantly, of the total export promotion expenditures, the
largest portion (almost 50 percent) continues to go to the agricultural sector, and relatively
few funds are devoted to export counseling and market research.

A new focus has come about in the area of export financing. Policymakers have in-
creasingly recognized that U.S. business may be placed at a disadvantage if it cannot meet
the subsidized financing rates of foreign suppliers. The Export-Import Bank of the United
States, charged with the new mission of aggressively meeting foreign export-financing
conditions, has in recent years even resorted to offering mixed aid credits. These take the
form of loans composed partially of commercial interest rates and partially of highly sub-
sidized developmental aid interest rates. The bank has also launched a major effort to
reach out to smaller-sized businesses and assist in their export success.

Tax legislation that inhibited the employment of Americans by U.S. firms abroad has
also been altered to be more favorable to U.S. firms. In the past, U.S. nationals living
abroad were, with some minor exclusion, fully subject to U.S. federal taxation. Because
the cost of living abroad can often be quite high—rent for a small apartment can approach
the range of $4,000-plus per month—this tax structure often imposed a significant burden
on U.S. firms and citizens abroad. Therefore, companies frequently were not able to send
U.S. employees abroad. However, as the result of a tax code revision that allows a sub-
stantial amount of income (up to $80,000 in 2005) to remain tax-free,25 more Americans
can now be posted abroad. In their work they may specify the use of U.S. products and
thus enhance the competitive opportunities of U.S. firms.

One other export promotion development was the passage of the Export Trading Com-
pany Act of 1982. Intended to be the U.S. response to Japanese sogoshoshas, or interna-
tional trading firms, this legislation permits firms to work together to form export consor-
tia. The basic idea was to provide the foreign buyer with a one-stop shopping center in
which a group of U.S. firms could offer a variety of complementary and competitive prod-
ucts. By exempting U.S. firms from current antitrust statutes, and by permitting banks to
cooperate in the formation of these ventures through direct capital participation and the
financing of trading activities, the government hoped that more firms could participate in
the international marketplace. Although this legislation was originally hailed as a master-
stroke and a key measure in turning around the decline in U.S. competitiveness abroad,
it has not attracted a large number of successful firms. It appears that the legislation may
not have provided sufficient incentive for banks, export service firms, or exporters to par-
ticipate. Banks simply may find domestic profit margins to be more attractive and safe; ex-
port service firms may be too small; and exporters themselves may be too independent to
participate in such consortia.

A Strategic Outlook for Trade 
and Investment Policies

All countries have international trade and investment policies. The importance and visi-
bility of these policies have grown dramatically as international trade and investment
flows have become more relevant to the well-being of most nations. Given the growing
links among nations, it will be increasingly difficult to consider domestic policy without
looking at international repercussions.

A U.S. Perspective
The U.S. need is for a positive trade policy rather than reactive, ad hoc responses to spe-
cific situations. Protectionistic legislation can be helpful, provided it is not enacted. Pro-
posals in Congress, for example, can be quite useful as bargaining chips in international
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negotiations. If passed and signed into law, however, protectionistic legislation can result
in the destruction of the international trade and investment framework.

It has been suggested that a variety of regulatory agencies could become involved in
administering U.S. trade policy. Although such agencies could be useful from the stand-
point of addressing narrowly defined grievances, they carry the danger that commercial
policy will be determined by a new chorus of discordant voices. Shifting the power of
setting trade and investment policy from the executive branch to agencies or even states
could give the term New Federalism a quite unexpected meaning and might cause progress
at the international negotiation level to grind to a halt. No U.S. negotiator can expect to
retain the goodwill of foreign counterparts if he or she cannot place issues on the table that
can be negotiated without constantly having to check back with various authorities.

In light of continuing large U.S. trade deficits, there is much disenchantment with past
trade policies. The disappointment with past policy measures, particularly trade negotia-
tions, is mainly the result of overblown expectations. Too often, the public has mistakenly
expected successful trade negotiations to affect the domestic economy in a major way,
even though the issue addressed or resolved was only of minor economic importance. Yet,
in light of global changes, U.S. trade policy does need to change. Rather than treating trade
policy as a strictly “foreign” phenomenon, it must be recognized that it is mainly domestic
economic performance that determines global competitiveness. Therefore, trade policy
must become more domestically oriented at the same time that domestic policy must be-
come more international in vision. Such a new approach should pursue at least five key
goals. First, the nation must improve the quality and amount of information government
and business share to facilitate competitiveness. Second, policy must encourage collabora-
tion among companies in such areas as goods and process technologies. Third, U.S. in-
dustry collectively must overcome its export reluctance and its short-term financial orien-
tation. Fourth, the United States must invest in its people, providing education and training
suited to the competitive challenges of the twenty-first century. Finally, the executive
branch must be given authority by Congress to negotiate international agreements with a
reasonable certainty that the negotiation outcome will not be subject to minute amend-
ments. Therefore, the extension of trade promotion authority, which still gives Congress the
right to accept or reject trade treaties and agreements, but reduces the amendment proce-
dures, was very important. Such authority is instrumental for new, large-scale trade accords
such as the Doha Round to succeed.

It will also be necessary to achieve a new perspective on government–business rela-
tions. In previous decades, government and business stayed at arm’s length, and it was
seen as inappropriate to involve the government in private-sector activities. Now, however,
closer government–business collaboration is seen as one key to enhanced competitiveness.
More mutual listening to each other and joint consideration of the long-term domestic and
international repercussions of policy actions and business strategy can indeed pay off. Per-
haps it will make both business and government more responsive to each other’s needs.
At least it will reduce the failures that can result from a lack of collaboration and insuffi-
cient understanding of linkages.

An International Perspective
From an international perspective, trade and investment negotiations must continue. In
doing, so, trade and investment policy can take either a multilateral or bilateral approach.
Bilateral negotiations are carried out mainly between two nations, while multilateral nego-
tiations are carried out among a number of nations. The approach can also be broad,
covering a wide variety of products, services, or investments, or it can be narrow in that
it focuses on specific problems.

In order to address narrowly defined trade issues, bilateral negotiations and a specific
approach seem quite appealing. Very specific problems can be discussed and resolved
expediently. However, to be successful on a global scale, negotiations need to produce
winners. Narrow-based bilateral negotiations require that there be, for each issue, a
clearly identified winner and loser. Therefore, such negotiations have less chance for
long-term success, because no one wants to be the loser. This points toward multilateral
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negotiations on a broad scale, where concessions can be traded off among countries,
making it possible for all participants to emerge and declare themselves as winners. The
difficulty lies in devising enough incentives to bring the appropriate and desirable part-
ners to the bargaining table. One area that would benefit greatly from multilateral negoti-
ations is the regulation of e-commerce and the Internet as described in The International
Marketplace 2.3 (for more on e-commerce, see Chapter 9).

Policymakers must be willing to trade off short-term achievements for long-term goals.
All too often, measures that would be beneficial in the long term are sacrificed to short-term
expediency to avoid temporary pain and the resulting political cost. Given the increasing
links among nations and their economies, however, such adjustments are inevitable. In the
recent past, trade and investment volume continued to grow for everyone. Conflicts were
minimized and adjustment possibilities were increased manyfold. As trade and investment
policies must be implemented in an increasingly competitive environment, however, con-
flicts are likely to increase significantly. Thoughtful economic coordination will therefore be
required among the leading trading nations. Such coordination will result to some degree
in the loss of national sovereignty.

New mechanisms to evaluate restraint measures will also need to be designed. The
beneficiaries of trade and investment restraints are usually clearly defined and have much

The Internet presents an opportunity for businesses and
individuals to collaborate and communicate faster and
cheaper than ever before. However, the new technology
also poses challenges to modern policymakers,
businesses, and consumers.As more information is stored
online and more people purchase with their computers,
security is becoming a major problem. Hackers have been
able to use security holes in Web sites and databases to
steal information, including credit card and social security
numbers.They have also attacked personal, corporate,
and government computers connected to the Internet
by exploiting weaknesses in the operating system and
browser security.With the globalization of technology,
hacking becomes much more than a simple break-in and
entry.Who has the legal jurisdiction in these cases? Is it
the country in which the computer that was hacked
into is located? The country from which the hacker is
attacking? Or the country in which the company is based?
Many nations have yet to develop laws regarding internet
crimes and the existing laws vary greatly between
nations.

In the past, consumers were able to buy foreign products
through distributors and retailers in their home country.
Today, they can skip intermediaries entirely and buy
the product directly from the manufacturer over the
Internet. But what happens if a consumer buys a product
from a relatively little known company and the product is
defective, or the consumer is hurt by the product? Many
countries have fairly extensive consumer protection laws,

but many do not. Can the consumer sue based on the
laws of his or her country, or on the laws of the country
where the company is headquartered? Given the
differences in legal theories and damage awards, should
corporations be concerned about lawsuits from every
country in the world?

Not only has the international community not agreed on
matters of legal jurisdiction, but it has not even been able
to agree on more simple issues such as who controls
domain names (such as yahoo.com) on the Internet.
Currently, a nonprofit organization, called the
International Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN), is in charge of issuing such names,
country codes, and Internet Protocol addresses.
However, in 2005 there was an unsuccessful move to
bring the Internet under more international oversight.

Even after the burst of the so-called “dot-com bubble,”
we know that e-commerce is here to stay. In 2004,
business-to-business and business-to-consumer sales
worldwide topped $6.7 trillion.Yet, countries have still to
agree on whether e-commerce should be classified as a
good or service under the World Trade Organization
framework. E-commerce does not even feature as a
separate issue in global trade talks.

SOURCES: Global Reach, http://glreach.com/eng/ed/art/2004
.ecommerce. php3, accessed December 16, 2005; Global Business
Dialog on Electronic Commerce, http://www.gbde.org/trade.html,
accessed December 16, 2005.

The Trade Reality of E-commerce

The International MARKETPLACE 2.3

http://glreach.com/eng/ed/art/2004.ecommerce.php3
http://glreach.com/eng/ed/art/2004.ecommerce.php3
http://www.gbde.org/trade.html
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Summary

International trade has often played a major role in
world history. The rise and fall of the Roman Empire and
the emergence of feudalism can be attributed to trade.
Since 1945, the Western nations have made concerted
efforts to improve the trade environment and expand
trade activities. In order for them to do so, various multi-
national organizations, such as the WTO, the IMF, and
the World Bank, were founded. In addition, several eco-
nomic blocs such as the EU, NAFTA, and Mercosur were
formed. Many of these organizations have been very
successful in their mission, yet new realities of the trade
environment demand new types of action.

Recall from Chapter 1 that the last few decades have
been marked by tremendous growth in world trade. In
addition, there have been significant changes in the trade
positions of many countries. For example, the United
States’ share of world exports has declined precipitously
from 25 percent in the 1950s, while China’s share in

world trade has risen substantially in the last few years
alone. Furthermore, foreign direct investment has come
to play an important role in the world economy. 

The WTO has increasingly become a forum for trade
disputes and negotiations. The 2005 negotiations that
took place in Hong Kong highlighted the tensions
between developed and developing countries, particu-
larly in the sphere of agriculture. 

Despite calls for trade liberalization, some policymak-
ers intend to enhance trade performance by threatening
the world with increasing protectionism. The danger of
such a policy lies in the fact that world trade would shrink
and standards of living would decline. Protectionism can-
not, in the long run, prevent adjustment or increase pro-
ductivity and competitiveness. It is therefore important to
improve the capability of firms to compete internationally
and to provide an international trade framework that fa-
cilitates international marketing activities.

Key Terms

Pax Romana
economic blocs
born global
trade deficit
economies of scale

foreign direct investment
foreign affiliate
nontariff barriers
mixed aid credits
export consortia

protectionistic legislation
trade promotion authority
bilateral negotiations
multilateral negotiations

Questions for Discussion

1. Why is international trade important to a nation?

2. Give examples of the effects of the “Pax
Americana.”

3. Discuss the role of “voluntary” import restraints in
international marketing.

4. Provide examples of multilateral versus bilateral
trade agreements.

5. How have consumer demands changed
international trade?

6. Discuss the impact of import restrictions on
consumers.

7. Does foreign direct investment have an effect on
trade?

to gain, whereas the losers are much less visible, which will make coalition building a key
issue. The total cost of policy measures affecting trade and investment flows must be
assessed, must be communicated, and must be taken into consideration before such
measures are implemented.

The affected parties need to be concerned and join forces. The voices of retailers, con-
sumers, wholesalers, and manufacturers all need to be heard. Only then will policymak-
ers be sufficiently responsive in setting policy objectives that increase opportunities for
firms and choice for consumers.

Internet Exercises

1. What is the major role played by the World Bank
today? Check http://www.worldbank.org to
report on key projects.

2. Determine the latest exports per capita for a
country of your choice not listed in Exhibit 2.2
(use data from http://www.imf.org and
http://www.un.org).

http://www.worldbank.org
http://www.imf.org
http://www.un.org
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providers are having to think about how to refashion
their exports.

Art Attack, an art show for Disney Channel (which is seen
around the world), included 216 episodes shot in 26
different languages.A single format (a set that features
oversized paint pots and paint brushes, in fuchsia pink
and lime green) is reshaped for each country to give it a
local feel. About three-fifths of each show is made up of
shared footage: close-ups of the hands of one artist
(British).The rest of the show is filmed separately for
each country, with the heads and shoulders of local
presenters seamlessly edited in. Even though the
local presenters are all flown into one central studio
in the United Kingdom, the show costs only one-third
of what it would take to produce separately for each
country. Local viewers in each place consider the show
to be theirs.

In Europe, a number of developments seem to conspire
to favor U.S. films.The spread of multiplex cinemas has
increased attendance, but the multiplexes tend to show
more U.S. movies. Hollywood blockbusters, such as King
Kong or Star Wars: Episode III—Revenge of the Sith, are
made with budgets beyond the Europeans’ wildest
dreams. Marketing spending, too, has soared, doubling
since the mid-1990s to an average of $34 million per

The dominance of U.S. cultural exports is felt
everywhere. On the 2005 list of top-grossing movies,
U.S. films took 49 of the top 50 places in a list that
included only one non-English-language film, KungFu
Hustle (#44). Given the marketing power of Hollywood,
many are worried that diversity will not survive and that
the end result of globalization will be “Americanization.”
Quite the opposite is actually taking place in the
entertainment world and international market for
popular culture.

In television, during the initial stage of the life cycle, the
domestic industry has only fledgling production and
cheap imports—primarily from the United States—to
fill the time slots.With time, however, homegrown
production develops and its market share increases.
The top TV show in South Africa is Generations (a soap
opera); in France, it is Julie Lescaut (a police series); and in
Brazil, it is O Clone (a soap opera).The more the world
globalizes, the more people want entertainment that
reflects their own culture. U.S. shows do have their
niche, as well. Blockbuster Hollywood action movies,
cartoons (easy to dub), and certain hit series travel well
across cultural barriers.The number one hit among
German teenagers is Buffy im Bann der Dämonen, while
Chinese children enjoy newly introduced Mickey Mouse
cartoons. However, on a broader scale, U.S. content
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of young directors with Hollywood experience.What is
even more interesting is that films that have success in
their home markets are also more acceptable to the
big-money U.S. market. In 2001, French-language films
enjoyed their best year in the United States, grossing
$28 million—small by overall standards but a huge
improvement over $6.8 million in 2000. In 2005,
however, the results were more modest. Après Vous
grossed $81 million and High Tension $6 million
worldwide.The U.S. audience for foreign films in
general comes squarely from the youth market, a
dramatic change from the art-house crowd of the past.
To reach this audience, studios use the Internet as a
marketing tool, offering prizes as well as trailers and
synopses.

Top local programming created around the world is
making its way into the United States, too. Most shows
on Univision,America’s Spanish-language TV network,
including the hugely popular telenovelas, are made by
Mexico’s Televisa. As a matter of fact, the success of
telenovelas is often celebrated as an example of reverse
cultural imperialism.The BBC, while expanding its own
programming in the United States, coproduces much of
the natural-history content on Discovery. Even Arte, a
Franco-German culture channel, is no stranger to
American airwaves.

The trade in entertainment is no longer a one-way
street making all who watch and listen clones of one
another. Much of the U.S. content going abroad is
adjusted to its markets, as is the material coming
into the United States. Britain’s Bob the Builder has
hammered his way into U.S. homes, but with the loss
of his Staffordshire accent; since its introduction in
May 2001, 2.9 million videos of this animated series
have been sold.

SOURCE: Ibsen Martinez,“Romancing the Globe,” Foreign Policy,
November/December 2005, 48–56;“Score One for the PG Crowd,” The
San Diego Union-Tribune, April 10, 2005, B7;“Think Local: A Survey of Tele-
vision,” The Economist, April 13, 2002, 12–14;“Culture in Peril? Mais Oui,”
Fortune, May 13, 2002, 51;“The American Connection,” The Washington
Post, May 25, 2002, E1–E2;“Rebels Without a Cause,” The Economist, April
27, 2002, 65;“AtVivendi Universal, A French Evolution,” The Washington
Post, April 24, 2002, E1, E3.

movie. Finally, U.S. studios have become increasingly
dependent on overseas revenues and are investing more
to push their movies in foreign markets. Lately, French
moviemakers, who have long resented the overwhelming
popularity of Hollywood movies on their home turf, have
begun to fight back. Le Fabuleux Destin d’Amélie Poulain, a
French-made romantic comedy, recaptured the French
box office to the tune of $37.7 million in receipts. It was
one of four French films released in 2001 that sold more
than five million tickets, beating a record set in 1947. For
the first time in decades, French films stood their ground
against American imports.With higher budgets and better
production values, the new films were created by a wave

T
he ever-increasing level of world trade, opening of markets, enhanced purchas-
ing power of customers, and intensifying competition all have allowed and even
forced marketers to expand their operations. The challenge for the marketing
manager is to handle the differences in values and attitudes, and subsequent

behavioral patterns that govern human interaction, on two levels: first, as they relate to



customer behavior and, second, as they affect the implementation of marketing programs
within individual markets and across markets. 

For years, marketers have been heralding the arrival of the global customer, an indi-
vidual or entity that would both think and purchase alike the world or region over.1 These
universal needs could then be translated into marketing programs that would exploit
these similarities. However, if this approach were based on the premise of standardiza-
tion, a critical and fatal mistake would be made. Overseas success is very much a function
of cultural adaptability: patience, flexibility, and tolerance for others’ beliefs.2

To take advantage of global markets or global segments, marketers are required to have
or attain a thorough understanding of what drives customer behavior in different markets,
and to detect the extent to which similarities exist or can be achieved through marketing
efforts. For example, no other group of emerging markets in the world have as much
common as those in Latin America. They largely share a Spanish language and heritage; the
Portuguese language and heritage are close enough to allow Brazilians and their neighbors
to communicate easily. The Southern Florida melting pot, where Latin Americans of all
backgrounds mix in a blend of Hispanic cultures, is in itself a picture of what Latin America
can be. Tapping into the region’s cultural affinities through a network scale approach (e.g.,
regional hubs for production and production, and pan-Latin brands) is not only possible
but advisable.3 As appliance makers such as Whirlpool study the habits and preferences of
consumers in different countries, they develop specialized appliances (e.g., grinders for
coffee and spices) and features (e.g., a fifth burner for ranges). Interestingly, as cooking
habits have extended to include food from other cultures—from pizza to pot roast to
tortillas—the new features have found new adopters. For example, non-Latinos want grid-
dle cook tops for pancakes as well as fajitas.4

In expanding their presence, marketers will acquire not only new customers but new
partners as well. These essential partners, whose efforts are necessary for market devel-
opment and penetration, include agents, distributors, other facilitating agents (such as
advertising agencies and law firms), and, in many cases, the government. Expansion will
also mean new employees or strategic alliance partners whose motivations will either
make or break marketing programs. Thus understanding the hot buttons and turnoffs of
these groups becomes critical.

In the past, marketing managers who did not want to worry about the cultural chal-
lenge could simply decide not to do so and concentrate on domestic markets. In today’s
business environment, a company has no choice but to face international competition. In
this new environment, believing that concern about culture and its elements is a waste of
time often proves to be disastrous. An understanding allows marketers to determine when
adaptation may be necessary and when commonalities allow for regional or global
approaches, as seen in The International Marketplace 3.1. Understanding culture is criti-
cal not only in terms of getting strategies right but also for ensuring that implementation
by local operations is effective.

Cultural differences often are the subject of anecdotes, and business blunders may pro-
vide a good laugh. Cultural diversity must be recognized not simply as a fact of life but as
a positive benefit; that is, differences may actually suggest better solutions to challenges
shared across borders. Cultural competence must be recognized as a key marketing skill.5

Adjustments will have to be made to accommodate the extraordinary variety in customer
preferences and work practices, by cultivating the ability to detect similarities and to allow
for differences. Ideally, this means that successful ideas can be transferred across borders
for efficiency and adapted to local conditions for effectiveness. For example, in one of his
regular trips to company headquarters in Switzerland, the general manager of Nestlé
Thailand was briefed on a promotion for a cold coffee concoction called Nescafé Shake.
The Thai group swiftly adopted and adapted the idea. It designed plastic containers to
mix the drink and invented a dance, the Shake, to popularize the product.6 Cultural in-
competence, however, can easily jeopardize millions of dollars in wasted negotiations,
potential purchases, sales and contracts, and customer relations. Furthermore, the internal
efficiency of a firm may be weakened if managers, employees, and intermediaries are not
“on the same wavelength.”
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The intent of this chapter is first to analyze the concept of culture and its various ele-
ments and then to provide suggestions for meeting the cultural challenge.

Culture Defined

Culture gives an individual an anchoring point—an identity—as well as codes of conduct.
Of the more than 160 definitions of culture analyzed by Alfred Kroeber and Clyde
Kluckhohn, some conceive of culture as separating humans from nonhumans, some de-
fine it as communicable knowledge, and some see it as the sum of historical achievements
produced by humanity’s social life.7 All the definitions have common elements: Culture is
learned, shared, and transmitted from one generation to the next. Culture is primarily
passed on by parents to their children but also by social organizations, special-interest
groups, the government, the schools, and the church. Common ways of thinking and
behaving that are developed are then reinforced through social pressure. Geert Hofstede
calls this the “collective programming of the mind.”8 Culture is also multidimensional,
consisting of a number of common elements that are interdependent. Changes occurring
in one of the dimensions will affect the others as well.

For the purposes of this text, culture is defined as an integrated system of learned be-
havior patterns that are distinguishing characteristics of the members of any given society.
It includes everything that a group thinks, says, does, and makes—its customs, language,
material artifacts, and shared systems of attitudes and feelings. The definition therefore
encompasses a wide variety of elements, from the materialistic to the spiritual. Culture is
inherently conservative, resisting change and fostering continuity. Every person is encul-
tured into a particular culture, learning the “right way” of doing things. Problems may
arise when a person encultured in one culture has to adjust to another one. The process
of acculturation—adjusting and adapting to a specific culture other than one’s own—is
one of the keys to success in international operations.

Edward T. Hall, who has made some of the most valuable studies on the effects of
culture on business, makes a distinction between high and low context cultures.9 In high
context cultures, such as Japan and Saudi Arabia, context is at least as important as what
is actually said. The speaker and the listener rely on a common understanding of the con-
text. In low context cultures, however, most of the information is contained explicitly in the
words. North American cultures engage in low context communications. Unless we are
aware of this basic difference, messages and intentions can easily be misunderstood. If
performance appraisals of marketing personnel are to be centrally guided or conducted
in a multinational corporation, those involved must be acutely aware of cultural nuances.
One of the interesting differences is that the U.S. system emphasizes the individual’s
development, whereas the Japanese system focuses on the group within which the
individual works. In the United States, criticism is more direct and recorded formally,
whereas in Japan it is more subtle and verbal. What is not being said can carry more
meaning than what is said.

Few cultures today are as homogeneous as those of Japan and Saudi Arabia. Else-
where, intracultural differences based on nationality, religion, race, or geographic areas
have resulted in the emergence of distinct subcultures. The international manager’s task is
to distinguish relevant cross-cultural and intracultural differences and then to isolate
potential opportunities and problems. Good examples are the Hispanic subculture in the
United States and the Flemish and the Walloons in Belgium. For example, IKEA’s research
in the United States found that Latin families wanted bigger dining room tables to
accommodate bigger families.10 On the other hand, borrowing and interaction between
national cultures may lead to narrowing gaps between cultures. Here the international
business entity will act as a change agent by introducing new products or ideas and
practices. Although this may consist of no more than shifting consumption from one prod-
uct brand to another, it may lead to massive social change in the manner of consumption,
the type of products consumed, and social organization. 

The example of Kentucky Fried Chicken in India illustrates the difficulties marketers
may have in entering culturally complex markets. Even though the company opened its
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outlets in two of India’s most cosmopolitan cities (Bangalore and New Delhi), it found
itself the target of protests by a wide range of opponents. KFC could have alleviated or
eliminated some of the anti-Western passions by taking a series of preparatory steps. First,
rather than opting for more direct control, KFC should have allied with local partners for
advice and support. Second, KFC should have tried to appear more Indian rather than
using high-profile advertising with Western ideas. Indians are quite ambivalent toward for-
eign culture, and ideas usable elsewhere do not work well in India. Finally, KFC should
have planned for reaction by competition that came from small restaurants with political
clout at the local level.11

In some cases, the international marketer may be accused of “cultural imperialism,”
especially if the changes brought about are dramatic or if culture-specific adaptations are
not made in the marketing approach. There is a growing fear among many countries that
globalization is bringing a surge of foreign products across their borders that will
threaten their cultural heritage. In 2005, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization passed the Convention on the Protection and Promotion of
Diversity of Cultural Expressions, which declares the right of countries to “maintain,
adopt, and implement policies and measures that they deem appropriate for the protec-
tion and promotion of music art, language, and ideas as well as cultural activities, goods
and services.”12 Some countries, such as Brazil, Canada, France, and Indonesia, protect
their cultural industries through restrictive rules and subsidies. France’s measures in-
clude, for example, “prix unique du livre,” a limitation on the percent of discount on
books (to support small publishing houses and help maintain small bookstores); quotas
on non-French movies on French national TV channels and mandatory financing of films
by TV channels (as a provision in their license) as well as for French music on radio
channels; and “avance sur recettes” or “fonds de soutien,” a State financial advance on
all French films.13 Such subsidies have allowed the French to make 200 films a year, twice
as many as the United Kingdom. Similar measures have been taken to protect geographic
indications; for example, signs on goods that have a specific geographic origin and pos-
sess qualities or a reputation due to that place of origin (as seen in The International
Marketplace 3.2). Some countries have started taking measures to protect their traditions
in areas such as medicine, in which the concern is biopiracy of natural remedies.14

Even if a particular country is dominant in a cultural sector, such as the United States
in movies and television programming, the commonly suggested solution of protection-
ism may not work. Although the European Union has a rule that 40 percent of the
programming has to be domestic, anyone wanting a U.S. program can choose an appro-
priate channel or rent a video. Quotas will also result in behavior not intended by regu-
lators. U.S. programming tends to be scheduled during prime time, while the 60 percent
of domestic programming may wind up being shown during less attractive times. Fur-
thermore, quotas may also lead to local productions designed to satisfy official mandates
and capture subsidies that accompany them. Recently, a question has been raised of
whether movies produced by foreign-owned companies would be eligible for govern-
ment subsidies.

Popular culture is not only a U.S. bastion. In many areas, such as pop music and
musicals, Europeans have had an equally dominant position worldwide. For example,
the United Kingdom exported 3,795 hours of television programming in 2004 as com-
pared to Netherlands’ 2,569 and the United States’ 2,236.15 Furthermore, no market is
only an exporter of culture. Given the ethnic diversity in the United States (as in many
other country markets), programming from around the world is made readily available.
Many of the greatest successes among cultural products in the last five years in the
United States have been imports; e.g., in television programming, Pop Idol is a British
concept, as is the best-seller in children’s literature, the Harry Potter series. In cartoons,
Pokémon hails from Japan. Global marketers and media have made it possible for
national and regional artists to break into worldwide markets, especially the U.S. and
European markets. Thailand’s Tata Young has been signed by SONY BMG to be groomed
for global stardom.16

The worst scenario for marketers is when they are accused of pushing alien behaviors
and values—along with products and promotions—into other cultures, which can result
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Protecting Feta and Mozzarella

The International MARKETPLACE 3.2

originator from selling his goods in that market.The
European Union has adopted geographic-indication laws
governing over 600 products sold inside the EU. Now the
EU wants to expand such a list worldwide and establish a
multilateral register to police it.

For many, the European idea is bald-faced protectionism
and has no merit on protecting cultural values.“This does
not speak of free trade; it is about making a monopoly of
trade,” said Sergio Marchi, Canada’s ambassador to the
WTO.“It is even hard to calculate the cost and confusion
of administering such a thing.” Others argue that the
Europeans are merely trying to cover up for inefficient
production practices. Some even make the argument that
multinational companies are the ones who have built up
the value of many of the product names on the list—not
the small producers in the regions in question.

The debate is still in its early stages.The definition of
geographic indications is not altogether clear in that
some countries want to protect the adjectives found on
product labels (such as “tawny” or “ruby” to describe
Portuguese port wine). Other countries have their own
lists as well; for example, India wants basmati rice to be
protected even though “basmati” is not a place name.

SOURCES: “Greek Cheese Gets EU Protection,” Marketing News,
November 15, 2005, 15;“Food Fight!” Time Europe, September 8, 2003,
32–33;“WTO Talks: EU Steps Up Bid for Better Protection of Regional
Quality Products,” EU Institutions Press Releases, August 28, 2003,
DN:IP/03/1178;“Ham and Cheese: Italy Wins EU Case,” CNN.com, May 20,
2003;“Europe Says, ‘That Cheese is No Cheddar!’” The Wall Street Journal,
February 13, 2003, B1;“USTR Supports Geographic Indications for
Drinks,” Gourmet News, January, 2003, 3. See also http://www.
geographicindications.com.

In October 2005, the European Court of Justice brought
to a close one of the most controversial disputes over
geographic indications, removing the right of any non-
Greek EU producers to use the name Feta for cheese.
The Court decided that Feta fulfilled the requirements of
a destination of origin because the name referred to an
agricultural product from a defined geographical area and
reflected characteristics specific to that area and its
processing and preparation. All other non-Greek Feta
producers will have to change the name of their cheese
by 2007.

If European negotiators in the World Trade Organization
get their way, food names associated with specific 
regions—Parma ham from Italy, Stilton cheese from the
United Kingdom, and Marsala wine from Italy—would be
reserved solely for companies located in the respective
regions. EU officials argue that mozzarella, for example, is
made according to exacting standards only in that
particular part of Italy.

The EU Commission summarized the European point of
view in this way:“Geographical indications offer the best
protection to quality products which are sold by relying
on their origin and reputation and other special
characteristics linked to such an origin. They reward
investment in quality by our producers. Abuses in other
countries undermine the heritage of EU products and
create confusion among consumers.” Furthermore,
Europeans fear that they may not be able to use their
own names selling abroad in the future.A company in
Canada, for example, could trademark a product named
for a European place, preventing the rightful European

in consumer boycotts and even destruction of property. McDonald’s, KFC, Coca-Cola, Dis-
ney, and Pepsi, for example, have all drawn the ire of anti-American demonstrators for
being icons of globalization. Similarly, noisy boycotts and protests targeted many multi-
national companies in the wake of the situation of Iraq. In the United States, those
protests were aimed at French and Germans, while opponents of the war focused on U.S.
companies.17

The Elements of Culture

The study of culture has led to generalizations that may apply to all cultures. Such char-
acteristics are called cultural universals, which are manifestations of the total way of life of
any group of people. These include such elements as bodily adornments, courtship, eti-
quette, family gestures, joking, mealtimes, music, personal names, status differentiation,
and trade.18 These activities occur across cultures, but their manifestation may be unique

http://www.geographicindications.com
http://www.geographicindications.com
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in a particular society, bringing about cultural diversity. Common denominators can
indeed be found, but the ways in which they are actually accomplished may vary
dramatically. Even when a segment may be perceived to be similar across borders, such
as in the case of teenagers and the affluent, cultural differences make marketers’ jobs
challenging. For example, European teens resent being treated as Americans with an
accent by U.S. companies.19

Observation of the major denominators summarized in Exhibit 3.1 suggests that the
elements are both material (such as tools) and abstract (such as attitudes). The sensitivity
and adaptation to these elements by an international firm depends on the firm’s level of
involvement in the market—for example, licensing versus direct investment—and the
product or service marketed. Naturally, some products and services or management prac-
tices require very little adjustment, whereas others have to be adapted dramatically.

Language
A total of 6,912 known living languages exist in the world, with 311 being spoken in the
United States, 297 in Mexico, 13 in Finland, and 241 in China.20 The European Union has
20 official languages for its bureaucracy. Language has been described as the mirror of cul-
ture. Language itself is multidimensional by nature. This is true not only of the spoken
word but also of what can be called the nonverbal language of international business. Mes-
sages are conveyed by the words used, by the way the words are spoken (for example,
tone of voice), and by nonverbal means such as gestures, body position, and eye contact.

Very often, mastery of the language is required before a person is acculturated to a cul-
ture other than his or her own. Language mastery must go beyond technical competency,
because every language has words and phrases that can be readily understood only in
context. Such phrases are carriers of culture; they represent special ways a culture has
developed to view some aspect of human existence.

Language capability serves four distinct roles in international marketing.21

1. Language aids in information gathering and evaluation efforts. Rather than rely completely
on the opinions of others, the manager is able to see and hear personally what is going on.
People are far more comfortable speaking their own language, and this should be treated
as an advantage.The best intelligence on a market is gathered by becoming part of the
market rather than observing it from the outside. For example, local managers of a multi-
national corporation should be the firm’s primary source of political information to assess
potential risk.

2. Language provides access to local society. Although English may be widely spoken, and may
even be the official company language, speaking the local language may make a dramatic
difference. For example, firms that translate promotional materials and information are
seen as being serious about doing business in the country.

3. Language capability is increasingly important in company communications, whether within
the corporate family or with channel members. Imagine the difficulties encountered by a
country manager who must communicate with employees through an interpreter.

4. Language provides more than the ability to communicate. It extends beyond mechanics to
the interpretation of contexts.

Elements of Culture

3.1
Exhibit

Language Manners and customs
• Verbal Material elements
• Nonverbal Aesthetics

Religion Education
Values and attitudes Social institutions
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The manager’s command of the national language(s) in a market must be greater than
simple word recognition. Consider, for example, how dramatically different English terms
can be when used in Australia, the United Kingdom, or the United States. In negotiations,
for U.S. delegates “tabling a proposal” means that they want to delay a decision, whereas
their British counterparts understand the expression to mean that immediate action is to
be taken. If the British promise something “by the end of the day,” this does not mean
within 24 hours, but rather when they have completed the job. Additionally, they may say
that negotiations “bombed,” meaning that they were a success; to a U.S. manager, this
could convey exactly the opposite message. Similar challenges occur with other lan-
guages and markets. Swedish is spoken as a mother tongue by 8 percent of the popula-
tion in Finland, where it has idioms that are not well understood by Swedes. Goodyear
has identified five different terms for the word tires in the Spanish-speaking Americas:
cauchos in Venezuela, cubiertas in Argentina, gomas in Puerto Rico, neumaticos in Chile,
and llantas in most of the other countries in the region.22

An advertising campaign presented by Electrolux highlights the difficulties in transfer-
ring advertising campaigns between markets. Electrolux’s theme in marketing its vacuum
cleaners, “Nothing Sucks Like an Electrolux,” is interpreted literally in the United King-
dom, but in the United States, the slang implications would interfere with the intended
message. The danger exists of translingual homonyms; an innocent word may have a
strong resemblance to another word not used in polite company in another country. For
example, global elevator maker Kone wanted to ensure correct pronunciation of its name
and added an accent (Koné) to its name in French-speaking countries to avoid contro-
versy. Toyota Motor behaved similarly in changing its MR2 model to Spider. Other features
of language have to be considered as well. In a Lucky Goldstar ad, adaptation into Arabic
was carried out without considering that Arabic reads from right to left. As a result, the
creative concept in this execution was destroyed.

The role of language extends beyond that of a communications medium. Linguistic di-
versity often is an indicator of other types of diversity. In Quebec, the French language
has always been a major consideration of most francophone governments because it is
one of the clear manifestations of the identity of the province that separates it from the
English-speaking provinces. The Charter of the French Language states that the rights of
the francophone collectivity are, among others, the right of consumers to be informed and
served in French. The Bay, a major Quebec retailer, spends $8 million annually on its
translation operations. It even changed its name to La Baie in appropriate areas. Similarly,
in trying to battle English as the lingua franca, the French government has tried to
ban the use of any foreign term or expression wherever an officially approved French
equivalent exists (e.g., mercatique, not un brainstorming).23 This applies also to Web
sites that bear the “.fr” designation; they have to be in the French language. Similarly, the
Hong Kong government is promoting the use of Cantonese rather than English as the lan-
guage of commerce.

Other countries have taken similar measures. Germans have founded a society for the
protection of the German language from the spread of “Denglish.” Poland has directed
that all companies selling or advertising foreign products use Polish in their advertise-
ments, while some people in India—with its 800 dialects—scorn the use of English as a
lingua franca since it is a reminder of British colonialism.24

Despite the fact that English is encountered daily by those on the Internet, the “e” in
e-business does not translate into “English.” In a survey, European users highlighted the
need to bridge the culture gap. One third of the senior managers said they will not tolerate
English online, while less than 20 percent of the German middle managers and less than
50 percent of the French ones believe they can use English well. Fully three-quarters of
those surveyed considered that being forced to use nonlocalized content on the Internet had
a negative impact on productivity.25 A truly global portal works only if online functions are
provided in a multilingual and multicultural format.

Dealing with the language problem invariably requires the use of local assistance. A
good local advertising agency and a good local market research firm can prevent many
problems. When translation is required, as when communicating with suppliers or cus-
tomers, care should be taken in selecting the translator or translation software. One of the
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simplest methods of control is back-translation—the translating of a foreign language ver-
sion back to the original language by a different person from the one who made the first
translation. This approach may help to detect only omissions and blunders, however. To
assess the quality of the translation, a complete evaluation with testing of the message’s
impact is necessary.26 In essence this means that international marketers should never
translate words but emotion, which then, in turn, may well lead to the use of completely
different words.

Language also has to be understood in its historic context. In Germany, Nokia
launched an advertising campaign for the interchangable covers for its portable phones
using the theme “Jedem das Seine” (“to each his own”). The campaign was withdrawn
after the American Jewish Congress pointed out that the same slogan was found on the
entry portal to Buchenwald, a Nazi-era concentration camp.27 The Indian division of
Cadbury-Schweppes incensed Hindu society by running an advertisement comparing its
Temptations chocolate to war-torn Kashmir. The ad carried a tag line: “I’m good. I’m
tempting. I’m too good to share. What am I? Cadbury’s Temptations or Kashmir?” The ad
featured a map of Kashmir to highlight the point, and it also first appeared on August
15th, Indian Independence Day.28

Nonverbal Language
Managers must analyze and become familiar with the hidden language of foreign cul-
tures.29 Five key topics—time, space, material possessions, friendship patterns, and busi-
ness agreements—offer a starting point from which managers can begin to acquire the
understanding necessary to do business in foreign countries. In many parts of the world,
time is flexible and not seen as a limited commodity; people come late to appointments
or may not come at all. In Hong Kong, for example, it is futile to set exact meeting times,
because getting from one place to another may take minutes or hours depending on the
traffic. Showing indignation or impatience at such behavior would astonish an Arab, Latin
American, or Asian.

In some countries, extended social acquaintance and the establishment of appropriate
personal rapport are essential to conducting business. The feeling is that one should know
one’s business partner on a personal level before transactions can occur. Therefore, rush-
ing straight to business will not be rewarded, because deals are made not only on the
basis of the best product or price, but also on the entity or person deemed most trust-
worthy. Contracts may be bound on handshakes, not lengthy and complex agreements—
a fact that makes some, especially Western, businesspeople uneasy.

Individuals vary in the amount of space they want separating them from others. Arabs
and Latin Americans like to stand close to people they are talking with. If a U.S. execu-
tive, who may not be comfortable at such close range, backs away from an Arab, this
might incorrectly be taken as a negative reaction. Also, Westerners are often taken aback
by the more physical nature of affection between Slavs—for example, being kissed by a
business partner, regardless of sex.

International body language must be included in the nonverbal language of interna-
tional business. For example, a U.S. manager may, after successful completion of negoti-
ations, impulsively give a finger-and-thumb OK sign. In southern France, the manager will
have indicated that the sale is worthless, and in Japan that a little bribe has been asked
for; the gesture is grossly insulting to Brazilians. An interesting exercise is to compare and
contrast the conversation styles of different nationalities. Northern Europeans are quite
reserved in using their hands and maintain a good amount of personal space, whereas
Southern Europeans involve their bodies to a far greater degree in making a point.

Religion
In most cultures, people find in religion a reason for being and legitimacy in the belief that
they are part of a larger context. To define religion requires the inclusion of the
supernatural and the existence of a higher power. Religion defines the ideals for life, which
in turn are reflected in the values and attitudes of societies and individuals. Such values and



attitudes shape the behavior and practices of institutions and members of cultures, and are
the most challenging for the marketer to adjust to. When Procter & Gamble launched its
Biomat laundry detergent in Israel, it found Orthodox Jews (15 percent of the population)
a challenge since they do not own traditional media such as television sets. The solution
was to focus on the segment’s core belief that they should aid those less fortunate. A Bio-
mat truck equipped with washing machines traveled around key towns. People would
donate their clothing, and Biomat would wash and distribute them to the needy. As a
result, the brand’s share has grown 50 percent among the segment.30

Religion provides the basis for transcultural similarities under shared beliefs and behav-
ior. The impact will vary depending on the strength of the dominant religious tenets. While
religion’s impact may be quite indirect in Protestant Northern Europe, its impact in countries
where Islamic fundamentalism is on the rise (such as Algeria) may be profound. The impact
of these similarities will be assessed in terms of the dominant religions of the world: Chris-
tianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism. Other religions may have smaller
numbers of followers, such as Judaism with 14 million followers around the world, but their
impact is still significant due to the many centuries during which they have influenced world
history. While some countries may officially have secularism, such as Marxism-Leninism, as
a state belief (for example, China, Vietnam, and Cuba), traditional religious beliefs still
remain a powerful force in shaping behavior. International marketing managers must be
aware of the differences not only among the major religions but also within them. The im-
pact of these divisions may range from hostility, as in Sri Lanka, to barely perceptible but
long-standing suspicion, as in many European countries where Protestant and Catholic are
the main divisions. With some religions, such as Hinduism, people may be divided into
groups, which determines their status and to a large extent their ability to consume.

Christianity has the largest following among world religions, with more than 2 billion
people. While there are many significant groups within Christianity, the major ones are
Catholicism and Protestantism. A prominent difference between the two of them is their
attitude toward making money. While Catholicism has questioned it, the Protestant ethic
has emphasized the importance of work and the accumulation of wealth for the glory of
God. At the same time, frugality is stressed and the residual accumulation of wealth from
hard work has formed the basis for investment. It has been proposed that this is the basis
for the development of capitalism in the Western world, and for the rise of predominantly
Protestant countries to world economic leadership in the twentieth century.

Major holidays are often tied to religion. Holidays will be observed differently from one
culture to another, and the same holiday may have different connotations. Christian
cultures observe Christmas and exchange gifts on either December 24 or 25, with the
exception of the Dutch, who exchange gifts on St. Nicholas Day, December 6. Tandy
Corporation, in its first year in the Netherlands, targeted its major Christmas promotion for
the third week of December with less than satisfactory results. The international market-
ing manager must see to it that local holidays, such as Mexico’s Dìa De Los Muertos
(October 31 to November 2), are taken into account in the scheduling of events ranging
from fact-finding missions to marketing programs.

Islam, which reaches from the west coast of Africa to the Philippines and across a wide
band that includes Tanzania, central Asia, western China, India, and Malaysia, has more
than 1.2 billion followers.31 Islam is also a significant minority religion in many parts of the
world, including Europe. It plays a pervasive role in the life of its followers, referred to as
Muslims, through the shari‘ah (law of Islam). This is most obvious in the five stated daily
periods of prayer, fasting during the holy month of Ramadan, and the pilgrimage to Mecca,
Islam’s holy city. While Islam is supportive of entrepreneurship, it nevertheless strongly
discourages acts that may be interpreted as exploitation. Islam also lacks discrimination,
except for those outside the religion. Some have argued that Islam’s basic fatalism (that is,
nothing happens without the will of Allah) and traditionalism have deterred economic
development in countries observing the religion.

The role of women in business is tied to religion, especially in the Middle East, where
women are not able to function as they would in the West. The effects of this are numer-
ous; for example, a firm may be limited in its use of female managers or personnel in
these areas, and women’s role as consumers and influencers in the consumption process
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may be different. Except for food purchases, men make the final purchase decisions.32

Access to women in Islamic countries may only be possible through the use of female
sales personnel, direct marketing, and women’s specialty shops.33

Religion affects the marketing of products and service delivery. When beef or poultry is
exported to an Islamic country, the animal must be killed in the halal method and certified
appropriately. Recognition of religious restrictions on products (for example, alcoholic bev-
erages) can reveal opportunities, as evidenced by successful launches of several nonalcoholic
beverages in the Middle East. Other restrictions may call for innovative solutions. A challenge
for the Swedish firm that had the primary responsibility for building a traffic system to Mecca
was that non-Muslims are not allowed access to the city. The solution was to use closed-
circuit television to supervise the work. Given that Islam considers interest payments usury,
bankers and Muslim scholars have worked to create interest-free banking products that rely
on lease agreements, mutual funds, and other methods to avoid paying interest.34

Hinduism has 860 million followers, mainly in India, Nepal, Malaysia, Guyana,
Suriname, and Sri Lanka. In addition to being a religion, it is also a way of life predicated
on the caste, or class, to which one is born. While the caste system has produced social
stability, its impact on business can be quite negative. For example, if one cannot rise
above one’s caste, individual effort is hampered. Problems in workforce integration and
coordination may become quite severe. Furthermore, the drive for business success may
not be forthcoming because of the fact that followers place value mostly on spiritual
rather than materialistic achievement.

The family is an important element in Hindu society, with extended families being the
norm. The extended family structure will have an impact on the purchasing power and
consumption of Hindu families. Market researchers, in particular, must take this into ac-
count in assessing market potential and consumption patterns.

Buddhism, which extends its influence throughout Asia from Sri Lanka to Japan, has
360 million followers. Although it is an offspring of Hinduism, it has no caste system. Life
is seen as an existence of suffering, with achieving nirvana, a state marked by an absence
of desire, as the solution to suffering. The emphasis in Buddhism is on spiritual achieve-
ment rather than worldly goods.

Confucianism has over 150 million followers throughout Asia, especially among the
Chinese, and has been characterized as a code of conduct rather than a religion. However,
its teachings that stress loyalty and relationships have been broadly adopted. Loyalty to
central authority and placing the good of a group before that of the individual may explain
the economic success of Japan, South Korea, Singapore, and the Republic of China. It also
has led to cultural misunderstandings: In Western societies there has been a perception that
the subordination of the individual to the common good has resulted in the sacrifice of
human rights. The emphasis on relationships is very evident when developing business ties
in Asia. The preparatory stage may take years before the needed level of understanding is
reached and actual business transactions can take place.

Values and Attitudes
Values are shared beliefs or group norms that have been internalized by individuals.35

Attitudes are evaluations of alternatives based on these values. The Japanese culture raises
an almost invisible—yet often unscalable—wall against all gaijin, foreigners. Many middle-
aged bureaucrats and company officials, for example, feel that buying foreign products
is unpatriotic. The resistance therefore is not so much against foreign products as it is
against those who produce and market them. As a result, foreign-based corporations have
had difficulty in hiring university graduates or midcareer personnel because of bias against
foreign employers. Dealing in China and with the Chinese, the international marketing
manager will have to realize that marketing has more to do with cooperation than compe-
tition. The Chinese believe that one should build the relationship first and, if that is
successful, transactions will follow. The relationship, or guanxi, is a set of exchanges of
favors to establish trust.36

The more rooted values and attitudes are in central beliefs (such as religion), the more
cautiously the international marketing manager has to move. Attitude toward change is
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basically positive in industrialized countries, whereas in more tradition-bound societies,
change is viewed with great suspicion, especially when it comes from a foreign entity. 

To counter the perceived influence of Mattel’s Barbie and Ken dolls on Iranian values,
a government agency affiliated with Iran’s Ministry of Education is marketing its own Dara
and Sara dolls. The new products, a brother and sister, are modeled on Iranian school-
book characters. Sara is dressed in a white headscarf covering black or brown curls. A
popular outfit is a full-length, flower-dotted chador, which covers the doll from head to
toe. One toy seller explained that playing with Mattel’s golden-haired, skimpily dressed
Barbie may lead girls to grow up into women who reject Iranian values.37

Cultural attitudes are not always a deterrent to foreign business practices or foreign
goods. Japanese youth, for instance, display extremely positive attitudes toward Western
goods, from popular music to Nike sneakers to Louis Vuitton haute couture to Starbuck’s
lattes. Even in Japan’s faltering economy, global brands are able to charge premium prices
if they are able to tap into cultural attitudes that revere imported goods. Similarly, attitudes
of U.S. youth toward Japanese “cool” have increased the popularity of authentic Japanese
“manga” comics and animated cartoons. Pokémon cards, Hello Kitty, and Sony’s tiny mini-
disc players are examples of Japanese products that caught on in the United States almost
as quickly as in Japan.38

While products that hit the right cultural buttons can be huge successes in foreign mar-
kets, not all top brands will translate easily from one culture to another. For example,
while the Disneyland concept worked well in Tokyo, it had a tougher time in Paris. One
of the main reasons was that while the Japanese have positive attitudes toward American
pop culture, the Europeans are quite content with their own cultural values and tradi-
tions.39 In Hong Kong, Disney’s success is expected to be based on it being American with
foreignness being part of the appeal.40

Manners and Customs
Changes occurring in manners and customs must be carefully monitored, especially in
cases that seem to indicate narrowing of cultural differences between peoples. Phenom-
ena such as McDonald’s and Coke have met with success around the world, but this does
not mean that the world is becoming Westernized. Modernization and Westernization are
not at all the same, as can be seen in Saudi Arabia, for example.

Understanding manners and customs is especially important in negotiations, because in-
terpretations based on one’s own frame of reference may lead to a totally incorrect conclu-
sion. To negotiate effectively abroad, one needs to read correctly all types of communica-
tion. U.S. executives often interpret inaction and silence as a negative sign, so Japanese
executives tend to expect their U.S. counterparts to lower prices or sweeten the deal if they
just say as little as possible. Even a simple agreement may take days to negotiate in the
Middle East, because the Arab party may want to talk about unrelated issues or do some-
thing else for a while. The abrasive style of Russian negotiators, and their usual last-minute
change requests, may cause astonishment and concern on the part of ill-prepared negotia-
tors. And consider the reaction of a U.S. businessperson if a Finnish counterpart were to
propose the continuing of negotiations in the sauna. Preparation is needed not only in the
business sense but in a cultural sense as well. Some of the potential areas in which mar-
keters may not be prepared include: (1) insufficient understanding of different ways of
thinking; (2) insufficient attention to the necessity of saving face; (3) insufficient knowledge
and appreciation of the host country—history, culture, government, and image of foreign-
ers; (4) insufficient recognition of the decision-making process and the role of personal
relations and personalities; and (5) insufficient allocation of time for negotiations.41

One instance when preparation and sensitivity are called for is in the area of gift
giving. Exhibit 3.2 provides examples of what to give and when. Gifts are an important
part of relationship management during visits and a way of recognizing partners during
holidays. Care should be taken with the way the gift is wrapped; for example, it should
be in appropriately colored paper. If delivered in person, the actual giving has to be
executed correctly; in China, this is done by extending the gift to the recipient using
both hands.42



Managers must be concerned with differences in the ways products are used. For ex-
ample, General Foods’ Tang is positioned as a breakfast drink in the United States; in
France, where orange juice is not usually consumed at breakfast, Tang is positioned as a
refreshment. The questions that the international manager must ask are, “What are we
selling?” “What are the use benefits we should be providing?” and “Who or what are we
competing against?” Campbell Soup has targeted China as one of the markets with the
strongest growth potentials for soup. However, homemade soups account for 99 percent
of the consumption. With this in mind, Campbell’s prices have been kept at an attractive
level and the product is promoted on convenience. Care should be taken not to assume
cross-border similarities even if many of the indicators converge. For example, a jam
producer noted that the Brazilian market seemed to hold significant potential because per
capita jelly and jam consumption was one-tenth that of Argentina, clearly a difference not
justified by obvious factors. However, Argentines consume jam at tea time, a custom that
does not exist in Brazil. Furthermore, Argentina’s climate and soil favor growing wheat,
leading it to consume three times the amount of bread Brazil does.43

Package sizes and labels must be adapted in many countries to suit the needs of the
particular culture. In Mexico, for example, Campbell’s sells soup in cans large enough to
serve four or five because families are generally large. In Britain, where consumers are
more accustomed to ready-to-serve soups, Campbell’s prints “one can makes two” on its
condensed soup labels to ensure that shoppers understand how to use it.

Approaches that might be rarely taken in the United States or Europe could be recom-
mended in other regions; for example, Conrad Hotels (the international arm of Hilton)
experienced low initial occupancy rates at its Hong Kong facility until the firm brought in
a feng shui man. These traditional “consultants” are foretellers of future events and the
unknown through occult means and are used extensively by Hong Kong businesses,
especially for advising about where to locate offices and how to position office equip-
ment.44 In Conrad’s case, the suggestion was to move a piece of sculpture outside of the
hotel’s lobby because one of the characters in the statue looked like it was trying to run
out of the hotel.45 At Disneyland Hong Kong, the feng shiu master rotated the front gate,
repositioned cash registers, and ordered boulders set in key locations to ensure the park’s
prosperity.46

Meticulous research plays a major role in avoiding these types of problems. Concept
tests determine the potential acceptance and proper understanding of a proposed new
product. Focus groups, each consisting of eight to twelve consumers representative of the
proposed target audience, can be interviewed and their responses used to check for dis-
asters and to fine-tune research findings. The most sensitive types of products, such as
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consumer packaged goods, require consumer usage and attitude studies as well as retail
distribution studies and audits to analyze the movement of the product to retailers and
eventually to households. H.J. Heinz Co. uses focus groups to determine what consumers
want in ketchup in the way of taste and image. U.S. consumers prefer a relatively sweet
ketchup while Europeans go for a spicier variety. In Central Europe and Sweden, Heinz
sells a hot ketchup in addition to the classic variety. In addition to changes in the prod-
uct, the company may need to promote new usage situations. For example, in Greece this
may mean running advertisements showing how ketchup can be poured on pasta, eggs,
and cuts of meat. While some markets consider Heinz’s U.S. origin a plus, there are oth-
ers where it has to be played down. In Northern Europe, where ketchup is served as an
accompaniment to traditional meatballs and fishballs, Heinz deliberately avoids reminding
consumers of its heritage. The messages tend to be health related.47 In-depth studies
are also used to study consumer needs across markets. Intel, for example, has a team of
10 ethnographers traveling the world to find out how to redesign existing products or to
come up with new ones to fit different cultures and demographic groups.

The adjustment to cultural variables in the marketplace may have to be long term and
accomplished through trial and error. For example, U.S. retailers have found that Japanese
consumers are baffled by the warehouse-like atmosphere of the U.S-style retail outlets.
When Office Depot reduced the size of its Tokyo store by a third and crammed the mer-
chandise closer together, sales remained at the same level as before.48

Material Elements
Material culture results from technology and is directly related to the way a society organ-
izes its economic activity. It is manifested in the availability and adequacy of the basic eco-
nomic, social, financial, and marketing infrastructures. The basic economic infrastructure
consists of transportation, energy, and communications systems. Social infrastructure refers
to housing, health, and educational systems. Financial and marketing infrastructures provide
the facilitating agencies for the international firm’s operation in a given market in terms of,
for example, banks and research firms. In some parts of the world, the international firm
may have to be an integral partner in developing the various infrastructures before it can
operate, whereas in others, it may greatly benefit from their high level of sophistication.

The level of material culture can be a segmentation variable if the degree of industrial-
ization of the market is used as a basis. For companies selling industrial goods, such as
General Electric, this can provide a convenient starting point. In developing countries, de-
mand may be highest for basic energy-generating products. In fully developed markets,
time-saving home appliances may be more in demand.

While infrastructure is often a good indicator of potential demand, goods sometimes
discover unexpectedly rich markets due to the informal economy at work in developing
nations. In Kenya, for example, where most of the country’s 30 million population live on
less than a dollar a day, more than 770,000 people have signed up for mobile phone serv-
ice during the last two years; wireless providers are scrambling to keep up with demand.
Leapfrogging older technologies, mobile phones are especially attractive to Kenya’s thou-
sands of small-business entrepreneurs—market stall owners, taxi drivers, and even hus-
tlers who sell on the sidewalks. For most, income goes unreported, creating an invisible
wealth on the streets. Mobile phones outnumber fixed lines in Kenya, as well as in
Uganda, Venezuela, Cambodia, South Korea, and Chile. This development is attractive for
marketers as well, given the expense of laying land lines.

Again, however, the advent of new technologies must be culturally calibrated, as seen
in The International Marketplace 3.3. Voice mail, while available, is not used to any sig-
nificant degree in China. On the one hand, many Chinese do not comprehend the need to
return phone calls or to respond to customers (having worked for state-owned companies
before). Chinese workers tend to be away from their desks most of the day, conducting
business in the traditional, face-to-face Asian style. On the other hand, Chinese do not
leave messages either, expecting to talk to a live person.49

Technological advances have probably been the major cause of cultural change in
many countries. For example, the increase in leisure time so characteristic in Western
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The International MARKETPLACE 3.3

the three big operators (SK Telecom, KTF, and LG
Telecom) have collaborated with credit card companies,
which are taking care of the financing and operations.

In the European Union and the United States, payment
cards are already deeply embedded in consumer
behavior; consumers may not be eager to move away
from a familiar system, and they may not have thought of
using phones as payment devices. In markets where
mobile diffusion is high (such as the Nordic countries) or
in countries where cash still accounts for a majority of
retail transactions (e.g., Germany and Central Europe),
chances may be better. In Central Europe, for example,
merchants may be eager to switch to cashless systems at
the expense of handling currency.At the same time, all of
the stakeholders need to demonstrate to mobile phone
users that m-payments are much more attractive than
other familiar payment schemes.The bundle of
convenience items (safe, secure, available, fast,
transparent) needs to be packaged and sold to target
groups.

None of the North American nor European players have
the market power of their Asian counterparts.
Cooperation among banks, credit card issuers, handset
makers, and retailers will be essential. One such attempt,
SIMPAY, an alliance set up by Orange,Vodafone,T-Mobile,
and Telefónica Móviles, to allow consumers to charge
small purchases to their mobile phone bills, closed in
2005 after 18 months of operation. One of the main
reasons was the lack of sufficient volume to cover
collection costs.

Despite uneven global acceptance,Arthur D. Little predicts
a tenfold increase in mobile payment transactions, to reach
$37 billion by 2008.

SOURCES: Roman Friedrich, Johannes Bussman, Olaf Acker, and Niklas
Dietrich, "Making Mobile Payment Work for Everyone," Strategy and
Business Resilience Report, September 22, 2005, available at
http://www.strategy-business.com; Lucy Sherriff, "Simpay Halts
Mobile Commerce Project," The Register, June 27, 2005, available at
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2005/06/27/simpay_halts_project/;
"M-payments Making Inroads," Arthur D. Little’s Global M-payment Update
2005, Boston, MA:Arthur D. Little, 2005; "M-payments Predicted to Be
Worth £20 billion in 2008," New Media Age, August 5, 2004, 11; Malte
Krueger and Gérard Carat, "M-payments and the Role of Telcos," Electronic
Payment Systems Observatory Newsletter, number 2, 2000, 4–7. See also
http://www.nttdocomo.com/corebiz/interconnected/
felicaContent.html.

Mobile payment services (M = payments) enable
consumers to pay for goods and services from their bank
account using their mobile phone.These services have
evolved over time from using voice or short message
services (SMS) to initiate and settle a transaction to
the present-day use of a phone for one-step instant
purchases.The convenience for consumers is significant
in that they avoid using cash or credit cards, and, with
prepaid services, avoid monthly bills. Services are secure
in that an alphanumeric password is required for
authentication. In addition, direct payments from the
customer’s account means that spending power is not
limited to the amount of credit available on the phone
account.

However, while analysts predicted that m-payments
would account for as much as $15 billion a year, they have
only reached $3 billion a year by 2005. M-payments have
taken off in Japan and Korea but failed to reach estimated
potential within the European Union and the United
States. Reasons for this can be found in the lack of
readiness in existing technology, unwillingness of the
various stakeholders (banks, credit card issuers, handset
makers, and telecommunication companies) to
collaborate, as well as cultural variables in terms of
existing usage patterns and perceptions of risk and
relative advantage of a new technology.

The chief driver of mobile innovation in Japan is NTT
DoCoMo. Its market power is so significant that it
can impose new systems from the top down, as it did
with the introduction of the i-mode (which allowed
consumers to use their phones for everything from
trading stocks and checking movie times to playing
games, instant messaging, and downloading Hello
Kitty characters).While the i-mode did not include
m-payments, it laid the groundwork for that continuous
innovation. M-payment capability was added by using
SONY’s contactless chips, which allow payment by
passing the phones over a sensor. Subscriptions to this
service were estimated to exceed 10 million by the
end of 2005.The key to success is NTT DoCoMo’s
dominance in the market. Customers have transitioned
easily to adding making payments with their phones.
Merchants wanted to tap into the large and growing
market, especially when they were subsidized by NTT
DoCoMo in buying the needed new technology. In Korea,

Mobile Payments Across the Globe?

http://www.strategy-business.com;
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2005/06/27/simpay_halts_project/;
http://www.nttdocomo.com/corebiz/interconnected/felicaContent.html
http://www.nttdocomo.com/corebiz/interconnected/felicaContent.html


cultures has been a direct result of technological development. Workers in Germany are
now pushing for a 35-hour work week. Increasingly, consumers are seeking more di-
verse products—including convenience items—as a way of satisfying their demand for
a higher quality of life and more leisure time. For example, a 1999 Gallup survey in
China found that 44 percent of the respondents were saving to buy electronic items and
appliances, second only to saving for a rainy day.50 Marketers able to tailor and market
their products to fit the new lifestyle, especially in emerging markets, stand to reap the
benefits. Consumers around the world are showing greater acceptance of equipment for
personal use, reflected in increased sales of mobile phones and small computers as well
as increased Internet use. With technological advancement also comes cultural conver-
gence. Black-and-white television sets extensively penetrated the U.S. market more than
a decade before they reached similar levels in Europe and Japan. With color television,
the lag was reduced to five years. With videocassette recorders, the difference was only
three years, but this time the Europeans and the Japanese led the way while U.S. con-
sumers concentrated on cable systems. With the compact disc, penetration rates were
even after only one year. Today, with MTV available by satellite around the world, no
lag exists at all.51

Material culture—mainly the degree to which it exists and how much it is esteemed—
will have an impact on marketing decisions. Many exporters do not understand the de-
gree to which U.S. consumers are package-conscious; for example, cans must be shiny
and beautiful. On the other hand, packaging problems may arise in other countries due
to lack of certain materials, different specifications when the material is available, differ-
ent line-fill machinery, and immense differences in quality and consistency of printing ink,
especially in developing markets. Even the ability of media to reach target audiences will
be affected by ownership of radios, television sets, and personal computers.

Aesthetics
Each culture makes a clear statement concerning good taste, as expressed in the arts and
in the particular symbolism of colors, form, and music. What is and what is not acceptable
may vary dramatically even in otherwise highly similar markets. Sex in advertising is an ex-
ample. In an apparent attempt to preserve the purity of Japanese womanhood, Japanese
advertisers frequently turn to blonde, blue-eyed foreign models to make the point. In in-
troducing the shower soap Fa from the European market to the North American market,
Henkel also extended its European advertising campaign to the new market. The main
difference was to have the young woman in the waves don a bathing suit rather than be
naked, as in the German original.

Color is often used as a mechanism for brand identification, feature reinforcement, and
differentiation. In international markets, colors have more symbolic value than in domes-
tic markets. Black, for instance, is considered the color of mourning in the United States
and Europe, whereas white has the same symbolic value in Japan and most of the
Far East. A British bank interested in expanding its operations to Singapore wanted to use
blue and green as its identification colors. A consulting firm was quick to tell the client
that green is associated with death there. Although the bank insisted on its original choice
of colors, the green was changed to an acceptable shade.52 Similarly, music used in broad-
cast advertisements is often adjusted to reflect regional differences.

International firms have to take into consideration local tastes and concerns in de-
signing their facilities. They may have a general policy of uniformity in building or office
space design, but local tastes may often warrant modifications. Respecting local cultural
traditions may also generate goodwill toward the international marketer. For example,
McDonald’s painstakingly renovated a seventeenth-century building for its third outlet in
Moscow.

Education
Education, either formal or informal, plays a major role in the passing on and sharing of
culture. Educational levels of a culture can be assessed using literacy rates and enrollment
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in secondary or higher education, information available from secondary data sources.
International firms also need to know about the qualitative aspects of education, namely,
varying emphases on particular skills, and the overall level of the education provided.
Japan and the Republic of Korea, for example, emphasize the sciences, especially engi-
neering, to a greater degree than do Western countries.

Educational levels will have an impact on various business functions. Training pro-
grams for a production facility will have to take the educational backgrounds of trainees
into account. For example, a high level of illiteracy will suggest the use of visual aids
rather than printed manuals. Local recruiting for sales jobs will be affected by the avail-
ability of suitably trained personnel. In some cases, international firms routinely send
locally recruited personnel to headquarters for training.

The international marketing manager may also have to be prepared to fight obstacles
in recruiting a suitable sales force or support personnel. For example, the Japanese
culture places a premium on loyalty, and employees consider themselves to be members
of the corporate family. If a foreign firm decides to leave Japan, employees may find
themselves stranded midcareer, unable to find a place in the Japanese business system.
University graduates are therefore reluctant to join all but the largest and best known of
foreign firms.53

If technology is marketed, the level of sophistication of the product will depend on the
educational level of future users. Product adaptation decisions are often influenced by the
extent to which targeted customers are able to use the product or service properly.

Social Institutions
Social institutions affect the ways in which people relate to each other. The family unit,
which in Western industrialized countries consists of parents and children, in a number of
cultures is extended to include grandparents and other relatives. This will have an impact
on consumption patterns and must be taken into account, for example, when conducting
market research.

The concept of kinship, or blood relations between individuals, is defined in a very
broad way in societies such as those in sub-Saharan Africa. Family relations and a strong
obligation to family are important factors to be considered in human resource manage-
ment in those regions. Understanding tribal politics in countries such as Nigeria may help
the manager avoid unnecessary complications in executing business transactions.

The division of a particular population into classes is termed social stratification. Strati-
fication ranges from the situation in Northern Europe, where most people are members of
the middle class, to highly stratified societies such as India, in which the higher strata con-
trol most of the buying power and decision-making positions.

An important part of the socialization process of consumers worldwide is reference
groups. These groups provide the values and attitudes that become influential in shaping
behavior. Primary reference groups include the family, coworkers, and other intimate
groupings, whereas secondary groups are social organizations in which less-continuous
interaction takes place, such as professional associations and trade organizations. Besides
socialization, reference groups develop an individual’s concept of self, which manifests
itself, for example, through the use of products. Reference groups also provide a baseline
for compliance with group norms through either conforming to or avoiding certain
behaviors.

Social organization also determines the roles of managers and subordinates and the
way they relate to one another. In some cultures, managers and subordinates are sepa-
rated explicitly and implicitly by various boundaries ranging from social class differences
to separate office facilities. In others, cooperation is elicited through equality. For exam-
ple, Nissan USA has no reserved parking spaces and no private dining rooms, everyone
wears the same type of white coveralls, and the president sits in the same room with a
hundred other white-collar workers. The fitting of an organizational culture for internal
marketing purposes to the larger context of a national culture has to be executed with
care. Changes that are too dramatic may cause disruption of productivity or, at the mini-
mum, suspicion.
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While Western business practice has developed impersonal structures for channeling
power and influence through reliance on laws and contracts, the Chinese emphasize get-
ting on the good side of someone and storing up political capital with him or her. Things
can get done without this capital, or guanxi, only if one invests enormous personal en-
ergy, is willing to offend even trusted associates, and is prepared to see it all melt away
at a moment’s notice.54 For the Chinese, contracts form a useful agenda and a symbol of
progress, but obligations come from relationships. McDonald’s found this out in Beijing,
where it was evicted from a central building after only two years despite having a twenty-
year contract. The incomer had strong guanxi, whereas McDonald’s had not kept its
relationships in good repair.55

Sources of Cultural Knowledge
The concept of cultural knowledge is broad and multifaceted. Cultural knowledge can be
defined by the way it is acquired. Objective or factual information is obtained from oth-
ers through communication, research, and education. Experiential knowledge, on the
other hand, can be acquired only by being involved in a culture other than one’s own.
A summary of the types of knowledge needed by the international manager is provided
in Exhibit 3.3. Both factual and experiential information can be general or country-spe-
cific. In fact, the more a manager becomes involved in the international arena, the more
he or she is able to develop a meta-knowledge, that is, ground rules that apply to a great
extent whether in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, or Asunción, Paraguay. Market-specific
knowledge does not necessarily travel well; the general variables on which the informa-
tion is based do.

In a survey on how to acquire international expertise, managers ranked eight factors
in terms of their importance, as shown in Exhibit 3.4. These managers emphasized the
experiential acquisition of knowledge. Written materials were indicated to play an impor-
tant but supplementary role, very often providing general or country-specific information
before operational decisions must be made. Interestingly, many of today’s international
managers have precareer experience in government, the Peace Corps, the armed forces,
or missionary service. Although the survey emphasized travel, a one-time trip to London
with a stay at a large hotel and scheduled sight-seeing tours does not contribute to cul-
tural knowledge in a significant way. Travel that involves meetings with company per-
sonnel, intermediaries, facilitating agents, customers, and government officials, on the
other hand, does contribute.

However, from the corporate point of view, the development of a global capability re-
quires experience acquisition in more involved ways. This translates into foreign assign-
ments and networking across borders, for example through the use of multicountry,
multicultural teams to develop strategies and programs. At Nestlé, for example, managers
shuffle around a region (such as Asia or Latin America) at four- to five-year intervals and

Types of International Information

3.3
Exhibit

Type of Information

Source of Information General Country-Specific

Objective Examples: Examples:
• Impact of GDP • Tariff barriers
• Regional integration • Government regulations

Experiential Example: Examples:
• Corporate adjustment • Product acceptance

to internationalization • Program appropriateness
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Managers’ Rankings of Factors Involved in Acquiring
International Expertise

Factor Considered Critical Considered Important

1. Assignments overseas 85% 9%
2. Business travel 83 17
3. Training programs 28 57
4. Non-business travel 28 54
5. Reading/Web 22 72
6. Graduate courses 13 52
7. Pre-career activities 9 50
8. Undergraduate courses 0.5 48

SOURCE: Data collected by authors from 110 executives by questionnaire, February, 2003. Original study by
Stephen J. Kobrin, International Expertise in American Business (New York: Institute of International Education,
1984), 38.

3.4
Exhibit

may have tours at headquarters for two to three years between such assignments. This
allows these managers to pick up ideas and tools to be used in markets where they have
not been used or where they have not been necessary up to now. In Thailand, where
supermarkets are revolutionizing consumer-goods marketing, techniques perfected else-
where in the Nestlé system are being put to effective use. These experiences will then, in
turn, be used to develop newly emerging markets in the same region, such as Vietnam.

Various sources and methods are available to the manager for extending his or her
knowledge of specific cultures. Most of these sources deal with factual information that
provides a necessary basis for market studies. Beyond the normal business literature and
its anecdotal information, specific country studies are published by governments, private
companies, and universities. The U.S. Department of Commerce’s (http://www.ita.doc.gov)
Country Commercial Guides cover 133 countries, while the Economist Intelligence Unit’s
(http://www.eiu.com) Country Reports cover 180 countries. Culturegrams (http://www.
culturegrams.com), which detail the customs of peoples of 187 countries, are published by
the Center for International and Area Studies at Brigham Young University. Many facilitat-
ing agencies—such as advertising agencies, banks, consulting firms, and transportation
companies—provide background information on the markets they serve for their clients:
for example, Runzheimer International’s (http://www.runzheimer.com) international reports
on employee relocation and site selection for 44 countries, the Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation’s (http://www.hsbc.com) Business Profile Series for 22 countries in the
Asia-Pacific, and World Trade magazine’s (http://www.worldtrademag.com) “Put Your Best
Foot Forward” series, which covers Europe, Asia, Mexico/Canada, and Russia.

Many of the marketer’s facilitators are equipped for advising the marketer on the cul-
tural dimensions of their efforts. Their task is not only to avoid cultural mistakes but also
to add culture as an ingredient of success in the program. An example of such services is
provided in Exhibit 3.5.

Blunders that could have been avoided with factual information about a foreign mar-
ket are generally inexcusable. A manager who travels to Taipei without first obtaining a
visa and is therefore turned back has no one else to blame. Other oversights may lead to
more costly mistakes. For example, Brazilians are several inches shorter than the average
U.S. consumer, but this was not taken into account when Sears erected American-height
shelves that block Brazilian shoppers’ view of the rest of the store.

International business success requires not only comprehensive fact finding and prepa-
ration, but also an ability to understand and fully appreciate the nuances of different cul-
tural traits and patterns. Gaining this interpretive knowledge requires “getting one’s feet wet”
over a sufficient length of time.

http://www.ita.doc.gov
http://www.eiu.com
http://www.culturegrams.com
http://www.culturegrams.com
http://www.runzheimer.com
http://www.hsbc.com
http://www.worldtrademag.com
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An Example of Culture Consulting

3.5
Exhibit

FPO



Cultural Analysis

To try to understand and explain differences among cultures and subsequently in cross-
cultural behavior, the marketer can develop checklists and models showing pertinent
variables and their interaction. An example of such a model is provided in Exhibit 3.6.
This model is based on the premise that all international business activity should be
viewed as innovation and as producing change processes.56 After all, exporters and
multinational corporations introduce, from one country to other cultures, marketing
practices as well as products and services, which are then perceived to be new and dif-
ferent. Although many question the usefulness of such models, they do bring together,
into one presentation, all or most of the relevant variables that have an impact on how
consumers in different cultures may perceive, evaluate, and adopt new behaviors. How-
ever, any manager using such a tool should periodically cross-check its results with real-
ity and experience.

The key variable of the model is propensity to change, which is a function of three
constructs: (1) cultural lifestyle of individuals in terms of how deeply held their traditional
beliefs and attitudes are, and also which elements of culture are dominant; (2) change
agents (such as multinational corporations and their practices) and strategic opinion
leaders (for example, social elites); and (3) communication about the innovation from com-
mercial sources, neutral sources (such as government), and social sources, such as friends
and relatives.
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A Model of Cross-Cultural Behavior

3.6
Exhibit

SOURCE: Adapted by permission of the publisher from “A Theory of Cross-Cultural Buying Behavior,” by Jagdish N. Sheth and
S. Prakash Sethi, in Consumer and Industrial Buying Behavior, eds.Arch G.Woodside, Jagdish N. Sheth, and Peter D. Bennett, 1977,
373. Copyright 1977 by Elsevier Science Publishing Co., Inc.
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It has been argued that differences in cultural lifestyle can be accounted for by four major
dimensions of culture.57 These dimensions consist of (1) individualism (e.g., “I” conscious-
ness versus “we” consciousness), (2) power distance (e.g., level of equality in a society),
(3) uncertainty avoidance (e.g., need for formal rules and regulations), and (4) masculinity
(e.g., attitudes toward achievement, roles of men and women). Exhibit 3.7 presents a sum-
mary of twelve countries’ positions along these dimensions. A fifth dimension has also been
added to the list to distinguish cultural differences: long-term versus short-term orientation.58

All the high-scoring countries on this fifth dimension (not shown in the Exhibit) are Asian
(e.g., China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea), while most Western countries
(such as the United States and Britain) have low scores. Some have argued that this cultural
dimension may explain the Japanese marketing success based on market-share (rather than
short-term profit) motivation in market development.

Knowledge of similarities along these four dimensions allows us to cluster countries
and regions and establish regional and national marketing programs.59 An example is
provided in Exhibit 3.8, in which the European market is segmented along cultural lines
for the development of programs. Research has shown that the takeoff point for new
products (i.e., when initial sales turn into mass market sales) is six years on the average
in Europe. However, in Northern Europe new products take off almost twice as fast as
they do in southern Europe. Culturally, consumers in Cluster 1 are far more open to new
ideas. Cluster 2, consisting of southern Europe, displays the highest uncertainty avoid-
ance and should therefore be targeted with risk-reducing marketing programs such as
extended warranties and return privileges.60 It is important to position the product as a
continuous innovation that does not require radical changes in consumption patterns.61
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SOURCE: Data for the figure derived from Geert Hofstede, ”Management Scientists Are Human,“ Management Science 40 (no. 1, 1994): 4–13.



Since the United States highly regards individualism, promotional appeals should be rel-
evant to individual empowerment. Also, in order to incorporate the lower power dis-
tance, messages should be informal and friendly. In opposite situations, marketing com-
munications must emphasize that the new product is socially accepted. However, if the
product is imported, it can sometimes utilize global or foreign cultural positioning. For
example, in china, individualism is often used for imported products but almost never for
domestic ones.62 Similarly, channel choice is affected by cultural factors. Firms in soci-
eties emphasizing individualism are more likely to choose channel partners based on ob-
jective criteria, whereas firms at the opposite end would prefer to deal with other firms
whose representatives they consider to be friends.63 When negotiating in Germany, one
can expect a counterpart who is thorough, systematic, very well prepared, but also rather
dogmatic and therefore lacking in flexibility and compromise. Great emphasis is placed
on efficiency. In Mexico, however, the counterpart may prefer to address problems on a
personal and private basis rather than on a business level. This means more emphasis on
socializing and conveying one’s humanity, sincerity, loyalty, and friendship. Also, the dif-
ferences in pace and business practices of the region have to be accepted. Boeing found
in its annual study on world aviation safety that countries with both low individualism
and substantial power distances had accident rates 2.6 times greater than at the other end
of the scale. These findings will naturally have an impact on training and service opera-
tions of airlines.

Communication about the innovation takes place through the physical product itself
(samples) or through a new policy in the company. If a new practice, such as quality
circles or pan-regional planning, is in question, results may be communicated in reports
or through word-of-mouth by the participating employees. Communication content de-
pends on the following factors: the product’s or policy’s relative advantage over existing
alternatives; compatibility with established behavioral patterns; complexity, or the de-
gree to which the product or process is perceived as difficult to understand and use;
trialability, or the degree to which it may be experimented with and not incur major risk;
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Culture-Based Segmentation

Cultural Characteristics

Size Power Uncertainty Illustrative
(Million) Distance Avoidance Individualism Masculinity Marketing Implications

Cluster 1 203 Small Medium Medium-High High Preference for “high-performance”
Austria, Germany, products, use “successful-achiever”
Switzerland, Italy, theme in advertising, desire for 
Great Britain, novelty, variety and pleasure, fairly 
Ireland risk-averse market.

Cluster 2 182 Medium Strong Varied Low- Appeal to consumer’s status and 
Belgium, France, Medium power position, reduce perceived 
Greece, Portugal, risk in product purchase and use,
Spain,Turkey emphasize product functionality.

Cluster 3 37 Small Low High Low Relatively weak resistance to new 
Denmark, Sweden, products, strong consumer desire 
Finland, Nether- for novelty and variety, high consumer
lands, Norway regard for “environmentally friendly”

marketers and socially conscious
firms.

SOURCE: Sudhir H. Kale,“Grouping Euroconsumers:A Culture-Based Clustering Approach,” Journal of International Marketing 3 (no. 3, 1995): 42.
Reprinted by permission.
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and observability, which is the extent to which the consequences of the innovation are
visible.

Before the product or policy is evaluated, information about it will be compared with
existing beliefs about the circumstances surrounding the situation. Distortion will occur
as a result of selective attention, exposure, and retention. As examples, anything foreign
may be seen in a negative light, another multinational company’s efforts may have failed,
or the government may implicitly discourage the proposed activity. Additional informa-
tion may then be sought from any of the input sources or from opinion leaders in the
market.

Adoption tendency refers to the likelihood that the product or process will be ac-
cepted. Individualism has a significant positive relationship and uncertainty avoidance a
negative relationship with acceptance and diffusion rates of new products.64 Similar find-
ings have been reached on the penetration of e-commerce in different markets.65 If an
innovation clears the hurdles, it may be adopted and slowly diffused into the entire
market. An international manager has two basic choices: adapt company offerings and
methods to those in the market or try to change market conditions to fit company
programs. In Japan, a number of Western companies have run into obstructions in the
Japanese distribution system, where great value is placed on established relationships;
everything is done on the basis of favoring the familiar and fearing the unfamiliar. In most
cases, this problem is solved by joint venturing with a major Japanese entity that has
established contacts. On occasion, when the company’s approach is compatible with the
central beliefs of a culture, the company may be able to change existing customs rather
than adjust to them. Initially, Procter & Gamble’s traditional hard-selling style in television
commercials jolted most Japanese viewers accustomed to more subtle approaches. Now
the ads are being imitated by Japanese competitors. However, this should not be inter-
preted to mean that Japanese advertising will adapt necessarily to the influence of Western
approaches. The emphasis in Japan is still on who speaks rather than on what is spoken.
That is why, for example, Japan is a market where Procter & Gamble’s company name is
presented, as well as the brand name of the product, in the marketing communication for
a brand rather than using only the product’s brand name, which is customary in the U.S.
and European markets.66

Although models like the one in Exhibit 3.7 may aid in strategy planning by making
sure that all variables and their linkages are considered, any analysis is incomplete with-
out the basic recognition of cultural differences. Adjusting to differences requires putting
one’s own cultural values aside. James E. Lee proposes that the natural self-reference
criterion—the unconscious reference to one’s own cultural values—is the root of most
international business problems.67 However, recognizing and admitting this are often
quite difficult. The following analytical approach is recommended to reduce the influence
of one’s own cultural values:

1. Define the problem or goal in terms of domestic cultural traits, habits, or norms.

2. Define the problem or goal in terms of foreign cultural traits, habits, or norms. Make no
value judgments.

3. Isolate the self-reference criterion influence in the problem and examine it carefully to see
how it complicates the problem.

4. Redefine the problem without the self-reference criterion influence and solve for the
optimal goal situation.

This approach can be applied to product introduction. If Kellogg Co. wants to introduce
breakfast cereals into markets where breakfast is traditionally not eaten or where con-
sumers drink very little milk, managers must consider very carefully how to instill this new
habit. The traits, habits, and norms of breakfast are quite different in the United States,
France, and Brazil, and they have to be outlined before the product can be introduced. In
France, Kellogg’s commercials are aimed as much at providing nutrition lessons as they
are at promoting the product. In Brazil, the company advertised on a soap opera to gain
entry into the market, because Brazilians often emulate the characters of these television
shows.
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Analytical procedures require constant monitoring of changes caused by outside events
as well as the changes caused by the business entity itself. Controlling ethnocentricism—
the belief that one’s own culture is superior to others—can be achieved only by
acknowledging it and properly adjusting to its possible effects in managerial decision
making. The international manager needs to be prepared and able to put that prepared-
ness to effective use.68

The Training Challenge

International managers face a dilemma in terms of international and intercultural compe-
tence. U.S. firms’ lack of adequate foreign language and international business skills has
resulted in lost contracts, weak negotiations, and ineffectual management. A UNESCO
study of ten- and fourteen-year-old students in nine countries placed U.S. teens next to
last in their comprehension of foreign cultures. The terrorist attacks of September 11,
2001, for instance, alerted the U.S. government not only to the national lack of compe-
tence in foreign language skills, but to the nation’s failure to educate its population to cul-
tural sensibilities at home and around the world.69

The increase in overall international activity of firms has increased the need for cultural
sensitivity training at all levels of the organization. Today’s training must take into consid-
eration not only outsiders to the firm but interaction within the corporate family as well.
However inconsequential the degree of interaction may seem, it can still cause problems
if proper understanding is lacking. Consider, for example, the date 11/12/06 on a mes-
sage; a European will interpret this as the eleventh of December, but in the United States
it is the twelfth of November.

Some companies try to avoid the training problem by hiring only nationals or well-
traveled executives for their international operations. This makes sense for the manage-
ment of overseas operations but will not solve the training need, especially if transfers to
a culture unfamiliar to the manager are likely. International experience may not necessar-
ily transfer from one market to another.

To foster cultural sensitivity and acceptance of new ways of doing things within the
organization, management must institute internal education programs. These programs
may include (1) culture-specific information (e.g., data covering other countries, such as
videopacks and culturegrams), (2) cultural general information (e.g., values, practices,
and assumptions of countries other than one’s own), and (3) self-specific information
(e.g., identifying one’s own cultural paradigm, including values, assumptions, and per-
ceptions about others).70 One study found that Japanese assigned to the United States
receive mainly language training as preparation for the task. In addition, many companies
use mentoring whereby an individual is assigned to someone who is experienced and
who will spend the required time squiring and explaining. Talks given by returnees and
by visiting lecturers hired specifically for the task round out the formal part of training.71

At Samsung, several special interest groups were formed to focus on issues such as Japan-
ese society and business practices, the Chinese economy, changes in Europe, and the U.S.
economy. In addition, groups also explored cutting-edge business issues, such as new
technology and marketing strategies. And for the last few years, Samsung has been send-
ing the brightest junior employees abroad for a year.72

The objective of formal training programs is to foster the four critical characteristics of
preparedness, sensitivity, patience, and flexibility in managers and other personnel. These
programs vary dramatically in terms of their rigor, involvement, and, of course, cost.73 A
summary of these programs is provided in Exhibit 3.9.

Environmental briefings and cultural orientation programs are types of area studies pro-
grams. These programs provide factual preparation for a manager to operate in, or work
with people from, a particular country. Area studies should be a basic prerequisite for
other types of training programs. Alone, they serve little practical purpose because they
do not really get the manager’s feet wet; in other words, action learning is the key.74

Other, more involved programs contribute the context in which to put facts so that they
can be properly understood.
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The cultural assimilator is a program in which trainees must respond to scenarios of
specific situations in a particular country. These programs have been developed for the
Arab countries, Iran, Thailand, Central America, and Greece. The results of the trainees’
assimilator experience are evaluated by a panel of judges. This type of program has been
used in particular in cases of transfers abroad on short notice.

When more time is available, managers can be trained extensively in language. This
may be required if an exotic language is involved. Sensitivity training focuses on enhanc-
ing a manager’s flexibility in situations that are quite different from those at home. The
approach is based on the assumption that understanding and accepting oneself is critical
to understanding a person from another culture. While most of the methods discussed are
best delivered in face-to-face settings, Web-based training is becoming more popular, as
seen in The International Marketplace 3.4.

Finally, training may involve field experience, which exposes a manager to a different
cultural environment for a limited amount of time. Although the expense of placing and
maintaining an expatriate is high (and, therefore, the cost of failure is high), field experi-
ence is rarely used in training. One field experience technique that has been suggested
when the training process needs to be rigorous is the host-family surrogate. This technique
places a trainee (and possibly his or her family) in a domestically located family of the
nationality to which they are assigned.75

Regardless of the degree of training, preparation, and positive personal characteristics,
a manager will always remain foreign. A manager should never rely on his or her own
judgment when local managers can be consulted. In many instances, a manager should
have an interpreter present at negotiations, especially if the manager is not completely
bilingual. Overconfidence in one’s language capabilities can create problems.
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Cross-Cultural Training Methods

3.9
Exhibit

SOURCE: J. Stewart Black and Mark Mendenhall, “A Practical but Theory-Based Framework for Selecting Cross-Cultural Training
Methods,” in International Human Resources Management, eds. Mark Mendenhall and Gary Oddou. Copyright © 1991, p. 188.
Reprinted by permission of South-Western College Publishing, a division of Thomson Publishing, Inc.
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The Internet can play an important role in preparing
marketing people for the international marketplace.While
it cannot replace real-life interaction as an experiential
tool, it does provide a number of benefits, including
comparisons of behavior in different cultures, and can
provide an opportunity to develop the skills needed to
interact successfully with people from other cultures.
Many companies use online learning as an addition to
existing instructor-led programs.When time is at a
premium (due to a fast-approaching assignment/project or
to a manager’s overall schedule), the role of this learning
approach becomes even more critical.

Companies typically rely on the following elements in
designing Web-based training:

1. Detailed Scenarios. Much of the training material
consists of a detailed, realistic story that is tied into
elements of the learner’s background; i.e., the session
becomes more than a briefing. It becomes a narrated
experience full of learning moments for participants.
This is made possible by the ability of the Web to
store and circulate a lot of information instantaneously
around the world.

2. Gradual Delivery. The ability to control the flow of
information to the participant supports the learning
process in a number of ways. First, the participant is
allowed to fit the training into his or her schedule.
Second, the real-life flow of information is mimicked
and a higher degree of realism is achieved.

3. Support. A set of detailed materials is provided to
the participants 24 hours a day.At any hour and at any
location, participants can check their perceptions
against the materials, reinforce learning from a dimly
recalled lesson, or seek feedback on an important
point or issue.

4. Relevant Exercises. Participants can be provided
topical exercises and activities, the level of which can
be adjusted depending on how the participant has
invested in the training.

5. Online Discussions. Sessions can be simulcast to
hundreds of participants around the world.The lack of

face-to-face interaction can be remedied by having
discussion groups where participants can share their
experiences with one another.The pooled learning
experience is stronger than the experience with one
solitary participant.

The following case highlights some of the points 
made:

Joe Schmed is a marketing representative for a
pharmaceutical company. His company has just
undertaken a joint venture with a pan-Asian
pharmaceutical company based in Kuala Lumpur. In
order to develop a successful sales plan, over the next
six months Joe will travel to Southeast Asia at least
eight times.The first trip will be in two weeks.
However, Joe lacks the time to take two full days out
of his schedule for a traditional training program. Since
his undergraduate major was in Asian studies, Joe feels
that his cultural understanding is quite adequate.
Nevertheless, he would like to brush up on some of
his knowledge and gain a better understanding of
Asian business. Logging on, he enters a training course,
completing parts of it as he finds time—on airplanes
and after work, for example.

Online cross-cultural programs focus on preparing
international managers for the host of business scenarios
encountered overseas.Training is often specific to a
location, priming managers for posts in the Asia Pacific,
Latin America, Europe, or the Middle East. Using a range
of training tools, from case studies to web-based activities
and exercises, programs cover such topics as intercultural
adaptation, recognizing differences in communication
styles, negotiation strategies, and practical information
aspects of business and daily life.

SOURCES: Mike Bowler, “Online Learning is Fastest Growing Segment
of Higher Education,” Knight Ridder Tribune Business News, August 17,
2003, 1; “On-Line Learning,” Special Advertising Section, Fortune,
July 1, 2002, S1–S19; Peter T. Burgi and Brant R. Dykehouse, “On-Line

Cultural Training:The Next Phase,” International Insight, Winter 2000,
7–10. See also http://www.runzheimer.com. and
http://www.iorworld.com.

Online Cultural Training

The International MARKETPLACE 3.4

Making Culture Work for Marketing Success

Culture should not be viewed as a challenge but as an opportunity that can be exploited.76

This requires, as has been shown in this chapter, an understanding of the differences and
their fundamental determinants. Differences can quite easily be dismissed as indicators of
inferiority or approaches to be changed; however, the opposite may actually be the case.

http://www.runzheimer.com
http://www.iorworld.com


Best practice knows no one particular origin, nor should it acknowledge boundaries. The
following rules serve as a summary of how culture and its appreciation may serve as a tool
to ensure marketing success.

• Embrace local culture. Many corporate credos include a promise to be the best possible
corporate citizens in every community operated in.77 For example, in 3M’s plant near
Bangkok,Thailand, a Buddhist shrine,wreathed in flowers, pays homage to the spirits that Thais
believe took care of the land prior to the plant’s arrival. Showing sensitivity to local customs
helps local acceptance and builds employee morale. More importantly, it contributes to a
deeper understanding of the market and keeps the marketer from inadvertently doing some-
thing to alienate constituents.

• Build relationships. Each market has its own unique set of constituents who need to be
identified and nurtured. Establishing and nurturing local ties at the various stages of the
market-development cycle develops relationships that can be invaluable in expansion and
countering political risk. 3M started its preparations for entering the China market soon after
President Nixon’s historic visit in 1972. For ten years, company officials visited Beijing and
entertained visits of Chinese officials to company headquarters in Minneapolis–St. Paul. Such
efforts paid off in 1984, when the Chinese government made 3M the first wholly owned
venture in the market. Many such emerging markets require long-term commitment on the
part of the marketer.

• Employ locals to gain cultural knowledge. The single best way to understand a market
is to grow with it by developing human resources and business partnerships along the way. Of
the 7,500 3M employees in Asia, fewer than ten are from the United States.As a matter of fact,
of the 34,000 3M employees outside of the United States, fewer than 1 percent are expatri-
ates.The rest are locals who know local customs and the purchasing habits of their compatri-
ots. In every way possible, locals are made equals with their U.S. counterparts. For example,
grants are made available for 3M employees to engage in the product-development process
with concept and idea development.

• Help employees understand you. Employing locals will give a marketer a valuable asset in
market development; that is, in acculturation. However, these employees also need their own
process of adjustment (i.e.,“corporatization”) to be effective.At any given time, more than 30
of 3M’s Asian technicians are in the United States, where they learn the latest product and
process advances while gaining insight into how the company works. Also, they are able to
develop personal ties with people they may work with. Furthermore, they often contribute by
infusing their insights into company plans. Similar schemes are in place for distributors. Dis-
tributor advisory councils allow intermediaries to share their views with the company.

• Adapt products and processes to local markets. Nowhere is a company’s commitment
to local markets as evident as in its product offering. Global, regional, and purely local prod-
ucts are called for, and constant and consistent product-development efforts on a market-by-
market basis are warranted to find the next global success.When the sales of 3M’s famous
Scotchbrite cleaning pads were languishing, company researchers interviewed housewives and
domestic help to determine why.They found that traditionally floors are scrubbed with the
help of the rough shells of coconuts. 3M responded by making its cleaning pads brown and
shaping them like a foot. In China, a big seller for 3M is a composite to fill tooth cavities. In the
United States, dentists pack a soft material into the cavity and blast it with a special beam of
light, making it as hard as enamel in a matter of seconds. In China, dentists cannot afford this
technology.The solution was an air-drying composite that hardens in a matter of minutes, but
at a reasonable expense to the dental customer.

• Coordinate by region. The transfer of best practice is critical, especially in areas that have
cultural similarities. When 3M designers in Singapore discovered that customers used its
Nomad household mats in their cars, they spread the word to their counterparts throughout
Asia.The company encourages its product managers from different parts of Asia to hold reg-
ular periodic meetings and share insights and strategies.The goal of this cross-pollination is to
come up with regional programs and “Asianize,” or even globalize, a product more quickly.
Joint endeavors build cross-border esprit de corps, especially when managers may have their
own markets’ interests primarily at heart.78
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Summary

Culture is one of the most challenging elements of the
international marketplace. This system of learned behav-
ior patterns characteristic of the members of a given so-
ciety is constantly shaped by a set of dynamic variables:
language, religion, values and attitudes, manners and
customs, aesthetics, technology, education, and social
institutions. An international manager, to cope with this
system, needs both factual and interpretive knowledge
of culture. To some extent, the factual can be learned;
the interpretation comes only through experience.

The most complicated problems in dealing with the
cultural environment stem from the fact that we cannot
learn culture—we have to live it. Two schools of thought
exist in the business world on how to deal with cultural
diversity. One is that business is business the world
around, following the model of Pepsi and McDonald’s.

In some cases, globalization is a fact of life; however,
cultural differences are still far from converging.

The other school proposes that companies must tailor
business approaches to individual cultures. Setting up
policies and procedures in each country has been com-
pared to an organ transplant; the critical question centers
on acceptance or rejection. The major challenge to the
international manager is to make sure that rejection is
not a result of cultural myopia or even blindness.

The internationally successful companies all share an
important quality: patience. They have not rushed into
situations but rather built their operations carefully by
following the most basic business principles. These prin-
ciples are to know your challenger, know your audience,
and know your customer.

Key Terms

culture
acculturation
high context cultures
low context cultures
change agent
cultural universals
back-translation
focus groups

in-depth studies
infrastructures
cultural convergence
social stratification
reference groups
cultural knowledge
factual information
experiential knowledge

interpretive knowledge
self-reference criterion
ethnocentrism
area studies
cultural assimilator
sensitivity training
field experience

Questions for Discussion

1. Comment on the assumption, “If people are serious
about doing business with you, they will speak
English.”

2. You are on your first business visit to Germany.
You feel confident about your ability to speak the
language (you studied German in school and have
taken a refresher course), and you decide to use it.
During introductions, you want to break the ice by
asking “Wie geht’s?” and insisting that everyone
call you by your first name. Speculate as to the
reaction.

3. What can a company do to culture-sensitize its
staff?

4. What can be learned about a culture from reading
and attending to factual materials? Given the
tremendous increase in international marketing
activities, where will companies in a relatively early
stage of the internationalization process find the
personnel to handle the new challenges?

5. Management at a U.S. company trying to market
tomato paste in the Middle East did not know that,
translated into Arabic, tomato paste is “tomato
glue.” How could they have known in time to
avoid problems?

6. Give examples of how the self-reference criterion
might be manifested.

Internet Excercises

1. Various companies, such as GMAC Global
Relocation Services, are available to prepare and
train international marketers for the cultural
challenge. Using their Web site
(http://www.gmacglobalrelocation.com), assess
its role in helping the international marketer.

2. Compare and contrast an international marketer’s
home pages for presentation and content; for
example, Coca-Cola (http://www.coca-cola.com)
and its Japanese version (http://www.cocacola.
co.jp). Are the differences cultural?

http://www.gmacglobalrelocation.com
http://www.coca-cola.com
http://www.cocacola.co.jp
http://www.cocacola.co.jp
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And Now for the Next One Billion Consumers

The International MARKETPLACE 4.1

The Economic
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During the first fifty years of the info-tech era, more
than one billion people have come to use computers,
the vast majority in the developed markets of Europe,
North America, and Australasia.Those markets have
become increasingly saturated and do not provide
the needed growth. Computer sales are expected
to increase a mere 6 percent per year between
2005 and 2008.The next billion consumers have to
be found in the emerging markets of the 21st century:
China, India, Russia, South Africa, and Brazil. Sales in
info-tech are expected to increase by 11 percent per
year over the next five years, fueled mostly by the
burgeoning ranks of millions of middle-class
consumers.These newly wealthy consumers
are showing preferences for fashionable brands
as well as for features every bit as sophisticated as
their developed-country counterparts.

The challenges of succeeding in the emerging markets
are forcing the established global players to come up
with innovative new approaches.Areas in which
fundamental rethinking is required include the following:

• Design. Solutions have to be simpler and more durable.
TVS Electronics, an Indian printer manufacturer, is
producing devices for India’s 1.2 million small shops.
They are an all-in-one computer, cash register, and
inventory-management system.They can be operated
with icons, because many of the clerks are illiterate.

They have to be robust to withstand the elements,
such as heat and dust.

• Innovation. Marketers have to innovate for the
peculiarities of emerging markets. Electricity may
often be unavailable and unreliable. Hewlett-Packard
adjusted to this by designing a small solar panel to
charge digital printers for itinerant photographers
in India. In South Africa, HP is working with a solar
fabric that is cheaper and less fragile.

• Business Development. Old strategies may have to be
adjusted. IBM figures that it can do well in China
only by supplying technology to local companies.
It developed a low-cost, $12 microprocessor and a
simple network computer for China’s Culturecom,
which is selling computers and Internet access services
in the country’s rural areas.

• Competition. Companies such as Cisco, Dell, and
Microsoft dominate global markets. However, many
new challengers are using their low costs and intimate
knowledge of local, or similar emerging markets, to
expand their businesses. Chinese network systems
company Huawei can charge 50 percent less than
Cisco and has made sales in markets in Africa and
Europe.

• Pricing. Pressure on prices can lead to innovative
solutions in financing. Poland needed to modernize its
motor vehicle driver’s licensing system but could not
afford it. Hewlett-Packard agreed to install Poland’s
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new computer system in exchange for a cut of the fees
drivers pay each time they get a new license or renew
an old one.

While the first billion customers may have created a
sector with annual revenues of more than $1 trillion,
sales for the second billion will not reach the same level.

Lower prices in these markets may put pressure on
prices everywhere. However, staying out of these
markets is not an option.

SOURCES:Tarun Khanna, Krishna Palepu, and Jayant Sinha,“Strategies that
Fit Emerging Markets,” Harvard Business Review 83 (June 2005): 63–76;
and “Tech’s Future,” Business Week, September 27, 2004, 82–89.

T
he assessment of a foreign market environment should start with the evaluation
of economic variables relating to the size and nature of the markets. Because of
the large number of worthwhile alternatives, initial screening of markets should
be done efficiently yet effectively enough, with a wide array of economic crite-

ria, to establish a preliminary estimate of market potential. One of the most basic charac-
terizations of the world economy is provided in Exhibit 4.1, which incorporates many of
the economic variables pertinent to marketers.

The Group of Five—listed in Exhibit 4.1 as the United States, Britain, France, Germany,
and Japan—consists of the major industrialized countries of the world. This group is some-
times expanded to the Group of Seven (by adding Italy and Canada) and to the Group of
Ten (by adding Sweden, the Netherlands, and Belgium). It may also be expanded to en-
compass the members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
OECD (which consists of 30 countries: Western Europe, the United States, Australia,
Canada, Czech Republic, Hungary, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Poland, Slovakia, South
Korea, and Turkey).

Important among the middle-income developing countries are the newly industrialized
countries (NICs), which include Singapore, Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong, Brazil, and Mexico
(some propose adding Malaysia and the Philippines to the list as well). Some of these NICs
will earn a new acronym, RIC (rapidly industrializing country). Over the past 20 years,
Singapore has served as a hub, providing critical financial and managerial services to the
Southeast Asian markets. Singapore has successfully attracted foreign investment, mostly
regional corporate headquarters and knowledge-intensive industries, and has served as



one of the main gateways for Asian trade. Its exports have reached well over 300 percent
of GDP.1

The major oil-exporting countries, in particular the eleven members of the Organiza-
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and countries such as Russia, are depend-
ent on the price of oil for their world market participation. A relatively high dollar price
per barrel (as high as $30 in 2002) works very much in these countries’ favor.

Many of the emerging economies will depend on the success of their industrialization
efforts in the years to come, even in the case of resource-rich countries that may find com-
modity prices being driven down by humanmade substitutes. China has become the world’s
largest exporter of textiles since beginning to increase production in the 1980s. Despite an
image of hopeless poverty, India has nearly 300 million middle-class consumers, more than
Germany. A special group in this category consists of the countries saddled with a major
debt burden, such as Egypt and Peru. The degree and form of their participation in the
world market will largely depend on how the debt issue is solved with the governments of
the major industrialized countries and the multilateral and commercial banks. However, as
shown in The International Marketplace 4.1, these countries, which constitute the majority
of the world’s population, may also provide the biggest potential market opportunity for
marketers in the twenty-first century.2

In less-developed countries, debt problems and falling commodity prices make market
development difficult. Africa, the poorest continent, owes the rest of the world $375 billion,
an amount equal to three-quarters of its GNP and nearly four times its annual exports.
Another factor contributing to the challenging situation is that only 1 percent of the world’s
private investment goes to sub-Saharan Africa.3

In the former centrally planned economies, dramatic changes have been under way for
the last fifteen years. A hefty capital inflow has been key to modernizing the newly emerg-
ing democracies of both Central and Eastern Europe. They are crippled by $60 billion in
foreign debt and decades of Communist misrule. Desperately needed will be Western
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The Global Economy

4.1
Exhibit

SOURCE: Adapted and updated from “The Global Economy,” The Washington Post, January 19, 1986, HI. Reprinted with permission.
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technology, management, and marketing know-how to provide better jobs and put more
locally made and imported consumer goods in the shops. Within the groups, prospects
vary: The future for countries such as Hungary, the Baltics, the Czech Republic, and
Poland looks far better than it does for Russia, as they reap the benefits of membership in
the European Union.4

Classifications of markets will vary by originator and intended use. Marketers will com-
bine economic variables to fit their planning purposes by using those that relate directly
to the product and/or service the company markets, such as the market’s ability to buy.
For example, a company marketing electrical products (from power generators to appli-
ances) may take into account both general country considerations—such as population,
GNP, geography, manufacturing as a percentage of national product, infrastructure, and
per capita income—and narrower industry-specific considerations of interest to the com-
pany and its marketing efforts, such as extent of use of the product, total imports, and U.S.
or EU share of these imports.

The discussion that follows is designed to summarize a set of criteria that helps iden-
tify foreign markets and screen the most opportune ones for future entry or change of
entry mode. Discussed are variables on which information is readily available from sec-
ondary sources such as international organizations, individual governments, and private
organizations or associations.

World Bank and United Nations publications and individual countries’ Statistical
Abstracts provide the starting point for market investigations. The more developed the
market, the more data available. Data are available on past developments as well as on
projections of broader categories such as population and income. Euromonitor, for ex-
ample, publishes World Consumer Income & Expenditure Patterns, which covers 71 coun-
tries around the world.

Market Characteristics

The main dimensions of a market can be captured by considering variables such as those
relating to the population and its various characteristics, infrastructure, geographical fea-
tures of the environment, and foreign involvement in the economy.

Population
The total world population exceeded six billion people in 1999 and is expected to close
in on eight billion by 2025. The number of people in a particular market provides one of
the most basic indicators of market size and is, in itself, indicative of the potential demand
for certain staple items that have universal appeal and are generally affordable. As indi-
cated by the data in Exhibit 4.2, population is not evenly divided among the major regions
of the world; Asia holds over half the world’s population.

These population figures can be analyzed in terms of marketing implications by noting
that countries belonging to the European Union (EU) constitute 85 percent of the Western
European population, and with the expansion of the EU in 2004, the percentage rose to
95. The two largest entities in Asia, China and India, constitute nearly 70 percent of Asia’s
population. The greatest population densities are also to be found in Europe, providing
the international marketer with a strategically located center of operation and ready access
to the major markets of the world.

Population figures themselves must be broken down into meaningful categories in
order for the marketer to take better advantage of them. Because market entry decisions
may lie in the future, it is worthwhile to analyze population projections in the areas of
interest and focus on their possible implications. Exhibit 4.2 includes United Nations pro-
jections that point to a population explosion, but mainly in the developing countries.
Northern Europe will show nearly zero population growth for the next 30 years, whereas
the population of Africa will triple. Even in the low- or zero-growth markets, the news is
not necessarily bad for the international marketer. Those in the 25 to 45 age group, whose
numbers are increasing, are among the most affluent consumers of all, having formed
family units and started to consume household goods in large quantities as they reach the
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peak of their personal earnings potential. Early in this century, they are expected to start
spending more on leisure goods and health care and related services.5

To influence population growth patterns, governments will have to undertake, with the
help of private enterprise, quite different social marketing tasks. These will range from
promoting and providing incentives for larger families (in Scandinavia, for example) to in-
creased family planning efforts (in Thailand, for example). Regardless of the outcome of
such government programs, current trends will further accelerate the division of world
markets into the “haves” and the “have-nots.” More adjustment capability will be required
on the part of companies that want to market in the developing countries because of
lower purchasing power of individuals and increasing government participation in the
marketing of basic products. However, as the life expectancy in a market extends and
new target markets become available, international marketers may be able to extend their
products’ life cycles by marketing them abroad.

Depending on the marketer’s interest, population figures can be classified to show spe-
cific characteristics of their respective markets. Age distribution and life expectancy cor-
relate heavily with the level of development of the market. Industrialized countries, with
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World Population: Present and the Shape of Things to Come

4.2
Exhibit

SOURCE: Based on Population Reference Bureau, 2005 and U.S. Census Bureau, 2005.
See also http://www.census.gov.
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their increasing median age and a larger share of the population above 65, will open
unique opportunities for international marketers with new products and services. For
example, Kimberly-Clark markets its Depend line for those with incontinence problems
both in Europe and North America.

Interpretation of demographics will require some degree of experiential knowledge. As
an example, which age categories of females should be included in an estimate of market
potential for a new contraceptive? This would vary from the very early teens in the de-
veloping countries to higher age categories in developed countries, where the maturing
process is later.

An important variable for the international marketer is the size of the household. A
household describes all the persons, both related and unrelated, who occupy a housing
unit.6 Within the EU, the average household size has shrunk from 2.9 to 2.7 persons in the
last 25 years and is expected to decline further.7 One factor behind the overall growth in
households, and the subsequent decline in the average size, has been the increase in the
numbers of divorced and sole survivor households. One-person households are most
common in Norway and Germany. This compares strikingly with countries such as
Colombia, where the average household size is six. With economic development usually
bringing about more, but smaller-sized, households, international marketers of food prod-
ucts, appliances, and household goods have to adjust to patterns of demand; for example,
they may offer single-serving portions of frozen foods and smaller appliances.

The increased urbanization of many markets has distinctly changed consumption pat-
terns. Urban populations as a percentage of the total will vary from a low of 6 percent in
Burundi to a high of 97 percent in Belgium. The degree of urbanization often dictates the
nature of the marketing task the company faces, not only in terms of distribution but also
in terms of market potential and buying habits. Urban areas provide larger groups of con-
sumers who may be more receptive to marketing efforts because of their exposure to other
consumers (the demonstration effect) and to communication media. In markets where ur-
banization is recent and taking place rapidly, the marketer faces additional responsibility
as a change agent, especially when incomes may be low and the conditions for the proper
use of the products may not be adequate. This is especially true in countries where rapid
industrialization is taking place, such as Greece, Spain, and Portugal.

When using international data sources, the international marketer must recognize that
definitions of a construct may vary among the many secondary sources. The concept of
urbanization, for example, has different meanings depending on where one operates. In
the United States, an urban area is defined as a place of 2,500 or more inhabitants; in
Sweden, it is a built-up area with at least 200 inhabitants with no more than 200 meters
between houses; in Mauritius, it is a town with proclaimed legal limits. Comparability,
therefore, is concerned with the ends and not the means (or the definition).

Income
Markets require not only people but also purchasing power, which is a function of in-
come, prices, savings, and credit availability. World markets can be divided into four tiers
of consumers based on broad measures of income, as shown in Exhibit 4.3. Tier 1 con-
sists of 100 million consumers from around the world. Typically, this means consumers
in developed markets, such as the OECD, but also includes the rich elites in developing
markets. Tier 2 consists of the lower-income segments in developed markets, while Tier 3
includes the rising middle-class consumers in emerging markets. Tier 4 is home to the
average consumer in developing markets.

Apart from basic staple items, for which population figures provide an estimate, in-
come is most indicative of the market potential for most consumer and industrial products
and services. For the marketer to make use of information on gross domestic products of
various nations, further knowledge is needed on distribution of income. Per capita GDP
is often used as a primary indicator for evaluating purchasing power. This figure shows
great variation between countries, as indicated by Norway’s $62,700 and Ethiopia’s $800.
The wide use of GDP figures can be explained by their easy availability, but they should
nevertheless be used with caution. In industrialized countries, the richest 10 percent of the
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population consume 20 percent of all goods and services, whereas the respective figure
for the developing countries may be as high as 50 percent.8 In some markets, income dis-
tribution produces wide gaps between population groups. The more developed the econ-
omy, the more income distribution tends to converge toward the middle class.

The international marketer can use the following classification as a planning guide:

1. Very low family incomes. Subsistence economies tend to be characterized by rural popula-
tions in which consumption relies on personal output or barter. Some urban centers may
provide markets. Example: Cameroon.

2. Very low, very high family incomes. Some countries exhibit strongly bimodal income distri-
butions.The majority of the population may live barely above the subsistence level, but
there is a strong market in urban centers and a growing middle class.The affluent are truly
affluent and will consume accordingly. Examples: India, Mexico.

3. Low, medium, high family incomes. Industrialization produces an emerging middle class with
increasing disposable income.The very low and very high income classes tend to remain
for traditional reasons of social class barriers. Example: Portugal.

4. Mostly medium family incomes.The advanced industrial nations tend to develop institu-
tions and policies that reduce extremes in income distribution, resulting in a large and
comfortable middle class able to purchase a wide array of both domestic and imported
products and services. Example: Denmark.

Although the national income figures provide a general indication of a market’s poten-
tial, they suffer from various distortions. Figures available from secondary sources are often
in U.S. dollars. The per capita income figures may not be a true reflection of purchasing
power if the currencies involved are distorted in some way. For example, fluctuations
in the value of the U.S. dollar may distort real-income and standard-of-living figures.
The goods and services in different countries have to be valued consistently if the differ-
ences are to reflect real differences in the volumes of goods produced. The use of
purchasing power parities (PPP) instead of exchange rates is intended to achieve this
objective. PPPs show how many units of currency are needed in one country to buy
the amount of goods and services that one unit of currency will buy in another country.
Exhibit 4.4 provides GDP data based on PPPs for selected countries.
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SOURCE: U.N.World Development Reports.



In addition, using a monetary measure may not be a proper and all-inclusive measure
of income. For example, in developing economies where most of the consumption is ei-
ther self-produced or bartered, reliance on financial data alone would seriously understate
the standard of living. Further, several of the service-related items (for example, protective
services and travel), characteristic of the industrialized countries’ national income figures,
do not exist for markets at lower levels of development.

Moreover, the marketer will have to take into consideration variations in market poten-
tial in individual markets. Major urban centers in developing countries may have income
levels comparable to those in more developed markets, while rural areas may not have
incomes needed to buy imported goods.

In general, income figures are useful in the initial screening of markets. However, in
product-specific cases, income may not play a major role, and startling scenarios may
emerge. Some products, such as motorcycles and television sets in China, are in demand
regardless of their high price in relation to wages because of their high prestige value.
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Gross Domestic Product per Capita Adjusted to Purchasing Power
Parities for Selected Countries, 2005, in Dollars4.4

Exhibit

Highest Lowest

1. Luxembourg 62,700 229. Somalia 600
3. Norway 42,400 217. Afghanistan 800
4. United States 41,800 207. Kenya 1,200
8. Hong Kong 36,800 197. Bhutan 1,400

10. Switzerland 35,000 184. Uzbekistan 1,900
11. Iceland 34,600 175. Bangladesh 2,100
13. Ireland 34,100 164. Bolivia 2,700
16. Canada 32,800 159. Vietnam 3,000
18. Australia 32,000 155. India 3,400
20. United Kingdom 30,900 150. Indonesia 3,700
22. Japan 30,400 141. Egypt 4,400
23. Finland 30,300 132. Philippines 5,100
25. Germany 29,700 118. China 6,200
31. European Union 28,100 93. Brazil 8,500
36. Taiwan 26,700 88. World 9,300

SOURCE: CIA Factbook, available at http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/rankorder/2004rank.html
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Some products are in demand because of their foreign origin. As an example, European
luxury cars have lucrative markets in countries where per capita income figures may be
low but there are wealthy consumers who are able and willing to buy them. For example,
Mercedes-Benz’s target audience in India is families earning 1 million rupees (approxi-
mately $30,000). Earnings at that level are enough for a lifestyle to rival that of a U.S. or
European family with an income three times higher due to a much higher level of dis-
posable income.9 Further, the lack of income in a market may preclude the marketing of
a standardized product but, at the same time, provide an opportunity for an adjusted
product. A packaged goods company, confronted with considerable disparity in income
levels within the same country, can adapt product size or product features. By substitut-
ing cheaper parts and materials, successful international marketers can make both con-
sumer and industrial products more affordable in less affluent markets and therefore reach
a wider target audience.

Consumption Patterns
Depending on the sophistication of a country’s data collection systems, economic data on
consumption patterns can be obtained and analyzed. The share of income spent on necessi-
ties will provide an indication of the market’s development level as well as an approximation
of how much money the consumer has left for other purchases. Engel’s laws provide some
generalizations about consumers’ spending patterns and are useful generalizations when pre-
cise data are not available. They state that as a family’s income increases, the percentage
spent on food will decrease, the percentage spent on housing and household operations will
be roughly constant, and the amount saved or spent on other purchases will increase. Private
expenditure comparisons reveal that the percentage spent on food in 2004 varied from
9.2 percent in the United States to 56 percent in Nigeria (see Exhibit 4.5).

Consumer Spending by Category as Percent of Total, 2004

4.5
Exhibit

*Eastern Europe includes Belarus, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Ukraine.Western Europe includes Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland,Turkey, United Kingdom.

SOURCE: Compiled from International Marketing Data and Statistics 2004 (London: Euromonitor, 2004), table 10.3.

Food, Clothing, Household
Beverages, Footwear, Household Goods and Leisure and Transport and Hotels/

Countries Tobacco Textiles Fuels Services Housing Education Communications Catering

Argentina 25.35% 7.29% 4.40% 5.71% 16.26% 10.24% 13.07% 6.83%
Australia 10.24% 3.90% 1.99% 5.80% 20.58% 14.35% 14.32% 7.50%
Brazil 12.56% 6.60% 3.72% 8.52% 20.47% 12.32% 18.11% 4.60%
Canada 9.57% 5.10% 3.50% 6.97% 22.71% 12.20% 17.30% 7.91%
China 28.98% 7.93% 4.63% 6.38% 9.85% 10.93% 17.11% 5.03%
Colombia 27.01% 5.50% 2.25% 6.12% 16.26% 11.31% 13.18% 5.44%
Eastern Europe* 31.06% 6.80% 5.38% 5.17% 17.86% 6.76% 12.56% 3.62%
Western Europe* 13.22% 6.23% 3.39% 6.75% 21.36% 10.33% 16.11% 8.94%
India 43.44% 4.69% 2.59% 2.91% 10.78% 3.74% 13.80% 1.44%
Indonesia 54.14% 5.92% 2.94% 4.67% 13.30% 5.91% 3.77% 3.94%
Israel 20.14% 3.33% 5.03% 7.02% 29.10% 10.74% 4.57% 3.15%
Japan 14.54% 4.80% 2.76% 4.39% 26.04% 12.11% 13.13% 7.39%
Mexico 24.79% 3.34% 1.26% 8.37% 12.67% 8.44% 18.89% 7.98%
Nigeria 56.20% 5.44% 1.54% 5.14% 8.96% 4.68% 3.73% 1.79%
Singapore 12.36% 3.80% 1.92% 7.20% 15.06% 14.09% 20.09% 14.72%
South Korea 13.76% 4.20% 4.38% 4.31% 17.40% 13.39% 16.46% 6.98%
Thailand 27.23% 12.02% 1.62% 9.22% 9.83% 4.55% 11.23% 8.96%
United States 7.05% 4.06% 2.30% 4.65% 18.29% 11.66% 12.82% 6.16%
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Percentage of Households Owning Selected Appliances, 2004

4.6
Exhibit

SOURCE: Compiled from International Marketing Data and Statistics 2004 (London: Euromonitor, 2004), table 15.7.

USA Belgium Denmark France Germany Italy Netherlands Spain Sweden Switzerland United Kingdom China Japan

Car 93.15 78.47 73.28 78.98 91.73 75.59 72.03 76.29 92.09 49.1 75.15 2.98 81.78
CD Player 59.6 68.01 90.05 24.45 87.08 13.21 87.76 41.68 84.27 59.84 86.77 2.26 68.51
Dishwasher 58.93 53.09 51.45 37.11 58.74 39.33 44.28 26.68 61.82 80.79 31.98 1.43 57.41
Freezer 37.11 70.78 92.42 51.62 76.17 47.16 75.16 50.53 98.72 67.3 59.77 0.55 34.95
Microwave Oven 85.64 87.04 59.97 52.82 39.02 36.22 77.33 42.29 74.89 59.11 89.01 0.47 90.64
Personal Computer 72.75 53.08 76.27 40.32 55.9 28.88 71.79 26.12 57.91 63.5 48.33 15.69 49.14
Refrigerator 99.47 99.8 98.85 86.57 90.41 87.2 98.95 88.49 99.26 99.05 98.59 6.7 97.75
Telephone 85.86 96.47 96.46 89.22 99.38 97.29 92.18 82.31 99.08 98.65 94.23 27.13 87.41
Television (Color) 99.61 99.57 92.53 95.94 97.31 95.97 98.65 98.55 97.09 96.94 98.25 46.37 99
Tumble Dryer 69.42 30.32 50.09 27.58 43.99 18.07 68.05 16.63 38.51 39.02 56.13 1.74 36.94
Vacuum Cleaner 99.28 99.04 95.14 96.6 99.59 84.96 94.53 70.57 96.42 99.68 91.41 1.92 99.75
VCR
Washing Machine 82.32 88.34 80.04 98.59 98.17 97.99 97.17 83.61 79.23 78.73 96.02 2.59 99.34



In Western Europe, expenditures on clothing typically account for 5 to 9 percent of all
spending, but in poorer countries the proportion may be lower. In some low-wage areas,
a significant proportion of clothing is homemade or locally made at low cost, making
comparisons not entirely accurate. Eastern European households spend an inordinate
proportion of their incomes on foodstuffs but quite a low proportion on housing. The
remaining, less absolutely central areas of consumption (household goods, leisure, and
transportation) are most vulnerable to short-term cancellation or postponement and thus
serve as indicators for the strength of confidence in the market in general.

In large markets, such as China, India, and the United States, marketers need to exer-
cise care in not assuming uniformity across regions. In China, for example, marked dif-
ferences exist between geographic markets and consumers in urban and rural markets.
Nearly 60 percent of PCs sold find customers in the economically developed east, north
and south, especially in the big coastal cities. In the submarket of servers, the share is
even higher at 65 percent. Urban consumers spend 2.5 times more on food and 10 times
more on entertainment than their rural counterparts. This does not mean that inland urban
markets and rural areas are without opportunity. Massive investments by the central and
provincial governments have linked these areas to the coastal ports and export/import
markets by multilane highways, in their attempt to close some of the income gaps
between regions in China.10

Data on product saturation or diffusion—information on the percentage of households
in a market that own a particular product—allow a further evaluation of market potential.
Exhibit 4.6 presents the percentage of households that own certain appliances and indi-
cates that saturation levels in the markets for which the data exist are quite high. This does
not necessarily indicate lack of market potential; replacement markets or the demand for
auxiliary products may offer attractive opportunities to the international marketer. Low
rates of diffusion should be approached cautiously, because they can signal a market
opportunity or lack thereof resulting from low income levels, use of a substitute product,
or lack of acceptance. As an example of lack of acceptance, the time-saving feature of
microwave ovens may not be as attractive in more tradition-bound societies as it is in the
United States or the EU.

General consumption figures are valuable, but they must be viewed with caution be-
cause they may conceal critical product-form differences; for example, appliances in
European households tend to be smaller than their U.S. counterparts. Information about
existing product usage can nevertheless provide indirect help to international marketers.
As an example, a large number of telephones, and their even distribution among the pop-
ulation or a target group, may allow market research via telephone interviewing.

A problem for marketers in general is inflation; varying inflation rates complicate this
problem in international markets. Many of the industrialized countries, such as the United
States, Germany, and Japan, have recently been able to keep inflation rates at single-digit
levels, while some have suffered from chronic inflation (Exhibit 4.7). Inflation affects the
ability of both industrial customers and consumers to buy and also introduces uncertainty
into both the marketer’s planning process and consumers’ buying habits. In high-inflation
markets, the marketer may have to make changes in the product (more economical without
compromising quality), promotion (more rational), and distribution (more customer in-
volvement) to meet customer needs and maintain demand. In response to rapidly escalating
prices, a government will often invoke price controls. The setting of maximum prices for
products may cause the international marketer to face unacceptable profit situations, future
investments may not be made, and production may even have to be stopped.

Another challenge for international marketers is the debt problem. Many of the devel-
oping countries are saddled with a collective debt of $1.2 trillion (Exhibit 4.8). Debt crises
crush nations’ buying power and force imports down and exports up to meet interest pay-
ments. For example, the U.S. trade balance with Latin nations has deteriorated from an
annual surplus of $6 billion in 1980 to a deficit of $80.1 billion in 2004. To continue grow-
ing, many companies are looking at developing nations because of the potential they see
10 to 15 years ahead. U.S. companies typically face competition in these regions from
entities that are often aided by their government’s aid grants, as well as by Europeans who
do business with the help of government export credits that have interest rates lower than
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those provided by U.S. entities. Access to these markets can be achieved by helping po-
litical leaders provide jobs and by increasing exports. Heinz, for example, operates in
many developing countries through joint ventures in which Heinz holds 51 percent. To
sell products in these markets, companies may have to engage in countertrade, either by
accepting payment in goods or by supporting customers’ efforts in their international mar-
keting.11 Many industrialized countries, such as Japan, France, and the United States, are
seeking ways to ease the burden facing debtor nations.

Infrastructure
The availability and quality of an infrastructure is critically important in evaluating market-
ing operations abroad. Each international marketer will rely heavily on services provided by
the local market for transportation, communication, and energy as well as on organizations
participating in the facilitating functions of marketing: marketing communications, distribut-
ing, information, and financing. Indicators such as steel consumption, cement production,
and electricity production relate to the overall industrialization of the market and can be
used effectively by suppliers of industrial products and services. As an example, energy con-
sumption per capita may serve as an indicator of market potential for electrical markets, pro-
vided evenness of distribution exists over the market. Yet the marketer must make sure that
the energy is affordable and compatible (in terms of current and voltage) with the products
to be marketed.

The existence and expansion of basic infrastructure has contributed significantly to in-
creased agricultural output in Asia and Latin America. The Philippines has allocated 5 per-
cent of agricultural development funds to rural electrification programs. On a similar level,
basic roads are essential to moving agricultural products. In many parts of Africa, farmers
are more than a day’s walk from the nearest road. As a result, measures to improve pro-
duction without commensurate improvements in transportation and communications are of
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Consumer Price Index for Selected Countries

4.7
Exhibit

SOURCE: Compiled data from International Financial Statistics (Washington, DC: International Monetary
Fund, various editions). © International Monetary Fund; http://www.imf.org.

Country 1995 1998 2001 2004

Argentina 3.38 0.92 –1.07 4.42
Australia 4.64 0.85 4.38 2.34
Bangladesh 8.52 6.97 1.39 3.16
Brazil 66.01 3.20 6.86 6.60
Canada 2.17 0.99 2.53 1.83
China (PRC, excl. Hong Kong) 16.90 –0.84 0.34 3.99
Ecuador 22.89 36.10 37.68 2.74
Egypt 15.74 4.18 2.27 11.27
France 1.78 0.67 1.63 2.13
Ghana 59.46 14.62 32.91 12.63
India 10.22 13.23 3.68 3.77
Japan –0.13 0.66 –0.73 –0.01
Mexico 35.00 15.93 6.36 4.69
Romania 32.24 59.10 34.47 11.88
South Africa 8.68 6.88 5.70 1.39
South Korea 4.50 7.54 4.03 3.61
Turkey 88.11 84.64 54.40 8.60
United States 2.81 1.55 2.83 2.68
United Kingdom 3.41 3.42 1.82 2.96
Venezuela 59.92 35.78 12.53 12.75

http://www.imf.org


little use because the crops cannot reach the market. In addition, the lack of infrastructure
cuts the farmers off from new technology, inputs, and ideas.

Transportation networks by land, rail, waterway, or air are essential for physical distri-
bution. An analysis of rail traffic by freight tons per kilometer offers a possible way to begin
an investigation of transportation capabilities; however, these figures may not always indi-
cate the true state of the system. China’s railway system carries five times as much freight
as India’s does, which is an amazing feat considering that only 20 percent of the network
is doubletracked and that it is shared by an ever-growing amount of passenger traffic. In
spite of the railway’s greater use, the international marketer has to rely on other methods
of distribution. The tremendous logistics challenge has made national distribution in China
slow and constrained expansion from the major urban population centers of Guangzhou,
Shanghai, and Beijing.12 With the same type of caution, the number of passenger cars as
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SOURCE: Based on WDI Online,World Bank, accessed January 17, 2006; see also http://www.worldbank.org.
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well as buses and trucks can be used to analyze the state of road transportation and trans-
portation networks.

Communication is as important as transportation. The ability of a firm to communicate
with entities both outside and within the market can be estimated by using indicators of
the communications infrastructure: telephones, computers, broadcast media, and print
media in use. Wireless technology is changing the world landscape in communications in
many ways. The number of mobile phone connections passed the 2 billion mark in 2005
and the industry expects 3 billion subscribers by 2008. Developed, emerging, and devel-
oping markets will require different adjustments by marketers. As several markets have
achieved greater than 100 percent penetration, handset vendors and network operators
have to provide new features such as cameras, MP3 music, and mobile TV. New growth
will come from markets such as China, India, Eastern Europe, Latin America, and Africa.
By the end of 2005, China had 400 million subscribers and India’s growth reached 55 mil-
lion. The introduction of prepaid service in Latin America led mobile subscriptions to
rise from 2 million in 1998 to 176 million in 2005, turning one in three Latin Americans
into users.13

The diffusion of Internet technology into core business processes and into the lifestyles
of consumers has been rapid, especially in industrialized countries. The number of Inter-
net hosts (computers through which users connect to the network) has increased to
353.2 million by 2005, up from 56.2 million in 1999.14 The total number of people using
the Internet is difficult to estimate. Estimates in early 2006 put the number at nearly one
billion (see Exhibit 4.9). There are naturally significant differences within regions as well;
for example, within the European Union, the Nordic countries have penetration rates of
70 percent, while new members, such as Poland, are at less than 30 percent.15 Given the
changes expected in the first years of the twenty-first century, all the estimates indicating
explosive growth may be low. The number of users will start evening out around the
globe, with new technologies assisting. Computers priced at less than $500 will boost
global computer ownership and subsequent online activity. Developments in television,
cable, phone, and wireless technologies not only will make the market broader but will
also allow for more services to be delivered more efficiently. For example, with the ad-
vent of third-generation mobile communications technology, systems will have 100-fold
increase in data transfer, allowing the viewing of videos on mobile phones.16 Television
will also become a mainstream Internet access method of the future. While the interactive
TV market served only 3 million viewers in Europe and North America in 1999, the esti-
mates are for 270 million subscribers by 2009.17 The growth in international opportunities
is leading to a rapid internationalization of Internet players, as shown in The Interna-
tional Marketplace 4.2.
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World Internet Usage

4.9
Exhibit

SOURCE: Internet World Stats, http://internetworldstats.com/stats.htm, accessed ____________.

Internet Usage 
Population Population Usage, % Population Usage Growth 

World Regions (2005 Est.) % of World Latest Data (Penetration) % of World 2000–2005

Africa 896,721,874 14.0% 23,917,500 2.7% 2.5% 429.8%
Asia 3,622,994,130 56.4% 332,590,713 9.2% 34.2% 191.0%
Europe 804,574,696 12.5% 285,408,118 35.5% 29.3% 171.6%
Middle East 187,258,006 2.9% 16,163,500 8.6% 1.7% 392.1%
North America 328,387,059 5.1% 224,103,811 68.2% 23.0% 107.3%
Latin America/Caibbean 546,723,509 8.5% 72,953,597 13.3% 7.5% 303.8%
Oceania/Australia 33,443,448 0.5% 17,690,762 52.9% 1.8% 132.2%
WORLD TOTAL 6,420,102,722 100.0% 972,828,001 15.2% 100.0% 169.5%

http://internetworldstats.com/stats.htm


The careful assessment of infrastructure spells out important marketing opportunities.
While 2 billion people in Asia are without electricity and only 16 in 1,000 have access to
a telephone, the Asian market is the most keenly watched by marketers. According to one
estimate, between 1994 and 2000, Asian countries (excluding Japan) spent $1.5 trillion on
power, transportation, telecommunications, water supplies, and sanitation.18 The boom-
ing middle class in cities such as Bangkok will ensure that cellular phone sales continue
at a record pace. With increasing affluence comes an increasing need for energy. General
Electric estimates that China will place orders for 168,000 megawatts in additional power-
generating capacity, and India more than 70,000 megawatts; the corresponding figure in
the United States is 154,000.

Data on the availability of commercial (marketing-related) infrastructure are often not
readily available. Data on which to base an assessment may be provided by government
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The International MARKETPLACE 4.2

with Korean firms for online gambling and Yahoo for
auctions.

The danger for U.S. portals is that they might be viewed as
“digital colonialists” trying to flex their muscles around
the world. In Brazil,AOL was accused by its local
competitor, Universo Online, of using a misleading
slogan:“We’re the biggest because we’re the best.” The
operation has also been hurt because AOL’s installation
disks altered users’ hard drives.

Market resistance may lead to a desire to form
partnerships with local outfits that would also help in
understanding the local culture. In Japan, Lycos teams
up with Sumitomo, an ultra-traditional company with a
250-year history, while in Korea it teamed up with
Mirae, a machinery and electronics company.

Direct government interference may also emerge.The
Chinese government initially blocked access to Google
from Internet providers in China because the search
engine helped Chinese users to gain access to forbidden
sites. In 2002,Time Warner abandoned its planned joint
venture with Chinese Legen for the AOL division because
of concerns that Chinese regulators would demand
copies of subscribers’ e-mails. In 2005,Yahoo handed
over personal e-mails of Chinese journalist Shi Tao.
Shi had used his Yahoo account to send foreigners a
copy of a Chinese government memo warning of possible
trouble during the 15th anniversary of the Tiananmen
Square massacre.

SOURCES: “Limited Search,” The Wall Street Journal, December 16, 2005,
A1;“The Net’s Second Superpower,” Business Week, March 15, 2004,
54–56;“The Search Goes On,” The Economist, September 19, 2002, 57;
“For Internet Portals, the Next Battleground Is Overseas,” The Wall
Street Journal, March 23, 2000, B1, B4; and “Shopping around the Web,”
Economist, February 26, 2000, 5–54.Access international sites at
http://www.google.com.

With the U.S. market crowded with competitors,Yahoo!,
Excite, Lycos, and America Online are expanding their
plans to establish brands in Asia, Europe, and Latin
America before local competitors can create
dominant positions of their own.With the non-U.S.
share of users increasing, the fastest growth can be
secured abroad.

One significant reason for the growth is falling costs.
Internet users pay telephone charges on top of Internet
access fees to use the Web, but more operators are
offering free monthly access, and phone charges are
dropping fast across the board.

Yahoo!, with the most worldwide customers, operates
25 overseas sites. Lycos’s merger in 2000 with Terra
Networks, S.A., boosted Terra Lycos’s coverage to
140 sites in 41 countries.AOL, now serving 16 countries,
gained access to a rich variety of content through its
2001 merger with media giant Time Warner, while Excite
operates 9 international ventures.These sites offer
native-language news, shopping links, and other content
tailored to the local population. Lycos’s German site
features tips on brewing beer at home, and Yahoo’s
Singapore site offers real-time information on haze and
smog in Southeast Asia.

The top U.S. players face tough domestic competitors
that often have a better sense of the local culture and
Internet styles. In many countries, the dominant telephone
companies offer portals, giving them a significant compe-
titive advantage with customers who are automatically
sent to their home pages when they log on. Germany’s
leading portal,T-Online, is run by Deutsche Telekom,
while the leading portal,Wanadoo, is operated by
France Telecom. In China, Sina, the most popular portal,
has 95 million registered visitors and has forged links

Bringing the New Economy to New Markets
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sources, such as Overseas Business Reports; by trade associations, such as the Business
Equipment Manufacturers’ Association or the American Chambers of Commerce; and by
trade publications, such as Advertising Age. The more extensive the firm’s international
involvement, the more it can rely on its already existing support network of banks,
advertising agencies, and distributors to assess new markets.

Impact of the Economic Environment 
on Social Development

Many of the characteristics discussed are important beyond numbers. Economic success
comes with a price tag. All the social traumas that were once believed endemic only to
the West are now hitting other parts of the world as well. Many countries, including the
nations of Southeast Asia, were able to achieve double-digit growth for decades while
paying scant attention to problems that are now demanding treatment: infrastructure
limits, labor shortages, demands for greater political freedom, environmental destruction,
urban congestion, and even the spread of drug addiction.19

Because of the close relationship between economic and social development, many
of the figures can be used as social indicators as well. Consider the following factors and
their significance: share of urban population, life expectancy, number of physicians per
capita, literacy rate, percentage of income received by the richest 5 percent of the pop-
ulation, and percentage of the population with access to electricity. In addition to these
factors, several other variables can be used as cultural indicators: number of public
libraries, registered borrowings, book titles published, and number of daily newspapers.
The Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI) is a composite measure of the level of welfare
in a country. It has three components: life expectancy, infant mortality, and adult liter-
acy rates.20 The three components of the PQLI are among the few social indicators
available to provide a comparison of progress through time in all of the countries of
the world.

Differences in the degree of urbanization of target markets in lesser-developed coun-
tries influence international marketers’ product strategies. If products are targeted only to
urban areas, products need minimal adjustments, mainly to qualify them for market entry.
However, when targeting national markets, firms may need to make extensive adaptations
to match more closely the expectations and the more narrow consumption experiences of
the rural population.

In terms of infrastructure, improved access in rural areas brings with it an expansion of
nonfarm enterprises such as shops, repair services, and grain mills. It also changes cus-
toms, attitudes, and values. As an example, a World Bank study on the impact of rural
roads of Yucatán in Mexico found that roads offered an opportunity for enlarging
women’s role by introducing new ideas, education, medical care, and economic alterna-
tives to maize cultivation.21 In particular, women married later, had fewer children, and
pursued more nondomestic activities. The same impact has been observed with increased
access to radio and television. These changes can, if properly understood and utilized,
offer major new opportunities to the international marketer.

As societies attain a certain level of wealth, income becomes less of a factor in people’s
level of contentment. Emotional well-being may be determined by the quality of social re-
lationships, enjoyment at work, job stability, and overall conditions in the country (such
as democratic institutions). Countries such as Mexico and Denmark score high on a na-
tional well-being index, while Zimbabwe and Russia are among the lowest.22

The presence of multinational corporations, which by their very nature are change
agents, will accelerate social change. If government control is weak, the multinational cor-
poration bears the social responsibility for its actions. In some cases, governments restrict
the freedom of multinational corporations if their actions may affect the environment. As
an example, the Indonesian government places construction restrictions (such as building
height) on hotels in Bali to avoid the overcrowding and ecological problems incurred in
Hawaii when that state developed its tourism sector vigorously.
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Regional Economic Integration

Economic integration has been one of the main economic developments affecting world
markets since World War II. Countries have wanted to engage in economic cooperation to
use their respective resources more effectively and to provide larger markets for member-
country producers. Some integration efforts have had quite ambitious goals, such as po-
litical integration; some have failed as the result of perceptions of unequal benefits from
the arrangement or parting of ways politically. Exhibit 4.10, a summary of the major forms
of economic cooperation in regional markets, shows the varying degrees of formality with
which integration can take place. These economic integration efforts are dividing the
world into trading blocs. Of the 32 groupings in existence, some have superstructures of
nation-states (such as the European Union), some (such as ASEAN Free Trade Area) are
multinational agreements that are currently more political than economic. Some are not
trading blocs per se, but work to further them. The Free Trade Area of the Americas
(FTAA) is a foreign-policy initiative to further democracy in the hemisphere through in-
centives to capitalistic development and trade liberalization. Blocs are joining bigger blocs
as in the case of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation, which brings partners together
from multiple continents (including NAFTA, AFTA, and individual countries such as
Australia, China, Japan, and Russia).23

Levels of Economic Integration
Free Trade Area
The free trade area is the least restrictive and loosest form of economic integration among
nations. In a free trade area, all barriers to trade among member countries are removed.
Goods and services are freely traded among member countries. No discriminatory taxes,
quotas, tariffs, or other barriers are allowed. Sometimes a free trade area is formed only for
certain classes of goods and services. For example, before NAFTA, the United States and
Canada already had sectoral free trade agreements such as that for automobiles. A notable
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feature of free trade areas is that each member country continues to set its own policies in
relation to nonmembers. This means that each member is free to set any tariffs or other re-
strictions that it chooses on trade with countries outside of the free trade area. Among such
arrangements are the European Free Trade Area (EFTA) and the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). As an example of the freedom members have in terms of their
policies towards nonmembers, Mexico has signed a number of bilateral free trade agree-
ments with other blocs (the European Union) and nations (Chile) to both improve trade
and to attract investment.

Customs Union
The customs union is one step further along the spectrum of economic integration. As in
the free trade area, members of the customs union dismantle barriers to trade in goods
and services among members. In addition, however, the customs union establishes a com-
mon trade policy with respect to nonmembers. Typically, this takes the form of a common
external tariff, whereby imports from nonmembers are subject to the same tariff when
sold to any member country. The Southern African Customs Union is the oldest and most
successful example of economic integration in Africa.

Common Market
The common market amounts to a customs union covering the exchange of goods and
services, the prohibition of duties in exports and imports between members, and the adop-
tion of a common external tariff in respect to nonmembers. In addition, factors of produc-
tion (labor, capital, and technology) are mobile among members. Restrictions on immigra-
tion and cross-border investment are abolished. The importance of factor mobility for
economic growth cannot be overstated. When factors of production are mobile, then cap-
ital, labor, and technology may be employed in their most productive uses.

Despite the obvious benefits, members of a common market must be prepared to co-
operate closely in monetary, fiscal, and employment policies. Furthermore, although a
common market will enhance the productivity of members in the aggregate, it is by no
means clear that individual member countries will always benefit. Because of these diffi-
culties, the goals of common markets have proved to be elusive in many areas of the
world, notably Central and South America and Asia. In the mid-1980s, the European
Community (EC) embarked on an ambitious effort to remove the barriers between the
then twelve member countries to free the movement of goods, services, capital, and peo-
ple. The process was ratified by the passing of the Single European Act in 1987 with the
target date of December 31, 1992, to complete the internal market. In December 1991, the
EC agreed in Maastricht that the so-called 1992 process would be a step toward coopera-
tion beyond the economic dimension. While many of the directives aimed at opening
borders and markets were completed on schedule, some sectors, such as automobiles,
took longer to open up.

Economic Union
The creation of a true economic union requires integration of economic policies in addition
to the free movement of goods, services, and factors of production across borders. Under
an economic union, members will harmonize monetary policies, taxation, and government
spending. In addition, a common currency is to be used by members. This could be ac-
complished, de facto, by a system of fixed exchange rates. Clearly, the formation of an eco-
nomic union requires members to surrender a large measure of their national sovereignty to
supranational authorities in communitywide institutions such as the European Parliament.
The final step would be a political union calling for political unification. The ratification of
the Maastricht Treaty in late 1993 by all of the twelve member countries of the EC created
the European Union, effective January 1, 1994. The treaty (jointly with the Treaty of Amster-
dam in 1997) set the foundation for economic and monetary union (EMU) with the estab-
lishment of the euro (€) as a common currency by January 1, 1999. Twelve EU countries are
currently part of “Euroland” (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Holland,
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Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, and Spain). In addition, moves would be made toward
a political union with common foreign and security policy as well as judicial cooperation.24

European Integration
The most important implication of the freedom of movement for products, services, peo-
ple, and capital within the EU is the economic growth that is expected to result. Several
specific sources of increased growth have been identified. First, there will be gains from
eliminating the transaction costs associated with border patrols, customs procedures, and
so forth. Second, economic growth will be spurred by the economies of scale that will be
achieved when production facilities become more concentrated. Third, there will be gains
from more intense competition among European companies. Firms that were monopolists
in one country will now be subject to competition from firms in other member countries.
The introduction of the euro is expected to add to the efficiencies, especially in terms of
consolidation of firms across industries and across countries. Furthermore, countries in
Euroland will enjoy cheaper transaction costs and reduced currency risks, and consumers
and businesses will enjoy price transparency and increased price-based competition. Mar-
keter reactions to the euro will be discussed further in Chapter 18.

The enlargement of the EU has become one of the most debated issues. In 2004, the EU
expanded to 25 members, accepting eight Central European and two Mediterranean coun-
tries to the Union. Despite some of the uncertainties about the future cohesiveness of the
EU, new nations want to join. Bulgaria and Romania are slated for 2007, and Turkey’s
membership is pending. The agreement on the European Economic Area (EEA) extends
the Single Market of the EU to three of the four EFTA countries (Iceland, Liechtenstein, and
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Norway, with Switzerland opting to develop its relationship with the EU through bilateral
agreements).25

The integration has important implications for firms within and outside Europe because
it poses both threats and opportunities, benefits and costs. There will be substantial ben-
efits for those firms already operating in Europe. These firms will gain because their op-
erations in one country can now be freely expanded into others and their products may
be freely sold across borders. In a borderless Europe, firms will have access to approxi-
mately 380 million consumers. Substantial economies of scale in production and market-
ing will also result. The extent of these economies of scale will depend on the ability of
the marketers to find pan-regional segments or to homogenize tastes across borders
through promotional activity.

For firms from nonmember countries, there are various possibilities depending on the
firm’s position within the market. Exhibit 4.11 provides four different scenarios with pro-
posed courses of action. Well-established U.S.-based multinational marketers such as H.J.
Heinz and Colgate-Palmolive will be able to take advantage of the new economies of
scale. For example, 3M plants earlier turned out different versions of the company’s prod-
ucts for various markets. Now, the 3M plant in Wales, for example, makes videotapes and
videocassettes for all of Europe. Colgate-Palmolive has to watch out for competitors, like
Germany’s Henkel, in the brutally competitive detergent market. At the same time, large-
scale retailers, such as France’s Carrefour and Germany’s Aldi group, are undertaking their
own efforts to exploit the situation with hypermarkets supplied by central warehouses
with computerized inventories. Their procurement policies have to be met by companies
like Heinz. Many multinationals are developing pan-European strategies to exploit the
emerging situation; that is, they are standardizing their products and processes to the
greatest extent possible without compromising local input and implementation.

A company with a foothold in only one European market is faced with the danger of
competitors who can use the strength of multiple markets. Furthermore, the elimination of
barriers may do away with the company’s competitive advantage. For example, more than
half of the 45 major European food companies have traditionally been in just one or two
of the individual European markets and seriously lag behind broader-based U.S. and Swiss
firms. Similarly, automakers PSA and Fiat are nowhere close to the cross-manufacturing
presence of Ford and GM. The courses of action include expansion through acquisi-
tions or mergers, formation of strategic alliances, rationalization by concentrating only on
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Proposed Company Responses to European Integration

4.11
Exhibit

Company Status Challenges Response

Established multinational Exploit opportunities from improved productivity
market/multiple markets Meet challenge of competitors Pan-European strategy

Cater to customers/intermediaries doing same

Firm with one European Competition Expansion
subsidiary Loss of niche Strategic alliances

Rationalization
Divestment

Exporter to Europe Competition European branch
Access Selective acquisition

Strategic alliance

No interest Competition at home Entry
Lost opportunity

SOURCE: Developed from John F. Magee,“1992: Moves Americans Must Make,” Harvard Business Review 67 (May–June 1989): 78–84.



business segments in which the company can be a pan-European leader, and finally,
divestment.

Exporters will need to worry about maintaining their competitive position and contin-
ued access to the market. Small and mid-sized U.S. companies account for more than
60 percent of U.S. exports to the EU. Their success, despite the high value of the dollar
making exports more expensive, is based on the relationships they have developed with
their customers, especially in high-tech.26 Companies with a physical presence may be in
a better position to assess and take advantage of the developments. Internet systems
provider WatchGuard Technologies has almost doubled its staff in Europe, from 12 to 20
in 2002, in the wake of September 11 and increasing concern about viruses. In some in-
dustries, marketers do not see a reason either to be in Europe at all or to change from ex-
porting to more involved modes of entry. Machinery and machine tools, for example, are
in great demand in Europe, and marketers in these companies say they have little reason
to manufacture there.

The term Fortress Europe has been used to describe the fears of many, especially U.S.
firms, about a unified Europe. The concern is that while Europe dismantles internal barri-
ers, it will raise external ones, making access to the European market difficult for U.S. and
other non-EU firms. In a move designed to protect European farmers, for example, the EU
has occasionally banned the import of certain agricultural goods from the United States.
The EU has also called on members to limit the number of American television programs
broadcast in Europe. Finally, many U.S. firms are concerned about the relatively strict
domestic content rules passed by the EU. These rules require certain products sold in Eu-
rope to be manufactured with European inputs. One effect of the perceived threat of
Fortress Europe has been increased direct investment in Europe by U.S. firms. Fears that
the EU will erect barriers to U.S. exports and fears of the domestic content rules governing
many goods have led many U.S. firms to initiate or expand European direct investment.

North American Integration
Although the EU is undoubtedly the most successful and best-known integrative effort,
North American integration efforts, although only a few years old, have gained momen-
tum and attention. What started as a trading pact between two close and economically
well-developed allies has already been expanded conceptually to include Mexico, and
long-term plans call for further additions. However, North American integration is for
purely economic reasons; there are no constituencies for political integration.

The ratification of NAFTA created the world’s largest free market with 390 million con-
sumers and a total output of $10 trillion, roughly the same size as the EEA.27 The pact
marked a bold departure: Never before have industrialized countries created such a mas-
sive free trade area with a developing-country neighbor.

Since Canada stands to gain very little from NAFTA (its trade with Mexico is 1 percent
of its trade with the United States), much of the controversy has centered on the gains and
losses for the United States and Mexico. Proponents argue that the agreement will give
U.S. firms access to a huge pool of relatively low-cost Mexican labor at a time when de-
mographic trends are resulting in labor shortages in many parts of the United States. At
the same time, many new jobs are created in Mexico. The agreement will give firms in
both countries access to millions of additional consumers, and the liberalized trade flows
will result in higher economic growth in both countries. The top 20 exports and imports
between Mexico and the United States are in virtually the same industries, indicating intra-
industry specialization and building of economies of scale for global competitiveness.28

Overall, the corporate view toward NAFTA is overwhelmingly positive.
Opposition to NAFTA centers on issues relating to labor and the environment. Unions

in particular worry about job loss to Mexico, given its lower wages and work standards;
some estimate that 6 million U.S. workers would be vulnerable to migration of jobs. Simi-
larly, any expansion of NAFTA is perceived as a threat. Distinctive features of NAFTA are
the two side agreements that were worked out to correct perceived abuses in labor and the
environment in Mexico. The North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation (NAALC)
was set up to hear complaints about worker abuse, and the Commission on Environmental
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Compliance was established to act as a public advocate on the environment. These side
agreements have had little impact, however, mainly because the mechanisms have almost
no enforcement power.29

After a remarkable start in increased trade and investment, NAFTA suffered a serious
setback due to a significant devaluation of the Mexican peso in 1995 and its negative
impact on trade. Critics argue that too much was expected too fast of a country whose
political system and economy were not ready for open markets. In response, advocates
argue that there was nothing wrong with the Mexican real economy and that the peso cri-
sis was a political one that would be overcome with time.

Trade among Canada, Mexico, and the United States has increased by 50 percent since
NAFTA took effect, exceeding $713 billion in 2004.30 Reforms have turned Mexico into an
attractive market in its own right. Mexico’s gross domestic product has been expanding
by more than 3 percent every year since 1989, and exports to the United States have dou-
bled since 1986 to $155.9 billion in 2004. By institutionalizing the nation’s turn to open its
markets, the free trade agreement has attracted considerable new foreign investment (well
over $100 billion since NAFTA began). The United States has benefited from Mexico’s suc-
cess. U.S. exports to Mexico ($110.8 billion) surpass those to Japan at $54.2 billion. While
the surplus of $1.3 billion in 1994 had turned to a deficit of $111.5 billion in 2004, these
imports have helped Mexico’s recovery and will, therefore, strengthen NAFTA in the long
term. Furthermore, U.S. imports from Mexico have been shown to have much higher U.S.
content than imports from other countries.31 Cooperation between Mexico and the United
States is expanding beyond trade and investment. For example, binational bodies have
been established to tackle issues such as migration, border control, and drug trafficking.32

Among the U.S. industries to benefit are computers, autos and auto parts, petro-chem-
icals, financial services, and aerospace. Aerospace companies such as Boeing, Honeywell,
Airbus Industrie, and GE Aircraft Engines have recently made Mexico a center for both
parts manufacture and assembly. Aerospace is now one of Mexico’s largest industries, sec-
ond only to electronics, with 10,000 workers employed.33 In Mexico’s growth toward a
more advanced society, manufacturers of consumer goods will also stand to benefit.
NAFTA has already had a major impact on the emergence of new retail chains, many of
which were developed to handle new products from abroad.34 Not only have U.S. retail-
ers, such as Wal-Mart, expanded to and in Mexico, but Mexican retailers, such as Grupo
Gigante, have entered the U.S. market.35 Wal-Mart’s use of lower tariffs, physical proxim-
ity, and buying power are changing the Mexican retail landscape, as shown in The Inter-
national Marketplace 4.3.

Free trade produces both winners and losers. Although opponents concede that the
agreement is likely to spur economic growth, they point out that segments of the U.S.
economy will be harmed by the agreement. It is likely that wages and employment for un-
skilled workers in the United States will decrease because of Mexico’s low-cost labor pool.
U.S. companies have been moving operations to Mexico since the 1960s. The door was
opened when Mexico liberalized export restrictions to allow for more so-called
maquiladoras, plants that make goods and parts or process food for export to the United
States. The supply of labor in the maquiladoras was plentiful, the pay and benefits low,
and the work regulations lax by U.S. standards. In the last two decades, maquiladoras
evolved from low-end garment or small-appliance assembly outfits to higher-end manu-
facturing of big-screen TVs, computers, and auto parts. The factories shipped $80 billion
worth of goods (half of Mexican exports), almost all of it to the United States. But the
arrangement is in trouble. The NAFTA treaty required Mexico to strip maquiladoras of
their duty-free status by 2001. Tariff breaks formerly given to all imported parts, supplies,
equipment, and machinery used by foreign factories in Mexico now apply only to inputs
from Canada, Mexico, and the United States. This effect is felt most by Asian factories be-
cause they still import a large amount of components from across the Pacific (for exam-
ple, 97 percent of components for TVs assembled in Tijuana are imported, most from
Asia). There is a lesser effect on Europeans because of Mexico’s free trade agreement with
the EU, which will eliminate tariffs gradually by 2007.36 Wages have also been rising to
$4.38 an hour (up from $2.29 in 1997), resulting in some low-end manufacturers of
apparel and toys moving production to Asia.37 While the Mexican government is eager to
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The International MARKETPLACE 4.3

when tariffs on Lasko brand floor fans fell from
20 percent to 2 percent, price cuts took place equal
to the tariff reductions.

Behind Wal-Mart’s success are increasingly price-
conscious consumers.The greater economic security
of NAFTA has helped tame Mexico’s once fierce
inflation.The resulting price stability has made it easier
for Mexican consumers to spot bargains. In addition,
Wal-Mart’s clean, brightly lit interiors, orderly and
well-stocked aisles, and consistent pricing policies are a
relief from the chaotic atmosphere that still prevails in
many local stores.

Wal-Mart’s aggressive tactics have resulted in complaints as
well. In 2002, Mexico’s Competition Commission was
asked to probe into reports that Wal-Mart exerts undue
pressure on suppliers to lower their prices. Local
retailers, such as Comerci, Gigante, and Soriana, have seen
their profits plummet but are forced to provide prices
competitive to Wal-Mart’s. In addition, they have engaged
in aggressive rehauls of their operations. Soriana, for
example, took out ads in local newspapers warning about
“foreign supermarkets” when regulators fined a Wal-Mart
in Monterrey because a shelf price did not match the
price on the checkout receipt.

Mexican retailers are not just playing a defensive game.
Gigante has opened nine stores in the Los Angeles area
and aims to become the most popular supermarket

Wal-Mart saw the promise of the Mexican market in
1991 when it stepped outside of the United States
for the first time by launching Sam’s Clubs in 50–50
partnership with Cifra, Mexico’s largest retailer.The local
partner was needed to provide operational expertise in
a market significantly different in culture and income from
Wal-Mart’s domestic one.Within months, the first
outlet—a bare-bones unit that sold bulk items at just
above wholesale prices—was breaking all Wal-Mart
records in sales.While tariffs still made imported goods
pricey,“Made in the USA” merchandise also started
appearing on the shelves.

After NAFTA took effect in 1994, tariffs tumbled,
unleashing pent-up demand in Mexico for U.S.-made
goods.The trade treaty also helped eliminate some of the
transportation headaches and government red tape that
had kept Wal-Mart from fully realizing its competitive
advantage. NAFTA resulted in many European and Asian
manufacturers setting up plants in Mexico, giving the
retailer cheaper access to more foreign brands.

Wal-Mart’s enormous buying power has kept it ahead of
its Mexican competitors who are making similar moves.
Because Wal-Mart consolidates its orders for all goods
it sells outside of the United States, it can wring deeper
discounts from suppliers than its local competitors.
Wal-Mart Mexico has repeatedly exploited NAFTA
and other economic forces to trigger price wars. For
example, rather than pocket the windfall that resulted
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attract maquiladora investment, it is also keen to move away from using cheap labor as a
central element of competitiveness. Furthermore, many of the companies employing
maquiladoras have also come under criticism for their wage practices.38

Despite U.S. fears of rapid job loss if companies would send business south of the bor-
der, recent studies have declared the job gain or loss almost a washout. The good news
is that free trade will create higher-skilled and better-paying jobs in the United States as a
result of growth in exports. As a matter of fact, jobs in U.S. exporting firms tend to pay 10
to 15 percent more than the jobs they have replaced. Losers have been U.S. manufactur-
ers of auto parts, furniture, and household glass; sugar, peanut, and citrus growers; and
seafood and vegetable producers. The U.S. Labor Department has certified 316,000 jobs
as threatened or lost due to trade with Mexico and Canada. At the same time, the U.S.
economy has added some 20 million jobs in the years since NAFTA. The fact that job
losses have been in more heavily unionized sectors has made these losses politically
charged. In most cases, high Mexican shipping and inventory costs will continue to make
it more efficient for many U.S. industries to serve their home market from U.S. plants. Out-
sourcing of lower-skilled jobs is an unstoppable trend for developed economies such as
the United States. However, NAFTA has given U.S. firms a way of taking advantage of
cheaper labor while still keeping close links to U.S. suppliers. Mexican assembly plants
get 82 percent of their parts from U.S. suppliers, while factories in Asia are using only a
fraction of that.39 Without NAFTA, entire industries might be lost to Asia rather than just
the labor-intensive portions.

Integration pains extend to other areas as well. Approximately 85 percent of U.S.–
Mexican trade moves on trucks. Under NAFTA, cross-border controls on trucking were to
be eliminated by the end of 1995, allowing commercial vehicles to move freely in four
U.S. and six Mexican border states. But the U.S. truckers, backed by the Teamsters Union,
would have nothing of this, arguing that Mexican trucks were dangerous and exceeded
weight limits. The union also worried that opening of the border would depress wages,
because it would allow U.S. trucking companies to team up with lower-cost counterparts
in Mexico. In 2001, however, the NAFTA Arbitration Panel ruled that Mexican trucks must
be allowed to cross U.S. borders and the U.S. Senate approved a measure that allows
Mexican truckers to haul cargo provided they meet strict inspection and safety rules.40

Countries dependent on trade with NAFTA countries are concerned that the agreement
would divert trade and impose significant losses on their economies. Asia’s continuing
economic success depends largely on easy access to the North American markets, which
account for more than 25 percent of annual export revenue for many Asian countries.
Lower-cost producers in Asia are likely to lose some exports to the United States if they are
subject to tariffs but Mexican firms are not and may, therefore, have to invest in NAFTA.41

Similarly, many in the Caribbean and Central America have always feared that the apparel
industries of these regions will be threatened as would much-needed investments.

NAFTA may be the first step toward a hemispheric bloc, although nobody expects it to
happen anytime soon. It took more than three years of tough bargaining to reach an
agreement between the United States and Canada—two countries with parallel economic,
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Gigante’s product choices (e.g., chorizo and carnitas),
placements (e.g., produce close by the entrance), and
decor have made it a success.

SOURCES: “Grocer Grande,” Time Inside Business, April 2003,A3–A10;
“War of the Superstores,” Business Week, September 23, 2002, 60;“How
Well Does Wal-Mart Travel?” Business Week, September 3, 2001, 82–84;
“How NAFTA Helped Wal-Mart Reshape the Mexican Market,” The Wall
Street Journal, August 31, 2001,A1–A2; and Vijay Govindarajan and Anil K.
Gupta,“Taking Wal-Mart Global: Lessons from Retailing’s Giant,” Strategy
and Business, fourth quarter, 1999, 45–56.

among California’s 11 million Latinos, most of whom are
from Mexico and connect with the stores. Latinos boast a
collective disposable income of $450 billion a year, with
much of it going toward food.“The big chains gave
Gigante the opportunity to come in here,” said Steven
Soto, head of the Mexican-American Grocers Association,
a trade group that represents some 18,000 Latino store
managers and owners.“The chains did not understand
how to market to our community.” Given that food
tastes are the last things to change with immigrants,



industrial, and social systems. The challenges of expanding free trade throughout Latin
America will be significant. As a first step, Chile was scheduled to join as a fourth mem-
ber in 1997. However, the membership has not materialized due to U.S. political maneu-
vering, and Chile has since entered into bilateral trade agreements with both Canada and
Mexico and joined Mercosur as an associate member. This has meant that U.S. marketers
are reporting trade deals lost to Canadian competitors, who are free of Chile’s 11 percent
tariffs.42 Overall, many U.S. marketers fear that Latin Americans will start moving closer to
Europeans if free trade discussions throughout the hemisphere are not seen to progress.
For example, both Mercosur and Mexico have signed free-trade agreements with the EU.43

Other Economic Alliances
Perhaps the world’s developing countries have the most to gain from successful integra-
tive efforts. Because many of these countries are also quite small, economic growth is
difficult to generate internally. Many of these countries have adopted policies of import
substitution to foster economic growth. An import substitution policy involves developing
industries to produce goods that were formerly imported. Many of these industries, how-
ever, can be efficient producers only with a higher level of production than can be con-
sumed by the domestic economy. Their success, therefore, depends on accessible export
markets made possible by integrative efforts.

Integration in Latin America
Before the signing of the U.S.–Canada Free Trade Agreement, all the major trading bloc
activity had taken place elsewhere in the Americas. However, none of the activity in Latin
America has been hemispheric; that is, Central America had its structures, the Caribbean
nations had theirs, and South America had its own different forms. However, for political
and economic reasons, these attempts have never reached set objectives. In a dramatic
transformation, these nations sought free trade as a salvation from stagnation, inflation,
and debt. In response to these developments, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay
set up a common market called Mercosur (Mercado Común del Sur).44 Despite their own
economic challenges and disagreements over trade policy, the Mercosur members and the
two associate members, Bolivia and Chile, have agreed to economic-convergence targets
similar to those the EU made as a precursor to the euro. These are in areas of inflation,
public debt, and fiscal deficits. Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuela have
formed the Andean Common Market (ANCOM). Many Latin nations are realizing that if
they do not unite, they will become increasingly marginal in the global market. In ap-
proaching the EU with a free trade agreement, Mercosur members want to diversify their
trade relationships and reduce their dependence on U.S. trade.

The ultimate goal is a free trade zone from Point Barrow, Alaska, to Patagonia under
a framework called the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA). The argument is that free
trade throughout the Americas would channel investment and technology to Latin
nations and give U.S. firms a head start in those markets. Ministerials held since 1994
established working groups to gather data and make recommendations in preparation
for the FTAA negotiations and an agreement by 2005. However, by the deadline, the
countries involved failed to reach political accord that would have allowed the largest
trade zone in the world. The reasons range from failure to reach agreement on freeing
trade in agricultural goods to the changed political climate in many Latin American
countries.45 Ideally, the larger countries would have agreed to consider giving smaller
and lesser-developed countries more time to reduce tariffs, to open their economies to
foreign investment, and to adopt effective laws in areas such as antitrust, intellectual
property rights, bank regulation, and prohibitions on corrupt business practices. At the
same time, the less-developed countries would agree to include labor and environmen-
tal standards in the negotiations.46

Free market reforms and economic revival up to now have had marketers ready to ex-
port and to invest in Latin America. For example, Brazil’s opening of its computer market
has resulted in Hewlett-Packard establishing a joint venture to produce PCs. In the past,
Kodak dealt with Latin America through eleven separate country organizations, but has
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since streamlined its operations to five “boundaryless” companies organized along prod-
uct lines and taking advantage of trading openings, and has created centralized distribu-
tion, thereby making deliveries more efficient and decreasing inventory carrying costs.47

Integration in Asia
Development in Asia has been quite different from that in Europe and in the Americas.
While European and North American arrangements have been driven by political will,
market forces may force more formal integration on Asian politicians. The fact that re-
gional integration is increasing around the world may drive Asian interest to it for prag-
matic reasons. First, European and American markets are significant for the Asian pro-
ducers, and some type of organization or bloc may be needed to maintain leverage and
balance against the two other blocs. Second, given that much of the Asian trade growth is
from intraregional trade, having common understandings and policies will become nec-
essary. Future integration will most likely use the frame of the most established arrange-
ment in the region, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Before late 1991,
ASEAN had no real structures, and consensus was reached through informal consulta-
tions. In October 1991, ASEAN members announced the formation of a customs union
called Asean Free Trade Area (AFTA). The ten member countries agreed to reduce tariffs
to a maximum level of 5 percent by 2003 and to create a customs union by 2010. ASEAN
has agreed to economic cooperation with China, India, Japan, and South Korea.

The Malaysians have pushed for the formation of the East Asia Economic Group
(EAEG), which would add Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan to the member-
ship list. This proposal makes sense, because without Japan and the rapidly industrializ-
ing countries of the region such as South Korea and Taiwan, the effect of the arrangement
would be nominal. Japan’s reaction has been generally negative toward all types of re-
gionalization efforts, mainly because it has the most to gain from free trade efforts. How-
ever, part of what has been driving regionalization has been Japan’s reluctance to foster
some of the elements that promote free trade, for example, reciprocity. Should the other
trading blocs turn against Japan, its only resort may be to work toward a more formal
trade arrangement in the Asia-Pacific area.

Another formal proposal for cooperation would start building bridges between two
emerging trade blocs. Some individuals have publicly called for a U.S.-Japan common
market. Given the differences on all fronts between the two countries, the proposal may
be quite unrealistic at this time. Negotiated trade liberalization will not open Japanese
markets because of major institutional differences, as seen in many rounds of successful
negotiations but totally unsatisfactory results. The only solution, especially for the U.S.
government, is to forge better cooperation between the government and the private sec-
tor to improve competitiveness.48

In 1988, Australia proposed the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) as an annual
forum to maintain a balance in negotiations. The proposal calls for ASEAN members to be
joined by Australia, New Zealand, Japan, South Korea, Canada, Chile, Mexico, and the
United States. Originally, the model for APEC was not the EU, with its Brussels bureau-
cracy, but the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), which
is a center for research and high-level discussion. However, APEC has now established an
ultimate goal of achieving free trade in the area among its 21 members by 2010.49

Economic integration has also taken place on the Indian subcontinent. In 1985, seven
nations of the region (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan, and the
Maldives) launched the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC).
Cooperation has been limited to relatively noncontroversial areas, such as agriculture and
regional development, and is hampered by political disagreements.

Integration in Africa and the Middle East
Africa’s economic groupings range from currency unions among European nations and
their former colonies to customs unions between neighboring states. In addition to want-
ing to liberalize trade among members, African countries want to gain better access to
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European and North American markets for farm and textile products. Given that most of
the countries are too small to negotiate with the other blocs, alliances have been the so-
lution. In 1975, sixteen West African nations attempted to create a megamarket large
enough to interest investors from the industrialized world and reduce hardship through
economic integration. The objective of the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) was to form a customs union and eventually a common market. Although
many of its objectives have not been reached, its combined population of 160 million
represents the largest economic entity in sub-Saharan Africa. Other entities in Africa in-
clude the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), the Economic
Community of Central African States (CEEAC), the Southern African Customs Union, the
Southern African Development Community (SADC), and some smaller, less globally ori-
ented blocs such as the Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries, the Mano
River Union, and the East African Community (EAC). Most member countries are part of
more than one block (for example, Tanzania is a member in both the EAC and SADC).
The blocs, for the most part, have not been successful due to small memberships and
lack of economic infrastructure to produce goods to be traded within the blocs. More-
over, some of the blocs have been relatively inactive for substantial periods of time while
their members endure internal political turmoil or even warfare amongst each other.50 In
2002, African nations established the African Union (AU) for regional cooperation. Even-
tually, plans call for a pan-African parliament, a court of justice, a central bank, and a
shared currency.51

Countries in the Arab world have made some progress in economic integration. The
Arab Maghreb Union ties together Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, and Tunisia in
northern Africa. The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) is one of the most powerful of any
trade groups. The per capita income of its six member states (Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates) is in the ninetieth percentile in the
world. The GCC was formed in 1980 mainly as a defensive measure due to the perceived
threat from the Iran-Iraq war. Its aim is to achieve free trade arrangements with the EU
and EFTA. A proposal among GCC members calls for the creation of a common currency
by 2010. A strong regional currency would help the GCC become a viable trading bloc,
able to compete in the new global environment. Two key elements required to create a
common currency are underway: the dismantling of trade barriers among members and
the creation of a GCC member bank.52

A listing of the major regional trade agreements is provided in Exhibit 4.12.

Economic Integration and the International Marketer
Regional economic integration creates opportunities and potential problems for the in-
ternational marketer. It may have an impact on a company’s entry mode by favoring
direct investment, because one of the basic rationales of integration is to generate favor-
able conditions for local production and intraregional trade. By design, larger markets
are created, with potentially more opportunity. Harmonization efforts may result in stan-
dardized regulations, which, in turn, affect production and marketing efforts in a positive
manner. 

Decisions regarding integrating markets must be assessed from four different perspec-
tives: the range and impact of changes resulting from integration, development of strate-
gies to relate to these changes, organizational changes needed to exploit these changes,
and strategies to influence change in a more favorable direction.53

Effects of Change
The first task is to envision the outcome of the change. Change in the competitive land-
scape can be dramatic if scale opportunities can be exploited in relatively homogeneous
demand conditions. This could be the case, for example, for industrial goods, consumer
durables such as cameras and watches, and professional services. The international mar-
keter will have to take into consideration varying degrees of change readiness within the
markets themselves; that is, governments and other stakeholders, such as labor unions,
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may oppose the liberalization of competition, especially when national champions
such as airlines, automobiles, energy, and telecommunications are concerned. However,
with deregulation, monopolies have had to transform into competitive industries. In
Germany, for example, the price of long-distance calls has fallen 40 percent, forcing the
former monopolist, Deutsche Telekom, to streamline its operations and seek new busi-
ness abroad. By fostering a single market for capital, the euro is pushing Europe closer
to a homogeneous market in goods and services, thereby exerting additional pressure
on prices.54
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Major Regional Trade Agreements

AFTA ASEAN Free Trade Area
Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Singapore,Thailand,Vietnam

ANCOM Andean Common Market
Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,Venezuela

APEC Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan,
Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Philippines,
Russia, Singapore, South Korea,Taiwan,Thailand,Vietnam,
United States

CACM Central American Common Market
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua

CARICOM Caribbean Community
Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Grenada,
Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Kitts–Nevis, St. Lucia, St.Vincent and
the Grenadines, Suriname,Trinidad-Tobago

ECOWAS Economic Community of West African States
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-
Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal,
Sierra Leone,Togo

EFTA European Free Trade Association
Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland

EU European Union
Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom

GCC Gulf Cooperation Council
Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates

LAIA Latin American Integration Association
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico,
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay,Venezuela

MERCOSUR Southern Common Market
Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay

NAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement
Canada, Mexico, United States

SAARC South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka

SACU Southern African Customs Union
Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland

For information, see http://www.aseansec.org; http://www.apec.org; http://www.caricom.org;
http://www.eurunion.org; http://www.mercosur.org.uy; and http://www.nafta-sec-alena.org.

4.12
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Strategic Planning
The international marketer will then have to develop a strategic response to the new en-
vironment to maintain a sustainable long-term competitive advantage. Those companies
already present in an integrated market should fill in gaps in European product/market
portfolios through acquisitions or alliances to create a regional or global company. It is in-
creasingly evident that even regional presence is not sufficient and companies need to set
their sights on presence beyond that. In industries such as automobiles, mobile commu-
nications, and retailing, blocs in the twenty-first century may be dominated by two or
three giants, leaving room only for niche players. Those with currently weak positions, or
no presence at all, will have to create alliances for market entry and development with es-
tablished firms. General Mills created Cereal Partners Worldwide with Nestlé to establish
itself in Europe and to jointly develop new-market opportunities in Asia. An additional op-
tion for the international marketer is to leave the market altogether if it cannot remain
competitive because of new competitive conditions or the level of investment needed. For
example, Bank of America sold its operations in Italy to Deutsche Bank after it discovered
the high cost of becoming a pan-European player.

Reorganization
Whatever changes are made, they will require company reorganization.55 Structurally, au-
thority will have to become more centralized to execute regional programs. In staffing,
focus will have to be on individuals who understand the subtleties of consumer behavior
across markets and are therefore able to evaluate the similarities and differences between
cultures and markets. In developing systems for the planning and implementation of re-
gional programs, adjustments have to be made to incorporate views throughout the or-
ganization. If, for example, decisions on regional advertising campaigns are made at head-
quarters without consultation with country operations, resentment from the local
marketing staff could lead to less-than-optimal execution. The introduction of the euro
will mean increased coordination in pricing as compared to the relative autonomy in price
setting enjoyed by country organizations in the past. Companies may even move corpo-
rate or divisional headquarters from the domestic market to be closer to the customer or
centers of innovation. For example, after Procter & Gamble’s reorganization, its fabric and
home care business unit is headquartered in Brussels, Belgium.

Lobbying
International managers, as change agents, must constantly seek ways to influence the reg-
ulatory environment in which they have to operate. Economic integration will create its
own powers and procedures similar to those of the EU commission and its directives. The
international marketer is not powerless to influence both of them; as a matter of fact, a
passive approach may result in competitors gaining an advantage or it may put the com-
pany at a disadvantage. For example, it was very important for the U.S. pharmaceutical in-
dustry to obtain tight patent protection as part of the NAFTA agreement; therefore, sub-
stantial time and money were spent on lobbying both the executive and legislative
branches of the U.S. government. Often, policymakers rely heavily on the knowledge and
experience of the private sector to carry out their own work. Influencing change will
therefore mean providing industry information, such as test results, to the policymakers.
Many marketers consider lobbying a public relations activity and therefore go beyond the
traditional approaches. Lobbying will usually have to take place at multiple levels simul-
taneously; within the EU, this means the European Commission in Brussels, the European
Parliament in Strasbourg, or the national governments within the EU. Marketers with sub-
stantial resources have established their own lobbying offices in Brussels, while smaller
companies get their voices heard through joint offices or their industry associations. In
terms of lobbying, U.S. firms have an advantage because of their experience in their home
market; however, for many European firms, lobbying is a new, yet necessary, skill to be
acquired. At the same time, marketers operating in two or more major markets (such as
the EU and North America) can work to produce more efficient trade through, for exam-
ple, mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) on standards.
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Emerging Markets

Broadly defined, an emerging market is a country making an effort to change and improve its
economy with the goal of raising its performance to that of the world's more advanced na-
tions.56 Improved economies can benefit emerging-market countries through higher personal
income levels and better standards of living, more exports, increased foreign-direct invest-
ment, and more stable political structures. Developed countries benefit from the development
of human and natural resources in emerging markets for increased international trading.

Although opinions on which countries are emerging markets differ, the Big Emerging
Markets are China, India, Brazil, Argentina, and Indonesia. The data provided in Exhibit 4.13
compares selected emerging markets with each other on dimensions indicating market
potential. The biggest emerging markets display the factors that make them strategically
important: favorable consumer demographics, rising household incomes and increasing
availability of credit, as well as increasing productivity resulting in more attractive prices.57

As computer-factory workers in China and software programmers in India increase their
incomes, they become consumers. The number of people with the equivalent of $10,000 in
annual income will double, to 2 billion, by 2015—and 900 million of those newcomers to
the consumer class will be in emerging markets. GE, for example, expects to get as much
60 percent of its revenue growth from emerging markets over the next decade.58
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Market Potential of 24 Emerging Markets, 2005*

4.13
Exhibit

Market Market Market Commercial Economic Overall
Country size growth intensity Consumption Infrastructure freedom Receptivity Risk potential

China 1 3 24 12 14 24 12 11 3
India 2 8 18 7 22 16 24 14 9
Brazil 4 15 17 23 12 13 22 17 18
Argentina 12 16 4 19 11 15 21 24 21
Indonesia 7 10 19 8 20 20 15 22 19
Chile 18 11 16 22 8 1 11 7 14
Colombia 16 24 12 21 17 19 19 21 24
Czech
Republic 20 22 15 2 1 2 7 3 7
Egypt 14 7 8 9 19 22 17 16 16
Hong Kong 1 12 1 13 2 5 1 2 1
Hungary 23 23 3 3 6 3 5 5 6
Israel 22 13 2 5 4 6 4 6 5
Malaysia 7 2 23 18 13 17 3 9 13
Mexico 5 18 6 20 15 10 6 10 10
Peru 19 4 11 15 21 11 23 20 17
Philippines 10 17 9 17 24 13 9 18 20
Poland 11 14 7 6 7 4 18 8 8
Russia 3 21 21 4 9 23 20 15 11
Singapore 1 6 13 11 5 9 2 1 2
South Africa 8 20 10 24 23 8 14 13 22
South Korea 6 19 5 1 3 7 10 4 4
Thailand 13 5 20 14 16 12 8 12 12
Turkey 9 9 14 10 10 18 16 19 15
Venezuela 15 1 22 16 18 21 13 23 23

*rank order among 24
All numbers represent
Market intensity = private consumption as a percent of GDP
Consumption = share of middle-class income
Commercial infrastructure = composite of factors such as mobile subscribers and Internet hosts
Market receptivity = trade as a percent of GDP

SOURCE: Global Edge, available at http://globaledge.msu.edu.

http://globaledge.msu.edu


Mere size and growth do not guarantee their overall appeal and potential. The growth
rates may be consistently higher than in developed markets but they may be subject to
greater volatility. For example, Russia, Brazil, and Argentina all faced severe financial
crises between the years of 1999–2001. Evident in the data is the role of political risk; that
is, government interference in entry and market development situations. The Russian gov-
ernment blocked a landmark investment of German engineering company Siemens in
OAO Power Machines on antitrust grounds, as the government tightened its control on in-
dustries it deems vital to the country’s interests. The Russian government has also barred
foreign-owned companies from bidding for its oil and metal deposits.59 In other instances,
emerging-market governments have leveraged their position as hosts to foreign investors.
The Chinese government has tried to impose their own standards on new technologies,
such as EVD for video-disk players and Red Flag Linux for operating systems. The rational
behind this “techno-nationalism” is that China is tired of foreign patent fees for products
made and sold domestically (in this case, $4.50 per unit to six Japanese companies that
developed the underlying DVD technology.60 In Brazil, it took a Dutch telecommunica-
tions company six months and eight government agency approvals before obtaining a
temporary business license.61

Another concern is the current and future competition from emerging-market compa-
nies. Chinese companies have been able to develop powerful global brands in a very
short period of time. Some have been developed from the domestic base in a step-by-step
manner (e.g., Haier in appliances and Geely in cars) or through acquisitions of existing
global brands (such as TCL in TVs and Lenovo in computers).62 Another concern is based
on economic and national security. Companies such as GE, Microsoft, Cisco, and Intel all
have established R&D operations in China, thereby training foreign scientists and possibly
giving the omnipresent Chinese government access to proprietary technologies.63

Given that emerging markets differ from each other in substantial ways, appropriate
strategies have to be developed for each. As shown in Exhibit 4.14, Brazil, China, India,
and Russia are quite different when measured on marketing-related dimensions. Surveys
show that Chinese consumers value convenience , followed by spaciousness and comfort
of stores and selection they offer. Carrefour, Wal-Mart, and Metro have all done very well
in China’s new retail environment.64 In Latin America, however, companies that have tried
to export supermarket and hypermarket models from developed markets have faced
strong competition from small-scale retailers—the shops, street markets, and small inde-
pendent supermarkets that are an integral part of Latin culture.65

A number of strategic choices are available but most of them require recognizing the
idiosyncracies of the market. Whatever the strategy, the marketer has to make sure to
secure the company’s core competencies while being innovative.66

Adjust Entry Strategy
GM entered the Russian market to produce SUVs in a joint venture with AvtoVAZ, Russia’s
largest car maker. Russia is one of the eight large markets that will grow substantially in the
future. GM chose to use a joint venture to secure a local engineering source to eliminate
many of the risks that lead to failure in emerging markets. Since the car, the Niva, is 100
percent designed in Russia, the cost of engineering is substantially lower than what GM
would have had to pay in Europe. Relying completely on local content protects GM from
any protective scheme that the government may impose. Controlling the costs allows GM
to, in turn, provide a car at the pricing point (approximately $12,000) that consumers are
willing to pay for a GM branded vehicle. Another benefit of GM’s strategy is securing an
existing dealer network. An added benefit for GM is its ability to export the NIVA to other
emerging markets using the Daewoo network (acquired by GM earlier).67 Dell’s success in
customers) approach. However, Dell's practice of selling direct to customers, over the
Internet or the phone, does not work very well in China. Chinese typically want to lay their
hands on computers before they buy them. That means the best way to reach them is via
vast retailing operations, the strength of local players Lenovo and Founder Electronics,
which both rank ahead of Dell with market shares of 25.7% and 11.3%, respectively.
To maintain its core approach, Dell set up kiosks to demonstrate its SmartPC and other
products and allow for orders from these kiosks.68
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Manage Affordability
Volkswagen, which arrived in 1984, and General Motors, which established its operations
in 1997, have dominated the Chinese auto markets. However, they are now facing com-
petition offering more economically priced cars. The reason for the shift in purchasing
preferences is that the typical buyer has changed. Only a few years ago, the majority of
purchases were made by state-owned companies, for whom price was not the critical
criterion. Currently, most buyers are individuals who want the best deal for their money.
To respond, GM has introduced the $8,000 Chevy Spark but will focus on the higher-end
market with its Cadillac line.69

Invest in Distribution
Kodak has nearly 8,000 photo stores across China, one of the country’s largest retail op-
erations. The company taps the desire of many Chinese to run their own businesses
while helping them negotiate setting up their operations. One Kodak campaign offered
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Marketing Contexts for Key Emerging Markets

4.14
Exhibit

Both greenfield investments
and acquisitions are possible.
Companies team up with
local partners to gain local
expertise.

Local design capability exists.
IPR disputes with the United
States exist in some sectors.

Suppliers are available with-
MERCOSUR. A good net-
work of highways, airports,
and ports exists.

Consumers accept both local
and global brands. Global as
well as local agencies are
present.

Government permits both
greenfield and acquisitions.
Acquired companies may
have been state-owned and
have hidden liabilities.
Alliances allow for aligning
interests with all levels
of government.

Imitation and piracy abound.
Penalties for violation vary
by province and level of 
corruption.

Several suppliers have strong
manufacturing capabilities,
but few vendors have ad-
vanced technical capabilities.
Road network is well devel-
oped and port facilities are
excellent.

Consumers prefer to buy
products from American,
European, and Japanese com-
panies. Multinational ad 
agencies dominate.

Restrictions in some sectors
make joint ventures neces-
sary. Red tape hinders com-
panies in sectors where the
government does not allow
foreign investment.

Some local design capability
is available. IPR problems
with the United States exist
in some industries. Regula-
tory bodies monitor product
quality and fraud.

Suppliers are available, but
their quality and depend-
ability vary greatly. Roads
are in poor condition. Ports
and airports are under- 
developed.

Consumers buy both local
and global brands. Global ad
agencies are present, but they
have been less successful
than locals.

Both greenfield and acquisi-
tions are possible but diffi-
cult. Companies form
alliances to gain access
to government and local 
inputs.

Strong local design capability
but an ambivalent attitude
toward IPR. Sufficient regula-
tory authority exists, but
enforcement is patchy.

Companies can rely on local
companies for basic supplies.
The European region has

Consumers prefer global
brands in automobiles and
high tech. Local brands thrive
in food and beverages. Some
local and global ad agencies
are present.

Product development/intellectual property rights

Supplier base and logistics

Brand perceptions and management

Brazil China India Russia

Modes of entry 

SOURCE: Adapted from Tarun Khanna, Krishna Palepu, and Jayant Sinha,“Strategies that Fit Emerging Markets,” Harvard Business Review 83
(June 2005), pp. 68, 69.



all of the necessary photo-development equipment, training, and a store license for
99,000 yuan ($12,000). Kodak negotiated a deal with the Bank of China and other big
banks to arrange financing for individuals lacking capital. These programs are part of
Kodak’s big bet when it bought three debt-laden state enterprises and many of their
workers for $1 billion. In return, no other companies in the industry were allowed into
China for four years.70

Build Strong Brands
A common characteristic across all emerging markets is the appeal of recognizable
brands. While it easiest for international marketers to extend their global brands to emerg-
ing markets, some companies such as Danone acquire companies but continue selling the
products under original names. Adding a new quality dimension to well-established
brands, consumer loyalty is ensured. Furthermore, this strategy will generate favor among
Chinese officials who may not want to see local brands go under. In 2005, Wahaha was
honored one of “Most Favorite Chinese Brands” by CCTV. Danone has started making a
local water brand Wahaha into a global brand.71

Developing Markets

The time may have come to look at the four billion people in the world who live in poverty,
subsisting on less than $2,000 a year.72 Not only is this segment a full two-thirds of the cur-
rent market place, but it is expected to grow to six billion by 2040. Despite initial skepticism
about access and purchasing power, marketers are finding that they can make profits while
at the same time having a positive effect on the sustainable livelihoods of people not nor-
mally considered potential customers.73 However, it will require radical departures from the
traditional business models; for example, new partnerships (ranging from local govern-
ments to non-profits) and new pricing structures (allowing customers to rent or lease rather
than buy and providing new financing choices for purchases). Hewlett-Packard has an ini-
tiative called World e-Inclusion that, working with a range of global and local partners, aims
to sell, lease, or donate a billion dollars worth of satellite-powered computer products and
services to markets in Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East.74 To
engage with beta communities in Senegal, Hewlett-Packard partnered with Joko, Inc., a
company founded by revered Senegalese pop star Youssou n’Dour.

Five elements of success are required for an international marketer to take advantage
of and thrive in developing markets.75

Research
The first order of business is to learn about the needs, aspirations, and habits of targeted
populations for whom traditional intelligence gathering may not be the most effective.
For example, just because the demand for land lines in developing countries was low, it
would have been wrong to assume that little demand for phones existed. The real reasons
were that land lines were expensive, subscribers had to wait for months to get hooked up,
and lines often went down due to bad maintenance, flood, and theft of copper cables.
Mobile phones have been a solution to that problem. Subscriptions increased 67 percent
in sub-Saharan Africa in 2004, as compared with 10 percent in Western Europe.76

Creating Buying Power
Without credit, it is impossible for many of the developing-country consumers to make
major purchases. Programs in microfinance have allowed consumers, with no property as
collateral, to borrow sums averaging $100 to make purchases and have retail banking
services available to them. Lenders such as GrameenBank in Bangladesh and Comparta-
mos in Mexico have helped millions of families to escape poverty. Excellent payment
records (e.g., only 0.56 percent of the loans are even days late at Compartamos), have
started attracting companies such as Citicorp to microfinancing, through underwriting
microfinance bonds in markets such as Peru.77
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Tailoring Local Solutions
In the product area, companies must combine advanced technology with local insights.
Hindustan Lever (part of Unilever) learned that low-income Indians, usually forced to set-
tle for low-quality products, wanted to buy high-end detergents and personal care prod-
ucts, but could not afford them in the quantities available. In response, the company de-
veloped extremely low-cost packaging material and other innovations that allowed for a
product priced in pennies instead of the $4 to $15 price of the regular containers. The
same brand is on all of the product forms, regardless of packaging. Given that these con-
sumers do not shop at supermarkets, Lever employs local residents with pushcarts who
take small quantities of the sachets to kiosks.78

Improving Access
Due to economic and physical isolation of poor communities, providing access can lead to
a thriving business. In Bangladesh (with income levels of $200), GrameenPhone Ltd.
Leases access to wireless phones to villagers. Every phone is used by an average of
100 people and generates $90 in revenue a month—two or three times the revenues gen-
erated by wealthier users who own their phones in urban areas.79 Similarly, the Jhai Foun-
dation, an American-Lao foundation, is helping villagers in Laos with Internet access. The
first step, however, was to develop an inexpensive and robust computer. The computer has
no moving, and very few delicate parts. Instead of a hard disk, it relies on flash-memory
chips, and instead of an energy-guzzling glass cathode ray tube, its screen is a liquid-crystal
display.80 A similar project is the focus of The International Marketplace 4.4.

Shaping Aspirations
The biggest challenges in developing markets are in providing essential services. In this
sense, developing markets can be ideal settings for commercial and technological inno-
vation. With significant demand for mobile handsets in developing countries, both Nokia
and Motorola have developed models that sell for as little as $25. They are ideally suited
to match consumer demand for inexpensive phones with the features, quality, and brand
names consumers want. Emerging low-cost producers from China cannot match the vol-
ume or the brand franchises of the global players. While gross margins on these phones
may be as little as 15 percent (as compared with 33 percent at the high end), the big vol-
umes can establish scale economies that reduce costs even for high-end models.81 Global
marketers are very often the only ones that can realistically make a difference in solving
some of the problems in developing markets. Developing new technologies or products
is a resource-intensive task and requires knowledge transfer from one market to another.
Without multinationals as catalysts, nongovernmental organizations, local governments,
and communities will continue to flounder in their attempts to bring development to the
poorest nations in the world.82

The emergence of these markets presents a great growth opportunity for companies. It
also creates a chance for business, government, and civil society to join together in a com-
mon cause to help the aspiring poor to join the world market economy. Lifting billions of
people from poverty may help avert social decay, political chaos, terrorism, and environ-
mental deterioration that is certain to continue if the gap between the rich and poor coun-
tries continues to widen. For example, Coca-Cola has introduced “Project Mission” in
Botswana to launch a drink to combat anemia, blindness, and other afflictions common
in poorer parts of the world. The drink, called Vitango, is like the company’s Hi-C orange-
flavored drink, but it contains 12 vitamins and minerals chronically lacking in the diets of
people in developing countries. The project satisfies multiple objectives for the Coca-Cola
Company. First, it could help boost sales at a time when global sales of carbonated drinks
are slowing, and, second, it will help in establishing relationships with governments and
other local constituents that will serve as a positive platform for brand Coca-Cola. The
market for such nutritional drinks may be limited, but they are meant to offer Coca-Cola
a role of good corporate citizen at a time when being perceived as such is increasingly
important for multinational corporations.83
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The International MARKETPLACE 4.4

will also be made available for $200 to the general public.
Even at a $100 a piece, it is not certain that developing
countries can afford the $15 billion to supply 150 million
laptops.

At the corporate level, responses vary.AMD, on the one
hand, is “absolutely committed” to the project and it fits
with its initiative to bring the Internet and computing
access to half the world by 2015. It expects the project
to be a business for AMD, not just philanthropy. On the
other hand, Intel argues that the product’s limited
programs will not satisfy users. Dell has proposed that it
is not feasible to manufacture a $100 computer to meet
the company’s high standards.The company’s argument
is that any computer should prepare students for the
applications they will be using after they get out of
school. Microsoft is supportive of the program but
would like the computer to use its software rather
than the open-source alternatives currently proposed.
Analysts have suggested that if the final choice is not
Microsoft software, the company will launch its own
laptop for the developing markets.

SOURCES: “Intel to Chip in with Low-Cost Rural PC,” Knight Ridder News
Service, January 11, 2006, 1;“Intel Claims $100 Laptop Will Not Appeal,”
Telecomworldwire, December 12, 2005, 1;“I’d Like to Teach the World to
Type,” Fortune, November 28, 2005, 63–64;“The $100 Laptop Moves
Closer to Reality,” The Washington Post, November 14, 2005, B1, B2; and
“The $100 Laptop Moves Closer to Reality,” The Wall Street Journal,
November 14, 2005, B1. See also www.redhat.com/magazine/014dec05/
features/olpc.

The goal of One Laptop Per Child is to place $100
laptops in the hands of 150 million school children in
developing countries.The premise is that computers
would spur children to learn and explore outside of a
class room, and share discoveries with their families.At
the national level, these laptops would improve both
public education and the economy in the long term.

To achieve the $100 price, the laptop will be a stripped-
down product, usable for basic word-processing, Internet,
and e-mail. It has no hard drive, instead using flash
memory similar to that used in digital cameras.The
processor runs at 500MHz.Though spartan, the design
is ingenious: each laptop will include a Wi-Fi radio
transmitter designed to knit machines into a wireless hub
so they can share a connection and pass it on from one
computer to another.While the computer has a power
cord, it also has an electricity generating crank.The
swiveling eight-inch screen is the biggest challenge in
terms of cost.To keep the price down, the screen will run
in two modes, with a high-resolution monochrome mode
for word processing, and a lower-resolution color mode
for Internet use.The first versions will be powered by an
AMD microprocessor and use an open-source Linux-
based operating system provided by Red Hat. All of the
systems have to be quite robust given the high heat, dust,
and moisture conditions in targeted markets.

The laptop will be sold at $100 to governments in
countries such as Brazil, Egypt, Nigeria, and Thailand, but

The $100 Laptop

Summary

Economic variables relating to the various markets’ char-
acteristics—population, income, consumption patterns,
infrastructure, geography, and attitudes toward foreign
involvement in the economy—form a starting point for
assessment of market potential for the international mar-
keter. These data are readily available but should be used
in conjunction with other, more interpretive data, be-
cause the marketer’s plans often require a long-term ap-
proach. Data on the economic environment produce a
snapshot of the past; in some cases, old data are used to
make decisions affecting operations two years in the
future. Even if the data are recent, they cannot themselves
indicate the growth and the intensity of development.
Some economies remain stagnant, plagued by natural
calamities, internal problems, and lack of export markets,
whereas some witness booming economic development.

Economic data provide a baseline from which other
more market/product–specific and even experiential
data can be collected. Understanding the composition
and interrelationships between economic indicators is
essential for the assessment of the other environments
and their joint impact on market potential. The interna-
tional marketer needs to understand the impact of the
economic environment on social development.

The emergence of economic integration in the world
economy poses unique opportunities for and challenges
to the international marketer. Eliminating barriers be-
tween member markets and erecting new ones vis-à-vis
nonmembers will call for adjustments in past strategies to
fully exploit the new situations. In the late 1980s and
early 1990s, economic integration increased substan-
tially. The signing of the North American Free Trade

www.redhat.com/magazine/014dec05/features/olpc
www.redhat.com/magazine/014dec05/features/olpc
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Internet Exercises

1. Compare and contrast two different points of view
on expanding trade by accessing the Web site of
The Business Roundtable—an industry coalition
promoting increased to and from world markets
(http://www.businessroundtable.org), and the
AFL-CIO, American Federation of Labor–Congress
of Industrial Organizations (http://www.aflcio.org).

2. Why do marketers engage in major projects in
developing countries, such as Hewlett-Packard’s 
e-inclusion project (http://www.hp.com/e-inclusion/
en/index.html). Outline both the short-term and
long-term benefits.

As developed markets have matured, marketers are
looking at both emerging and developing markets for
their future growth. To succeed, marketers will have to
be innovative, pioneer new ways of doing business, and
outmaneuver local competitors, many of them intent on
becoming global players themselves.

Agreement produced the largest trading bloc in the
world, whereas the Europeans are moving in their coop-
eration beyond the pure trade dimension. New trading
blocs and the expansion of the existing ones will largely
depend on future trade liberalization and political will
within and among countries.

Key Terms

Group of Five
Group of Seven
Group of Ten
household
urbanization
purchasing power parities (PPP)
inflation
debt problem

Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI)
free trade area
customs union
common market
factor mobility
Single European Act
economic union
political union

European Union
Fortress Europe
maquiladoras
import substitution
Free Trade Area of the 

Americas (FTAA)
microfinance

Questions for Discussion

1. Place these markets in the framework that follows.

a. Indonesia g. Turkey m. Peru

b. Mozambique h. Spain n. Jamaica

c. India i. Singapore o. Poland

d. Bangladesh j. Nigeria p. United Kingdom

e. Niger k. Algeria q. Iraq

f. Brazil l. Zambia r. Saudi Arabia

Income Level

Low Middle High

TRADE STRUCTURE
Industrial
Developing

• Semi-Industrial
• Oil-Exporting
• Primary Producing
• Populous South Asia
• Least Developed

2. Using available data, assess the market potential for
(a) power generators and (b) consumer appliances
in (1) the Philippines, (2) Jordan, and (3) Portugal.

3. From the international marketer’s point of view,
what are the opportunities and problems caused by
increased urbanization in developing countries?

4. Comment on this statement: “A low per capita
income will render the market useless.”

5. What can a marketer do to advance regional
economic integration?

6. Explain the difference between a free trade area
and a common market. Speculate why negotiations
were held for a North American Free Trade
Agreement rather than for a North American
Common Market.

http://www.businessroundtable.org
http://www.aflcio.org
http://www.hp.com/e-inclusion/en/index.html
http://www.hp.com/e-inclusion/en/index.html
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Capitalism and communism are fundamentally different both in
theory and in practice, as reaffirmed by recent developments in
Russia and the former Soviet Union (a federation of communist
countries founded in 1922 and dissolved in 1991; also known as
the USSR). Capitalism is responsive to consumers because it
allows sales success to affect the seller’s personal well-being. In
contrast, communism prohibits private profit and eliminates any
personal incentive for sellers to better satisfy customers.As
capitalism comes to formerly communist countries, product
presentation takes on a new importance. Russian businesses are
warming up to Western-style packaging.

Under the communist system of the USSR, products had been
packed sensibly, but without flair. Companies did not worry
about using packaging as a tool to convince consumers that their
brand was superior to others. Since the Soviet-era economy had
not allowed for brand variety, milk was milk, and salami was
salami. Fashionable items like makeup and shoes carried the
name of the region in which they were produced—and, usually,
only one region specialized in each product. Consumers
therefore had no choice but to buy that which was available.

With the collapse of communism came foreign competition and
the privatization of manufacturing plants. Now anybody can
produce anything and distribute anywhere. As a result, local
companies have lost the inherent advantage of being the only
producers accessible to Soviet customers.They now have to
make their products stand out against rival firms.

A new creativity has surfaced, particularly for consumer
products, where Russian firms have the least experience given
the scarcity of leisure goods under the Soviet system.This sector
is also most susceptible to advertising, as it depends on popular
preferences, not basic needs.Today, Red Army Vodka distinguishes
itself from competitors by selling its products in bottles shaped

like glossy lipstick tubes. Another beverage company, Bravo
Premium, plays on the social status of women, creating a “cocktail
in a bottle” targeting exclusively female consumers: served in a
slender container made to fit easily in a woman’s hand, the drink
is named “Milano,” evoking an association with the well-known
fashion center in Italy.

Politics continues to play an important role in brand identity.
In the nineties, Russia experienced a pro-Western sentiment
that promoted European cultural supremacy over Russia.
Many Russians then preferred foreign products over domestic
ones, since they were evocative of European standards and
traditions. Now, however, a new wave of nationalism sweeps
the country. Moscow’s Duty Free sells domestically made
chocolates called Schok with the punchline “Schok: Now
that’s the Russian way!” 

Creative packaging has taken on a role equally crucial to that of
actual advertising. Improvements within the packaging industry
have happened quickly, and foreign investment has followed. In
2005,Alcan, a Canadian company, spent $55 million to open and
equip two packaging plants in the Moscow and St. Petersburg
areas. Production in both plants will bring additional resources
to Russian companies wishing to improve sales through catchy
packaging.

SOURCES: Kathy Lally,“Warming Up to Packaging,” The Washington Post,
March 27, 2005; Business In Brief,“Alcan to Invest $55 Million,” The Moscow
Times, January 12, 2005, http://www.themoscowtimes.com/
stories/2005/01/12/061.html, accessed July 13, 2005;Angela Drujinina,
“Bravo sees success from female-friendly drinks,” BeverageDaily.com,
March 25, 2005;Ahmed el Amin,“Companies fund EU packaging and
consumer study,”October 20, 2005, http://www.foodanddrinkeurope
.com/news/, accessed November 28, 2005.
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M
uch as most managers would like to ignore them, political and legal factors
often play a critical role in international marketing activities. The interpreta-
tion and application of regulations can sometimes lead to conflicting and
even misleading results. Even the best business plans can go awry as a re-

sult of unexpected political or legal influences, and the failure to anticipate these factors
can be the undoing of an otherwise successful business venture. Exhibit 5.1 ranks the
factors that affect a country’s investment climate; note that policy uncertainty dominates
the concerns of firms. However, variations in political and legal environments can also
offer new opportunities to international marketers, as The International Marketplace 5.1
shows.

Of course, a single international political and legal environment does not exist. The
business executive must be aware of political and legal factors on a variety of levels.
For example, although it is useful to understand the complexities of the host country
legal system, such knowledge does not protect against a home country imposed export
embargo.

The study of the international political and legal environment must therefore be
broken down into several subsegments. Many researchers do this by separating the
legal from the political. This separation—although perhaps analytically useful—is some-
what artificial because laws are generally the result of political decisions. Here no at-
tempt will be made to separate legal and political factors, except when such a separation
is essential.

Instead, this chapter will examine the political-legal environment from the manager’s
point of view. In making decisions about his or her firm’s international marketing activ-
ities, the manager will need to concentrate on three areas: the political and legal cir-
cumstances of the home country; those of the host country; and the bilateral and multi-
lateral agreements, treaties, and laws governing the relations between host and home
countries.
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Home Country Political and Legal Environment

No manager can afford to ignore the policies and regulations of the country from which
he or she conducts international marketing transactions. Wherever a firm is located, it will
be affected by government policies and the legal system.

Many of these laws and regulations may not be designed specifically to address inter-
national marketing transactions, yet they can have a major impact on a firm’s opportuni-
ties abroad. Minimum wage legislation, for example, affects the international competi-
tiveness of a firm using production processes that are highly labor intensive. The cost of
domestic safety regulations may significantly affect the pricing policies of firms in their in-
ternational marketing efforts. For example, U.S. legislation that created the Environmental
Superfund requires payment by chemical firms based on their production volume, re-
gardless of whether the production is sold domestically or exported. As a result, these
firms are at a disadvantage internationally when exporting their commodity-type products
because they must compete against foreign firms that are not required to make such a
payment in their home countries and therefore have a cost advantage.

Other legal and regulatory measures, however, are clearly aimed at international mar-
keting activities. Some may be designed to help firms in their international efforts. The
lack of enforcement of others may hurt the international marketer. For instance, many
firms are concerned about the lack of safeguards for intellectual property rights in devel-
oping countries, an issue discussed later in this chapter.

Another area in which governments may attempt to aid and protect the international
marketing efforts of companies is gray market activities. Gray market goods are products
that enter markets in ways not desired by their manufacturers. Companies may be hurt by
their own products if they reach the consumer via uncontrolled distribution channels such
as gray market activities.

Apart from specific areas that result in government involvement, the political environ-
ment in most countries tends to provide general support for the international marketing
efforts of the country’s firms. For example, a government may work to reduce trade bar-
riers or to increase trade opportunities through bilateral and multilateral negotiations.
Such actions will affect individual firms to the extent that they affect the international cli-
mate for free trade.

Often, however, governments also have specific rules and regulations restricting inter-
national marketing. Such regulations are frequently political in nature and are based on
the fact that governments believe commerce to be only one objective among others, such
as foreign policy and national security. Four main areas of governmental activities are of
major concern to the international marketer here: embargoes or trade sanctions, export
controls, import controls, and the regulation of international business behavior.

Embargoes and Sanctions
The terms trade sanctions and embargoes as used here refer to governmental actions that dis-
tort the free flow of trade in goods, services, or ideas for decidedly adversarial and political,
rather than strictly economic, purposes. Exhibit 5.2 illustrates the sanctions currently main-
tained by the U.S. against China. Human rights conditions in the country, as well as the
threat of weapons proliferation, are the concerns of the U.S. administration that help main-
tain these sanctions in place. Advocates of sanctions regard them as an important weapon
of foreign policy. Skeptics question whether sanctions are effective, and whether the costs
they impose are worth the benefits.1

Trade sanctions were already used in the thirteenth century by the Hansa league, an
association of north German merchants with grievances against Norway. Over the years,
economic sanctions and embargoes have become an often-used foreign policy tool for
many countries. Reasons for the impositions are varied, ranging from human rights to
nuclear nonproliferation to terrorism (see the section on terrorism later in this chapter). The
range of sanctions imposed can be quite broad. Examples are elimination of credits and
prohibition of financial transactions. Typically, the intent is to bring commercial inter-
change to a complete halt.
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The League of Nations set a precedent for the international legal justification of eco-
nomic sanctions by subscribing to a covenant that provided for penalties or sanctions for
breaching its provisions. The members of the League of Nations did not intend to use mil-
itary or economic measures separately, but the success of the blockades of World War I
fostered the opinion that “the economic weapon, conceived not as an instrument of war
but as a means of peaceful pressure, is the greatest discovery and most precious posses-
sion of the League.”2 The basic idea was that economic sanctions could force countries to
behave peacefully in the international community.

The idea of the multilateral use of economic sanctions was again incorporated into in-
ternational law under the charter of the United Nations, but greater emphasis was placed
on the enforcement process. Once decided upon, sanctions are mandatory, even though
each permanent member of the Security Council can veto efforts to impose sanctions. The
charter also allows for sanctions as enforcement action by regional agencies such as the
Organization of American States, the Arab League, and the Organization of African Unity,
but only with the Security Council’s authorization.

The apparent strength of the United Nations enforcement system soon turned out to be
flawed. Stalemates in the Security Council and vetoes by permanent members often led to
a shift of emphasis to the General Assembly, which does not have the power to enforce.
Further, concepts such as “peace” and “breach of peace” are seldom perceived in the
same way by all members, and thus no systematic sanctioning policy developed in
the United Nations. As a result, sanctions have frequently been imposed unilaterally in the
hope of changing a particular country’s government, or at least its policies. Unilateral im-
position, however, tends to have major negative effects on the firms in the country that is
exercising sanctions, since the only result is often a simple shift in trade.

Another key problem with unilateral imposition of sanctions is that they typically do not
produce the desired result. Sanctions may make the obtaining of goods more difficult or
expensive for the sanctioned country, yet achievement of the purported objective almost
never occurs. In order to work, sanctions need to be imposed multilaterally. Only when
virtually all nations in which a product is produced agree to deny it to a target can there
be a true deprivation effect. Without such denial, sanctions do not have much bite. Yet to
get all producing nations to agree can be quite difficult. Typically, individual countries
have different relationships with the country subject to the sanctions due to geographic or
historic reasons, and therefore cannot or do not want to terminate trade relations.

Yet global cooperation can be achieved. For example, when Iraq invaded Kuwait in
August of 1990, virtually all members of the United Nations condemned this hostile action

U.S. Sanctions against China

5.2
Exhibit

• Limits on U.S. foreign assistance
• U.S.“No” votes or abstention in the international banks
• Ban on Overseas Private Investment Corporation programs
• Ban on export of defense articles or defense services
• Ban on import of munitions or ammunition
• Denial of Generalized System of Preferences status
• Substantial export controls on dual-use items, particularly satellites, nuclear technology,

and computers
• Export and licensing restrictions on targeted entities found to have engaged in 

proliferation of missiles and weapons of mass destruction (or related technology)
• Presidential authority to restrict Chinese military companies and Chinese government-

affiliated businesses from developing commercial activities inside the United States

SOURCE: Rennack, Dianne E.“China: Economic Sanctions,” Congressional Research Service Report,
updated May 18, 2005.
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and joined a trade embargo against Iraq. Both major and minor Iraqi trading partners—
including many Arab nations—honored the United Nations trade embargo and ceased
trade with Iraq in the attempt to force it to withdraw its troops from Kuwait. Agreements
were made to financially compensate those countries most adversely affected by the trade
measures. Therefore, when we consider that sanctions may well be the middle ground
between going to war and doing nothing, their effective functioning can represent a pow-
erful international policy measure.

One key concern with sanctions is the fact that governments often consider them as
being free of cost. However, even though they may not affect the budget of governments,
sanctions imposed by governments can mean significant loss of business to firms. One
estimate claims that the economic sanctions held in place by the United States annually
costs the country some $20 billion in lost exports and that the success rate of all U.S. sanc-
tions where the United States was part of a sanction coalition remained in the 25 percent
range.3

Due to these costs, the issue of compensating the domestic firms and industries
affected by these sanctions needs to be raised. Yet, trying to impose sanctions slowly or
making them less expensive to ease the burden on these firms undercuts their ultimate
chance for success. The international marketing manager is often caught in this political
web and loses business as a result. Frequently, firms try to anticipate sanctions based on
their evaluations of the international political climate. Even when substantial precautions
are taken, firms may still suffer substantial losses due to contract cancellations. However,
this can be seen as the cost of one’s government’s support for an open global trading and
investing environment.

Export Controls
Many nations have export control systems, which are designed to deny or at least delay the
acquisition of strategically important goods by adversaries. Most of these systems make
controls the exception rather than the rule, with exports taking place independently from
politics. The United States, however, differs substantially from this perspective in that
exports are considered to be a privilege rather than a right, and exporting is seen as an
extension of foreign policy.

The legal basis for export controls varies across nations. For example, in Germany,
armament exports are covered in the so-called War Weapons List, which is a part of the
War Weapons Control Law. The exports of other goods are covered by the German Export
List. Dual-use items, which are goods useful for both military and civilian purposes, are
then controlled by the Joint List of the European Union.4

U.S. laws control all exports of goods, services, and ideas. It is important to note here
that an export of goods occurs whenever goods are physically transferred from the United
States. Services and ideas, however, are deemed exported whenever transferred to a for-
eign national, regardless of location. Permitting a foreign national from a controlled coun-
try to have access to a highly sensitive computer program in the United States is therefore
deemed to be an export. The effect of such a perspective can be major, particularly on
universities and for international students.

The U.S. export control system is based on the Export Administration Act, administered
by the Department of Commerce, and the Arms Expert Control Act, administered by the
Department of State. The Commerce Department focuses on exports in general, while the
State Department covers products designed or modified for military use, even if such
products have commercial applicability. The determinants for controls are national secu-
rity, foreign policy, short supply, and nuclear nonproliferation.

In order for any export from the United States to take place, the exporter needs to
obtain an export license. The administering government agencies have, in consultation
with other government departments, drawn up a list of commodities whose export is con-
sidered particularly sensitive. In addition, a list of countries differentiates nations accord-
ing to their political relationship with the United States. Finally, a list of individual firms
that are considered to be unreliable trading partners because of past trade-diversion
activities exists for each country.



After an export license application has been filed, government specialists match the com-
modity to be exported with the commerce control list, a file containing information about
products that are either particularly sensitive to national security or controlled for other pur-
poses. The product is then matched with the country of destination and the recipient com-
pany. If no concerns regarding any of the three exist, an export license is issued. Control
determinants and the steps in the decision process are summarized in Exhibit 5.3.

This process may sound overly cumbersome, but it does not apply in equal measure to
all exports. Most international business activities can be carried out under NLR conditions,
which stands for “no license required.” NLR provides blanket permission to export. Prod-
ucts can be freely shipped to most trading partners provided that neither the end user nor
the end use involved are considered sensitive. However, the process becomes more com-
plicated when products incorporating high-level technologies and countries not friendly
to the United States are involved. The exporter must then obtain an export license, which
consists of written authorization to send a product abroad.

The international marketing repercussions of export controls are important. It is one
thing to design an export control system that is effective and that restricts those interna-
tional business activities subject to important national concerns. It is, however, quite an-
other when controls lose their effectiveness and when one country’s firms are placed at a
competitive disadvantage with firms in other countries whose control systems are less ex-
tensive or even nonexistent.

A New Environment for Export Controls
Today’s international environment continues to highlight the importance of export con-
trols. Restricting the flow of materials can be crucial in avoiding the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction; reducing flows of technological knowledge can reduce the
sophistication of armaments used by insurgent groups; financial controls can inhibit fund-
ing for terrorist training.

Nowadays, the principal focus of export controls rests on the Third World. A number of
countries from this region want chemical and nuclear weapons, as well as the technology to
make use of them. Even if a country already has dangerous weaponry, export controls can
reduce the opportunity for deployment. Libya, for instance, already possesses poisonous gas
shells, but can do little with them in the absence of a suitable delivery system. Today’s export
controls use a “tactical balance” approach affecting specific hotspots, rather than the “strate-
gic balance” approach exercised during the era of U.S.–Soviet global deterrence.
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Major change has also resulted from the increased foreign availability of high-
technology products. In the past decade, the number of participants in the international
trade field has grown rapidly. In earlier decades, industrializing countries mainly partici-
pated in world trade due to wage-based competition. Today, they are increasingly focused
on technology-based competition. As a result, high-technology products are available
worldwide from many sources. The broad availability makes any product denial more
difficult to enforce. If a nation does control the exports of widely available products, it
imposes a major competitive burden on its firms.

Enormous technical progress has also brought about a radical change in computer
architecture. Instead of having to replace a personal computer or a workstation with a
new computer, one can simply exchange microprocessors or motherboards with new,
more efficient ones. Furthermore, today’s machines can be connected to more than one
microprocessor and users can customize and update configurations almost at will. A user
simply acquires additional chips from whomever and uses expansion slots to enhance the
capacity of his or her computer.

The question arises as to how much of the latest technology is required for a country
to engage in “dangerous” activity. For example, nuclear weapons and sophisticated deliv-
ery systems were developed by the United States and the Soviet Union long before su-
percomputers became available. Therefore, it is reasonable to assert that researchers in
countries working with equipment that is less than state-of-the-art, or even obsolete, may
well be able to achieve a threat capability that can result in major destruction and affect
world safety.

From a control perspective, there is also the issue of equipment size. Supercomputers
and high-technology items used to be fairly difficult to hide and any movement of such
products was easily detectable. Nowadays, state-of-the-art technology has been miniatur-
ized. Much leading-edge technological equipment is so small that it can fit into a briefcase,
and most equipment is no larger than the luggage compartment of a car. Given these cir-
cumstances, it has become difficult to closely supervise the transfer of such equipment.

There is a continuing debate about what constitutes military-use products, civilian-use
products, and dual-use products, and the achievement of multilateral agreement on such
classifications. Increasingly, goods are of a dual-use nature, meaning that they are com-
mercial products that have potential military applications.5 Examples are exported trucks
that can be used to transport troops, or the exports of supplies to a pesticide factory that,
some years later, is revealed to be a poison gas factory.6 It is difficult enough to define
weapons clearly. It is even more problematic to achieve consensus among nations re-
garding dual-use goods.

Conflicts can result from the desire of nations to safeguard their own economic inter-
ests. Due to different industrial structures, these interests vary across nations. For exam-
ple, Germany, with a strong world market position in machine tools, motors, and chemi-
cal raw materials, will think differently about controls than a country such as the United
States, which sees computers as an area of its competitive advantage.

The rise in international awareness of the threat of terrorism has led to a renewed im-
portance of global export controls. In recent years, many policies have been targeted to
better focus on the dangers of proliferation and terrorist attack. This has helped to differ-
entiate more sharply between those high-tech products that need to be controlled, and
those that don’t; an overall easing of export control policies in the technology field has re-
sulted. U.S. administration export control policy is increasingly based on a “stick and car-
rot” approach, showing preferential treatment to countries better aligned with U.S. policy
goals. It can therefore be said that the role of export controls, as well as their sophistica-
tion, has intensified.

Import Controls
In these countries, either all imports or the imports of particular products are controlled
through tariff and nontariff mechanisms. Tariffs place a tax on imports and raise prices.
Nontariff barriers like voluntary restraint agreements are self-imposed restrictions and cut-
backs aimed at avoiding punitive trade actions from the host. Quota systems reduce the
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volume of imports accepted by a country. The final effect of all these actions is a quanti-
tative reduction of imports.

For the international marketer, such restrictions may mean that the most efficient
sources of supply are not available because government regulations restrict importation
from those sources. The result is either second-best products or higher costs for restricted
supplies. This in turn means that the customer receives inferior service and often has to
pay significantly higher prices, and that the firm is less competitive when trying to market
its products internationally.

Policymakers are faced with several problems when trying to administer import con-
trols. First, most of the time such controls exact a huge price from domestic consumers.
Even though the wide distribution of the burden among many consumers may result in a
less obvious burden, the social cost of these controls may be damaging to the economy
and subject to severe attack by individuals. However, these attacks are counteracted by
pressures from protected groups that benefit from import restrictions. For example, al-
though citizens of the European Union may be forced—because of import controls—to
pay an elevated price for all agricultural products they consume, agricultural producers in
the region benefit from higher levels of income. Achieving a proper trade-off is often dif-
ficult, if not impossible, for the policymaker.

A second major problem resulting from import controls is the downstream change
in import composition that results from these controls. For example, if the import of
copper ore is restricted, either through voluntary restraints or through quotas, firms in
copper-producing countries may opt to shift their production systems and produce cop-
per wire instead, which they then export. As a result, initially narrowly defined protec-
tionist measures may have to snowball in order to protect one downstream industry
after another.

A final major problem that confronts the policymaker is that of efficiency. Import con-
trols that are frequently designed to provide breathing room to a domestic industry either
to grow or to recapture its competitive position often turn out not to work. Rather than
improve the productivity of an industry, such controls provide it with a level of safety
and a cushion of increased income yet let the drive for technological advancement fall
behind. Alternatively, supply may respond to artificial stimulation and grow far beyond
demand.

Regulation of International Business Behavior
Home countries may implement special laws and regulations to ensure that the interna-
tional business behavior of their firms is conducted within the legal, moral, and ethical
boundaries considered appropriate. The definition of appropriateness may vary from
country to country and from government to government. Therefore, such regulations,
their enforcement, and their impact on firms can differ substantially among nations.

Several major areas in which nations attempt to govern the international marketing
activities of its firms are boycotts, whereby firms refuse to do business with someone,
often for political reasons; antitrust measures, wherein firms are seen as restricting com-
petition; and corruption, which occurs when firms obtain contracts with bribes rather than
through performance. Arab nations, for example, have developed a blacklist of compa-
nies that deal with Israel. Even though enforcement of the blacklisting has decreased,
some Arab customers still demand from their suppliers assurances that the source of the
products purchased is not Israel and that the company does not do any business with
Israel. The goal of these actions clearly is to impose a boycott on business with Israel. The
U.S. government in turn, because of U.S. political ties to Israel, has adopted a variety of
laws to prevent U.S. firms from complying with the Arab boycott. These laws include a
provision to deny foreign income tax benefits to companies that comply with the boycott
and also require notification of the U.S. government in case any boycott requests are re-
ceived. U.S. firms that comply with the boycott are subject to heavy fines and denial of
export privileges.

Boycott measures put firms in a difficult position. Caught in a web of governmental ac-
tivity, they may be forced to either lose business or pay fines. This is particularly the case
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if a firm’s products are competitive yet not unique, so that the supplier can opt to pur-
chase them elsewhere. Heightening of such conflict can sometimes force companies to
withdraw operations entirely from a country.

The second area of regulatory activity affecting international marketing efforts of
firms is antitrust laws. These can apply to the international operations of firms as well
as to domestic business. In the European Union, for example, the commission watches
closely when any firm buys an overseas company, engages in a joint venture with a for-
eign firm, or makes an agreement with a competing firm. The commission evaluates the
effect these activities will have on competition and has the right to disapprove such
transactions. However, given the increased globalization of national economies, some
substantial rethinking is going on regarding the current approach to antitrust enforce-
ment. One could question whether any country can still afford to define the competi-
tion only in a domestic sense or whether competition has to be seen on a worldwide
scale. Similarly, one can wonder whether countries will accept the infringement on
their sovereignty that results from the extraterritorial application of any nation’s law
abroad.

There are precedents for making special allowances for international marketers with
regard to antitrust laws. In the United States, for example, the Webb-Pomerene Act of
1918 excludes from antitrust prosecution those firms that are cooperating to develop
foreign markets. This act was passed as part of an effort to aid U.S. export efforts in the
face of strong foreign competition by oligopolies and monopolies. The exclusion of
international marketing activity from antitrust regulation was further enhanced by the
Export Trading Company Act of 1982, which does not expose cooperating firms to the
threat of treble damages. It was specifically designed to assist small and medium-sized
firms in their export efforts by permitting them to join forces in their international mar-
ket development activities. Due to ongoing globalization of production, competition, and
supply and demand, it would appear that over time the application of antitrust laws to
international marketing activities must be revised to reflect global rather than national
dimensions.

A third area in which some governments regulate international marketing actions con-
cerns bribery and corruption. The United States has taken a lead on this issue by passing
laws in the sphere of ethics that affect U.S. firms operating overseas. The effects of cor-
rupt practices and governmental intervention on international marketing are explored
later in this chapter.

Host Country Political and Legal Environment

The host country environment, both political and legal, affects the international marketing
operations of firms in a variety of ways. A good manager will understand the country in
which the firm operates so that he or she is able to work within the existing parameters
and can anticipate and plan for changes that may occur.

Political Action and Risk
Firms usually prefer to conduct business in a country with a stable and friendly govern-
ment, but such governments are not always easy to find. Managers must therefore con-
tinually monitor the government, its policies, and its stability to determine the potential
for political change that could adversely affect corporate operations.

There is political risk in every nation, but the range of risks varies widely from country to
country. Political risk is defined as the risk of loss when investing in a given country caused
by changes in a country’s political structure or policies, such as tax laws, tariffs, expropria-
tion of assets, or restriction in repatriation of profits. For example, a company may suffer from
such loss in the case of expropriation or tightened foreign exchange repatriation rules, or
from increased credit risk if the government changes policies to make it difficult for the com-
pany to pay creditors.7 In general, political risk is lowest in countries that have a history of
stability and consistency. Political risk tends to be highest in nations that do not have this sort
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of history. In a number of countries, however, consistency and stability that were apparent
on the surface have been quickly swept away by major popular movements that drew on the
bottled-up frustrations of the population. Three major types of political risk can be encoun-
tered: ownership risk, which exposes property and life; operating risk, which refers to inter-
ference with the ongoing operations of a firm; and transfer risk, which is mainly encountered
when attempts are made to shift funds between countries. Political risk can be the result of
government action, but it can also be outside the control of government. The type of actions
and their effects are classified in Exhibit 5.4.

A major political risk in many countries involves conflict and violent change. A man-
ager will want to think twice before conducting business in a country in which the likeli-
hood of such change is high. To begin with, if conflict breaks out, violence directed to-
ward the firm’s property and employees is a strong possibility. Guerrilla warfare, civil
disturbances, and terrorism often take an anti-industry bent, making companies and their
employees potential targets. For example, in the spring of 1991, Detlev Rohwedder, chair-
man of the German Treuhand (the institution in charge of privatizing the state-owned
firms of the former East Germany), was assassinated at his home in Germany by the Red
Army Faction because of his “representation of capitalism.”

In many countries, particularly in the developing world, coups d’état can result in dras-
tic changes in government. The new government may attack foreign multinational corpo-
rations as remnants of the Western-dominated colonial past, as has happened in Cuba,
Nicaragua, and Iran. Even if such changes do not represent an immediate physical threat
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Contingencies
May Include:

A reduction in the value of a stream
of benefits expected from the
foreign-controlled affiliate

The involuntary loss of control
over specific assets without
adequate compensation

Loss May Be the Result of:

The actions of legitimate
government authorities

Events caused by factors outside
the control of government

• Total or partial expropriation

• Forced divestiture

• Confiscation

• Cancellation or unfair calling
of performance bonds

• Nonapplicability of
“national treatment”

• Restriction in access to financial,
labor, or material markets

• Controls on prices, outputs,
or activities

• Currency and remittance
restrictions

• Value-added and export
performance requirements

• Nationalistic buyers
or suppliers

• Threats and disruption to
operations by hostile groups

• Externally induced financial 
constraints

• Externally imposed limits on 
imports or exports

• War

• Revolution

• Terrorism

• Strikes

• Extortion

Exposure to Political Risk

5.4

SOURCE: José de la Torre and David H. Neckar,“Forecasting Political Risks for International Operations,” in H.Vernon-Wortzel and L.Wortzel,
Global Strategic Management:The Essentials, 2nd ed. (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1990), 195. Copyright © 1990 John Wiley and Sons.
Reprinted by permission of John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
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to firms and their employees, they can have drastic effects. The past few decades have
seen such coups in the countries of Ghana, Ethiopia, and Venezuela, to name a few.
These coups have seriously impeded the conduct of international marketing.

Less dramatic but still worrisome are changes in government policies that are caused
not by changes in the government itself but by pressure from nationalist or religious
factions or widespread anti-Western feeling. As local businesses become more developed,
anti-Western feelings can breed new enterprises capable of competing with global
corporations, as The International Marketplace 5.2 shows. The aware manager will work
to anticipate these changes and plan for ways to cope with them.

What sort of changes in policy result from the various events described? The range of
possible actions is broad. All of them can affect international marketing operations, but not
all are equal in weight. We have learned that companies have to fear violence against em-
ployees, and that violence against company property is quite common. Also common are
changes in policy that take a strong nationalist and antiforeign investment stance. The most
drastic steps resulting from such policy changes are usually confiscation and expropriation.

The International MARKETPLACE 5.2

Although imitator corporations use the idealism of the
public in their marketing techniques—making beverages
appealing through brand names like Mecca-Cola—they
are grounded solidly in reality.Tunisian-born Tawfiq
Mathlouthi is a lawyer by profession; outraged by U.S.
actions in Iraq, he decided that economic competition
was the only meaningful way to protest U.S. policy.
Launching Mecca-Cola in Paris in 2002, he found himself
expanding the brand to fifty-four countries by 2003.To
Mathlouthi, the act of drinking Mecca-Cola in itself is a
peaceful protest. His Web site tagline reads:“No drinking
stupid. Drink with commitment!”

Inca Kola is another example of the same trend,
symbolizing South American resentment of local culture’s
subversion to “westernization” and “Americanization.”
Named after an ancient civilization of the region, this
drink offers a poignant combination of historic reverence
and modern flavor. It is the child of the Corporación Jose
R. Lindley S.A. ( JR Lindley), a bottler and marketer of soft
drinks that launched this creation in Peru in 1935. Inca
Kola’s introduction resulted in rapid growth. In 2000, a
strategic alliance was even formed with the Coca-Cola
Group, indicating that the American corporation did not
feel able to enter a market already captured by a local
provider. Inca Kola continues to hold a lion’s market
share (26%) in its home country, while retaining an
identity and taste distinct from those of its American
business partner.

SOURCES: Arundhati Parmar,“Drink Politics,” Marketing News, February 15,
2004;“Inca Kola,” Wikipedia:The Free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Inca_Kola, accessed August 27, 2005.

Coca-Cola Co. and PepsiCo Inc. have long basked in the
unbeatable advantage of representing not a drink, but
a lifestyle.They connote the American experience not
necessarily reflective of everyday US realities, but
imagined nonetheless by millions across the globe: one’s
own house, with a white fence; a car; a swimming pool;
a benevolent golden retriever and 1.7 healthy, happy
children.An inherent marketing tool these corporations
have at their disposal, therefore, is the reputation of the
United States as a land of success and as a standard to
be imitated.

Lately, however, this reputation has begun to change.
Some people connect “Americanism” to exploitation,
military aggression, and scandalous MTV programs. One
economic response to this reputation shift has occurred
in the cola market.Alternative cola companies have
sprung up outside the USA, gaining global market share
and popularity as they ride the wave of anti-Americanism.

Alternatives to Coke and Pepsi in the Middle East and
Central America are not an entirely new phenomenon.
Iran’s Zamzam Cola, for example, had been Pepsi’s partner
company until 1979.After the Islamic revolution, Zamzam’s
contract with Pepsi was terminated, and its operation
taken over by a state charity called the Foundation of the
Dispossessed, which proceeded to make Zamzam
carbonated beverages a staple across the Middle East.
However, until recently, such upstarts were not known
outside their regions of origin, leaving the firstborn Coca-
Cola’s global prevalence intact. Now, Zamzam is being sold
in nearly every country with a substantial Muslim
population, including France, the UK, and Canada.

Mecca-Cola: Riding the Wave of Anti-Americanism
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An important governmental action is expropriation, which is the seizure of foreign
assets by a government with payment of compensation to the owners. Expropriation has
appealed to some countries because it demonstrated nationalism and immediately trans-
ferred a certain amount of wealth and resources from foreign companies to the host coun-
try. It did have costs to the host country, however, to the extent that it made other firms
more hesitant to invest in the country. Expropriation does provide compensation to the
former owners. However, compensation negotiations are often protracted and result in
settlements that are frequently unsatisfactory to the owners. For example, governments
may offer compensation in the form of local, nontransferable currency or may base the
compensation on the book value of the firm. Even though firms that are expropriated may
deplore the low levels of payment obtained, they frequently accept them in the absence
of better alternatives.

The use of expropriation as a policy tool has sharply decreased over time. Apparently,
governments have come to recognize that the damage inflicted on themselves through ex-
propriation exceeds the benefits.8

Confiscation is similar to expropriation in that it results in a transfer of ownership from
the foreign firm to the host country. However, its effects are even harsher in that it does
not involve compensation for the firm. Some industries are more vulnerable than others
to confiscation and expropriation because of their importance to the host country econ-
omy and their lack of ability to shift operations. For this reason, sectors such as mining,
energy, public utilities, and banking have been targets of such government actions.

Confiscation and expropriation constitute major political risks for foreign investors.
Other government actions, however, are nearly as damaging. Many countries are turning
from confiscation and expropriation to more subtle forms of control such as domestication.
The goal of domestication is the same, to gain control over foreign investment, but the
method is different. Through domestication, the government demands partial transfer of
ownership and management responsibility and imposes regulations to ensure that a large
share of the product is locally produced and a larger share of the profit is retained in the
country.

Domestication can have profound effects on the international marketer for a number
of reasons. First, if a firm is forced to hire nationals as managers, poor cooperation and
communication can result. If the domestication is imposed within a very short time span,
corporate operations overseas may have to be headed by poorly trained and inexperi-
enced local managers. Further, domestic content requirements may force a firm to pur-
chase supplies and parts locally, which can result in increased costs, inefficiency, and
lower-quality products, thus further damaging a firm’s competitiveness. Export require-
ments imposed on companies may also create havoc for the international distribution plan
of a corporation and force it to change or even shut down operations in other countries.
Finally, domestication will usually shield the industry within one country from foreign
competition. As a result, inefficiencies will be allowed to grow due to a lack of market dis-
cipline. In the long run, this will affect the international competitiveness of an operation
abroad and may become a major problem when, years later, the removal of domestication
is considered by the government.

Most businesses operating abroad face a number of other risks that are less dan-
gerous, but probably more common, than the drastic ones already described. Host gov-
ernments that face a shortage of foreign currency sometimes will impose controls on the
movement of capital in and out of the country. Such controls may make it difficult for a
firm to remove its profits or investments from the host country. Sometimes, exchange
controls are also levied selectively against certain products or companies in an effort to
reduce the importation of goods that are considered to be a luxury or unnecessary. Such
regulations are often difficult to deal with because they may affect the importation of
parts, components, or supplies that are vital for production operations. Restrictions on
such imports may force a firm either to alter its production program or, worse yet, to shut
down its entire plant. Prolonged negotiations with government officials may be neces-
sary in order to reach a compromise agreement on what constitutes a “valid” expenditure
of foreign currency resources. Because the goals of government officials and corporate



managers may often be quite different, such compromises, even when they can
be reached, may result in substantial damage to the international marketing operations of
a firm.

Countries may also raise the tax rates applied to foreign investors in an effort to con-
trol the firms and their capital. On occasion, different or stricter applications of the host
country’s tax codes are implemented for foreign investors. The rationale for such meas-
ures is often an apparent underpayment of taxes by such investors, when comparing their
payments to those of long-established domestic competitors. Overlooked is the fact that
new investors in foreign lands tend to “overinvest” by initially buying more land, space,
and equipment than is initially needed and by spending heavily so that facilities are state-
of-the-art. This desire to accommodate future growth and to be highly competitive in the
early investment stages will, in turn, produce lower profits and lower tax payments.
Yet over time, these investment activities should be very successful, competitive, and job-
creating. Selective tax increases for foreign investors may result in much-needed revenue
for the coffers of the host country, but they can severely damage the operations of the for-
eign investors. This damage, in turn, may result in decreased income for the host country
in the long run.

The international marketing manager must also worry about price controls. In many
countries, domestic political pressures can force governments to control the prices of
imported products or services, particularly in sectors that are considered to be highly sen-
sitive from a political perspective, such as food or health care. If a foreign firm is involved
in these areas, it is a vulnerable target of price controls because the government can play
on its people’s nationalistic tendencies to enforce the controls. Particularly in countries
that suffer from high inflation and frequent devaluations, the international marketer may
be forced to choose between shutting down the operation or continuing production at a
loss in the hope of recouping that loss once the government chooses to loosen or remove
its price restrictions. How a firm can adjust to price controls is discussed in greater detail
later in the book.

Managers face political and economic risk whenever they conduct business overseas,
but there may be ways to lessen the risk. Obviously, if a new government that is dedi-
cated to the removal of all foreign influences comes into power, a firm can do little. In
less extreme cases, however, managers can take actions to reduce the risk if they under-
stand the root causes of the host country policies. Most important is the accumulation and
appreciation of factual information about a country’s history, political background, and
culture before making a long-term investment decision. Also, a high degree of sensitivity
by a firm and its employees to country-specific approaches and concerns are important
dimensions that help a firm to blend into the local landscape rather than stand out as a
foreign object.

Adverse governmental actions are usually the result of a host country’s nationalism,
desire for independence, and opposition to colonial remnants. If a country’s citizens
feel exploited by foreign firms, government officials are more likely to take antiforeign
action. To reduce the risk of government intervention, a firm needs to demonstrate that
it is concerned with the host country’s society and that it considers itself an integral
part of the host country rather than simply an exploitative foreign corporation. Ways to
do this include intensive local hiring and training practices, good pay, philanthropy,
and more societally useful investment. In addition, a company can form joint ventures
with local partners to demonstrate a willingness to share its benefits with nationals.
Although such actions will not guarantee freedom from risk, they will certainly lessen
the exposure to it.

Corporations can also protect against political risk by closely monitoring political devel-
opments. Increasingly, private-sector firms offer assistance in such monitoring activities,
permitting the overseas corporation to discover potential trouble spots as early as possible
and react quickly to prevent major losses. Firms can also take out insurance to cover losses
due to political risk. Most industrialized countries offer insurance programs for their firms
doing business abroad. In Germany, for example, Hermes Kreditanstalt provides exporters
with insurance. In the United States, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)
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can cover three types of risk: currency inconvertibility insurance, which covers the inabil-
ity to convert profits, debt service, and other remittances from local currency into U.S.
dollars; expropriation insurance, which covers the loss of an investment due to expropria-
tion, nationalization, or confiscation by a foreign government; and political violence insur-
ance, which covers the loss of assets or income due to war, revolution, insurrection, or
politically motivated civil strife, terrorism, and sabotage. Rates vary by country and indus-
try, but for $100 of coverage per year for a manufacturing project, the base rate is
$0.25–0.45 for protection against inconvertibility, $0.50–$0.70 to protect against expropria-
tion, and $0.70–1.10 to protect against political violence.9 Usually, insurance policies do
not cover commercial risks and, in the event of a claim, cover only the actual loss—not lost
profits. In the event of a major political upheaval, however, risk insurance can be critical
to a firm’s survival.

Clearly, the international marketer must consider the likelihood of negative political
factors in making decisions on conducting business overseas. On the other hand, host
country political and legal systems can have a positive impact on the conduct of interna-
tional business. Many governments, for example, encourage foreign investments, espe-
cially if they believe that the investment will produce economic and political benefits
domestically. Some governments have opened up their economy to foreign investors,
placing only minimal constraints on them, in the hope that such policies will lead to rapid
economic development. Others have provided for substantial subsidization of new in-
vestment activities in the hope that investments will generate additional employment. The
international marketer, in his or her investment decision, can and should therefore also
pay close attention to the extent and forms of incentives available from foreign govern-
ments. Although international marketing decisions should be driven by free market forces,
these decisions may change if incentives are offered.

In this discussion of the political environment, laws have been mentioned only to the
extent that they appear to be the direct result of political changes. However, each nation
has laws regarding marketing, and the international manager must understand their effects
on the firm’s efforts.

Legal Differences and Restraints
Countries differ in their laws as well as in their implementation of these laws. For exam-
ple, the United States has developed into an increasingly litigious society, in which insti-
tutions and individuals are quick to take a case to court. As a result, court battles are often
protracted and costly, and simply the threat of a court case can reduce marketing oppor-
tunities. In contrast, Japan’s legal tradition tends to minimize the role of the law and of
lawyers. Some possible reasons include the relatively small number of courts and attor-
neys; the delays, the costs and the uncertainties associated with litigation; the limited doc-
trines of plaintiffs’ standing and rights to bring class action suits; the tendency of judges
to encourage out-of-court settlements; and the easy availability of arbitration and media-
tion for dispute resolution.

Some estimates suggest that the number of lawyers in the United States is as much as
48 times higher than in Japan, based on the fact that Japan has only about 20,000 fully
licensed lawyers.10 However, comparisons can be misleading because officially registered
lawyers in Japan perform a small fraction of the duties performed by American lawyers.
After accounting for the additional roles of American lawyers, the number of “lawyers” in
Japan appears to be approximately one-fifth of that in the United States. The International
Marketplace 5.3 shows how different perceptions and legal practices can lead to substan-
tially different approaches to communication.

Over the millennia of civilization, many different laws and legal systems have emerged.
King Hammurabi of Babylon codified a series of judges’ decisions into a body of law.
Hebrew law was the result of the dictates of God. Legal issues in many African tribes were
settled through the verdicts of clansmen. A key legal perspective that survives today is that
of theocracy, which has faith and belief as its key focus and is a mix of societal, legal, and
spiritual guidelines. Examples are Hebrew law and Islamic law (shari’ah), which are the
result of scripture, prophetic utterances and practices, and scholarly interpretations.11
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While these legal systems are important to society locally, from an international busi-
ness perspective the two major legal systems worldwide can be categorized into common
law and code law. Common law is based on tradition and depends less on written statutes
and codes than on precedent and custom. Common law originated in England and is the
system of law found today in the United States.

On the other hand, code law is based on a comprehensive set of written statutes. Coun-
tries with code law try to spell out all possible legal rules explicitly. Code law is based on
Roman law and is found in the majority of the nations of the world. In general, countries
with the code law system have much more rigid laws than those with the common law

The International MARKETPLACE 5.3

issued a personal statement expressing his regret that
the tragedy had happened; however, on the advice of his
lawyers, he continued to refrain from giving an outright
apology. In the United States, it was believed that a
speedy apology would indicate an admission of guilt,
making a court martial more likely.

Japan, meanwhile, was shocked by the lack of personal
involvement on Commander Waddle’s part. In Japanese
culture, resolutions to conflict are found through
personal actions from the accused individual himself,
and the admission of guilt is the first step towards
reconciliation. In the summer of 2000, for example, when
a dry lizard was discovered in a bag of potato chips
produced by Calbee Foods, a Japanese snack producer,
several company officials cried on public television to
show their regret and clear the company’s name.When
the threat of a court martial was finally dismissed and
Commander Waddle gave a formal apology, the Japanese
observers felt it to be long overdue.

The situation is an example of conflict between contrasting
cultural values. In the United States, resolutions are most
often achieved impersonally through the legal system.
In Japan, the exact opposite is the case.A conflict was
therefore inevitable, given that the individuals involved had
different approaches to achieving resolutions.The inability
to understand and consider cultural values in international
relations can significantly weaken relationships—even
though all participants want to do what is right.

SOURCES: Audrey McAvoy,“Ehime Maru: Five Years Later,” StarBulletin.com
(February 10, 2006), accessed February 16, 2006; Joseph Coleman,“
Japanese Demand Traditional Apology from Sub Commander,”
http://NCTimes.net (February 23, 2001), accessed January 17, 2006;
“Aggressive PR Saves Waddle,” O’Dwyer’s PR Daily (April 23, 2001),
accessed January 17, 2006;“Japanese PM to Visit Sub Collision Site,”
http://CNN.com (March 20, 2001), accessed January 17, 2006; Doug
Struck and Akiko Yamamoto,“Sub Commander Tries to Heal Wounds,”
The Washington Post, December 16, 2002,A1.

The USS Greenville, a Los Angeles–class submarine, is one
of the most advanced and versatile warships.The 7,000-
ton vessel is 360 feet long and equipped with a Tomahawk
cruise missile system. It can operate at depths of over
800 feet and reach speeds of over 20 knots per hour.

The 499-ton Ehime Maru was a Japanese research vessel
from Uwajima Fisheries High School in Ehime prefecture.
On February 9, 2001, it had 35 people on board—high
school students, teachers, and crew members—and was
cruising off the coast of Hawaii.The purpose of the
expedition was to conduct research on tuna.

On the same day, under the authority of Commander
Scott Waddle, the USS Greenville conducted an emergency
surfacing procedure for training purposes.The exercise—
which quickly turned into a tragedy—occurred at 1:50 pm,
nine miles south of Diamond Head, Honolulu, Hawaii.The
USS Greenville collided with the Ehime Maru, escaping with
barely a dent; on the Japanese boat, however, the power
went out and water quickly began flooding the engine
room.The vessel split in half and sank within ten minutes.

The submarine contacted the search and rescue center
at Pearl Harbor, and the U.S. Coast Guard was sent
immediately to the accident site.Twenty-six occupants
of the Ehime Maru were rescued, but four high school
students, three teachers, and two crew members were
killed.

Within a few days of the incident, Commander Waddle
came under criminal investigation for possible negligence.
He anticipated a court martial and retained an attorney.
In order to avoid prejudicing his case,Waddle was advised
not to make any public comments.At the end of the
month, a special envoy of the U.S. Navy,Admiral William
J. Fallon, went to Japan to apologize to the families of
the nine victims. He also delivered a letter of apology
from U.S. President George W. Bush to Japanese Prime
Minister Yoshiro Mori. Meanwhile, Commander Waddle

The Ehime Maru: Clash of Cultures
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system. In the latter, courts adopt precedents and customs to fit the cases, allowing the
marketer a better idea of the basic judgment likely to be rendered in new situations.

Although wide in theory, the differences between code law and common law and their
impact on the international marketer are not always as broad in practice. For example,
many common law countries, including the United States, have adopted commercial codes
to govern the conduct of business.

Host countries may adopt a number of laws that affect a company’s ability to market. To
begin with, there can be laws affecting the entry of goods, such as tariffs and quotas. Also
in this category are antidumping laws, which prohibit below-cost sales of products, and laws
that require export and import licensing. In addition, many countries have health and safety
standards that may, by design or by accident, restrict the entry of foreign goods. Japan, for
example, has particularly strict health standards that affect the import of pharmaceuticals.
Rather than accepting test results from other nations, the Japanese government insists
on conducting its own tests, which are time consuming and costly. It claims that these tests
are necessary to reflect Japanese peculiarities. Yet some importers and their governments
see these practices as thinly veiled protectionist barriers.

A growing global controversy surrounds the use of genetic technology. Governments
are increasingly devising new rules that affect trade in genetically modified products. For
example, Australia introduced a mandatory standard for foods produced using biotech-
nology, which prohibits the sale of such products unless the food has been assessed by
the Australia New Zealand Food Authority.

Other laws may be designed to protect domestic industries and reduce imports. For
example, Russia assesses high excise taxes on goods such as cigarettes, automobiles, and
alcoholic beverages; and provides a burdensome import licensing and quotas regime for
alcohol and products containing alcohol to depress Russian demand for imports. In the
case of automobiles, combined tariffs, VAT, and excise duties can increase import prices
by 70 percent.12

Very specific legislation may also exist to regulate where a firm can advertise or what
constitutes deceptive advertising. Many countries prohibit specific claims by marketers
comparing their product to that of the competition and restrict the use of promotional
devices. Some countries regulate the names of companies or the foreign language content
of a product’s label. Even when no laws exist, the marketer may be hampered by regula-
tions. For example, in many countries, governments require a firm to join the local cham-
ber of commerce or become a member of the national trade association. These institutions
in turn may have internal regulations that set standards for the conduct of business and
may be seen as quite confining to the international marketer.

Finally, the enforcement of laws may have a different effect on national and on for-
eign marketers. For example, the simple requirement that an executive has to stay in a
country until a business conflict is resolved may be a major burden for the international
marketer.

Influencing Politics and Laws
To succeed in a market, the international marketer needs much more than business know-
how. He or she must also deal with the intricacies of national politics and laws. Although
a full understanding of another country’s legal and political system will rarely be possible,
the good manager will be aware of the importance of this system and will work with peo-
ple who do understand how to operate within the system.

Many areas of politics and law are not immutable. Viewpoints can be modified or even
reversed, and new laws can supersede old ones. Therefore, existing political and legal
restraints do not always need to be accepted. To achieve change, however, there must be
some impetus for it, such as the clamors of a constituency. Otherwise, systemic inertia is
likely to allow the status quo to prevail.

The international marketer has various options. One approach may be to simply ignore
prevailing rules and expect to get away with it. Pursuing this option is a high-risk strategy
because of the possibility of objection and even prosecution. A second, traditional option
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is to provide input to trade negotiators and expect any problem areas to be resolved
in multilateral negotiations. The drawback to this option is, of course, the quite time-
consuming process involved.

A third option involves the development of coalitions or constituencies that can moti-
vate legislators and politicians to consider and ultimately implement change. This option
can be pursued in various ways. One direction can be the recasting or redefinition of
issues. Often, specific terminology leads to conditioned though inappropriate responses.
For example, before China’s accession to the World Trade Organization in 2001, the coun-
try’s trade status with the United States had been highly controversial for many years. The
U.S. Congress had to decide annually whether to grant “Most-Favored Nation” (MFN) sta-
tus to China. The debate on this decision was always very contentious and acerbic and
was often framed around the question of why China deserved to be treated the “most
favored way.” Lost in the debate was the fact that the term “most favored” was simply
taken from WTO terminology and indicated only that trade with China would be treated
like any other country. Only in late 1999 was the terminology changed from MFN to NTR,
or “normal trade relations.” Even though there was still considerable debate regarding
China, the controversy about special treatment had been eliminated.13

Beyond terminology, marketers can also highlight the direct linkages and their cost and
benefit to legislators and politicians. For example, the manager can explain the employ-
ment and economic effects of certain laws and regulations and demonstrate the benefits
of change. The picture can be enlarged by including indirect linkages. For example, sup-
pliers, customers, and distributors can be asked to participate in delineating to decision
makers the benefit of change. Such groups can be quite influential. For example, it has
been suggested that it was the community of Indian businesses working as information
technology suppliers to U.S. firms that exerted substantial pressure on their government
to work toward finding a resolution to the Kashmiri conflict. If so, this is an encouraging
example of the benefits of globalization.14

Developing such coalitions is not an easy task. Companies often seek assistance in
effectively influencing the government decision-making process. Such assistance usually
is particularly beneficial when narrow economic objectives or single-issue campaigns
are needed. Typical providers of this assistance are lobbyists. Usually, these are well-
connected individuals and firms that can provide access to policymakers and legislators.

Lobbying firms tend to be located in state, national or regional capitals. Their experi-
ence and networks can help in presenting corporate concerns to decision makers. In
doing so, new information and insights can be provided to policy makers and decisions
can be precipitated more rapidly.

Lobbying is very valuable to the international marketer, as is evidenced by the large
number of lobbyists and their high compensation. For example, the number of U.S.
lobbyists working on behalf of foreign entities is estimated to be in the thousands. Brazil
has held on average nearly a dozen contracts per year with U.S. firms covering trade
issues. Brazilian citrus exporters and computer manufacturers have hired legal and pub-
lic relations firms to provide them with information on relevant legislative activity. The
Banco do Brasil lobbied for the restructuring of Brazilian debt and favorable banking
regulations.

A key factor in successful lobbying is the involvement of local citizens and companies.
Typically, legislators are only willing to take positions on important issues if they are
supported by or at least not opposed by their constituents. Therefore, it is important to
demonstrate how a particular issue affects a decision maker’s domestic constituents. For
example, to ward off negative legislation it may be helpful to point out how many jobs
are created by a firm’s foreign investment, or how export-intensive such an investment
can be.

Although representation of the firm’s interests to government decision makers and leg-
islators is entirely appropriate, the international marketer must also consider any potential
side effects. Major questions can be raised if such representation becomes very strong or
is seen as reflecting a conflict of interest. For example, in 2006, former chancellor Schröder
of Germany took on the representation of a Russian pipeline corporation. There was
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substantial concern about the representation a cause which he had championed and ap-
proved as chancellor only months before. There is an unease with revolving door issues
of former policy makers working on behalf of clients who were subject to their previous
official decisions, or of lobbyists spending large amounts of money to further their cause.
Due to the reality or perception of inappropriateness, some countries have passed legis-
lation that restricts lobbying activities. In the United States, for example, policy makers are
limited in the extent of hospitality they can accept, ex-policy makers are barred from
approaching their former colleagues for at least one year, and involvement in former
decision areas is restricted even longer. It is important to abide by these rules, and to en-
sure that public perception sees the process as reasonable and fair. Otherwise, short-term
gains may be far outweighed by long-term negative repercussions if the international mar-
keter is perceived as exerting too much political influence.

The International Environment

In addition to the politics and laws of both the home and the host countries, the interna-
tional marketer must consider the overall international political and legal environment.
Relations between countries can have a profound impact on firms trying to do business
internationally.

International Politics
The effect of politics on international marketing is determined by both the bilateral polit-
ical relations between home and host countries and the multilateral agreements govern-
ing the relations among groups of countries.

The government-to-government relationship can have a profound effect, particularly if
it becomes hostile. Numerous examples exist of the linkage between international politics
and international marketing. One premier example is perhaps U.S.–Iranian relations fol-
lowing the Iranian revolution. Although the internal political and legal changes in the
aftermath of that revolution would certainly have affected international marketing in Iran,
the deterioration in U.S.–Iranian political relations that resulted from the revolution had a
significant impact. U.S. firms were injured not only by physical damage caused by the
violence but also by the anti-American feelings of the Iranian people and their gov-
ernment. The clashes between the two governments completely destroyed any business
relationships, regardless of corporate feelings or agreements on either side. It took more
than 20 years to reopen governmental dialogue between the two countries.

A more recent example of government-to-government conflict was presented by the
Helms-Burton Act. Passed in response to the shooting down of two unarmed small planes
by the Cuban Air Force, this U.S. legislation granted individuals the right to sue, in U.S.
courts, subsidiaries of those foreign firms that had invested in properties confiscated by
the Cuban government in the 1960s. In addition, managers of these firms were denied
entry into the United States. Many U.S. trading partners strongly disagreed with this legis-
lation. In response, Canada proposed suing U.S. firms that had invested in properties
taken from royalists in 1776, and the European Union threatened to permit European
firms to countersue subsidiaries of U.S. firms in Europe and to deny entry permits to
U.S. executives. To date, U.S. presidents have signed a waiver which bars enforcement of
the Act.

International political relations do not always have harmful effects on international
marketers. If bilateral political relations between countries improve, business can benefit.
A good example is the thawing of relations between the West and the countries of the
former Soviet bloc. Political warming has opened up completely new frontiers for U.S.
international marketers in Hungary, Poland, and Russia. Activities such as selling comput-
ers, which would have been considered treasonous only a few years ago, are now
routine.

The international marketer needs to be aware of political currents worldwide and
attempt to anticipate changes in the international political environment, good or bad, so
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that his or her firm can plan for them. Sometimes, however, management can only wait
until the emotional fervor of conflict has subsided and hope that rational governmental
negotiations will let cooler heads prevail.

International Law
International law plays an important role in the conduct of international business.
Although no enforceable body of international law exists, certain treaties and agreements
respected by a number of countries profoundly influence international business opera-
tions. As an example, the World Trade Organization (WTO) defines internationally ac-
ceptable economic practices for its member nations. Although it does not deal directly
with individual firms, it does influence them indirectly by providing a more stable and
predictable international market environment.

In addition to multilateral agreements, firms are affected by bilateral treaties and
conventions. The United States, for example, has signed bilateral treaties of friendship,
commerce, and navigation (FCN) with a wide variety of countries. These agreements
generally define the rights of U.S. firms doing business in the host country. They normally
guarantee that the U.S. firms will be treated by the host country in the same manner in
which domestic firms are treated. Although these treaties provide for some stability, they
can be canceled when relationships worsen.

The international legal environment also affects the marketer to the extent that firms
must concern themselves with jurisdictional disputes. Because no single body of interna-
tional law exists, firms usually are restricted by both home and host country laws. If a
conflict occurs between contracting parties in two different countries, a question arises
concerning which country’s laws will be followed. Sometimes the contract will contain a
jurisdictional clause, which settles the matter. If not, the parties to the dispute can follow
either the laws of the country in which the agreement was made or those of the country
in which the contract will have to be fulfilled. Deciding on the laws to be followed and
the location to settle the dispute are two different decisions. As a result, a dispute between
a U.S. exporter and a French importer could be resolved in Paris with the resolution based
on New York State law.

The parties to a business transaction can also choose either arbitration or litigation.
Litigation is usually avoided for several reasons. It often involves extensive delays and is
very costly. In addition, firms may fear discrimination in foreign countries. Companies
therefore tend to prefer conciliation and arbitration because these processes result in
much quicker decisions. Arbitration procedures are often spelled out in the original
contract and usually provide for an intermediary who is judged to be impartial by both
parties. Frequently, intermediaries will be representatives of chambers of commerce, trade
associations, or third-country institutions. For example, the rules of the international
chamber of commerce in Paris are frequently used for arbitration purposes.

International Terrorism and Marketing
Terrorism is the systematic use (or threat) of violence aimed at attaining a political goal
and conveying a political message. International terrorism seeks to do this across national
borders.15 While it has existed for centuries, terrorism’s global impact has changed signif-
icantly in recent years: improved means of transportation lead to an omnipresence never
previously experienced. The rise of terrorist incidents in Western nations, often carried out
by foreign nationals, brings terrorism to countries once considered immune. Global mass
media, meanwhile, have ensured the visibility of terrorist events, spreading fear and cre-
ating irrational expectations of localized attacks.

Terrorists direct their strikes at business far more than any other target.16 Businesses
need to be easily accessible and able to conduct transactions with many new persons
every day; this introduces a level of vulnerability which is not typically encountered by
government offices. Exhibit 5.5 shows the frequency of terrorist attacks in different
geographic regions. Bombings are most common, followed by armed assaults, kidnap-
ping, vandalism, and hijacking.
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While always regrettable, terrorism nevertheless creates new opportunities for firms in
a few industries like construction, security, and information technology. For most compa-
nies, however, terrorism results in reduced revenues or increased costs, and managers
must prepare for this. Terrorists intend to affect supply and demand in order to shatter
existing economic systems; this brings about both direct and indirect effects. The direct
consequences to business are the immediate costs levied on individual firms. While harm
is clear to individual firms, from a societal perspective, the direct effects tend to be less
consequential than the indirect ones. The latter accumulate over time, and are often not
apparent immediately. 

The indirect negative consequences of terrorism begin with macroeconomic phenom-
ena, such as the real or perceived decline in per-capita income, purchasing power, and
stock market values. In the wake of a terror event, these trends cause a fall in the subjec-
tive (perceived) security of the nation. Buyers become uncertain about the state of their
nation’s economy, and a sharp reduction in demand for both consumer and industrial
goods follows—a phenomenon which we call the chill effect.

A further effect on enterprises may be the failures in power, communication, transport,
and other infrastructure due to actual physical damage incurred at the terrorists’ hands.
Indirectly, this leads to unpredictable shifts and interruption in the supply of inputs,
resources and services. Finally, international terrorism often causes tension between the
countries whose citizens or property is involved; the deterioration of transnational rela-
tionships can affect foreign buyer and seller attitudes, and thus the marketing activities of
firms doing business abroad. 

One key side-effect of terrorism can be the government policies and laws it brings
about. In order to make a country less vulnerable, politicians often enact restrictions on
the business environment. New regulations in customs clearance may delay the supply
of inputs, increase the administrative burden, and require firms to invest in new proce-
dures. Transaction costs generally increase, and the commercial environment may be
altered in ways that are more harmful to business than the terrorist attack itself might
have been. 
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From a global perspective, these effects are present for many firms, even those that are
geographically remote from any location directly affected by terrorism. Today’s climate of
global commerce involves countless interactions with customers and distributors; produc-
ers and marketers often rely on entire networks of diverse suppliers. Such exposure to a
variety of actors leaves firms vulnerable to events that take place nearby as well as at a
distance. Even firms perceived as having little international involvement may depend on
the receipt of imported goods, and therefore risk experiencing shortages or delays of
input if economies abroad are disrupted.

In the wake of a terrorist event, physical damage must be undone, security arrange-
ments enhanced, and risk premiums reassessed. In order to do this effectively, an enter-
prise must establish its priorities, quantify risk, and outline response scenarios ahead of
an actual attack. It is important to note that in today’s global climate, firms must aim for
more than mere survival. Instead, businesses must offer assured continuity to stakehold-
ers. Flexibility to withstand shock, as well as the continuity of existing business relation-
ships, must be the principal goal of any global firm. In addition to being economically
necessary, persistent business activity is a major step in denying terrorists their goals.17

Exhibit 5.6 shows a model of corporate preparedness for terrorist attack.
There are several obstacles to successful corporate strategy in mitigating terrorism. The

first lies in frequent mistakes of global management: Managers of foreign subsidiaries may
shunt any terrorism concerns to headquarters. At the same time, executives at head-
quarters often frame terrorism only in local terms and look to local managers for tackling
possible repercussions. As a result, costs incurred from growing precautionary measures
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cannot be defrayed efficiently throughout the enterprise, and wholesale closure of inter-
national operations may follow. 

In addition, terrorist risk is difficult to assess in an integrated global economy. If sup-
ply chains are complex and multinational, the effects of terrorism can potentially spread
across the globe from an initially local focus. For most firms, the costs of averting terror-
ism are hard to quantify and even harder to justify to key stakeholders. In an era when
the mandates of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (see upcoming section on Corporate Gover-
nance) are straining corporate budgets, top executives put a greater premium on meeting
financial performance benchmarks than on addressing vague political risks.

An important consideration is that individual assessment of vulnerability changes based
on individual information, experience, and perception of an event. Over time, these im-
pressions shift, resulting in potentially faulty managerial decisions. Ironically, the greater
the tragedy, the more likely people are to discount it as an aberration, once confidence is
restored and normal activities are resumed. Widespread underestimation of the likelihood
of future recurrences results. Managers are therefore tempted to rest comfortably in the
belief that any future attack will not affect their company and not lead to widespread
personal repercussions.

Over time, terrorism will increasingly influence the evaluation and selection of markets,
particularly those located abroad. Thus far, for instance, developing nations have proven
to be most vulnerable to economic and consumption downturns following terror events.

In a volatile world, marketing managers are the frontline response to business disrup-
tion. Although all corporate areas are likely to be affected by terrorist activity, the mar-
keting field, which constitutes a key liaison with the world outside the firm, is likely to be
under the most pressure. Marketers deal specifically with the activities of supply and
demand that terrorists aim to destroy, and are thus confronted with terrorism on a daily
basis. Devising new distribution and logistics avenues in the case of attack, responding
with pricing strategies to market dislocations, and communicating the firm’s position to
buyers and suppliers are all marketing activities.18

In some cases, marketers may choose to pursue a strategy of working with customer
segments less sensitive to terrorism. For instance, in the months following September
11th, marketers in the hotel industry focused their selling efforts on regional rather than
national or international business. Oftentimes, sales are perceived to be safer in domestic
and thus familiar markets. However, staying domestic is becoming difficult as a long-term
strategy in our increasingly globalized world. 

Marketers tend to have the clearest understanding of the mutual corporate depend-
ence so critical for effective planning. For example, when determining the need for spe-
cific emergency inputs, marketers will not only look for the source of such inputs. They
will also be able to analyze the existing relationships and networks, and devise incen-
tives to ensure that the supplier will actually provide goods and services to the firm. Dry
runs and simulations can then be used by marketers to develop expectations about long-
term effects and to see whether the system works as planned. Without such considera-
tions, a plan for input contingency is akin to identifying the location of gas stations as
the principal remedy for a fuel shortage, without keeping in mind that the stations need
to be resupplied to stay open, and need to be willing to provide the gasoline for a client
pulling in.

On the supply side, marketers deal with communication with customers and suppliers,
devise campaigns to present information, provide direction, and alter any misperceptions.
Marketers are the experts who implement steps to address imbalances and create new in-
centives by changing corporate pricing, packaging, or sizing. Goods or services whose
price is strongly affected by changing information flows and perceptions of risk are highly
susceptible to the indirect consequences of terrorism. Insurance coverage is an example.
Actual or perceived terrorist threats tend to create upward pressure on the pricing of par-
ticularly vulnerable offerings. Prices may also experience a certain “stickiness,” that is,
under conditions of inability to predict the occurrence of terrorism or its indirect effects,
once raised, prices may not be decreased. Conversely, firms in certain industries may feel
pressure to lower prices in order to induce reluctant buyers to maintain or increase their
buying activities. Through their actions, marketers can reverse an emerging softness in



demand, rally joint responses, and avoid the occurrence of unintended consequences.
With their understanding of the long-term repercussions of terrorism, marketers can also
be instrumental in formulating alternative corporate strategies, for example, the shift from
an investment-based foreign market expansion to an export-based one. 

The continuing efforts of marketers to understand cultural issues are also highly useful
for devising terminology and persuasive encouragement. Studies tell us that there are
major cultural differences between and even within nations. International marketing,
through its linkages via goods, services, ideas, and communications, can achieve impor-
tant assimilations of value systems. Marketers know that culture and values are learned,
not genetically implanted. As life’s experiences grow more international and more similar,
so do values. Therefore, every time international marketing forges a new linkage in think-
ing and providing for new exchanges of goods or services, new progress is made in shap-
ing a greater global commonality in values. It may well be that international marketing’s
ability to align global values, and the subsequent greater ease of countries, companies,
and individuals to build bridges among themselves, may eventually become the field’s
greatest gift to the world.19

Ethical Issues

Corporate governance, responsibility, intellectual property rights, and corruption all fall
under the ethical obligations experienced by multinational enterprises today. Whether fol-
lowing the most ethical route in business dealings matters in the long run is, in many
ways, a difficult question. Historically, the answer has depended on the environment and
outcomes. Nineteenth century textile mills in the United States, for instance, flagrantly
violated today’s standards for workers’ rights (including living wages, maximum weekly
working hours, and safe working conditions). However, they did much to move U.S. in-
dustrialization forward. It was a fire in one such mill in New York—in which 146 workers
died because employers had locked all the exits from the factory—that spurred safety
drives by U.S. labor unions. 

Today, one issue concerning corporate ethics is the divide between the “first world”
and less developed countries. Should emerging economies follow the same course expe-
rienced by the United States and Europe in their industrial history? Or should they be
aided and, on occasion, forced by developed nations to skip the mishaps of the Western
experience, and industrialize under more stringent modern-day standards? 

Restrictions may hinder progress by excessively curbing business practices with ethical
requirements. In addition, corporate practices are far from perfect in the world’s most
advanced countries themselves. Some even claim that a focus on ethics is a thin disguise
for protectionism. Finally, globalization raises an interesting concern: when investing
abroad, should firms from a developed country with stringent ethical laws be allowed to
use looser local principles to their advantage?

The following sections may shed some light on the nature, focus and concerns of the
ethical dimension in modern-day businesses abroad. 

Corporate Governance and Responsibility
The relationships among stakeholders that determine and control the strategic direction
and performance of an organization are called corporate governance.20 A system of corpo-
rate governance must be established to ensure that decisions are made and interests are
represented properly for all stakeholders. The structure, conduct, and methods used in the
assessment of company behavior vary dramatically across countries. Key elements of cor-
porate governance, however, remain the transparency of a firm’s operations, its financial
results, and the principles by which it measures sales, expenses, assets and liabilities.

For some, the overriding objective of corporate governance is to optimize returns to
shareholders over time. In order to achieve this, good governance practices focus the
attention of the company’s board of directors on strategies that ensure corporate growth
and increase equity value. In addition, corporate governance frameworks typically protect
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shareholder rights and ensure their equitable treatment, provide for timely and accurate
disclosure of all the company’s material matters, and ensure the board of directors’
accountability to the company and its shareholders. 

Others interpret corporate governance as dealing with stakeholders (such as employees,
customers, banks, etc.) who are affected by corporate decisions. For them, the providers
of capital are only one of various constituencies to satisfy.

The separation of ownership from management, and the various cultural views on stake-
holders’ identity and significance, all affect corporate governance and lead to different
practices across countries, economies, and cultures. Exhibit 5.7 illustrates variants of cor-
porate governance structures classified by regime and ownership. The major factors driving
global corporate governance principles and practices are financial market development, the
degree of separation between management and ownership, and transparency.

Proponents of a market-based regime emphasize the benefit of forces that result from
interplaying supply and demand. Price signals adjust activities instead of government
intervention, and create an environment of respect for profitability and private property.
In exchange for the chance to derive proceeds, investors allocate resources to the most
productive and efficient uses. In order for such allocations to take place, however, trust
must exist between managers and investors. In return for their financial inputs, man-
agers must provide stakeholders with their best efforts to secure gains on the supplied
capital.

In this sense, managers can be seen as marketing their corporate virtue, vision, and
potential for economic gain to potential investors. It is therefore of vital interest to them
that bribery, corruption, and obscurity be eliminated, allowing relationships of trust and
commitment to be forged between firms and individual sources of money.21 This takes on
additional importance as investment experiences globalization. Transparency must reign
not only within a country, but also across borders to foreign business partners. 

As firms become increasingly multinational, governments respond by increasing global
cooperation to achieve the same principles of taxation and corporate ethics laws across
nations. This serves to slowly eliminate tax issues like the shifting of income from high-
into low-tax countries, or the shielding of income from taxation by holding profits in tax
havens.

Aside from responsibility to stakeholders, corporations are often expected to fulfill
certain obligations and exhibit conscientious behavior towards the societies in which they
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Comparative Corporate Governance Regimes

5.7
Exhibit

SOURCE: Based on J.Tsui and T. Shieh,“Corporate Governance in Emerging Markets:An Asian Perspective,”
in International Finance and Accounting Handbook, 3rd ed., Frederick D. S. Choi, ed. (Hoboken, NJ:Wiley, 2004),
24.4–24.6.
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operate. Such obligations often include environmental safety and efficiency, reasonable
working conditions and wages, and concerns about layoffs, healthcare, and family care.
The European Union has surpassed most of the world in both cultural friendliness to and
actual implementation of such programs. In 1995, the president of the European Commis-
sion joined with leading European companies to found CSR Europe, a business network
aimed at helping companies integrate corporate social responsibility (CSR) with daily
business practices. Meanwhile, The International Marketplace 5.4 shows that environmen-
tal concerns are often important not only for ethical, but also for practical, reasons.

Intellectual Property
The development of a new product or technique by a corporation can be a lucrative en-
deavor, opening the door to a variety of benefits, such as a larger customer base, in-
creased market share, or a reduction in production costs. However, innovation is also a
vulnerable process. Statistics regarding the survival rates of new businesses vary from
source to source; however, the probability for a new enterprise to fail in the first three
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cheap labor force without the limits and costs of
environmental protection. However, the local populace
is increasingly unwilling to live with the environmental
decision.A staged sit-in by farmers from Huaxi villages
in front of a new factory led to clashes with the police.
Yet the persistence of the farmers helped them win, and
persuaded the local government to close the factory.

Although the factory in Huaxi belonged to the Chinese
government, a multinational firm’s manufacturing facility
could potentially meet with the same fate. If local
interests are capable of manipulating regulations, a
multinational’s production facility could easily be closed.
A sudden change in laws (or their implementation)
could threaten the entire input supply structure of an
international company, particularly if its international
subsidiaries depend on each other for resources and
inputs.

Is it therefore better that an international corporation
come into China with stricter environmental laws than
those existent in China itself? Should a firm adopt the
local culture (including bribing) to be more in tune with
local customs? Huaxi proves that even with government
support corporations are vulnerable to the concerns of
other stakeholders.

SOURCES: Edward Cody,“For Chinese, Peasant Revolt Is Rare Victory,”
Washington Post, June 13, 2005, www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/
content/article/2005/06/12/AR2005061201531.html, accessed
January 15, 2006; Cindy Sui, “China’s Economic Development Creating
Dire Consequences on Environment,” http://www.petroleumworld.com/
story05060305.htm, accessed January 15, 2006.

Economic development in China leads to numerous
benefits, like a rise in GDP and popular welfare levels.
However, it has also caused significant environmental
challenges.To fuel its rapid industrialization, China
consumes record amounts of coal as it builds new
factories and energy plants. It has become the world’s
second largest emitter of greenhouse gases; in the next
ten years, it is even expected to surpass the United
States, which holds first place.

This may seem like a concern mainly for the Chinese
government and for international environmental
protection agencies. However, lately the destruction of
China’s ecosystem has become a threat for multinational
corporations as well.A lack of transparent laws
concerning the environment has caused instability in the
local workforce.The latter, in turn, creates uncertainty
about the future and increases the risk faced by any
multinational enterprise wishing to enter a developing
market. Recent events in rural Huaxi, China, have
presented an example.

Factories in Huaxi not only emit dangerous substances
into the air, but also discharge harmful chemicals into
local water systems.The pollution of waterways, in turn,
threatens both the health and lifestyle of local farmers:
crops grown with contaminated irrigation become
substandard in quality and low in quantity. Local officials,
meanwhile, can be bribed into turning a blind eye to
polluters to spur economic growth. Such laxity on
their part could be viewed as an opportunity for foreign
companies: they could now utilize China’s resources and

Does Pollution Matter?
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years of existence can be as high as 85%.22 This makes it important that an enterprise be
able to recoup its investments into new products, including its research and development
costs. However, competitors can make this more difficult if they are able to copy the in-
novation, thereby reducing the originator’s market share and ability to profit. Finally, as
“copycat” enterprises often try to beat the originator through lower prices, they wind up
producing inferior products.

The term intellectual property (IP) refers to a legal entitlement of exclusive rights to use
an idea, piece of knowledge, or invention. The subject of such legal claims must be a
product of the mind—an intangible, but potentially profitable form of property. In the
past, intellectual property laws were usually territorial, meaning that the registration and
enforcement of rights to certain knowledge had to be pursued separately in each country.
Recently, however, IP laws have become increasingly harmonized across nations. TRIPs,
or the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, was a sig-
nificant step in this direction. Adopted in 1994, it introduced intellectual property law into
the international trade system for the first time; included were minimum standards for
copyrights, appellations of geographic origin, industrial designs, trademarks, and even
trade secrets. Unlike other international agreements on the subject, TRIPS has powerful
enforcement mechanisms (like trade sanctions) at its disposal. Its requirements apply
equally to all WTO member states; developing countries are given more time to imple-
ment necessary changes. However, the act’s fairness with regards to developing nations
and their ability to patent is frequently contested.

Intellectual property is of key concern to various industries. Take music and Apple’s
iTunes. The European Union has failed to reach a consensus regarding online music
copyright laws, which now vary from country to country. The United Kingdom is consid-
ered the toughest jurisdiction on copyright infringements; additionally, its musical market
differs from most of the world in that nearly one-quarter of its music sales come from
independent labels. iTunes therefore had to adjust significantly when entering the EU, first
to accommodate for variations in copyright laws across borders, and second to negotiate
with the independent artists who define the UK market.

Another, more ethically charged issue with intellectual property rights is the availability
of medicine. Many life-saving vaccines and remedies were initially developed by private
enterprises; examples include the AIDS cocktail and Tamiflu (today’s only birdflu-fighting
drug). The issue, then, is whether a corporation ought to retain all rights to manufacture
the drug, even in times when its supply cannot satisfy world demand, or when its prices
are too high for those who need its product. Most patent laws permit, for a limited period
of time, a corporation to refuse the manufacture of generic versions for its product. This
provides it with the benefit of monopolizing an indispensable commodity. 

Multinational corporations have been criticized for exercising this right particularly in
the case of the AIDS cocktail, given the numbers and the typical poverty of those
infected with the disease. Cipla, India’s third largest drug company, is one of many third-
world producers who has offered to make the cocktail at a “humanitarian price”—one
significantly lower than that negotiated by the UN for impoverished African countries.
However, three large multinationals (one British, one German, and one American) hold
the patents for the drugs involved. In South Africa, the country with the largest number
of HIV infections, they have filed lawsuits against local generic producers of the cocktail.

Bribery and Corruption
In many countries, payments or favors are a way of life, and a “greasing of the wheels” is
expected in return for government services. In the past, many U.S. companies doing busi-
ness internationally routinely paid bribes or did favors for foreign officials in order to gain
contracts. In the 1970s, major national debates erupted over these business practices,
led by arguments that U.S. firms should provide ethical and moral leadership, and that
contracts won through bribes do not reflect competitive market activity. As a result, the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) was passed in 1977, making it a crime for U.S. firms
to bribe foreign officials for business purposes.
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A number of U.S. firms have complained about the act, arguing that it hinders their
efforts to compete internationally against companies from countries that have no such
antibribery laws. In-depth research supports this claim by indicating that in the years after
the antibribery legislation was enacted, U.S. business activity in those countries in which
government officials routinely received bribes declined significantly.23 The problem is one
of ethics versus practical needs and, to some extent, of the amounts involved. For example,
it may be difficult to draw the line between providing a generous tip and paying a bribe in
order to speed up a business transaction. Many business managers argue that one country
should not apply its moral principles to other societies and cultures in which bribery and
corruption are endemic. If they are to compete internationally, these managers argue, they
must be free to use the most common methods of competition in the host country. Particu-
larly in industries that face limited or even shrinking markets, such stiff competition forces
firms to find any edge possible to obtain a contract.

On the other hand, applying different standards to management and firms, depend-
ing on whether they do business abroad or domestically, is difficult to envision. Also,
bribes may open the way for shoddy performance and loose moral standards among
managers and employees and may result in a spreading of generally unethical business
practices. Unrestricted bribery could result in a concentration on how best to bribe
rather than on how best to produce and market products. 

The international manager must carefully distinguish between reasonable ways of
doing business internationally—including compliance with foreign expectations—and
outright bribery and corruption. To assist the manager in this task, revisions were made
in the 1988 Trade Act to clarify the applicability of the Foreign Corrupt Practices legisla-
tion. These revisions clarify when a manager is expected to know about violation of the
act, and a distinction is drawn between the facilitation of routine governmental actions
and governmental policy decisions. Routine actions concern issues such as obtaining
permits and licenses, processing governmental papers such as visas and work orders,
providing mail and  phone service, and loading and unloading cargo. Policy decisions
refer mainly to situations in which obtaining or retaining contracts is at stake. One
researcher differentiates between functional lubrication and individual greed. With re-
gard to functional lubrication, he reports the “express fee” charged in many countries,
which has several characteristics: the amount is small, it is standardized, and it does not
stay in the hands of the official who receives it but is passed on to others involved in the
processing of the documents. The express service is available to anyone, with few ex-
ceptions. By contrast, in the process driven by “individual greed,” the amount depends
on the individual official and is for the official’s own personal use.24 Although the facil-
itation of routine actions is not prohibited, the illegal influencing of policy decisions can
result in the imposition of severe fines and penalties.

The issue of global bribery has taken on new momentum. In 1995, the Organization of
American States (OAS) (http://www.oas.org) officially condemned bribery. The Organi-
zation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (http://www.oecd.org) in
1999 agreed to change the bribery regulations among its member countries not only to
prohibit the tax deductibility of improper payments, but to prohibit such payments alto-
gether. Similarly, the World Trade Organization has, for the first time, decided to consider
placing bribery rules on its agenda. A good portion of this progress can be attributed to
the public work done by Transparency International (TI). This nonprofit organization reg-
ularly publishes information about the perception of corruption in countries around the
globe. In addition, TI also reports on countries whose firms are most and least likely to
offer bribes––as shown in Exhibit 5.8.

In 2002, U.S. President George W. Bush signed into law the Sarbanes-Oxley Act,
intended to protect investors by improving the accuracy and reliability of corporate dis-
closures. The act covers issues like corporate responsibility, financial transparency, and
accounting oversight. Major provisions include the certification of financial reports by
CEOs and CFOs, and a requirement for publicly traded companies to furnish annual
reports on the reliability of their internal financial reporting structures. This is currently
considered a highly significant change to U.S. security laws.
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Three years after the law’s enactment, a poll conducted by the Wall Street Journal
seemed to indicate that few investors felt Sarbanes-Oxley to be effective in making finan-
cial communication more transparent. According to the poll, 55 percent of U.S. investors
still believed that the financial and accounting regulations governing publicly held U.S.
companies were too lenient. As many as 11 percent, in fact, believed that the legislation
had made such communication worse.25

However, the act seems to be effective in changing the way companies operate in the
developing world—a fortunate and unexpected side-effect of a law targeting domestic
business relations. By requiring corporate directors and CEOs to personally certify their
companies’ internal controls, and by making executives who provide false certifications
criminally liable, the law inadvertently led to the emergence of an entire industry of global
compliance auditors. These auditors are effective in finding the “offshore intermediaries”
that help companies to sidestep the 1977 Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (which prohib-
ited payoffs to foreign officials). The result has been a sharp increase in the number of
companies cleaning up their overseas procedures and self-reporting illegal payments
overseas.

A major issue that is critical for international marketers is that of general standards of
behavior and ethics. Increasingly, public concerns are raised about such issues as global
warming, pollution, and moral behavior. However, these issues are not of the same
importance in every country. What may be frowned on or even illegal in one nation
may be customary or at least acceptable in others. For example, cutting down the Brazil-
ian rain forest may be acceptable to the government of Brazil, but scientists, concerned
consumers, and environmentalists may object vehemently because of the effect of
global warming and other climatic changes. The export of U.S. tobacco products may
be legal but results in accusations of exporting death to developing nations. China may
use prison labor in producing products for export, but U.S. law prohibits the importa-
tion of such products. Mexico may permit the use of low safety standards for workers,
but the buyers of Mexican products may object to the resulting dangers. In the area
of moral behavior, firms are increasingly not just subject to government rules, but are
also held accountable by the public at large. For example, issues such as child labor,
inappropriately low wages, or the running of sweat shops are raised by concerned
individuals and communicated to customers. Firms can then be subject to public scorn,
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Corruption Perception Index

5.8
Exhibit

Least Corrupt Most Corrupt

Rank Country CPI Score Rank Country CPI Score

1 Iceland 9.7 144 Tajikistan 2.1
2 Finland 9.6 151 Angola 2.0
2 New Zealand 9.6 152 Cote d’Ivoire 1.9
3 Denmark 9.5 152 Equatorial Guinea 1.9
4 Singapore 9.4 152 Nigeria 1.9
5 Sweden 9.2 155 Haiti 1.8
6 Switzerland 9.1 155 Myanmar 1.8
7 Norway 8.9 155 Turkmenistan 1.8
8 Australia 8.8 158 Bangladesh 1.7
9 Austria 8.7 158 Chad 1.7

A country’s Corruption Perception Index shows the degree of corruption perceived by business people
and country analysts. Possible scores range from 10 (very clean) to 0 (highly corrupt).The top ten least
corrupt and most corrupt countries are shown above, along with their world ranks and CPI scores.

SOURCE: Corruptions Perception Index 2005, Dr. J. Graf for Transparency International, University of Passau,
Germany, http://www.transparency.org, accessed January 16, 2006.

http://www.transparency.org


consumer boycotts, and investor scrutiny if their actions are seen as reprehensible, and
run the danger of losing much more money than they gained by engaging in such
practices.
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Summary

The political and legal environment in the home country,
the environment in the host country, and the laws and
agreements governing relationships among nations are
all important to the international marketer. Compliance
with them is mandatory in order to do business abroad
successfully. Such laws can control exports and imports
both directly and indirectly and can also regulate the in-
ternational business behavior of firms, particularly in the
areas of boycotts, antitrust, corruption, and ethics.

To avoid the problems that can result from changes in
the political and legal environment, the international
marketer must anticipate changes and develop strategies
for coping with them. Whenever possible, the manager
must avoid being taken by surprise and thus not let
events control business decisions.

On occasion, the international marketer may be
caught between clashing home and host country laws. In
such instances, the firm needs to conduct a dialogue

with the governments in order to seek a compromise
solution. Alternatively, managers can encourage their
government to engage in government-to-government
negotiations to settle the dispute. By demonstrating the
business volume at stake and the employment that may
be lost through such governmental disputes, government
negotiators can often be motivated to press hard for a
settlement of such intergovernmental difficulties. Finally,
the firm can seek redress in court. Such international
legal action, however, may be quite slow and, even if
resulting in a favorable judgment for the firm, may not
be adhered to by the government against which the
judgment is rendered.

In the final analysis, a firm conducting business inter-
nationally is subject to the vagaries of political and legal
changes and may lose business as a result. The best the
manager can do is to be aware of political influences and
laws and strive to adopt them as far as possible.

Key Terms

Environmental Superfund
intellectual property rights
gray market
trade sanctions
embargoes
export control systems
dual-use items
export license
foreign availability
tariffs
voluntary restraint agreements

quota systems
boycotts
political risk
ownership risk
operating risk
transfer risk
expropriation
confiscation
domestication
overinvest
price controls

theocracy
common law
code law
antidumping laws
terminology
lobbyists
chill effect
corporate governance
intellectual property
functional lubrication
Sarbanes-Oxley Act

Questions & Discussion

1. Discuss this statement: “High political risk requires
companies to seek a quick payback on their
investments. Striving for such a quick payback,
however, exposes firms to charges of exploitation
and results in increased political risk.”

2. How appropriate is it for governments to help
drum up business for their companies abroad?
Should commerce be completely separate from
politics?

3. Discuss this statement: “The national security that
our export control laws seek to protect may be

threatened by the resulting lack of international
competitiveness of U.S. firms.”

4. After you hand your passport to the immigration
officer in country X, he misplaces it. A small
“donation” would certainly help him find it again.
Should you give him money? Is this a business
expense to be charged to your company? Should it
be tax deductible?

5. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
common versus code law for the international
marketer.
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Internet Exercises

1. Summarize the U.S. export licensing policy toward
Cuba. (Go to http://www.bis.doc.gov.)

2. What are the key components of the anticorruption
agreements passed by the European Union, the

Organization of American States, and the United
Nations? (Go to http://www.oecd.org/ or
http://www.transparency.org.)
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The U.S. Catfish Industry

The cultivation of water plants and animals for human
use started thousands of years ago. Globally, aquacul-
ture’s growth more than doubled in the 1990s (to more
than 35 million tons a year). To meet the demand for im-
proved quality protein sources, scallops, oysters, salmon,
and catfish are being raised in controlled environments.
Farm-raised fish is of high quality and, unlike ocean-
caught fish, is available all year long. 

U.S. aquaculture production has grown more than
49 percent since 1991.1 Aquaculture is the fastest grow-
ing segment of agriculture in the United States. Farmed
seafood makes up about a third of the seafood con-
sumed in the United States. About two thirds of the
shrimp and salmon and almost all of the catfish and trout
consumed by Americans is raised in ponds.2

Thick-skinned, whiskered, wide-mouthed wild cat-
fish can be found in the wild in channels and rivers of
the southern United States Wild catfish is typically de-
scribed as pungent, bony, and muddy. However, as a
result of aquaculture technology, catfish is now an eco-
nomical farm-raised species that tastes mild. Catfish are
raised in clay-based ponds filled with fresh water
pumped from underground wells. They are fed an en-
riched, high-protein grain-based food. Their firm, white
flesh can convey strong flavors and stands up to a vari-
ety of cooking techniques, which makes it suit virtually
any ethnic cuisine.3

Americans consumed about 275 million kilograms
(more than 600 million pounds) of catfish in 2000,4

most of which came from 150,000 acres of catfish ponds
in the United States, mainly located in Mississippi,
Arkansas, and Louisiana. The U.S. catfish industry is
estimated to turn over $4 billion worth of fish product a
year. Catfish is especially popular in Southern dishes, but
its use has been growing also in the Midwest. Filets are
now available in New York supermarkets and fish stores.
One recent poll placed catfish as the country’s third
favorite seafood, beaten only by shrimp and lobster.5

The Issue

The United States is a leading market for Vietnamese cat-
fish (followed by Hong Kong, the EU, and Australia). In
2001 the United States produced 270.5 million kilograms
(597 million pounds) and imported about 3.7 million
kilograms (8.2 million pounds) of catfish out of which
ninety percent, about 3.2 million kilograms (7 million
pounds), came from Vietnam. By the end of 2001 prices
for U.S. catfish had dropped to 50 cents a pound, about
15 cents below the cost of production and about 30 cents
below the price of 2000. U.S. producers blamed the Viet-
namese for the falling prices.6

Vietnamese catfish exporters and importers in turn
blame U.S. producers for dragging down prices. They say
that the Americans are mainly at fault for expanding
inventories up to 30 percent, a figure obtained from
the National Agricultural Statistics Service (http://www.
usda.gov/nass). Vietnamese fish importers also claim
that American catfish growers are to blame for their own
difficulties because they sell the domestic fish in only
a few states. “It is the failure to adequately market the
product effectively throughout the United States,” says
Andrew Forman, president of Boston-based Infinity
Seafood, LLC. According to a report by Consulting Trends
International, a California-based consulting firm, the price
drop is “primarily the result of higher domestic catfish in-
ventories in the United States, which will depress prices
through the end of 2001 and 2002.”

The American catfish industry tripled in size from
1985 to 2001. Hugh Warren, vice president of the Catfish
Institute of America, says that this growth was strictly
due to the industry’s marketing effort of $50 million. He
feels that importers get a free ride.7 The U.S. industry of-
fers 15,000 jobs that earn $8 an hour in the poorest parts
of America. These jobs are being “stolen” by cheap Viet-
namese imports.8

The U.S.-Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement (BTA), ap-
proved by Congress, was signed by the two countries on
July 13, 2000. The BTA, signed by President George W.
Bush in 2001, opened the door for increased bilateral trade.
In the very first year, trade between the two countries dou-
bled. The BTA reduction in tariffs resulted in an increase
from 5 million pounds of frozen fillets in 1999 to 34 million
pounds in 2002—capturing 20% of the U.S. market.

The Catfish Dispute
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Thomas B. Cooke, Georgetown University McDonough School of Business,
assisted by graduate student Armen S. Hovhannisyan, Georgetown University
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One major exception to the framework of the BTA
is the lack of a formal and neutral dispute settlement
mechanism. The BTA provides for a “Joint Committee
on Development of Economic and Trade Relations.” The
Committee is given the power to serve as a forum for
consultation over problems regarding the agreement.

In an attempt to change this situation, American catfish
farmers, industry associations, and supporting organiza-
tions came to Washington to call on officials at the State
Department, the Commerce Department, the Food and
Drug Administration, and Congress for help. They waged
an advertising campaign against their Vietnamese com-
petitors in order to convince the public that Vietnamese
catfish is low quality and raised in dirty waters.9

Congressional Reaction:
The Labeling Dispute

The support from Congress was swift. In December 2001
an amendment was added to an appropriations bill that
barred the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) from
spending money “to allow admission of fish or fish
products labeled in whole or in part with the term ‘catfish’
unless the fish is from the Ictaluridae family.” The sena-
tors from the South, who introduced a labeling bill,
claimed Vietnamese fish to be as different scientifically
from catfish “as cow from a yak.”10 Supporting a different
view, Senator Phil Gramm (R-TX) characterized the
Vietnamese catfish as follows: “Not only does it look like
a catfish, but it acts like a catfish. And the people who
make a living in fish science call it a catfish. Why do we
want to call it anything other than a catfish?”11 This meant
that the FDA needed to identify different kinds of catfish.

In January 2002, under Congress’ direction, the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) published “Guidance for
Industry” regulations on how the imported fish should be
labeled. Under the regulation, Flat Whiskered Fish is an
acceptable substitute for Flat Whiskered Catfish; but
Katfish or Cat Fish are not. Instead, importers, restaurants,
and grocery stores will have to use a name such as “basa,”
which is another name to call catfish from the Pangasius
(Pangasiidae) family. The 2002 U.S. Farm Act prohibited
non-ictaluridae fish from being marketed and sold as
“catfish” in the U.S.

While U.S. catfish producers were counting on the
labeling decision to decrease sales of Vietnamese catfish,
the result was just the opposite, as sales of Vietnamese
“basa” or “tra” actually increased. It seemed that the term
“basa” had a special marketplace intrigue to it. 

The amendment and the regulation were not good
news for a number of concerned players (restaurants,
consumers, and people in the catfish industry). An article
appearing in The Far Eastern Economic Review
(December 6, 2001) noted that declining prices in the
U.S. caused U.S. catfish producers to report a 30 percent

(2001–02) decline in the average earnings from a kilo-
gram of catfish. As the owner of Piazza’s Seafood World,
a New Orleans based importer, put it: “Nobody in the
U.S. owns the word ‘catfish.’”12 However, Vietnam was
still free to export catfish to the U.S., as long as it was
called something other than catfish—that is, until the
special tariffs arrived.

When Is a Catfish a Catfish?

In order to identify different kinds of catfish, the FDA
sought expert help on the question. Before promulgating
its regulation, it consulted Dr. Carl J. Ferraris of the
ichthyology department at the California Academy of
Sciences. Dr. Ferraris’s response was that there was no
scientific justification to treat or rename catfish from
Vietnam differently than that of the United States.13

According to U.S. catfish farmers, the only true catfish
belongs to the family with the Latin name Ictaluridae.
The Vietnamese variety is in the family Pangasiidae,
which are “freshwater catfishes of Africa and southern
Asia.” Vietnamese catfish farmers claim that they have
created a new agricultural industry, turning their rice and
soybean fields into profitable fish farms in the poor
regions of the country. By giving up crops, they gave up
heavy use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides, which is
good for the environment. They also gave up agriculture
subsidies at a time when lawmakers wanted to get the
government out of farming.14

U.S. catfish farmers say their catfish is raised in puri-
fied water ponds, which have to be tested by federal
agencies and meet the standards of the Catfish Institute.
The U.S. catfish industry must go through inspections
from 17 federal agencies (including the Department of
Commerce, the Food and Drug Administration, and the
Environmental Protection Agency). By contrast, the
Vietnamese imports have only to meet FDA approval.15

The Vietnamese catfish are raised in cages that float
in marshes in the Mekong River; some of the senators
from the South talk about the possibility of toxins from
Vietnam in that “dirty” river.16

Department of Commerce
and International Trade
Commission

Less than a year after winning the Congressional labeling
regulation, the Catfish Farmers of America (CFA) applied
to the U.S. government for additional protection. It
seems that the labeling decision was not having the de-
sired result. By this time the Vietnamese share of the U.S.
market had actually dropped to 12 percent. But that
12 percent was seen as continuing to drive down the
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cost (and profits) of catfish in the United States. The re-
quest to the International Trade Commission (ITC) was
for import tariffs as high as 191 percent.

In addressing the anti-dumping complaint from the
CFA, the Department of Commerce (DOC) relied on
certain necessary assumptions. In assuming that Vietnam
was a non-market economy (and not looking at the
Vietnamese seafood industry separately), the DOC used
data from India and Bangladesh to establish what would
be a “fair price” for Vietnam’s exports of catfish to the
United States. The initial decision of the DOC was to im-
pose tariffs ranging from 38 percent to 64 percent on four
Vietnamese exporters. The subsequent step was for the
ITC to confirm the DOC’s actions.

In February 2003, Vietnam halted exports of catfish to
the U.S. At the time of the announcement, prices of
Vietnamese catfish had increased by more than 20 per-
cent in the U.S. market. Nguyen Huu Dung, General
Secretary of the Vietnamese Association of Seafood
Exporters and Producers (VASEP) noted that “we are
forced to stop exporting frozen catfish fillets because our
U.S. importers cannot afford to pay the high tariffs.” 

Vietnamese seafood businesses and producers were
quick to denounce the actions of the DOC. The Vietnam
Ministry of Trade, Ministry of Fisheries, and VASEP called
the actions an “act of protectionism.” Rather than wait for
the ITC to confirm the decision of the DOC, VASEP
offered to resolve the dispute by voluntarily offering an
export quota in lieu of tariffs. The offer to settle fell on
deaf ears in the United States and the ITC imposed tariffs
of up to 64 percent on “basa” or “tra.” The ITC’s final
vote on July 23, 2003 was 4-0.

An editorial appearing in The New York Times (July
26, 2003) condemned the action of the ITC by referring
to the decision as “a final flourish of hypocrisy to its
efforts to crush the Vietnamese catfish industry under a
mountain of protectionism.” In an earlier editorial
( July 22) the publication noted that any decision up-
holding tariffs would make Vietnam become “yet
another case study in the way the United States, Europe,
and Japan are rigging global trade rules so they remain
the only winners.”

The Issue and Free Trade

Vietnam’s catfish industry provides a useful example of
how global cooperation can enhance participation in
global business. An Australian importer, for example,
taught the Vietnamese how to fillet catfish, French
researchers worked with a local university on low-cost
breeding techniques, and Vietnam’s leading catfish
exporters depended on industrial equipment from the
United States.17 However, a stumbling U.S. economy has
made American farmers, along with many others in a
number of industries, very sensitive to surging imports,

and the catfish dispute represents a case of domestic
politics’ alignment against free market forces.18 Critics in
both Vietnam and the United States say that the catfish
issue is an example of protectionism and hypocrisy, un-
dermining the free-trade policies most recently espoused
by the United States at the World Trade Organization talks
in Doha.

“After spending years encouraging the Vietnamese
that open trade is a win-win situation, it would be a
shame if immediately after the trade agreement is signed
the U.S. shifts to a protectionist ‘we win, you lose’
approach on catfish,” says Virginia Foote, president of
the US–Vietnam Trade Council in Washington.19

In the ongoing dispute over how to manage global
trade, agriculture and its cousin aquaculture are very
sensitive issues. Industrial nations use farm policy not
only to promote their agribusinesses overseas but also to
protect their markets and farmers at home. European
countries have used their agricultural subsidies to defend
their countryside from urban invasion, whereas
developing countries try to raise their standard of living
by breaking into those markets with less expensive
products.

Questions for Discussion

1. Was it fair for the Vietnamese catfish importers to
step in and capture market share while the market
has been expanded due to the significant efforts
and investments of the domestic industry? How
should quality considerations (if quality differences
exist) be reconciled?

2. The label regulation would probably make
consumers pay a higher price than they would
have paid otherwise. Is this right?

3. Can any industry in the United States influence
lawmakers to take decisions in their favor?
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Y
ou know those flimsy polyester costumes
everyone buys before Halloween, and then
throws away? Well, would you ever consider
wearing one to a formal affair, as a gown or

a tuxedo? The U.S. Customs Service has decided you
could do just that, according to a new classification of
textile costumes as “fancy dress” that could raise the
price of these playthings by as much as 50 percent.

In a large and growing industry, this seemingly minor
issue could have large consequences for consumers and
producers alike. In 2000, Americans spent $6 billion on
Halloween-related goods, from costumes to candy to
decorations, making it the second largest consumer hol-
iday after Christmas. Of those sales, $1.5 billion are at-
tributed to costume purchases, according to a report by
Business Week.

The 2000 American Express Retail Index reports that
2000 costume sales—$27 per consumer—are up from
1999 levels of $22 per consumer. Overall budgets for
Halloween goods in 2000 averaged $84, $14 down from
1999, but above the 1998 average of $81.

Fighting Imports

In 1997, an American producer of Halloween costumes
decided that he was not getting a large enough piece of
that $1.5 billion market pie. In the grand tradition of
Halloween trickery, Rubie’s Costume Co. of New York
petitioned the U.S. Customs Service for a change in the
classification of his foreign competitors’ goods.

Is this just another example of a losing marketplace
competitor seeking victory in the halls of justice rather
than through a superior product? Or does Rubie’s peti-
tion give voice to a genuine concern?

Imported costumes used to be classified under sub-
heading 9505 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States (HTSUS) as “flimsy festive articles” and
were allowed to enter the U.S. duty-free under the
subheading of Festive, carnival or other entertainment
articles, including magic tricks and practical joke articles;
parts and accessories thereof:  (Exhibit 1).

The precedent for this classification can be found in
the November 1994 case of Traveler Trading Co. v.
United States (Civil Action, #91-02-00084). In its ruling,
“Customs stated that it had agreed to classify as festive
articles in subheading 9505.90.6090, HTSUS, costumes of
a flimsy nature and construction, lacking in durability,
and generally recognized as not being normal articles of
apparel.”

The petition filed by Rubie’s in December 1997 claims
that the costumes should rightfully be filed under Chap-
ter 61 or 62 of the HTSUS, as “fancy dress, of textiles,”
which would make the imported goods subject to not
only import duties, but also quota and visa restraints that
would drive up the prices of the costumes. The crux of
Rubie’s argument was based on the simple fact that the
imported costumes are made of fabric composed of
man-made or natural fibers.

In its petition, Rubie’s cited a precedent set by a de-
cision of the Canadian International Trade Tribunal, in
which a distinction is made between costumes that are
“arranged or made to suit the wearer’s fancy to repre-
sent fictitious characters” and costumes composed of
“goods [that] are more indicative of face disguises than
of actual clothing.” The Tribunal decided that subhead-
ing 9505 of the HTSUS covered the latter but not the
former.

In July 1998, the U.S. Customs Office denied Rubie’s
petition and “affirmed that the four textile costumes in
question were classified as festive articles in subheading

“Trick-or-Treat?” Costume
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SOURCES:This case was written by Ruth L. Braunstein and Michael R.
Czinkota © 2003 using the following sources: Department of the Treasury,
United States Customs Service,“Receipt of Domestic Interested Party Peti-
tion Concerning Tariff Classification of Textile Costumes,” December 22,
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9505.90.6090 (now 9505.90.6000), HTSUS, because they
were found to be flimsy, nondurable, and not normal
articles of wearing apparel.”

Turning the Tide

In February 2002, the tide turned in favor of Rubie’s pe-
tition. A judge in the U.S. Court of International Trade
agreed to reclassify the costumes as “fancy dress,” incit-
ing a near-panic in importers who now believe the
flimsy, throw-away costumes will be too expensive for
most consumers to consider buying. (See Appendix 1).

According to one importer interviewed by The Wall
Street Journal, this ruling “could disrupt $250 million in
sales of imported Halloween costumes and could in-
crease retail prices by as much as 50 percent.”

The only company that will not be devastated by this
ruling is Rubie’s. The domestic manufacturer—which
actually produces the majority of its costumes in

Mexico—is exempt from paying import tariffs thanks to
the North American Free Trade Agreement.

The textiles industry has faced a long history of
debate within the World Trade Organization (WTO) and,
previously, within the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT). It has been a generally accepted principle
that domestic producers that are able to demonstrate
they are being seriously damaged due to rapidly incre-
asing imports should be protected by either traditional
tariffs or a quota system. But what characterizes “serious
damage” to a domestic firm or industry?

It is also important to acknowledge the effect of such
actions on the consumer, who could, in the wake of the
U.S. decision regarding Halloween costumes, be faced
with nearly monopolistic competition led by Rubie’s, and
thus, very high prices.

Therefore, the question still remains: Is this ruling a
trick or a treat for the $2.5-billion Halloween industry?
Perhaps the WTO needs to rule on the clothing of future
Halloween monsters.

1
Exhibit

SOURCE: “Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (2002) (Annotated).” Basic Edition plus Revision 4—July 12, 2002.
Chapter 95. United States International Trade Commission.
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AGENCY: Customs Service, Department of the Treasury.
ACTION: Notice of a decision of the United States Court
of International Trade sustaining domestic interested party
petition concerning tariff classification of textile costumes.
SUMMARY: On February 9, 2002, the United States
Court of International Trade (CIT) issued the decision in
Rubie’s Costume Company v. United States which held
that imported costumes are fancy dress of textile and,
therefore, classifiable as wearing apparel. This decision
sustained the petition of a domestic interested party
under the provisions of section 516, Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 1516). This document provides
notice of the court decision and informs the public that
imported textile costumes of the character covered by
the Customs decision published in the Federal Register
on December 4, 1998, will be subject to classification
and assessment of duty in accordance with the CIT
decision.
EFFECTIVE DATES: Imported textile costumes of the
character covered by the Customs decision published in
the Federal Register on December 4, 1998, which are en-
tered for consumption or withdrawn from warehouse for
consumption after [insert date of publication of this docu-
ment in the Federal Register] are to be classified when
entered as wearing apparel in accordance with the CIT de-
cision in Rubie’s Costume Company v. United States. The
Committee for the Implementation of Textile Agreements
(CITA) intends to apply quota and visa requirements to
these goods exported on and after April 1, 2002.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For ques-
tions regarding operations, Dick Crichton, Office of Field
Operations, (202) 927-0162; for legal questions, Rebecca
Hollaway, Office of Regulations and Rulings, (202)
927-2394.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
BACKGROUND

On June 2, 1997, in response to a domestic manufac-
turer’s request, Customs issued a decision, Headquarters
Ruling (HQ) 959545, determining that four costumes and

their accessories would be classified under subheading
9505.90.6090, Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United
States (HTSUS), which provides for “Festive carnival or
other entertainment articles, including magic tricks and
practical joke articles; parts and accessories thereof;
Other: Other: Other.” This provision provided for duty-
free entry under the general column one rate of duty.
(Effective August 1, 1997, the provision was amended
and now reads as follows: 9505.90.6000, HTSUS, “Festive,
carnival or other entertainment articles, including magic
tricks and practical joke articles; parts and accessories
thereof: Other: Other,” which provides for duty-free entry
under the general column one rate of duty.)

In July 1997, and in accordance with the procedures of
19 U.S.C. 1516 and 19 CFR Part 175, a domestic interested
party petition was filed on behalf of an American manu-
facturer of textile costumes. The petitioner contended
that virtually identical costumes to those manufactured by
petitioner were being imported into the United States and
some of these textile costumes were being erroneously
classified by Customs, duty-free, under subheading
9505.90.6090, HTSUS. The petitioner claimed that all
imported textile costumes should be classified as wearing
apparel in Chapters 61 or 62, HTSUS, are therefore
dutiable, and may be subject to quota and visa restraints.
Petitioner asserted that all textile costumes are excluded
from classification under subheading 9505.90.6090,
HTSUS, pursuant to Note 1(e), chapter 95.

Notice of the domestic interested party petition was
published in the Federal Register on December 27,
1997 (62 FR 66891). After reviewing comments submitted
in response to the notice that were supportive of and
opposed to Customs classification position, Customs, in
HQ 961447, dated July 22, 1998, denied the petition and
affirmed the classification determination set forth in HQ
959545. The decision rejected the domestic interested
party petition’s argument that all imported costumes
made of textiles should be classified under Chapters 61
and 62, HTSUS, as items of apparel.

On July 23, 1998, the domestic manufacturer filed writ-
ten notice of its desire to contest Customs decision in HQ
961447 (19 U.S.C. 1516(c); 19 CFR 175.23). Subsequently,

Appendix 1

Department of the Treasury
Customs Service

[T.D. 02– ]

Notice of Decision of the United States Court of International 
Trade Sustaining Domestic Interested Party Petition Concerning 

Tariff Classification of Textile Costumes

SOURCE:“Notice of Decision of the United States Court of International
Trade Sustaining Domestic Interested Party Petition Concerning Tariff Classifi-
cation of Textile Costumes,” Customs Service, Department of the Treasury.
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Customs published in the Federal Register (63 FR 67170;
December 4, 1998) a notice of its classification decision
and of the domestic manufacturer’s desire to contest the
decision. On June 25, 1999, Customs notified the domes-
tic manufacturer that an entry of a costume had been
liquidated in accordance with HQ 961447 on that date
(19 U.S.C. 1516(c); 19 CFR 175.25(h)). On June 29, 1999,
the domestic manufacturer commenced an action in the
United States Court of International Trade (CIT) to chal-
lenge Customs classification decision.

The CIT, in Rubie’s Costume Company v. United States,
No. 99-06-00388, Slip Op. 02-14, (CIT Feb. 19, 2002),
ruled, on a motion for summary judgment decided in
favor of plaintiff domestic manufacturer, that the costumes
constitute “fancy dress” and are thus excluded from classi-
fication in Chapter 95, HTSUS, by virtue of Note 1(e) to
Chapter 95, HTSUS. Thus, the court held that the costumes
are wearing apparel classifiable in Chapter 61, HTSUS. (To
view the court’s decision, go to http://www.uscit.gov.
Note also that the Rubie’s decision will be published in the
Customs Bulletin issued on March 6, 2002.)

By publication of this notice in the Federal Register,
Customs notifies the public, in accordance with 19 U.S.C.
1516(f) and 19 CFR 175.31, of the court’s decision in
Rubie’s. Customs also informs the public that, effective
on the day after publication of this notice in the Federal
Register, merchandise of the character covered by the
Customs decision published in the Federal Register on
December 4, 1998, which is entered for consumption or
withdrawn from warehouse for consumption will be
subject to classification in accordance with the court’s
decision. Also, as tariff subheadings under Chapters 61
and 62, HTSUS, are subject to quota and visa restraints,
Customs notes that CITA intends to apply applicable
quota and visa requirements to merchandise of the char-
acter covered by the Customs decision published in the
Federal Register on December 4, 1998, that is exported
on and after April 1, 2002.

Dated: Acting Assistant Commissioner
Office of Regulations and Rulings

http://www.uscit.gov


T
obacco and its related products have tradition-
ally played an important role in the U.S. econ-
omy. In 2005, tobacco had a farm value of
one billion, making it the United States’ sixth

largest cash crop. The United States is third behind China
and Brazil, in world production, and second behind
Brazil in exports. Twenty-three U.S. states and Puerto
Rico grow tobacco, twenty-one states manufacture to-
bacco products, thirty-three states export tobacco, and
all fifty states are engaged in the marketing of tobacco
products.

In 1964, the Surgeon General’s Report documented
the adverse health effects of smoking. Since then, many
medical experts have repeatedly warned the public that
smoking causes lung cancer, low birth weights, and
other health problems. Today the World Health Organi-
zation (WHO) attributes about 4 million deaths a year to
tobacco use, a figure expected to rise to about 10 million
deaths a year by 2030. As a result of increased awareness
of the consequences of smoking, U.S. cigarette con-
sumption, as well as other forms of tobacco use, have
been gradually decreasing. Although health considera-
tions played an important role in discouraging smoking,
other factors such as higher cigarette prices, steeper
federal and local taxes, and governmental restrictions on
smoking in public places also contributed to this decline.
Since reaching a peak in 1981, total U.S. cigarette con-
sumption declined by nearly 25 percent, and per capita
consumption by 32 percent. In 2005, U.S. cigarette con-
sumption was less than 380 billion cigarettes, accounting
for over $80 billion in sales (see Exhibit 1).

The Importance of Tobacco
for the U.S. Economy

Taxes on tobacco products contribute significantly to
government income and help reduce the budget deficit.
As the number of smokers has declined, the government
has raised the cigarette tax in order to preserve the level
of tax revenues from smoking. The cigarette tax was
raised from 8 cents per pack of twenty cigarettes in the
period between 1951 and 1982 to 16 cents from 1983 to
1990. In January 2002, the federal cigarette excise tax
was raised five cents to 39 cents per pack of twenty
cigarettes. In 2004, the tobacco production and related
industries contributed $35 billion to government rev-
enues in excise, sales, personal income, and corporate
taxes. Of this amount, over $7.7 billion was generated by
the federal excise tax on tobacco and over $11.8 billion
by state and local taxes. This means that almost 31.3 per-
cent of the retail price of tobacco products in the U.S.
ends up in the treasuries of the federal and local gov-
ernments (see Exhibit 2).

According to a study by the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO), the tobacco industry employs millions of
people worldwide, in positions ranging from growers,
manufacturers, distributors, core suppliers, transporters,
to promoters. Over two-thirds of these jobs are in China,
India, and Indonesia.

The Importance of
Tobacco Exports

In the face of their diminishing domestic market, U.S.
tobacco companies are vigorously promoting cigarette
exports. Developing countries are home to most of the
world’s smokers and are therefore the number one target
for cigarette exports (see Exhibit 3). The international
cigarette market is dominated by U.S. brands (see Ex-
hibit 4). However, U.S. companies would be able to sell
even more cigarettes in developing countries if their
products were free of import restrictions.
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In the peak year of 1996, the U.S. tobacco industry
produced 754 billion pieces of cigarettes. In the same
year cigarette exports totaled about 241 billion pieces.
The exports of tobacco and trade manufactures resulted
in a $5.3 billion surplus in the 1996 trade balance for this
group of products, about one-fourth of the surplus in all
agricultural products.

In 2005, cigarette production declined to 482 billion
pieces. Exports fell to $983 million, while imports shrank
by 7 percent from the previous year to 653 million pieces.
This created a shrinking trade surplus of $342 million that
can be attributed mainly to lower demand and higher lev-
els of offshore production. Also, the relatively expensive
U.S. tobacco leaf is being replaced in many countries by
lesser-grade tobacco leaf grown abroad. Even though the
U.S. is still the third leading exporter of leaf tobacco,
countries are demonstrating their willingness to sacrifice
quality for lower prices by buying leaf tobacco from
Brazil, Turkey, and Malawi. U.S. tobacco firms exported
to over 100 countries in 2005. The leading destinations
for these exports were Belgium-Luxembourg (from there,
cigarettes are distributed to individual EU countries),
Japan, Russia, Iran, Indonesia, and the Dominican
Republic.

A study conducted by the Economic Research Service
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture shows the effects
of an excise tax increase of $1-per-pack on the demand
for tobacco products. Government revenues would rise
by $13.7 billion, and gross revenue to tobacco farmers
would fall by $6.2 billion. Wholesale, transportation, and
retail businesses would lose $1.5 billion of income and
manufacturers would lose $3.9 billion. The study also

estimates that the $1 increase in excise tax could cost an
estimated 74,700 jobs in the manufacturing, farming, dis-
tribution, storage, and sales industries—15,100 of these
jobs would be lost in farming. In retail and wholesale
establishments, 43,400 jobs could be in jeopardy. Fur-
thermore, 12,800 jobs could be at risk in such related
industries as supply paper, packaging, chemicals, equip-
ment, and machinery. Such a domino effect could more
than offset the increase in government revenues sup-
plied by the excise tax.

U.S. Trade Policy

Tobacco-related revenue is an important source of
income for the governments of many countries. As a re-
sult, many nations have traditionally blocked the import
of cigarettes by imposing high import tariffs, discrimina-
tory taxes, and restrictive marketing and distribution prac-
tices. Japan, China, South Korea, and Thailand even set
up state monopolies to produce cigarettes. Throughout
the 1980s, the Asian tigers ran huge trade surpluses with
the United States. When the U.S. annual trade deficit
reached a record high of $123 billion in 1984, the Reagan
administration turned to the Office of the U.S. Trade Rep-
resentative (USTR), a federal agency under the Executive
Office of the president. Section 301 of the 1974 Trade Act
empowered the USTR to investigate unfair trading prac-
tices by foreign countries toward U.S. exporters and
required that the U.S. government impose sanctions on a
culpable foreign government if its trade policy toward
U.S. firms was not changed within one year.
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Global

Men 47%
Women 12%

Developed Countries

Men 35%
Women 22%

Developing Countries

Men 50%
Women 9%

Action on Smoking and Health,“Factsheet No. 21:Tobacco in
the Developing World,”August 2004, http://www.ash.org.uk/
html/factsheets/html/ fact21.html, accessed 5/16/06.

Leading International
Cigarette Brands4
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Units Sold 
Brand Company Country (Billions)

Marlboro Philip Morris US 350
Hongtashan China Monopoly China 233
Mild Seven Japan Tobacco Japan 130
Red China China Monopoly China 130
Bu Is Fu China Monopoly China 110
Honghe China Monopoly China 103
Prima Reemstal Russia 100

World Health Organization Tobacco Atlas, http://www.who.int/
tobacco/en/atlas22.pdf, accessed 2/4/06.

http://www.ash.org.uk/html/factsheets/html/fact21.html
http://www.ash.org.uk/html/factsheets/html/fact21.html
http://www.who.int/tobacco/en/atlas22.pdf
http://www.who.int/tobacco/en/atlas22.pdf


As U.S. tobacco products were among the most re-
stricted goods, the USTR turned its attention to this case of
foreign trade discrimination. The scrutiny was aided by the
fact that Japan, South Korea, and Thailand were signatories
to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
and Taiwan was interested in joining as well. By their dis-
criminatory policies toward U.S. cigarette imports, these
countries violated the free trade principles they had agreed
to respect under the GATT. In September 1985, the White
House filed a complaint with the USTR under Section 301
against Japanese restrictions on the sale of cigarettes. After
a series of negotiations and mounting pressure from the
U.S. government, in September 1986, Japan gave in and al-
lowed imports of U.S. cigarettes. Almost immediately, cig-
arettes rose from the fortieth to the second most-advertised
product on Tokyo television. Imported brands currently
control 24.7 percent of the Japanese market with $82.1 bil-
lion in annual sales. In 2001, the U.S. share accounted for
95.7 percent of the import market.

China is the world’s largest cigarette producer and con-
sumer. In 2003, there were 350 million smokers in China
who burned up nearly one-third of the annual 5.5 trillion
world cigarettes consumed. Sixty-five percent of these
smokers are men, as cigarette use has become a social
necessity in China. For example, it is customary to offer a
cigarette at a meeting. The rate of Chinese women smokers
has risen from 1 percent in 2000 to 5 percent in 2003. In
total, the smoking population is growing by 3 million a year
in China and overall consumption is increasing. China has
relatively low taxes on cigarettes (as compared to alcohol).
In 2006, the government passed landmark legislation to cut
down on cigarette consumption and comply with WHO
treaty obligations. This legislation disallowed new ciga-
rette factories, reorganized the state cigarette monopoly,
and phased out cigarette advertising within five years.

All Chinese cigarettes are produced by a state
monopoly. Because the Chinese government is eager to
acquire advanced technology and marketing know-how
from the West, it offered limited partnerships to a few
foreign cigarette producers, including R.J. Reynolds and
Philip Morris. In 2003, the Chinese government collected
191 billion yuan in cigarette taxes, accounting for about
10 percent of the Chinese government’s annual revenue.
Out of the top 100 Chinese tax-paying companies, 35 are
state-run cigarette manufacturers who provide jobs to
over 9 million farmers, workers, and retailers. As a con-
sequence, the government wants to continue to protect
its state monopoly from foreign competition. In 1992, the
USTR negotiated an agreement under which China
promised to eliminate tariffs and other trade barriers
on U.S. cigarette imports within two years. The Chinese
government, however, has not enforced the agreement.

With the opening of the markets of the former Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe at the beginning of the 1990s,
U.S. tobacco manufacturers found new opportunities for
expansion. With 60 percent of their populations smoking,
Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, the former Yugoslav

republics, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia are among
the top ten nations in per capita cigarette consumption.
Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Russia, Ukraine, and
Moldova rank among the top twenty. Unlike in Asia in
the 1980s, U.S. companies are welcomed here as
contributors of new technology and scarce investment
funds. As part of the privatization process in the formerly
communist countries, U.S. cigarette producers were able
to buy previously state-owned cigarette factories and are
quickly gaining ground in these new markets. Also, these
producers are developing infrastructure in these coun-
tries with the long-term goal of moving production there
due to a more advantageous cost structure and more sup-
portive tax regulations. Some analysts project that over
the next decade, Western tobacco manufacturers will gain
control over the entire Eastern European cigarette mar-
ket, which will more than make up for the revenues lost
at home.

The power of emerging markets is evidenced in the
record profits of the international tobacco industry in
2005 despite higher taxes, stronger regulations, and a
decline in smokers in developed countries. Due to the
inelastic demand for tobacco and smokers in developing
countries switching to more expensive brands, the to-
bacco industry continues to increase profits.

In addition to these market developments, the
European Union agreed to cut export subsidies and
reduce tariffs on both unmanufactured and manufac-
tured tobacco, Japan promised to maintain zero duty on
cigarettes and to lower duty on cigars, and New Zealand
reduced its tariff on cigarettes. Finally, with China’s
accession to the WTO in February 2001, the decrease in
tariffs and quotas allowed tobacco exports to enter the
Chinese cigarette market.

Tobacco Marketing in the
United States and the
Developing World

In the United States, tobacco advertising is highly
restricted. Tobacco television commercials are not al-
lowed, but print advertisements are acceptable. In recent
years, the advertisements of the tobacco industry have
been eclipsed by the “countermarketing” of the anti-
tobacco lobby. For example, in a commercial by an anti-
tobacco group called Truth, teenagers place 1,200 body
bags outside the headquarters of a major tobacco
company. Such hard-hitting advertisements are paid for
with money from litigation lawsuits against the tobacco
industry. They target adolescents and teenagers with the
aim of “denormalizing” smoking and preventing them
from starting. 

In the developing world, it is relatively easy for
tobacco companies to market their products through
advertising. Governments impose few regulations on the
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tobacco industry. More than 40 developing countries do
not require health warnings on cigarettes, and most coun-
tries opt for vague health warnings in English rather than
local languages. The advertising reflects the aspirations of
the developing world to emulate the West: brand names
include “Diplomat” (Ghana), “High Society” (Nigeria),
and “Sportsman” (Kenya). Additionally, tobacco compa-
nies target women in their advertisements, realizing the
potential of an untapped market. Advertisements directed
towards women associate smoking with feminism, weight
control, and Western-style independence.

Countermarketing has been shown to increase smok-
ing cessation in countries that are willing to regulate
tobacco. South Africa, Singapore, and Thailand have all
reduced their smoking rates through large-scale health
education programs combined with bans on tobacco
advertising and sponsorship, public smoke-free zones,
and requirements to make warning labels large and clear.
The WHO Framework on Tobacco Control commits
nations to ban tobacco advertising and requires large
warning labels that cover at least 30 percent of the entire
package. A total of 124 nations, mostly in the developing
world, have become parties to the convention.

Government Support 
of the Tobacco Industry

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) administers
laws to stabilize tobacco production and prices. Accord-
ing to the Tobacco Institute, without this regulation,
more tobacco would be produced and prices would be
lower. In 2000, the Commodity Credit Corporation, an
agency established in 1933 to administer commodity
stabilization programs for the USDA, made new loans to
tobacco farmers of an estimated $395 billion. These
loans are to be repaid with interest as collateral tobacco
is sold CCC price support policies ended with the
American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, which terminated
federal quota and price support programs for tobacco
through a $20 billion quota buyout and compensation
package, thereby terminating these CCC programs.

Until the late 1980s, the U.S. government was in
strong support of the tobacco industry. It funded three
export promotion programs: the Foreign Market Devel-
opment Program (also known as the Cooperator Pro-
gram), the Targeted Export Assistance Program, and the
Export Credit Guarantee programs. The most important
of these were the Export Credit Guarantee Programs
administered by the Commodity Credit Corporation
(CCC) of the Department of Agriculture. Under these
programs, the CCC underwrote credit extended by the
private banking sector in the United States to approved
foreign banks to pay for tobacco and other agricultural
products sold by U.S. firms to foreign buyers. Between
October 1985 and September 1989, sixty-six companies
received guarantees of credits under these programs for

the sale of 127 million pounds of tobacco with a market
value of $214 million. The Targeted Export Assistance
Program’s purpose was to counteract the adverse effects
of subsidies, import quotas, or other unfair trade prac-
tices on U.S. agricultural products. Under this program,
Tobacco Associates, a private organization entrusted to
carry out this endeavor, received $5 million in funding in
1990 to provide certain countries with the technical
know-how, training, and equipment to manufacture cig-
arettes that use U.S. tobacco. In addition, Tobacco Asso-
ciates received funds from the USDA to promote market
development activities for U.S. tobacco products.

During the Clinton administration, the U.S. govern-
ment discontinued all export promotion programs re-
lated to tobacco and tobacco manufacturers. Under the
Bush administration, the U.S. government’s anti-tobacco
stance has softened. U.S. trade officials opposed South
Korea’s 40 percent duty on imported cigarettes. They ob-
jected to this discriminatory trade practice, arguing the
duty was aimed at protecting domestic brands rather
than promoting health. Despite the current regulations,
the tobacco industry maintains a powerful position in the
U.S. Congress through comprehensive lobbying efforts,
which spent $23 million in 2004. During the 2004 U.S.
presidential elections, the tobacco industry contributed
$4 million to the campaigns of the candidates. As of
September 2005, tobacco companies had given over
$1.1 million to political action committees, federal candi-
dates, and national parties.

Conflicting Objectives

The past involvement of the U.S. government in further-
ing the export of tobacco has generated controversy
within the United States. The U.S. government, spear-
headed by the Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices, has been actively discouraging smoking on the
domestic scene. In addition, the United States is a strong
supporter of the worldwide antismoking movement. The
Department of Health and Human Services serves as a
collaborating headquarters for the United Nations World
Health Organization and maintains close relationships
with other health organizations around the world in
sharing information on the detrimental health effects of
smoking. Despite a strong U.S. commitment to curb
smoking the international level, the U.S. Senate failed to
ratify the World Health Organization Framework on
Tobacco Control in 2005. The agreement has been hailed
as the first-ever global health treaty and has been ratified
by countries containing over 70% of the world’s popula-
tion. The treaty aims to strongly regulate the tobacco
industry on an international scale, but it was rejected by
the United States due to its vague mandates.

The government has not initiated any concrete steps
to reduce U.S. tobacco exports and U.S. investment in
cigarette production abroad. This is partly due to the fact
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that many in government believe that U.S. tobacco prod-
ucts are merely capturing an existing market share now
or previously controlled by state monopolies. In contrast
to this claim, the National Bureau of Economic Research
estimated that U.S. entry in the 1980s into countries pre-
viously closed to cigarette imports pushed up the aver-
age per capita cigarette consumption by almost 10 per-
cent in the targeted countries. This occurred due to
increased advertising and price competition caused by
the entry of U.S. products.

This situation reflects a conflict between morality and
economics. Projections show that the declining U.S. ciga-
rette consumption can be easily replaced by foreign mar-
kets over the next decade. Thus, by pursuing an anti-
smoking policy only at home, the U.S. government is not
risking too much. On the contrary, a smaller number of
U.S. smokers will significantly reduce the U.S. health sys-
tem’s expenditures on the treatment of smoking-related
illnesses. However, the U.S. policy of permissiveness to-
ward cigarette exports is at odds with government’s in-
volvement in the worldwide campaign to reduce smok-
ing for health reasons. Conflicting opinions can be heard
from different representatives of the government. While
Representative Henry A. Waxman of California and for-
mer U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop continue to be
staunch supporters of the antismoking campaign and
principal opponents of U.S. tobacco exports, Governor
Paul E. Patton of Kentucky, who established the Gover-
nor’s Tobacco Marketing and Export Advisory Council,
and former Senator Jesse Helms of North Carolina con-
tinue to fight against government regulation of tobacco
sales and are key supporters of tobacco exports.

The dividing force is economics: In 2001, North
Carolina (where flue-cured tobacco is grown) was the
number-one tobacco-growing state with annual produc-
tion of tobacco crops averaging 386 million pounds.
Kentucky (where burley is grown) comes in at a close
second with tobacco production topping 254 million
pounds. Due to declining production because of the gov-
ernment buyouts, by 2005 North Carolina cash receipts
dropped to $620 million and Kentucky cash receipts
dropped to $250 million.

Questions for Discussion

1. Should U.S. exports of tobacco products be
permitted in light of the domestic campaign
against smoking?

2. Should the U.S. government be involved in tearing
down foreign trade barriers to U.S. tobacco?
Should the personal preference of the president
affect U.S. trade policy?

3. Should export promotion support be provided to
U.S. tobacco producers? What about such support
for the export of U.S. beef, which may cause
obesity abroad?

4. To what degree should ethics influence
government policy or corporate decision making
in the case of tobacco exports?
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I
KEA, the world’s largest home furnishings retail
chain, was founded in Sweden in 1943 as a mail-
order company and opened its first showroom ten
years later. From its headquarters in Almhult, IKEA

has since expanded to worldwide sales of $17.7 billion
from 226 outlets in 33 countries (see Exhibit 1). In fact,
the second store that IKEA built was in Oslo, Norway.
Today, IKEA operates large warehouse showrooms in
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Holland, France, Belgium,
Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Canada, the United
States, Saudi Arabia, and the United Kingdom. It has
smaller stores in Kuwait, Australia, Hong Kong,
Singapore, the Canary Islands, and Iceland. A store near
Budapest, Hungary, opened in 1990, followed by outlets
in Poland, the Czech Republic, and the United Arab
Emirates in 1991 and Slovakia in 1992, followed by
Taiwan in 1994, Finland and Malaysia in 1996, and main-
land China in 1998. IKEA first appeared on the Internet
in 1997 with the World Wide Living Room Web site. The
first store in Russia opened in March of 2000 and in
Greece and Israel in 2001 Turkey was added in 2005.
Plans call for opening two stores in Japan by 2006. The
IKEA Group’s new organization has three regions:
Europe, North America, and Asia and Australia.

The international expansion of IKEA has progressed
in three phases, all of them continuing at the present
time: Scandinavian expansion, begun in 1963; West
European expansion, begun in 1973; and North
American expansion, begun in 1976. Of the individual
markets, Germany is the largest, accounting for 19 per-
cent, followed by the U.S. at 16 percent of company
sales. The phases of expansion are detectable in the
worldwide sales shares depicted in Exhibit 2. “We want
to bring the IKEA concept to as many people as possi-
ble,” IKEA officials have said. The company estimates

that over 1.1 million people visit its showrooms daily. In
2005, nearly 454 million visitors were recorded at IKEA
outlets.

The IKEA Concept

Ingvar Kamprad, the founder, formulated as IKEA’s mis-
sion to “offer a wide variety of home furnishings of good
design and function at prices so low that the majority of
people can afford to buy them.” The principal target
market of IKEA, which is similar across countries and
regions in which IKEA has a presence, is composed of
people who are young, highly educated, liberal in their
cultural values, white-collar workers, and not especially
concerned with status symbols.

IKEA follows a standardized product strategy with a
universally accepted assortment around the world.
Today, IKEA carries an assortment of thousands of dif-
ferent home furnishings that range from plants to pots,
sofas to soup spoons, and wine glasses to wallpaper.
The smaller items are carried to complement the bigger
ones. IKEA has limited manufacturing of its own but de-
signs all of its furniture. The network of subcontracted
manufacturers numbers nearly 1,300 in over 53 coun-
tries. The top five purchasing countries are China
(18 percent), Poland (12 percent), Sweden (9 percent),
Italy (7 percent), and Germany (6 percent).

IKEA’s strategy is based on cost leadership secured by
contract manufacturers, many of whom are in low-labor-
cost countries and close to raw materials, yet accessible
to logistics links. Extreme care is taken to match manu-
facturers with products. Ski makers—experts in bent
wood—have been contracted to make armchairs, and
producers of supermarket carts have been contracted for

IKEA
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durable sofas. High-volume production of standardized
items allows for significant economies of scale. In ex-
change for long-term contracts, leased equipment, and
technical support from IKEA, the suppliers manufacture
exclusively at low prices for IKEA. IKEA’s designers
work with the suppliers to build savings-generating fea-
tures into the production and products from the outset.
If sales continue at the forecasted rate, by 2010 IKEA will
need to source twice as much material as today. Since

Russia is a major source of lumber, IKEA aims to turn it
into a major supplier of finished products in the future.

IKEA has acquired some of its own production capac-
ity in the last few years, constituting 10 percent of its
total sales. While new facilities were opened in 2000 in
Latvia, Poland, and Romania to bring the total number to
30, IKEA plans to have its own production not exceed
10 percent, mainly to secure flexibility.

Manufacturers are responsible for shipping the com-
ponents to large distribution centers, for example, to the
central one in Almhult. These twelve distribution centers
then supply the various stores, which are in effect
miniwarehouses.

IKEA consumers have to become “prosumers”—half
producers, half consumers—because most products
have to be assembled. The final distribution is the cus-
tomer’s responsibility as well. Although IKEA expects its
customers to be active participants in the buy-sell
process, it is not rigid about it. There is a “moving
boundary” between what consumers do for themselves
and what IKEA employees will do for them. Consumers
save the most by driving to the warehouses themselves,
putting the boxes on the trolley, loading them into their
cars, driving home, and assembling the furniture. Yet
IKEA can arrange to provide these services at an extra
charge. For example, IKEA cooperates with car rental
companies to offer vans and small trucks at reasonable
rates for customers needing delivery service. Additional
economies are reaped from the size of the IKEA outlets;
the blue-and-yellow buildings average 300,000 square
feet (28,000 square meters) in size. IKEA stores include
baby-sitting areas and cafeterias and are therefore in-
tended to provide the value-seeking, car-borne con-
sumer with a complete shopping destination. IKEA

IKEA’s International Expansion

1
Exhibit

Catalog 
Year Outletsa Countriesa Coworkersa Circulation Turnover

1954 1 1 15 285,000 3,000,000c

1964 2 2 250 1,200,000 79,000,000c

1974 10 5 1,500 13,000,000 616,000,000c

1984 66 17 8,300 45,000,000 6,770,000,000c

1990 95 23 16,850 n.a. 19,400,000,000c

1995 131 27 30,500 n.a. 4,000,000,000d

2002 175 32 65,000 110,000,000b 11,000,000,000d

2005 226 33 90,000 160,000,000b 15,212,000,000d

aStores/countries being opened by 2006.
bEstimate.
cIn Swedish crowns.
dIn Euro.
SOURCE: IKEA U.S., Inc.

North America 16%

Asia and
Australia 3%

Europe 81%
• Germany 19%
• United Kingdom 11%
• France 9%
• Sweden 8%
• Other 34%

IKEA’s Worldwide Sales
Expressed as Percentages
of Turnover by Market
Unit
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managers state that their competitors are not other furni-
ture outlets but all attractions vying for the consumers’
free time. By not selling through dealers, the company
hears directly from its customers.

Management believes that its designer-to-user rela-
tionship affords an unusual degree of adaptive fit. IKEA
has “forced both customers and suppliers to think about
value in a new way in which customers are also suppli-
ers (of time, labor information, and transportation),
suppliers are also customers (of IKEA’s business and
technical services), and IKEA itself is not so much a
retailer as the central star in a constellation of services.”
Exhibit 3 provides a presentation of IKEA’s value chain.

Although IKEA has concentrated on company-owned,
larger-scale outlets, franchising has been used in areas in
which the market is relatively small or where uncertainty
may exist as to the response to the IKEA concept. These

markets include Hong Kong and the United Arab
Emirates. IKEA uses mail order in Europe and Canada
but has resisted expansion into the United States, mainly
because of capacity constraints.

IKEA offers prices that are 30 to 50 percent lower than
fully assembled competing products. This is a result of
large-quantity purchasing, low-cost logistics, store loca-
tion in suburban areas, and the do-it-yourself approach
to marketing. IKEA’s prices do vary from market to mar-
ket, largely because of fluctuations in exchange rates and
differences in taxation regimes, but price positioning is
kept as standardized as possible. IKEA’s operating mar-
gins of approximately 10 percent are among the best in
home furnishings (as compared to 5 percent at U.S. com-
petitor Pierl Imports and 7.7 percent at Target). This
profit level has been maintained while the company has
cut prices steadily. For example, the Klippan sofa’s price
has decreased by 40 percent since 1999.

IKEA’s promotion is centered on the catalog. The
IKEA catalog is printed in 47 editions in 24 languages
for 33 countries and has a worldwide circulation of
well over 160 million copies. The catalogs are uniform in
layout except for minor regional differences. The
company’s advertising goal is to generate word-of-mouth
publicity through innovative approaches. The IKEA
concept is summarized in Exhibit 4.

IKEA in the Competitive
Environment

IKEA’s strategic positioning is unique. As Exhibit 5 illus-
trates, few furniture retailers anywhere have engaged in
long-term planning or achieved scale economies in pro-
duction. European furniture retailers, especially those in
Sweden, Switzerland, Germany, and Austria, are much
smaller than IKEA. Even when companies have joined

The IKEA Concept

4
Exhibit

Target Market: “Young people of all ages”

Product: IKEA offers the same products, which are distinctively Swedish/Scandinavian in design, worldwide.
The number of active articles is 9,500. Each store carries a selection of these 9,500, depending
on outlet size. The core range is the same worldwide. Most items have to be assembled by the
customer. The furniture design is modern and light.

Distribution: IKEA has built its own distribution network. Outlets are outside the city limits of major metropoli-
tan areas. Products are not delivered, but IKEA cooperates with car rental companies that offer
small trucks. IKEA offers mail order in Europe and Canada.

Pricing: The IKEA concept is based on low price.The firm tries to keep its price-image constant.

Promotion: IKEA’s promotional efforts are mainly through its catalogs. IKEA has developed a prototype
communications model that must be followed by all stores. Its advertising is attention-getting and
provocative. Media choices vary by market.

Customer

Value

IKEA Supplier

Value

Value

Value

IKEA’s Value Chain
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SOURCE: Richard Norman and Rafael Ramirez,“From Value Chain
to Value Constellation: Designing Interactive Strategy,” Harvard
Business Review 71 (July/August 1993): 72.
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forces as buying groups, their heterogeneous operations
have made it difficult for them to achieve the same de-
gree of coordination and concentration as IKEA. Because
customers are usually content to wait for the delivery of
furniture, retailers have not been forced to take purchas-
ing risks.

The value-added dimension differentiates IKEA from
its competition. IKEA offers limited customer assistance
but creates opportunities for consumers to choose (for
example, through informational signage), transport, and
assemble units of furniture. The best summary of the
competitive situation was provided by a manager at an-
other firm: “We can’t do what IKEA does, and IKEA does-
n’t want to do what we do.”

IKEA in the United States

After careful study and assessment of its Canadian expe-
rience, IKEA decided to enter the U.S. market in 1985 by
establishing outlets on the East Coast and, in 1990, one
in Burbank, California. In 2006, a total of 26 stores
(eleven in the Northeast, seven in California, and others
in Arizona, Illinois, Georgia, Texas, and Washington
State) generated sales of over $1.95 billion. The stores

employ 13,000 workers. The overwhelming level of
success in 1987 led the company to invest in a ware-
housing facility near Philadelphia that receives goods
from Sweden as well as directly from suppliers around
the world. Plans call for two to three additional stores
annually over the next 25 years, concentrating on the
northeastern United States and California. The goal is 50
U.S. outlets by 2010.

Success today has not come without compromises. “If
you are going to be the world’s best furnishing com-
pany, you have to show you can succeed in America, be-
cause there is so much to learn here,” said Goran
Carstedt, head of North American operations. Whereas
IKEA’s universal approach had worked well in Europe,
the U.S. market proved to be different. In some cases,
European products conflicted with American tastes and
preferences. For example, IKEA did not sell matching
bedroom suites that consumers wanted. Kitchen cup-
boards were too narrow for the large dinner plates
needed for pizza. Some Americans were buying IKEA’s
flower vases for glasses.

Adaptations were made. IKEA managers adjusted
chest drawers to be an inch or two deeper because con-
sumers wanted to store sweaters in them. Sales of chests
increased immediately by 40 percent. In all, IKEA has re-
designed approximately a fifth of its product range in

Worldwide Purchasing
of Furniture—in
Parts or Whole 

International
Cooperation

Planned Purchasing

Purchasing in the Same
Rate as Sales Occur

Manufacturing and
Sales to Order

Joint Buying
Groups

Larger Retailers
(Often German)

Most Retailers
on All Markets

Austrian/Swiss Retailers

IKEA as a
Global Firm

Cash and 
Carry

Value
Added

High Low

Full Service and
Salesclerks on 
Commission

Limited Service
but Alternatives
Offered

Strategic
Planning of
Purchasing

Competition in Furniture Retailing
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North America. Today, 45 percent of the furniture in the
stores in North America is produced locally, up from
15 percent in the early 1990s. In addition to not having
to pay expensive freight costs from Europe, this has also
helped to cut stock-outs. And because Americans hate
standing in lines, store layouts have been changed to
accommodate new cash registers. IKEA offers a more
generous return policy in North America than in Europe,
as well as next-day delivery service.

In hindsight, IKEA executives are saying they “be-
haved like exporters, which meant not really being in the
country. . . . It took us time to learn this.” IKEA’s adapta-
tion has not meant destroying its original formula. Their
approach is still to market the streamlined and contem-
porary Scandinavian style to North America by carrying a
universally accepted product range but with a mind on
product lines and features that appeal to local prefer-
ences. The North American experience has caused the
company to start remixing its formula elsewhere as well.

Indeed, now that Europeans are adopting some Ameri-
can furnishing concepts (such as sleeper sofas), IKEA is
transferring some American concepts to other markets
such as Europe.

Questions for Discussion

1. What has allowed IKEA to be successful with a
relatively standardized product and product line in
a business with strong cultural influence? Did
adaptations to this strategy in the North American
market constitute a defeat to its approach?

2. Which features of the “young people of all ages”
are universal and can be exploited by a
global/regional strategy?

3. Is IKEA destined to succeed everywhere it cares to
establish itself ?
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Car Financing in China

In China, car financing is a lot like the unification of North
and South Korea. Just about everyone wants it to happen.
But before that can happen, first you need to sweep away
the landmines.

—Mike Dunne, Automotive News

China and the WTO

After 15 years of negotiations, China formally became a
member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) on
December 11, 2001. During this time China had been
gradually liberalizing most of its trade and investment
policies, making the official admission largely symbolic.
More than anything, WTO membership signals China’s
commitment to establish clear and enforceable nondis-
criminatory rules to conduct business in and with the
country. For example, China’s trademark and copyright
laws were brought in line with international standards in
October 2001. In a similar fashion, many companies
established their strategies in the 1990s based on the
assumption that China would gain entry into the WTO
and are now ready to execute those plans.

Given China’s unwillingness to show progress on
political reform, the commitment to structural economic
reforms has been particularly noteworthy. A constitu-
tional amendment in 1999 legitimized private capital and
granted private firms the same legal rights as state-
owned enterprises, which laid a foundation for sus-
tained, market-based growth. The private sector has
grown to 40 percent of GDP with over 30 percent of the
workforce. New jobs created in the private sector
account for 38 percent of all new formal employment,
rising to 56 percent in urban areas. The significance of

this is more pronounced given layoffs in the state-owned
enterprise sector.

China has been the fastest growing economy in the last
ten years, with annual real GDP growth averaging 10.8 per-
cent. While average national GDP per capita is $1,000,
urban populations (such as those in Shanghai and
Guangzhou)enjoy incomesofover$5,000 (apoint atwhich
consumption increases dramatically). This has meant that
urban households can afford color TVs (96 percent have
them), phones (76 percent), and mobile phones (28 per-
cent). Similar wealth is gradually (albeit slowly) spreading
to rural areas as well. Furthermore, purchasing on credit is
gaining acceptance among young urban consumers.

China’s integration into the world economy has
resulted in spectacular numbers both in trade and in
investment. China’s foreign trade volume is expected to
reach $2.5 trillion in 2010, making it the second largest
trade country in the world. In 2004, Sino–U.S. trade vol-
ume reached $170 billion. While the lowering of trade
barriers may permit more sales of foreign goods in China
in the future, the rush by many companies from the
Americas and Europe to manufacture in China for export
may maintain China’s trade imbalance with these trading
partners. With Asian countries, however, China has been
running a trade deficit since 2000 and will continue to be
a source of demand as markets liberalize.

China received more foreign direct investment (FDI) in
the 1990s than any country in the world except for the
United States. The inflows have amounted to over $60 bil-
lion per year in the last five years, as shown in Exhibit 1.
One of the most popular sectors of this investment has
been automobile production (Exhibit 2). Planned capac-
ity had already exceeded 2.75 million units in 1999, when
actual auto sales reached 565,000 units.

www.reuters.com/news/;�DaimlerChrysler
www.reuters.com/news/;�DaimlerChrysler
http://www.gmacfs.com
http://www.fordcredit.com
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Exhibit

SOURCE: “China Data:A Macro Snapshot of China,” The China Business Review, May–June 2005, 19.

Top 20 Foreign-Invested Enterprises in China by Sales

2
Exhibit

Sales Value 
Rank Foreign-Invested Enterprise (RMB billion)

1 Shanghai Volkswagen Co. Ltd. 56.7
2 Hongfujin Precision Industries (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd. 54.8
3 FAW-Volkswagen Automotive Co., Ltd. 49.0
4 Dafeng Computer (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. 47.8
5 Motorola (China) Electronics Co. Ltd. 38.6
6 Shanghai General Motors Co. Ltd. 34.7
7 Great Wall International Information Products (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 29.1
8 Shanghai Hewlett-Packard Co. Ltd. 28.7
9 CNOOC China Co. Ltd. 27.0

10 Dell (China) Co. Ltd. 25.2
11 EMB International Trading (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. 24.3
12 Huaneng Power International, Inc. 23.5
13 Guangzhou Honda Automobile Co., Ltd. 22.3
14 Lenovo (Beijing) Co., Ltd. 17.4
15 West Pacific Petrochemical Co., Ltd., Dalian 15.8
16 Maanshan Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. 15.7
17 Ocean Crown Logistics (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. 15.1
18 Dong Feng Motor Co., Ltd. 13.3
19 Nokia (China) Investment Co. Ltd. 12.8
20 Seagate Technology International (Wuxi) Co., Ltd. 12.7

SOURCE: “China Data:A Macro Snapshot of China,” The China Business Review, May–June 2005, 21.
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China’s FDI has not only come at the expense of the
rest of Asia, however. FDI inflows go to areas (within a
region and a country) with comparative advantages—
some to areas with abundant labor, some to areas with
technological skills. With China leading in terms of in-
ward investment flows, it may emerge as a hub for
interregional demand for goods and services. Countries
such as Japan will have to re-orient themselves to focus
on research and development, design, software, and
high-precision manufactured goods.

Of economic significance is China’s effort to stabilize
its currency in the last five years. While officially de-
scribed as a managed float, the currency (yuan ren-
minbi) is effectively pegged to a basket of currencies.
This has resulted in China being immune to currency
fluctuations that have wreaked havoc among emerging
markets such as Mexico, Indonesia, Russia, Brazil, and
Argentina. However, due to China’s increasing foreign
exchange reserves, strong capital inflows, and current
account surplus, as well as pressure from Asian countries
(especially Japan), the currency has come under appre-
ciation pressure. However, with trade liberalization due
to WTO membership, the higher value of the renminbi
would aggravate the shock on domestic companies that
compete with imports as well as on exporters who must
compete in the global market (often on the basis of
price). Chinese authorities have acknowledged the need
for financial and currency liberalization, but the damag-
ing impact of rising currency in the short term will most
likely keep the currency regime of pegging unchanged.
This will naturally result in low currency risk for
investors.

It has been widely assumed that large corporations
in particular from around the world would benefit from
the liberalization measures undertaken and committed to
by China (Exhibit 3). For example, the Motion Picture
Association estimated that lifting the barriers to film dis-
tribution would result in $80 million in revenues, in
addition to another $120 million from sales and rentals of
videos (which would no longer be plagued by rampant
piracy). Some sectors, such as banking and insurance,
are expected to make especially strong moves as mar-
kets open up. Foreign insurers can now operate beyond
the two cities they were originally limited to and were
allowed nationwide access in 2005. Similar liberalization
occurred in the retail sector, allowing companies such as
Wal-Mart and Carrefour to develop their chains through-
out the country. Majority ownership in Chinese compa-
nies is now possible, as is the choice of joint venture
partners.

Because many imports now face no tariff barriers (and
the remaining ones are to be eliminated by 2010) or non-
tariff barriers (many quotas were eliminated on acces-
sion and the rest by 2005), and because trading and dis-
tribution rights are now provided, business questions
focus on the timetable for change. Most business leaders
have been quite realistic in not expecting substantive

changes immediately but have committed to long-term
planning. In some sectors, competition has already
heated up given consumer expectations of more and less
expensive choices.

China’s transformation must be seen in the context of
political change, which is slow in countries such as
China. Adverse effects of WTO membership are ex-
pected in terms of output and employment in sectors
such as agriculture, financial services, and in general
“less-competitive industries” which are typically domi-
nated by state-owned enterprises. For example, agricul-
tural employment is forecast to fall by 11 million, while
a substantial share of the 1.7 million workers in the four
largest state-owned banks are in jeopardy. These factors
have contributed to the government wanting to move
with caution in allowing for change in the post-WTO
environment. Furthermore, any dramatic change will
probably face opposition from regional or local govern-
ment officials who may see themselves as protectors of
local interests.

There are already examples of the challenges to be
faced as the WTO agreement is implemented at indus-
trial and regional levels. Companies wanting to exploit
the world’s largest mobile telecommunications market
were promised a 49 percent stake in domestic operators.
But to obtain this, companies have found that waiting
periods for official approval are between 270 to 310 days
and that any local partner must put up 75 percent of
1 billion renminbi before permission is granted. This will
mean that the number of joint-venture partners is con-
siderably smaller than expected, and is possibly limited
to state-owned entities. In a similar fashion, banks have
found their aspirations dampened. Under the WTO
agreement, foreign banks were able to offer renminbi

China’s WTO Obligations

3
Exhibit

• 2001: After membership, China will open new cities
to foreign banks for local currency business.

• 2002: China will eliminate restrictions on where
foreign law firms may operate and the number of
offices that can be opened.

• 2004: Foreign companies permitted to provide
health and group insurance to Chinese.

• 2005: U.S. to eliminate Chinese textile quotas but
adopt measures to prevent import surges.

• 2006: China to reduce auto tariffs to 25% from
current 80% to 100%.

• 2007: Foreign companies can hold 49% in telecom
services (voice) joint ventures.

SOURCE: “China Begins Career as a WTO Member,” The
Washington Post, December 11, 2001,A14.
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banking services to Chinese corporate clients in 2004
and Chinese consumers starting in 2007. New regulations
stipulate that foreign banks can only open one branch
per year which, given that many are starting from scratch
(only 158 branches of foreign banks existed in 2001) and
given the tens of thousands of branches currently held
by local entities (for example, the Bank of China has
15,200), creates a daunting task. Foreign branches are
required to have 1 billion renminbi in operating capital
to conduct a full range of services, an amount consid-
ered discriminatory by those hoping to develop the sec-
tor. Exporters have found delays in certifications for their
products to enter the China market, especially in areas
that are sensitive, such as agriculture.

The expectation is that disputes and problems will
emerge but will be solved over time. A parallel can be
drawn between the United States and its trading partners
(such as the European Union and Canada), which con-
tinue to have disagreements within the WTO framework.
The extent of the challenges will depend on China’s
economic health and its ability to absorb the competitive
shocks of WTO membership. Of concern for politicians
will be the growing gap between the haves and the
have-nots (especially the urban and the rural), and the
costs of reforming the state sector causing social unrest
and challenging the legitimacy of the political structures.

The western world has had a commercial fascination
with China for the last 2,000 years. The latest wave of in-
terest started in 1979 with the official opening of China,
culminating in the official acceptance of China as the
143rd member of the WTO. Companies will continue to
speculate on what sales might be achieved if only a frac-
tion of the Chinese population would buy their products
or services.

China’s economic stature will undoubtedly continue
to grow. Increased investment will make China a pro-
duction base for the world as global companies put their
best practices to work in the largest emerging market in
the world. For the United States, this may mean losses of
more than 600,000 jobs and a widening trade deficit with
China which, in turn, may result in growing tensions
between two world superpowers. At the corporate level,
the huge investments have meant that while efforts in
China may be profitable, they are not earning their cost
of capital (which many multinationals calculate at
15 percent).

Those companies interested in entering China prima-
rily to exploit its domestic market may have more free-
dom to do so (such as having control of their own distri-
bution or the ability to provide financing) but will
continue to face the same challenges as before the WTO
agreement. It is no longer enough to extend products
and services (however famous their brand names may
be) without adjusting to local market conditions. While
foreign players are dominant in sectors such as bever-
ages, film, and personal care, local companies still dom-
inate in televisions, refrigerators, and washing machines

despite the presence of multinational companies. Multi-
nationals may bring their best practices to China, but
local firms are quick to copy those practices and with
their inherent advantages are able to compete effec-
tively. While some doubt these Chinese companies will
be competitive in global markets due to the lack of suc-
cess factors such as global brands, some companies are
already dominant in commodity-based sectors. Qingdao-
based appliance maker Haier already has a 40 percent
market share in small refrigerators and is planning to ex-
pand its base in the United States to, among other things,
learn to be more effective at home. Similarly, Chinese-
made cars, such as Geely and Chery, may be exported to
the United States as early as 2007.

Changes in the Chinese
Car Market

A full-scale price war between car makers in China
broke out in the first months of 2002. The phenomenon
was a result of Chinese consumers’ delays in buying cars
throughout 2001 as well as increased imports following
China’s tariff cuts as part of the WTO agreement. The
slashing of tariffs in the car sector was the biggest in any
sector (from 80 percent to 50 percent now and down to
25 percent by 2006).

Consumers had been waiting for cheaper cars for
years, and this dream became a reality through the effects
of the WTO agreement. For example, the Buick Sail’s pre-
WTO price was $13,855 but dropped to $12,040, with
further decreases possible as domestic makers lower their
prices to maintain competitive advantage. The price war
was ignited when Tianjin Automotive Industry Group
slashed prices of all of its Xiali compact cars by 9,000 to
23,000 yuan ($1,084–$2,771). More than 3,600 are
reported to have been sold during the first four days after
the price cut. Chang’an Suzuki, a joint venture between
Chongqing-based Chang’an Motor and Japan’s Suzuki
Motors, cut its prices by 20 percent. Analysts estimated
that domestic car makers of vehicles priced at less than
150,000 yuan ($18,070) would have to reduce prices,
although car makers such as Shanghai General Motors
and Shanghai Volkswagen would try to hold on and let
dealers engage in price promotions. Even with the price
decreases, comparable cars cost far less in Europe, a fact
not lost on the Chinese consumer.

Car makers already producing in China are bracing for
intense competition. As the Chinese government phases
out regulations as to what models to produce, General
Motors (GM), Volkswagen (VW), Ford, Honda, and
Toyota all plan to launch models aimed at quality- and
cost-conscious consumers. With the new market free-
doms, car makers will have to focus on customer desires
more than ever before.

Eventually, lower prices and wider choice should cre-
ate a thriving auto industry. Car sales increased from
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900,000 units in 2002 and hit the 6-million unit mark by
2006 making China the second largest auto market after
the United States. Car sales have been slowing, however,
due in part to the central government’s crackdown on
easy auto credit to help cool an overheating Chinese
economy.

Current Market Structure
for Car Financing in China 

In 2005, most Chinese consumers paid cash for cars, with
only 10 percent taking out loans. More than 20 percent
were financing their purchases before new government
restrictions. In contrast, U.S. auto purchasers finance be-
tween 65 to 93 percent of all units purchased, depending
on the make.

China is still a very small market for auto financing and
for consumer credit in general. There are a number of
reasons behind the small market size. Auto financing was
not permitted by the government before 1998. From 1998
to 2004, only four state-owned and two private banks
were authorized by the Chinese government to provide
loans, with interest rates regulated by the government.
These include Bank of China, China’s oldest bank, as well
as China Construction Bank. These institutions had oner-
ous requirements to gain approval for a loan, including:
(1) collateral other than the car (home, deposits at the
bank) valued at 100 to 120 percent of the amount of the
loan, (2) a guarantor, (3) proof of income and tax pay-
ments (not onerous in and of itself, but many Chinese un-
derreport income and taxes to an extent that verifiable
income is insufficient for loan repayment), (4) a marriage
certificate, (5) an official estimate of the value of the ve-
hicle, and (6) mandated vehicle purchase through an
“approved” retailer. This meant that nearly one-third of
car buyers opted to quit the process rather than complete
it. Even with the onerous requirements, results have not
been promising: since 1998, default  rates have ranged
from 10 to 30 percent. Reasons include bad credit checks
and disgruntled buyers who refuse to pay off loans after
declines in prices for models they had purchased.

In late 2003, the Chinese government granted permis-
sion to non-financial and foreign firms to start providing
auto-financing operations. The central government saw
personal credit as a way to stimulate consumer spending
and take some of the burden off the government’s tradi-
tional means of stimulating the economy, expensive in-
frastructure projects. By the end of 2005, China had six
auto financing firms, some of which are wholly-owned
(e.g., Ford, Toyota and Volkswagen), some joint ventures
(e.g., GM with Shanghai Automotive Industry Group,
and PSA with the Bank of China). DaimlerChrysler an-
nounced its financing operations in late 2005 to boost
sales of its Mercedes E-class and Chrysler 300C produced
in China.

The infrastructure is not yet fully developed for car fi-
nancing. Most vehicle regulatory agencies do not allow
liens or security interests in autos that are registered for
personal use. Laws and regulations are not consistently
in place to protect insurance companies when investing
in loans or underwriting loan risks. Repossession proce-
dures are not generally codified. Where rules exist, the
Public Security Bureau must effect repossession and will
decide resale value on repossessed vehicles.

Regional differences are significant. While the indus-
try is still in its infancy, Shanghai is the most advanced
both in terms of amounts of consumer credit and the
systems in place. For example, GM’s venture limited its
operations initially to Shanghai, where a credit bureau
keeps computer records that shortened credit checks to
a few hours. The urban populations of the east will play
a major role in the change process because of their
increasing wealth and nontraditional attitudes toward
buying on credit. Foreign interest in the market for car
financing is predicated on the long-term potential of the
market, influenced by China’s membership in the WTO.
While government rules made market entry possible in
theory already prior to January 2002, setting up opera-
tions is still challenging. Auto financing companies are
only allowed to have one office, which may present
logistics challenges. Government rules mandate loans
denominated in renminbi (the local currency, “people’s
money”). Furthermore, foreign entities can count on
local competition from existing and new government-
owned institutions as well as private entities. China’s
banks have more than 10 trillion yuan ($1.2 trillion) in
deposits and are eager to put it into use. Yafei Auto
Chain General Store—with default rates at less than 2
percent and 90 percent regional market share—is a chain
of auto dealerships that gets preferential treatment from
the Beijing government and enjoys exclusive underwrit-
ing support from the China People’s Life Insurance
Company.

The WTO agreement caused a drop in the tariffs of
imported cars from a range of 70 to 80 percent of the list
price to 50 to 60 percent. By 2006, duties are to sink an-
other 25 percent—enough to put cars within the reach of
China’s upper middle class.

Expected Market Changes
in Car Financing in China

All indications are that auto financing in China in the 21st
century will be a lucrative business both at the macro
level and the micro level. Only very small share of
China’s total consumption is made through consumer
credit. In an effort to fuel economic growth, Chinese of-
ficials have stated that they are working toward percent-
ages of consumption from credit more in line with the
western world. Most of the western economies average
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between 20% and 25% of consumption through con-
sumer credit.

According to the 2004 Gallup survey in China, urban
incomes increased 75 percent between 1997 and 2004, to
an annual level of $3,000. GDP per capita in Beijing,
Guangzhou, and Shanghai exceeds $5,000. Rural incomes,
which are a third of the urban incomes, in comparison, in-
creased only modestly in the same time frame. Most ex-
perts agree that automotive purchases generally and auto-
motive finance specifically expand rapidly after crossing
the $3,000 per capita GDP threshold.

Consensus estimates for the car financing market—
both for personal and business use—are 20% of the
expected unit sales. This number is expected to increase
by 40 to 60% over a five-year period, resulting in a $3.25
billion market. 

All indications are that Chinese consumers’ aversion
to debt is waning—at least in the cities of the south and
east. Estimates for consumer lending in general can be
extrapolated from analogous evidence. In 1995, 15,000
individuals in Shanghai borrowed 570 million yuan
worth of mortgages. By 2004, 76 percent of new bank
loans went to property, of which 72.8 billion yuan was
for personal housing mortgages.

The industry is dependent on accurate and timely
information as well as a transparent system of operation.
Shanghai Credit Information Services has emerged as a
reliable source of credit information for more than 5 mil-
lion Chinese. Rules for recording liens and repossession
and remarketing of vehicles are now in place in Shang-
hai and Beijing (albeit in their infancy and open to local
interpretation).

Options for Market Entry
and Development

There are four ways that auto finance companies can set
up in China:

• Automakers can launch an auto-financing services sub-
sidiary;

• Banks (Chinese) can set up special auto financing institu-
tions;

• Nonbanking financial institutions owned by enterprise
groups can form an auto financing company; or

• Existing lending consortia can provide financing services
for auto companies’ sales divisions.

GMAC’s Competitive Position

GMAC and the other financing arms of carmakers were
at an obvious disadvantage in relation to home-country
institutions because the market was reserved for Chinese
institutions until January 2002. GMAC previously acted in

an advisory capacity to GM’s Shanghai JV manufacturing
facility, which, in turn, has set up relationships with
official government lending institutions (such as China
Construction Bank and the Bank of Shanghai). 

GMAC’s competitive position vis-à-vis the other
foreign companies appears to be solid for a number of
reasons:

• GM is one of the largest corporate FDI contributors to
China in the world and has a substantial partnership with
the government;

• GMAC has numerous manufacturing partners to
leverage—SGM, Jinbei GM (which produces the Chevrolet
S-10 pickup and Blazer SUV), and Wuling (GM has an
equity stake in the largest producer of mini-cars for the
Chinese market).These partners deliver the second high-
est number of FDI autos in the market—just behind VW
and far ahead of Ford Motor Credit and Peugeot; and

• GMAC has numerous GM-network partners to leverage
(Isuzu, Suzuki, Fiat, Fuji Heavy Industries).

GMAC’s expertise in auto lending generally and in the
following ancillary areas critical to doing business in
China should allow for the business to get up and run-
ning. It has extensive experience in auto lending in
developing markets without efficient infrastructure; for
example, it has experience in India, which has no credit
bureaus and state involvement in repossession and
remarketing. Partnering with other private and quasi-
state-run institutions such as Fannie Mae, GMAC sub-
sidiaries (GMAC Mortgage, GMAC Commercial Mortgage
and Residential Funding Corporation) have developed
expertise in profitable loan securitization, profitable
(mortgage) loan servicing, and profitable receivables
(purchase and sale), giving them the necessary skills to
work together with third parties and governmental units.
Finally, market presence in many other countries in the
Asia-Pacific region gives GMAC the human resources
necessary for China expansion. These offices are staffed
with a broad array of third-country expatriates from
China and other cultures who have better insight into the
Chinese market than do GMAC’s U.S.-based staff.

Despite the overwhelming external and internal op-
portunities, challenges exist as well. Ford’s and GM’s
credit ratings were downgraded by Moody’s and Stan-
dard & Poor’s in 2001, forcing the automakers out of
commercial paper and into other, more expensive forms
of funding. Their no- or low-interest loans and cheap
leases intended to pump up sales since then have threat-
ened the financial health of the carmakers’ credit arms.
For example, GMAC North America’s huge success with
0 percent financing during 2001 Q4’s “Keep America
Rolling” and the 2005 “Employee Discount for Every-
one,” campaigns ate up significant resources. Effectively,
GMAC may be out of cash for big market-entry
investments and equity investment from the parent
company, when GM as a whole faces an unfunded
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pension liability and reduced cash flow that is critical for
reinvestment into future product programs. Ford Motor
Credit is facing even bigger problems given its more
aggressive lending practices in the recent past.

Implications for Global
Operations

A carmaker’s captive financing arm exists for two
reasons: to assist in delivering additional cars and trucks
to consumers, and to provide a superior return on
investment and cash flow to its sole stockholder. While
still extremely risky and lacking in short-term profit, the
China market is still valued by carmakers because of its
market potential for sales and because of the potential it
displays for their financing arms in terms of auto finance

and mortgages. The question is how to deliver on the
promise and the mandate. No company can adopt a
wait-and-see attitude any longer.

Questions for Discussion

1. Suggest reasons for a company to enter the
Chinese market for auto financing.

2. What is the most prudent mode of entry and
market development for a car-financing arm of an
auto maker?

3. Where should a company make its moves and
with what type of products?

4. What should a company do to influence the
positive change in China in tis favor?



W
hen you sip your cup of morning
coffee—whether it’s in your dorm room
or in the trendy coffee shop down the
street—you probably don’t think about

where it came from. Even if you’re familiar with the
jargon—arabica beans, varietals, dark roast—and even
if you can name the major coffee-producing countries,
such as Costa Rica and Colombia, you probably aren’t
thinking about the people who grow the beans thou-
sands of miles away. But, the coffee-growing business is
so important in Central and South America that it pro-
vides many jobs for people who otherwise would be un-
employed. When you buy a pound of gourmet coffee at
$8 to $9 per pound, about 40 cents actually reaches the
farmers who grew it. Where does the rest of the money
go? To agents who offer the lowest possible price to buy-
ers who then put their own brand labels on the coffee.
The 20 million coffee farmers who are left in poverty call
these middlemen “coyotes” because they are perceived
to be preying on the poor.

Equal Exchange, Inc., a gourmet coffee company
founded in 1986 in Canton, Massachusetts, is working to
change these practices by engaging in its own ethically
and socially responsible way of doing business. By
adopting the concept of “fair trade,” Equal Exchange
buys coffee directly from the growers themselves, elimi-
nating the middlemen. As a result, the growers gain as
much as 50 cents more per pound. Because coffee is the
leading source of foreign currency in Latin America, this
arrangement is significant to the economy of the region.
It is also significant to each individual coffee farmer. “We
used to live in houses made of corn husks,” recalls Don
Miguel Sifontes, who operates a farm in El Salvador.
“Now we have better work, better schools, homes of
adobe, and a greater brotherhood of decision makers.”

The concept of fair trade, first adopted in Europe
about 15 years ago, illustrates the idea that businesses
are responsible and accountable to their employees,
their customers, and the general public. Equal Exchange

growers receive better prices under exclusive agree-
ments with farming cooperatives, customers are guaran-
teed high-quality coffee at fair prices, and the general
public in the growers’ regions benefits from projects that
the farm cooperatives have undertaken with the addi-
tional income they make. Typical projects are reforesta-
tion programs, training for doctors and nurses, and the
building of new schools. Equal Exchange follows a strict
set of fair trade guidelines in its purchase of coffee:

• Buy directly from small farmer cooperatives. These coopera-
tives are owned and run by the farmers themselves. Each
cooperative governs the even distribution of income and
services, such as education and healthcare. Buying direct
means that profits go to the farmers rather than agents or
other middlemen, reducing the need for growers to
engage in more profitable activities, such as growing mari-
juana and other illegal endeavors, in order to survive.

• Pay a fair price. Equal Exchange pays a guaranteed minimum
price for its coffee, regardless of how low the coffee
market itself may drop.This price assures that farmers will
be able to make a living wage during downturns. Of
course, the price rises as the market rises.

• Provide advance credit to growers. Equal Exchange makes
credit available to its farmers. Historically, credit was
unavailable or offered only at extremely high rates, trapping
farmers in debt.“When we sign a contract with producers,
we pay up to 60 percent of the contract six months in
advance,” notes marketing manager Erbin Crowell.“If a hur-
ricane hits, we share the risk.” In fact, several years ago, a
hurricane did hit—“Mitch” slammed into Nicaragua, caus-
ing deaths, injuries, and millions of dollars in damage. Equal
Exchange worked with Lutheran World Relief to raise
funds for residents who suffered because of the hurricane.

• Encourage ecologically sustainable farming practices. Equal
Exchange helps growers use environmentally friendly
farming methods, protecting both the local environment
and consumers from toxic chemicals. In this way, the com-
pany demonstrates social responsibility not only to the
health of workers and consumers but also to the local
environment. The company pays a premium price for
certified organic and shade-grown coffee, both of which
are better for the environment.

Equal Exchange Strives for
Equality through Fair Trade

SOURCE: Adapted from the video case (of the same name) by Louis E.
Boone and David L. Kurtz, Contemporary Business, 10th ed. (Forth Worth,TX:
Harcourt College Publishers, 2002), 80.
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Not surprisingly, Equal Exchange is also ethical in its
conduct toward competitors. Recently, when specialty
coffee giants Starbucks and Green Mountain announced
that they were entering into fair trade agreements with
farmers, Equal Exchange publicly congratulated them.
“Believe it or not, we want more, not less competition,”
says Equal Exchange cofounder and coexecutive direc-
tor Rink Dickinson. “That’s because we know these
farmers and their struggles. They urgently need more
importers to pay a just price. So we encourage our
fellow roasters to expand on the modest fair trade pro-
grams they’ve announced so far.” With this statement,
Dickinson raised the bar of ethical standards in the
coffee business—knowing that his company can clear it
with ease.

Questions for Discussion

1. Is Equal Exchange trying to contravene the effect
of market forces? Is it likely to succeed in the
longer term?

2. Suppose Dickinson discovered that one of Equal
Exchange’s cooperatives was growing illegal
products, selling coffee to competitors, or not
paying fair wages to workers. What do you think
he should do?

3. Visit Equal Exchange’s Web site at
http://www.equalexchange.com to learn about
the company. What characteristics of the company
do you think are most appealing to consumers?
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The $70 billion home appliance market (expected to
grow to $120 billion by 2010) is undergoing major
consolidation and globalization. Many U.S.-based
manufacturers are faced in their home markets with
increased competition from foreign companies, such as
the world’s largest appliance maker, Electrolux, and
newcomers such as China’s Haier and Kelon. In addition,
industry fundamentals in the United States are rather
gloomy: stagnating sales, rising raw material prices, and
price wars. On the other hand, markets abroad are full
of opportunities.The European market, for example, is
growing quite fast, and the expansion of the European
Union has made establishing business there even more
attractive. Market potential is significant as well: While
65 percent of U.S. homes have dryers, only 18 percent
of Europeans have them. Markets in Latin America and
Asia are showing similar trends as well; for example,
only 15 percent of Brazil’s households own microwave
ovens compared with 91 percent in the United States.
However, expansion was slowed down considerably by
the financial crises of 1997–2002.

To take advantage of this growth, appliance makers have
formed strategic alliances and made acquisitions.
General Electric entered into a joint venture with
Britain’s General Electric PLC, and in its strategic shift to
move the company’s “center of gravity” from the
industrialized world to Asia and Latin America, joint

ventures were established in India with Godrej and
in Mexico with Mabe.A strictly North American
manufacturer before 1989,Whirlpool purchased the
appliance business of Dutch giant N.V. Phillips.
Whirlpool’s move gave it ten plants on the European
continent and some popular appliance lines, which is a
major asset in a region characterized by loyalty to
domestic brands.Today,Whirlpool is third in European
market share after Electrolux and Bosch-Siemens.The
company ranks first in the Americas, and while it only
has a 1 percent market share in Asia, it is the region’s
largest Western appliance maker. Whirlpool’s advantage
in Brazil, for example, is the strong loyalty it has earned
in 40 years of operations (which it lacks in some Asian
markets). In the last five years,Whirlpool has expanded
its operations in Eastern and Central Europe as well as
South Africa, thus extending its total reach to 170
countries worldwide.

Product differences present global marketers with a
considerable challenge.The British favor front-loading
washing machines, while the French swear by top-
loaders.The French prefer to cook their food at high
temperatures, causing grease to splatter onto oven walls,
which calls for self-cleaning ovens.This feature is in less
demand in Germany, where lower temperatures are
traditionally used. Manufacturers are hoping that
European integration will bring about cost savings and

Appliance Makers on a Global Quest

The International MARKETPLACE 6.1
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product standardization.The danger to be avoided is the
development of compromise products that in the end
appeal to no one. Joint ventures present their share of
challenges to the global marketers. For example, in
Whirlpool’s Shanghai facility, teams of American, Italian,
and Chinese technicians must work through three
interpreters to set up production.

Although opportunities do exist, competition is keen.
Margins have suffered as manufacturers (more than 300 in
Europe alone) scrape for business.The major players have
decided to compete in all the major markets of the world.
“Becoming a global appliance player is clearly the best use
of our management expertise and well-established brand
line-up,” Whirlpool executives have said.Whirlpool’s long-
term goal is to leverage its global manufacturing and brand
assets strategically across the world.

The most recent entrants into the global home appliance
markets are China’s Haier and Kelon, both mainly in
refrigerators and air conditioners, industries in which
China’s technology is up to world standards. Haier’s
market share globally is still small (2.8 percent)
compared to Whirlpool’s (11.3 percent) and Electrolux’s
(8.2 percent), but the company is on an ambitious growth
trajectory.While no foreign brand has made it big in the
U.S. major-appliance market (mainly due to lack of brand

recognition and distribution presence), Haier is currently
selling 250 models of appliances through big retailers
such as Wal-Mart and Costco and over 1,000
independent dealers.The company claims to have
50 percent of the U.S. market for small refrigerators
(for offices and dorm rooms).The approach is to build
brands with lower prices and dependable quality and
move upscale with time. Haier is already the second
largest maker of refrigerators in the world and ranks
sixth in overall appliance sales.

Further consolidation in the industry occurred in late
2005, when Maytag was acquired by Whirlpool after a
bidding war that included Haier from China. Apart
from blocking a major global competitor,Whirlpool’s
$13 billion in annual sales will expand by Maytag’s
$4.7 billion.

SOURCES: “Maytag Corp.; Shareholders Approve the Sale of Company
to Whirlpool,” The Wall Street Journal, December 25, 2005,A1;“China’s
Power Brands,” Business Week, November 8, 2004, 77–84;“Haier’s
Purpose,” The Economist, March 20, 2004, 72; Joshua Kurlantzick,“Making
It in China,” U.S. News & World Report, October 7, 2002, 44–49; Jonathan
Sprague,“Haier Reaches Higher,” Fortune, September 16, 2002, 43–46;
“Chinese Multinationals Aim to Be Just That,” The Wall Street Journal,
January 28, 2002,A1; Russell Flannery,“China Goes Global,” Forbes,
August 6, 2001, 35–38; http://www.whirlpool.com; http://www.ge.com;
and http://www. haieramerica.com.

(For permission, call Karin Cheery, Director of Marketing, Haier America, 1356 Broadway, NY, NY 10018; 212-594-3330/3164)
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Global Marketing

Many marketing managers have to face the increasing globalization of markets and
competition described in The International Marketplace 6.1. The rules of survival have
changed since the beginning of the 1980s when Theodore Levitt first coined the phrase
global marketing.1 Even the biggest companies in the biggest home markets cannot sur-
vive on domestic sales alone if they are in global industries such as cars, banking, con-
sumer electronics, entertainment, pharmaceuticals, publishing, travel services, or home
appliances. They have to be in all major markets to survive the shakeouts expected to
leave three to five players per industry at the beginning of the twenty-first century.2

Globalization reflects a business orientation based on the belief that the world is be-
coming more homogeneous and that distinctions between national markets are not only
fading but, for some products, will eventually disappear. As a result, companies need to
globalize their international strategy by formulating it across markets to take advantage of
underlying market, cost, environmental, and competitive factors. This has meant, for ex-
ample, that Chinese companies (in categories ranging from auto parts and appliances to
telecommunications) have entered the main markets of the world such as Europe and
North America to become global powerhouses.3 Having a global presence ensures viabil-
ity against other players in the home market as well.

As shown in Exhibit 6.1, global marketing can be seen as the culmination of a process
of international market entry and expansion. Before globalization, marketers utilize a
country-by-country multidomestic strategy to a great extent, with each country organiza-
tion operated as a profit center. Each national entity markets a range of different products
and services targeted to different customer segments, utilizing different marketing strate-
gies with little or no coordination of operations between countries.

However, as national markets become increasingly similar and scale economies be-
come increasingly important, the inefficiencies of duplicating product development and

Global Marketing Evolution

6.1
Exhibit

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Leverage of domestic capabilities: Expansion of foreign market presence Coordination of global operations
foreign market entry

Objective: economies of scale Objective: economies of scope Objective: exploit synergies 
throughout network

Corporate Actions

SOURCE: Adapted from Susan P. Douglas and and C. Samuel Craig, "Evolution of Global Marketing Strategy: Scale, Scope, and Synergy,"
Columbia Journal of World Business 24 (Fall 1989): 47–58, and George S.Yip, Total Global Strategy II, Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson, 2002,
chapter 1.

Driven opportunistically, often 
by approach of distributor or
customer

Constrained by lack of funding 
(domestic growth still priority
investment), so low cost entry

Risk minimized by entering 
close markets (geographically,
culturally, economically)

Entry based on core products 
with technical superiority

Slower domestic growth creates greater
pressure for foreign sales growth

New lines carried, sales mix 
broadens and reflects national
market

Search for new customer segments,
requiring new management skills

Countries develop own 
marketing programs

New applications sought

Decentralization of R & D, production

Regional management reflects 
foreign experience

Product the broadened, new
emphasis on full-line service rather
than proprietary technology

Global account management

Coordination mechanisms 
(Global Task Forces)

Learning transferred between
countries

Headquarters introduces global 
branding, packaging

Requires common culture
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manufacture in each country become more apparent and the pressure to leverage re-
sources and coordinate activities across borders gains urgency. Similarly, the increasing
number of customers operating globally, as well as the same or similar competitors faced
throughout the major markets, adds to the need for strategy integration.

It should be noted that global leverage means balancing three interests: global, re-
gional, and local. In many cases, the exploitation of commonalities is best executed on a
regional basis, given that some differences remain between groups of markets.4 The same
strategic principles apply to developing and implementing global and regional strategy.
Naturally, the more a marketer can include the local dimension to efforts in each individ-
ual market, the more effective the strategy tends to be.5 For example, consumers may
prefer a global brand that has been adapted to the needs of local usage conditions. While
the approach is localized, the global resources of a marketer provide the brand with a
winning edge (e.g., in terms of quality or quality perceptions).

Globalization Drivers
Both external and internal factors will create the favorable conditions for development of
strategy and resource allocation on a global basis. These factors can be divided into mar-
ket, cost, environmental, and competitive factors.6

Market Factors
The world customer identified by Ernst Dichter more than 40 years ago has gained new
meaning today.7 For example, Kenichi Ohmae has identified consumers in the triad of
North America, Europe, and the Asia-Pacific region, whom marketers can treat as a single
market with similar consumption habits.8 Over a billion in number, these consumers have
similar educational backgrounds, income levels, lifestyles, use of leisure time, and aspira-
tions. One reason given for the similarities in their demand is a level of purchasing power
(ten times greater than that of the developing markets or even emerging economies) that
translates into higher diffusion rates for certain products. Another reason is that developed
infrastructures—diffusion of telecommunication and common platforms such as Microsoft
Windows and the Internet—lead to attractive markets for other goods and services.
Emerging and developing markets have been able to leapfrog into the newest technolo-
gies, closing significant gaps of the past. Products can therefore, be designed to meet sim-
ilar demand conditions throughout the triad and beyond. These similarities also enhance
the transferability of other marketing elements.

At the same time, channels of distribution are becoming more global; that is, a growing
number of retailers are now showing great flexibility in their strategies for entering new
geographic markets.9 Some are already world powers (e.g., Benetton and McDonald’s),
whereas others are pursuing aggressive growth (e.g., ALDI, Toys ‘ ’ Us, and IKEA). Also
noteworthy are cross-border retail alliances, which expand the presence of retailers to new
markets quite rapidly. The presence of global and regional channels makes it more neces-
sary for the marketer to rationalize marketing efforts.

Cost Factors
Avoiding cost inefficiencies and duplication of effort are two of the most powerful glob-
alization drivers. A single-country approach may not be large enough for the local busi-
ness to achieve all possible economies of scale and scope as well as synergies, especially
given the dramatic changes in the marketplace. Take, for example, pharmaceuticals. In the
1970s, developing a new drug cost about $16 million and took four years. The drug could
be produced in Britain or the United States and eventually exported. Now, developing a
drug costs as much as $1 billion and takes as long as 12 years, with competitive efforts
close behind. For the leading companies, annual R&D budgets can run to $5 billion. Only
global products for global markets can support that much risk.10 Size has become a major
asset, which partly explains the many mergers and acquisitions in industries such as aero-
space, pharmaceuticals, and telecommunications. The paper industry underwent major
regional consolidation between 1998 and 2005, as shown in Exhibit 6.2, as companies
from North America and Europe in particular consolidated their positions in a scale-driven
sector.11 In the heavily contested consumer goods sectors, launching a new brand may
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cost as much as $100 million, meaning that companies such as Unilever and Procter &
Gamble are not going to necessarily spend precious resources on one-country projects.

In many cases, expanded market participation and activity concentration can accelerate
the accumulation of learning and experience. General Electric’s philosophy is to be first or
second in the world in a business or to get out. This can be seen, for example, in its global
effort to develop premium computed tomography (CT), a diagnostic scanning system. GE
swapped its consumer electronics business with the French Thomson for Thomson’s diag-
nostic imaging business. At the same time, GE established GE Medical Systems Asia in
Tokyo, anchored on Yokogawa Medical Systems, which is 75 percent owned by GE.

Environmental Factors
As shown earlier in this text, government barriers have fallen dramatically in the last years
to further facilitate the globalization of markets and the activities of marketers within
them. For example, the forces pushing toward a pan-European market are very powerful:
The increasing wealth and mobility of European consumers (favored by the relaxed
immigration controls), the accelerating flow of information across borders, the introduc-
tion of new products where local preferences are not well established, and the common
currency.12 Also, the resulting removal of physical, fiscal, and technical barriers is indica-
tive of the changes that are taking place around the world on a greater scale.

At the same time, rapid technological evolution is contributing to the process. For ex-
ample, Ford Motor Company is able to accomplish its globalization efforts by using new
communications methods, such as teleconferencing, intranet, and CAD/CAM links, as well
as travel, to manage the complex task of meshing car companies on different continents.13

Newly emerging markets will benefit from advanced communications by being able to
leapfrog stages of economic development. Places that until recently were incommunicado
in China, Vietnam, Hungary, or Brazil are rapidly acquiring state-of-the-art telecommuni-
cations, especially in mobile telephony, that will let them foster both internal and exter-
nal development.14

A new group of global players is taking advantage of today’s more open trading
regions and newer technologies. “Mininationals” or “Born Globals” (newer companies
with sales between $200 million and $1 billion) are able to serve the world from a hand-
ful of manufacturing bases, compared with having to build a plant in every country as the

Consolidation in the Paper Industry, 1998–2005

6.2
Exhibit

Date
Acquirer Target Value Announced

Koch Industries Georgia-Pacific $13.2 billion 11/13/05
Chuetsu Pulp & Paper Mitsubishi Paper $2.4 billion 1/31/05
Semapa Portucel $1.9 billion 7/6/04
Weyerhaeuser Willamette Industries $6.2 billion 1/28/02
MeadWestvaco (U.S.)* Mead (U.S.)* $3.2 billion 8/29/01
Norske Skogindustrier (Norway) Fletcher Challenge Paper (New Zealand) $2.5 billion 4/03/00
Smurfit-Stone (U.S.) St. Laurent Paperboard (Canada) $1.0 billion 2/23/00
Stora Enso (Finland) Consolidated Papers (U.S.) $3.9 billion 2/22/00
International Paper (U.S.) Champion Int’l (U.S.) $5.7 billion 2/17/00
Abitibi-Consol. (Canada) Donohue (Canada) $4.0 billion 2/11/00
Weyerhaeuser (U.S.) MacMillan Bloedel (Canada) $2.3 billion 6/21/99
Int’l Paper (U.S.) Union Camp (U.S.) $5.9 billion 11/24/98
Stora (Sweden)* Enso Oyj (Finland)* Undisclosed 6/02/98

* Merger of equals

SOURCES: “Koch Industries Agrees to Buy Georgia-Pacific,” The Wall Street Journal, November 14, 2005,A3;“Paper Merger Attains Size
without Adding Huge Debt,” The Wall Street Journal, August 30, 2001, B4; and “Stora Enso to Buy Consolidated Papers,” The Wall Street
Journal, February 23, 2000,A3,A8. See also http://www.storaenso.com; and Robert Frank,“The Emerging Global Paper Industry,”
http://www.worldleadersinprint.com, accessed April 25, 2001.

http://www.storaenso.com
http://www.worldleadersinprint.com


established multinational corporations once had to do. Their smaller bureaucracies have
also allowed these mininationals to move swiftly to seize new markets and develop new
products—a key to global success.15 This phenomenon is highlighted in The Interna-
tional Marketplace 6.2.

Competitive Factors
Many industries are already dominated by global competitors that are trying to take ad-
vantage of the three sets of factors mentioned earlier. To remain competitive, the marketer
may have to be the first to do something or to be able to match or preempt competitors’
moves. Products are now introduced, upgraded, and distributed at rates unimaginable a
decade ago. Without a global network, a marketer may run the risk of seeing carefully
researched ideas picked off by other global players. This is what Procter & Gamble and
Unilever did to Kao’s Attack concentrated detergent, which they mimicked and introduced
into the United States and Europe before Kao could react.
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Exports account for 95 percent of Cochlear’s $40 million
sales after a real annual compounded rate of 25 percent
throughout the last ten years. Cochlear is a company
specializing in the production of implants for the
profoundly deaf. Based in Australia, it maintains a global
technological lead through its strong links with hospitals
and research units around the world and through its
collaborative research with a network of institutions
around the world.

Cochlear is a prime example of small to medium-sized
firms that are remaking the global corporation of the
future.The term “mininational” has been coined to reflect
their smaller size compared to the traditional
multinationals. Sheer size is no longer a buffer against
competition in markets where customers are demanding
specialized and customized products.With the advent of
electronic process technology, mininationals are able to
compete on price and quality—often with greater
flexibility. By taking advantage of today’s more open
trading regions, they can serve the world from a handful
of manufacturing bases, sparing them from the necessity
of building a plant in every country. Developments in
information technology have enabled mininationals to
both access data throughout most of the world and to
run inexpensive and responsive sales and service
operations across languages and time zones.An empirical
study of exporting firms established in the last ten years
found that more than half could be classified as “Born
Globals.”

The smaller bureaucracies of the mininationals allow
them to move swiftly in seizing new markets and
developing new products, typically in focused markets. In
many cases, these new markets have been developed by

Born Global

The International MARKETPLACE 6.2

the mininationals themselves. For example, Symbol
Technologies, Inc. of Bohemia, New York, invented the
field of handheld laser scanners and now dominates this
field. In a field that did not even exist fifteen years ago,
Cisco Systems, Inc. of Menlo Park, California, grew from a
mininational to an entity that has over 35,278 employees
in more than 200 offices in 66 countries. Other
mininationals continue to focus on their core products
and services, growing and excelling at what they do best.

The lessons from these new-generation global players
are to (1) keep focused and concentrate on being number
one or number two in a technology niche; (2) stay lean by
having small headquarters to save on costs and to
accelerate decision making; (3) take ideas and technolo-
gies to and from wherever they can be found; (4) take
advantage of employees regardless of nationality to
globalize thinking; and (5) solve customers’ problems by
involving them rather than pushing standardized solutions
on them.As a result of being flexible, they are better able
to weather storms such as the Asian financial crisis by
changing emphases in the geographical operations.

SOURCES: Gary Knight,Tage Koed Madsen, and Per Servais, “An Inquiry
into Born-Global Firms in Europe and the USA,” International Marketing
Review 21(number 6, 2004): 645–666; Øystein Moen and Per Servais,
“Born Global or Gradual Global? Examining the Export Behavior of
Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises,” Journal of International Marketing 10
(no. 3, 2002): 49–72; Øystein Moen,“The Born Globals:A New
Generation of Small European Exporters,” International Marketing Review
19 (no. 2, 2002): 156–175; Gary Knight,“Entrepreneurship and Marketing
Strategy:The SME Under Globalization,” Journal of International Marketing 8
(no. 2, 2000): 12–32;“Corporate Profile,” available at http://www
.cisco.com; “Turning Small into an Advantage,” Business Week, July 13, 1998,
42–44; Michael W. Rennie,“Born Global,” The McKinsey Quarterly (no. 4,
1993): 45–52;“Mininationals Are Making Maximum Impact,” Business Week,
September 6, 1993, 66–69; http://www.cochlear.com; and
http://www.cisco.com.

http://www.cisco.com
http://www.cisco.com
http://www.cochlear.com
http://www.cisco.com
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With the triad markets often both flat in terms of growth and fiercely competitive, many
global marketers are looking for new markets and for new product categories for growth.
Nestlé, for example, is setting its sights on consumer markets in fast-growing Asia, espe-
cially China, and has diversified into pharmaceuticals by acquiring Alcon and by becom-
ing a major shareholder in the world’s number-one cosmetics company, the French
L’Oreal. Between 1985 and 2000, Nestlé spent $26 billion on acquisitions, and another
$18 billion from 2001 to 2002.16 Since then, the company has focused its acquisitions on
the ice-cream and drinks sectors by buying Mövenpick, Powwow, Dreyers, and Valio.

Market presence may be necessary to execute global strategies and to prevent others
from having undue advantage in unchallenged markets. Caterpillar faced mounting global
competition from Komatsu but found out that strengthening its products and operations
was not enough to meet the challenge. Although Japan was a small part of the world mar-
ket, as a secure home base (no serious competitors), it generated 80 percent of Komatsu’s
cash flow. To put a check on its major global competitor’s market share and cash flow,
Caterpillar formed a heavy-equipment joint venture with Mitsubishi to serve the Japanese
market.17 Similarly, when Unilever tried to acquire Richardson-Vicks in the United States,
Procter & Gamble saw this as a threat to its home market position and outbid its archrival
for the company. International Paper prevented Finland’s United Paper Mills from acquir-
ing Champion International to protect its market position as the leading paper maker in
North America and the world.

The Outcome
The four globalization drivers have affected countries and industrial sectors differently.
While some industries are truly globally contested, such as paper and soft drinks, some
others, such as government procurement, are still quite closed and will open up as a
decades-long evolution. Commodities and manufactured goods are already in a global-
ized state, while many consumer goods are accelerating toward more globalization.
Similarly, the leading trading nations of the world display far more openness than low-
income countries, thus advancing the state of globalization in general. The expansion of
the global trade arena is summarized in Exhibit 6.3. The size of the market estimated to
be global in the early twenty-first century is well over $21 billion, boosted by new sectors
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delivered goods and services
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6.3
Exhibit

* 30 OECD countries from North America,Western Europe, and Asia; Japan and Australia included
† 70 countries with middle income per capita, plus China and India ($2,000–$20,000)
‡ 100 Countries of small absolute size and low income per capita (<$2,000)

SOURCE: Adapted and updated from Jane Fraser and Jeremy Oppenheim,“What’s New about Globalization,” The McKinsey Quarterly 33 (no. 2,
1997): 173; and Jagdish N. Sheth and Atul Parkatiyar,“The Antecedents and Consequences of Integrated Global Marketing,” International Marketing
Review 18 (no. 1, 2001): 16–29.



and markets that will become available. For example, while financially unattractive in the
short to medium term, low-income markets may be beneficial in learning the business
climate, developing relationships, and building brands for the future. Hewlett-Packard,
through its e-Inclusion initiative, is looking at speech interfaces for the Internet, solar
applications, and cheap devices that connect with the Web.18

Leading companies by their very actions drive the globalization process. There is no
structural reason why soft drinks should be at a more advanced stage of globalization
than beer and spirits, which remain more local, except for the opportunistic behavior of
Coca-Cola. Similarly, Nike and Reebok have driven their businesses in a global direction
by creating global brands, a global customer segment, and a global supply chain. By cre-
ating a single online trading exchange for all their parts and suppliers, General Motors,
Ford, and DaimlerChrysler created a worldwide market of $240 billion in automotive
components.19

The Strategic Planning Process

Given the opportunities and challenges provided by the new realities of the marketplace,
decision makers have to engage in strategic planning to match markets with products and
other corporate resources more effectively and efficiently, to strengthen the company’s
long-term competitive advantage. While the process has been summarized as a sequence
of steps in Exhibit 6.4, many of the stages can occur simultaneously. Furthermore, feed-
back as a result of evaluation and control may restart the process at any stage.

It has been shown that for globally committed marketers, formal strategic planning
contributes to both financial performance and nonfinancial objectives.20 These benefits in-
clude raising the efficacy of new-product launches, cost reduction efforts, and improving
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The authors appreciate the contributions of Robert M. Grant in the preparation of this figure.
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product quality and market share performance. Internally, these efforts increase cohesion
and improve on understanding different units’ points of view.

Understanding and Adjusting the Core Strategy
The planning process has to start with a clear definition of the business for which strategy
is to be developed. Generally, the strategic business unit (SBU) is the unit around which
decisions are based. In practice, SBUs represent groupings based on product-market
similarities based on (1) needs or wants to be met, (2) end user customers to be targeted,
or (3) the product or service used to meet the needs of specific customers. For a global
marketer such as Black & Decker, the options may be to define the business to be ana-
lyzed as the home improvement business, the do-it-yourself business, or the power tool
business. Ideally, these SBUs should have primary responsibility and authority in manag-
ing their basic business functions.

This phase of the planning process requires the participation of executives from differ-
ent functions, especially marketing, production, finance, distribution, and procurement.
Geographic representation should be from the major markets or regions as well as from
the smaller, yet emerging, markets. With appropriate members, the committee can focus
on product and markets as well as competitors whom they face in different markets,
whether they are global, regional, or purely local. Heading this effort should be an exec-
utive with highest-level experience in regional or global markets; for example, one global
firm called on the president of its European operations to come back to headquarters to
head the global planning effort. This effort calls for commitment by the company itself,
both in calling on the best talent to participate in the planning effort and later in imple-
menting their proposals.

It should be noted that this assessment against environmental realities may mean a
dramatic change in direction and approach. For example, the once-separate sectors of
computing and mobile telephony will be colliding and the direction of future products is
still uncertain. The computer industry believes in miniaturizing the general-purpose com-
puter, while the mobile-phone industry believes in adding new features (such as photo-
messaging, gaming, and location-based information) to its existing products.21 The joint
venture between Ericsson and Sony aims at taking advantage of this trend, something that
neither party could have done on its own.

Market and Competitive Analysis
For global marketers, planning on a country-by-country basis can result in spotty world-
wide market performance. The starting point for global strategic planning is to understand
that the underlying forces that determine business success are common to the different
countries that the firm competes in. Planning processes that focus simultaneously across
a broad range of markets provide global marketers with tools to help balance risks, re-
source requirements, competitive economies of scale, and profitability to gain stronger
long-term positions.22 On the demand side this requires an understanding of the common
features of customer requirements and choice factors. In terms of competition, the key is
to understand the structure of the global industry in order to identify the forces that will
drive competition and determine profitability.23

For any automobile company, for example, strategy begins not with individual national
markets, but with understanding trends and sources of profit in the global automobile
market. What are the trends in world demand? What are the underlying trends in lifestyles
and transportation patterns that will shape customer expectations and preferences with
respect to safety, economy, design, and performance? What is the emerging structure of
the industry, especially with regard to consolidation among both automakers and their
suppliers? What will determine the intensity of competition between the different
automakers? The level of excess capacity (currently about 40 percent in the worldwide
auto industry) is likely to be a key influence.24 If competition is likely to intensify, which
companies will emerge as winners? An understanding of scale economies, the state of
technology, and the other factors that determine cost efficiency is likely to be critically
important.



Internal Analysis
Organizational resources have to be used as a reality check for any strategic choice, in that
they determine a company’s capacity for establishing and sustaining competitive advan-
tage within global markets. Industrial giants with deep pockets may be able to establish a
presence in any market they wish, while more thinly capitalized companies may have
to move cautiously. Human resources may also present a challenge for market expansion.
A survey of multinational corporations revealed that good marketing managers, skilled
technicians, and production managers were especially difficult to find. This difficulty is
further compounded when the search is for people with cross-cultural experience to run
future regional operations.25

At this stage it is imperative that the company assess its own readiness for the neces-
sary moves. This means a rigorous assessment of organizational commitment to global or
regional expansion, as well as an assessment of the product’s readiness to face the com-
petitive environment. In many cases this has meant painful decisions of focusing on cer-
tain industries and leaving others. For example, Nokia, the world’s largest manufacturer of
mobile phones, started its rise in the industry when a decision was made at the company
in 1992 to focus on digital cellular phones and to sell off dozens of other product lines
(such as personal computers, automotive tires, and toilet tissue). By focusing its efforts on
this line, the company was able to bring to market new products quickly, build scale
economies into its manufacturing, and concentrate on its customers, thereby communi-
cating a commitment to their needs. Nokia’s current 33 percent market share allows it the
best global visibility of and by the market.26

Formulating Global Marketing Strategy
The first step in the formulation of global strategy is the choice of competitive strategy to
be employed, followed by the choice of country markets to be entered or to be pene-
trated further.

Choice of Competitive Strategy
In dealing with the global markets, the marketing manager has three general choices of
strategies, as shown in Exhibit 6.5: (1) cost leadership, (2) differentiation, or (3) focus.27 A
focus strategy is defined by its emphasis on a single industry segment within which the
orientation may be toward either low cost or differentiation. Any one of these strategies
can be pursued on a global or regional basis, or the marketer may decide to mix and
match strategies as a function of market or product dimensions.

In pursuing cost leadership, the global marketer offers an identical product or service at
a lower cost than the competition. This often means investment in scale economies and strict
control of costs, such as overhead, research and development, and logistics. Differentiation,
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whether it is industry-wide or focused on a single segment, takes advantage of the mar-
keter’s real or perceived uniqueness on elements such as design or after-sales service. It
should be noted, however, that a low-price, low-cost strategy does not imply a commodity
situation.28 Although Japanese, U.S., and European technical standards differ, mobile phone
manufacturers like Motorola and Nokia design their phones to be as similar as possible to
hold down manufacturing costs. As a result, they can all be made on the same production
line, allowing the manufacturers to shift rapidly from one model to another to meet changes
in demand and customer requirements. In the case of IKEA, the low-price approach is as-
sociated with clear positioning and a unique brand image focused on a clearly defined tar-
get audience of “young people of all ages.” Similarly, marketers who opt for high differenti-
ation cannot forget the monitoring of costs. One common denominator of consumers
around the world is their quest for value for their money. With the availability of informa-
tion increasing and levels of education improving, customers are poised to demand even
more of their suppliers.

Most global marketers combine high differentiation with cost containment to enter
markets and to expand their market shares. Flexible manufacturing systems using mostly
standard components and total quality management measures that reduce the occurrence
of defects are allowing marketers to customize an increasing amount of their production
while at the same time saving on costs. Global activities will in themselves permit the
exploitation of scale economies not only in production but also in marketing activities,
such as advertising.

Country-Market Choice
A global strategy does not imply that a company should serve the entire globe. Critical
choices relate to the allocation of a company’s resources between different countries and
segments.

The usual approach is first to start with regions and further split the analysis by country.
Many marketers use multiple levels of regional groupings to follow the organizational
structure of the company, e.g., splitting Europe into northern, central, and southern regions
that display similarities in demographic and behavioral traits. An important consideration is
that data may be more readily available if existing structures and frameworks are used.29

Various portfolio models have been proposed as tools for this analysis. They typically
involve two measures—internal strength and external attractiveness.30 As indicators of
internal strength, the following variables have been used: relative market share, product
fit, contribution margin, and market presence, which would incorporate the level of sup-
port by constituents as well as resources allocated by the company itself. Country attrac-
tiveness has been measured using market size, market growth rate, number and type of
competitors, and governmental regulation, as well as economic and political stability.

An example of such a matrix is provided in Exhibit 6.6. The 3 � 3 matrix on country
attractiveness and company strength is applied to the European markets. Markets in the
invest/grow position will require continued commitment by management in research and
development, investment in facilities, and the training of personnel and the country level.
In cases of relative weakness in growing markets, the company’s position may have to be
strengthened (through acquisitions or strategic alliances) or a decision to divest may be
necessary. For example, General Mills signed a complementary marketing arrangement
with Nestlé to enter the European market dominated by its main global rival, Kellogg’s.
This arrangement allowed General Mills effective market entry and Nestlé more efficient
utilization of its distribution channels in Europe, as well as entry to a new product market.
The alliance has since resulted in the formation of Cereal Partners Worldwide, which has
a combined worldwide market share of 21 percent and sells its products in 130 countries.31

In choosing country markets, a company must make decisions beyond those relating
to market attractiveness and company position. A market expansion policy will determine
the allocation of resources among various markets. The basic alternatives are concentra-
tion on a small number of markets and diversification, which is characterized by growth
in a relatively large number of markets. Expansion strategy is determined by market-,
mix-, and company-related factors, listed in Exhibit 6.7. Market-related factors determine
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the attractiveness of the market in the first place. With high and stable growth rates only
in certain markets, the firm will likely opt for a concentration strategy, which is often the
case for innovative products early in their life cycle. If demand is strong worldwide, as the
case may be for consumer goods, diversification may be attractive. If markets respond to
marketing efforts at increasing rates, concentration will occur; however, when the cost of
market share points in any one market becomes too high, marketers tend to begin look-
ing for diversification opportunities.
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Factors Affecting the Choice between Concentration
and Diversification Strategies6.7

Exhibit

Factor Diversification Concentration

MARKET
Market growth rate Low High
Sales stability Low High
Sales response function Decreasing Increasing
Extent of constraints Low High

MARKETING
Competitive lead time Short Long
Spillover effects High Low
Need for product adaptation Low High
Need for communication adaptation Low High
Economies of scale in distribution Low High
Program control requirements Low High

SOURCE: Adapted from Igal Ayal and Jehiel Zif, “Marketing Expansion Strategies in Multinational Marketing,”
Journal of Marketing 43 (Spring 1979): 89.



The uniqueness of the product offering with respect to competition is also a factor in
expansion strategy. If lead time over competition is considerable, the decision to diversify
may not seem urgent. Very few products, however, afford such a luxury. In many product
categories, marketers will be affected by spillover effects. Consider, for example, the im-
pact of satellite channels on advertising in Europe or in Asia, where ads for a product now
reach most of the market. The greater the degree to which marketing mix elements can
be standardized, the more diversification is probable. Overall savings through economies
of scale can then be utilized in marketing efforts. Finally, the objectives and policies of the
company itself will guide the decision making on expansion. If extensive interaction is
called for with intermediaries and clients, efforts are most likely to be concentrated be-
cause of resource constraints.

The conventional wisdom of globalization requires a presence in all of the major mar-
kets of the world. In some cases, markets may not be attractive in their own right but may
have some other significance, such as being the home market of the most demanding cus-
tomers, thereby aiding in product development, or being the home market of a significant
competitor (a preemptive rationale). For example, Procter & Gamble rolled its Charmin
bath tissue into European markets in 2000 to counter an upsurge in European paper prod-
ucts sales by its global rival Kimberly-Clark.32 European PC makers, such as Germany’s
Maxdata, are taking aim at the U.S. market based on the premise that if they can compete
with the big multinationals (Dell, Hewlett-Packard, and Gateway) at home, there is no
reason why they cannot be competitive in North America as well.33

Therefore, for global marketers three factors should determine country selection:
(1) the stand-alone attractiveness of a market (e.g., China in consumer products due to its
size), (2) global strategic importance (e.g., Finland in shipbuilding due to its lead in tech-
nological development in vessel design), and (3) possible synergies (e.g., entry into Latvia
and Lithuania after success in the Estonian market, given the market similarities).

Segmentation
Effective use of segmentation, that is, the recognition that groups within markets differ
sufficiently enough to warrant individual marketing mixes, allows global marketers to take
advantage of the benefits of standardization (such as economies of scale and consistency
in positioning) while addressing the unique needs and expectations of a specific target
group. This approach means looking at markets on a global or regional basis, thereby
ignoring the political boundaries that otherwise define markets in many cases. The iden-
tification and cultivation of such intermarket segments is necessary for any standardization
of marketing programs to work.34

The emergence of segments that span markets is already evident in the world market-
place. Global marketers have successfully targeted the teenage segment, which is con-
verging as a result of common tastes in sports and music fueled by their computer literacy,
travels abroad, and, in many countries, financial independence.35 Furthermore, a media
revolution is creating a common fabric of attitudes and tastes among teenagers. Today,
satellite TV and global network concepts such as MTV are both helping create this seg-
ment and providing global marketers access to the teen audience around the world. For
example, Reebok used a global ad campaign to launch its Instapump line of sneakers in
the United States, Germany, Japan, and 137 other countries. Given that teenagers around
the world are concerned with social issues, particularly environmentalism, Reebok has in-
troduced a new ecological climbing shoe made from recycled and environmentally sensi-
tive materials. Similarly, two other distinct segments have been detected to be ready for a
pan-regional approach. One includes trendsetters who are wealthier and better educated
and tend to value independence, refuse consumer stereotypes, and appreciate exclusive
products. The second one includes Europe’s businesspeople who are well-to-do, regularly
travel abroad, and have a taste for luxury goods.

Despite convergence, global marketers still have to make adjustments in some of the
marketing mix elements for maximum impact. For example, while Levi’s jeans are glob-
ally accepted by the teenage segment, European teens reacted negatively to the urban
realism of Levi’s U.S. ads. Levi’s converted its ads in Europe, drawing on images of a myth-
ical America.36 Similarly, segment sizes vary from one market to another even in cohesive
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regions such as Europe. The value-oriented segment in Germany accounts for 32 percent
of the grocery sales but only 9 percent in the United Kingdom and 8 percent in France.37

The greatest challenge for the global marketer is the choice of an appropriate base for
the segmentation effort. The objective is to arrive at a grouping or groupings that are
substantial enough to merit the segmentation effort (for example, there are nearly 230 mil-
lion teenagers in the Americas, Europe, and the Asia-Pacific, with the teenagers of the
Americas spending nearly $60 billion of their own money yearly) and are reachable as well
by the marketing effort (for example, the majority of MTV’s audience consists of teenagers).

The possible bases for segmentation are summarized in Exhibit 6.8. Marketers have
traditionally used environmental bases for segmentation. However, using geographic prox-
imity, political system characteristics, economic standing, or cultural traits as a stand-alone
basis may not provide relevant data for decision making. Using a combination of them,
however, may produce more meaningful results. One of the segments pursued by global
marketers around the world is the middle-class family. Defining the composition of this
global middle class is tricky, given the varying levels of development among nations in
Latin America and Asia. However, some experts estimate that 25 percent of the world
population enjoy middle-class lives, some 250 million in India alone.38 Using household in-
come alone may be quite a poor gauge of class. Income figures ignore vast differences in
international purchasing power. Chinese consumers, for example, spend less than 5 per-
cent of their total outlays on rent, transportation, and health, while a typical U.S. household
spends 45 to 50 percent. Additionally, income distinctions do not reflect education or
values—two increasingly important barometers of middle-class status. A global segmenta-
tion effort using cultural values is provided in The International Marketplace 6.3.

It has also been proposed that markets that reflect a high degree of homogeneity with
respect to marketing mix variables could be grouped into segments and thereby targeted
with a largely standardized marketing strategy. Whether bases related to product,
promotion, pricing, or distribution are used, their influence should be related to environ-
mentally based variables. Product-related bases include the degree to which products are
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culture-based, which stage of the life cycle they occupy, consumption patterns, and
attitudes toward product attributes (such as country of origin), as well as consumption
infrastructure (for example, telephone lines for modems). The growth of microwave sales,
for example, has been surprising in low-income countries; however, microwaves have be-
come status symbols and buying them more of an emotional issue. Many consumers in
these markets also want to make sure they get the same product as available in developed
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Segmenting Global Markets by Cultural Values

The International MARKETPLACE 6.3

Although most people fall into a particular category,
some values cut across many categories and countries.
For example,“protecting the family” ranks in the top 10
for all six groups.All 35 countries rank family in their
top five guiding principles, except for Indonesia, which
ranks respecting ancestors as number one.All the Asian
countries surveyed place family in their top two.
Protecting the family was given top value in 22
countries, including the United States.A country-by-
country analysis reveals that Great Britain leads the
world in wanting to protect the family, Brazil has the
most fun seekers, Saudi Arabia ranks first in faith, the
Netherlands has the highest percentage worldwide in
esteeming honesty, and Korea is the global front-runner
in valuing health and fitness.

The research shows that people in different segments
generally pursue different activities, buy different
products, and use different media. Knowing which
segments dominate in a country helps with marketing
efforts and enables advertisers to tailor their message to
those parts of the population most likely to buy. Profiles
of the values segments around the world give marketers
the tools to refine their strategies, identify potential
consumers, reinforce loyal customer bases, and buffer
them against competitive moves.

Three critical factors—nationality, demographics and
values—play major roles in determining the nature and
evolution of global consumer markets. But their
importance relative to one another depends on the
product or service category with which marketers are
dealing. Core values go much deeper than behavior or
attitude, and they determine, at a basic level, people’s
choices and desires over the long term. Behavior changes
quickly in response to outside forces of all kinds, including
whether a person got a good night’s sleep or how long
the line is at the grocery store.Although slower to
change, attitudes also are prone to external influences.
Core values, on the other hand, are intrinsic to a person’s
identity and inherent beliefs. By appealing to people’s
inner selves, it’s possible to influence their outer selves—
their purchase behavior.

As part of a Roper Reports Worldwide Global Consumer
Survey, 1,000 people were interviewed in their homes in
each of 35 countries.As part of their responses, they
ranked 56 values by the importance they hold as guiding
principles in their lives.Among adults, six global values
segments emerged, residing in all 35 countries, but to
varying degrees in each. Interestingly, the largest values
segment across the globe focuses on the material world,
while the second largest centers on the soul.

Segment Characteristics Geographics

Strivers More likely to be men; place more emphasis on One-third of people in developing Asia;
material and professional goals one-quarter in Russia and developed Asia

Devouts 22 percent of adults; women more than men; Africa,Asia, Middle East; least common 
tradition and duty are paramount in Europe

Altruists 18 percent of adults; larger portion of females; Latin America and Russia
interested in social issues and welfare of 
society; older

Intimates 15 percent of population; personal relationships Europeans and North Americans
and family take precedence

Fun Seekers 12 percent of population; youngest group Disproportionately more in developed Asia

Creatives 10 percent worldwide; strong interest in Europe and Latin America
education, knowledge, and technology

SOURCE:Tom Miller,“Global Segments from ‘Strivers’ to ‘Creatives,’” Marketing News, July 20, 1998, 11. Reprinted with permission. See also
http://www.nopworld.com.

http://www.nopworld.com


markets, thereby eliminating the need in many cases to develop market-specific products.
Adjustments will have to made, however. Noticing that, for reasons of status and space,
many Asian consumers put their refrigerators in their living rooms, Whirlpool makes re-
frigerators available in striking colors such as red and blue.

With promotion, customers’ values and norms set the baseline for global vs. regional vs.
local solutions. The significant emphasis on family relationships among many Europeans
and North Americans creates a multiregional segment that can be exploited by consumer-
goods and consumer-services marketers (such as car marketers or telecommunications serv-
ice providers). On the pricing side, dimensions such as customers’ price sensitivity may lead
the marketer to go after segments that insist on high quality despite high price in markets
where overall purchasing power may be low, to ensure global or regional uniformity in the
marketing approach. Affordability is a major issue for customers whose buying power may
fall short for at least the time being. Offering only one option may exclude potential cus-
tomers of the future who are not yet part of a targeted segment; companies like Procter &
Gamble and Unilever offer an array of products at different price points to attract them and
to keep them as they move up the income scale.39 As distribution systems converge, for ex-
ample, with the increase of global chains, markets can also be segmented by outlet types
that reach environmentally defined groups. For example, toy manufacturers may look at
markets not only in terms of numbers of children but by how effectively and efficiently they
can be reached by global chains such as Toys ‘ ’ Us, as opposed to purely local outlets.

Global Marketing Program Development
Decisions need to be made regarding how best to utilize the conditions set by globaliza-
tion drivers within the framework of competitive challenges and the resources of the firm.
Marketing-related decisions will have to be made in four areas: (1) the degree of stan-
dardization in the product offering, (2) the marketing program beyond the product
variable, (3) location and extent of value-adding activities, and (4) competitive moves to
be made.

Product Offering
Globalization is not equal to standardization except in the case of the core product or the
technology used to produce the product. The need to localize varies by product. Fashion
or fashion products depend for their appeal on sameness.  Information technology prod-
ucts are susceptible to power requirements, keyboard configurations (e.g., Europe alone
may require 20 different keyboards), instruction-manual language, and warning labels
compliant with local regulations.40 Product standardization may result in significant cost
savings upstream. For example, Stanley Works’ compromise between French preferences
for handsaws with plastic handles and “soft teeth” and British preferences for wooden
handles and “hard teeth”—to produce a plastic-handled saw with “hard teeth”—allowed
consolidation for production and results in substantial economies of scale. Most
automakers have reduced the number of platforms they offer worldwide to achieve
greater economies of scale. For example, Toyota has reduced the number of its platforms
from 11 to 6. This is not to reduce variety but to deliver it more cost effectively.41 Shania
Twain’s double CD Up! is an example of catering to multiple segments at the same time:
both disks contain the same 19 tracks, but one with the effects pop fans appreciate, and
the other with country dimensions. A third disk with “an Asian, Indian vibe” replaces the
country disk in Europe.42

Marketing Approach
Nowhere is the need for the local touch as critical as in the execution of the marketing
program. Uniformity is sought especially in elements that are strategic (e.g., positioning)
in nature, whereas care is taken to localize necessary tactical elements (e.g., distribution).
This approach has been called glocalization. For example, Unilever achieved great success
with a fabric softener that used a common positioning, advertising theme, and symbol
(a teddy bear) but differing brand names (e.g., Snuggle, Cajoline, Kuschelweich, Mimosin,
and Yumos) and bottle sizes. Gillette Co. scored a huge success with its Sensor shaver

R
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when it was rolled out in the United States, Europe, and Japan with a common approach
based on the premise that men everywhere want the same thing in a shave. Although the
language of its TV commercials varied, the theme (“the best a man can get”) and most of
the footage were the same. A comparison of the marketing mix elements of two global
marketers is given in Exhibit 6.9. Notice that adaptation is present even at Coca-Cola,
which is acknowledged to be one of the world’s most global marketers.

Location of Value-Added Activities
Globalization strives to reduce costs by pooling production or other activities or exploit-
ing factor costs or capabilities within a system. Rather than duplicating activities in
multiple, or even all, country organizations, a firm concentrates its activities. Nokia’s over
20,000 research & development people work in centers in 12 different countries, includ-
ing China, Finland, Germany, Hungary, and China. The company has also entered into
development agreements with operators (such as France Telecom and Vodafone) to bring
innovations to market more efficiently.43 Many global marketers have established R&D
centers next to key production facilities so that concurrent engineering can take place
every day on the factory floor. To enhance the global exchange of ideas, the centers have
joint projects and are in real-time contact with each other.

The quest for cost savings and improved transportation and transfer methods has
allowed some marketers to concentrate customer service activities rather than having them
present in all country markets. For example, Sony used to have repair centers in all the
Scandinavian countries and Finland; today, all service and maintenance activities are actu-
ally performed in a regional center in Stockholm, Sweden. Similarly, MasterCard has teamed
up with Mascon Global in Chennai, India, where MasterCard’s core processing functions—
authorization, clearing, and settlement—for worldwide operations are handled.44

To show commitment to a given market, both economically and politically, centers may
be established in these markets. Philips Electronics has chosen China as their Asian center
for global product research and development.45

Competitive Moves
A company with regional or global presence will not have to respond to competitive
moves only in the market where it is being attacked. A competitor may be attacked in
its profit sanctuary to drain its resources, or its position in its home market may be
challenged.46 When Fuji began cutting into Kodak’s market share in the United States,
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Adaptation Standardization

Marketing Mix Elements Full Partial Full Partial

Product design C N
Brand name C N
Product positioning N C
Packaging C/N
Advertising theme N C
Pricing N C
Advertising copy N C C
Distribution N C
Sales promotion N C
Customer service N C

Key: C = Coca-Cola; N = Nestlé.

SOURCE: Adapted from John A. Quelch and Edward J. Hoff, “Customizing Global Marketing,” Harvard Business
Review, May–June 1986 (Boston: Harvard Business School Publishing Division), 61.



Kodak responded by drastically increasing its advertising in Japan, and created a new sub-
sidiary to deal strictly with that market.

Cross-subsidization, or the use of resources accumulated in one part of the world to
fight a competitive battle in another, may be the competitive advantage needed for the
long term.47 One major market lost may mean losses in others, resulting in a domino
effect. Jockeying for overall global leadership may result in competitive action in any part
of the world. This has manifested itself in the form of “wars” between major global play-
ers in industries such as soft drinks, automotive tires, computers, and cellular phones. The
opening of new markets often signals a new battle, as happened in the 1990s in Russia,
in Mexico after the signing of the North American Free Trade Agreement, and in Vietnam
after the normalization of relations with the United States. Given their multiple bases of
operation, global marketers may defend against a competitive attack in one country by
countering in another country or, if the competitors operate in multiple businesses, coun-
tering in a different product category altogether. In the mobile phone category, the win-
ners in the future will be those who can better attack developing and emerging markets
with cheaper phones, while providing Internet-based devices elsewhere.48

In a study of how automakers develop strategies that balance the conflicting pressures
of local responsiveness and regional integration in Europe, Japanese marketers were
found to practice standardization in model offerings but selectively respond to differences
in market conditions by manipulating prices and advertising levels.49

Implementing Global Marketing
The successful global marketers of the future will be those who can achieve a balance be-
tween local and regional/global concerns. Marketers who have tried the global concept
have often run into problems with local differences. Especially early on, global marketing
was seen as a standardized marketing effort dictated to the country organizations by head-
quarters. For example, when Coca-Cola re-entered the Indian market in 1993, it invested
most heavily in its Coke brand, using its typical global positioning, and saw its market
leadership slip to Pepsi. Recognizing the mistake, Coke re-emphasized a popular local
cola brand (Thums Up) and refocused the Coke brand advertising to be more relevant to
the local Indian consumer.50 In the past ten years, Coca-Cola has been acquiring local soft-
drink brands (such as Inca Cola in Peru), which now account for 10 percent of company
sales.51

Challenges of Global Marketing
Pitfalls that handicap global marketing programs and contribute to their suboptimal per-
formance include market-related reasons, such as insufficient research and a tendency to
overstandardize, as well as internal reasons, such as inflexibility in planning and imple-
mentation.

If a product is to be launched on a broader scale without formal research as to regional
or local differences, the result may be failure. An example of this is Lego A/S, the Danish toy
manufacturer, which decided to transfer sales promotional tactics successful in the U.S. mar-
ket unaltered to other markets, such as Japan. This promotion included approaches such as
“bonus packs” and gift promotions. However, Japanese consumers considered these pro-
motions wasteful, expensive, and not very appealing.52 Going too local has its drawbacks
as well. With too much customization or with local production, the marketer may lose its
import positioning. For example, when Miller Brewing Company started brewing Löwen-
bräu under license in the United States, the brand lost its prestigious import image. Often,
the necessary research is conducted only after a product or a program has failed.

Globalization by design requires a balance between sensitivity to local needs and de-
ployment of technologies and concepts globally. This means that neither headquarters nor
independent country managers can alone call the shots. If country organizations are not
part of the planning process, or if adoption is forced on them by headquarters, local
resistance in the form of the not-invented-here syndrome (NIH) may lead to the demise of
the global program or, worse still, to an overall decline in morale. Subsidiary resistance
may stem from resistance to any idea originating from the outside or from valid concerns
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about the applicability of a concept to that particular market. Without local commitment,
no global program will survive.

Localizing Global Marketing
The successful global marketers of the new century will be those who can achieve a
balance between country managers and global product managers at headquarters. This
balance may be achieved by a series of actions to improve a company’s ability to develop
and implement global strategy. These actions relate to management processes, organiza-
tion structures, and overall corporate culture, all of which should ensure cross-fertilization
within the firm.53

Management Processes In the multidomestic approach, country organizations had
very little need to exchange ideas. Globalization, however, requires transfer of informa-
tion between not only headquarters and country organizations but also between the coun-
try organizations themselves. By facilitating the flow of information, ideas are exchanged
and organizational values strengthened. Information exchange can be achieved through
periodic meetings of marketing managers or through worldwide conferences to allow em-
ployees to discuss their issues and local approaches to solving them. IBM, for example,
has a Worldwide Opportunity Council, which sponsors fellowships for employees to lis-
ten to business cases from around the world and develop global platforms or solutions.
IBM has found that some country organizations find it easier to accept input of other
country organizations than that coming directly from headquarters. The approach used at
Levi Strauss & Co. is described in The International Marketplace 6.4.

Part of the preparation for becoming global has to be personnel interchange. Many
companies encourage (or even require) midlevel managers to gain experience abroad
during the early or middle stages of their careers. The more experience people have in
working with others from different nationalities—getting to know other markets and sur-
roundings—the better a company’s global philosophy, strategy, and actions will be inte-
grated locally.

The role of headquarters staff should be that of coordination and leveraging the re-
sources of the corporation. For example, this may mean activities focused on combining
good ideas that come from different parts of the company to be fed into global planning.
Many global companies also employ world-class advertising and market research staffs
whose role should be to consult subsidiaries by upgrading their technical skills, and to
focus their attention not only on local issues but also on those with global impact.

Globalization calls for the centralization of decision-making authority far beyond that
of the multidomestic approach. Once a strategy has been jointly developed, headquarters
may want to permit local managers to develop their own programs within specified
parameters and subject to approval, rather than forcing them to adhere strictly to the
formulated strategy. For example, Colgate Palmolive allows local units to use their own
ads, but only if they can prove they beat the global “benchmark” version. With a properly
managed approval process, effective control can be exerted without unduly dampening a
country manager’s creativity.

Overall, the best approach against the emergence of the NIH syndrome is utilizing var-
ious motivational policies, such as (1) ensuring that local managers participate in the de-
velopment of marketing strategies and programs for global brands, (2) encouraging local
managers to generate ideas for possible regional or global use, (3) maintaining a prod-
uct portfolio that includes local as well as regional and global brands, and (4) allowing
local managers control over their marketing budgets so that they can respond to local
customer needs and counter global competition (rather than depleting budgets by forc-
ing them to participate only in uniform campaigns). Acknowledging this local potential,
global marketers can pick up successful brands in one country and make them cross-
border stars. Since Nestlé acquired British candy maker Rowntree Mackintosh, it has in-
creased its exports by 60 percent and made formerly local brands, such as After Eight
dinner mints, into pan-European hits. When global marketers get their hands on an in-
novation or a product with global potential, rolling it out in other regions or worldwide
is important.
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Organization Structures Various organization structures have emerged to support
the globalization effort. Some companies have established global or regional product
managers and their support groups at headquarters. Their tasks are to develop long-term
strategies for product categories on a worldwide basis and to act as the support system for
the country organizations. This matrix structure focused on customers, which has replaced
the traditional country-by-country approach, is considered more effective in today’s global
marketplace according to companies that have adopted it.

Whenever a product group has global potential, firms such as Procter & Gamble, 3M,
and Henkel create strategic-planning units to work on the programs. These units, such as

Twice a year, Levi Strauss & Co. calls together managers
from its worldwide operations for a meeting of the
minds. In sessions that could be described as a cross
between the United Nations general assembly and MTV,
the participants brainstorm and exchange ideas on what
seems to work in their respective markets, regionally
or globally. If a marketing manager finds an advertising
campaign appealing, he or she is encouraged to take it
back home to sell more Levi’s blue jeans.

All told, Levi’s marketing approach epitomizes a slogan
that is becoming popular among companies around
the world:Think globally, act locally. Levi’s has deftly
capitalized on the Levi’s name abroad by marketing it as
an enshrined piece of Americana, and foreign consumers
have responded by paying top dollar for the product.
An Indonesian commercial shows Levi’s-clad teenagers
cruising around Dubuque, lowa, in 1960s convertibles. In
Japan, James Dean serves as a centerpiece in virtually all
Levi’s advertising. Overseas, Levi’s products have been
positioned as an upscale product, which has meant highly
satisfactory profit margins.To protect the image, Levi’s
has avoided the use of mass merchants and discounters
in its distribution efforts.

Levi’s success turns on its ability to fashion a global
strategy that does not stifle local initiative. It is a delicate
balancing act, one that often means giving foreign
managers the freedom needed to adjust their tactics to
meet the changing tastes of their home markets. In Brazil,
Levi’s prospers by letting local managers call the shots on
distribution. For instance, Levi’s penetrated the huge,
fragmented Brazilian market by launching a chain of 400
Levi’s Only stores, some of them in tiny rural towns.
Levi’s is also sensitive to local tastes in Brazil, where it
developed the Feminina line of jeans exclusively for
women, who prefer ultratight jeans.What Levi’s learns
in one market can often be adopted in another.The
Dockers line of chino pants and casual wear originated in
the company’s Argentine unit and was applied to loosely

cut pants by Levi’s Japanese subsidiary.The company’s
U.S. operation adopted both in 1986, and the line now
generates significant North American as well as European
revenues. In 2002, Dockers unveiled its Go Khaki with
Stain Defender line in the United States followed by a
quick roll-out in other major markets. In 2003, the
company launched the Levi Strauss Signature brand,
aimed at giving value-conscious consumers high-quality
and fashionable clothing from a company they trust.

Headquarters managers exercise control where
necessary.To protect Levi’s cherished brand identity and
image of quality, the company has organized its foreign
operations as subsidiaries rather than relying on a
patchwork of licensees. It is important for a brand to have
a single face; it cannot be controlled if there are 20 to
25 licensees around the world interpreting it in different
ways.The company also keeps ahead of its competition by
exporting its pioneering use of computers to track sales
and manufacturing.

The company has also launched a reorganization to
focus more on consumer needs. Levi’s Web site has been
redesigned to feature a virtual dressing room, custom-
tailored jeans ordering, and virtual salespeople who offer
tips on matching outfits.

Levi’s continues to focus on global sales with its three
divisions—the Americas (NAFTA plus Latin America);
Europe, Middle East, and Africa; and Asia-Pacific—
employing 8,850 people worldwide. In 2001, the Americas
contributed 59 percent of its sales; Europe, the Middle
East, and Africa 24 percent; and Asia-Pacific 17 percent of
$4.1 billion total sales in 2004.

SOURCES: “How Levi Strauss Rekindled the Allure of Brand America,”
World Trade, March 2005, 28; Michele Orecklin,“Look, Ma, No Stains,”
Time, December 9, 2002, 64–65;“Levi Strauss & Co. Fiscal 2001 Financial
Results,” at http://www.levistrauss.com; Alice Z. Cuneo,“Levi Strauss
Begins 1st Online Sales Effort,”Advertising Age, November 23, 1998, 18;
“For Levi’s, a Flattering Fit Overseas,” Business Week, November 5, 1990,
76–77.
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3M’s EMATs (European Marketing Action Teams), consist of members from the country
organizations that market the products, managers from both global and regional head-
quarters, and technical specialists.

To deal with the globalization of customers, marketers are extending national account
management programs across countries, typically for the most important customers.54 In
a study of 165 multinational companies, 13 percent of their revenues came from global
customers (revenues from all international customers were 46 percent). While relatively
small, these 13 percent come from the most important customers who cannot be
ignored.55 AT&T, for example, distinguishes between international and global customers
and provides the global customers with special services, including a single point of
contact for domestic and international operations and consistent worldwide service.
Executing global account management programs builds relationships not only with impor-
tant customers but also allows for the development of internal systems and interaction. It
will require, however, a new organizational overlay and demands new ways of working
for anyone involved in marketing to global customers. One of the main challenges is in
evaluating and rewarding sales efforts. If Nokia sells equipment to Telefonica in Brazil,
should the sale be credited to the sales manager in Brazil or to the global account man-
ager for Telefonica?  The answer in most cases is to double count the credit.56

Corporate Culture Corporate culture affects and is affected by two dimensions: the
overall way in which the company holds its operations together and makes them a single
entity, and the commitment to the global marketplace. “The Toyota Way,” which embod-
ies the Japanese carmaker’s culture, has five distinct elements: (1) Kaizen, the well-
known Japanese process of continuous improvement. Kaizen is more a frame of mind
than a business process. Toyota employees come to work each day determined and com-
mitted to become a little better at whatever it is they are doing than they were the day
before, (2) Genchi genbutsu (GG), which roughly translated means “go to the source.”
Consensus is best built around arguments that are well supported. It also means going to
the source of a problem. Western companies are criticized for spending too little time
defining what business problem they are facing, and too much time coming up with
solutions. GG puts the emphasis the other way round. (3) Toyota employees are encour-
aged to see problems not as something undesirable, but to view problems positively as a
way to help them to improve their performance further. Authority of leaders derives not
from hierarchy but from their proficiency as practitioners. (4) Teamwork plays a pivotal
role at Toyota. Much of this does not come naturally, and Toyota devotes a lot of time and
money to on-the-job training. (5) Respect for other people, not just as people, but also for
their skills and the special knowledge that derives from their particular position in the
company. Toyota believes that if two people always agree, one of them is superfluous.
Different opinions must be expressed, but in a respectful way. Once these values are in-
culcated into a worker, they guide decision making throughout the day. There is no need
to refer matters up the silo to ask what to do. Everyone knows what solution should be
adopted, so decision making is dramatically speeded up. Japanese colleagues who know
the culture well reach a point of “emotional fortitude” where their behavior is entirely
consistent with the organization’s culture and beliefs. In the West, where individual inter-
ests tend to be put before those of any group, it is more difficult for employees to reach
this state (i.e., high versus low individualism). 57

An example of a manifestation of the global commitment is a global identity that favors
no specific country (especially the “home country” of the company). The management
features several nationalities, and whenever terms are assembled, people from various
country organizations get represented. The management development system has to be
transparent, allowing nonnational executives an equal chance for the fast track to top
management.58

Whirlpool’s corporate profile states the following: “Beyond selling products around the
world, being a global home-appliance company means identifying and respecting
genuine national and regional differences in customer expectations, but also recognizing
and responding to similarities in product development, engineering, purchasing, manu-
facturing, marketing and sales, distribution, and other areas.” Companies that exploit the
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efficiencies from these similarities will outperform others in terms of market share, cost,
quality, productivity, innovation, and return to shareholders. In truly global companies,
very little decision making occurs that does not support the goal of treating the world as
a single market. Planning for and execution of programs take place on a worldwide basis.

The Local Company in the Global Environment

The global marketplace presents significant challenges but also opportunities for local
firms.59 As global marketers such as Boeing, Honda, McDonald’s, and Volkswagen expand
their presence, there are local companies that must defend their positions or lose out.
They can no longer rely on the government to protect or support them. If selling out or
becoming a part of a bigger global entity is not an acceptable option, the local marketer
will have to build on an existing competitive advantage or adopt a creative growth strat-
egy globally. To counter the significant resources of global marketers (such as powerful
brands and sizable promotional budgets), the local company can compete successfully in
the local market by emphasizing the perceived advantages of its product and marketing.60

More proactively, the local company can pursue its own globalization strategy through
segments that have similar features to the local marketer’s home market or segments that
global marketers have not catered to.

Strategies available to the local company depend on both external and internal reali-
ties. The degree and strength of globalization in an industry will determine the pressure
that the local marketer will be under. Internally, the extent to which the company’s assets
are transferable (as opposed to having only local relevance) will determine the opportu-
nity dimension. Exhibit 6.10 provides a summary of the options to be considered.

In markets where a local company has enjoyed government protection, the liberalization
of markets as a result of economic integration or WTO membership may mean hardship for
the local company. A dodger may have to rethink its entire strategy. With the collapse of
Communism and introduction of free-market reforms, the Czech carmaker Škoda found its
models to be outdated and with little appeal in comparison to Western makes that became
available for consumers. The company became part of the largest privatization deals in
Eastern Europe in its sale to Volkswagen in 1991. Rather than being merged with VW’s
operations, Škoda has followed VW’s formula for success: performance-oriented manage-
ment, cooperative labor relations, utilitarian marketing, and an emphasis on design. It has
benefited from wholesale implementation of the latest technologies and working practices
and has been able to leapfrog into leaner and more intelligent supply and distribution
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Competitive Strategies for Local Companies

6.10
Exhibit

Competitive assets

Customized to home Transferable 
market abroad

High Dodger Contender
Sells out to a global Upgrades capabilities
player or becomes to match globals in 

Pressures to part of an alliance niches

globalize in the Low Defender Extender
industry Leverages local Expands into

assets in segments markets similar
where globals are weak to home base

SOURCE: Adapted from Niraj Dawar and Tony Frost,“Competing with the Giants: Survival Strategies for
Local Companies in Emerging Markets,” Harvard Business Review 77 (March–April 1999): 119–129.



networks. With sales in 85 countries, Škoda is a leading emerging global brand in one of
the most competitive industries.61

A defender is a local company that has assets that give it a competitive advantage only
in its home market. Ideally, this asset is something that an entering global marketer cannot
easily replicate; for example, channel penetration, or a product line that has a strong local-
customer franchise. Many believed that small local retailers in Latin America would be
swept away with the sector’s consolidation and the entry of global players such as
Carrefour. This has been the case in developed markets, where small retailers have retained
only 10–20 percent of the consumer packaged-goods market as large retailers have
expanded. In Latin America, however, their share has remained at 45–61 percent, because
they are not only meeting the needs of emerging consumers, but in many ways are serving
them better. For emerging-market consumers, price is not the determining factor of retailer
choice; it is the total cost of purchases (including cost of transportation, time, the burden
of carrying purchases, and ability to store purchased items).62 Similarly, while U.S. choco-
late companies Mars and Hershey’s have established only a marginal presence in Latin
America with their larger chocolate bars, Arcor and Nacional de Chocolates have main-
tained their businesses selling bite-sized chocolates that are affordable to low-income
consumers, cater to their tastes, and can be bought in remote rural stores.63

If a local company’s assets are transferable, the company may be able to compete head-
on with the established global players worldwide. While Airbus and Boeing have been
competing by developing and launching ever-bigger aircraft, the niche for jets that carry 70
to 110 passengers has been left open for others. In the last ten years, the number of
regional jet routes has grown 1,000 percent in Europe and 1,400 percent in North America.
Much of that increase has come from commuter airlines that the majors own or contract
with to connect smaller markets with their hubs. The contender that has taken advantage
of the increased demand is Brazil’s Embraer, which has challenged the market leader,
Canada’s Bombardier. When demand took off faster than expected, Bombardier could not
meet demand, thus opening the door for Embraer. Currently, Brazil’s lower labor costs
allow Embraer to undercut its competitor on prices.64

Extenders are able to exploit their success at home as a platform for expansion else-
where. This calls for markets or segments that are similar in terms of customer prefer-
ences; for example, sizable expatriate communities. The number of Indians in the United
States has doubled in the last ten years to 2.5 million, making them the largest and fastest-
growing Asian minority.65 This will provide an opportunity for Bollywood to extend its
marketing beyond India. Televisa from Mexico, Venevisíon from Venezuela, and Globo
TV in Brazil have emerged as leading producers and marketers of telenovelas, especially
to culturally close markets in Europe.66 Some local marketers have been seasoned in com-
peting against global players and subsequently extended their market presence to new
markets abroad. Jollibee Foods Corporation challenged McDonald’s in its home market of
the Filipino with its products and services customized to local tastes, and has subse-
quently expanded its presence to other markets with sizable Filipino communities, such
as Hong Kong and California. Jollibee now has 24 restaurants operating in 7 countries and
continues to grow.67

Multiple strategies are available to the local marketers when global markets and mar-
keters challenge them. The key is to innovate, rather than imitate, and exploit the inher-
ent competitive advantages over global players.
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Summary

Globalization has become one of the most important
strategy issues for marketing managers in the last ten
years. Many forces, both external and internal, are driv-
ing companies to globalize by expanding and coordinat-
ing their participation in foreign markets. The approach
is not standardization, however. Marketers may indeed

occasionally be able to take identical technical and
marketing concepts around the world, but most often,
concepts must be customized to local tastes. Internally,
companies must make sure that country organizations
around the world are ready to launch global products
and programs as if they had been developed only for
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Key Terms

triad
concentration
diversification
glocalization

cross-subsidization
not-invented-here syndrome (NIH)
global account management
dodger

defender
contender
extender

Questions for Discussion

1. What is the danger in oversimplifying the
globalization approach? Would you agree with the
statement that “if something is working in a big
way in one market, you better assume it will work
in all markets”?

2. In addition to teenagers as a global segment, are
there possibly other such groups with similar traits
and behaviors that have emerged worldwide?

3. Suggest ways in which a global marketer is better
equipped to initiate and respond to competitive
moves.

4. Why is the assessment of internal resources critical
as early as possible in developing a global strategic
plan?

5. What are the critical ways in which the
multidomestic and global approaches differ in
country-market selection?

6. Outline the basic reasons why a company does not
necessarily have to be large and have years of
experience to succeed in the global marketplace.

Internet Exercises

1. Using the material available at Unilever’s Web site
(http://www.unilever.com), suggest ways in
which Unilever’s business groups can take
advantage of global and regional strategies due to
interconnections in production and marketing.

2. Whirlpool’s goal is “a Whirlpool product in
every home, everywhere.” Using its Web site,
http://www.whirlpoolcorp.com/about/vision_
and_strategy/default.asp, describe what needs to
take place for this vision to become a reality.
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their markets. Firms that are able to exploit commonali-
ties across borders and do so with competent marketing
managers in country organizations are able to see the
benefits in their overall performance.68

Marketing managers need to engage in strategic plan-
ning to better adjust to the realities of the new market-
place. Understanding the firm’s core strategy (i.e., what
business they are really in) starts the process, and this as-
sessment may lead to adjustments in what business the
company may want to be in. In formulating global strat-
egy for the chosen business, the decision makers have to
assess and make choices about markets and competitive
strategy to be used in penetrating them. This may result

in the choice of one particular segment across markets or
the exploitation of multiple segments in which the com-
pany has a competitive advantage. In manipulating and
implementing the marketing mix for maximum effect in
the chosen markets, the old adage, “think globally, act
locally,” becomes a critical guiding principle both as far
as customers are concerned and in terms of country
organization motivation. While local marketers may have
an advantage based on their better understanding of the
market, for long-term competitiveness they may also
become involved in the global marketplace. This is typi-
cally most feasible by exploiting a particular niche in
which they have a cost advantage or cultural edge.
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Globalization is at the heart of Procter & Gamble’s
restructuring of its organization, code-named Organization
2005. Organization 2005 recognizes that there is a big
difference between selling products in 140 countries around
the world and truly planning and managing lines of business
on a global basis.

There are five key elements to Organization 2005:

• Global Business Units (GBUs). P&G moved from business
units based on geographic regions to three GBUs based
on product lines.This will drive greater innovation and
speed by centering global strategy and profit
responsibility on brands, rather than on geographics.

• Market Development Organizations (MDOs).The
company established seven MDO regions that will tailor
global programs to local markets and develop marketing
strategies to build P&G’s entire business based on
superior local consumer and customer knowledge.

• Global Business Services (GBS). GBS brings business
activities such as accounting, human resource systems,
order management, and information technology into a
single global organization to provide these services to all
P&G business units at best-in-class quality, cost, and
speed.They will be in the following locations:Americas
(San Jose, Costa Rica); Europe, Middle East,Africa
(Newcastle, United Kingdom); and Asia (Manila,
Philippines).

• Corporate Functions. P&G has redefined the role of
corporate staff. Most have moved into new business units,
with the remaining staff refocused on developing cutting-
edge new knowledge and serving corporate needs. For
example, the company decentralized its 3,600-person
information technology department so that 97 percent of
its members now work in P&G’s individual product,
market, and business teams or are part of GBS, which
provides shared services such as infrastructure to P&G
units.The remaining 3 percent are still in corporate IT. In
addition, 54 “change agents” have been assigned to work
across the four GBUs to lead cultural and business
change by helping teams work together more effectively
through greater use of IT—in particular, real-time
collaboration tools. Future plans have called for some of
these functions to be outsourced.

• Culture. Changes to P&G’s culture should create an
environment that produces bolder, mind-stretching goals
and plans; bigger innovations; and greater speed. For
example, the reward system has been redesigned to
better link executive compensation with new business
goals and results.

In 2004, P&G rebalanced and refocused its GBUs to create
units of about the same size. Health, Baby, and Family Care;
Household Care; and Beauty Care each command $17
billion in worldwide sales. MDOs, GBS, and Corporate
Functions were combined into Global Operations.
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As with any change of consequence, challenges arose as well.
The projected $2 billion in savings also resulted in 9,600
layoffs. Furthermore, many positions had new reporting
structures and even new locations. More than half of the
executives at the various levels are in new jobs. Physical
transfers were significant as well; for example, 1,000 people
were moved to Geneva from around Europe and another
200 to Singapore from various Asian locations. Furthermore,
the changed reporting structures raised concerns as well; for
example, Household Care reports to Brussels. Personnel
transferred to MDOs suddenly had no brands to manage
and had to think across borders.The change from a
U.S.-centric company to a global one was a substantial
demand in a short period of time and has required
adjustments by those affected and in the timetables set.

SOURCES: “It Was a No-Brainer,” Fortune, February 21, 2005, 96-102;
Procter & Gamble 2004 Annual Report, 11;“P&G Profits by Paradox,”
Advertising Age, February 24, 2004, 18-19, 31; Sonoo Singh,“P&G Opens
Up Its Doors and Its Ears,” Marketing Week, February 13, 2003, 21; Jack
Neff, “Does P&G Still Matter?” Advertising Age, September 25, 2000, 48–56;
“Rallying the Troops at P&G,” The Wall Street Journal, August 31, 2000, B1,
B4;“P&G Jump-Starts Corporate Change,” Internetweek, November 1,
1999, 30;“All around the World,” Traffic World, October 11, 1999, 22–24;
“Organization 2005 Drive for Accelerated Growth Enters Next Phase,”
P&G News Releases, June 9, 1999, 1–5; and “Procter & Gamble Moves
Forward with Reorganization,” Chemical Market Reporter, February 1, 1999,
12. See also http://www.pg.com.

How the new organization works can be highlighted with
an example.The GBUs define the equity, or what a brand
stands for.The Pantene brand, for example, gives a
customer healthy, shiny hair, and a Pantene Team within the
Health & Beauty Care GBU is charged with building on
this. It starts with product initiatives or upgrades, which
ideally would be launched simultaneously around the
world. It includes a marketing campaign that communicates
the same fundamental benefit around the world, and it
includes manufacturing the product against global formula
and package specifications.The MDOs then ensure Pantene
excels in their region. In the United States, this could mean
focusing on Club Stores, which might entail partnering with
the GBU to develop large packaging that the outlet
demands to maximize value for their shoppers. Conversely,
the focus in Latin America might be to develop the smallest
possible package (like a sachet), as consumers in that
region want to minimize their out-of-pocket costs.The
outcome should be the same overall brand equity, but very
different executions by region.The GBS Center in Costa
Rica would be providing support for both the U.S. and
Latin America MDOs in this example (and for any other
brand business team from these regions). Some of the
services would include accounting, employee benefits and
payroll, order management and product logistics, and
systems operations.Those working directly on the business
teams would likely determine the amount of Corporate
Function (CF) support. Each function would want to ensure
that they are capitalizing on the latest thinking or
methodologies for each discipline. In this capacity, think
of CF as a consulting group ready to provide service if
called upon.

In the past, when a product was introduced, it might have
taken years for it to be available worldwide, since
management in each region was responsible for the
product’s launch there, including everything from test
marketing to getting products onto retailers’ shelves.
Collaborative technologies, including chat rooms on the
company’s intranet, are transforming the company’s
conservative culture to one that encourages employees to
be candid, test boundaries, and take chances.
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A
s companies evolve from purely domestic entities to multinationals, their
organizational structure and control systems must change to reflect new
strategies. With growth comes diversity in terms of products and services,
geographic markets, and personnel, leading to a set of challenges for the

company. Two critical issues are basic to addressing these challenges: (1) the type of
organization that provides the best framework for developing worldwide strategies, while
at the same time maintaining flexibility with respect to individual markets and operations,
and (2) the type and degree of control to be exercised from headquarters to maximize
total effort. Organizational structures and control systems have to be adjusted as market
conditions change, as seen in The International Marketplace 7.1. While some units are
charged with the development of strong global brands, others are charged with local
adaptation and creating synergies across programs.

This chapter will focus on the advantages and disadvantages of the organizational
structures available, as well as their appropriateness at various stages of internationaliza-
tion. A determining factor is where decision-making authority within the organizational
structures will be placed. The roles of different entities of the organization need to be
defined, including how to achieve collaboration among these units for the benefit of the en-
tire global organization. The chapter will also outline the need for devising a control system
to oversee the international operations of the company, emphasizing the control instru-
ments needed in addition to those used in domestic business, as well as the control strate-
gies of multinational corporations. The appropriateness and eventual cost of the various
control approaches will vary as the firm expands its international operations. Overall, the
objective of the chapter is to study intraorganizational relationships in the firm’s attempt to
optimize competitive response in areas most critical to its business.

Organizational Designs

The basic functions of an organization are to provide (1) a route and locus of decision
making and coordination, and (2) a system for reporting and communications. Increas-
ingly, the coordination and communication dimensions have to include learning from the
global marketplace through the company’s different units.1 These networks are typically
depicted in the organizational chart.

Organizational Designs
The basic configurations of international organizations correspond to those of purely
domestic ones; the greater the degree of internationalization, the more complex the
structures can become. The core building block is the individual company operating in its
particular market. However, these individual companies need to work together for maxi-
mum effectiveness—thus, the need for organizational design. The types of structures that
companies use to manage foreign activities can be divided into three categories based on
the degree of internationalization:

1. Little or no formal organizational recognition of international activities of the firm.This cat-
egory ranges from domestic operations handling an occasional international transaction on
an ad hoc basis to separate export departments.

2. International division. Firms in this category recognize the ever-growing importance of
international involvement.

3. Global organizations.These can be structured by product, area, function, process, or
customer.

Hybrid structures may exist as well, in which one market may be structured by prod-
uct, another by area. Matrix organizations have emerged in large multinational corpora-
tions to combine product, regional, and functional expertise. As worldwide competition
has increased dramatically in many industries, the latest organizational response is
networked global organizations in which heavy flows of technology, personnel, and
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communication take place between strategically interdependent units, to establish greater
global integration. The ability to identify and disseminate best practices throughout the or-
ganization is an important competitive advantage for global companies. For example, a
U.S. automaker found that in the face of distinctive challenges presented by the local en-
vironment, Brazilian engineers developed superior seals, which the company then incor-
porated in all its models worldwide.2 The increasing enthusiasm for outsourcing has put
new demands on managing relationships with independent partners. Boeing, for exam-
ple, holds a partners’ council meeting every six weeks, and has set up a network which
makes it possible for designers (both at Boeing and suppliers) to work on the same up-
to-the-minute database. Virtual meetings with colleagues in different time zones take
place throughout the day.3

Little or No Formal Organization
In the very early stages of international involvement, domestic operations assume
responsibility for international marketing activities. The share of international operations in
the sales and profits of the corporation is initially so minor that no organizational
adjustment takes place. No consolidation of information or authority over international
sales is undertaken or is necessary. Transactions are conducted on a case-by-case basis
either by the resident expert or quite often with the help of facilitating agents, such as
freight forwarders.

As demand from the international marketplace grows and interest within the firm
expands, the organizational structure will reflect it. An export department appears as a
separate entity. This may be an outside export management company—that is, an inde-
pendent company that becomes the de facto export department of the firm. This is an
indirect approach to international involvement, in that very little experience is accumu-
lated within the firm itself. Alternatively, a firm may establish its own export department,
hiring a few seasoned individuals to take full responsibility for international activities.
Organizationally, the department may be a subdepartment of marketing (as shown in
Exhibit 7.1) or may have equal ranking with the various functional departments. This
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choice will depend on the importance assigned to overseas activities by the firm. Because
the export department is the first real step for internationalizing the organizational
structure, it should be a full-fledged marketing organization and not merely a sales organ-
ization; that is, it should have the resources for market research and market-development
activities (such as trade show participation).

Licensing is the international entry mode for some firms. Responsibility for licensing
may be assigned to the R&D function despite its importance to the overall international
strategy of the firm. A formal liaison among the export, marketing, production, and R&D
functions should be formed for the maximum utilization of licensing.4 A separate manager
should be appointed if licensing becomes a major activity for the firm.

As the firm becomes more involved in foreign markets, the export department struc-
ture will become obsolete. The firm may then undertake joint ventures or direct foreign
investment, which require those involved to have functional experience. The firm there-
fore typically establishes an international division.

Some firms that acquire foreign production facilities pass through an additional stage
in which foreign subsidiaries report directly to the president or to a manager specifically
assigned this duty. However, the amount of coordination and control that is required
quickly establishes the need for a more formal international organization in the firm.

The International Division
The international division centralizes in one entity, with or without separate in-corporation,
all of the responsibility for international activities, as illustrated in Exhibit 7.2. The approach
aims to eliminate a possible bias against international operations that may exist if domestic
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divisions are allowed to independently serve international customers. In some cases, inter-
national markets have been found to be treated as secondary to domestic markets. The
international division concentrates international expertise, information flows concerning
foreign market opportunities, and authority over international activities. However, manu-
facturing and other related functions remain with the domestic divisions in order to take
advantage of economies of scale.

To avoid situations in which the international division is at a disadvantage in compet-
ing for production, personnel, and corporate services, corporations need to coordinate
between domestic and international operations. Coordination can be achieved through a
joint staff or by requiring domestic and international divisions to interact in strategic plan-
ning and to submit the plans to headquarters. Further, many corporations require and
encourage frequent interaction between domestic and international personnel to discuss
common challenges in areas such as product planning. Coordination is also important
because domestic operations may be organized along product or functional lines,
whereas international divisions are geographically oriented.

International divisions best serve firms with few products that do not vary significantly
in terms of their environmental sensitivity, and when international sales and profits are
still quite insignificant compared with those of the domestic divisions.5 Companies may
outgrow their international divisions as their international sales grow in significance,
diversity, and complexity. European companies used international divisions far less than
their U.S. counterparts due to the relatively small size of their domestic markets. Royal
Dutch Shell or Philips, for example, would have never grown to their current prominence
by relying on the Dutch market alone. While international divisions were still popular
among U.S. companies in the 1980s and 1990s, globalization of markets and the increased
share of overseas sales have made international divisions less suitable than global struc-
tures.6 For example, Loctite, a leading marketer of sealants, adhesives, and coatings,
moved from having an international division to being a global structure in which the com-
pany is managed by market channel (e.g., industrial automotive and electronics industry),
to enable Loctite employees to synergize efforts and expertise worldwide.7

Global Organizational Structures
Global structures have grown out of competitive necessity. In many industries, competi-
tion is on a global basis, with the result that companies must have a high degree of reac-
tive capability.

Five basic types of global structures are available:

1. Global product structure, in which product divisions are responsible for all manufacture
and marketing worldwide

2. Global area structure, in which geographic divisions are responsible for all manufacture
and marketing in their respective areas

3. Global functional structure, in which the functional areas (such as production, marketing,
finance, and personnel) are responsible for the worldwide operations of their own
functional areas

4. Global customer structure, in which operations are structured based on distinct world-
wide customer groups

5. Mixed—or hybrid—structure, which may combine the other alternatives

Product Structure The product structure is the one that is most used by multinational
corporations.8 This approach gives worldwide responsibility to strategic business units for
the marketing of their product lines, as shown in Exhibit 7.3. Most consumer product firms
utilize some form of this approach, mainly because of the diversity of their products. One
of the major benefits of the approach is improved cost efficiency through centralization of
manufacturing facilities. This is crucial in industries in which competitive position is
determined by world market share, which in turn is often determined by the degree to
which manufacturing is rationalized.9 Adaptation to this approach may cause problems
because it is usually accompanied by consolidation of operations and plant closings.
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A good example is Black & Decker, which rationalized many of its operations in its world-
wide competitive effort against Makita, the Japanese power tool manufacturer. Similarly,
Goodyear reorganized itself into a single global organization with a complete business
team approach for tires and general products. The move was largely prompted by tight-
ening worldwide competition.10 In a similar move, Ford merged its large and culturally
distinct European and North American auto operations by vehicle platform type to make
more efficient use of its engineering and product development resources against rapidly
globalizing rivals.11 The Ford Fusion was designed by one team of engineers for world-
wide markets.

Another benefit is the ability to balance the functional inputs needed by a product and
to react quickly to product-specific problems in the marketplace. Even smaller brands
receive individual attention. Product-specific attention is important because products vary
in terms of the adaptation they need for different foreign markets. All in all, the product
approach ideally brings about the development of a global strategic focus in response to
global competition.

At the same time, this structure fragments international expertise within the firm be-
cause a central pool of international experience no longer exists. The structure assumes
that managers will have adequate regional experience or advice to allow them to make
balanced decisions. Coordination of activities among the various product groups operat-
ing in the same markets is crucial to avoid unnecessary duplication of basic tasks. For
some of these tasks, such as market research, special staff functions may be created and
then hired by the product divisions when needed. If product managers lack an apprecia-
tion for the international dimension, they may focus their attention on only the larger mar-
kets, often with emphasis on the domestic markets, and fail to take the long-term view.
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Area Structure The second most frequently adopted approach is the area structure,
illustrated in Exhibit 7.4. The firm is organized on the basis of geographical areas; for ex-
ample, operations may be divided into those dealing with North America, the Far East,
Latin America, and Europe. Regional aggregation may play a major role in this structuring;
for example, many multinational corpor-ations have located their European headquarters
in Brussels, where the EU has its headquarters. The inevitability of a North American trad-
ing bloc led to the creation of Campbell Soup Co.’s North American division, which re-
placed the U.S. operation as the power center of the company. Organizational changes
were also made at 3M Company as a result of NAFTA, with the focus on three concepts:
simplification, linkage, and empowerment. As an example, this means that new-product
launches are coordinated throughout North America, with standardization of as many
elements as is feasible and prudent. The driver of the choice can also be cultural similar-
ity, such as in the case of Asia, or historic connections between countries, such as in the
case of combining Europe with the Middle East and Africa. As new markets emerge, they
may be first be delegated to an established country organization for guidance with the ul-
timate objective of having them be equal partners with others in the organization. When
Estonia regained its independence and started its transformation to a market economy,
many companies assigned their country organization in Finland the responsibility of the
Estonian unit’s development. In Latvia’s case, the Swedish country organization got the
job. Since then, the development new markets such as the “Stans” (e.g., Kazakhstan and
Azerbaijan) has been delegated to country organizations in Russia and Turkey.

The area approach follows the marketing concept most closely because individual
areas and markets are given concentrated attention. If market conditions with respect to
product acceptance and operating conditions vary dramatically, the area approach is the
one to choose. Companies opting for this alternative typically have relatively narrow
product lines with similar end uses and end users. However, ex-pertise is most needed in
adapting the product and its marketing to local market conditions. Once again, to avoid
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duplication of effort in product management and in functional areas, staff specialists—for
product categories, for example—may be used.

Without appropriate coordination from the staff, essential information and experience
may not be transferred from one regional entity to another. Also, if the company expands
in terms of product lines, and if end markets begin to diversify, the area structure may be-
come inappropriate.

Some marketers may feel that going into a global product structure may be too much
too quickly and opt, therefore, to have a regional organization for planning and reporting
purposes. The objective may also be to keep profit or sales centers of similar size at sim-
ilar levels in the corporate hierarchy. If a group of countries has small sales compared
with other country operations, they can be consolidated into a region. The benefits of a
regional operation and regional headquarters are more efficient coordination of programs
across the region (as opposed to globally), a management more sensitized to country-
market operations in the region, and the ability for the region’s voice to be heard more
clearly at global headquarters (as compared to what an individual, especially smaller,
country operation could achieve).12

Functional Structure
Of all the approaches, the functional structure is the most simple from the administrative
viewpoint because it emphasizes the basic tasks of the firm—for example, manufacturing,
sales, and research and development. This approach, illustrated in Exhibit 7.5, works best
when both products and customers are relatively few and similar in nature. Because
coordination is typically the key problem, staff functions have been created to interact
between the functional areas. Otherwise, the company’s marketing and regional expertise
may not be exploited to the fullest extent.

A variation of this approach is one that uses processes as a basis for structure. The
process structure is common in the energy and mining industries, where one corporate
entity may be in charge of exploration worldwide and another may be responsible for the
actual mining operation.
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Customer Structure
Firms may also organize their operations using the customer structure, especially if the
customer groups they serve are dramatically different—for example, consumers versus
businesses versus governments. Catering to these diverse groups may require the
concentration of specialists in particular divisions. The product may be the same, but the
buying processes of the various customer groups may differ. Governmental buying is char-
acterized by bidding, in which price plays a larger role than when businesses are the buy-
ers. However, products and solutions are increasingly developed around capabilities, such
as networked communications, that can be used by more than one service or agency.13

Similarly, in financial institutions, it is important to know whether customers who signed up
for one service are already customers for other services being provided by the institution.14

Mixed Structure
Mixed, or hybrid, organizations also exist. A mixed structure, such as the one in Ex-
hibit 7.6, combines two or more organizational dimensions simultaneously. It permits
attention to be focused on products, areas, or functions, as needed. This approach may
occur in a transitionary period after a merger or an acquisition, or it may come about
because of a unique customer group or product line (such as military hardware). It may
also provide a useful structure before the implementation of the matrix structure.15
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Organization structures are, of course, never as clear-cut and simple as they have been
presented here. Whatever the basic format, inputs are needed for product, area, and func-
tion. One alternative, for example, might be an initial product structure that would even-
tually have regional groupings. Another alternative might be an initial area structure with
eventual product groupings. However, in the long term, coordination and control across
such structures become tedious.

Matrix Structure
Many multinational corporations—in an attempt to facilitate planning, organizing, and con-
trolling interdependent businesses, critical resources, strategies, and geographic regions—
have adopted the matrix structure.16 Business is driven by a worldwide business unit (for
example, photographic products or commercial and information systems) and imple-
mented by a geographic unit (for example, Europe or Latin America). The geographical
units, as well as their country subsidiaries, serve as the “glue” between autonomous prod-
uct operations.

Organizational matrices integrate the various approaches already discussed, as the
Philips example in Exhibit 7.7 illustrates. The product divisions (which are then divided
into 60 product groups) have rationalized manufacturing to provide products for
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continent-wide markets rather than lines of products for individual markets. These product
groups adjust to changing market conditions; for example, the components division has
been slated to be merged into the other divisions due to lack of stand-alone profitability.17

Philips has three general types of country organizations: In “key” markets, such as the
United States, France, and Japan, product divisions manage their own marketing as well as
manufacturing. In “local business” countries, such as Nigeria and Peru, the organizations
function as importers from product divisions, and if manufacturing occurs, it is purely for
the local market. In “large” markets, such as Brazil, Spain, and Taiwan, a hybrid arrange-
ment is used depending on the size and situation. The product divisions and the national
subsidiaries interact together in a matrix-like configuration, with the product divisions re-
sponsible for the globalization dimension and the national subsidiaries responsible for local
representation and coordination of common areas of interest, such as recruiting. The ma-
trix structure manager has functional, product, and resource managers reporting to him or
her. The approach is based on team building and multiple command, each team specializ-
ing in its own area of expertise. It provides a mechanism for cooperation among country
managers, business managers, and functional managers on a worldwide basis through in-
creased communication, control, and attention to balance in the organization.

The matrices used vary according to the number of dimensions needed. For example,
Dow Chemical’s matrix is three-dimensional, consisting of six geographic areas, three major
functions (marketing, manufacturing, and research), and more than 70 products. The matrix
approach helps cut through enormous organizational complexities by building in a provi-
sion for cooperation among business managers, functional managers, and strategy man-
agers. However, the matrix requires sensitive, well-trained middle managers who can cope
with problems that arise from reporting to two bosses—for example, a product line manager
and an area manager. For example, every management unit may have some sort of multidi-
mensional reporting relationship, which may cross functional, regional, or operational lines.
On a regional basis, group managers in Europe, for example, report administratively to a
vice president of operations for Europe. But functionally, they report to group vice presi-
dents at global headquarters.

Many companies have found the matrix structure problematic. The dual reporting chan-
nel easily causes conflict; complex issues are forced into a two—dimensional decision
framework; and even minor issues may have to be resolved through committee discussion.18

Ideally, managers should solve problems themselves through formal and informal commu-
nication; however, physical and psychic distance often make that impossible. Especially
when competitive conditions re-quire quick reaction, the matrix, with its inherent complex-
ity, may actually lower the reaction speed of the company. As a result, authority has started
to shift in many organizations from area to product, although the matrix may still officially
be used. At the same time, approaches to increase collaboration have been focused on, as
seen in The International Marketplace 7.2.

Evolution of Organizational Structures
Companies develop new structures in stages as their product diversity develops and the
share of foreign sales increases.19 At the first stage are autonomous subsidiaries reporting
directly to top management, followed by the establishment of an international division.
With increases in product diversity and in the importance of the foreign marketplace,
companies develop global structures to coordinate subsidiary operations and rationalize
worldwide production. As global corporations have faced pressures to adapt to local mar-
ket conditions while trying to rationalize production and globalize competitive reaction,
many have opted for the matrix structure. Ideally, matrix structure probably allows a cor-
poration to best meet the challenges of global markets: to be global and local, big and
small, decentralized with centralized reporting, by allowing the optimizing of businesses
globally and maximizing performance in every country of operation.20 The evolutionary
process is summarized in Exhibit 7.8.

Whatever the choice of organizational arrangement may be, the challenge of people
having to work in silos remains. Employee knowledge tends to be fragmented with one
unit’s experience and know-how inaccessible to other units. Therefore, the wheel gets
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reinvented at considerable cost to the company and frustration to those charged with
tasks. Information technology can be used to synchronize knowledge across even the
most complicated and diverse organizations.21 At Procter & Gamble, for example, brand
managers have use of a standardized, worldwide ad-testing system which allows them
access to every ad the company has ever run, providing examples for the needs that may
have to be met at a particular time. Once knowledge transfer is established, what may be
needed is a form of organization in which individuals and teams decide for themselves
what to do, but are accountable for the results.22

Implementation

Organizational structures provide the frameworks for carrying out marketing decision
making. However, for marketing to be effective, a series of organizational initiatives are
needed to develop marketing strategy to its full potential; that is, secure implementation
of such strategies at the national level and across markets.23

introduced a number of low-key changes. Employees are
encouraged to work on cross-cultural and cross-
functional teams. New awards have been instituted for
employees who have created value for the company by
collaborating with others outside of their immediate
units.Transfers across geographic entities as well as
product units are expected as an explicit requirement for
advancement.Top executives at Philips have argued that
up to 80 percent of the desired changes will come about
through readjustment of attitudes, the rest from using
appropriate incentives, most of them not directly
monetary.To accelerate these changes, Philips brought
together its top 1,000 managers for a series of
workshops designed to find ways to cut through
organizational barriers.

Source: “The Matrix Master,” The Economist, January 21, 2006, 4. See also
http://www.philips.com.

Royal Philips Electronics of the Netherlands is one of
the world’s biggest electronics companies, as well as
the largest in Europe, with 160,900 employees in over
60 countries and sales in 2004 of $36 billion. In the past
60 years, it has had three major phases of changes in its
organizational structure.

The company was one of the earliest champions of the
matrix structure.After World War II, the organizational
structure consisted of both national organizations and
product divisions. Every division in a given country would
report to the head of Philips in that country but also to
the division’s head at headquarters.This network was
loosely held together by coordinating committees
designed to resolve any conflicts between the basic
reporting structures.

By the 1990s, environmental complexities had rendered
the structure inefficient.Accountability and credit were
difficult to assign and require. For example, who was to
held responsible for the profit-and-loss account—the
country manager or the product head? The subsequent
reorganization created a number of units with worldwide
responsibility for groups of the company’s businesses
(e.g., consumer electronics and lighting products).The
national offices became subservient to these units, built
around products and based at headquarters.

In the last two years, changes have been made that are
not necessarily evident in organizational charts. For
example, a chief marketing officer has been appointed to
help counter criticism of technology and new-product
bias at the expense of customer orientation. Under an
initiative called “One Philips,” the company has

Beyond the Matrix

The International MARKETPLACE 7.2

http://www.philips.com


Locus of Decision Making
Organizational structures themselves do not indicate where the authority for decision
making and control rests within the organization, nor will they reveal the level of coordi-
nation between units. The different levels of coordination between country units are sum-
marized in Exhibit 7.9. Once a suitable form of structure has been found, it has to be made
to work by finding a balance between the center and the country organizations.

If subsidiaries are granted a high degree of autonomy, the result is termed 
decentralization. In decentralized systems, controls are relatively loose and simple, and the
flows between headquarters and subsidiaries are mainly financial; that is, each subsidiary
operates as a profit center. On the other hand, if controls are tight and if strategic decision
making is concentrated at headquarters, the result is termed centralization. Firms are
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Levels of Coordination

7.9
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Level Description

5. Central control No national structures
4. Central direction Central functional heads have line authority over national functions
3. Central coordination Central staff functions in coordinating role
2. Coordinating mechanisms Formal committees and systems
1. Informal cooperation Functional meetings: exchange of information
0. National autonomy No coordination between decentralized units, which may even compete in

export markets
Level 5 = highest; Level 0 = lowest. Most commonly found levels are 1–4.

SOURCE: Norman Blackwell, Jean-Pierre Bizet, Peter Child, and David Hensley,“Creating European Organizations That Work,” in Readings in
Global Marketing, Michael R. Czinkota and Ilkka A. Ronkainen, eds. (London:The Dryden Press, 1995), 376–385.
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SOURCE: Reprinted by permission of Harvard Business Review. From Christopher A. Bartlett, “Building and
Managing the Transnational:The New Organizational Challenge,” in Competition in Global Industries,
Michael E. Porter, ed. (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1986), 368. Copyright © 1986 
by Harvard Business School Publishing Corporation; all rights reserved.
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typically neither totally centralized nor totally decentralized. Some functions, such as
finance, lend themselves to more centralized decision making, whereas other functions,
such as promotional decisions, lend themselves to far less. Research and development is
typically centralized in terms of both decision making and location, especially when basic
research work is involved. Partly because of governmental pressures, some companies
have added R&D functions on a regional or local basis. In many cases, however, variations
in decision making are product- and market-based; for example in Unilever’s new organi-
zation launched in 2005, managers of global business units are responsible for brand
management and product development, and managers of regional market development
organizations are responsible for sales, trade marketing, and media choices.24

Allowing maximum flexibility at the country-market level takes advantage of the fact
that subsidiary management knows its market and can react to changes quickly. Problems
of motivation and acceptance are avoided when decision makers are also the implemen-
tors of the strategy. On the other hand, many marketers faced with global competitive
threats and opportunities have adopted global strategy formulation, which by definition
requires some degree of centralization. What has emerged as a result can be called
coordinated decentralization. This means that overall corporate strategy is provided from
headquarters, but subsidiaries are free to implement it within the range established in
consultation between headquarters and the subsidiaries.

However, moving into this new mode may raise significant challenges. Among these
systemic difficulties are a lack of widespread commitment to dismantling traditional
national structures, driven by an inadequate understanding of the larger, global forces at
work. Power barriers—especially if the personal roles of national managers are under
threat of being consolidated into regional organizations—can lead to proposals being
challenged without valid reason. Finally, some organizational initiatives (such as multi-
cultural teams or corporate chat rooms) may be jeopardized by the fact that people do not
have the necessary skills (e.g., language ability) or that an infrastructure (e.g., intranet)
may not exist in an appropriate format.25

One particular case is of special interest. Organizationally, the forces of globalization
are changing the country manager’s role significantly. With profit-and-loss responsibility,
oversight of multiple functions, and the benefit of distance from headquarters, country
managers enjoyed considerable decision-making autonomy as well as entrepreneurial ini-
tiative. Today, however, many companies have to emphasize the product dimension of
the product-geography matrix, which means that the power has to shift at least to some
extent from country managers to worldwide strategic business unit and product line man-
agers. Many of the previously local decisions are now subordinated to global strategic
moves. However, regional and local brands still require an effective local management
component. Therefore, the future country manager will have to have diverse skills (such
as government relations and managing entrepreneurial teamwork) and wear many hats in
balancing the needs of the operation for which the manager is directly responsible with
those of the entire region or strategic business unit.26 To emphasize the importance of the
global/regional dimension in the country manager’s portfolio, many companies have tied
the country manager’s compensation to the way the company performs globally or re-
gionally, not just in the market for which the manager is responsible.

Factors Affecting Structure and Decision Making
The organizational structure and locus of decision making in multinational corporations
are determined by a number of factors. They include (1) the degree of involvement in
international operations, (2) the business(es) in which the firm is engaged (in terms, for
example, of products marketed), (3) the size and importance of the markets, and (4) the
human resource capability of the firm.27

The effect of the degree of involvement on structure and decision making was dis-
cussed earlier in the chapter. With low degrees of involvement by the parent company,
subsidiaries can enjoy high degrees of autonomy as long as they meet their profit targets.
The same situation can occur in even the most globally involved companies, but within a
different framework. As an example, consider Philips USA, which generates one-third of



the company’s worldwide sales. Even more important, it serves a market that is on the
leading edge of digital media development. Therefore, it enjoys an independent status in
terms of local policy setting and managerial practices but is nevertheless within the par-
ent company’s planning and control system.

The firm’s country of origin and the political history of the area can also affect organi-
zational structure and decision making. For example, Swiss-based Nestlé, with only 1 to 2
percent of its sales in the small domestic market, has traditionally had a highly decentral-
ized organization. Moreover, events of the past 90 years, particularly during the two world
wars, have often forced subsidiaries of European-based companies to act independently
in order to survive.

The type and variety of products marketed will have an effect on organizational deci-
sions. Companies that market consumer products typically have product organizations
with high degrees of decentralization, allowing for maximum local flexibility. On the
other hand, companies that market technologically sophisticated products, such as
General Electric’s turbines, display centralized organizations with worldwide product
responsibilities.

Going global has recently meant transferring world headquarters of important business
units abroad. For example, Philips has moved headquarters of several of its global busi-
ness units to the United States, including taking its Digital Video Group, Optimal Storage,
and Flat Panel Display activities to Silicon Valley.

Apart from situations that require the development of an area structure, the character-
istics of certain markets or regions may require separate arrangements for the firm. Upon
entry, AT&T China was made the only one of 20 divisions in the world to be based on
geography rather than on product or service line. Furthermore, it was the only one to
report directly to the CEO.28

The human factor in any organization is critical. Managers both at headquarters and
in the subsidiaries must bridge the physical and psychic distances separating them. If
subsidiaries have competent managers who rarely need to consult headquarters about
their problems, they may be granted high degrees of autonomy. In the case of global
organizations, subsidiary management must understand the corporate culture because
subsidiaries must sometimes make decisions that meet the long-term objectives of the firm
as a whole but that are not optimal for the local market.

The Networked Global Organization
No international structure is ideal, and some have challenged the wisdom of even look-
ing for an ideal one. They have called attention to new processes that would, in a given
structure, develop new perspectives and attitudes to reflect and respond to complex de-
mands of the opposite forces of global integration and local responsiveness. Rather than
a question of which structural alternative is best, the question is thus one of how best to
take into account the different perspectives of various corporate entities when making
decisions. In structural terms, nothing may change. As a matter of fact, Philips still has its
basic matrix structure, yet major changes have occurred in internal relations. The basic
change was from a decentralized federation model to a networked global organization;
the effects are depicted in Exhibit 7.10. This approach allows for the internal glocalization
of strategic planning and implementation.29

Companies that have adopted the approach have incorporated the following three di-
mensions into their organizations: (1) the development and communication of a clear cor-
porate vision, (2) the effective management of human resource tools to broaden individ-
ual perspectives and develop identification with corporate goals, and (3) the integration
of individual thinking and activities into the broad corporate agenda.30 The first dimension
relates to a clear and consistent long-term corporate mission that guides individuals wher-
ever they may work in the organization. IBM has established three values for the 21st cen-
tury: dedication to every client’s success, innovation that matters (for the company and the
world), and trust and personal responsibility in all relationships.31 The second dimension
relates both to developing global managers who can find opportunities in spite of envi-
ronmental challenges and to creating a global perspective among country managers. The
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last dimension refers to tackling the “not-invented-here” syndrome to co-opt possibly iso-
lated, even adversarial managers into the corporate agenda.

For example, in an area structure, units (such as Europe and North America) may
operate quite independently, sharing little expertise and information with the others.
While they are supposed to build links to headquarters and other units, they may actually
be building walls. To tackle this problem, Nissan established four management commit-
tees, meeting once a month, to supervise regional operations. Each committee includes
representatives of the major functions (e.g., manufacturing, marketing, and finance), and
the committees (for Japan, Europe, the United States, and general overseas markets) are
chaired by Nissan executive vice presidents based in Japan. The CEO attends the com-
mittee meetings periodically but regularly.32

The network avoids the problems of duplication of effort, inefficiency, and resistance
to ideas developed elsewhere by giving subsidiaries the latitude, encouragement, and
tools to pursue local business development within the framework of the global strategy.
Headquarters considers each unit as a source of ideas, skills, capabilities, and knowledge
that can be utilized for the benefit of the entire organization. This means that the sub-
sidiaries must be upgraded from the role of implementation and adaptation to that of con-
tribution and partnership in the development and execution of worldwide strategies. Effi-
cient plants may be converted into international production centers, innovative R&D units
may be-come centers of excellence (and thus role models), and leading subsidiary groups
may be given a leadership role in developing new strategy for the entire corporation.

Centers of excellence can emerge in three formats: charismatic, focused, or virtual.
Charismatic centers of excellence are individuals who are internationally recognized for
their expertise in a function or an area. The objective is primarily to build through an
expert via a mentoring relationship a capability in the firm that has been lacking. The
most common types are focused centers of excellence that are based on a single area of
expertise, be it technological or product-based. The center has an identifiable location
from which members provide advice and training. In virtual centers of excellence, the
core individuals live and work around the world and keep in touch through electronic
means and meetings. The knowledge of dispersed individuals is brought together, inte-
grated into a coherent whole, and disseminated throughout the firm.33
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SOURCE: Reprinted with permission of Thomas Gross, Ernie Turner, and Lars Cederholm,“Building Teams for
Global Operations,” Management Review, June 1987, 34; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance
Center, Inc.



Promoting Internal Cooperation
The global marketing entity in today’s environment can be successful only if it is able to
move intellectual capital within the organization; that is, take ideas and move them
around faster and faster.34

One of the tools for moving ideas is teaching. For example, at Ford Motor Company,
teaching has taken three distinct forms, as shown in Exhibit 7.11. Ford’s approach is sim-
ilar to those undertaken at many leading global marketing companies. The focus is on
teachable points of view; that is, an explanation of what a person knows and believes
about what it takes to succeed in his or her business.35 For example, GE’s Jack Welch
coined the term “boundarylessness” to describe the way people can act without regard to
status or functional loyalty and look for better ideas from anywhere. Top leadership of GE
spends considerable time at training centers interacting with up-and-comers from all over
the company. Each training class is given a real, current company problem to solve, and
the reports can be career makers (or breakers).36

A number of benefits arise from this approach. A powerful teachable point of view can
reach the entire company within a reasonable period by having students become teachers
themselves. At PepsiCo, the CEO passed his teachable point on to 110 executives, who then
passed it on to 20,000 people within 18 months. Second, participants in teaching situations
are encouraged to maintain the international networks they develop during the sessions.
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Teaching Programs at Ford Motor Co.

7.11
Exhibit

Program Participants Teachers Components

Capstone 24 senior executives The leadership team • Conducted once a year
at a time • About 20 days of teaching 

and discussion
• Teams given six months 

to solve major strategic 
challenges

• 360-degree feedback
• Community service

Business All Ford salaried The participants’ • Three days of teaching 
Leadership employees—100,000 managers and discussion
Initiative by 2002 • Teams assigned to 

100-day projects
• Community service
• 360-degree feedback
• Exercises contrasting 

old and new Ford

Executive Promising young The leadership team • Eight weeks shadowing 
Partnering managers seven senior executives

Let’s Chat Everyone who receives CEO • Weekly e-mails describing
about the e-mail at Ford—about Ford’s new approach
Business 100,000 employees to business

Customer- 1,900 full-time The leadership team • 5 days of intensive instruction
Driven employees awarded • “Learn-by-doing” model
Six-Sigma “Black Belt” in 2001 • Teams assigned multiple

problem-solving projects

SOURCES: Ford Motor Company Annual Report 2004 and Corporate Citizenship Report available at http://www.ford.com, accessed
November 25, 2002; and Suzy Wetlaufer,“Driving Change:An Interview with Ford Motor Company’s Jacques Nasser,” Harvard Business
Review 77 (March–April 1999): 76–88.

http://www.ford.com


Teachers do not necessarily need to be top managers. When General Electric launched
a massive effort to embrace e-commerce, many managers found that they knew little
about the Internet. Following a London-based manager’s idea to have an Internet mentor,
GE encourages all managers to have one for a period of training each week.37

Another method to promote internal cooperation for global marketing implementation
is the use of international teams or councils. In the case of a new product or program, an
international team of managers may be assembled to develop strategy. Although final
direction may come from headquarters, the input has included information on local con-
ditions, and implementation of the strategy is enhanced because local managers were
involved from the beginning. This approach has worked even in cases that, offhand,
would seem impossible because of market differences. Both Procter & Gamble and
Henkel have successfully introduced pan-European brands for which strategy was
developed by European strategy teams. These teams consisted of local managers and staff
personnel to smooth eventual implementation and to avoid unnecessarily long and
disruptive discussion about the fit of a new product to individual markets.

On a broader and longer-term basis, companies use councils to share best practice, an
idea that may have saved money or time, or a process that is more efficient than existing
ones. Most professionals at the leading global marketing companies are members of mul-
tiple councils.

While technology has made teamwork of this kind possible wherever the individual
participants may be, technology alone may not bring about the desired results; “high-tech”
approaches inherently mean “low touch,” sometimes at the expense of results. Human
relationships are still paramount.38 A common purpose is what binds team members to a
particular task, and can only be achieved through trust, achievable through face-to-face
meetings. At the start of its 777 project, Boeing brought members of the design team from
a dozen different countries to Everett, Washington, giving them the opportunity to work
together for up to 18 months. Beyond learning to function effectively within the com-
pany’s project management system, they also shared experiences that, in turn, engen-
dered a level of trust between individuals that later enabled them to overcome obstacles
raised by physical separation. The result was a design and launch in 40 percent less time
than for comparable projects. 

The term network also implies two-way communications between headquarters and
subsidiaries and between subsidiaries themselves. This translates into intercultural com-
munication efforts focused on developing relationships.39 While this communication can
take the form of newsletters or regular and periodic meetings of appropriate personnel,
new technologies are allowing marketers to link far-flung entities and eliminate traditional
barriers of time and distance. Intranets integrate a company’s information assets into a sin-
gle and accessible system using Internet-based technologies such as e-mail, newsgroups,
and the World Wide Web. For example, employees at Levi Strauss & Co. can join an elec-
tronic discussion group with colleagues around the world, watch the latest Levi’s com-
mercials, or comment on the latest marketing program or plan.40 IBM has opened an
online suggestion box called “Think Place” where ideas are logged for all to see and
improve upon. Of the first 4,500 to appear in 2005, 300 were implemented. In many com-
panies, the annual videotaped greeting from management has been replaced by regular
and frequent e-mails (called e-briefs at GE). The benefits of intranets are (1) increased
productivity, in that there is no longer lag time between an idea and the information
needed to implement it; (2) enhanced knowledge capital that is constantly updated and
upgraded; (3) facilitated teamwork, enabling online communication at insignificant ex-
pense; and (4) incorporation of best practice at a moment’s notice by allowing marketing
managers and sales personnel to make to-the-minute decisions anywhere in the world.
The technology is increasingly available to create a culture of collaboration both within
companies and with pertinent outside constituents.41

As the discussion indicates, the networked approach is not a structural adaptation but
a procedural one that requires a change in management mentality. Adjustment is prima-
rily in the coordination and control functions of the firm. While there is still considerable
disagreement as to which of the approaches works, some measures have been shown to
correlate with success, as seen in The International Marketplace 7.3.
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The International MARKETPLACE 7.3

Characteristics of Success

SOURCE: Adapted from Ingo Theuerkauf, David Ernst, and Amir Mahini, “Think Local, Organize . . . ?” in Best Practices in International Business, Michael R.
Czinkota and Ilkka A. Ronkainen, eds. (Mason, OH: South-Western, 2001), 249–255.
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A survey of chief executive officers of 43 leading U.S.
consumer companies, made by McKinsey & Co.,
sheds light on organizational features that distinguish
internationally successful companies. Companies were
classified as more or less successful compared to their
specific industry average, using international sales and
profit growth over a five-year period as the most
important indicators of success.

The survey results indicate certain distinctive traits
that are correlated with high performance in
international markets.The following are moves that
companies can make to enhance prospects for
international success:

• Differentiate treatment of international subsidiaries

• Let product managers in subsidiaries report to the
country general manager

• Have a worldwide management development program

• Make international experience a condition for
promotion to top management

• Have a more multinational management group

• Support international managers with global electronic
networking capabilities

• Manage cross-border acquisitions particularly well

• Have overseas R&D centers

• Remain open to organizational change and continuous
self-renewal

In general, successful companies coordinate their
international decision making globally, with more central
direction than less successful competitors, as seen in the
following exhibit.This difference is most marked in brand
positioning, package design, and price setting.The one
notable exception is an increasing tendency to
decentralize product development.
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The Role of Country Organizations
Country organizations should be treated as a source of supply as much as they are con-
sidered a source of demand. Quite often, however, headquarters managers see their role
as the coordinators of key decisions and controllers of resources and perceive subsidiaries
as implementors and adapters of global strategy in their respective local markets. Fur-
thermore, all country organizations may be seen as the same. This view severely limits the
utilization of the firm’s resources, by not using country organizations as resources and by
depriving country managers of possibilities of exercising their creativity.42

The role that a particular country organization can play depends naturally on that mar-
ket’s overall strategic importance as well as the competencies of its organization. From
these criteria, four different roles emerge (see Exhibit 7.12).

The role of strategic leader can be played by a highly competent national subsidiary lo-
cated in a strategically critical market. The country organization serves as a partner of
headquarters in developing and implementing strategy. For example, a strategic leader
market may have products designed specifically with it in mind. Nissan’s Z-cars have al-
ways been designated primarily for the U.S. market, starting with the 240Z in the 1970s to
the 350Z introduced in 2002.43

A contributor is a country organization with a distinctive competence, such as product
development or regional expertise. Increasingly, country organizations are the source of
new products. These range from IBM’s breakthroughs in superconductivity research, gen-
erated in its Zurich lab, to low-end innovations like Procter & Gamble’s liquid Tide, made
with a fabric-softening compound developed in Europe. Similarly, country organizations
may be assigned as worldwide centers of excellence for a particular product category, for
example, ABB Strömberg in Finland for electric drives, a category for which it is a recog-
nized world leader.44 Similarly, companies such as Carrier, IBM, and Hewlett-Packard use
their units in Finland to penetrate the Russian market.45

High

High

Low

Low

Black Hole Implementor

Strategic Leader Contributor

Competence
of Local
Organization

Strategic Importance of Local Market

Roles for Country Organizations

7.12
Exhibit

SOURCE: Reprinted by permission of Harvard Business Review. An exhibit from “Tap Your Subsidiaries for 
Global Reach,” by Christopher A. Bartlett and Sumantra Ghoshal, 64 (November/December 1986), 90.
Copyright © 1986 Harvard Business School Publishing Corporation; all rights reserved.
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The critical mass for the international marketing effort is provided by implementors.
These country organizations may exist in smaller, less-established markets in which
corporate commitment to market development is less. The presence in these markets is
typically through a sales organization. Although most entities fill this role, it should not be
slighted: Implementors provide the opportunity to capture economies of scale and scope
that are the basis of a global strategy.

The black hole is a situation that the international marketer has to work out of. A com-
pany may be in a “black hole” situation because it has read the market incorrectly (for
example, Philips focused its marketing efforts in the North American market on less-
expensive items instead of the up-market products that have made the company’s
reputation worldwide)46 or because government may restrict its activities (for example,
Citibank being restricted in terms of activities and geography in China). If possible, the
marketer can use strategic alliances or acquisitions to change its competitive position.
Whirlpool established itself in the European Union by acquiring Philips’ white goods’
operation, and has used joint ventures to penetrate the Chinese market. If governmental
regulations hinder the scale of operations, the firm may use its presence in a major market
as an observation post to keep up with developments before a major thrust for entry is
executed (for example, with China’s WTO membership, the financial services sector
should start opening up).

Depending on the role, the relationship between headquarters and the country organ-
ization will vary from loose control based mostly on support to tighter control in making
sure strategies are implemented appropriately. Yet in each of these cases, it is imperative
that country organizations have enough operating independence to cater to local needs
and to provide motivation to the country managers. For example, an implementor should
provide input in the development of a regional or a global strategy or program. Strategy
formulation should ensure that appropriate implementation can be achieved at the coun-
try level.

Good ideas can, and should, come from any country organization. To take full advan-
tage of this, individuals at the country level have to feel that they have the authority to
pursue ideas in the first place and that they can see their concepts through to commer-
cialization.47 In some cases, this may mean that subsidiaries are allowed to experiment
with projects that would not be seen as feasible by headquarters. For example, develop-
ing products for small-scale power generation using renewable resources may not gener-
ate interest in Honeywell’s major markets and subsidiaries but may well be something that
one of its developing-country subsidiaries should investigate.

Control

The function of the organizational structure is to provide a framework in which objectives
can be met. A set of instruments and processes is needed, however, to influence the
behavior and performance of organization members to meet the goals. Controls focus on
actions to verify and correct actions that differ from established plans. Compliance needs
to be secured from subordinates through various means of coordinating specialized and
interdependent parts of the organization.48 Within an organization, control serves as an in-
tegrating mechanism. Controls are designed to reduce uncertainty, increase predictability,
and ensure that behaviors originating in separate parts of the organization are compatible
and in support of common organizational goals despite physical, psychic, and temporal
distances.

The critical issue is the same as with organizational structure: What is the ideal amount
of control? On the one hand, headquarters needs information to ensure that international
activities contribute maximum benefit to the overall organization. On the other hand, con-
trols should not be construed as a code of law and allowed to stifle local initiative.

This section will focus on the design and functions of control instruments available for
the international marketer, along with an assessment of their appropriateness. Emphasis
will be placed on the degree of formality of controls used.



Types of Controls
Most organizations display some administrative flexibility, as demonstrated by variations in
the application of management directives, corporate objectives, or measurement systems. A
distinction should be made, however, between variations that have emerged by design and
those that are the result of autonomy. The one is the result of management decision,
whereas the other has typically grown without central direction and is based on emerging
practices. In both instances, some type of control will be exercised. Here, we are concerned
only with controls that are the result of headquarters initiative rather than consequences of
tolerated practices. Firms that wait for self-emerging controls often find that such an orien-
tation may lead to rapid international growth but may eventually result in problems in areas
of product-line performance, program coordination, and strategic planning.49

Whatever the system, it is important in today’s competitive environment to have inter-
nal benchmarking. Benchmarking relays organizational learning and sharing of best prac-
tices throughout the corporate system to avoid the costs of reinventing solutions that have
already been discovered. A description of the knowledge transfer process by which this
occurs is provided in The International Marketplace 7.4.
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The International MARKETPLACE 7.4

attended the course, salespeople were given reading
materials and were tested when they arrived.Those
remaining were evaluated again at the end of the course,
and performance reports were sent to their managers.

The difficult task is to achieve buy-in from the other
country organizations. Six months might be spent in
making detailed presentations of the best practices to all
the companies and an additional three years helping them
implement the needed changes. It is imperative that the
country manager is behind the proposal in each
subsidiary’s case. However, implementation cannot be left
to the country organizations after the concept has been
presented.This may result in the dilution of both time
and urgency and with possible country-specific
customization that negates comparisons and jeopardizes
the success of the change.

With time, these projects become codified into programs.
Focus 500 allows the company’s top 500 executives to
share information on their interactions with customers
and industry partners. Project Library details costs,
resources, and cycle times of more than 2,000 projects,
making it a vital resource in assuring Six Sigma in project
management. PROFIT allows salespeople to submit hot
selling tips—with cash incentives for doing so.

SOURCES: Philip Evans and Bob Wolf,“Collaboration Rules,” Harvard
Business Review 83 (July–August 2005): 96–104; Kristine Ellis,“Sharing Best
Practices Globally,” Training, July 2001, 34–38; Michael McGann,“Chase
Harnesses Data with Lotus Notes,” Bank Systems andTechnology 34
(May 1997): 38;“Rank Xerox Aims at Sharing Knowledge,” Crossborder
Monitor (September 18, 1996): 8;“World-Wise: Effective Networking
DistinguishesThese 25 Global Companies,” Computerworld, August 26,
1996,7;See also Xerox Online Fact Book,available at http://www.xerox.com.

As growing competitive pressures challenge many global
firms, strategies to improve the transfer of best practice
across geographically dispersed units and time zones
becomes critical.The premise is that a company with the
same product range targeting the same markets pan-
regionally should be able to use knowledge gained in
one market throughout the organization.The fact is,
however, that companies use only 20 percent of their
most precious resources—knowledge, in the form of
technical information, market data, internal know-how,
and processes and procedures.Trying to transfer best
practices internationally amplifies the problem even
more. However, a corporate environment that creates
informal cooperation in addition to the more formal,
builds the necessary trust—and subsequently the critical
mass—to share knowledge.

Copier maker Xerox (formerly Rank Xerox), with over
60 subsidiaries, is working hard to make better use of the
knowledge, corporatewide.A 35-person group identified
nine practices that could be applicable throughout the
group.These ranged from the way the Australian
subsidiary retains customers to Italy’s method of
gathering competitive intelligence to a procedure for
handling new major accounts in Spain.These practices
were thought to be easier to “sell” to other operating
companies, were considered easy to implement, and
would provide a good return on investment.

Three countries were much quicker in introducing new
products successfully than others. In the case of France,
this was related to the training given to employees.The
subsidiary gave its sales staff three days of hands-on
practice, including competitive benchmarking. Before they

International Best Practice Exchange

http://www.xerox.com


Three critical features are necessary in sharing best practice. First, there needs to be a
device for organizational memory. For example, at Xerox, contributors to solutions can
send their ideas to an electronic library where they are indexed and provided to potential
adopters in the corporate family. Second, best practice must be updated and adjusted to
new situations. For example, best practice adopted by the company’s Chinese office will
be modified and customized, and this learning should then become part of the database.
Finally, best practice must be legitimized. This calls for a shared understanding that
exchanging knowledge across units is valued in the organization and that these systems
are important mechanisms for knowledge exchange. An assessment of how effectively
employees share information with colleagues and utilize the databases can also be
included in employee performance evaluations.

In the design of the control system, a major decision concerns the object of control.
Two major objects are typically identified: output and behavior.50 Output controls consist
of balance sheets, sales data, production data, product line growth, or a performance re-
view of personnel. Measures of output are accumulated at regular intervals and forwarded
from the foreign operation to headquarters, where they are evaluated and critiqued based
on comparisons to the plan or budget. Behavioral controls require the exertion of influ-
ence over behavior after, or ideally before, it leads to action. This influence can be
achieved, for example, by providing sales manuals to subsidiary personnel or by fitting
new employees into the corporate culture.

To institute either of these measures, corporate officials must decide on instruments of
control. The general alternatives are bureaucratic/formalized control or cultural control.
Bureaucratic controls consist of a limited and explicit set of regulations and rules that
outline desired levels of performance. Cultural controls, on the other hand, are much less
formal and are the result of shared beliefs and expectations among the members of an
organization. A comparison of the two types of controls and their objectives is provided
in Exhibit 7.13. It can be argued that instilling the marketing approach (i.e., customer
orientation) will have to rely more on behavioral dimensions since an approach focused
on outputs may put undue pressure on short-term profits.51

Bureaucratic/Formalized Control
The elements of bureaucratic/formalized controls are (1) an international budget and
planning system, (2) the functional reporting system, and (3) policy manuals used to
direct functional performance. Budgets are short-term guidelines in such areas as invest-
ment, cash, and personnel, whereas plans refer to formalized long-range programs with
more than a one-year horizon. The budget and planning process is the major control
instrument in headquarters-subsidiary relationships. Although systems and their execution
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Comparison of Bureaucratic and Cultural Control Mechanisms

7.13
Exhibit

Type of Control

Object of Pure Bureaucratic/
Control Formalized Control Pure Cultural Control Characteristics of Control

Output Formal performance Shared norms of HQ sets short-term performance 
reports performance target and requires frequent 

reports from subsidiaries

Behavior Company policies, Shared philosophy of Active participation of HQ in
manuals management strategy formulation of subsidiaries

SOURCES: Peter J. Kidger,“Management Structure in Multinational Enterprises: Responding to Globalization,” Employee Relations,
August 2001, 69–85; and B. R. Baliga and Alfred M. Jaeger,“Multinational Corporations: Control Systems and Delegation Issues,”
Journal of International Business Studies 15 (Fall 1984): 28.



vary, the objective is to achieve the best fit possible with the objectives and characteris-
tics of the firm and its environment.

The budgetary period is typically one year because budgets are tied to the accounting
systems of the company. The budget system is used for four main purposes: (1) allocation
of funds among subsidiaries; (2) planning and coordination of global production capacity
and supplies; (3) evaluation of subsidiary performance; and (4) communication and infor-
mation exchange among subsidiaries, product organizations, and corporate headquarters.52

Long-range plans, on the other hand, extend over periods of two to ten years, and their
content is more qualitative and judgmental in nature than that of budgets. Shorter periods,
such as two years, are the norm because of the uncertainty of diverse foreign environments.

Although firms strive for uniformity, this may be comparable to trying to design a suit
to fit the average person. The budget and planning processes themselves are formalized
in terms of the schedules to be followed.

Control can also be seen as a mechanism to secure cooperation of local units. For ex-
ample, while a company may grant substantial autonomy to a country organization in
terms of strategies, headquarters may use allocation of production volume as a powerful
tool to ensure compliance. Some of the ways for headquarters to gain cooperation of
country organizations are summarized in Exhibit 7.14. Some of the methods used are for-
mal, such as approval of strategic plans and personnel selection, while some are more in-
formal, including personal contact and relationships as well as international networking.53

Since the frequency and types of reports to be furnished by subsidiaries are likely to
increase due to globalization, it is essential that subsidiaries see the rationale for the often
time-consuming task. Two approaches, used in tandem, can facilitate the process: partic-
ipation and feedback. Involving the preparers of reports in their ultimate use serves to
avoid the perception at subsidiary levels that reports are “art for art’s sake.” When this is
not possible, feedback about results and consequences is an alternative. Through this
process, communication is also enhanced.

On the behavioral front, headquarters may want to guide the way in which subsidiaries
make decisions and implement agreed-upon strategies. U.S.-based multinational compa-
nies, relying heavily on manuals for all major functions, tend to be far more formalized than
their Japanese and European counterparts.54 The manuals are for functions such as per-
sonnel policies for recruitment, training, motivation, and dismissal. The use of policy man-
uals as a control instrument correlates with the level of reports required from subsidiaries.

Cultural Control
In countries other than the United States, less emphasis is placed on formal controls,
which are viewed as rigid and too quantitatively oriented. Rather, the emphasis is on
corporate values and culture, and evaluations are based on the extent to which an
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Extent of use of . . .

Approval of local budgets 8.0
Compensation for job performance 7.6
Evaluation of job performance 7.5
Allocation of production capacity/volume 4.8
Financial contribution from HQ 4.7

Among 35 MNCs.
0 to 10 scale (0 = “Never used” and 10 = “Always used”)

Securing Country-Organization Cooperation

7.14
Exhibit

SOURCE: Henry P. Conn and George S.Yip,“Global Transfer of Critical Capabilities,” in Best Practices in International Business, Michael R. Czinkota
and Ilkka A. Ronkainen, eds. (Mason, OH: South-Western, 2001): 256–274.



individual or entity fits in. Cultural controls require an extensive socialization process,
and informal, personal interaction is central to the process. Substantial resources must be
spent to train the individual to share the corporate culture, that is, “the way things are
done at the company.”55 To build common vision and values, managers spend a sub-
stantial amount of their first months at Matsushita in what the company calls “cultural and
spiritual training.” They study the company credo, the “Seven Spirits of Matsushita,” and
the philosophy of the founder, Konosuke Matsushita. Then they learn how to translate
these internalized lessons into daily behavior and operational decisions. Although more
prevalent in Japanese organizations, many Western entities have similar programs, for
example, Philipsh’s “organization cohesion training” and Unilever’s “indoctrination.” This
corporate acculturation will be critical to achieve the acceptance of possible transfers of
best practice within the organization.56

The primary instruments of cultural control are the careful selection and training of cor-
porate personnel and the institution of self-control. The choice of cultural controls rather
than bureaucratic controls can be justified if the company enjoys a low turnover rate. Cul-
tural controls are thus applied, for example, when companies offer lifetime or long-term
employment, as many Japanese firms do.

In selecting home country nationals and, to some extent, third-country nationals, global
companies are exercising cultural control. They assume that these managers have already
internalized the norms and values of the company and that they tend to run a country
operation with a more global view. In some cases, the use of headquarters personnel to
ensure uniformity in decision making may be advisable. Expatriates are used in sub-
sidiaries not only for control purposes but also for initiating change and to develop local
talent. Companies control the efforts of management specifically through compensation,
promotion, and replacement policies.

When the expatriate corps is small, headquarters can exercise control through other
means. Management training programs for overseas managers as well as visits to head-
quarters will indoctrinate individuals to the company’s way of doing things. Similarly, vis-
its to subsidiaries by headquarters teams will promote a sense of belonging. These may
be on a formal basis, as for a strategy audit, or less formal—for example, to launch a new
product. Some innovative global marketers assemble temporary teams of their best talent
to build local skills. IBM, for ex-ample, drafted 50 engineers from its facilities in Italy,
Japan, New York, and North Carolina to run three-week to six-month training courses on
all operations carried on at its Shenzhen facility in China. After the trainers left the coun-
try, they stayed in touch by e-mail, so whenever the Chinese managers have a problem,
they know they can reach someone for help. The continuation of support has been as
important as the training itself.57

Corporations rarely use one pure control mechanism. Rather, emphasis is placed on
both quantitative and qualitative measures. Corporations are likely, however, to place dif-
ferent levels of emphasis on the types of performance mea-sures and on the way the
measures are taken. To generate global buy-in, annual bonuses have shifted away from
the employee’s individual unit and towards the company as a whole. This sends a strong
signal in favor of collaboration across all boundaries. Other similar approaches to moti-
vate and generate changes in thinking exist. At BP, for example, individual performance
assessments exclude the effects of price of oil and foreign exchange because they are out-
side of the employee’s control.58

Exercising Control
Within most corporations, different functional areas are subject to different guidelines.
The reason is that each function is subject to different constraints and varying degrees of
those constraints. For example, marketing as a function has traditionally been seen as
incorporating many more behavioral dimensions than does manufacturing or finance. As
a result, many multinational corporations employ control systems that are responsive to
the needs of the function. Yet such differentiation is sometimes based less on appropri-
ateness than on personality. One researcher hypothesized that manufacturing subsidiaries
are controlled more intensively than sales subsidiaries because production more readily
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lends itself to centralized direction, and technicians and engineers adhere more firmly to
standards and regulations than do salespeople.59

Similarly, the degree of control imposed will vary by subsidiary characteristics, includ-
ing its location. For example, since Malaysia is an emerging economy in which manage-
rial talent is in short supply, headquarters may want to participate more in all facets of de-
cision making. If a country-market witnesses economic or political turmoil, controls may
also be tightened to ensure the management of risk.60

In their international operations, U.S.-based multinational corporations place major
emphasis on obtaining quantitative data. Although this allows for good centralized
comparisons against standards and benchmarks, or cross-comparisons between different
corporate units, several drawbacks are associated with the undertaking. In the interna-
tional environment, new dimensions—such as inflation, differing rates of taxation, and
exchange rate fluctuations—may distort the performance evaluation of any given individ-
ual or organizational unit.

For the global corporation, measuring whether a business unit in a particular country
is earning a superior return on investment relative to risk may be irrelevant to the contri-
bution an investment may make worldwide or to the long-term results of the firm. In the
short term, the return may even be negative.61 Therefore, the control mechanism may
quite inappropriately indicate reward or punishment. Standardizing the information re-
ceived may be difficult if the environment fluctuates and requires frequent and major
adaptations. Further complicating the issue is the fact that, although quantitative informa-
tion may be collected monthly, or at least quarterly, environmental data may be acquired
annually or “now and then,” especially when crisis seems to loom on the horizon.

To design a control system that is acceptable not only to headquarters but also to the
organization and individuals abroad, a firm must take great care to use only relevant data.
Major concerns, therefore, are the data collection process and the analysis and utilization
of data. Evaluators need management information systems that provide for maximum
comparability and equity in administering controls. The more behaviorally based and cul-
ture-oriented controls are, the more care that needs to be taken.

In designing a control system, management must consider the costs of establishing and
maintaining it and weigh the costs against the benefits to be gained. Any control system will
require investment in a management structure and in systems design. As an example, con-
sider the costs associated with cultural controls: Personal interaction, use of expatriates, and
training programs are all quite expensive. Yet these expenses may be justified in savings
through lower employee turnover, an extensive worldwide information system, and a po-
tentially improved control system.62 Moreover, the impact goes beyond the administrative
component. If controls are erroneous or too time-consuming, they can slow or misguide
the strategy implementation process and thus the overall capability of the firm. The result
will be lost opportunity or, worse, increased threats. In addition, time spent on reporting
takes time away from other tasks. If reports are seen as marginally useful, the motivation to
prepare them will be low. A parsimonious design is therefore imperative. The control sys-
tem should collect all the information required and trigger all the intervention necessary but
should not create a situation that resembles the pulling of strings by a puppeteer.

The impact of the environment must also be taken into account when designing con-
trols. First, the control system should measure only dimensions over which the organiza-
tion has control. Rewards or sanctions make little sense if they are based on dimensions
that may be relevant for overall corporate performance but over which no influence can
be exerted, for example, price controls. Neglecting the factor of individual performance
capability would send wrong signals and severely impede the motivation of personnel.
Second, control systems should harmonize with local regulations and customs. In some
cases, however, corporate behavioral controls have to be exercised against local customs
even though overall operations may be affected negatively. This type of situation occurs,
for example, when a subsidiary operates in markets where unauthorized facilitating pay-
ments are a common business practice.

Corporations are faced with major challenges to appropriate and adequate control
systems in today’s business environment. With an increase in local (government) de-
mands for a share in the control of companies established, controls can become tedious,
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especially if the multinational company is a minority partner. Even in a merger, such as
the one between Daimler-Benz and Chrysler—or in a new entity formed by two compa-
nies, as when Toyota and GM formed NUMMI—the backgrounds of the partners may be
sufficiently different to cause problems in terms of the controls.
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product structure
area structure
functional structure
process structure
customer structure
mixed structure
matrix structure

decentralization
centralization
coordinated decentralization
glocalization
best practice
intranet
strategic leader
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black hole
bureaucratic controls
cultural controls
budgets
plans

Questions for Discussion

1. Firms differ, often substantially, in their
organizational structures even within the same
industry. What accounts for these differences in
their approaches?

2. Discuss the benefits gained in adopting a matrix
approach in terms of organizational structure.

3. What changes in the firm and/or in the
environment might cause a firm to abandon the
functional approach?

4. Is there more to the “not-invented-here” syndrome
than simply hurt feelings on the part of those
who believe they are being dictated to by
headquarters?

5. How can systems that are built for global
knowledge transfer be used as control tools?

6. “Implementors are the most important country
organizations in terms of buy-in for effective global
marketing strategy implementation.” Comment.

Summary

The structures and control mechanisms needed to oper-
ate internationally define relationships between the
firm’s headquarters and subsidiaries and provide the
channels through which these relationships develop.
The most fundamental test of organizational design is
whether there is a fit with the company’s overall market-
ing strategy and whether it reflects the strengths of the
entities within the organization.63

International firms can choose from a variety of orga-
nizational structures, ranging from a domestic operation
that handles ad hoc export orders to a full-fledged global
organization. The choice will depend primarily on the
degree of internationalization of the firm, the diversity of
international activities, and the relative importance of
product, area, function, and customer variables in the
process. Whatever the choice of structure may be, im-
plementation of the planned strategies is a critical factor
determining success. Companies typically realize only
60 percent of their strategies’ potential value due to fac-
tors such as organizational silos and culture blocking ex-
ecution.64 To close the strategy-to-performance gap, the
buy-in of all units is necessary. Of these, the primary one
is the use of subsidiaries as resources, not merely as im-
plementors of headquarters strategy.

The control function is of increasing importance be-
cause of the high variability in performance that results
from divergent local environments, and the need to rec-
oncile local objectives with the corporate goal of syner-
gism. It is important to grant autonomy to country or-
ganizations so that they can be responsive to local
market needs, but it is equally important to ensure close
cooperation between units.

Control can be exercised through bureaucratic means,
emphasizing formal reporting and evaluation of bench-
mark data. It can also be exercised through a cultural
control process in which norms and values are under-
stood by individuals and entities that compose the cor-
poration. U.S. firms typically rely more on bureaucratic
controls, whereas multinational corporations headquar-
tered in other countries frequently control operations
abroad through informal means and rely less on strin-
gent measures.

The execution of controls requires great sensitivity to
behavioral dimensions and to the environment. The
measurements used must be appropriate and must re-
flect actual performance rather than marketplace va-
garies. Entities should be measured only on factors over
which they have some degree of control.
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Internet Exercises

1. Improving internal communications is an objective
for networked global organizations. Using the Web
site of the Lotus Development Corporation
(http://www.lotus.com) and its section on case
studies, outline how marketers have used the Lotus
Domino Express to interactively share information.

2. Using company and product information available
on its Web site, determine why Siemens
(http://www. siemens. com/index.jsp) has
opted for global product/business structures for
its organization.
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cannot be ignored.They are not so concerned with luxury
and brand names and are very focused on the price and
quality of products.

With the exception of Coca Cola,Wal-Mart, and a few
other foreign companies, Chinese domestic brands are the
only ones targeting third-tier cities. For examples, while
Nike and Adidas monopolize Shanghai, Beijing, and
Guangzhou, Li-Ning Sports Co. Ltd., a Beijing-based
sportswear company, targets the smaller cities.

Li-Ning targets younger and older generations who pay
more attention to promotions based on frugality and
patriotism. Li-Ning offers premium sports shoes at about
one-fourth the price of Nike, and with estimated millions of
NBA fans in the country it has plenty of space to expand in
the market.The firm targets male high school and university
students ages 14 to 30 with active promotions and “College
3-on-3 plus 1-on-1 challenge basketball games.” For the age
group of 45 and over, it emphasizes the value of its product
in more price-focused promotions.

The success of its strategy, aided by proper research, is
evident in the reported annual sales increase of more than
30 percent per year since 2001. Li-Ning has 97 percent of its
sales in China, but also works abroad.Therefore it promotes
its brand as not only international, but affordable, which is
the perfect combination for its market segments in China.

With custom-tailored promotions and a well-researched
expansion into the not-yet saturated market of third-tier
cities, international marketers may be able to achieve similar
growth.

SOURCES: Michael Fielding,“A Premium Niche; Buyers in China’s Lesser
Cities Like Giveaways, Promotions; Chinese Niche Market Focuses on
Practical,” Marketing News, October 1, 2005, 18;“Li Ning: Anything is
Possible,” China Daily, September 13, 2003, http://www.chinadaily.com.cn.

Companies rely on marketing research in order to obtain
up-to-date and valuable information about their market.
International firms, eager to appeal to China’s consumer
population, search for insight into trends, markets and the
best locations.This helps to open up more and better
opportunities in a hypercompetitive environment.

Many Chinese consumers see global brands as having higher
quality,more financial resources,better marketing, and more
enhanced R&D than domestic brands.This perception alone
puts foreign companies a step above domestic ones.However,
knowing what kind of promotions appeal to specific con-
sumer sectors in different locations is essential to convey the
right message.Companies must have a clear understanding of
which market segment has the greatest opportunities for
them specifically—and decide, therefore,prior to entering
China,which one to focus resources on.

Typically, foreign companies research and enter the four
largest Chinese first-tier cities.These are Shanghai,
Shenzhen, Guangzhou, and Beijing, with a total population of
110 million.They have well-established infrastructure, high
economic development, excellent universities, and are
leaders in R&D.The dominant consumers in these four
cities are characterized by several common dimensions.
They are in their thirties, wealthy, well-educated, and with
experience in technology. For them, company brand is a
matter of pride.

This consumer information, however, is not necessarily
reflective of the country as a whole. For instance, many of
the third-tier cities are economically much less developed
and have less infrastructure but are growing rapidly.These
localities are home to 130 million consumers who are less
educated and less technologically. Although employees in
third-tier cities earn a tenth of what their big-city
counterparts do, their high cumulative spending power

http://www.chinadaily.com
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E
ven though most managers recognize the need for domestic marketing research,
the single most important cause for failure in the international marketplace is in-
sufficient preparation and information. Major mistakes often occur because the
firm and its managers do not have an adequate understanding of the business

environment. Hindsight, however, does not lead to an automatic increase in international
marketing research. Many firms either do not believe that international market research is
worthwhile or face manpower and resource bottlenecks that impede such research. The in-
crease in international marketing practice is also not reflected in the orientation of the
articles published in key research journals.1 Yet building a good knowledge base is a key
condition for subsequent marketing success. To do so, one needs to accumulate data and
information through research. Two basic forms of research are available to the firm: pri-
mary research, where data are collected for specific research purposes, and secondary re-
search, where data that have already been collected are used. This chapter will first outline
secondary research issues, focusing primarily on ways to obtain basic information quickly,
ensuring that the information is reasonably accurate, and doing so with limited corporate
resources. Later, primary research and its ways of answering more in-depth questions for
the firm are covered together with the development of a decision-support system.

Defining the Issue

The American Marketing Association (AMA) defines marketing research as “the function
that links the consumer, customer, and public to the marketer through information—
information used to identify and define marketing opportunities and problems; generate,
refine, and evaluate marketing actions; monitor marketing performance; and improve
understanding of marketing as a process. Marketing research specifies the information
required to address these issues, designs the method for collecting information, manages
and implements the data collection process, analyzes the results, and communicates the
findings and their implications.”2

This very broad statement highlights the fact that research is the link between marketer
and market, without which marketing cannot function. It also emphasizes the fact that mar-
keting actions need to be monitored and outlines the key steps of the research process.

Another definition states that marketing research is the “systematic and objective iden-
tification, collection, analysis and dissemination for the purpose of improving decision
making related to the identification and solution of problems and opportunities in mar-
keting.”3 This statement is more specific to research activities for several reasons: It high-
lights the need for systematic work, indicating that research should be the result of
planned and organized activity rather than coincidence. It stresses the need for objectiv-
ity and information, reducing the roles of bias, emotions, and subjective judgment. Finally,
it addresses the need for the information to relate to specific problems. Marketing research
cannot take place in a void; rather, it must have a business purpose.

International marketing research must also be linked to the decision-making process
within the firm. The recognition that a situation requires action is the factor that initiates
the decision-making process. The problem must then be defined. Often, symptoms are
mistaken for causes; as a result, action determined by symptoms may be oriented in the
wrong direction.

International and Domestic Research

The tools and techniques of international marketing research are said by some to be exactly
the same as those of domestic marketing research, and only the environment differs. How-
ever, the environment is precisely what determines how well the tools, techniques, and
concepts apply to the international market. Although the objectives of marketing research
may be the same, the execution of international research may differ substantially from the
process of domestic research. As a result, entirely new tools and techniques may need to



be developed. The four primary differences are new parameters, new environments, an
increase in the number of factors involved, and a broader definition of competition.

New Parameters
In crossing national borders, a firm encounters parameters not found in domestic market-
ing. Examples include duties, foreign currencies and changes in their value, different
modes of transportation, international documentation, and port facilities. A firm that has
done business only domestically will have had little or no prior experience with these
requirements and conditions. Information about each of them must be obtained in order
for management to make appropriate business decisions. New parameters also emerge
because of differing forms of international operations. For example, a firm can export, it
can license its products, it can engage in a joint venture, or it can carry out foreign direct
investment.

New Environments
When deciding to go international in its marketing activities, a firm exposes itself to an
unfamiliar environment. Many of the assumptions on which the firm was founded and on
which its domestic activities were based may not hold true internationally. Firms need to
learn about the culture of the host country and its demographics, understand its political
system, determine its stability, and appreciate differences in societal structures and lan-
guage. In addition, they must fully comprehend pertinent legal issues in the host country
to avoid operating contrary to local legislation. They should also incorporate the techno-
logical level of the society in the marketing plan and understand the economic environ-
ment. In short, all the assumptions formulated over the years in the domestic market must
be reevaluated. This crucial point has often been neglected, because most managers were
born into the environment of their domestic operations and have subconsciously learned
to understand the constraints and opportunities of their business activities. The process is
analogous to learning one’s native language. Growing up with a language makes speak-
ing it seem easy. Only in attempting to learn a foreign language do we begin to appreciate
the complex structure of languages, the need for rules, and the existence of different
patterns.

Number of Factors Involved
Going international often means entering into more than one market. As a result, the num-
ber of changing dimensions increases geometrically. Even if every dimension is
understood, management must also appreciate the interaction between them. Because of
the sheer number of factors, coordination of the interaction becomes increasingly difficult.
The international marketing research process can help management with this undertaking.

Broader Definition of Competition
By entering the international market, the firm exposes itself to a much greater variety of
competition than existed in the domestic market. For example, when expanding the
analysis of an island’s food production from a local to an international level, fishery prod-
ucts compete not only with other fishery products but also with meat or even vegetarian
substitutes. Similarly, firms that offer labor-saving devices in the domestic marketplace
may suddenly face competition from cheap manual labor abroad. Therefore, the firm
must, on an ongoing basis, determine the breadth of the competition, track the competi-
tive activities, and, finally, evaluate the actual and potential impact on its own operations.

Recognizing the Need for Research

To serve a market efficiently, firms must learn what customers want, why they want it, and
how they go about filling their needs. To enter a market without conducting marketing re-
search places firms, their assets, and their entire operation at risk. Even though most firms
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recognize the need for domestic marketing research, this need is not fully understood for
international marketing activities. Often, decisions concerning entry and expansion into
overseas markets and the selection and appointment of distributors are made after a cur-
sory subjective assessment of the situation. The research done is less rigorous, less formal,
and less quantitative than for domestic marketing activities. Many business executives ap-
pear to view foreign market research as relatively unimportant.

A major reason that firms are reluctant to engage in international marketing activities is
the lack of sensitivity to differences in consumer tastes and preferences. Managers tend to
assume that their methods are both best and acceptable to all others. This is fortunately
not true. What a boring place the world would be if it were!

A second reason is a limited appreciation for the different marketing environments
abroad. As The International Marketplace 8.1 shows, international marketing research is
essential to company success and growth. Often, managers incorrectly believe that national
or geographic boundaries indicate cultural homogeneity. In addition, firms are not prepared
to accept that distribution systems, industrial applications and uses, the availability of media,
or advertising regulations may be entirely different from those in the home market. Barely
aware of the differences, many firms are unwilling to spend money to find out about them.

A third reason is the lack of familiarity with national and international data sources and
the inability to use them if obtained. As a result, the cost of conducting international mar-
keting research is seen as prohibitively high and therefore not a worthwhile investment
relative to the benefits to be gained.4 There is wider information collection and more data
availability, and the expanding research base also includes more countries than those tra-
ditionally researched in marketing, namely the United States and Europe. In addition, the
Internet makes international marketing research much easier and much less expensive.
Therefore, growing access to the Internet around the world will make research more ac-
cessible as well.

Finally, firms often build up their international marketing activities gradually, fre-
quently on the basis of unsolicited orders. Over time, actual business experience in a
country or with specific firms may be used as a substitute for organized research.

Yet, international marketing research is important. It permits management to identify and
develop strategies for internationalization. This task includes the identification, evaluation,
and comparison of potential foreign market opportunities and subsequent market selection.
Second, research is necessary for the development of a marketing plan. The requirements
for successful market entry and market penetration need to be determined. Subsequently,
the research should define the appropriate marketing mix for each international market and
should maintain continuous feedback in order to fine-tune the various marketing elements.
Finally, research can provide management with foreign market intelligence to help it antic-
ipate events, take appropriate action, and prepare for global changes.

The Benefits of Research

To carry out international research, firms require resources in terms of both time and
money. For the typical smaller firm, those two types of resources are its most precious and
scarce commodities. To make a justifiable case for allocating resources to international
marketing research, management must understand what that value of research will be.
This is even more important for international market research than for domestic market
research because the cost tends to be higher. The value of research in making a particu-
lar decision may be determined by applying the following equation:

V (dr) � V (d ) > C (r)

where

V (dr) is the value of the decision with the benefit of research;
V (d ) is the value of the decision without the benefit of research;

and

C (r) is the cost of research.
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Obviously, the value of the decision with the benefit of research should be greater than
the value of the decision without research, and the value increase should exceed the cost
of the research. Otherwise, international marketing research would be a waste of re-
sources. It may be difficult to quantify the individual values because often the risks and
benefits are not easy to ascertain. Realistically, companies and their marketing researchers
are often quite pragmatic: their research decisions are guided by research objectives, but
constrained by resources.5 The use of decision theory permits a comparison of alternative
research strategies.6

Determining Research Objectives

Research objectives will vary from firm to firm because of the views of management, the
corporate mission, and the marketing situation. In addition, the information needs of firms
are closely linked with the level of existing international expertise. The firm may therefore
wish to start out by determining its internal level of readiness to participate in the global
market. This includes a general review of corporate capabilities such as personnel re-
sources and the degree of financial exposure and risk that the firm is willing and able to
tolerate. Existing diagnostic tools can be used to compare a firm’s current preparedness
on a broad-based level.7 Knowing its internal readiness, the firm can then pursue its ob-
jectives with more confidence.

Going International: Exporting
The most frequent objective of international market research is that of foreign-market
opportunity analysis. When a firm launches its international activities, basic information
is needed to identify and compare key alternatives. The aim is not to conduct a
painstaking and detailed analysis of the world on a market-by-market basis but instead
to utilize a broad-brush approach. Accomplished quickly at low cost, this can narrow
down the possibilities for international marketing activities. There are 193 countries in
the world, and an evaluation of each one is difficult and time-consuming. There are two
ways to evaluate foreign markets, country ranking and clustering, and both should be
used. Indexing and ranking countries by their market appeal to a specific business or
project is the first step. Clustering countries into similar groups for screening and eval-
uation is essential for further development and planning of strategies once a specific
country is chosen.8

Such an approach should begin with a cursory analysis of general market variables
such as total and per capita GDP, GDP growth, mortality rates, and population figures.
Although these factors in themselves will not provide detailed market information, they
will enable the researcher to determine whether the corporation’s objectives might be met
in those markets. For example, expensive labor-saving consumer products may not be
successful in the People’s Republic of China because their price may be a significant pro-
portion of the annual salary of the customer, and the perceived benefit to the customer
may be only minimal. Such cursory evaluation will help reduce the number of markets to
be considered to a more manageable number—for example, from 193 to 25.

Next, the researcher will require information about each individual market for a pre-
liminary evaluation. This information typically identifies the fastest-growing markets, the
largest markets for a particular product, market trends, and market restrictions. Although
precise and detailed information for each product probably cannot be obtained, it is avail-
able for general product categories.

Government restrictions on markets must be also considered. For example, the large
population of China would have presented a great market for citrus imports from its rela-
tively close neighbor, Australia. However, due to a citrus canker outbreak in Australia, the
importation of its citrus fruit has been prohibited by the Chinese government.9 A cursory
overview will screen markets quickly and reduce the number of markets subject to closer
investigation.

At this stage, the researcher must select appropriate markets. The emphasis will shift to
focus on market opportunities for a specific product or brand, including existing, latent,
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and incipient markets. Even though the aggregate industry data have already been
obtained, general information is insufficient to make company-specific decisions. For
example, the market demand for medical equipment should not be confused with the
potential demand for a specific brand. In addition, the research should identify demand-
and-supply patterns and evaluate any regulations and standards. Finally, a competitive as-
sessment needs to be made that matches markets with corporate strengths and provides
an analysis of the best market potential for specific products. Exhibit 8.1 offers a summary
of the various stages in the determination of market potential.

Going International: Importing
When importing, firms shift their major focus from supplying to sourcing. Management
must identify markets that produce desired supplies or materials or that have the potential
to do so. Foreign firms must be evaluated in terms of their capabilities and competitive
standing.

The importer needs to know, for example, about the reliability of a foreign supplier, the
consistency of its product or service quality, and the length of delivery time. Information
obtained through the subsidiary office of a bank or through one’s embassy can be very
helpful. Information from business rating services and recommendations from current cus-
tomers are also very useful in evaluating the potential business partner.

In addition, government rules must be scrutinized as to whether exportation from the
source country is possible. For example, India may set limits on the cobra handbags it
allows to be exported, and laws protecting cultural heritage may prevent the exportation

Stage One
Preliminary Screening for Attractive Country Markets

Key Question to Be Answered:
Which Foreign Markets Warrant Detailed Investigation?

Stage Two
Assessment of Industry Market Potential

Key Question to Be Answered:
What Is the Aggregate Demand

in Each of the Selected Markets?

Stage Three
Company Sales Potential Analysis

Key Question to Be Answered:
How Attractive Is the Potential Demand
for Company Products and Services?

A Sequential Process of Researching Foreign
Market Potentials8.1

Exhibit

SOURCE:Tamer S. Cavusgil, “Guidelines for Export Market Research,” Reprinted with permission from Busi-
ness Horizons 28 (November–December 1985): 29. Copyright 1985 by the Trustees at Indiana University,
Kelley School of Business.
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of pre-Columbian artifacts from Latin American countries. The international manager must
also analyze domestic restrictions and legislation that may prohibit the importation of cer-
tain goods into the home country. Even though a market may exist in the United States for
foreign umbrella handles, for example, quotas may restrict their importation in order to
protect domestic industries. Similarly, even though domestic demand may exist for ivory,
its importation may be illegal because of worldwide legislation enacted to protect wildlife.
Firms must also consider the risks of imports, such as disruption or terrorism. Such
occurrences can cause major dislocations in corporate planning and order fulfillment.

Market Expansion
Research objectives may include obtaining detailed information for penetrating a market,
for designing and fine-tuning the marketing mix, or for monitoring the political climate of
a country so that the firm can expand its operation successfully. The better defined the
research objective is, the better the researcher will be able to determine the information
requirements and thus conserve time and financial resources of the firm.

Determining Secondary 
Information Requirements

Using the research objective as a guide, the researcher will be able to pinpoint the type
of information needed. For example, if only general initial market information is required,
macro data such as world population statistics will be sufficient. If research is to identify
market restraints, then information is required about international accords and negotia-
tions in the WTO. Alternatively, broad product category, production, and trade figures
may be desired in order to pinpoint general market activities. For the fine-tuning of a mar-
keting mix, very specific detailed product data may be necessary. This often entails gath-
ering data on both a macro and micro level. On the macro level, these are typically tariff
and nontariff information, and data on government trade policy. On the micro level, these
tend to be data on local laws and regulations, local standards and specifications, distribu-
tion systems, and competitive activities.

Sources of Data
Secondary data for international marketing research purposes are available from a wide
variety of sources. The major ones are briefly reviewed here. In addition, Appendix A to
this chapter lists a wide variety of publications and organizations that monitor interna-
tional issues.

Governments
Of all data sources, governments typically have the greatest variety of data available. This
information provided by governments addresses either macro or micro issues or offers
specific data services. Macro information includes population trends, general trade flows
between countries, and world agricultural production. Micro information includes materi-
als on specific industries in a country, their growth prospects, and their foreign trade ac-
tivities. Specific data services might provide custom-tailored information responding to
the detailed needs of a firm. Alternatively, some data services may concentrate on a spe-
cific geographic region. More information about selected government publications and re-
search services is presented in Appendix A to this chapter. The International Marketplace
8.2 explains some of the information services offered by the European Union.

Most countries have a wide array of national and international trade data available. In-
creasingly these data are available on the Internet, which makes them much more current
than ever before. Closer collaboration between governmental statistical agencies also
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makes the data more accurate and reliable, since it is now much easier to compare data
such as bilateral exports and imports to each other. These information sources are often
available at embassies and consulates, whose mission includes the enhancement of trade
activities. A country’s commercial counselor or commercial attaché can provide the infor-
mation available from these sources.

International Organizations
International organizations often provide useful data for the researcher. The Statistical
Yearbook produced by the United Nations (UN) contains international trade data on prod-
ucts and provides information on exports and imports by country. Because of the time
needed for worldwide data collection, the information is often dated. Additional informa-
tion is compiled and made available by specialized substructures of the UN. Some of these
are the UN Conference on Trade and Development (http://www.unctad.org), which
concentrates primarily on international issues surrounding developing nations, such as
debt and market access; the UN Center on Transnational Corporations; and the Interna-
tional Trade Centre (http://www.intracen.org). The World Atlas, published by the
World Bank (http://www.worldbank.org), provides useful general data on population,
growth trends, and GDP figures. The World Trade Organization (http://www.wto.org)
and the Organization for Economic Cooperation; and Development (OECD)
(http://www. oecd.org) also publish quarterly and annual trade data on their member
countries. Organizations such as the International Monetary Fund (http://www.imf.org)
and the World Bank publish summary economic data and occasional staff papers that
evaluate region- or country-specific issues in depth.
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Secondary Data Sources in Europe

The International MARKETPLACE 8.2

The EU at a Glance

“The EU at a Glance” is aimed at the general public
and sets out to provide clear answers to key questions
concerning such things as the objectives of the
European Union, European citizens’ rights, and the
history of the EU.

Official Documents

“Official Documents” provides access to the conclusions
of European Councils, the General Report on the
activities of the European Union, and the Bulletin of the
European Union. Other documents, such as the Official
Journal, the Treaties, and documents on current legislation
and legislation under preparation may be obtained via
EUR-Lex.

Services

“Services” is a gateway to various databases, information
services, and official publications about the European
Union. It also provides access to the latest statistics and
the list of information relays in the European Union.

SOURCE: EUROPA—Gateway to the European Union, http://europa.eu.int/
index_en.htm, accessed November 29, 2005.

With the expanding economic and political union within
Europe, official information resources are becoming more
centralized. A short sampling of government sources of
information helpful to international managers targeting
the EU are reviewed below. All of them are accessible
through EUROPA (http://europa.eu.int), which is the
portal site of the European Union.

News

“News” is aimed principally at journalists and other
people professionally involved in the information industry.
It contains links to the virtual press rooms of the various
EU institutions and information on major upcoming
events.

Activities

“Activities” sets out the Union’s activities by subject,
giving an overview of the policies as well as more detailed
information for students and professionals.

Institutions

“Institutions” provides a general introduction to each
of the institutions and to European decision-making
procedures. It also contains links to the institutions’
homepages.

http://www.unctad.org
http://www.intracen.org
http://www.worldbank.org
http://www.wto.org
http://www.oecd.org
http://www.imf.org
http://europa.eu.int/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu.int/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu.int
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Service Organizations
A wide variety of service organizations that may provide information include banks,
accounting firms, freight forwarders, airlines, and international trade consultants. Fre-
quently, they are able to provide data on business practices, legislative or regulatory
requirements, and political stability as well as basic trade data. Although some of this
information is available without charge, its basic intent is to serve as an “appetizer.” Much
of the initial information is quite general in nature; more detailed answers often require
an appropriate fee.

Trade Associations
Associations such as world trade clubs and domestic and international chambers of com-
merce (for example, the American Chamber of Commerce abroad) can provide valuable
information about local markets. Often, files are maintained on international trade issues
and trends affecting international marketers. Useful information can also be obtained from
industry associations. These groups, formed to represent entire industry segments, often
collect from their members a wide variety of data that are then published in an aggregate
form. The information provided is often quite general in nature because of the wide vari-
ety of clientele served. It can provide valuable initial insights into international markets,
since it permits a benchmarking effort through which the international marketer can
establish how it is faring when compared to its competition. For example, an industry
summary that indicates firm average exports to be 10 percent of sales, and export sales
growth to take place mainly in Asia, allows a better evaluation of a specific firm’s per-
formance by the international marketer.

Directories and Newsletters
Many industry directories are available on local, national, and international levels. These
directories primarily serve to identify firms and to provide very general background
information such as the name of the chief executive officer, the address and telephone
number, and some information about a firm’s products. The quality of a directory
depends, of course, on the quality of input and the frequency of updates. Some of the
directories are becoming increasingly sophisticated and can provide quite detailed infor-
mation to the researcher.

Many newsletters are devoted to specific international issues such as international trade
finance, international contracting, bartering, countertrade, international payment flows,
and customs news. Published by banks or accounting firms in order to keep their clien-
tele current on international developments, newsletters usually cater to narrow audiences
but can provide important information to the firm interested in a specific area.

Electronic Information Services
When information is needed, managers often cannot spend a lot of time, energy, or
money finding, sifting through, and categorizing existing materials. Consider laboring
through every copy of a trade publication to find out the latest news on how environ-
mental concerns are affecting marketing decisions in Mexico. With electronic information
services, search results can be obtained almost immediately. International online com-
puter database services, numbering in the thousands, can be purchased to supply infor-
mation external to the firm, such as exchange rates, international news, and import
restrictions. Most database hosts do not charge any sign-up fee and request payment only
for actual use. The selection of initial database hosts depends on the choice of relevant
databases, taking into account their product and market limitations, language used, and
geographical location.

A large number of databases and search engines provide information about products
and markets. Many of the main news agencies through online databases provide infor-
mation about events that affect certain markets. Some databases cover extensive lists of
companies in given countries and the products they buy and sell. A large number of data-
bases exist that cover various categories of trade statistics. The main economic indicators



of the UN, IMF, OECD, and EU are available online. Standards institutes in most of the G8
nations (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, U.K., and the United States)
provide online access to their databases of technical standards and trade regulations on
specific products.

In the United States, “Global Business Opportunities” and “National Trade Data Bank”
(NTDB) are published by the U.S. Department of Commerce. They contain information on
international commerce from federal agencies, including trade leads, exchange rates,
market and country research, and contact databases. For example, Country Commercial
Guides report the political, economic, and commercial environment of foreign countries.
The Global Trade Directory gives detailed information on products, services, and indus-
tries offered by local, regional, national, and global companies. Foreign Reports on
Economic Policy and Trade Practices provide comparative analyses of the economic poli-
cies and trade practices of countries with whom the United States has significant eco-
nomic and trade relationships.11

Using data services for research means that researchers do not have to leave their of-
fices, going from library to library to locate the facts they need. Many online services
have late-breaking information available within 24 hours. These research techniques are
cost-effective as well. Stocking a company’s library with all the books needed to have the
same amount of data that is available online or with CD-ROM would be too expensive
and space-consuming. However, there are also drawbacks. In spite of the ease of access
to data on the Internet, search engines cover only a portion of international publications.
Also, they are heavily biased toward the English-language. As a result, sole reliance on
electronic information may cause the researcher to lose out on valuable input.12 Elec-
tronic databases should therefore be seen as only one important dimension of research
scrutiny.

Other Firms
Often, other firms can provide useful information for international marketing purposes.
Firms appear to be more open about their international than about their domestic
marketing activities. On some occasions, valuable information can also be obtained from
foreign firms and distributors.

Evaluating Data
Before obtaining secondary data, the researcher needs to evaluate their appropriateness
for the task at hand. As the first step of such an evaluation, the quality of the data source
needs to be considered with a primary focus on the purpose and method of the original
data collection. Next, the quality of the actual data needs to be assessed, which should in-
clude a determination of data accuracy, reliability, and recency. Obviously, outdated data
may mislead rather than improve the decision-making process. In addition, the compati-
bility and comparability of the data need to be considered. Since they were collected with
another purpose in mind, we need to determine whether the data can help with the issue
of concern to the firm. In international research it is also important to ensure that data cat-
egories are comparable to each other in order to avoid misleading conclusions. For ex-
ample, the term middle class is likely to have very different implications for income and
consumption patterns in different parts of the world.

Analyzing and Interpreting Secondary Data
After the data have been obtained, the researcher must use his or her research creativity
to make good use of them. This often requires the combination and cross tabulation of
various sets of data or the use of proxy information in order to arrive at conclusions that
address the research objectives. A proxy variable is a substitute for a variable that one
cannot directly measure. For example, the market penetration of personal music devices,
such as the iPod, can be used as an indicator of the number of tracks that can be sold
online. Similarly, in an industrial setting, information about plans for new port facilities
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may be useful in determining future containerization requirements. Also, the level of
computerization of a society may indicate the future need for software.

The researcher must go beyond the scope of the data and use creative inferences to
arrive at knowledge useful to the firm. However, such creativity brings risks. Once the
interpretation and analysis have taken place, a consistency check must be conducted. The
researcher should always cross-check the results with other possible sources of informa-
tion or with experts.

In addition, the researcher should take another look at the research methods employed
and, based on their usefulness, determine any necessary modifications for future projects.
This will make possible the continuous improvement of international market research ac-
tivities and enables the corporation to learn from experience.

Data Privacy
The attitude of society toward obtaining and using both secondary and primary data must
be taken into account. Many societies are increasingly sensitive to the issue of data privacy,
and the concern has grown exponentially as a result of e-business. Readily accessible data-
bases may contain information valuable to marketers, but they may also be considered
privileged by individuals who have provided the data. The European Union has passed a
number of regulations on privacy and electronic communications. These maintain high
standards of data privacy to ensure the free flow of data throughout its member states. 

For example, the European Union requires member states to block transmission of data
to non-EU countries if these countries do not have domestic legislation that provides for
a level of protection judged adequate by the European Union. These laws restrict access
to lifestyle information and its use for segmentation purposes. It is particularly difficult for
direct marketers to obtain international access to voter rolls, birth records, or mortgage
information.10 There are key differences between the European and the U.S. perspective
on data privacy. The EU law permits companies to collect personal data only if the indi-
viduals consent to the collection, know how the data will be used, and have access to
databases to correct or erase their information. The U.S. approach strictly safeguards data
collected by banks and government agencies. However, it also recognizes that most per-
sonal data such as age or zip code are collected because someone is trying to sell some-
thing. Consumers who are annoyed by such data requests or sales pitches can only refuse
to provide the information, throw out the junk mail, or request to be taken off telemar-
keters’ call list. 

Increasingly, however, the desire for personal privacy, particularly in the context of
business contacts, is growing in value in the United States. Firms must inform their cus-
tomers of privacy policies and inform them of the right to deny the use of their personal
information. Therefore, the gap in policies is likely to shrink. 

In order to settle conflicts between divergent government policies, companies are in-
creasingly likely to encourage global privacy rules for managing information online and
to seek international certification to assure users. Overall, the international marketer must
pay careful attention to the privacy laws and expectations in different nations and to pos-
sible consumer reactions to the use of data in the marketing effort.

The Primary Research Process

Primary research is conducted to fill specific information needs. The research may not
actually be conducted by the firm with the need, but the work must be carried out for a
specific research purpose. Primary research therefore goes beyond the activities of second-
ary data collection, which often cannot supply answers to the specific questions posed.
Conducting primary research internationally can be complex due to different environments,
attitudes, and market conditions. Yet, it is precisely because of these differences that such
research is necessary. Nonetheless, at this time, marketing research is still mainly concen-
trated in the industrialized nations of the world. Global marketing research expenditures
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were estimated to be $18.9 billion in 2004. Of that amount, more than 80 percent was spent
in the United States and in the European Union.13

Primary research is essential for the formulation of strategic marketing plans. One par-
ticular area of research interest is international market segmentation. Historically, firms
segmented international markets based on macro variables such as income per capita or
consumer spending on certain product categories. Increasingly, however, firms recognize
that segmentation variables, such as lifestyles, attitudes, or personality, can play a major
role in identifying similar consumer groups in different countries, which can then be
targeted across borders. One such group could consist, for example, of educationally elite
readers who read Scientific American, Time, Newsweek, The Financial Times, and The
Economist. Members in this group are likely to have more in common with one another
than with their fellow citizens.14 Alternatively, in marketing to women, it is important to
understand the degree to which they have entered the workforce in a country and how
women in different economic segments make or influence purchase decisions. In order to
identify these groups and to devise ways of meeting their needs, primary international
market research is indispensable.

Determining Information Requirements
Specific research questions must be formulated to determine precisely the information
that is sought. The following are examples of such marketing questions:

• What is the market potential for our furniture in Indonesia?

• How much does the typical Nigerian consumer spend on soft drinks?

• What will happen to demand in Brazil if we raise our product price along monthly inflation
levels?

• What effect will a new type of packaging have on our “green” consumers in Germany, France,
and England?

Only when information requirements are determined as precisely as possible will the
researcher be able to develop a research program that will deliver a useful product.

Industrial versus Consumer Research
The researcher must decide whether to conduct research with consumers or with indus-
trial users. This decision will in part determine the size of the universe and respondent
accessibility. For example, consumers are usually a very large group and can be reached
through interviews at home or through intercept techniques. On the other hand, the total
population of industrial users may be smaller and more difficult to reach. Further, coop-
eration by respondents may be quite different, ranging from very helpful to very limited.
In the industrial setting, differentiating between users and decision makers may be much
more important because their personality, their outlook, and their evaluative criteria may
differ widely.

Determining Research Administration
The major issues in determining who will do the research are whether to use a centralized,
coordinated, or decentralized approach and whether to engage an outside research service.

Degree of Research Centralization
The level of control that corporation headquarters exercises over international marketing
research activities is a function of the overall organizational structure of the firm and the
nature and importance of the decision to be made. The three major approaches to inter-
national research organization are the centralized, coordinated, and decentralized
approaches.

The centralized approach clearly affords the most control to headquarters. All research
specifications such as focus, thrust, and design are directed by the home office and are for-
warded to the local country operations for implementation. The subsequent analysis of
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gathered information again takes place at headquarters. Such an approach can be quite
valuable when international marketing research is intended to influence corporate poli-
cies and strategy. It also ensures that all international market studies remain comparable
to one another. On the other hand, some risks exist. For example, headquarters manage-
ment may not be sufficiently familiar with the local market situation to be able to adapt
the research appropriately. Also, headquarters cultural bias may influence the research
activities. Finally, headquarters staff may be too small or insufficiently skilled to provide
proper guidance for multiple international marketing research studies.

A coordinated research approach uses an intermediary such as an outside research
agency to bring headquarters and country operations together. This approach provides for
more interaction and review of the international marketing research plan by both head-
quarters and the local operations and ensures more responsiveness to both strategic and
local concerns. If the intermediary used is of high quality, the research capabilities of a
corporation can be greatly enhanced through a coordinated approach.

The decentralized approach requires corporate headquarters to establish the broad
thrust of research activities and to then delegate the further design and implementation to
the specific countries. The entire research is then carried out locally under the supervision
of the specific country operation, and only a final report is provided to headquarters. This
approach has particular value when international markets differ significantly, because it
permits detailed adaptation to local circumstances. However, implementing research
activities on a country-by-country basis may cause unnecessary duplication, lack of
knowledge transference, and lack of comparable results.

A country’s operations may not be aware of research carried out by corporate units in
other countries and may reinvent the wheel. This problem can be avoided if a proper
intracorporate flow of information exists so that local units can check whether similar
information has already been collected elsewhere within the firm. Corporate units that
operate in markets similar to one another can then benefit from the exchange of research
findings.

Local units may also develop their own research thrusts, tools, and analyses. A re-
searcher in one country may, for example, develop a creative way of dealing with a non-
response problem. This new technique could be valuable to company researchers who
face similar difficulties in other countries. However, for the technique to become widely
known, systems must be in place to circulate information to the firm as a whole.

Finally, if left to their own devices, researchers will develop different ways of collect-
ing and tabulating data. As a result, findings in different markets may not be comparable,
and potentially valuable information about major changes and trends may be lost to the
corporation.

International marketing research activities will always be carried out subject to the
organizational structure of a firm. Ideally, a middle ground between centralization and
decentralization will be found, one that permits local flexibility together with an ongo-
ing exchange of information within the corporation. As the extent of a firm’s interna-
tional activities grows, the exchange of information becomes particularly important,
because global rather than local optimization is the major goal of the multinational
corporation.

Outside Research Services
One major factor in deciding whether or not to use outside research services is, of course,
the size of the international operations of a firm. No matter how large a firm is, however,
it is unlikely to possess specialized expertise in international marketing research for every
single market it currently serves or is planning to serve. Rather than overstretch the
capabilities of its staff or assert a degree of expertise that does not exist, a corporation may
wish to delegate the research task to outside groups. This is particularly the case when
corporate headquarters have little or no familiarity with the local research environment.
Exhibit 8.2 provides an example of such a situation. The use of outside research agencies
may be especially appropriate for large-scale international marketing research or when
highly specialized research skills are required. Increasingly, marketing research agencies
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operate worldwide, in order to accommodate the research needs of their clients. Exhibit 8.3
provides information about the top 25 global research organizations and their international
activities. More than half of these are non–U.S. firms, demonstrating the growing global
importance of marketing research.

The selection process for outside research providers should emphasize the quality of
information rather than the cost. Low price is no substitute for data pertinence or accuracy.

Research Agencies Understand the Importance of
Cultural Adaptation8.2

Exhibit

SOURCE: Advertisement issued by HSBC Holdings PLC.
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Top 25 Global Research Organizations

No. of Global research Percent of 
countries with revenues global revenue

Rank Parent subsidiaries/ (U.S. $, in from outside
2004 2003 Organization Headquarters country Web site branch offices1 millions) home country

1 1 VNU NV Haarlem Netherlands http://www.vnu.com 81 $3,429.2 99.0%*

2 2 Taylor Nelson Sofres plc London U.K. http://www.tns-global.com 70 1,720.6 83.2
3 3 IMS Health Inc. Fairfield, Conn. U.S. http://imshealth.com 76 1,569.0 63.6
4 4 The Kantar Group Fairfield, Conn. U.K. http://www.kantargroup.com 61 1,136.3* 68.3*

5 5 GfK Group Nuremberg Germany http://www.gfk.com 59 835.5 64.8
6 6 Ipsos Group SA Paris France http://www.ipsos.com 41 753.2 84.2
7 7 Information Resources Inc. Chicago U.S. http://www.infores.com 18 572.8 33.7
8 9 Synovate London U.K. http://www.synovate.com 46 499.3 81.7
9 10 NOP World London U.K. http://www.nopworld.com 8 407.1 73.0

10 8 Westat Inc. Rockville, Md. U.S. http://www.westat.com 1 397.8 —
11 11 Arbitron Inc. New York U.S. http://www.arbitron.com 3 296.6 4.0
12 *** INTAGE inc.** Tokyo Japan http://www.intage.co.jp 2 246.2 0.7
13 — Harris Interactive Inc. Rochester, N.Y. U.S. http://www.harrisinteractive.com 6 208.9 25.9
– 15 Harris Interactive Inc. Rochester, N.Y. U.S. http://www.harrisinteractive.com — 155.4 24.9
– 25 Wirthlin Worldwide McLean,Va. U.S. http://www.harrisinteractive.com — 53.5 28.8

14 12 Maritz Research Fenton, Mo. U.S. http://www.maritzresearch.com 4 185.3 26.3
15 13 Video Research Ltd.** Tokyo Japan http://www.videor.co.jp 3 177.2 1.3
16 14 J.D. Power and Associates Westlake Village, Calif. U.S. http://www.jdpa.com 8 167.6 20.3
17 16 Opinion Research Corp. Princeton, N.J. U.S. http://www.opinionresearch.com 6 147.5 38.3
18 18 The NPD Group Inc. Port Washington, N.Y. U.S. http://www.npd.com 11 139.2 20.6
19 20 Market & Opinion Research Int’l London U.K. http://www.mori.com 2 81.0 3.0
20 21 Lieberman Research Worldwide Los Angeles U.S. http://www.Irwonline.com 2 77.7 13.5
21 22 Dentsu Research Inc. Tokyo Japan http:/www.dentsuresearch.co.jp 1 69.9 0.3
22 — IBOPE Group São Paulo Brazil http://www.ibope.com.br 15 64.5 22.1
23 24 Nikkei Research Inc. Tokyo Japan http://www.nikkeiresearch.com 5 53.0 —
24 — Burke Inc. Cincinnati U.S. http://www.burke.com 1 43.4 14.5
25 23 Abt Associates Inc. Cambridge, Mass. U.S. http://www.abtassociates.com 1 41.5 —

Total $13,320.3 67.2%

8.3
Exhibit

*Estimated by Top 25
**For fiscal year ending March 2005
****INTAGE now consolidates its total company revenue. On this basis it would have ranked 12th in ’03.
1 Includes countries that have subsidiaries with an equity interest or branch offices, or both.

SOURCE: Marketing News, August 15, 2005, H6.
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Before a decision is made, the capabilities of an outside organization should be carefully
evaluated and compared with the capabilities available in-house and from competing firms.
Although general technical capabilities are important, the prime selection criterion should
be previous research experience in a particular country and a particular industry. Some
experience is transferable from one industry or country to another; however, the more the
corporation’s research needs overlap with an agency’s past research accomplishment,
the more likely it is that the research task will be carried out satisfactorily. Although the
research may be more difficult to administer, multinational corporations should consider
subcontracting each major international marketing research task to specialists, even if
research within one country is carried out by various international marketing research
agencies as a result. To have experts working on a problem is usually more efficient than
to conserve corporate resources by centralizing all research activities with one service
provider, who is only marginally familiar with key aspects of the research. However, if dif-
ferent firms carry out the research, it becomes very important to ensure that data are com-
parable. Otherwise, the international firm will not be able to transfer lessons learned from
one market to another.

Determining the Research Technique
Selection of the research technique depends on a variety of factors. First, the objectivity
of the data sought must be determined. Standardized techniques are more useful in the
collection of objective data than of subjective data. Unstructured data will require more
open-ended questions and more time than structured data. Since the willingness and
ability of respondents to spend the time and provide a free-form response are heavily
influenced by factors such as culture and education, the prevailing conditions in the coun-
try and segments to be studied need to be understood in making these decisions. Whether
the data are to be collected in the real world or in a controlled environment also must be
decided. Finally, a decision needs to be made as to whether the research is to collect
historical facts or gather information about future developments. This is particularly
important for consumer research because firms frequently desire to determine consumers’
future intentions to purchase a certain product.

Cultural and individual preferences, which vary significantly among nations, play a
major role in determining research techniques. U.S. managers frequently prefer to gather
large quantities of hard data through surveys, which provide numbers that can be manip-
ulated statistically and directly compared to other sets of data. In some other countries
managers appear to prefer the “soft” approach. For example, much of Japanese-style mar-
ket research relies heavily on two kinds of information: soft data obtained from visits to
dealers and other channel members and hard data about shipments, inventory levels, and
retail sales.

Once the structure of the type of data sought has been determined, a choice must be
made among the types of research instruments available. Each provides a different depth
of information and has its unique strengths and weaknesses.

Interviews
Interviews with knowledgeable persons can be of great value to a corporation desiring in-
ternational marketing information. Because bias from the individual may be part of the
findings, the intent should be to obtain in-depth information rather than a wide variety of
data. Particularly when specific answers are sought to very narrow questions, interviews
can be most useful.

Focus Groups
Focus groups are a useful research tool resulting in interactive interviews. A group of in-
formed persons is gathered for a limited period of time (two to four hours). Usually, the
ideal size for a focus group is seven to ten participants. A specific topic is introduced and
thoroughly discussed by all group members. Because of the interaction, hidden issues are
sometimes raised that would not have been addressed in an individual interview. The skill
of the group leader in stimulating discussion is crucial to the success of a focus group.
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Discussions are often recorded on tape and subsequently analyzed in detail. Focus
groups, like in-depth interviews, do not provide statistically significant information; how-
ever, they can be helpful in providing information about perceptions, emotions, and other
nonovert factors. In addition, once individuals are gathered, focus groups are highly effi-
cient in terms of rapidly accumulating a substantial amount of information. With the ad-
vances occurring in the communications field, focus groups can also be carried out inter-
nationally, with interaction between groups.

When conducting international research via focus groups, the researcher must be
aware of the importance of culture in the discussion process. Not all societies encourage
frank and open exchange and disagreement among individuals. Status consciousness may
result in situations in which the opinion of one is reflected by all other participants. Dis-
agreement may be seen as impolite, or certain topics may be taboo.

Observation
Observation techniques require the researcher to play the role of a nonparticipating ob-
server of activity and behavior. Observation can be personal or impersonal—for example,
mechanical. Observation can be obtrusive or inobtrusive, depending on whether the
subject is aware or unaware of being observed. In international marketing research,
observation can be extremely useful in shedding light on practices not previously
encountered or understood. This aspect is particularly valuable for the researcher who is
totally unfamiliar with a market or market situation, and can be quickly achieved through,
for example, participation in a trade mission. Finding employees with personal experi-
ence and observations about international markets can be very beneficial for employers.
The International Marketplace 8.3 shows how the state of Utah is benefiting from the
international exposure of its citizens. 

Observation can also help in understanding phenomena that would have been difficult
to assess with other techniques. For example, Toyota sent a group of its engineers and
designers to southern California to unobtrusively observe how women get into and oper-
ate their cars. They found that women with long fingernails have trouble opening the
door and operating various knobs on the dashboard. Based on their observations, Toyota
engineers and designers were able to observe the women’s plight and redraw some of the
automobile exterior and interior designs.15

Conducting observations can also have its pitfalls. For example, people may react dif-
ferently to the discovery that their behavior has been observed. The degree to which the
observer has to be familiarized or introduced to other participants may vary. The com-
plexity of the task may differ due to the use of multiple languages. To conduct in-store re-
search in Europe, for example, store checks, photo audits of shelves, and store interviews
must be scheduled well in advance and need to be preceded by a full round of introduc-
tions of the researchers to store management and personnel. In some countries, such as
Belgium, a researcher must remember that four different languages are spoken and their
use may change from store to store.

The research instruments discussed so far—interviews, focus groups, and observation—
are useful primarily for gathering qualitative data. The intent is not to amass data or to
search for statistical significance, but rather to obtain a better understanding of given sit-
uations, behavioral patterns, or underlying dimensions. The researcher using these
instruments must be cautioned that even frequent repetition of the measurements will not
lead to a statistically valid result. Yet, statistical validity often is not the major focus of
corporate international marketing research. Rather, it is the better understanding, descrip-
tion, and prediction of events that have an impact on marketing decision making. When
quantitative data are desired, surveys are appropriate research instruments.

Surveys
Survey research is useful in providing the opportunity to quantify concepts. In the so-
cial sciences, the cross-cultural survey is generally accepted as a powerful method of
hypothesis testing. Surveys are usually conducted via questionnaires that are administered
personally, by mail, or by telephone. Use of the survey technique presupposes that the
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population under study is able to comprehend and respond to the questions posed. Also,
particularly in the case of mail and telephone surveys, a major precondition is the
feasibility of using the postal system or the widespread availability of telephones. In many
countries, only limited records are available about dwellings, their location, and their oc-
cupants. In Venezuela, for example, most houses are not numbered but rather are given
individual names like “Casa Rosa” or “El Retiro.” In some countries, street maps are not
even available. As a result, it becomes virtually impossible to reach respondents by mail.

In other countries, obtaining a correct address may be easy, but the postal system may
not function well. The Italian postal service, for example, has suffered from scandals that
exposed such practices as selling undelivered mail to paper mills for recycling.

Telephone surveys may also be inappropriate if telephone ownership is rare. In such
instances, any information obtained would be highly biased even if the researcher ran-
domizes the calls. In some instances, telephone networks and systems may also prevent
the researcher from conducting surveys. Frequent line congestion and a lack of telephone
directories are examples. There are also great variations between countries or regions of
countries in terms of unlisted telephone numbers. For example, the percentage of house-
holds with unlisted telephone numbers varies widely by country and even city.

The International MARKETPLACE 8.3

developing their sales skills.Young individuals are
completely immersed in the culture, live among local
families, and therefore have a personal understanding of
the people of the country. Individuals with such extensive
experience abroad can be great resources to their
companies as sources of global knowledge.Their personal
insight into the population can help enlighten employers
about markets and marketing abroad.

The language skills and overseas experience of Utah’s
multilingual population serve as great assets, which
encourage companies to invest there. Indeed, Delta Air
Lines and about 60 other companies have already
established call centers in the state. CEOs in Utah note
the diverse foreign language experience, high ethics, and
family-oriented attitudes of the Mormon workforce as
significant factors in the success of their businesses.
Additionally, their wholesome lifestyle results in lower
health insurance costs and easier security and background
clearances. Employers look for individuals that are not
only well rounded but have a specific area of expertise.
Having a workforce that knows foreign languages and has
the experience of living in different countries adds to a
company’s ability to research international markets.

SOURCES: “Global Business and Mormon Missionaries,” The Globalist,
May, 19, 2005;“Utah CEOs Cite Cost Advantages, Ethics and Local
Workforce as Top Reasons to Locate Companies Here,” PR Newswire US,
November 3, 2005; Earl Fry,Wallace McCarlie, Derekwride, and Stacey
Sears,“Mapping Globalization along the Wasatch Front,” Pacific Council
on International Policy, http://www.pacificcouncil.org/pdfs/
MappingGlobalizationFryetalJan2002.pdf

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
commonly known as the Mormon Church, was organized
by Joseph Smith in 1830 in New York. It has grown into a
Christian organization with 12 million members and
congregations throughout the world, and is currently
increasing at an average rate of about 1 million new
members every three years. It generates close to
$6 billion in annual income from its non–Church related
businesses and enterprises and has $30 billion in assets.
One of its key growth strategies is to send many of its
12 million worshipers abroad as missionaries.This
provides it with thousands of young and experienced
travelers, returning with foreign language skills and
intercultural understanding. Indeed Utah, where the
Mormon population is highly concentrated, has speakers
fluent in 90 percent of the world’s written languages, and
30 percent of its U.S.- born adult males speak a second
language. Due to its large and globally educated work
force, Utah is successfully attracting businesses such as
Intel, Ebay,American Express, and Goldman Sachs.

Young Mormon followers, nineteen to twenty-two years
of age, are expected to go on a mission abroad for 18 to
24 months.There are currently approximately 56,000
full-time missionaries serving in more than 330 mission
districts around the world. Most missionaries learn new
languages during their brief stay at the Missionary Training
Centers, where about 50 different languages are taught,
and become fully proficient during their stay abroad. In
any country in which they are located, missionaries go
door to door, promoting their religion and indirectly
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Surveys can be hampered by social and cultural constraints. Recipients of letters may
be illiterate or may be reluctant to respond in writing. In some nations, entire population
segments—for example, women—may be totally inaccessible to interviewers. One must
also assess the purpose of the survey in the context of the population surveyed. It has
been argued, for example, that one should not rely on consumer surveys for new product
development information. Key reasons are the absence of responsibility—the consumer is
sincere when spending but not when talking; conservative attitudes—ordinary consumers
are conservative and tend to react negatively to a new product; vanity—it is human nature
to exaggerate and put on a good appearance; and insufficient information—the research
results depend on the product characteristics information that is given to survey partici-
pants and that may be incomplete or unabsorbed.16

In spite of all these difficulties, however, the survey technique remains a useful one be-
cause it allows the researcher to rapidly accumulate a large quantity of data amenable to
statistical analysis. Even though quite difficult, international comparative research has been
carried out very successfully between nations, particularly if the environments studied are
sufficiently similar so that the impact of uncontrollable macrovariables is limited. How-
ever, even in environments that are quite dissimilar, in-depth comparative research can be
carried out.17 Doing so may require a country-by-country adjustment of details while
preserving the similarity of research thrust. For example, researchers have reported good
results in mail surveys conducted simultaneously in Japan and the United States after
adjusting the size of the return envelope, outgoing envelope, address style, signature, and
cover letter to meet specific societal expectations.18 With constantly expanding techno-
logical capabilities, international marketers will be able to use the survey technique more
frequently in the future. Exhibit 8.4 provides an overview of the extent of the technology
available to help the international research process.

Designing the Survey Questionnaire
International marketing surveys are usually conducted with questionnaires. These ques-
tionnaires should contain questions that are clear and easy to comprehend by the
respondents, as well as easy for the data collector to administer. Much attention must
therefore be paid to question format, content, and wording.

Question Format
Questions can be structured or unstructured. Structured questions typically allow the re-
spondents only limited choice options. Unstructured (or open-ended) questions permit the
capture of more in-depth information, but they also increase the potential for interviewer
bias. Even at the cost of potential bias, however, “the use of open-ended questions ap-
pears quite useful in cross-cultural surveys, because they may help identify the frame of
reference of the respondents, or may even be designed to permit the respondent to set
his own frame of reference.”19

Another question format decision is the choice between direct and indirect questions.
Societies have different degrees of sensitivity to certain questions. Questions related to the
income or age of a respondent may be accepted differently in different countries. Also,
the social desirability of answers may vary. In some cultures, questions about employees,
performance, standards, and financing are asked directly of a respondent, while in others,
particularly in Asia or the Middle East, these questions are thought to be rude and insult-
ing.20 As a result, the researcher must be sure that the questions are culturally acceptable.
This may mean that questions that can be asked directly in some cultures will have to be
asked indirectly in others. For example, rather than ask “How old are you?” one could ask
“In what year were you born?”

The researcher must also be sure to adapt the complexity of the question to the level
of understanding of the respondent. For example, a multipoint scaling method, which
may be effectively used in a developed country to discover the attitudes and attributes of
company executives, may be a very poor instrument if used among rural entrepreneurs.
It has been found that demonstration aids are useful in surveys among poorly educated
respondents.21
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The question format should also ensure data equivalence in international marketing re-
search. This requires categories used in questionnaires to be comparatively structured. In
a developed country, for example, a white-collar worker may be part of the middle class,
whereas in a less-developed country, the same person would be part of the upper class.
Before using categories in a questionnaire, the researcher must therefore determine their
appropriateness in different environments. This is particularly important for questions that
attempt to collect attitudinal, psychographic, or lifestyle data, since cultural variations are
most pronounced in these areas. For example, pizza may be chic in Asia but a conven-
ience food in the United States, or a bicycle may be recreational in some regions while
being a basic mode of transportation in others.22

Question Content
Major consideration must be given to the ability and willingness of respondents to supply
the answers. The knowledge and information available to respondents may vary substan-
tially because of different educational levels and may affect their ability to answer ques-
tions. Further, societal demands and restrictions may influence the willingness of respon-
dents to answer certain questions. For various reasons, respondents may also be
motivated to supply incorrect answers. For example, in countries where the tax collection
system is consistently eluded by taxpayers, questions regarding level of income may
deliberately be answered inaccurately. Distrust in the researcher, and the fear that
research results may be passed on to the government, may also lead individuals to con-
sistently understate their assets. Because of government restrictions in Brazil, for example,
individuals will rarely admit to owning an imported car. Nevertheless, when we observe
the streets of Rio de Janeiro, a substantial number of foreign cars are seen. The interna-
tional market researcher is unlikely to change the societal context of a country. The
objective of the content planning process should therefore be to adapt the questions to
societal constraints.

Question Wording
The impact of language and culture is of particular importance when wording questions.
The goal for the international marketing researcher should be to ensure that the potential
for misunderstandings and misinterpretations of spoken or written words is minimized.
Both language and cultural differences make this issue an extremely sensitive one in the
international marketing research process. As a result, attention must be paid to the trans-
lation equivalence of verbal and nonverbal questions that can change in the course of
translation. One of this book’s authors, for example, used the term group discussion in a
questionnaire for Russian executives, only to learn that the translated meaning of the term
was “political indoctrination session.”

The key is to keep questions clear by using simple rather than complex words, by
avoiding ambiguous words and questions, by omitting leading questions, and by asking
questions in specific terms, thus avoiding generalizations and estimates.23 To reduce prob-
lems of question wording, it is helpful to use a translation-retranslation approach. The re-
searcher formulates the questions, has them translated into the language of the country
under investigation, and subsequently has a second translator return the foreign text to
the researcher’s native language. Through the use of this method, the researcher can hope
to detect possible blunders. As demonstrated in The International Marketplace 8.4
translation mistakes are easy to make. An additional safeguard is the use of alternative
wording. Here the researcher uses questions that address the same issue but are worded
differently and that resurface at various points in the questionnaire in order to check for
consistency in question interpretation by the respondents.

In spite of superb research planning, a poorly designed instrument will yield poor
results. No matter how comfortable and experienced the researcher is in international re-
search activities, an instrument should always be pretested. Ideally, such a pretest is
carried out with a subset of the population under study. At least a pretest with knowl-
edgeable experts and individuals should be conducted. Even though a pretest may mean



delays and additional cost, the risks of poor research are simply too great for this process
to be omitted.

Developing the Sampling Plan
To obtain representative results, the researcher must reach representative members of the
population under study. Many methods that have been developed in industrialized countries
for this purpose are useless abroad. For example, address directories may simply not be
available. Multiple families may live in one dwelling. Differences between population
groups living, for example, in highlands and lowlands may make it imperative to differenti-
ate these segments. Lack of basic demographic information may prevent the design of a sam-
pling frame. In instances in which comparative research addresses very different areas, for
example China and North America, it may be virtually impossible to match samples.24

The international marketing researcher must keep in mind the complexities of the mar-
ket under study and prepare his or her sampling plan accordingly. Often, samples need
to be stratified to reflect different population groups, and innovative sampling methods
need to be devised in order to assure representative and relevant responses. For example,
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All sorts of things can go wrong when a company
translates its advertising into foreign languages. Kentucky
Fried Chicken’s slogan “Finger-lickin’ good” was
translated into the less appetizing “Eat your fingers off”
in Chinese Ford launched the Ford Fiera in Spanish-
speaking Latin-American countries not knowing that
“fiera” means “ugly old woman.” The Italian brand of
mineral water Traficante didn’t sell so well either, being
translated into “drug dealer” in Spanish.Advertising
mistakes receive a fair amount of attention in the media
and the international business world when they occur,
but many people never stop to think about what would
happen if a company unknowingly committed translation
errors much earlier—in the research phase.

The possibility of disaster due to such errors is in many
ways even greater than in the advertising stage, because
research findings are often used to determine a firm’s
strategy or for new product development.A translation
blunder that goes undiscovered at this stage could set a
company on the wrong track entirely. Imagine spending
millions of dollars to develop a new product or to enter
a new market only to find that your company’s surveys
had asked the wrong questions!

Researchers at the Pew Research Center for the People
and the Press in Washington, DC, are not new to
international research.They have been conducting public
opinion research around the globe for more than a
decade.Their findings related to attitudes toward the
press, politics, and public policy issues are regularly
cited in the media. However, the company received an
unwelcome surprise when it translated one of its

worldwide polls into 63 languages and then back into
English.As it turns out, the ride to the foreign languages
and back again was a bit bumpier than they had imagined.

For example, in Ghana, the original phrase “married or
living with a partner” was first translated into one of
the country’s tribal languages as “married but have a
girlfriend,” and the category “separated” became “There’s
a misunderstanding between me and my spouse.”The
original version of a questionnaire to be used in Nigeria
had similar problems: “American ideas and customs” came
out “the ideology of America and border guards” (get it,
customs? border guards?) and the phrase “success in life is
pretty much determined by forces outside our control”
initially read “Goodness in life starts with blessings from
one’s personal god.” In the original NigerianYoruba
version,“fast food” had been translated to “microwave
food” and “the military” became “herbalist/medicine man.”
“Not quite the same thing, is it”?

Fortunately, the meaning were corrected in the final
translation of the questionnaire, said the Center’s
director Andrew Kohut.The lesson? Multinational
researchers, check your translations!

SOURCES: “Translation Mistakes,” Marketing Solutions Inc., http://www.
marketing-solutions.info/eng/pogreske.htm, accessed January 17, 2006;
Terri Morrison and Wayne Conaway,“Bite the Wax Tadpole,” Getting
through Customs, http://www.getcustoms.com/2004GTC/articles/
iw1298.html, accessed January 17, 2006; Richard Morin,“Words Matter,”
The Washington Post, January 19, 2003, B5; lan Dow,“Your ad is a tad mad,”
The Scottish Daily Record, October 5, 2002, 8; Global Attitude Report,
“What the world Thinks in 2002,” December 4, 2002 (from the Pew
Research Center for the People and the Press).

Check Your Translations!

The International MARKETPLACE 8.4
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a survey concerning grocery shopping habits might require data from housewives in one
country, but from maids in another.25

Data Collection
The international marketing researcher must check the quality of the data collection process.
In some cultures, questionnaire administration is seen as useless by the local population. In-
struments are administered primarily to humor the researcher. In such cases, interviewers
may cheat quite frequently. Spot checks on the administration procedures are vital to ensure
reasonable data quality. A realism check of data should also be used. For example, if mar-
keting research in Italy reports that very little spaghetti is consumed, the researcher should
perhaps consider whether individuals responded to their use of purchased spaghetti rather
than homemade spaghetti. The collected data should therefore be compared with second-
ary information and with analogous information from a similar market in order to obtain a
preliminary understanding of data quality.

Analyzing and Interpreting Primary Data
Interpretation and analysis of accumulated information are required to answer the research
questions that were posed initially. The researcher should, of course, use the best tools
available and appropriate for analysis. The fact that a market may be in a less-developed
country does not preclude the collection of good data and the use of good analytical meth-
ods. On the other hand, international researchers should be cautioned against using overly
sophisticated tools for unsophisticated data. Even the best of tools will not improve data
quality. The quality of data must be matched with the quality of the research tools to
achieve appropriately sophisticated analysis and yet not overstate the value of the data.

Presenting Research Results
The primary focus in the presentation of research results must be communication. In
multinational marketing research, communication must take place not only with man-
agement at headquarters but also with managers in the local operations. Otherwise, little
or no transference of research results will occur, and the synergistic benefits of a multi-
national operation are lost. To minimize time devoted to reading reports, the researcher
must present results clearly and concisely. In the worldwide operations of a firm, partic-
ularly in the communication efforts, lengthy data and analytical demonstrations should
be avoided. The availability of data and the techniques used should be mentioned,
however, so that subsidiary operations can receive the information on request.

The researcher should also demonstrate in the presentation how research results relate
to the original research objective and fit with overall corporate strategy. At least schemat-
ically, possibilities for analogous application should be highlighted. These possibilities
should then also be communicated to local subsidiaries, perhaps through a short monthly
newsletter. A newsletter format, ideally distributed through an intranet, can be used
regardless of whether the research process is centralized, coordinated, or decentralized.
The only difference will be the person or group providing the input for the newsletter. It
is important to maintain such communication in order for the entire organization to learn
and to improve its international marketing research capabilities.

Follow-Up and Review
Now that the research has been carried out, appropriate managerial decisions must be
made based on the research, and the organization must absorb the research. For exam-
ple, if it has been found that a product needs to have certain attributes to sell well in
Latin America, the manager must determine whether the product development area is
aware of this finding and the degree to which the knowledge is now incorporated into
new product projects. Without such follow-up, the role of research tends to become a
mere “staff” function, increasingly isolated from corporate “line” activity and lacking
major impact on corporate activity. If that is the case, research will diminish and even be
disregarded—resulting in an organization at risk.
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Research on the Web
The growing use of technology has given rise to new marketing research approaches that
allow consumers to be heard more often and permit firms to work much harder at their
listening skills. Two primary research approaches are rapidly growing in their use: Web-
based research and e-mail–based surveys.

The increasing degree to which the World Wide Web truly lives up to its name is mak-
ing it possible for international marketers to use this medium in their research efforts. The
technology allows them to reach out in a low-cost fashion and provides innovative ways
to present stimuli and collect data. For example, on a Web site, product details, pictures
of products, brands, and the shopping environment can be portrayed with integrated
graphics and sound—thus bringing the issues to be researched much closer to the
respondent. In addition, the behavior of visitors to a site can be traced and interpreted
regarding interest in products, services, or information.26

Surveys can be administered either through a Web site or through e-mail. If they are
posted on a site, surveys can be of the pop-up nature, where visitors can be targeted specif-
ically. An e-mail survey format eliminates the need for postage and printing. As a result,
larger and geographically diverse audiences can be the focus of an inquiry. Research indi-
cates that there is a higher and faster response rate to such electronic inquiries. In addition,
the process of data entry can be structured so that responses are automatically fed into data
analysis software.27

However, it would be too simplistic to assume that the digitalization of survey content
is all that it takes to go global on the Web. There are cultural differences that must be taken
into account by the researcher. Global visitors to a site should encounter research that is
embedded in their own cultural values, rituals, and, symbols, and testimonials or encour-
agement should be delivered by culture-specific heroes. For example, a Web site might first
offer a visitor from Korea the opportunity to become part of a product user community.
A low-context visitor from the United States may in turn be exposed to product features
immediately.28

Web-based surveys enhance a company’s ability to interact with its customers by mak-
ing the survey process easier, cheaper, and faster. Widespread and affordable software for
producing survey forms enables any company with a Web site to create its own cus-
tomized questionnaire.

Customer loyalty can be enhanced by building strong connections through web-based
follow-up surveys. Asking customers to evaluate a company’s products and services makes
them more involved in the product. Inviting customers to work on product planning and
asking them to share thought and opinions online results in new ideas and is beneficial to
the public perception of a company. Having made a contribution to the development of a
company’s product, customers are more likely to remain with the company.

The advantages of Web-based surveys include faster response rates, easier distribution,
and reminding of participants to participants. It is also easier to process data, check errors
arrange questions in random order, and include of pop-up instructions for selected ques-
tions. Web-based surveys allow individulas to respond in their free time, privately and
instinctively, and to do so from all over the world. Data can be rapidly analyzed and the
overall results can be shown immediately.

Some suggestions for constructing successful Web surveys are to include only the most
important questions, keep the total number of questions to 30 or fewer, limit the number
of screens respondents have to navigate through, keep response time to less than 10 to
15 minutes, inform each respondent of the time needed to complete the survey, and give
an incentive to take the survey that directly relates to the company’s product respondents
are asked to evaluate.29

The International Information System

Many organizations have data needs going beyond specific international marketing
research projects. Most of the time, daily decisions must be made, and there is neither
time nor money for special research. An information system already in place is needed to
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provide the decision maker with basic data for most ongoing decisions. Corporations have
responded by developing marketing decision support systems. Defined as “an integrated
system of data, statistical analysis, modeling, and display formats using computer hard-
ware and software technology,” such a system serves as a mechanism to coordinate the
flow of information to corporate managers for decision-making purposes.30

To be useful to the decision maker, the system needs various attributes. First, the in-
formation must be relevant. The data gathered must have meaning for the manager’s
decision-making process. Second, the information must be timely. It is of little benefit to
the manager if decision information help that is needed today does not become available
until a month from now. To be of use to the international decision maker, the system must
therefore feed from a variety of international sources and be updated frequently. For
multinational corporations, this means a real-time linkage between international sub-
sidiaries and a broad-based ongoing data input operation.

Third, information must be flexible—that is, it must be available in the forms needed
by management. A marketing decision support system must therefore permit manipula-
tion of the format and combining of the data. Therefore, great effort must be expended to
make diverse international data compatible with and comparable to each other. Fourth,
information contained in the system must be accurate. This attribute is particularly rele-
vant in the international field because information quickly becomes outdated as a result
of major changes. Obviously, a system is of no value if it provides incorrect information
that leads to poor decisions. Fifth, the system’s information bank must be reasonably
exhaustive. Because of the interrelationship between variables, factors that may influence
a particular decision must be appropriately represented in the information system. This
means that the marketing decision support system must be based on a broad variety of
factors. Finally, to be useful to managers, the system must be convenient, both to use and
to access. Systems that are cumbersome and time-consuming to reach and to use will not
be used enough to justify corporate expenditures to build and maintain them.

More international information systems are being developed successfully due to
progress in computer technology in both hardware and software. To build an information
system, corporations use the internal data that are available from divisions such as ac-
counting and finance and also from their subsidiaries. In addition, many organizations put
mechanisms in place to enrich the basic data flow. Three such tools are environmental
scanning, Delphi studies, and scenario building.

Environmental Scanning
Any changes in the business environment, whether domestic or foreign, may have serious
repercussions on the marketing activities of the firm. Corporations therefore should un-
derstand the necessity for tracking new developments and obtaining continuous updates.
To carry out this task, some large multinational organizations have formed environmental
scanning groups.

Environmental scanning activities are useful to continuously receive information on po-
litical, social, and economic affairs internationally; on changes of attitudes held by public
institutions and private citizens; and on possible upcoming alterations in international
markets.

The precision required for environmental scanning varies with its purpose. Whether
the information is to be used for mind stretching or for budgeting, for example, must be
taken into account when constructing the framework and variables that will enter the
scanning process. The more immediate and precise the exercise is to be in its application
within the corporation, the greater the need for detailed information. At the same time,
such heightened precision may lessen the utility of environmental scanning for the strate-
gic corporate purpose, which is more long-term in its orientation.

Environmental scanning can be performed in various ways. One method consists of
obtaining factual input regarding many variables. For example, the U.S. Census Bureau
collects, evaluates, and adjusts a wide variety of demographic, social, and economic char-
acteristics of foreign countries. Estimates for all countries of the world are developed, par-
ticularly on economic variables, such as labor force statistics, GDP, and income statistics,
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but also on health and nutrition variables. Similar factual information can be obtained
from international organizations such as the World Bank or the United Nations.

Frequently, corporations believe that such factual data alone are insufficient for their in-
formation needs. Particularly for forecasting future developments, other methods are used
to capture underlying dimensions of social change. One significant method is content
analysis. This technique investigates the content of communication in a society and entails
literally counting the number of times preselected words, themes, symbols, or pictures ap-
pear in a given medium. It can be used productively in international marketing to monitor
the social, economic, cultural, and technological environment in which the marketing or-
ganization is operating.

Corporations can use content analysis to pinpoint upcoming changes in their line of
business, and new opportunities, by attempting to identify trendsetting events. For exam-
ple, the Alaska oil spill by the tanker Exxon Valdez resulted in entirely new international
concern about environmental protection and safety, reaching far beyond the incident itself.

Environmental scanning is conducted by a variety of groups within and outside the cor-
poration. Frequently, small corporate staffs are created at headquarters to coordinate the
information flow. In addition, subsidiary staff can be used to provide occasional intelli-
gence reports. Groups of volunteers are also formed to gather and analyze information
worldwide and feed individual analyses back to corporate headquarters, where they can
be used to form the “big picture.”

Finally, it should be kept in mind that internationally there may be a fine line between
tracking and obtaining information and misappropriating corporate secrets. With growing
frequency, governments and firms claim that their trade secrets are being obtained and
abused by foreign competitors. The perceived threat from economic espionage has led to
accusations of government spying networks trying to undermine the commercial interests
of companies.31 Information gatherers must be sensitive to these issues in order to avoid
conflict or controversy.

Delphi Studies
To enrich the information obtained from factual data, corporations resort to the use of cre-
ative and highly qualitative data-gathering methods. Delphi studies are one such method.
These studies are particularly useful in the international marketing environment because
they are “a means for aggregating the judgments of a number of . . . experts . . . who can-
not come together physically.”32 This type of research approach clearly aims at qualitative
rather than quantitative measures by aggregating the information of a group of experts. It
seeks to obtain answers from those who know instead of seeking the average responses
of many with only limited knowledge.

Typically, Delphi studies are carried out with groups of about 30 well-chosen partici-
pants who possess particular in-depth expertise in an area of concern, such as future de-
velopments in the international trade environment. These participants are asked via mail to
identify the major issues in the area of concern. They are also requested to rank their state-
ments according to importance and explain the rationale behind the order. Next, the ag-
gregated information is returned to all participants, who are encouraged to state clearly
their agreements or disagreements with the various rank orders and comments. Statements
can be challenged, and in another round, participants can respond to the challenges. After
several rounds of challenge and response, a reasonably coherent consensus is developed.

The Delphi technique is particularly valuable because it uses the mail or facsimile
method of communication to bridge large distances and therefore makes individuals quite
accessible at a reasonable cost. It does not suffer from the drawback of ordinary mail
investigations: lack of interaction among the participants. One drawback of the technique
is that it requires several steps, and therefore months may elapse before the information
is obtained. Even though the increasing availability of electronic mail may hasten the
process, the researcher must be cautious to factor in the different penetration and accept-
ance levels of such technology. One should not let the research process be driven by
technology to the exclusion of valuable key informants who utilize less sophisticated
methods of communication.
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Also, substantial effort must be expended in selecting the appropriate participants and
in motivating them to participate in this exercise with enthusiasm and continuity. When
obtained on a regular basis, Delphi information can provide crucial additions to the fac-
tual data available for the marketing information system.

Scenario Building
Some companies use scenario analysis to look at different configurations of key variables
in the international market. For example, economic growth rates, import penetration,
population growth, and political stability can be varied. By projecting such variations for
medium- to long-term periods, companies can envision completely new environmental
conditions. These conditions are then analyzed for their potential domestic and interna-
tional impact on corporate strategy.

Of major importance in scenario building is the identification of crucial trend variables
and the degree of their variation. Frequently, key experts are used to gain information
about potential variations and the viability of certain scenarios.

A wide variety of scenarios must be built to expose corporate executives to multiple
potential occurrences. Ideally, even far-fetched variables deserve some consideration, if
only to build worst-case scenarios.

Scenario builders also need to recognize the nonlinearity of factors. To simply extrap-
olate from currently existing situations is insufficient. Frequently, extraneous factors may
enter the picture with a significant impact. Finally, in scenario building, the possibility of
joint occurrences must be recognized because changes may not come about in an isolated
fashion but may be spread over wide regions. An example of a joint occurrence is the in-
debtedness of developing nations. Although the inability of any one country to pay its
debts would not present a major problem for the international banking community, large
and simultaneous indebtedness may well pose a problem of major severity. Similarly,
given large technological advances, the possibility of “wholesale” obsolescence of current
technology must also be considered. For example, quantum leaps in computer develop-
ment and new generations of computers may render obsolete the technological invest-
ment of a corporation or even a country.

For scenarios to be useful, management must analyze and respond to them by formu-
lating contingency plans. Such planning will broaden horizons and may prepare manage-
ment for unexpected situations. Familiarization in turn can result in shorter response times
to actual occurrences by honing response capability. The difficulty, of course, is to devise
scenarios that are unusual enough to trigger new thinking yet sufficiently realistic to be
taken seriously by management.33

The development of an international information system is of major importance to the
multinational corporation. It aids the ongoing decision process and becomes a vital cor-
porate tool in carrying out the strategic planning task. Only by observing global trends
and changes will the firm be able to maintain and increase its international competitive
position. Many of the data available are quantitative in nature, but attention must also be
paid to qualitative dimensions. Quantitative analysis will continue to improve as the abil-
ity to collect, store, analyze, and retrieve data increases through the use of high-speed
computers. Nevertheless, qualitative analysis should remain a major component of cor-
porate research and strategic planning.
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Summary

Constraints of time, resources, and expertise are the
major inhibitors of international marketing research.
Nevertheless, firms need to carry out planned and or-
ganized research in order to explore global market alter-
natives successfully. Such research needs to be closely
linked to the decision-making process.

International market research differs from domestic
research in that the environment, which determines how
well tools, techniques, and concepts apply, is different
abroad. In addition, the manager needs to deal with new
parameters, such as duties, exchange rates, and interna-
tional documentation, a greater number of interacting
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factors, and a much broader definition of the concept of
competition.

Given the scarcity of resources, companies beginning
their international effort often need to use data that have
already been collected—that is, secondary data. Such
data are available from governments, international
organizations, directories, trade associations, or online
databases.

To respond to specific information requirements,
firms frequently need primary research. The researcher
needs to select an appropriate research technique to
collect the information needed. Sensitivity to different
international environments and cultures will guide the
researcher in deciding whether to use interviews, focus
groups, observation, surveys, or experimentation as data
collection techniques. In addition to traditional data
gathering tools, Web-based surveys can be faster at
bringing better quality results. The same sensitivity ap-
plies to the design of the research instrument, where

issues such as question format, content, and wording are
decided. Also, the sampling plan needs to be appropri-
ate for the local environment in order to ensure repre-
sentative and useful responses.

Once the data have been collected, care must be taken
to use analytical tools appropriate for the quality of data
collected, so that management is not misled about the
sophistication of the research. Finally, the research results
must be presented in a concise and useful form so that
management can benefit in its decision making, and im-
plementation of the research needs to be tracked.

To provide ongoing information to management, an
international information support system is useful. Such a
system will provide for the systematic and continuous
gathering, analysis, and reporting of data for decision-
making purposes. It uses a firm’s internal information and
gathers data via environmental scanning, Delphi studies,
or scenario building, thus enabling management to pre-
pare for the future and hone its decision-making skills.
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proxy variable
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qualitative data
quantitative data

international comparative research
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Questions for Discussion

1. Discuss the possible shortcomings of secondary data.

2. Why would a firm collect primary data in its
international marketing research?

3. Discuss the trade-offs between centralized and
decentralized international marketing research.

4. How is international market research affected by
differences in language?

5. Compare the use of telephone surveys in the
United States and in Egypt.

6. What are some of the crucial variables you would
track in an international information system?

7. How has information technology affected
international marketing research?

Internet Exercises

1. What were the industries and countries against
which the United States filed antidumping actions
last year? (Check http://www.usitc.gov.)

2. Where would it be most difficult to conduct
business due to a high degree of corruption?
(Check http://www.transparency.org.)
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Industrial Development
Organization

1660 L Street NW
Washington, DC 20036 

and
Post Office Box 300
Vienna International Center
A-1400 Vienna, Austria
http://www.unido.org

International Trade Centre
UNCTAD/WTO
54–56 Rue de Mountbrillant
CH-1202 Geneva
Switzerland
http://www.intracen.org

United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organization

2 United Nations Plaza, Suite 900
New York, NY 10017
http://www.unesco.org
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Room 1194
1 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
http://unp.un.org

U.S. Government
Agency for International

Development
Office of Business Relations
Washington, DC 20523
http://www.usaid.gov

Customs Service
1301 Constitution Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20229
http://www.customs.ustreas.gov

Department of Agriculture
12th Street and Jefferson Drive SW
Washington, DC 20250
http://www.usda.gov
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Washington, DC 20230
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2201 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20520
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Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20220
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6th Street and Pennsylvania

Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20580
http://www.ftc.gov

FedStats
http://www.fedstats.gov

International Trade Commission
500 E Street NW
Washington, DC 20436
http://www.usitc.gov

Small Business Administration
409 Third Street SW
Washington, DC 20416
http://www.sbaonline.sba.gov

U.S. Census Bureau
http://www.census.gov

U.S. Trade and Development
Agency

1621 North Kent Street
Rosslyn, VA 22209
http://www.tda.gov

World Fact Book
http://www.odci.gov/cia/

publications/factbook/
index.html

World Trade Centers 
Association

60 East 42nd Street
Suite 1901
New York, NY 10165
http://www.wtca.org

Council of Economic Advisers
http://www.whitehouse

.gov/cea

Department of Defense
http://www.dod.gov

Department of Energy
http://www.energy.gov

Department of Interior
http://www.doi.gov

Department of Labor
http://www.dol.gov

Department of Transportation
http://www.dot.gov

Environmental Protection Agency
http://www.epa.gov

National Trade Data Bank
http://www.stat-usa.gov

National Economic Council
http://www.whitehouse.gov/nec

Office of Management and Budget
http://www.whitehouse.gov/

omb

Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative

http://www.ustr.gov

Overseas Private Investment
Corporation

http://www.opic.gov

Selected Organizations
Academy for Educational

Development
1401 New York Avenue NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
http://www.aed.org

American Bankers Association
1120 Connecticut Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20036
http://www.aba.com

American Bar Association
Section of International Law

and Practice
750 N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60611 

and
1800 M Street NW
Washington, DC 20036
http://www.abanet.org/intlaw/
home.html

American Management Association
440 First Street NW
Washington, DC 20001
http://www.amanet.org

American Marketing Association
311 S. Wacker Drive, Suite 5800
Chicago, IL 60606
http://www.marketingpower.
com

American Petroleum Institute
1220 L Street NW
Washington, DC 20005
http://www.api.org

http://www.unido.org
http://www.intracen.org
http://www.unesco.org
http://unp.un.org
http://www.usaid.gov
http://www.customs.ustreas.gov
http://www.usda.gov
http://www.commerce.gov
http://www.state.gov
http://www.ustreas.gov
http://www.ftc.gov
http://www.fedstats.gov
http://www.usitc.gov
http://www.sbaonline.sba.gov
http://www.census.gov
http://www.tda.gov
http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/index.html
http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/index.html
http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/index.html
http://www.wtca.org
http://www.whitehouse.gov/cea
http://www.whitehouse.gov/cea
http://www.dod.gov
http://www.energy.gov
http://www.doi.gov
http://www.dol.gov
http://www.dot.gov
http://www.epa.gov
http://www.stat-usa.gov
http://www.whitehouse.gov/nec
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb
http://www.ustr.gov
http://www.opic.gov
http://www.aed.org
http://www.aba.com
http://www.abanet.org/intlaw/home.html
http://www.abanet.org/intlaw/home.html
http://www.amanet.org
http://www.marketingpower.com
http://www.marketingpower.com
http://www.api.org
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Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
Secretariat

438 Alexandra Road
#41–00, Alexandra Road
Singapore 119958
http://www.apecsec.org.sg

Asian Development Bank
2330 Roxas Boulevard
Pasay City, Philippines
http://www.adb.org

Association of South East Asian
Nations (ASEAN)

Publication Office
c/o The ASEAN Secretariat
70A, Jalan Sisingamangaraja
Jakarta 11210
Indonesia
http://www.aseansec.org

Better Business Bureau
http://www.bbb.org

Canadian Market Data
http://www.strategis.ic.gc.ca

Chamber of Commerce of the
United States

1615 H Street NW
Washington, DC 20062
http://www.uschamber.org

Commission of the European
Communities to the United 
States

2100 M Street NW
Suite 707
Washington, DC 20037
http://www.eurunion.org

Conference Board
845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022 

and
1755 Massachusetts Avenue
NW Suite 312
Washington, DC 20036
http://www.conference-board.
org

Deutsche Bundesbank
Wilhelm-Epstein-Str. 14
P.O.B. 10 06 02
D-60006 Frankfurt am Main
http://www.bundesbank.de

Electronic Industries Alliance
2001 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20004
http://www.eia.org

Export-Import Bank of the United
States

811 Vermont Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20571
http://www.exim.gov

Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York

33 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10045
http://www.ny.frb.org

Gallup Organization
http://www.gallup.com

Greenpeace
http://www.greenpeace.org

Iconoculture
http://iconoculture.com

Inter-American Development Bank
1300 New York Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20577
http://www.iadb.org

International Bank for
Reconstruction and
Development (World Bank)

1818 H Street NW
Washington, DC 20433
http://www.worldbank.org

International Monetary Fund
700 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20431
http://www.imf.org

International Telecommunication
Union

Place des Nations
Ch-1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland
http://www.itu.int

IRSS (Institute for Research in Social
Science)

http://www.irss.unc.edu/
data_archive/home.asp

LANIC (Latin American Network
Information Center)

http://www.lanic.utexas.edu

Marketing Research Society
111 E. Wacker Drive, Suite 600
Chicago, IL 60601
Michigan State University globalEDGE
http://globaledge.msu.edu/ibrd/

ibrd.asp

National Association of
Manufacturers

1331 Pennsylvania Avenue
Suite 1500
Washington, DC 20004
http://www.nam.org

National Federation of Independent
Business

600 Maryland Avenue SW
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20024
http://www.nfib.org

Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development

2 rue Andre Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex Ko, France 

and
2001 L Street NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036
http://www.oecd.org

Organization of American States
17th and Constitution Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20006
http://www.oas.org

The Roper Center for Public
Opinion Research

http://www.ropercenter.uconn.
edu

Transparency International
Otto-Suhr-Allee 97–99
D-10585 Berlin
Germany
http://www.transparency.org

Indexes to Literature
Business Periodical Index
H.W. Wilson Co.
950 University Avenue
Bronx, NY 10452

New York Times Index
University Microfilms International
300 N. Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
http://www.nytimes.com

Public Affairs Information Service
Bulletin

11 W. 40th Street
New York, NY 10018

Wall Street Journal Index
University Microfilms International
300 N. Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
http://online.wsj.com

http://www.apecsec.org.sg
http://www.adb.org
http://www.aseansec.org
http://www.bbb.org
http://www.strategis.ic.gc.ca
http://www.uschamber.org
http://www.eurunion.org
http://www.conference-board.org
http://www.conference-board.org
http://www.bundesbank.de
http://www.eia.org
http://www.exim.gov
http://www.ny.frb.org
http://www.gallup.com
http://www.greenpeace.org
http://iconoculture.com
http://www.iadb.org
http://www.worldbank.org
http://www.imf.org
http://www.itu.int
http://www.irss.unc.edu/data_archive/home.asp
http://www.irss.unc.edu/data_archive/home.asp
http://www.lanic.utexas.edu
http://globaledge.msu.edu/ibrd/ibrd.asp
http://globaledge.msu.edu/ibrd/ibrd.asp
http://www.nam.org
http://www.nfib.org
http://www.oecd.org
http://www.oas.org
http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu
http://www.transparency.org
http://www.nytimes.com
http://online.wsj.com
http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu
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Directories
American Register of Exporters

and Importers
38 Park Row
New York, NY 10038

Arabian Year Book
Dar Al-Seuassam Est. Box 42480
Shuwahk, Kuwait

Directories of American Firms
Operating in Foreign Countries

World Trade Academy Press
Uniworld Business Publications Inc.
50 E. 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

The Directory of International
Sources of Business Information

Pitman
128 Long Acre
London WC2E 9AN, England
Encyclopedia of Associations
Gale Research Co.
Book Tower
Detroit, MI 48226

Polk’s World Bank Directory
R.C. Polk & Co.
2001 Elm Hill Pike
P.O. Box 1340
Nashville, TN 37202

Verified Directory of Manufacturer’s
Representatives

MacRae’s Blue Book Inc.
817 Broadway
New York, NY 10003

World Guide to Trade Associations
K.G. Saur & Co.
175 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10010

Periodic Reports,
Newspapers,
Magazines
Advertising Age
Crain Communications Inc.
740 N. Rush Street
Chicago, IL 60611
http://www.adage.com

Advertising World
Directories International Inc.
150 Fifth Avenue, Suite 610
New York, NY 10011

Arab Report and Record
84 Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1DL, England
Asian Demographics
http://www.

asiandemographics.com

Barron’s
University Microfilms International
300 N. Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
http://online.barrons.com

Business International
Business International Corp.
One Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
New York, NY 10017

Business Week
McGraw-Hill Publications Co.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
http://www.businessweek.com

Commodity Trade Statistics
United Nations Publications
1 United Nations Plaza
Room DC2–0853
New York, NY 10017

Conference Board Record
Conference Board Inc.
845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Customs and Border Protection
Bulletin

U.S. Customs Service
1301 Constitution Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20229
http://www.cbp.sor

The Dismal Scientist
http://www.economy.com/ dismal

The Economist
Economist Newspaper Ltd.
25 St. James Street
London SWIA 1HG, England
http://www.economist.com

Export America
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street and Constitution

Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20230
http://www.commerce.gov

The Financial Times
Bracken House
10 Cannon Street
London EC4P 4BY, England

http://www.ft.com

Forbes
Forbes, Inc.
60 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10011
http://www.forbes.com

Fortune
Time, Inc.
Time & Life Building
1271 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
http://www.fortune.com

Global Trade
North American Publishing Co.
401 N. Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19108

Industrial Marketing
Crain Communications, Inc.
740 N. Rush Street
Chicago, IL 60611

International Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences

Macmillan and the Free Press
866 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

International Financial Statistics
International Monetary Fund
Publications Unit
700 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20431
http://www.imf.org

Investor’s Daily
Box 25970
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Journal of Commerce
100 Wall Street
New York, NY 10005
http://www.joc.com

Lexis-Nexis Legal Express Info
Service

http://www.michie.com

Sales and Marketing Management
Bill Communications Inc.
633 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
http://sales and marketing.com

Tomorrow
Global Environment Business
http://www.tomorrow-web.com

Wall Street Journal
Dow Jones & Company

http://www.adage.com
http://www.asiandemographics.com
http://www.asiandemographics.com
http://online.barrons.com
http://www.businessweek.com
http://www.cbp.sor
http://www.economy.com/dismal
http://www.economist.com
http://www.commerce.gov
http://www.ft.com
http://www.forbes.com
http://www.fortune.com
http://www.imf.org
http://www.joc.com
http://www.michie.com
http://www.tomorrow-web.com
http://salesandmarketing.com
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200 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10281
http://online.wsj.com

Pergamon Press Inc.
Journals Division
Maxwell House
Fairview Park
Elmsford, NY 10523

Trade Finance
U.S. Department of Commerce
International Trade Administration
Washington, DC 20230
http://www.commerce.gov

World Trade Center Association
(WTCA) Directory

60 East 42nd Street
Suite 1901
New York, NY 10048
http://www.wtca.com

Media Guide International: Busi-
ness/Professional Publications

Directories International Inc.
150 Fifth Avenue, Suite 610
New York, NY 10011

World Wide Web Virtual Law Library
http://www.law.indiana.edu/v-lib

Selected Trade
Databases

Trade Publication Refer-
ences with Bibliographic
Keywords

Agris
Biocommerce Abstracts & Directory
Findex
Frost (short) Sullivan Market
Research Reports
Marketing Surveys Index
McCarthy Press Cuttings Service
Paperchem
PTS F & S Indexes
Trade and Industry Index

Trade Publication 
References with 
Summaries

ABI/Inform
Arab Information Bank

Asia-Pacific
BFAI
Biobusiness
CAB Abstracts
Chemical Business Newbase
Chemical Industry Notes
Caffeeline
Delphes
InfoSouth Latin American

Information System
Management Contents
NTIS Bibliographic Data Base
Paperchem
PIRA Abstract
PSTA
PTS Marketing & Advertising 
Reference Service
PTS PromtRapra Abstracts
Textline
Trade & Industry ASAP
World Textiles

Full Text of Trade 
Publications
Datamonitor Market Reports
Dow Jones News
Euromonitor Market Direction
Federal News Service
Financial Times Business Report
File
Financial Times Fulltext
Globefish
ICC Key Notes Market Research
Investext
McCarthy Press Cuttings Service
PTS Promt
Textline
Trade & Industry ASAP

Statistics
Agrostat (diskette only)
Arab Information Bank
ARI Network/CNS
Comext/Eurostat
Comtrade
FAKT-German Statistics
Globefish
IMF Data
OECD Data
Piers Imports
PTS Forecasts
PTS Time Series
Reuters Monitor
Trade Statistics

Tradstat World Trade Statistics
TRAINS (CD-ROM being developed)
U.S. I/E Maritime Bills of Lading
U.S. Imports for Consumption
World Bank Statistics

Price Information
ARI Network/CNS
Chemical Business Newsbase
COLEACP
Commodity Options
Commodities 2000
Market News Service of ITC
Nikkei Shimbun News Database
Reuters Monitor
UPI
U.S. Wholesale Prices

Company Registers
ABC Europe Production Europe
Biocommerce Abstracts & Directory
CD-Export (CD-ROM only)
Company Intelligence
D&B Dun’s Market Identifiers

(U.S.A.)
D&B European Marketing File
D&B Eastern Europe
Dun’s Electronic Business Directory
Firmexport/Firmimport
Hoppenstedt Austria
Hoppenstedt Benelux
Hoppenstedt Germany
Huco-Hungarian Companies
ICC Directory of Companies
Kompass Asia/Pacific
Kompass Europe (EKOD)
Mexican Exporters/Importers
Piers Imports
Polu-Polish Companies
SDOE
Thomas Register
TRAINS (CD-ROM being developed)
UK Importers
UK Importers (DECTA)
U.S. Directory of Importers
U.S. I/E Maritime Bills of Lading
World Trade Center Network

Trade Opportunities,
Tenders
Business
Federal News Service
Huntech-Hungarian Technique

http://online.wsj.com
http://www.commerce.gov
http://www.wtca.com
http://www.law.indiana.edu/v-lib
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Scan-a-Bid
Tenders Electronic Daily
World Trade Center Network

Tariffs and Trade
Regulations
Celex
ECLAS
Justis Eastern Europe

(CD-ROM only)
Scad
Spearhead

Spicer’s Centre for Europe
TRAINS (CD-ROM being developed)
U.S. Code of Federal Regulations
U.S. Federal Register
U.S. Harmonized Tariff Schedule

Standards
BSI Standardline
Noriane/Perinorm
NTIS Bibliographic Data Base
Standards Infodisk ILI 

(CD-ROM only)

Shipping Information
Piers Imports
Tradstat World Trade Statistics
U.S. I/E Maritime Bills of Lading

Others
Fairbase
Ibiscus



The U.S. Commercial Service
The following is an example of governmental research made available to firms. Country
commercial guides provide a condensed and business-focused overview of business cus-
toms, conditions, contacts, and opportunities. Using such guides can be of major help in
getting started in unfamiliar territory.

Guide for Doing Business in Austria

Table of Contents
Chapter 1 Doing Business in Austria

Market Overview
Market Challenges
Market Opportunities
Market Entry Strategy

Chapter 2 Political and Economic Environment

Chapter 3 Selling U.S. Products and Services
Using an Agent or Distributor
Establishing an Office
Franchising
Direct Marketing
Joint Ventures/Licensing
Selling to the Government
Distribution and Sales Channels
Selling Factors/Techniques
Electronic Commerce
Trade Promotion and Advertising
Pricing
Sales Service/Customer Support
Protecting Your Intellectual Property
Due Diligence
Legal Professional Services
Web Resources

Chapter 4 Leading Sectors for U.S. Export and Investment
Commercial Sectors 
Agricultural Sectors

Chapter 5 Trade Regulations and Standards
Import Tariffs
Trade Barriers
Import Requirements and Documentation
U.S. Export Controls
Temporary Entry

The Structure of a Country
Commercial Guide

B

278
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Labeling and Marking Requirements
Prohibited and Restricted Imports
Customs Regulation and Contact Information
Standards
Trade Agreements

Chapter 6 Investment Climate
Conversion and Transfer Policies
Expropriation and Compensation
Dispute Settlement
Performance Requirements and Incentives
Right to Private Ownership and Establishment
Protection of Property Rights
Transparency of Regulatory System
Efficient Capital Market and Portfolio Investment
Political Violence
Corruption
Bilateral Investment Agreements
OPIC and Other Investment Insurance Programs 
Labor
Foreign Trade Zones/Free Ports
Foreign Direct Investment Statistics
Web Resources

Chapter 7 Trade and Project Financing
How Do I Get Paid?
How Does the Banking System Operate?
Foreign-Exchange Controls
U.S. Banks and Local Correspondent Banks
Project Financing
Web Resources

Chapter 8 Business Travel
Business Customs
Travel Advisory
Visa Requirements
Telecommunications
Transportation
Language
Health
Local Time, Business Hours, and Holidays
Temporary Entry of Materials and Personal Belongings
Web Resources

Chapter 9 Contacts
Market Research
Trade Events

SOURCE: Doing Business in Austria, U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. Department of State,Washington D.C. 2005.
Additional guides and research are available from http://trade.gov/cs.
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The International MARKETPLACE 9.1

Market Entry
and Expansion

9
Chapter

281

The Internationalization of EyeGaze

From the basement of a Northern Virginia home in the
early 1990s, Dixon and Nancy Cleveland, a husband–wife
team with career experience in engineering and nursing,
developed EyeGaze, an eye-operated computer system.
The EyeGaze system tracks a user’s gazepoint, thus
allowing them to operate computers with only their
eyes. Given the advanced technology provided by
EyeGaze, Dixon and Nancy knew that their product
could be a highly beneficial assistive device for people
with disabilities.They achieved successful domestic sales
and paid little attention to the international market.

During this same time in Paris, France, the 30-year-old
grandson of an owner of a multinational corporation
suffered from an unexpected, devastating stroke.The
grandson survived the stroke, but his hemorrhages were
so severe that they left him with permanent quadriplegia.
After consulting numerous world-renowned doctors
about possible assistive devices, the grandfather received
information about the EyeGaze system. He immediately
flew to Virginia and met with the Clevelands in their
basement office. Impressed with the technology, the
grandfather purchased an EyeGaze system, thus
completing the very first international sale of EyeGaze.

Thrilled but also overwhelmed with the prospect of
having additional international sales, the Clevelands

sought the help of the Virginia Economic Development
Program (VEDP).With trade specialists of the VEDP, the
Clevelands formalized and broadened their exporting
position.As Nancy Cleveland stated,“VEDP helped us
enter markets that we would never have considered.
And more importantly,VEDP has helped us help more
people by making the EyeGaze system available
internationally.” The VEDP provides a variety of
resources including publications, market research, access
to international trade shows, and assistance grants for
Virginia companies looking to expand into the global
market.

Today, EyeGaze has two distinct products; one sold
as a communication tool for people with disabilities,
and the other as an analytical system for research
and development.The company has partnered with
distributors to offer both products worldwide. For
example, if you were interested in buying the EyeGaze
in Russia you would go through InteractiveMinds, a
German based distributor, while in Lebanon you would
buy from Argeplus Ltd, a Turkish company.

SOURCES: Interview with Nancy Cleveland, February 14 and 22, 2005;
interview with Patricia Codefcu, March 4, 2005; LC Technologies,
“EyeGaze:A Straight Line to the Future of Computer Technology,”
http://www.eyegaze.com, accessed January 25, 2006.

http://www.eyegaze.com
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A
s the International Marketplace 9.1 shows, participation in the international
marketplace is within the grasp even of small firms. Doing so can be very re-
warding and may turn out to be the key to prosperity for both corporations
and employees. Firms that export grow faster, are more productive, and have

employees who tend to earn more.1 Even though some firms go international from the
start, most of them do so gradually. New activities in an unfamiliar environment increase
a firm’s risk. Therefore, companies must prepare their activities and adjust to the needs
and opportunities of international markets in order to become long-term participants.

This chapter discusses the activities that take place within the firm preparing to enter
the international market. It focuses on the basic stimuli for internationalization and on the
internal and external change agents that activate these stimuli. The concerns and preoc-
cupations of firms as they begin their international marketing operations are discussed.
Finally expansion strategies, such as franchising, licensing, and foreign direct investment
are presented. Exhibit 9.1 provides a model of the international entry and expansion
process. It shows what triggers and inhibits international expansion and outlines the sub-
sequent discussion of this chapter.

Stimuli to Internationalize

In most business activities, one factor alone rarely accounts for any given action. Usually
a mixture of factors results in firms taking steps in a given direction. This is true of inter-
nationalization; there are a variety of stimuli both pushing and pulling firms along the in-
ternational path. Exhibit 9.2 lists the major motivations to go international, differentiated
into proactive and reactive motivations. Proactive motivations represent stimuli to attempt
strategic change. Reactive motivations influence firms that respond to environmental shifts
by changing their activities over time. In other words, proactive firms go international
because they want to, while reactive ones go international because they have to.

Further
International
Expansion:

Stimuli:

• Proactive 
• Reactive

Change Agents and 
Intermediaries:
• External
• Internal

Information
Experience
Perception

Concerns:
• Information
• Mechanics
• Communication
• Sales Effort
• Service
• Delivery
• Regulations

• Franchising
• Licensing
• Foreign Direct
  Investment

Corporate Export
Stages:

Domestic Focus

• Awareness
• Interest
• Trial
• Evaluation
• Adaptation

T
im

e

A Model of International Entry and Expansion

9.1
Exhibit



Proactive Stimuli
Profits are the strongest catalyst to become involved in international marketing. Manage-
ment may perceive international sales as a potential source of higher profit margins or of
added-on profits. Of course, the perceived profitability from going international may not
match actual profitability because of such factors as high start-up costs, sudden shifts in
exchange rates, or insufficient market research. 

A second major stimulus results either from unique products or a technological advan-
tage. A firm’s goods or services may not be widely available from international competi-
tors or may offer technological advances in a specialized field. Uniqueness can provide a
competitive edge and result in major business success abroad. Again, real and perceived
advantages should be differentiated. Many firms believe that theirs are unique products or
services, even though, on a global level, this may not be the case. The intensity of mar-
keting’s interaction with the research and development function, as well as the level of in-
vestment into R&D, has been shown to have a major effect on the success of exported
products.2 One issue to consider is how long such a technological or product advantage
will continue. Historically, a firm with a competitive edge could count on being the sole
supplier to international markets for years to come. This type of advantage, however, has
shrunk dramatically because of competing technologies and imitation due to insufficient
protection of intellectual property rights.

Exclusive market information is another proactive stimulus. This includes knowledge
about foreign customers, marketplaces, or market situations that is not widely shared by
other firms. Such knowledge may result from a firm’s international research, special con-
tacts, or by being in the right place at the right time (for example, recognizing a good
business situation during a vacation trip). Although exclusivity can serve well as an initial
stimulus to go international, it rarely provides for sustained motivation. Over time com-
petitors will catch up with the information advantage of the firm, particularly in light of
the growing ease of global information access.

A final major proactive motivation is economies of scale. The size of the international
market may enable the firm to increase its output and slide down more rapidly on the
learning curve. Increased production for the international market can also help reduce the
cost of production for domestic sales.3 Research by the Boston Consulting Group showed
that a doubling of output can reduce production costs up to 30 percent!

Reactive Stimuli
Here firms respond to changes and pressures in the business environment rather than
blaze new trails. In reaction to competitive pressures, a firm may fear losing domestic
market share to competing firms or losing foreign markets permanently to new competi-
tors. However, insufficient preparation may result in a hasty market entry and a quick
withdrawal.

Overproduction is a major reactive motivation. Historically, during downturns in the
domestic business cycle, markets abroad provided an ideal outlet for high inventories.
Such market expansion often does not represent commitment by management, but rather
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Why Firms Go International

9.2
Exhibit

Proactive Stimuli Reactive Stimuli

• Profit advantage • Competitive pressures
• Unique products • Overproduction
• Technological advantage • Declining domestic sales
• Exclusive information • Excess capacity
• Economies of scale • Saturated domestic markets
• Market size • Proximity to customers and ports



a temporary safety-valve activity. Instead of developing an international marketing per-
spective by adjusting the marketing mix to needs abroad, firms stimulate export sales with
short-term price cuts.4 As soon as the domestic market demand returns to previous levels,
international marketing activities are curtailed or even terminated. Firms that have used
such a strategy once may encounter difficulties when trying it again, because many for-
eign customers are not interested in temporary or sporadic business relationships. The les-
sons learned, and the increased synchronization of the major industrial economies, may
well decrease the importance of this motivation over time.

Stable or declining domestic sales, whether measured in sales volume or market share,
also stimulate firms. Products marketed by the firm domestically may be in the declining
stage of the product life cycle. Firms may opt to prolong the life by expanding the market.
In the past, such efforts often met with success in developing nations because their
customers only gradually reached a level of need already attained by customers in
industrialized nations. Increasingly, however, global lag times are quite short. Neverthe-
less, developing nations often still have very good use for products for which the demand
in the industrialized world is already on the decline. This holds particularly true for
high-technology items that are outdated by the latest innovations. Such “just-dated”
technology—for example, slightly obsolete medical equipment—can be highly useful to
economic development and offer vast progress.

Excess capacity can be a powerful motivation. If equipment is not fully utilized, inter-
national expansion can help achieve broader distribution of fixed costs. Alternatively, if
all fixed costs are assigned to domestic production, the firm can penetrate international
markets with a pricing scheme that focuses mainly on variable costs. Such a strategy may
result in the offering of products abroad at a cost lower than at home, which may trigger
dumping charges. In the long run, fixed costs recovery needs to ensure the replacement
of production equipment used for international marketing activities. 

The stimulus of a saturated domestic market is similar to that of declining domestic
sales. Again, firms can use the international market to prolong the life cycle of their prod-
uct and of their organization.

A final major reactive motivation is proximity to customers and ports. Physical close-
ness to foreign markets can encourage the international activities of a firm. For example,
Canadian firms established near the U.S. border may pay no particular attention that some
products go abroad. This factor is much less prevalent in North America than in many
other countries, since most American firms are situated far away from the border.
Consider a typical 200-mile activity radius of U.S. firms. In Europe, such a radius makes
most firms international, simply because their neighbors are so close. As an example, a
European company operating in the heart of Belgium needs to go only 50 miles to be in
multiple foreign markets.

In this context, the concept of psychic or psychological distance needs to be understood.
Geographic closeness to foreign markets may not necessarily translate into real or per-
ceived closeness to the foreign customer. Sometimes cultural variables, legal factors, and
other societal norms make a foreign market that is geographically close seem psychologi-
cally distant. For example, research has shown that U.S. firms perceive Canada to be much
closer psychologically than Mexico. Two major issues frame the context of psychological
distance. First, some of the distance seen by firms is based on perception rather than real-
ity. For example, German firms may view the Austrian market simply as an extension of
their home market due to so many superficial similarities, just as many U.S. firms may see
the United Kingdom as psychologically very close due to the similarity in language. How-
ever, the attitudes and values of managers and customers may vary substantially between
markets. Too much of a focus on the similarities may let the firm lose sight of the differ-
ences. Many Canadian firms have incurred high costs in learning this lesson when entering
the United States.5 At the same time, closer psychological proximity does make it easier for
firms to enter markets. Therefore, for firms new to international marketing, it may be ad-
vantageous to begin this new activity by entering the psychologically closer markets first in
order to gather experience before venturing into markets that are farther away.6

Overall, the more successful international firms are motivated by proactive—that is,
firm-internal—factors. The motivations of firms do not seem to shift dramatically over the
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short term but are rather stable. For the reader who seeks involvement in international
markets and searches for good corporate opportunities, an important consideration
should be whether a firm is proactive or reactive.

Change Agents

Someone or something within the firm must initiate change and shepherd it through to
implementation. This intervening individual or variable is here called a change agent.
Change agents in the internationalization process are shown in Exhibit 9.3.

Internal Change Agents
The type and quality of management is key to a firm’s international activities. Dynamic
management is important when firms take their first international steps. Over the long term,
management commitment and management’s perceptions and attitudes are also good pre-
dictors of export success.7 Key also are the international experience and exposure of man-
agement.8 Managers who have lived abroad, know foreign languages, or are particularly
interested in foreign cultures are likely, sooner rather than later, to investigate whether in-
ternational marketing opportunities would be appropriate for their firm. Managerial urge
reflects the desire, drive, and enthusiasm toward international marketing activities. This
enthusiasm can exist simply because managers like to be part of a firm that operates inter-
nationally. They may like international travel—for example, to call on a major customer in
the Bahamas during a cold winter month. Or the urge to internationalize may simply reflect
entrepreneurial zeal—a desire for continuous market growth and expansion.9

This conclusion has largely been formulated by reverse deduction: The managers of
firms that are unsuccessful or inactive in the international marketplace usually exhibit a
lack of commitment to international marketing. International markets cannot be pene-
trated overnight—to succeed in them requires substantial market development activity,
market research, and the identification of and response to new market factors. Therefore,
a high level of commitment is crucial to endure setbacks and failure. It is important to in-
volve all levels of management early on in the international planning process. Any inter-
national venture must be incorporated into the firm’s strategic management process. A
firm that sets no strategic goals is less likely to achieve a long-term success.10

It is also important to establish a specific structure in which someone has the respon-
sibility for international activities. Without such responsibility, the focus necessary for suc-
cess is lost. Just one person assigned part-time can explore international opportunities
successfully.

Another major change agent is a significant internal event. The development of a new
product useful abroad can serve as such an event, as can the receipt of new information

Change Agents in the Internationalization Process
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about current product uses. As an example, a manufacturer of hospital beds learned that
beds it was selling domestically were being resold in a foreign country. Further, the beds
sold abroad for more than twice the price that they were fetching at home. This new in-
formation triggered a strong interest by the company’s management to enter international
markets.

In small and medium-sized firms (firms with fewer than 250 employees), the initial de-
cision to go international is usually made by the president, with substantial input from the
marketing department. The implementation of this decision usually becomes primarily the
responsibility of marketing personnel. The strategic evaluation of international marketing
activities is typically carried out again by the president of the firm. This makes the presi-
dent and the marketing department the leading internal change agents.

External Change Agents and Intermediaries
The primary outside influence on a firm’s decision to go international is foreign demand.
Inquiries from abroad and other expressions of demand have a powerful effect on initial
interest in entering the international marketplace. Unsolicited international orders are one
major factor that encourages firms to begin exporting. In the United States, such orders
have been found to account for more than half of all cases of export initiation by small
and medium-sized firms. Through their websites, firms can easily become unplanned
participants in the international market. Customers from abroad can visit the site and place
an international order, even though a firm’s plans may have been strictly domestic.
Of course, a firm can choose to ignore foreign interest and lose out on new markets.
Alternatively, it can find itself unexpectedly an exporter.11 We call such firms accidental
exporters. While good fortune may have initiated the export activity, over the longer term
the firm must start planning how to systematically increase its international expansion or,
at least, how to make more of these accidents happen.

Another major change agent may actually be a competitor. Just as firms respond to
competitive pressures from other companies, statements by executives from competing
firms may serve as change agents. Therefore, formal and informal meetings among man-
agers from different firms at trade association meetings, conventions, or business round-
tables often trigger major change.

Domestic distributors also initiate change. To increase their international distribution
volume, they encourage purely domestic clients to participate in the international market.
This is true not only for exports but also for imports. 

Banks and other service firms, such as accountants, can alert domestic clients to inter-
national opportunities. Although these service providers have historically followed their
major multinational clients abroad, increasingly they are establishing a foreign presence
and then urging domestic clients to expand their market reach. 

Chambers of commerce and other business associations that interact with firms locally
can frequently heighten international marketing interests. These organizations function
as secondary intermediaries, by sponsoring the presence and encouragement of other
managers.

Government efforts on the national or local level can also serve as a major change
agent. In light of the contributions exports make to growth, employment, and tax rev-
enue, governments are active in encouraging and supporting exports. In the United States,
the Department of Commerce is particularly involved in export promotion. Frequently,
district officers, with the help of voluntary groups such as District Export Councils, visit
firms and analyze their international marketing opportunities. In addition, many states
have formed economic development agencies that assist companies by providing infor-
mation, displaying products abroad, and sometimes even helping with financing. 

Corporate Export Stages
For many firms, internationalization is a gradual process. Particularly in small markets,
however, firms may very well be born global, founded for the explicit purpose of market-
ing abroad because the domestic economy is too small to support their activities. It
appears that in some countries more than a third of exporting firms commenced their
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export activities within two years of establishment.12 Such start-up or innate exporters play
a growing role in an economy’s international trade involvement.

In addition, firms with a strong e-commerce focus may also be gaining rapid global
exposure due to the ease of outreach and access. Such rapid exposure, however, should
not be confused with actual internationalization, since it may often take a substantial
amount of time to translate exposure into international business activities and strategic
corporate acceptance.

In most instances today, firms begin their operations in the domestic market. From their
home location, they gradually expand, and, over time, some of them become interested
in the international market. The development of this interest typically appears to proceed
in several stages as shown in Exhibit 9.4. 

In each one of these stages, firms are measurably different in their capabilities, prob-
lems, and needs.13 Initially, the vast majority of firms are not even aware of the interna-
tional marketplace. Frequently, management will not even fill an unsolicited export order.
Should unsolicited orders or other international market stimuli continue over time, how-
ever, a firm may gradually become aware of international market opportunities. While
such awareness is unlikely to trigger much business activity, it can lead management to
gradually become interested in international activities. Eventually, firms will answer
inquiries, participate in export counseling sessions, attend international trade fairs and
seminars, and even begin to fill unsolicited export orders. 

Prime candidates among firms to make this transition from aware to interested are
those companies that have a track record of domestic market expansion. In the next stage,
the firm gradually begins to explore international markets. Management is willing to con-
sider the feasibility of exporting. In this trial or exploratory stage, the firm begins to export
systematically, usually to psychologically close countries. However, management is still
far from being committed to international marketing activities.

After some export activity, typically within two years of the initial export, management
is likely to conduct an evaluation of exporting. Key questions concern the fulfillment of ex-
pectations. Are our products as unique as we thought they were, and are we making
enough money on our exports? If a firm is disappointed with its international performance
it may withdraw from these activities. Alternatively, it can continue as an experienced small
exporter. Success can also lead to the process of export adaptation. Here a firm is an expe-
rienced exporter to a particular country and adjusts its activities to changing exchange
rates, tariffs, and other variables. Management is ready to explore the feasibility of export-
ing to additional countries that are psychologically farther away. Frequently, this level of
adaptation is reached once export transactions comprise 15 percent of overall sales vol-
ume. Planning for export marketing becomes incorporated into the strategy of the firm.

The population of exporting firms within these stages does not remain stable. Re-
searchers of U.S. firms have found that in any given year, 15 percent of exporters will stop
exporting by the next year, while 10 percent of nonexporters will enter the foreign mar-
ket. The most critical junctures for the firm are the points at which it begins or ceases
exporting.14

As can be expected, firms in different stages are faced with different problems. Firms
at an export awareness stage are primarily concerned with operational matters such as
information flow and the mechanics of carrying out international business transactions.

Key Corporate Export Stages

9.4
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They understand that a totally new body of knowledge and expertise is needed and try to
acquire it. Companies that have already had some exposure to international markets
begin to think about tactical marketing issues such as communication and sales effort.
Finally, firms that have reached the export adaptation phase are mainly strategy- and
service-oriented. They worry about longer-range issues such as service delivery and reg-
ulatory changes. One can recognize that increased sophistication in international markets
translates into increased application of marketing knowledge on the part of firms. The
more they become active in international markets, the more firms recognize that a mar-
keting orientation is internationally just as essential as it is in the domestic market.

Intermediaries
Firms who choose to export their products may do so in a number of different ways. They
may export directly, use export intermediaries such as export management companies or
trading companies, or harness the technology of the internet to engage in e-commerce.
They can also sell to a domestic firm that in turn sells abroad. For example, many prod-
ucts sold to multinational corporations are used as input for their global sales. 

Market intermediaries specialize in bringing firms or their goods and services to the
global market. Often, they have detailed information about the competitive conditions
in certain markets or they have personal contacts with potential buyers abroad. They can
also evaluate credit risk, call on customers abroad, and manage the physical delivery
of the product. Two key intermediaries are export management companies and trading
companies.

Export Management Companies
Export management companies (EMCs) are domestic firms that perform international mar-
keting services as commission representatives or as distributors for several other firms.
Most EMCs are quite small. They are frequently formed by one or two principals with
experience in international marketing or in a particular geographic area. 

EMCs have two primary forms of operation. They either take title to goods and oper-
ate internationally on their own account, or they perform services as agents. As an agent,
an EMC is likely to have a contractual relationship, which specifies exclusivity agreements
and sales quotas. In addition, price arrangements and promotional support payments are
agreed on.15 Because EMCs often serve a variety of clients, their mode of operation may
vary from client to client and from transaction to transaction. An EMC may act as an agent
for one client, whereas for another client, or even for the same one on a different occa-
sion, it may operate as a distributor.

For the export management company concept to work, both parties must recognize the
delegation of responsibilities, the costs associated with these activities, and the need for
information sharing and cooperation. On the manufacturer’s side, use of an EMC is a
major channel commitment. This requires a thorough investigation of the intermediary, a
willingness to cooperate on a prolonged basis, and proper rewards. The EMC in turn must
adopt a flexible approach to the export relationship. As access to the Internet is making
customers increasingly sophisticated, export management companies must ensure that
they continue to deliver true value added. They must acquire, develop, and deploy
resources, such as new knowledge about foreign markets or about export processes, in
order to lower their client firm’s export-related transaction costs.16 The EMC must show
that the service is worth the cost.

Trading Companies
Another major intermediary is the trading company. The concept was originated by the
European trading houses such as the Fuggers and was soon formalized by the monarchs.
Hoping to expand their power and wealth, kings chartered traders with exclusive trading
rights and protection by the naval forces in exchange for tax payments. Today, the most
famous trading companies are the sogoshosha of Japan. Names like Sumitomo, Mitsubishi,
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Mitsui, and C. Itoh have become household words around the world. These general
trading companies play a unique role in world commerce by importing, exporting, coun-
tertrading, investing, and manufacturing. Because of their vast size, they can benefit from
economies of scale and survive on very low profit margins.

Four major reasons have been given for the success of the Japanese sogoshosha. First,
these firms are organized to gather, evaluate, and translate market information into busi-
ness opportunities. By making large investment in their information systems, these firms
have developed a strategic information advantage. Second, their vast transaction volume
provides them with cost advantages. For example, they can negotiate preferential trans-
portation rates. Third, these firms serve large markets around the world and have trans-
action advantages. They can benefit from unique opportunities, such as barter trade in
which they exchange goods for goods. Finally, sogoshosha have access to vast quantities
of capital, both within Japan and in the international capital markets. With their financial
advantage they can carry out transactions that are larger and riskier than is feasible for
other firms. 

For many decades, the emergence of trading companies was commonly believed to be
a Japan-specific phenomenon. Over time, however, prodded by government legislation,
successful trading companies have also emerged in countries as diverse as Brazil, South
Korea, and Turkey.

Export trading company (ETC) legislation designed to improve the export performance
of small and medium-sized firms in the United States permits bank participation in trad-
ing companies and reduces the antitrust threat to joint export efforts. Businesses are en-
couraged to join together to export, or offer export services.

Bank participation in ETCs was intended to allow better access to capital. The relax-
ation of antitrust provisions in turn was to enable firms to share the cost of international
market entry. As an example, in case a warehouse is needed to support foreign-market
penetration, one firm alone does not have to bear all the costs. 

Although ETCs seem to offer major benefits to U.S. firms wishing to penetrate interna-
tional markets, they have not been used very extensively. By 2006, only 80 individual
ETCs had been certified by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Yet these certificates cov-
ered more than 3,000 firms, mainly because various trade associations had applied for cer-
tification for all of their members.17

Firms participating in trading companies by joining or forming them need to consider
the difference between product- and market-driven activities. Firms have a tendency to
use a trading company to dispose of their existing merchandise. International success,
however, depends primarily on market demand. Trading companies must therefore
accomplish a balance between the demands of the market and the supply of the members
in order to be successful. Information must be collected on the needs and wants of
foreign customers. It must then be disseminated to participating firms and help must be
provided in implementing change. Otherwise, lack of responsiveness to market demand
will limit international success.

E-Commerce

Many companies increasingly choose to market their products internationally through
e-commerce, the ability to offer goods and services over the Web. Exhibit 9.5 shows the rapid
growth of e-commerce revenues. There are a variety of ways in which companies can mar-
ket their products over the internet. One key option is the development of corporate web-
sites. As discussed previously, many companies initially become exporters because of
unsolicited international orders. In order to encourage more orders from foreign con-
sumers, companies should accept international means of payment and have the ability to
ship their product internationally. In addition, companies need to consider the ever-grow-
ing population of non–English speakers on the Web. Websites should be offered in several
different languages. However, having a website translated and kept up to date may be costly
and time-consuming. If the site is well developed, it will naturally lead to the expectations



that order fulfillment will be of equal caliber. Therefore, any World Wide Web strategy has
to be tied closely to the company’s overall growth strategy in world markets.

Companies can also enter e-commerce by exporting through a variety of business-to-
consumer and business-to-business forums. For example, consumers and businesses alike
can sell their products on the online auction site eBay (http://www.ebay.com). Busi-
nesses who would like to target the Chinese market can use China’s Alibaba (http://
www.alibaba.com), whose slogan is “Global trade starts here.” Alibaba, in particular, tar-
gets small and medium-sized businesses who would like to export to China, and Chinese
businesses looking to expand domestically. In 2004, Alibaba International had a transac-
tion volume of $1.5 billion, with close to 2 million registered users.18

There are a variety of new concerns if a firm uses e-commerce to export. Due to inter-
national time differences, firms must be ready to provide 24-hour order taking and cus-
tomer support service, have the regulatory and customs-handling expertise to deliver
internationally, and have an understanding of global marketing environments for the fur-
ther development of business relationships. Many companies choose to use the capabili-
ties of air carriers such as UPS, DHL, and FedEx, who offer a range of support services
such as order fulfillment, delivery, customs clearance, and supply chain management.
There are also a number of legal concerns for e-businesses. Currently, most countries do
sensitive to export controls laws, especially if they market strategically important prod-
ucts, software or not tax e-commerce directly, but plan to develop “e-laws” in the future.
Furthermore, firms must be technology. Lastly, firms must consider privacy, security, and
intellectual property regulations. The EU’s privacy measures are much more stringent than
those of the United States and thus may impact U.S. companies looking to do business in
Europe. Furthermore, companies need to be able to protect their customers from identity
theft and other online scams. 

As the global penetration of the Internet grows, e-commerce will become an even
more important venue for commercial activity. It can be expected that countries will im-
plement more laws concerning business transactions over the internet, and that the inter-
national community as a whole will develop standards, either outside or inside the World
Trade Organization, for conducting e-commerce. 

Licensing and Franchising

Licensing and franchising are market expansion alternatives used by all types of firms,
large and small. They offer flexibility and reflect the needs of the firm and the market. A
small firm, for example, may take up licensing to use a foreign business concept or to
expand without much capital investment. A multinational corporation may use the same
strategy to rapidly enter foreign markets in order to take advantage of new conditions and
foreclose opportunities for its competition. 
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World E-Commerce Revenue by Region (in $ billions)

9.5
Exhibit

Region 2001 2006 Compound Annual Growth

United States 255.8 1,917.8 49.6%
Western Europe 153.7 1,985.3 66.8%
Japan 99.0 602.5 43.5%
Asia/Pacific 37.4 892.7 88.6%
Rest of world 52.0 335.6 45.2%
Share of B2B 81.8% 89.3%

SOURCE: IDC Internet Commerce Market Model, Version 8.3, http://www.idc.com, accessed January 30, 2006.
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Licensing
Under a licensing agreement, one firm, the licensor, permits another to use its intellectual
property in exchange for compensation designated as a royalty. The recipient firm is the
licensee. The property might include patents, trademarks, copyrights, technology, techni-
cal know-how, or specific marketing skills. For example, a firm that has developed new
packaging for liquids can permit other firms abroad to use the same process. Licensing
therefore amounts to exporting and importing intangibles. The International Market-
place 9.2 highlights some international licensing issues in the TV industry. 

Assessment of Licensing
As an international entry strategy, licensing requires neither capital investment nor knowl-
edge or marketing strength in foreign markets. Royalty income provides an opportunity to
obtain an additional return on research and development investments already incurred.
Licensing offers a proven concept that reduces the risk of R&D failures, the cost of
designing around the licensor’s patents, or the fear of patent infringement litigation. Fur-
thermore, ongoing licensing cooperation and support enables the licensee to benefit from
new developments.

Licensing reduces the exposure to government intervention and terrorism, since the
licensee is typically a local company. It allows a firm to test a foreign market without
major investment of capital or management time. It can also preempt a market for the
competition, especially if the licensor’s resources permit full-scale involvement only in
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The International MARKETPLACE 9.2

Japanese animation, known as anime, in particular, has
made a tremendous impact on the world cartoon
market. In 2004 in the U.S. alone, 40 percent of all
animated cartoons were Japanese anime, or anime-
inspired cartoons. In addition, the revenue from royalties
and merchandise of Japanese anime in the United States
was over $4.35 billion in the same year! Domestically,
U.S. animation studios began to release their own
“anime” cartoons and feature more sophisticated plot
lines and less slapstick comedy in new creations, both
trademarks of anime.

Licensing television shows and movies creates the
potential for a tremendous growth in revenue.The costs
of exporting a television show vary. Some shows, like
Epitafios, are simply subtitled for export into a new
market. On the other hand, show concepts, like Who
Wants To Be a Millionaire, are licensed and entire local
versions of the shows are created, usually by local
companies with royalties going back to the parent
company. In most instances, costs such as advertising
and translation are the responsibility of the licensee, thus
contributing to a higher profit margin for the licensor.

SOURCES: Who Wants To Be a Millionaire homepage, http://abc.go.com/
primetime/millionaire/abouttheshow/facts.html, accessed January 30,
2006;Anthony Faiola,“We’re Playing Their Toons,” The Washington Post,
December 6, 2004, C01; Edward Jay Epstein,“Hollywood’s Profits,
Demystified,” The Slate, Aug. 8, 2005, http://www.slate.com/id/2124078/
fr/rss/, accessed January 30, 2006.

American programming and adaptations of American
shows have historically dominated the world television
market.The growth of television and the number of
channels created a worldwide demand for programming.
Many countries licensed American television shows in
the 1980s and 90s in addition to creating local content.
For example, the soap opera Santa Barbara ran for over
ten years in Russia, until 2002, even though NBC had
cancelled the show in the United States in 1992.

However, television has not been spared from
globalization.Today, domestic stations have become more
experienced in creating their own programming and
audiences demand shows more reflective of their own
cultural preferences.What do the American TV shows
American Idol,The Office,Who Wants To Be a Millionare, and
Whose Line Is It Anyway have in common? All of them are
adaptations of popular British shows. Shows created
outside of the United States are increasingly being
licensed for a worldwide television market. While the
concept is the same, it is important to provide for local
content adaptations. In India,Who Wants To Be a Millionaire
is hosted by a Bollywood legend; in Russia the “Ask the
Audience Life-Line” is not very helpful as the studio
audience tries to give the wrong answers to contestants.
In 2006, the cable channel HBO began to show the
Argentinean murder mystery Epitafios with English
subtitles.

Television Licensing Is International 
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selected markets. A final reason for growing licensing activities is the increase in global
protection of intellectual property rights, which makes companies more willing to trans-
fer proprietary knowledge internationally.19 A strong foreign partner then becomes a local
force with a distinct interest in rooting out unlicensed activities.

Licensing is not without disadvantages. It leaves most international marketing functions
to the licensee. As a result, the licensor gains only limited expertise. Moreover, the initial
toehold in the foreign market may not be a foot in the door. In exchange for the royalty,
the licensor may create its own competitor not only in the markets for which the agree-
ment was made but also in third markets.

Licensing has come under criticism from supranational organizations, such as the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). It has been alleged
that licensing lets multinational corporations (MNCs) capitalize on older technology. Such
technology, however, may be in the best interest of the recipient. Guinness Brewery, for
example, in order to produce Guinness Stout in Nigeria, licensed equipment that had
been used in Ireland at the turn of the twentieth century. This equipment had additional
economic life in Nigeria because it presented a good fit with local needs.

Principal Issues in Negotiating Licensing Agreements
The key issues in negotiating licensing agreements include the scope of the rights con-
veyed, compensation, licensee compliance, dispute resolution, and the term and termina-
tion of the agreement.20 Clear agreements reduce trouble down the road.

The rights conveyed are product and/or patent rights. Defining their scope involves
specifying the technology, know-how, or show-how to be included, the format, and guar-
antees. An example of format specification is an agreement on whether manuals will be
translated into the licensee’s language.

Compensation issues may be heavily argued. The licensor wants to cover (1) transfer
costs, which are all variable costs incurred in transferring technology to a licensee and all
ongoing costs of maintaining the agreement, (2) R&D costs incurred in researching and
developing the licensed technology, and (3) opportunity costs incurred in the foreclosure
of other sources of profit, such as exports or direct investment. To cover these costs, the
licensor wants a share of the profits generated from the use of the license.

Compensation can take the form of running royalties, such as 5 percent of the licensee
sales, and/or up-front payments, service fees, and disclosure fees (for proprietary data).
Sometimes, government regulations restrict royalty payments. In such instances, the
know-how transferred can be capitalized and payments can be profits or dividends.

Licensee compliance in the agreement should address: (1) export control regulations,
(2) confidentiality of the intellectual property and technology provided, and (3) record
keeping and provisions for licensor audits. Finally, the term, termination, and survival of
rights must be specified. 

Trademark Licensing
Trademark licensing permits use of the names or logos of designers, literary characters,
sports teams, and movie stars on merchandise such as clothing. British designer Laura
Ashley started the first major furniture licensing program. Coca-Cola licensed its name to
Murjani to be used on blue jeans, sweatshirts, and windbreakers. The licensors can obtain
large revenues with little effort, whereas the licensees can produce a branded product that
consumers will recognize immediately. Fees can range between 7 and 12 percent of net
sales for merchandising license agreements.21

Both licensor and licensee may run into difficulty if the trademark is used for a prod-
uct too far removed from the original success or if the licensed product casts a shadow on
the reputation of the licensor. In licensing a trademark, consumer perceptions have to be
researched to understand the effect on the brand’s position. 

Franchising
In franchising, a parent company (the franchiser) grants another, independent entity (the
franchisee) the right to do business in a specified manner. This right can take the form of
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selling the franchiser’s products or using its name, production, preparation, and market-
ing techniques, or its business approach. The major forms of franchising are manufac-
turer-retailer systems (such as car dealerships), manufacturer-wholesaler systems (such as
soft drink companies), and service firm–retailer systems (such as lodging services and fast
food outlets). Product/trade franchising emphasizes the product or commodity to be sold,
while business format franchising focuses on ways of doing business. 

Franchising origins are in Bavaria, but it has been adopted by various types of businesses
in many countries. Franchises exist across many different industries, but the ones perhaps
most visible to consumers are in the restaurant and food service industry. Exhibit 9.6 shows
an example of a U.S. fast food franchise that has successfully entered the Hungarian mar-
ket. Franchisers from around the world are penetrating international markets. For example,
24 percent of British and 30 percent of French franchisers are active outside their home
countries.22 In Vietnam one can encounter several Asian-owned franchises such as the
South Korea–based Burger Khan, Thailand’s Five Star Chicken, and Japan’s Lotto Burger.23

Fast Food in Hungry

9.6
Exhibit

SOURCE: Copyright © IIona Czinkota.
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The typical reasons for the international expansion of franchise systems are market
potential, financial gain, and saturated domestic markets. From a franchisee’s perspective,
the franchise is beneficial because it reduces risk by implementing a proven concept. In
Malaysia, for example, the success rate in the franchise business is 90 percent, compared
to a 20 percent success rate of all new businesses.24

From a government perspective, franchising does not replace exports or export jobs.
From a recipient-country view, franchising requires little outflow of foreign exchange, and
the bulk of the profit generated remains within the country.25

One key franchising concern is the need for standardization, without which many of
the benefits of the transferred know-how are lost. Typically, such standardization will in-
clude the use of a common business name, similar layout, and similar production or serv-
ice processes. Apart from leading to efficient operations, all of these factors will also con-
tribute to a high degree of international recognizability. Standardization, however, does
not mean 100 percent uniformity. Adjustments in the final product need to take local mar-
ket conditions into account. For example, fast-food outlets in Europe often need to serve
beer and wine to be attractive to the local clientele. In order to enter the Indian market,
where cows are considered sacred, McDonald’s has developed nonbeef burgers. 

Another issue is the protection of the total business system that a franchise offers. Once
a business concept catches on, local competition may emerge quite quickly with an imi-
tation of the product, the general style of operation, and even with a similar name.

Selection and training of franchisees present another concern. Although the local fran-
chisee knows the market best, the franchiser still needs to understand the market for prod-
uct adaptation purposes and operational details. There may be complications in selecting
appropriate advertising media, effective copy testing, effective translation of the fran-
chiser’s message, and the use of appropriate sales promotion tools. Exhibit 9.7 summarizes
research findings regarding the challenges faced in international franchising. 

To encourage better-organized and more successful growth, many companies turn to
the master franchising system, wherein foreign partners are selected and awarded the rights
to a large territory in which they in turn can subfranchise. As a result, the franchiser gains
market expertise and an effective screening mechanism for new franchises, while reduc-
ing costly mistakes.26

Key Impediments to International Franchising

9.7
Exhibit

• Meeting and training qualified and reliable franchisees overseas
• Security and protection of industrial property and trademarks in foreign countries
• Keeping current with market prospects overseas
• Familiarity with business practices overseas
• Foreign government regulations on business operations
• Foreign regulations or limitations on royalty fees
• Negotiation with foreign franchisees
• Foreign regulations or limitations on entry of franchise business
• Collection and transfer of franchise fee
• Control of quality or quantity of product or service
• Providing technical support overseas
• Pricing franchise for a foreign market
• Promotion and advertising opportunities for franchise overseas
• Sourcing and availability of raw materials, equipment, and other products
• Shipping and distribution of raw materials required to operate a foreign franchise
• Financing franchise operations overseas
• Shipping and handling of equipment needed to operate a foreign franchise

SOURCE: Adapted from Ben L. Kedia, David J. Ackerman, and Robert T. Justis, “Changing Barriers to the
Internationalization of Franchising Operations: Perceptions of Domestic and International Franchisors,”
The International Executive 37 (July/August 1995): 329–348.
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SOURCE: Bureau of Economic Analysis,Washington, DC, http://www.bea.gov, June 30, 2005.

Foreign Direct Investment

Foreign direct investment represents international investment flows which acquire proper-
ties and plants. The international marketer makes such investments to create or expand a
long-term interest in an enterprise with some degree of control. Portfolio investment in
turn focuses on the purchase of stocks and bonds internationally. Portfolio investment is
of primary concern to the international financial community. 

Foreign direct investments have grown rapidly. The total annual flows of such invest-
ment, which in 1967 were estimated to be $105 billion, had climbed to an estimated
$9.7 trillion by 2004.27 The U.S. plays a major role in global investments. By 2004, U.S. firms
had invested about $9.05 trillion at market value. Foreign firms had invested about
$11.54 trillion in the United States, up from $6.9 billion in 1960.28 Exhibit 9.8 shows how the
U.S. net international investment position has changed over time. Foreign direct investment
has clearly become a major avenue for international market entry and expansion.

Major Foreign Investors
The United Nations defines multinational corporations as “enterprises which own or con-
trol production or service facilities outside the country in which they are based.”29 This def-
inition makes all foreign direct investors multinational corporations. Yet large corporations
are the key players. Exhibit 9.9 lists the 40 largest corporations around the world. They
come from a wide variety of countries, depend heavily on their international sales, and, in
terms of sales, are larger than many countries. As these firms keep growing, they appear
to benefit from greater abilities to cope with new, unfamiliar situations.30 Yet it also appears
that there is an optimal size that, when exceeded, increases the costs of operations.31

Many of the large multinationals operate in well over 100 countries. For some, their
original home market accounts for only a fraction of their sales. For example, the Dutch
company Philips, the Swedish SKF, and the Swiss Nestlé sell less than 5 percent of their
total sales in their home country. In some firms, even the terms domestic and foreign have

http://www.bea.gov
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World’s Forty Largest Corporations

9.9
Exhibit

Revenues Profits
Rank Company Country ($ millions) ($ millions)

1 Wal-Mart Stores United States 287,989 10,267
2 BP UK 285,059 15,371
3 Exxon Mobil United States 270,772 25,330
4 Royal Dutch/Shell Group United States 268,690 18,183
5 General Motors United States 193,517 2,805
6 DaimlerChrysler Germany 176,687 3,067
7 Toyota Motor Japan 172,616 10,898
8 Ford Motor United States 172,233 3,487
9 General Electric United States 152,866 16,819
10 Total France 152,609 11,955
11 Chevron United States 147,967 13,328
12 ConocoPhillips United States 121,663 8,129
13 AXA France 121,606 3,133
14 Allianz Germany 118,937 2,735
15 Volkswagen Germany 110,648 842
16 Citigroup United States 108,276 17,046
17 ING Group Netherlands 105,886 7,422
18 Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Japan 100,545 6,608
19 American Intl. Group United States 97,987 9,731
20 Intl. Business Machines United States 96,293 8,430
21 Siemens Germany 91,493 4,144
22 Carrefour France 90,381 1,724
23 Hitachi Japan 83,993 479
24 Assicurazioni Generali Italy 83,267 1,635
25 Matsushita Electric Industrial Japan 81,077 544
26 McKesson United States 80,514 –156
27 Honda Motor Japan 80,486 4,523
28 Hewlett-Packard United States 79,905 3,497
29 Nissan Motor Japan 79,799 4,766
30 Fortis Netherlands 75,518 4,177
31 Sinopec China 75,076 1,268
32 Berkshire Hathaway United States 74,382 7,308
33 ENI Italy 74,227 9,047
34 Home Depot United States 73,094 5,001
35 Aviva UK 73,025 1,936
36 HSBC Holdings UK 72,550 11,840
37 Deutsche Telekom Germany 71,988 5,763
38 Verizon Communications United States 71,563 7,830
39 Samsung Electronics Korea 71,555 9,419
40 State Grid China 71,290 694

SOURCE: Fortune Global 500, 2005, Fortune Magazine, http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/ global500/,
accessed January 25, 2006.

fallen into disuse. Others are working to consider issues only from a global perspective.
For example, in management meetings of ABB (Asea Brown Boveri), individuals get fined
$100 every time the words foreign and domestic are used.

Through their investment, multinational corporations bring economic vitality and jobs
to their host countries and often pay higher wages than the average domestically oriented
firms.32

At the same time, however, trade follows investment. This means that foreign direct in-
vestors often bring with them imports on an ongoing basis. The flow of imports in turn
may contribute to the weakening of a nation’s international trade position.

http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/global500/
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/global500/


Reasons for Foreign Direct Investment
Firms expand internationally for a wide variety of reasons. The major determinants are mar-
keting and cost factors, an attractive investment climate, and the ability to overcome trade
barriers.

Marketing Factors
Marketing considerations and the corporate desire for growth are major causes for the 
increase in foreign direct investment. Even large domestic markets limit growth, which
typically means greater responsibilities and more pay for those who contribute to it. Cor-
porations therefore seek wider market access in order to maintain and increase their sales.
This objective can be achieved most quickly through acquisitions abroad.

Corporations also attempt to obtain low-cost resources and ensure their sources of sup-
ply. Finally, once the decision is made to invest internationally, the investment climate
plays a major role. Firms will seek to invest where their investment is most protected and
has the best chance to flourish.

Foreign direct investment permits corporations to circumvent current barriers to trade
and operate abroad as a domestic firm, unaffected by duties, tariffs, or other import re-
strictions. For example, research on Japanese foreign direct investment in Europe found
that a substantial number of firms have invested there in order to counteract future trade
friction.33

Customers may insist on domestic goods and services, as a result of nationalistic ten-
dencies, as a function of cultural differences, or for strategic planning and security pur-
poses.34 Having the origin of a product associated with a specific country may also bring
positive effects with it, particularly if the country is known for the particular product cat-
egory. An investment in a Swiss dairy firm by a cheese producer is an example. 

Firms have been categorized as resource seekers, market seekers, and efficiency seek-
ers.35 Resource seekers search for either natural resources or human resources. Natural
resources typically are based on mineral, agricultural, or oceanographic advantages. Com-
panies seeking human resources typically search for either low-cost labor or highly skilled
labor. The value of labor resources may change over time and lead to corporate reloca-
tions. For example, in the 1980s, many non-European firms invested in the low-wage
countries of Portugal, Spain, and Greece. The major political changes of the 1990s, how-
ever, shifted the investment interest to Hungary, the former East Germany, and the Czech
Republic, where wages were even lower. As The International Marketplace 9.3 shows,
new investors may be able to take advantage of resource and market conditions that are
quite different from the ones encountered by established investors.

Corporations primarily in search of better opportunities to enter and expand within
markets are market seekers. Particularly when markets are closed or access is restricted,
corporations have a major incentive to invest rather than export. Efficiency seekers attempt
to obtain the most economic sources of production. They frequently have affiliates in mul-
tiple markets with highly specialized product lines or components, and exchange their
production in order to maximize the benefits to the corporation. The reasons why firms
engage in foreign investment can change over time. 

A second major cause for the increase in foreign direct investment is the result of
derived demand, which is the result of the move abroad by established customers. Large
multinational firms like to maintain their established business relationships and, therefore,
frequently encourage their suppliers to follow them abroad. As a result, a few initial in-
vestments can lead to a series of additional investments. For example, advertising agen-
cies may move to service foreign affiliates of their domestic clients. Similarly, engineering
firms, insurance companies, and law firms may provide their services abroad. Some sup-
pliers invest abroad out of fear that their clients might find better sources abroad and
therefore begin to import the products or services they currently supply. 

Government Incentives
Governments are under pressure to provide jobs for their citizens. Foreign direct invest-
ment can increase employment and income. Countries such as Ireland have been
promoting government incentive schemes for foreign direct investment for decades.
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Increasingly, state and local governments promote investment by sending out investment
missions or opening offices abroad in order to inform local businesses about the benefi-
cial investment climate at home.

Government incentives are mainly of three types: fiscal, financial, and nonfinancial.
Fiscal incentives are specific tax measures designed to attract the foreign investor. They
typically consist of special depreciation allowances, tax credits or rebates, special deduc-
tions for capital expenditures, tax holidays, and other reductions of the tax burden on the
investor. Financial incentives offer special funding for the investor by providing land or
buildings, loans, loan guarantees, or wage subsidies. Nonfinancial incentives consist of
guaranteed government purchases; special protection from competition through tariffs,
import quotas, and local content requirements; and investments in infrastructure facilities.

Incentives may slightly alter the advantage of a region. By themselves, they are unlikely
to spur an investment decision if proper market conditions do not exist. Consequently,
when individual states or regions within a country offer special incentives to foreign di-
rect investors, they may be competing against each other for a limited pie rather than in-
creasing the size of the pie. Furthermore, a question exists about the extent to which new
jobs are actually created by foreign direct investment. Because many foreign investors im-
port equipment, parts, and even personnel, the expected benefits in terms of job creation
may often be either less than initially envisioned or only temporary. One additional con-
cern arises from domestic firms already in existence. Since their “old” investment typically
does not benefit from incentives designed to attract new investment, established firms
may feel disadvantaged when competing against the newcomer.

The International MARKETPLACE 9.3

have to deal with a large and unionized workforce in
their U.S. plants.The majority of employees in American
car companies belong to the United Auto Workers
(UAW) union. UAW negotiated a contract, good through
2007, that provides large pensions and protection from
lay-offs for its members. Last, the model assortment of
international car makers seems better adapted to
changing consumer preferences. Particularly their more
fuel-efficient cars find many buyers.

Despite massive layoffs announced by Ford in 2006 and a
declining market share for U.S. car companies, many
welcome the presence of foreign car manufacturers in
the United States. For example, foreign auto companies
and suppliers account for up to 40,000 workers in
Alabama and have invested billions of dollars into the
local economy.The state of Alabama also improved its
education system and worker training programs to meet
the level of skills demanded in the new auto plants. Many
areas in the South have experienced economic problems
due to the closing of textile manufacturing plants, and
foreign car makers are stepping in to fill the void.

SOURCES: Sholnn Freeman,“Foreign Carmakers in the Passing Lane as
GM, Ford Sputter,” The Washington Post, January 14, 2006,A01; Greg
Schneider,“Asian Carmakers Settle Into the South,” The Washington Post,
May 21, 2005, A1, A12.

U.S. corporations such as McDonald’s, Nike, and Coca-
Cola have a significant number of plants and facilities
outside of the United States. Increasingly, however, foreign
companies are coming into the United States not just
with their products, but with their facilities and
infrastructure as well. You might be surprised to find out
that one of the largest employers in Crenshaw County,
Alabama, is the Korean car maker Hyundai.The American
automotive industry is undergoing radical changes due to
direct investment by foreign car manufacturers.While
the Midwest, and in particular the state of Michigan, has
historically been the center of the automotive industry,
the largest new manufacturing plants are in the South,
in states like Alabama, Mississippi, and Texas.And the
workers are no longer turning out the American classic
Ford Mustang, but Toyota trucks instead.

While the U.S. auto giants like Ford and GM are
struggling to cut costs by closing down plants and laying
off workers,Asian and European car companies seem to
succeed and continue to open new plants. International
car manufacturers within the United States have several
advantages. First, their production processes are generally
more efficient and less costly.Toyota’s manufacturing
process is so efficient that it has become the benchmark
for other car manufacturers. Second, unlike GM and Ford,
Toyota, Hyundai, Nissan, Mercedes, and BMW do not

Foreign Car Companies in the United States
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A Perspective on Foreign Direct Investors
Foreign direct investors, and particularly multinational corporations, are viewed with a
mixture of awe and dismay. Governments and individuals praise them for bringing capi-
tal, economic activity, employment, and for transferring technology and managerial skills.
These actions encourage competition, market choice, and competitiveness.

At the same time, investment may lead to dependence. Just as the establishment of a
corporation can create all sorts of benefits, its disappearance can also take them away
again. Very often, international direct investors are accused of draining resources from
their host countries. By employing the best and the brightest, they are said to deprive
domestic firms of talent, thus causing a brain drain. Once they have hired locals, multina-
tional firms are often accused of not promoting them high enough.

By raising money locally, multinationals can starve smaller capital markets. By bringing
in foreign technology, they are viewed either as discouraging local technology develop-
ment or as perhaps transferring only outmoded knowledge. By increasing competition,
they are declared the enemy of domestic firms. There are concerns about foreign
investors’ economic and political loyalty toward their host government, and a fear that
such investors will always protect only their own interests and those of their home gov-
ernments. And, of course, their sheer size, which sometimes exceeds the financial assets
of the government, makes foreign investors suspect.

Clearly, a love–hate relationship frequently exists between governments and the for-
eign investor. Corporate experts may be more knowledgeable than government employ-
ees. Particularly in developing countries, this knowledge advantage may offer opportuni-
ties for exploitation. There seems to be a distinct “liability of foreignness” affecting both
firms and governments. As Exhibit 9.10 shows, multinational firms try to inform markets
and governments about their contributions to the local economy. 

Our Key to Success in America

9.10
Exhibit



An array of guidelines for international corporate behavior have been published by
organizations such as the United Nations, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, and the International Labor Organization. They address the behavior of
foreign investors in such areas as employment practices, consumer and environmental
protection, political activity, and human rights. While the social acceptability of certain
practices may vary among nations, the foreign investor should transfer the best business
practices across nations. The multinational firm should be a leader in improving standards
of living around the world. It will be managerial virtue, vision, and veracity combined
with corporate openness, responsiveness, long-term thinking, and truthfulness that will
determine the degrees of freedom and success of global business in the future.36

Types of Ownership
A corporation’s ownership choices can range from 100 percent ownership to a minority

interest. The different levels of ownership will affect corporate flexibility, ability to control
business plans and strategy, and exposure to risk. Some firms appear to select specific for-
eign ownership structures based on their experience with similar structures in the past.37

In other words, they tend to keep using the same ownership model. However, the own-
ership decision should be a strategic response to corporate needs or a consequence of
government regulation. 

Full Ownership
Many firms prefer to have 100 percent ownership. Sometimes, this is the result of ethno-
centric considerations, based on the belief that no outside entity should have an impact
on management. At other times, the issue is one of principle.

To make a rational decision about the extent of ownership, management must evalu-
ate how important total control is for the success of its international marketing activities.
Often, full ownership may be a desirable, but not a necessary, prerequisite for interna-
tional success. At other times, interdependencies between local operations and head-
quarters may require total control. Since the international environment is quite hostile to
full ownership by multinational firms it is important to determine whether these reasons
are important enough to warrant a sole ownership policy or whether the needs of the firm
can be accommodated with other arrangements.

Commercial activities under the control of foreigners are frequently believed to reflect
the wishes, desires, and needs of headquarters abroad much more than those of the do-
mestic economy. Governments fear that domestic economic policies may be counteracted
by such firms, and employees are afraid that little local responsibility and empathy exist
at headquarters. A major concern is the “fairness” of profit repatriation, or transfer of prof-
its, and the extent to which firms reinvest into their foreign operations. Governments
often believe that transfer pricing mechanisms are used to amass profits in a place most
advantageous for the firm and that, as a consequence, local operations often show very
low levels of performance. By reducing the foreign control of firms, they hope to put an
end to such practices.

Ownership can be limited either through outright legal restrictions or through measures
designed to make foreign ownership less attractive—such as limitations on profit repatri-
ation. The international marketer is therefore frequently faced with the choice of either
accepting a reduction in control or of losing the opportunity to operate in the country.

General market instability can also serve as a major deterrent to full ownership of for-
eign direct investment. Instability may result from political upheavals or changes in
regimes. More often, it results from threats of political action, complex and drawn-out bu-
reaucratic procedures, and the prospect of arbitrary and unpredictable alterations in reg-
ulations after the investment decision has been made.38

Joint Ventures
Joint ventures are collaborations of two or more organizations for more than a transitory
period.39 The partners share assets, risks, and profits, though equality of partners is not
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necessary. The partners’ contributions to the joint venture can vary widely and can con-
sist of funds, technology, know-how, sales organizations, or plant and equipment.

Advantages of Joint Ventures The two major reasons for joint ventures are govern-
mental and commercial. Government restrictions are designed to reduce the extent of
control that foreign firms can exercise over local operations. As a basis for defining con-
trol, most countries have employed percentage levels of ownership. Over time, the
thresholds of ownership that define control have decreased as it became apparent that
even small, organized groups of stockholders may influence control of an enterprise. At
the same time, many countries also recognize the competitive benefits of foreign direct in-
vestment and permit more control of local firms by foreign entities.

Equally important to the formation of joint ventures are commercial considerations.
Joint ventures can pool resources and lead to a better outcome for each partner than if
they worked individually. This is particularly the case when each partner has a specialized
advantage in areas that benefit the joint venture. For example, a firm may have new tech-
nology available, yet lack sufficient capital to carry out foreign direct investment on its
own. By linking efforts with a partner, the technology can be used more quickly and mar-
ket penetration is easier. Similarly, if one of the partners has an already established distri-
bution system, a greater volume of sales can be achieved more rapidly.

Joint ventures also permit better relationships with local organizations—government,
local authorities, or labor unions. If the local partner can bring political influence to the
undertaking, the new venture may be eligible for tax incentives, grants, and government
support and may be less vulnerable to political risk. Negotiations for certifications or li-
censes may be easier with authorities. Relationships with the local financial establishment
may enable the joint venture to tap local capital markets. The greater experience—and
therefore greater familiarity—with the culture and environment of the local partner may
enable the joint venture to be more aware of cultural sensitivities and to benefit from
greater insights into changing market conditions and needs.

Disadvantages of Joint Ventures Problem areas in joint ventures, as in all partner-
ships, involve implementing the concept and maintaining the relationship. Joint venture
regulations are often subject to substantial interpretation and arbitrariness. Major problems
can arise due to conflicts of interest, problems with disclosure of sensitive information, and
disagreement over how profits are to be shared; these are typically the result of a lack of
communication and planning before, during, and after the formation of the venture. In
some cases, managers are interested in launching the venture but are too little concerned
with actually running the enterprise. In other instances, managers dispatched to the joint
venture by the partners may feel differing degrees of loyalty to the venture and its
partners.40 The joint venture may, for example, identify a particular market as a profitable
target, yet the headquarters of one of the partners may already have plans for serving this
market, plans that would require competing against its own joint venture. Reconciling such
conflicts of loyalty is one of the greatest human resource challenges for joint ventures.41

Strategic Alliances 
One special form of joint ventures consists of strategic alliances, or partnerships, which are
arrangements between two or more companies with a common business objective. They
are more than the traditional customer–vendor relationship, but less than an outright
acquisition. The great advantage of such alliances is their ongoing flexibility, since they
can be formed, adjusted, and dissolved rapidly in response to changing conditions. In
essence, strategic alliances are networks of companies, which collaborate in the achieve-
ment of a given project or objective. Partners for one project may well be fierce competi-
tors for another.

Alliances can range from information cooperation in the market development area to
joint ownership of worldwide operations. For example, Texas Instruments has reported
agreements with companies such as IBM, Hyundai, Fujitsu, Alcatel, and L. M. Ericsson,
using such terms as “joint development agreement,” “cooperative technical effort,” “joint



program for development,” “alternative sourcing agreement,” and “design/exchange
agreement for cooperative product development and exchange of technical data.”

Market development is one reason for the growth in such alliances. In Japan, Motorola
is sharing chip designs and manufacturing facilities with Toshiba to gain greater access to
the Japanese market. Another focus is spreading the cost and risk inherent in production
and development efforts. Texas Instruments and Hitachi have teamed up to develop the
next generation of memory chips. The costs of developing new jet engines are so vast that
they force aerospace companies into collaboration; one such consortium was formed by
United Technologies’ Pratt & Whitney division, Britain’s Rolls Royce, Motoren-und-
Turbinen Union from Germany, Fiat of Italy, and Japanese Aero Engines. Some alliances
are also formed to block or co-opt competitors.42 For example, Caterpillar formed a heavy
equipment joint venture with Mitsubishi in Japan to strike back at its main global rival,
Komatsu, in its home market.

Companies must carefully evaluate the effects of entering such a coalition, particularly
with regards to strategy and competitiveness. The most successful alliances are those that
match the complementary strengths of partners to satisfy a joint objective. Often the partners
have different product, geographic, or functional strengths, which the alliance can build on
in order to achieve success with a new strategy or in a new market. They can then either op-
erate jointly as equals or have one partner piggyback by making use of the other’s strengths.
For example, Pepsi has combined its marketing prowess for canned beverages with Lipton’s
strong brand position for tea in order to jointly sell canned iced tea beverages.43 Firms also
can have a reciprocal arrangement whereby each partner provides the other access to its
market. The New York Yankees and Manchester United sell each others’ licensed products
and develop joint sponsorship programs. International airlines have started to share hubs,
coordinate schedules, and simplify ticketing. Star Alliance (joining airlines such as United
and Lufthansa) and Oneworld (British Airways and American Airlines) provide worldwide
coverage for their customers both in the travel and shipping communities.

In a management contract, the supplier brings together a package of skills that will pro-
vide an integrated service to the client without incurring the risk and benefit of owner-
ship. The activity is quite different from other contractual arrangements because people
actually move and directly implement the relevant skills and knowledge in the client
organization.44

Management contracts have clear benefits for the client. They can provide organizational
skills that are not available locally, expertise that is immediately available rather than built
up, and management assistance in the form of support services that would be difficult and
costly to replicate locally. In addition, the outside involvement is clearly limited. When a
turnkey project is online, the system will be totally owned, controlled, and operated by the
customer. As a result, management contracts are seen by many governments as a useful
alternative to foreign direct investment and the resulting control by nondomestic entities.

Similar advantages exist for the supplier. The risk of participating in an international ven-
ture is substantially lowered because no equity capital is at stake. At the same time, a sig-
nificant amount of operational control can be exercised. Being on the inside represents a
strategic advantage in influencing decisions. In addition, existing know-how that has been
built up with significant investment can be commercialized. Frequently, the impact of fluc-
tuations in business volume can be reduced by making use of experienced personnel who
otherwise would have to be laid off. Accumulated service knowledge and comparative ad-
vantage should be used internationally. Management contracts permit a firm to do so.

In a dynamic business environment, alliances must be able to adjust to market condi-
tions. Any agreement should therefore provide for changes in the original concept so that
the venture can grow and flourish. In light of growing international competition and the
rising cost of innovation in technology, strategic alliances are likely to continue their
growth in the future.

Government Consortia
One form of cooperation takes place at the industry level and is typically characterized by
government support or even subsidization. Usually, it is the reflection of escalating cost
and a governmental goal of developing or maintaining global leadership in a particular
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sector. A new drug, computer, or telecommunication switch can cost more than $1 billion
to develop and bring to market. To combat the high costs and risks of research and
development, research consortia have emerged in the United States, Japan, and Europe.
Since the passage of the Joint Research and Development Act of 1984 (which allows both
domestic and foreign firms to participate in joint basic research efforts without the fear of
antitrust action), well over 100 consortia have been registered in the United States. These
consortia pool their resources for research into technologies ranging from artificial intelli-
gence and electric car batteries to semiconductor manufacturing. 

The European Union has several megaprojects to develop new technologies, under the
names BRITE, COMET, ESPRIT, EUREKA, RACE, and SOKRATES. Japanese consortia have
worked on producing the world’s highest-capacity memory chip, and other advanced com-
puter technologies. On the manufacturing side, the formation of Airbus Industries secured
European production of commercial jets. The consortium, now backed by the European
Aeronautic Defence and Space Company (EADS), which emerged from the link-up of the
German DaimlerChrysler Aerospace AG, the French Aerospatiale Matra, and CASA of
Spain45 has become a prime global competitor.
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Summary

Most companies become gradually involved in interna-
tional markets, though some are born global. A variety of
internal and external factors expose them to the interna-
tional market. Employees and management serve as par-
ticularly important change agents. After becoming aware
of international marketing opportunities, companies
progress through the corporate export stages, and may
choose to retreat to a purely domestic focus or to in-
crease the scope of their international activities through
a variety of different means.

Firms may employ third parties, such as export man-
agement companies or trading companies, or they may
break into the global marketplace using the technology

of the Internet. If a firm wants to establish an interna-
tional presence it can also license its products, open
global franchises, or directly invest into a region of the
world. These expansion alternatives involve varying de-
grees of risk, and varying degrees of control that a com-
pany may exercise over its international ventures. Firms’
involvement in international markets may also be legally
limited by the extent to which a country allows foreign
ownership of assets. Companies looking to go abroad
need to consider a variety of factors—such as mechanics,
corporate structure, strategic goals, logistics, cost, and
regulations—before they expand. 
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Questions for Discussion

1. Discuss the difference between a proactive and a
reactive firm.

2. Discuss the impact of the Internet and e-commerce
in making a firm global.

3. What is meant by the term “born global”?

4. Why might a firm choose to retreat to a domestic
focus?

5. Explain the difference between franchising,
licensing, and foreign direct investment, in terms of
ownership, control, and risk. 
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Internet Exercises

1. What programs does the Export-Import Bank
(http://www.exim.gov) offer that specifically
benefit small businesses trying to export? What
benefits can be derived from each?

2. Use the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development FDI Database (available under the

Statistics option at http://www.unctad.org) to
research the foreign direct investment profile of a
country or region of your choice. 
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D
amar International, a fledgling firm import-
ing handicrafts of chiefly Indonesian origin,
was established in Burke, Virginia, a suburb
of Washington, DC. Organized as a general

partnership, the firm is owned entirely by Dewi
Soemantoro, its president, and Ronald I. Asche, its vice
president. Their part-time, unsalaried efforts and those of
Soemantoro’s relatives in Indonesia constitute the entire
labor base of the firm. Outside financing has been
limited to borrowing from friends and relatives of the
partners in Indonesia and the United States.

Damar International estimates that its current annual
sales revenues are between $20,000 and $30,000. Al-
though the firm has yet to reach the break-even point, its
sales revenues and customer base have expanded more
rapidly than anticipated in Damar’s original business
plan. The partners are generally satisfied with results to
date and plan to continue to broaden their operations.

Damar International was established to capitalize on
Soemantoro’s international experience and contacts. As
the daughter of an Indonesian Foreign Service officer,
Soemantoro spent most of her youth and early adulthood
in western Europe and has for the past 18 years resided
in the United States. Her immediate family, including her
mother, now resides in Indonesia. In addition to English
and Malay, Soemantoro speaks French, German, and
Italian. Although she has spent the past four years work-
ing in information management in the Washington area,
first for MCI and currently for Records Management Inc.,
her interest in importing derives from the six years she
spent as a management consultant. In this capacity, she
was frequently called on to advise clients about importing
clothing, furniture, and decorative items from Indonesia.
At the urging of family and friends, she decided to start
her own business. While Soemantoro handles the pur-
chasing and administrative aspects of the business, Asche
is responsible for marketing and sales.

Damar International currently imports clothing, high-
quality brassware, batik accessories, wood carvings, and
furnishings from Indonesia. All of these items are hand-
crafted by village artisans working in a cottage industry.
Damar International estimates that 30 percent of its rev-
enues from the sale of Indonesian imports are derived

from clothing, 30 percent from batik accessories, and
30 percent from wood carvings, with the remainder
divided equally between brassware and furnishings. In
addition, Damar markets in the eastern United States sell
comparable Thai and Philippine handcrafted items im-
ported by a small California firm. This firm in turn markets
some of Damar’s Indonesian imports on the West Coast.

Most of Damar’s buyers are small shops and bou-
tiques. Damar does not supply large department stores
or retail chain outlets. By participating in gift shows,
trade fairs, and handicraft exhibitions, the firm has ex-
panded its customer base from the Washington area to
many locations in the eastern United States.

In supplying small retail outlets with handcrafted
Indonesian artifacts, Damar is pursuing a niche strategy.
Although numerous importers market similar mass-
produced, manufactured Indonesian items chiefly to
department stores and chain retailers, Damar knows of no
competitors that supply handcrafted artifacts to boutiques.
Small retailers find it difficult to purchase in sufficient vol-
ume to order directly from large-scale importers of mass-
produced items. More importantly, it is difficult to organ-
ize Indonesian artisans to produce handcrafted goods in
sufficient quantity to supply the needs of large retailers.

Damar’s policy is to carry little if any inventory. Or-
ders from buyers are transmitted by Soemantoro to her
family in Indonesia, who contract production to artisans
in the rural villages of Java and Bali. Within broad pa-
rameters, buyers can specify modifications of traditional
Indonesian wares. Frequently, Soemantoro cooperates
with her mother in creating designs that adapt traditional
products to American tastes and to the specifications of
U.S. buyers. Soemantoro is in contact with her family in
Indonesia at least once a week by telex or phone to re-
port new orders and check on the progress of previous
orders. In addition, Soemantoro makes an annual visit to
Indonesia to coordinate policy with her family and main-
tain contacts with artisans.

Damar also fills orders placed by Soemantoro’s family
in Indonesia. The firm, in essence, acts as both an im-
porter and an exporter despite its extremely limited per-
sonnel base. In this, as well as with its source of financing,
Damar is highly atypical. The firm’s great strength, which
allows it to fill a virtually vacant market niche with ex-
tremely limited capital and labor resources, is clearly the

Damar International
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Soemantoro family’s nexus of personal connections.
Without the use of middlemen, this single bicultural fam-
ily is capable of linking U.S. retailers and Indonesian vil-
lage artisans and supplying products that, while unique,
are specifically oriented to the U.S. market.

Damar’s principal weakness is its financing structure.
There are limits to the amount of money that can be bor-
rowed from family and friends for such an enterprise.
Working capital is necessary because the Indonesian
artisans must be paid before full payment is received
from U.S. buyers. Although a 10 percent deposit is
required from buyers when an order is placed, the
remaining 90 percent is not due until 30 days from the
date of shipment F.O.B. Washington, DC. Yet, the sim-
plicity of Damar’s financing structure has advantages: To
date, it has been able to operate without letters of credit
and their concomitant cost and paperwork burdens.

One major importing problem has been the paper-
work and red tape involved in U.S. customs and quota
regulations. Satisfying these regulations has occasionally
delayed fulfillment of orders. Furthermore, because the
Indonesian trade office in the United States is located in
New York rather than Washington, assistance from the
Indonesian government in expediting such problems has
at times been difficult to obtain with Damar’s limited per-
sonnel. For example, an order was once delayed in U.S.
customs because of confusion between the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce and Indonesian export authorities
concerning import stamping and labeling. Several weeks
were required to resolve the problem.

Although Damar received regulatory information di-
rectly from the U.S. Department of Commerce when it
began importing, its routine contact with the government
is minimal because regulatory paperwork is contracted
to customs brokers.

One of the most important lessons that the firm has
learned is the critical role of participating in gift shows,
trade fairs, and craft exhibitions. Soemantoro believes
that the firm’s greatest mistake was not attending a trade
show in New York. By connecting with potential buyers,
both through trade shows and “walk-in scouting” of bou-
tiques, Damar has benefited greatly from helpful refer-
ences from existing customers. Buyers have been partic-
ularly helpful in identifying trade fairs that would be
useful for Damar to attend. Here too, the importance of
Damar’s cultivation of personal contacts is apparent.

Similarly, personal contacts offer Damar the possibil-
ity of diversifying into new import lines. Through a con-
tact established by a friend in France, Soemantoro is cur-
rently planning to import handmade French porcelain
and silk blouses.

Damar is worried about sustained expansion of its
Indonesian handicraft import business because the firm
does not currently have the resources to organize large-
scale cottage-industry production in Indonesia. Other
major concerns are potential shipping delays and
exchange rate fluctuations.

Questions for Discussion

1. Evaluate alternative expansion strategies for Damar
International in the United States.

2. Discuss Damar’s expansion alternatives in
Indonesia and France and their implications for the
U.S. market.

3. How can Damar protect itself against exchange
rate fluctuations?

4. What are the likely effects of shipment delays on
Damar? How can these effects be overcome?
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Polar-adidas

power of adidas could not be ignored by wholesalers or
retailers. Third, there was certainly a lot to learn from a
successful company like adidas, be it in concept devel-
opment or marketing processes.

There were some concerns, however. First of all, the
sheer difference in size between the two companies: Polar’s
sales in 2004 had been 170 million euros, whereas adidas
sales exceeded 5 billion euros, making it 30 times the size of
Polar. The track recordof alliances in general is not great and
significant size differences between partners can cause dif-
ficulties in the relationship sooner or later. As an example,
when adidas could appoint 5 people to a certain part of the
project, Polar could afford two at most. Executives who
were to implement the partnership, such as Christian
Franke, Director of Brand Marketing at Polar, would have a
lot on their plates. Another concern was the ability of Polar
to perform in the relationship. Even though Kallio had full
confidence in the capabilities of his managers, the fact that
Polar was engaged in the development of very demanding
high-tech electronics, whereas adidas would be responsible
for shoes and textiles,was a factor thatmight bring surprises.
His concern was that if there were unexpected difficulties in
the development of electronics, the schedule of introducing
new, jointly developed products with adidas might turn out
to be frighteningly tight. A large company could hire an ad-
ditional twenty R&D engineers if there were unexpected
challenges in the development work, but for a company of
Polar’s size that would be financially an extreme solution. In
terms of the classic risk of enabling and creating a future
competitor, Kallio did not see it very relevant in this very
case. He had full confidence in the partner, largely thanks to
the solid personal relationship that existed between Kallio
and key executives at adidas. Referring to the key executives
in both of the companies, Kallio said: “We all understand
and in fact love sports, so we talk the same language—that
is a great starting point for the relationship.”

About Partnership
Agreements

The agreement with adidas comprised, first of all, joint de-
velopment of technology for endeavors such as “Project
Fusion.” Polar is responsible for providing the sensor, but
joint work is needed particularly in fusing the textiles and

Introduction

On Sunday, April 3, 2005, in a downtown hotel in
Erlangen, Germany, Mr. Jorma Kallio, managing Director
of Polar Electro Oy, a Finnish family-owned manufacturer
or heart rate monitors, was preparing his opening speech
to a group of some 100 Polar Electro employees and part-
ners. He was in central Germany for an internal launch of
a partnership between Polar Electro and adidas, the sec-
ond largest sporting goods manufacturer in the world. The
next day, on the premises of the expansive headquarters
complex of adidas in Herzogenaurach, the partnership
and “Project Fusion,” the world’s first completely inte-
grated training system, would be introduced to marketing
and sales personnel. The project had been under devel-
opment for the last year and a half and kept confidential—
only some 40 people within Polar Electro knew about it.
Project Fusion was a new, complete solution for runners
to be launched in 2006, consisting of adidas shoes with
built-in electronics, running textiles that had built-in sen-
sors, and watch-type sports computers that would display
such information as heart rate data, speed, and distance to
the runner (see Exhibit 1). The electronics technology is
provided by Polar, but the textiles and shoes will be sold
as premium adidas-branded goods.

Mr. Kallio was convinced that the partnership with
adidas would be very beneficial for his company. First of
all, becoming a trusted partner of adidas, an icon in sport-
ing goods, was like a top-grade seal of approval for Polar.
Polar would certainly benefit from the great brand equity
that adidas owned. The majority of consumers around the
world have heard of adidas, but selected few were aware
of Polar. The adidas partnership would certainly raise
consumer awareness of the Polar brand, something that
Polar needed if it was to achieve its ambitious goals of
both growing its sports-related business and extending
from the core of serious sports into lifestyle applications.
Second, the partnership could give a boost to the distri-
bution of Polar goods. While Polar was represented
through some 35,000 retailers in 50 countries, the channel

This case was authored by Hannu Seristö of the Helsinki School of
Economics and Ilkka A. Ronkainen. For further information on the companies
and their strategies, see http://www.adidas-polar.com; http://www.polar.fi/
polar/channels/eng/; http://www.adidas-group.com/en/home/welcome.asp;
and http://www.nokia.com.

http://www.adidas-polar.com
http://www.polar.fi/polar/channels/eng/
http://www.polar.fi/polar/channels/eng/
http://www.adidas-group.com/en/home/welcome.asp
http://www.nokia.com


sensor technology, which inevitably means shared engi-
neering and industrial design. In shared engineering, a
challenging issue typically is to decide which partner
owns the jointly-create intellectual property. Also, as “Pro-
ject Fusion” is a complete package, or solution, the indus-
trial design has to be coordinated in terms of form and
appearance. Rights concerning the design issues should
normally be covered in partnership agreements.

Partnership agreements need to address the issues of
exclusivity; that is, can certain technologies or solutions
be offered to other companies beyond the main partners.
Normally it is not recommended to lock oneself into one
partner only, since it would compromise one’s flexibility

or stand-alone capability. On the other hand, exclusivity
given to a partner is bound to enhance commitment and
trust in the relationship.

The second part of the agreement deals with joint
marketing efforts. Channels where there is joint pres-
ence and sales efforts have to be specified, including
complementary marketing efforts (i.e., whereby Polar
uses the adidas distribution system to get its products to
the world marketplace). A considerable benefit for
Polar is that adidas controls globally 145 flagship stores,
such as adidas Originals Georgetown in Washington,
D.C., Performance Store Abasto in Buenos Aires, adidas
Concept Store Nevski in St. Petersburg, and adidas
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Press Release on the Launch of Project Fusion

1
Exhibit

Helsinki/Herzogenaurach—August 4, 2005

adidas and Polar introduce the world’s first completely integrated training system

Polar Electro, the innovative leader in heart rate monitoring, and adidas,one of the world’s leading sports brands,have
formed a partnership that will introduce the world’s first completely integrated training system.Called“Project Fusion,” it
seamlessly integrates Polar heart rate and speed and distance monitoring equipment into adidas apparel and footwear.

The integration simplifies use and increases comfort, allowing the products to become part of the athlete. Included in
the project are the adidas adiStar Fusion range of apparel (t-shirts, long sleeve shirts, bras, women’s tops), the adidas
adiStar Fusion shoe, Polar’s s3TM Stride Sensor,The Polar WearLinkTM transmitter, and The Polar RS800TM Running
Computer.

How does it work? Special fibers bonded onto adidas tops work in conjunction with Polar’s Wear LinkTM technology to
eliminate the need for a separate chest strap to monitor heart rate. Just snap the tiny Polar WearLink connector onto
the front of the shirt and go.The data are sent to the Polar RS 800TM wrist-mounted running computer, which easily
displays and records all information in real time. Simply put, your shirt talks to your running computer.

The adiStar Fusion shoe has a strategically placed cavity in the midsole which can house the very light Polar s3TM Stride
Sensor, making it easier to use, more comfortable and more consistently accurate than top-of-shoe systems.And you
won’t even know it’s there when your shoe is talking to your running computer.

Information like speed and distance, chronograph functions, along with heart rate, are also shown on the RS800TM in
real time.And when the workout is over, all data can be downloaded onto a computer so workouts can be easily
managed and analyzed, meaning the whole system talks to you.

“The great thing about the system is that it’s so easy to use,” says Michael Birke, adidas Running Business Unit Manager.
“By putting all the best equipment into one package, it’s made training simpler, more comfortable and more precise.
The system is greater than the sum of its parts.”

“An athlete can train more effectively with the right objective information,” says Marco Suvilaakso, Running Segment
Manager for Polar Electro.“This system caters to the individual, with precise and personalized feedback.”

Purchasing the entire system—Polar RS 800TM, Polar s3TMTM Stride Sensor, adiStar Fusion top, and adiStar Fusion shoe—will
be around 640 Euros/680 Dollars.The products are available as separate pieces as well, and available in Spring of 2006.

Image not available due to copyright restrictions



Originals Sydney. As for promotion, the choice of media
for shared appearance and, for instance, joint web sites
(such as http://www.adidas-polar.com) are important
issues to address in the agreement.

In implementation, the management of the partner-
ship should be clarified in the agreement. Whether there
is, for example, a steering board composed of members
from both partners, and who will serve as its chairper-
son, are some of the questions to settle. Also, determina-
tion of areas of responsibilities between the partners and
the sharing of costs and revenues is normally a standard
clause in an agreement of this sort. Finally, the agree-
ments normally should address issues like the term and
termination procedures of the partnership, and the set-
tlement of disputes.

The Growth of Polar Electro Oy

The origins of the Finnish sports instruments producer Polar
Electro can be traced back to the need of cross-country ski-
ing coaches for a device to measure an athlete’s heart rate
during training sessions in the field, as opposed to this
being possible only in a laboratory environment. There
were no light, portable devices available, only large expen-
sive laboratory equipment. Promoted by this need, profes-
sor Säynäjäkangas of the technology faculty at Oulu Uni-
versity started development work on technology that would
make such measurements possible. Work was done partly
with colleagues at the Oulu University, and eventually a
company called Polar Electro was founded in Oulu in 1977,
with Säynäjäkangas as the owner. The first heart rate moni-
tor (HRM) was a battery-powered device that measured the
heart rate from a fingertip. By the year 1982, the technology
had advanced to the point that the first wireless heart rate
monitor was ready. The first computer interface was intro-
duced in 1984. The zone feature was launched in 1987,
which was a predecessor to the so-called OwnZone feature
of today. The principle is that the suitable intensity levels of
training may vary daily due to factors such as fatigue, illness,
or jetlag, and the athlete should check the right intensity
levels before each training session.

In the 1980s, Polar Electro sought cooperation with
top-level competitive athletes and world-class trainers
and coaches. Relationships with leading universities and
research institutes in the area of sports medicine were
established. The target customers for Polar technology
were competitive national and Olympic level athletes.
From the very beginning the company was compelled to
take a global look at the markets, because the chosen
niche was narrow. Domestic market sales would have
been in hundreds of units during the early years.

During this era, Polar Electro was first and foremost a
technology company that conducted research, devel-
oped new technological solutions and started to build
manufacturing capacity for the large-scale production of
heart rate monitors. Early on, the company benefited

from financial support for promising high-technology
start-ups in developing regions by Finnish government
agencies. Products were sold mostly under other brands,
through private label arrangements, particularly in the
U.S. market, which was then the key market for Polar
Electro. Marketing to the masses existed only in long-
term plans. By the end of the 1980s, Polar Electro had
grown to a company of one hundred employees with
annual sales of almost 20 million dollars.

At this point, the target market was broadened from
the original devices aimed at competitive top-level ath-
letes. The first steps to the so-called fitness market were
taken in 1987. New models were developed for ordinary
people who wanted to monitor the intensity of training,
through heart rate measurement, while they were exer-
cising. The Polar brand became a focus of development
in 1989. Polar’s target was defined as being “anyone with
a heart.” Indeed, the company provided an HRM for race
horses, which they continue to provide to this day.

Throughout the 1990s, Polar started to put more em-
phasis on marketing, partly driven by increasing com-
petitive pressures. The heart rate monitor business had
caught the attention of some big firms and entrepre-
neurs, all hoping to challenge Polar in this potentially
sizeable business area. Large players like the U.S. watch-
maker Timex and the Japanese electronics company
Casio started to work on HRM products, and in Europe
such companies as Sigma from Germany and Car-
diosport from the U.K. introduced comparable HRMs.
However, in terms of features, technology, quality, and
even production costs, Polar was able to maintain its
lead of a couple of years in this race. The building of an
extensive international dealer network became the key
focus of marketing efforts.

The key products by Polar in the 1990s comprised
specific models for runners, bicyclists, and fitness users.
Two special product groups were developed: Team Sys-
tems, to be used in the training of football or ice-hockey
teams; and Educational Systems that were used in the
physical education classes of school children, mostly in
the United States, where the Federal Government pro-
vided support for schools that adopted innovative equip-
ment to improve the quality of physical education. The
largest product category for Polar was Fitness, because
the products appealed to many different kinds of users.
Several trailblazing technologies were introduced at this
time, including the first integrated one-piece transmitter
of heart rate measures in 1992; coded transmission of
heart rate measures (from the chest transmitter unit to
the wristwatch unit) in 1995; the first HRM combined
with a bicycle computer, which had speed, cadence, and
altitude measurement in 1996; personalized OwnZone
training intensity zone and OwnCal energy consumption
solutions in 1997; and the Polar fitness test, which pro-
vided a very accurate estimate of physical condition,
even when measured while the person is not exercising
but simply lying down for about 5 minutes, in 1999.
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Polar Electro has used aggressive patenting policy to
protect its inventions and intellectual property. In 2000,
the company introduced a soft and very user-friendly
textile transmitter belt to replace the traditional rather
hard plastic model. The launch of a speed and distance
measurement device in 2004 brought a new dimension
to running computers: a pod attached to the running
shoe measures acceleration and sends the information to
the wrist unit with an accuracy of 99 percent. Now run-
ners can see on their wrist units not only their heart rate
and training intensity information, but also their real-time
pace or speed and the distance covered. Competitors to
this speed-and-distance technology include GPS-based
running computers by the U.S. company Garmin and by
Nike, developed with the Dutch electronics firm Philips.
Outdoor computers were also launched in 2004. These
wristwatch type devices have an electronic compass,
barometer, altimeter, thermometer, and various watch
and diary functions in addition to the advanced heart
rate measurement features.

Polar spends some 10 per cent of its sales on research
and development, which takes place mostly in Oulu. The
company benefits from the supply of high-quality engi-
neers from the University of Oulu. Oulu is a city with a
concentration of high-tech companies, particularly in the
area of electronics (Nokia, the world’s largest mobile-
phone manufacturer, has a significant R&D and manufac-
turing presence in the city). The company also maintains
collaborative ties with well-known institutes, such as
Cooper Institute in Dallas, Texas, and leading universities
in the areas of cardiology and sports medicine.

After-sales service is an essential component of the
HRM business. The devices are rather complicated pieces
of technology, and consumers often need support in in-
stalling software updates or setting up data transfer be-
tween the devices and the PC. These computers are also
very personal objects, literally close to heart, and con-
sumers typically want support immediately if they have a
problem in the use of the equipment. The objective is to
provide an answer to consumers’ or retailers’ questions
within 24 hours, anywhere in the world. Competitors
have not been able to match Polar’s level in after-sales
service, making Polar users very loyal customers.

Industrial design has been a focus in the last two years.
The design and looks of the products were somewhat
soulless until a new generation of more fashionable and
colorful models was launched in 2004. In particular, fe-
male consumers were targeted with specific light and col-
orful fitness computers. Polar received international
recognition for its improved design in 2004, when its new
outdoor computer AXN 500 received an award in the
German IF design competition.

Today, Polar Electro sees its mission as being to pro-
vide people the best solution to achieve their personal
well-being, sports, and performance goals. The company
exists to improve people’s quality of life by generating
innovative, high-quality, and user-friendly products. The

Polar brand’s essence is captured in the statement that
“Polar is the leading brand and the true partner in im-
proving human health and well-being through its under-
standing of personal physiology and the environment.”
Physiology refers to the monitoring of heart, and the en-
vironment refers to the measurement of altitude, direc-
tion, speed, distance, and temperature.

Most of Polar’s €170 million in sales come from West-
ern Europe and the United States, while the Asian mar-
ket represents a very small share of business. Volume
production is in the Far East, while the R&D and the
manufacturing of the most advanced premium models
remain in Oulu. Some 1,700 people work in Finland and
in the 15 wholly-owned foreign marketing subsidiaries in
the key world markets.

Polar may be a household name for competitive
athletes and the most active exercisers, but the average
consumer does not really know the brand. Potential mar-
kets include millions of people that could need and want
a heart rate monitor. Driving this potential is an increas-
ing realization by individuals, societies, and national
economies that if people exercise more and are in better
physical condition, the result is fewer health problems
and lower consequent costs to the society. Populations
particularly in Western Europe and Japan are aging, and
the elderly want to stay active and healthy to lead re-
warding lives after retirement. Obesity is increasingly a
problem, particularly in North America, but also in West-
ern Europe, and possibly soon in many Asian countries as
well. Competition in the future is more in the area of mar-
keting rather than in the pure development of technol-
ogy. Design, trends, and fashion are becoming an essen-
tial part of this business, making HRMs a lifestyle product.

Polar Marketing

The heart rate monitor consists of two parts: the transmit-
ter and the receiver. The transmitter is worn around one’s
chest, as close to the heart as possible to ensure accurate
sensing of the heart beat. Modern generation transmitters,
provided only by Polar, are soft fabric belts where the
sensors, or electrodes, are woven into the fabric, and the
signal is sent to the receiver through a separate little unit
that is snapped onto the belt. The fabric transmitters are
much more comfortable to use than the old versions. The
retail cost of a transmitter is in the region of 40 euros.

The receiver is like a sports wristwatch that functions
mainly as the display for measured information. The re-
ceiver typically has heart rate measurement functions,
watch and chronometer functions, and a variety of other
features. The simplest models display only time and the
current heart rate, whereas the most advanced models
have several test features; a training diary and training
program features; measure air pressure, altitude, and
temperature; have compass functions; and display speed
and distance information. The case of the receiver is
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typically made of different grades of plastics, but some
expensive models are made of steel or titanium.

The basic heart rate monitors by Polar cost about
60 euros in retail, whereas the most advanced models
with a titanium case can cost close to 500 euros. The
cheapest heart rate monitors in the market, often by Asian
manufacturers, can be bought for as little as 20 euros, but
these are typically of poor quality, poor usability, and
with no product support nor real warranty.

Polar heart rate monitors are distributed through
sporting goods stores, specialty stores, department
stores, and in some cases catalog sellers and online
stores. The products are so rich in features that the ex-
pertise and professionalism of the sales personnel is a
key factor in the sales process. As a result, Polar has
committed significant resources to the training of sales
people throughout the channel.

Polar provides extensive online support for its prod-
ucts. Software can be downloaded from the Polar website,
and consumers can create their own training programs
and diaries on the global web site (http://www.polar.fi).

Other Partnerships

In early 2004, a technology and marketing partnership
between Nokia and Polar was made public. Polar offers
a few heart rate monitor models that have the capability
to communicate with a certain Nokia mobile phone,
model 5140. This compatibility allows the user to trans-
mit training data from the wrist computer to the mobile
phone, and again send it via mobile phone network, for
instance, to the PC of one’s coach. So, for instance, a
distance-runner who is training in the warm conditions
of South Africa in January can easily send his daily train-
ing session information for analysis by his trainer in
Northern Europe in order to get instructions for the fol-
lowing day’s training. Nokia and Polar were very visible
in a joint marketing campaign, with the theme “Training
Mates,” during the 2004 Tour de France.

A key product that had the Nokia compatibility is the
running computer model S625X. It was launched in the
summer 2004 and was a great success from the very be-
ginning. The S625X has a speed-and-distance feature
that is based on acceleration technology. Acceleration
data are turned into information on distance covered
and speed or pace of the runner, and then displayed on
the wrist receiver. The accuracy is very high, with error
rates of less than 1 percent (i.e., when running 10 kilo-
meters, the error in the distance information is expected
to be less than 100 meters). Runners love it and media
have praised it. Even though the product is relatively
expensive (€400), it appears that S625X is becoming one
of the most successful running computers Polar has ever
made.

Growth Prospects of Polar

Polar Electro has many of the ingredients to grow and
become a truly significant global company. It has a solid
technological basis, processes in place, and very capable
personnel. In its own niche market, it is the world
market leader. However, it has to acknowledge its lim-
ited resources: there are numerous potential new busi-
ness areas and an abundance of ideas, but the develop-
ment of completely new products takes millions of
euros. Brand marketing is obviously very important in
the future, but doing that with a real impact can easily
consume tens of millions of euros per year. Asia is un-
doubtedly the market for the future, as in almost every
business, but the question is how to go there, since it
appears to be quite different from Europe and North
America: what products (adapted or not), which fea-
tures, which markets (alone or with partners, or through
which channels), are some of the key questions. More-
over, the human resources might turn out to be a chal-
lenge—there are limitless opportunities, but the current
managers may not be able to handle all the new issues
simultaneously. Both the owners and the management
see the numerous avenues for growth, but there are a
multitude of factors to assess when choosing the right
path to follow.

In terms of financial benefits, it is perhaps too early to
assess the value of these partnerships. For one thing, the
measurement of inputs and outputs is not that simple.
For instance, how do you measure accurately the man-
agement effort that has been put into the partnerships,
and whether that effort could have been used more
effectively somewhere else?

Mr. Kallio was convinced that the adidas partnership
was very valuable for Polar especially in the long term.
Some questions remained, however. How can a relatively
small company make sure that it can perform in a rela-
tionship with a significantly larger partner like adidas, and
not let the partner down? How can Polar make sure that it
gets most of the possible value out of the partnerships—
for instance, through learning from a more experienced
company? How about assessing the inputs and outputs—
how should Polar measure whether the relationship is
producing value to the company?

Questions for Discussion

1. How does the alliance with adidas fit with Polar’s
growth objectives?

2. What are the pros and cons of having a company
like adidas as an alliance partner?

3. By 2010, what is the likely outcome of this alliance
(e.g., will Polar become part of adidas)?
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P
arker Pen Company, the manufacturer of
writing instruments based in Janesville,
Wisconsin, has always been one of the
world’s best-known companies in its field.

George Safford Parker had patented his first fountain pen
in 1889, and founded Parker Pen Company in 1892, mar-
keting Parker pens as the best writing instruments. The
idea of pens as status symbols dates back to the 1920s,
when a Parker Pen manager argued that if people bought
cars as status symbols, they could purchase high-priced
pens as ones as well. As the business expanded its prod-
uct line, market presence was also increased. In 1903,
Parker’s first overseas distributorship was established in
Scandinavia through a shopkeeper in Copenhagen. In
1953, Parker Pen opened a 226,000-square-foot state-of-
the-art facility in Janesville and manufacturing plants in
France and Mexico. International marketing activities ex-
tended the company to 154 countries by the 1980s.

In early 1984, the company launched a global market-
ing campaign in which everything was to have “one look,
one voice,” and with all planning to take place at head-
quarters. Everything connected with the selling effort was
to be standardized. This was a grand experiment of a
widely debated concept. A number of international com-
panies were eager to learn from Parker’s experiences.

Results became evident quickly. In February 1985, the
globalization experiment was ended, and most of the
masterminds of the strategy either left the company or
were fired. 

Globalization

Globalization is a business initiative based on the con-
viction that the world is becoming more homogeneous
and that distinctions between national markets are not
only fading but, for some products, they will eventually
disappear. Some products, such as Coca-Cola and Levi’s,

have already proven the existence of universal appeal.
Coke’s “one sight, one sound, one sell” approach is a
legend in the world of global marketers. Other compa-
nies have some products that can be “world products,”
and some that cannot and should not be. For example, if
cultural and competitive differences are less important
than their similarities, a single advertising approach can
exploit these similarities to stimulate sales everywhere,
and at far lower cost than if campaigns were developed
for each individual market.

Compared with the multidomestic approach, global-
ization differs in these three basic ways:

1. The global approach looks for similarities between
markets.The multidomestic approach ignores
similarities.

2. The global approach actively seeks homogeneity in
products, image, marketing, and advertising message.
The multidomestic approach produces unnecessary
differences from market to market.

3. The global approach asks,“Should this product or
process be for world consumption?” The multidomestic
approach, relying solely on local autonomy, never asks
the question.

Globalization requires many internal modifications as
well. Changes in philosophy concerning local autonomy,
concern for local operating results rather than corporate
performance, and local strategies designed for local—
rather than global—competitors are all delicate issues to
be solved. By design, globalization calls for centralized
decision-making; therefore, the “not-invented-here” syn-
drome becomes a problem. This can be solved by in-
volving those having to implement the globalization
strategy at every possible stage as well as keeping lines
of communication open.

Globalization at Parker
Pen Company

In January 1982, James R. Peterson became the president
and CEO of Parker Pen. At that time, the company was
struggling, and global marketing was one of the key
measures to be used to revive the company. While at
R. J. Reynolds, Peterson had been impressed with the
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parkerpen.com. For a comprehensive discussion on globalization, see George
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industry’s success with globalization. He wanted for
Parker Pen nothing less than the writing instrument
equivalent of the Marlboro man.

For the previous few years, a weak dollar had lulled
Parker Pen into a false sense of security. About 80 per-
cent of the company’s sales were abroad, which meant
that when local currency profits were translated into dol-
lars, big profits were recorded.

The market was changing, however. The Japanese
had started marketing inexpensive disposable pens with
considerable success through mass marketers. Brands
such as Paper Mate, Bic, Pilot, and Pentel each had
greater sales, causing Parker’s overall market share to
plummet to 6 percent. Parker Pen, meanwhile, stayed
with its previous strategy and continued marketing its
top-of-the-line pens through department stores and sta-
tionery stores. Even in this segment, Parker Pen’s market
share was eroding because of the efforts of A. T. Cross
Company and Montblanc of Germany.

Subsidiaries enjoyed a high degree of autonomy in
marketing operations, which resulted in broad and
diverse product lines and 40 different advertising agen-
cies handling the Parker Pen account worldwide.

When the dollar’s value skyrocketed in the 1980s,
Parker’s profits plunged and the loss of market share
became painfully evident.

Peterson moved quickly upon his arrival. He trimmed
the payroll, chopped the product line to 100 (from 500),
consolidated manufacturing operations, and ordered an
overhaul of the main plant to make it a state-of-the-art
facility. Ogilvy & Mather was hired to take sole control of
Parker Pen advertising worldwide. The logic behind
going with one agency instead of the 40 formerly em-
ployed was cost savings and the ability to coordinate
strategies on a worldwide basis. Among the many agen-
cies terminated was Lowe Howard-Spink in London,
which had produced some of the best advertising for
Parker Pen’s most profitable subsidiary. The immediate
impact was a noticeable decline in employee morale and
some expressed bitterness at the subsidiary being dic-
tated to although it had been cross-subsidizing the Amer-
ican operations over the years.

A decision was also made to go aggressively after the
low end of the market. The company would sell an up-
scale line called Premier, mainly as a positioning device.
The biggest profits were to come from a roller-ball pen
called Vector, selling for $2.98. Plans were drawn to sell
an even cheaper pen called Itala—a disposable pen
never thought possible at Parker.

Three new managers, to be known as Group Market-
ing, were brought in. All three had extensive marketing
experience, most of it in international markets. Richard
Swart, who became marketing vice president for writing
instruments, had handled 3M’s image advertising world-
wide and taught company managers the ins and outs of
marketing planning. Jack Marks became head of writing
instruments advertising. At Gillette, he had orchestrated
the worldwide marketing of Silkience hair-care products.

Carlos Del Nero, brought in to be Parker’s manager of
global marketing planning, had gained broad interna-
tional experience at Fisher-Price. The concept of market-
ing by centralized direction was approved.

The idea of selling pens the same way everywhere
did not sit well with many Parker subsidiaries and dis-
tributors. Pens were indeed the same, but markets, they
believed, were different: France and Italy fancied expen-
sive fountain pens; Scandinavia was a ballpoint market.
In some markets, Parker could assume an above-the-fray
stance; in others it had to get into the trenches and com-
pete on price. Nonetheless, headquarters communicated
to them all:

Advertising for Parker Pens (no matter model or
mode) will be based on a common creative strat-
egy and positioning. The worldwide advertising
theme, “Make Your Mark With Parker,” has been
adopted. It will utilize similar graphic layout and
photography. It will utilize an agreed-upon type-
face. It will utilize the approved Parker logo/
design. It will be adapted from centrally supplied
materials.

Swart insisted that the directives were to be used only
as “starting points” and that they allowed for ample local
flexibility. The subsidiaries perceived them differently.
The U.K. subsidiary, especially, fought the scheme all
the way. Ogilvy & Mather London strongly opposed the
“one world, one brand, one advertisement” dictum. Con-
flict arose, with Swart allegedly shouting at one of the
meetings: “Yours is not to reason why; yours is to imple-
ment.” Local flexibility in advertising was out of the
question (see Exhibit 1).

The London-created “Make Your Mark” campaign was
launched in October 1984. Except for language, it was
essentially the same: long copy, horizontal layout, illus-
trations in precisely the same place, the Parker logo at
the bottom, and the tag line or local equivalent in the
lower right-hand corner. Swart once went to the extreme
of suggesting that Parker ads avoid long copy and use
just one big picture.

Problems arose on the manufacturing side. The new
$15 million plant broke down repeatedly. Costs soared,
and the factory turned out defective products in unac-
ceptable numbers. In addition, the new marketing ap-
proach started causing problems. Although Parker never
abandoned its high-end position in foreign markets, its
concentration on low-priced, mass distribution products
in the United States caused dilution of its image and ulti-
mately losses of $22 million in 1985. Conflict was evident
internally, and the board of directors began to turn
against the concept of globalization.

In January 1985, Peterson resigned. Del Nero left the
company in April; Swart was fired in May, Marks in June.
When Michael Fromstein became CEO of the company,
he assembled the company’s country managers in
Janesville and announced: “Global marketing is dead. You
are free again.”
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Epilogue

After nearly a century in Janesville, Wisconsin, the Writ-
ing Instrument Group was acquired for $100 million in
1986 in a leveraged management buyout by Parker UK
managers and investors. Headquarters were moved to
Newhaven, England, and the privately-held company
returned to many of its old traditions of innovation and
quality. Advertising was returned to Lowe.

In 1993, the company was acquired by Gillette and made
part of the company’s Stationery Products Group, and in
2000, Newell Rubbermaid acquired the business including
the Paper Mate, Parker, Waterman, and Liquid Paper brands
to make their Office Products Group the world leader in
writing instruments with 3,000 different products.

Questions for Discussion

1. Was the proposed globalization strategy for Parker
Pen flawed or merely plagued by implementation
challenges?

2. What marketing miscalculations were made by the
advocates of globalization at Parker Pen?

3. Parker Pen has since become part of two major
global-brand powerhouses. What are the benefits
and drawbacks of being part of a larger entity in
the global marketing environment?

Ads for Parker’s Global Campaign

1
Exhibit

SOURCE: Joseph M.Winski and Laurel Wentz,“Parker Pen: What Went Wrong?” Advertising Age, June 2, 1986, 1, 60.



Company Background

Ian J. Ward was an export merchant in trouble. His com-
pany, Ward, Bedas Canadian Ltd., had successfully sold
Canadian lumber and salmon to countries in the Persian
Gulf. Over time, the company had opened four offices
worldwide. However, when the Iran–Iraq war erupted,
most of Ward’s long-term trading relationships disap-
peared within a matter of months. In addition, the inter-
national lumber market began to collapse. As a result,
Ward, Bedas Canadian Ltd. went into a survivalist mode
and sent employees all over the world to look for new
markets and business opportunities. Late that year, the
company received an interesting order. A firm in Korea
urgently needed to purchase lumber for the production
of chopsticks.

Learning about the
Chopstick Market

In discussing the wood deal with the Koreans, Ward
learned that in the production of good chopsticks, more
than 60 percent of the wood fiber is wasted. Given the
high transportation cost involved, the large degree of
wasted materials, and his need for new business, Ward
decided to explore the Korean and Japanese chopstick
industry in more detail.

He quickly determined that chopstick making in the
Far East is a fragmented industry, working with old tech-
nology and suffering from a lack of natural resources. In
Asia, chopsticks are produced in very small quantities,
often by family organizations. Even the largest of the
450 chopstick factories in Japan turns out only 5 million
chopsticks a month. This compares with an overall

market size of 130 million pairs of disposable chopsticks
a day. In addition, chopsticks represent a growing mar-
ket. With increased wealth in Asia, people eat out more
often and therefore have a greater demand for dispos-
able chopsticks. The fear of communicable diseases has
greatly reduced the utilization of reusable chopsticks.
Renewable plastic chopsticks have been attacked by
many groups as too newfangled and as causing future
ecological problems.

From his research, Ward concluded that a competitive
niche existed in the world chopstick market. He believed
that if he could use low-cost raw materials and ensure
that the labor-cost component would remain small, he
could successfully compete in the world market.

The Founding of Lakewood
Forest Products
In exploring opportunities afforded by the newly identi-
fied international marketing niche for chopsticks, Ward
set four criteria for plant location:

1. Access to suitable raw materials.

2. Proximity of other wood product users who could
make use of the 60 percent waste for their production
purposes.

3. Proximity to a port that would facilitate shipment to
the Far East.

4. Availability of labor.

In addition, Ward was aware of the importance of
product quality. Because people use chopsticks on a
daily basis and are accustomed to products that are visu-
ally inspected one by one, he would have to live up to
high quality expectations in order to compete success-
fully. Chopsticks could not be bowed or misshapen,
have blemishes in the wood, or splinter.

To implement his plan, Ward needed financing.
Private lenders were skeptical and slow to provide
funds. This skepticism resulted from the unusual direc-
tion of Ward’s proposal. Far Eastern companies have
generally held the cost advantage in a variety of indus-
tries, especially those as labor-intensive as chopstick
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manufacturing. U.S. companies rarely have an advantage
in producing low-cost items. Furthermore, only a very
small domestic market exists for chopsticks.

Yet Ward found that the state of Minnesota was will-
ing to participate in this new venture. Since the decline
of the mining industry, regional unemployment had
been rising rapidly in the state. In 1983, unemployment
in Minnesota’s Iron Range peaked at 22 percent. There-
fore, state and local officials were eager to attract new in-
dustries that would be independent of mining activities.
Of particular help was the enthusiasm of Governor Rudy
Perpich. The governor had been boosting Minnesota
business on the international scene by traveling abroad
and receiving many foreign visitors. He was excited
about Ward’s plans, which called for the creation of over
100 new jobs within a year.

Hibbing, Minnesota, turned out to be an ideal location
for Ward’s project. The area had an abundance of aspen
wood, which, because it grows in clay soil, tends to be
unmarred. The fact that Hibbing was the hometown of
the governor also did not hurt. In addition, Hibbing
boasted an excellent labor pool, and both the city and the
state were willing to make loans totaling $500,000. The
Iron Range Resources Rehabilitation Board was willing to
sell $3.4 million in industrial revenue bonds for the proj-
ect. Together with jobs and training wage subsidies, en-
terprise zone credits, and tax increment financing bene-
fits, the initial public support of the project added up to
about 30 percent of its start-up costs. The potential bene-
fit of the new venture to the region was quite clear. When
Lakewood Forest Products advertised its first 30 jobs,
more than 3,000 people showed up to apply.

The Production and Sale
of Chopsticks

Ward insisted that in order to truly penetrate the interna-
tional market, he would need to keep his labor cost low.
As a result, he decided to automate as much of the pro-
duction as possible. However, no equipment was readily
available to produce chopsticks because no one had au-
tomated the process before.

After much searching, Ward identified a European
equipment manufacturer that produced machinery for
making popsicle sticks. He purchased equipment from
this Danish firm in order to better carry out the sorting
and finishing processes. Since aspen wood is quite

different from the wood the machine was designed for,
as was the final product, substantial design adjustments
had to be made. Sophisticated equipment was also pur-
chased to strip the bark from the wood and peel it into
long, thin sheets. Finally, a computer vision system was
acquired to detect defects in the chopsticks. This system
rejected over 20 percent of the chopsticks and yet some
of the chopsticks that passed inspection were splintering.
However, Ward firmly believed that further fine-tuning of
the equipment and training of the new workforce would
gradually take care of the problem.

Given this fully automated process, Lakewood Forest
Products was able to develop a capacity for up to 7 mil-
lion pairs of chopsticks a day. With a unit manufacturing
cost of $0.03 per pair and an anticipated unit selling
price of $0.057, Ward expected to earn a pretax profit of
$4.7 million in the first year of operations.

Due to intense marketing efforts in Japan and the fact
that Japanese customers were struggling to obtain suffi-
cient supplies of disposable chopsticks, Ward was able
to presell the first five years of production quite quickly.
Lakewood Forest Products was ready to enter the inter-
national market. With an ample supply of raw materials
and an almost totally automated plant, Lakewood was
positioned as the world’s largest and least labor-intensive
manufacturer of chopsticks. The first shipment of six
containers with a load of 12 million pairs of chopsticks
was sent to Japan.

Questions for Discussion

1. Is Lakewood Forest Products ready for exports?
Using the export-readiness framework developed
by the U.S. Department of Commerce and
available through various sites such as http://
www.tradeport.org (from “Export Tutorial” go to
“Getting Started” and finally to “Assessing Export
Readiness”), determine whether Lakewood’s
commitment, resources, and product warrant the
action they have undertaken.

2. What are the environmental factors that are
working for and against Lakewood Forest Products
both at home in the United States and in the target
market, Japan?

3. New-product success is a function of trial and
repurchase. How do Lakewood’s chances look
along these two dimensions?
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M
ore than two decades ago, Robert Stiller
visited a coffee shop in Waitsfield, Vermont,
where he drank a cup that was so good he
bought the coffee shop. Stiller, an entrepre-

neur, had recently sold another business and settled in
Vermont because he was an avid skier. When he walked
into the coffee shop—where the coffee was roasted on
site—he smelled the sweet aroma of success. “I liked the
idea that the product would be consumed, because if you
do a great job, people will keep coming back,” Stiller re-
calls. “I felt if you provide the best quality and service in
whatever you pursue, you’re going to do well.” Within a
few years, he’d bought a second coffee shop and founded
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, which—in addition to
operating as retail shops—began wholesaling fresh-
roasted coffee to restaurants and other outlets. When con-
sumers complained of difficulty in going directly to the
two Green Mountain Coffee shops and began to clamor
for their favorite joe at home, the firm’s mail-order busi-
ness was born. Today, consumers can find all the flavors
of Green Mountain Coffee in a variety of places—from
restaurants and inns to doctors’ offices and the Internet.

But just selling coffee isn’t enough. Within two
decades, the marketing environment had become amaz-
ingly complex. Competition from other firms like Star-
bucks is fierce, regulations govern international trade
with coffee growers, economic factors affect how much
consumers are willing to pay for premium coffee, and
cultural factors may determine consumer preferences.
Stiller and his executives must continually collect infor-
mation about the marketing environment to provide the
high-quality products that consumers want.

In addition, Green Mountain is well known for its
ethical business practices and its commitment to social
responsibility. Not long after Green Mountain was
founded, a group of employees formed an environmen-
tal committee that became the foundation for the firm’s
social responsibility projects. The committee began with
initiatives to turn off lights and turn down the heat in the
company’s offices to save energy. They then redesigned
some of the firm’s shipping boxes to reduce weight—

which also reduced costs. Next they came up with the
idea for Rain Forest Nut coffee, the sale of which helped
develop public awareness of the depletion of rain forests
in South America and raised money for the Rainforest
Alliance and Conservation International. (Historically,
rain forests have been cleared by coffee farmers to pro-
duce additional spaces for growing more coffee.) Con-
sumers loved the taste of Rain Forest Nut coffee, as well
as the philosophy behind it, and sales took off.

As Green Mountain got more and more involved with
rain forest conservation, the firm developed alliances
with coffee farmers, who agreed to specific conservation
and quality criteria in return for guaranteed business.
For example, to preserve the environment, the coffee is
grown in the shade—this preserves habitats for certain
birds and helps reduce global warming. Currently, Green
Mountain is the world’s largest supplier of double-
certified coffee—products that meet qualifications for
being organic as well as those of the Fair Trade initiative.
Fair Trade certification signifies that coffee growers have
been paid a fair price for their product, which means they
can feed and clothe their families, send their children to
school instead of requiring them to work in the fields,
and use more environmentally sound farming practices.

Green Mountain donates 5 percent of its pretax earnings
to nonprofit organizations and causes. The firm also cre-
ates alliances with these organizations or other companies
for certain community projects. With the National Wildlife
Federation, Green Mountain recently introduced two new
shade-grown, Fair Trade coffees called National Wildlife
Blend and National Wildlife Blend Decaf. Together, the
two organizations are promoting the coffees as wells as the
link between the shaded coffee environments and the
health of migratory birds that live there. Green Mountain is
also an active supporter of Coffee Kids, an organization
that works to improve the quality of life for children and
families in the coffee-growing communities. Some of the
Coffee Kids programs have included education, health-
care, hurricane relief, and funding for small businesses.

All of the good business ethics and social responsibil-
ity projects in the world wouldn’t amount to a hill of
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coffee beans if Green Mountain weren’t a great place to
work. Green Mountain has been ranked by Forbes maga-
zine as one of the “200 Best Small Companies in America”
four years in a row, and Business Ethics recently ranked
Green Mountain fifth overall in its list of “100 Best Cor-
porate Citizens.” Company culture embraces teamwork,
personal growth, and fun. And Green Mountain pays its
employees for time they spend volunteering for various
social responsibility programs.

Ethics and social responsibility are an integral part of
Green Mountain’s overall marketing strategy, which
seeks to promote the highest quality products in a way
that preserves the natural environment and enhances the
well-being of people in need around the world. “We
have distinguished ourselves with our focus both on
superior execution and being a responsible corporate
citizen,” says Robert Stiller, “and now we can leverage
these positions to competitive advantage.”

Questions for Critical Thinking

1. What marketing approaches could Green Mountain
adopt in order to expand its customer base?

2. How do international and domestic events affect
Green Mountain’s marketing strategy and sales?

3. How successful would Green Mountain be in
South America?

SOURCES: Company Web site, http://www.greenmountaincoffee.com,
accessed October 20, 2004;Adrienne Fox,“Green Mountain Coffee
Roasters,” in “50 Best Small & Medium Places to work,” HR Magazine, July
2004, http://www.shrm.org/hrmagazine; “Green Mountain Coffee Roasters
Ranked #9 on List of Best Medium Companies to Work for in America,”
Business Wire, June 29, 2004, http://www.businesswire.com; “Green
Mountain Coffee Roasters Now #5 on Business Ethics Magazine’s List of
Best 100 Corporate Citizens,” Business Wire, May 4, 2004;Virginia Lindaur
Simmon,“Java Man,” Business People Vermont, February 2, 2003,
http://www.vermontguides.com.
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G
ot a pair of Doc Martens in your closet?
Maybe you’re wearing them now. Perhaps
you’re wearing a pair of classic 1460 boots
or a twin-strap sandal. Maybe your best

friend is wearing a pair of guys’ Grip Trax boots or even
some wingtips. You’re probably familiar with the distinc-
tive yellow stitching, heel loop, and two-tone soles of
Docs. The color names are pretty amazing, too—Bark
Grizzly, Tan Analine, Aztec Crazy, Black Greasy. Even if
you can’t tell what colors these really are, you get curi-
ous. You scroll through the offerings online; you try on
a pair in a shoe store. They look pretty clunky, but the
Docs fit. When you walk around in them, your feet are
really comfortable.

Doc Martens, or Docs or DMs, as they are often
known, are officially named Dr. Martens, after their
German inventor Dr. Klaus Maertens. Maertens, a physi-
cian in the German Army during World War II, injured
his ankle on a ski trip to the Bavarian Alps in 1945. He’d
been skiing in his uncomfortable army boots, and as he
was recovering from his ankle injury, he spent a lot of
time thinking about how to improve the boots. He came
up with a design for a boot made of soft leather with air-
padded soles.

Half a century later, consumers everywhere swear by
their Docs. Now available in more than 250 styles of
boots, sandals, and shoes, Doc Martens are worn by
men, women, and children around the world. Madonna
wears them, and so did Pope John Paul II, who had his
own exclusive line in pure white. Police officers and
postal carriers, construction and factory workers, stu-
dents and supermodels all wear them. Docs are sold in
78 countries, with two-thirds of them bought by Ameri-
can consumers. The firm has offices in such diverse
places as Australia, Poland, the Philippines, Singapore,
Turkey, the United States, and the Ukraine. Even the
United Arab Emirates boasts an office for Docs. People
can buy them at retail stores or online from just about
anywhere in the world. Unless you are stationed in
Antarctica or climbing Mt. Everest, you can probably get
a pair of Docs.

Since 1960, Doc Martens have been manufactured by
R. Griggs, one of the two largest shoemakers in the

United Kingdom (the other one is C&J Clark, maker of
the Clarks brand). Despite its size, however, Griggs faces
serious competition from other designer shoe manufac-
turers, as well as sports shoemakers such as Nike and
Reebok. Because of fierce competition and uncertain
economic conditions that have affected sales in the shoe
industry in general, Griggs made the painful decision
to move all of its manufacturing to China several years
ago. Many companies in Europe have experienced simi-
lar pressures. Chinese manufacturers can produce goods
cheaper than European facilities can. Since China is now
considered a global trade power, having surpassed
Taiwan and South Korea as the largest exporter of sport
shoes to the United States, footwear companies every-
where are feeling the pinch. But Griggs marketers
believe that the move was critical to the survival of its
Dr. Martens brand.

In addition, the marketers behind the Doc Martens
brand have changed their entire global strategy, rescind-
ing foreign licenses and focusing more on marketing the
brand than on manufacturing the boots. Now, all mar-
keting and sales efforts are overseen from the firm’s UK
headquarters. When Docs were allowed to return to
South Africa, for example, it was under a stricter agree-
ment than the one that was previously in force. “We are
importing the Doc Martens—we don’t manufacture
them,” explains Stewart Franks, international brand di-
rector for South Africa’s Jordan Footwear. “That will en-
sure that there is standard uniformity in the quality of the
shoes themselves.”

Perhaps the most innovative effort by Docs’ marketers
is the firm’s current Web site. The site not only provides
all the usual information and access to styles, but it also
introduces “VEER: A Series of Documentaries,” a program
in conjunction with Sports Illustrated that is currently tour-
ing college campuses. Described as “6 films about people
taking a different direction,” the project focuses on six
individuals who form the cutting edge of art, music, and
other fields. Visitors to the site can click on each one of
the films, download it, and watch it. They can follow
Janette as she struggles to make it as a DJ or John, Adam,
Mark, Whylee, or Ndidi as they make their way in various
pursuits. The films have an edgy quality, as does the site
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itself, which features black-and-white photography. After
50 years, Doc Martens are cool again, on the feet of a new
generation. You could say they are walking tall, around
the world and back again.

Questions for Critical Thinking

1. Dr. Martens are now manufactured in China.
Should the company also market its shoes directly
to Chinese shoppers?

2. Marketers for Doc Martens are using Internet
technology to reach consumers via the
documentaries presented on the Web site.
Describe other creative ways they could use

Internet technology to attract consumers.

3. Does the move to China affect Dr. Martens’ image
and risk exposure?

4. Do you think it was a good idea for Dr. Martens
to rescind foreign licenses for its products at this
time? Why or why not?

SOURCES: Company Web site, http://www.drmartens.com, accessed
October 30, 2004;“R. Griggs, Limited, Company Profile,” Hoover’s Online,
http://finance.yahoo.com, accessed October 21, 2004;“Dr. Martens Shoes,”
Onlineshoes.com, http://www.onlineshoes.com, accessed October 21,
2004;“Doc Martens,” TheFreeDictionary.com, http://encyclopedia.thefree
dictionary.com, accessed October 21, 2004; Karin Schimke and Mzolisi
Witbooi,“Cool Doc Martens Is Back with a Thump,” Cape Argus, September
7, 2004, http://www.capeargus.co.za; Matt Forney,“Tug-of-War over Trade,”
Time Europe, February 23, 2004, http://www.time.com/time/europe;
“Dr. Martens Moves to China,” BBC News, October 24, 2002,
http://news.bbc.co.uk.
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Companies such as The Toro Company, a leading maker
of lawn and garden tractors, have had to make changes
in how they approach European markets.The EU’s noise
standards call for slowing down fan blades to make the
equipment run more quietly.This, however, has also had
an effect on product efficiency and has increased cost of
production. However, if European sales in 26 countries
account for a significant portion of the company’s
$450 million in international sales (which, in turn, are
25 percent of the company’s $1.8 billion total), changes
will be made according to the requirements.

Toro’s challenges are not unique. For regulated
products, that is, products covered by directive, the
EU has developed single sets of requirements that
must be met in order to sell products in the 25 member
countries of the EU. With the European Economic
Area (EEA) agreement in force, the number of countries
affected is 29. Many different categories of products are
regulated—toys, construction products, pressure vessels,
gas appliances, medical devices, telecommunications
terminal equipment, and machinery, among others.
Overall, approximately half the annual $173 billion
of U.S. goods exported to the EU falls within the
regulated product category. The harmonization of
technical standards focuses essentially on health and
safety aspects of products, with minimum levels being
established. Compliance with the standards means that

goods may circulate freely throughout the EEA and bear
the “CE” safety mark, if needed.

For unregulated products, that is, those not covered
by Europewide directives, such as paper and furniture,
mutual recognition of national standards applies.This
means that a U.S. exporter can certify to U.S. standards,
and if these standards are accepted by at least one
member country, they will be accepted throughout the
EEA. For example, a French charter airline was refused
certification for a new model Boeing 737 because no
French standard for the model existed.The airline
registered the aircraft in Ireland, and because the
Irish Department of Transport had accepted U.S.
requirements as an Irish standard, the airliner was
then able to operate throughout Europe, including
France.

A word of caution is in order.The “CE” mark is a
minimal requirement and not the only one the exporter
may be asked to meet.The “Geprüfte Sicherheit” (GS)
mark has never been officially mandatory for goods
sold in Germany, although in many cases an insurance
company may require its client to buy only products that
have this mark. German consumers also look for this
mark in much the same way as U.S. consumers look for
the “Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval.” Products
without the GS mark can certainly be placed in the

Europeanizing Products

The International MARKETPLACE 10.1

Product Adaptation
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market but they might not be bought. A similar
certification (VDE) is called for in electrical products,
such as lighting.

Although U.S. firms need to comply with European
standards, it is more challenging to participate in their
development. However, many U.S. firms have their
personnel participate in international standardization
programs. For example, executives from Bison Gear &
Engineering take part in the Transatlantic Business Dialog,
a government–industry effort to harmonize product
standards. Furthermore, Mutual Recognition Agreements
(MRAs) allow for product assessments such as testing,
inspecting, and certifying to be performed in the United
States to EU standards and regulations, and vice versa.
Thus, companies will be able to gain access to markets
without regulatory delays.

Overall, the standards do come with these significant
benefits:

• Companies that had to make as many as 29 versions of
their products for Europe because of differing national
standards now are able to produce just one.

• Marketing should prove more efficient.Approval in one
country will serve as an EEA passport permitting the
sale throughout the market.

• U.S. manufacturers may be forced to improve the quality
of all of their products, a benefit to U.S. customers and
U.S. competitiveness. To ensure that EU standards are
not violated inadvertently through sloppy manufactur-
ing, some product rules require adoption of an overall
quality system approved by the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO).

SOURCES: Andrew Beadle, “A Step Towards Harmonized Standards,”
Journal of Commerce, June 21, 2004, 1;“The Secret of U.S. Exports: Great
Products,” Fortune, January 10, 2000, 154(A-J); Erika Morphy,“CE-ing, and
Believing,” Export Today 14 (March 1998): 52–57;“U.S./Mutual Recognition
Agreements,” USIS Washington Files, June 23, 1997;Walter Poggi, “Trans-
Atlantic Recognition,” Export Today 12 (March 1996): 61; Paul Jensen,
“Europe:The Uncommon Market,” Export Today 10 ( June 1994): 20–27;
Erika Morphy,“American Labs and Foreign Approvals,” Export Today 10
( June 1994): 29–32; Stephen C. Messner, “Adapting Products to Western
Europe,” Export Today 10 (March/April 1994): 16–18; Phillippe Bruno,“EC
Product Standards Will Be Headache Relief,” Export Today 9 ( June 1993):
33–36; and Patrick Oster, “Europe’s Standards Blitz Has Firms Scrambling,”
The Washington Post, October 18, 1992, H1–H4; http://www.toro.com;
http://www.eurunion.org; http://www.bisongear.com.

B
ecause meeting and satisfying customer needs and expectations is the key to
successful marketing, research findings on market traits and potential should
be used to determine the optimal degree of customization needed in prod-
ucts and product lines relative to incremental cost of the effort. Even if

today’s emerging market trends allow this assessment to take place regionally or even
globally, as seen in The International Marketplace 10.1, both regulations and customer
behavior differences require that they and the severity of their impact be taken into con-
sideration. Adapting to new markets should be seen not only in the context of one mar-
ket but also as to how these changes can contribute to operations elsewhere. A new fea-
ture for a product or a new line item may have applicability on a broader scale, including
the market that originated the product.1

Take the Boeing 737, for example. Due to saturated markets and competitive pressures,
Boeing started to look for new markets in the Middle East, Africa, and Latin America for
the 737 rather than kill the program altogether. To adjust to the idiosyncrasies of these
markets, such as softer and shorter runways, the company redesigned the wings to allow
for shorter landings and added thrust to the engines for quicker takeoffs. To make sure
that the planes would not bounce even if piloted by less experienced captains, Boeing re-
designed the landing gear and installed low-pressure tires to ensure that the plane would
stick to the ground after initial touchdown. In addition to becoming a success in the in-
tended markets, the new product features met with approval around the world and made
the Boeing 737 the best-selling commercial jet in history.

This chapter is concerned with how the international marketer should adjust the firm’s
product offering to the marketplace, and it discusses the influence of an array of both
external and internal variables. A delicate balance has to be achieved between the advan-
tages of standardization and those of localization to maximize export performance. The
challenge of intellectual property violation will be focused on as a specialty topic.
International marketers must be ready to defend themselves against theft of their ideas
and innovations.

http://www.toro.com
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http://www.bisongear.com
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Product Variables

The core of a firm’s international operations is a product or service. This product or serv-
ice can be defined as the complex combination of tangible and intangible elements that
distinguishes it from the other entities in the marketplace, as shown in Exhibit 10.1. The
firm’s success depends on how good its product or service is and on how well the firm is
able to differentiate the product from the offerings of competitors. Products can be dif-
ferentiated by their composition, by their country of origin, by their tangible features such
as packaging or quality, or by their augmented features such as warranty. Further, the
positioning of the product in consumers’ minds (for example, Volvo’s reputation for
safety) will add to its perceived value. The core product—for example, the ROM BIOS
component of a personal computer or the recipe for a soup—may indeed be the same as
or highly similar to those of competitors, leaving the marketer with the other tangible and
augmented features of the product with which to achieve differentiation. Winnebago
Industries, a leading exporter of motor homes, is finding increased interest in Europe for
its “American-styled” recreation vehicles, or RVs, that offer more features and options than
those made available by local competitors, such as automatic transmission and air condi-
tioning. The only significant modifications made today are the conversion of the electrical
system and installation of European-made kitchen appliances familiar to the customer.
Furthermore, European buyers are assured that they will receive the same quality of prod-
uct and service as customers in the United States.2

To the potential buyer, a product is a complete cluster of value satisfactions. A customer
attaches value to a product in proportion to its perceived ability to help solve problems or
meet needs. This will go beyond the technical capabilities of the product to include intan-
gible benefits sought. In Latin America, for example, great value is placed on products
made in the United States. If packaging is localized, then the product may no longer have
the “Hecho in E.E.U.U.” appeal that motivates customers to choose the product over others,
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especially over local competitors. In some cases, customer behavior has to be understood
from a broader perspective. For example, while Chinese customers may view Japanese
products quite positively regarding their quality, historic animosity toward Japan may
prevent them from buying Japanese goods or cause them to prefer goods from other
sources.3 Given such dramatic variation from market to market, careful assessment of prod-
uct dimensions is called for.

Standardization versus Adaptation
The first question, after the internationalization decision has been made, concerns the prod-
uct modifications that are needed or warranted. A firm has four basic alternatives in ap-
proaching international markets: (1) selling the product as is in the international market-
place, (2) modifying products for different countries and/or regions, (3) designing new
products for foreign markets, and (4) incorporating all the differences into one flexible
product design and introducing a global product. Different approaches for implementing
these alternatives exist. For example, a firm may identify only target markets where products
can be marketed with little or no modification. A large consumer products marketer may
have in its product line for any given markets global products, regional products, and purely
local products. Some of these products developed for one market may later be introduced
elsewhere, including the global marketer’s “home” market. The Dockers line of casual wear
originated at Levi Strauss’s Argentine unit and was applied to loosely cut pants by Levi’s
Japanese subsidiary. The company’s U.S. operation later adopted both, making Dockers the
number-one brand in the category in the United States. Similar success has followed in over
40 country markets entered since.4 Occasionally, the international marketplace may want
something that the domestic market discards. By exporting chicken cuts that are unpopular
(e.g., dark meat) or would be hauled off to landfills (such as chicken feet), U.S. poultry pro-
ducers earn well over $1 billion annually from Russian and Chinese markets.5

The overall advantages and drawbacks of standardization versus adaptation are sum-
marized in Exhibit 10.2. The benefits of standardization—that is, selling the same product
worldwide—are cost savings in production and marketing. In addition to these economies
of scale, many point to economic integration as a driving force in making markets more
unified. As a response to integration efforts around the world, especially in Europe, many
international marketers are indeed standardizing many of their marketing approaches,
such as branding and packaging, across markets. Similarly, having to face the same com-
petitors in the major markets of the world will add to the pressure of having a worldwide
approach to international marketing. However, in most cases, demand and usage condi-
tions vary sufficiently to require some changes in the product or service itself.

Coca-Cola, Levi’s jeans, and Colgate toothpaste have been cited as evidence that uni-
versal product and marketing strategy can work. Yet the argument that the world is be-
coming more homogenized may actually be true for only a limited number of products
that have universal brand recognition and minimal product knowledge requirements for
use.6 Although product standardization is generally increasing, there are still substantial
differences in company practices, depending on the products marketed and where they

Standardization versus Adaptation

10.2
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are marketed. As shown in Exhibit 10.3, industrial products such as steel, chemicals, and
agricultural equipment tend to be less culturally grounded and warrant less adjustment
than consumer goods. Similarly, marketers in technology-intensive industries such as sci-
entific instruments or medical equipment find universal acceptability for their products.7

Within consumer products, luxury goods and personal care products tend to have high
levels of standardization while food products do not.

Adaptation needs in the industrial sector may exist even though they may not be overt.
As an example, capacity performance is seen from different perspectives in different coun-
tries. Typically, the performance specifications of a German product are quite precise; for
example, if a German product is said to have a lifting capacity of 1,000 kilograms, it will
perform precisely up to that level. The U.S. counterpart, however, is likely to maintain a
safety factor of 1.5 or even 2.0, resulting in a substantially higher payload capacity. Buyers
of Japanese machine tools have also found that these tools will perform at the specified
levels, not beyond them, as would their U.S.-made counterparts. Technology gaps in
industrial markets may require adaptation to bridge them, at least for the short term.8

Consumer goods generally require product adaptation because of their higher degree of
cultural grounding. The amount of change introduced in consumer goods depends not
only on cultural differences but also on economic conditions in the target market. Low
incomes may cause pressure to simplify the product to make it affordable in the market.
For example, Unilever learned that low-income Indians, usually forced to settle for low-
quality products, wanted to buy high-end detergents and personal care products but could
not afford them in available formats. In response, the company developed extremely low-
cost packaging material and other innovations that allowed the distribution of single-use
sachets costing the equivalent of pennies rather than the $5 regular-sized containers. Hav-
ing the same brand on both product formats builds long-term loyalty for the company.9

Beyond the dichotomy of standardization and adaptation exist other approaches. The
international marketer may design and introduce new products for foreign markets in ad-
dition to the firm’s relatively standardized “flagship” products and brands. Some of these
products developed specifically for foreign clients may later be introduced elsewhere,
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including in the domestic market. For example, IKEA introduced sleeper sofas in the
United States to cater to local tastes but has since found demand for the concept in Eu-
rope as well.

Even companies that are noted for following the same methods worldwide have made
numerous changes in their product offerings. Coca-Cola introduces 30 to 40 new prod-
ucts per year, the majority of which are never marketed outside of the country of intro-
duction.10 Although Colgate toothpaste is available worldwide, the company also
markets some products locally, such as a spicy toothpaste formulated especially for the
Middle East. McDonald’s serves abroad the same menu of hamburgers, soft drinks, and
other foods that it does in the United States, and the restaurants look the same. But
McDonald’s has also tried to tailor its product to local styles; for example, in Japan, the
chain’s trademark character, known as Ronald McDonald in the United States, is called
Donald McDonald because it is easier to pronounce that way. Menu adjustments include
beer in Germany and wine in France, mutton burgers in India, and rye-bread burgers in
Finland.

Increasingly, companies are attempting to develop global products by incorporating
differences regionally or worldwide into one basic design. This is not pure standardiza-
tion, however. To develop a standard in the United States, for example, and use it as a
model for other markets is dramatically different from obtaining inputs from the intended
markets and using the data to create a standard. What is important is that adaptability is
built into the product around a standardized core. The international marketer attempts to
exploit the common denominators, but local needs are considered from product devel-
opment to the eventual marketing of the product. Car manufacturers like Ford and Nissan
may develop basic models for regional, or even global, use, but they allow for substantial
discretion in adjusting the models to local preferences.

Factors Affecting Adaptation
In deciding the form in which the product is to be marketed abroad, the firm should con-
sider three sets of factors: (1) the market(s) that have been targeted, (2) the product and
its characteristics, and (3) company characteristics, such as resources and policy. For most
firms, the key question linked to adaptation is whether the effort is worth the cost in-
volved—in adjusting production runs, stock control, or servicing, for example—and the
investigative research involved in determining, for example, features that would be most
appealing. For most firms, the expense of modifying products should be moderate. In
practice, this may mean, however, that the expense is moderate when modifications are
considered and acted on, whereas modifications are considered but rejected when the
projected cost is substantial.

Studies on product adaptation show that the majority of products have to be modified
for the international marketplace one way or another. Changes typically affect packaging,
measurement units, labeling, product constituents and features, usage instructions, and, to
a lesser extent, logos and brand names.11

There is no panacea for resolving questions of adaptation. Many firms are formulating
decision-support systems to aid in product adaptation, and some consider every situation
independently. Exhibit 10.4 provides a summary of the factors that determine the need for
either mandatory or discretionary product adaptation. All products have to conform to the
prevailing environmental conditions, over which the marketer has no control. These re-
late to legal, economic, and climatic conditions in the market. Further adaptation deci-
sions are made to enhance the exporter’s competitiveness in the marketplace. This is
achieved by matching competitive offers, catering to customer preferences, and meeting
demands of local distribution systems.

The adaptation decision will also have to be assessed as a function of time and market
involvement. The more exporters learn about local market characteristics in individual
markets, the more they are able to establish similarities and, as a result, standardize their
marketing approach, especially across similar markets. This market insight will give the
exporters legitimacy with the local representatives in developing a common understand-
ing of the extent of standardization versus adaptation.12
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The Market Environment

Government Regulations
Government regulations often present the most stringent requirements. Some of the re-
quirements may serve no purpose other than political (such as protection of domestic
industry or response to political pressures). Because of the sovereignty of nations, indi-
vidual firms need to comply but can influence the situation by lobbying, directly or
through their industry associations, for the issue to be raised during trade negotiations.
Government regulations may be spelled out, but firms need to be ever vigilant in terms
of changes and exceptions.

Sweden was the first country in the world to enact legislation against most aerosol
sprays on the grounds that they may harm the atmosphere. The ban, which went into
effect January 1, 1979, covers thousands of hair sprays, deodorants, air fresheners, in-
secticides, paints, waxes, and assorted sprays that use Freon gases as propellants. It does
not apply to certain medical sprays, especially those used by people who suffer from
asthma. The Swedish government, which has one of the world’s most active environ-
mental protection departments, was the first to take seriously warnings by scientists that
continued release of these chemicals could eventually degrade the earth’s ozone layer.
As a matter of fact, certain markets, such as Sweden and California, often serve as pre-
cursors of changes to come in broader markets and should, therefore, be monitored by
marketers.

Although economic integration usually reduces discriminatory governmental regulation
(as seen in The International Marketplace 10.1), some national environmental restrictions
may stay in place. For example, a ruling by the European Court of Justice let stand Danish
laws that require returnable containers for all beer and soft drinks. These laws seriously
restrict foreign brewers, whose businesses are not on a scale large enough to justify the
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logistics system necessary to handle returnables.13 A poll of 4,000 European companies
found that burdensome regulatory requirements (e.g., need to ensure that products
confirm to national requirements) affecting exports made the United Kingdom the most
difficult market to trade with in the EU.14

Government regulations are probably the single most important factor contributing to
product adaptation and, because of bureaucratic red tape, often the most cumbersome
and frustrating factor to deal with. In some cases, government regulations have been
passed and are enforced to protect local industry from competition from abroad. In early
2000, the EU decided to limit the use of older commercial aircraft that have “hush kit”
mufflers on their engines to cut down airplane noise. U.S. marketers saw a two-
dimensional threat in this new regulation: what the EU was really trying to do was keep
out U.S. goods (hush kits are typically U.S. made) and, in forcing airlines to buy new air-
craft, to direct them to buy European Airbus rather than U.S. Boeing planes.15

Some government regulations for adaptation may be controversial both within the
company and with some of its constituents, including home governments. Google was
forced by the Chinese government to establish a new site, Google.cn, the contents of
which are censored by Google in accordance with government preferences. Although a
warning label informs the user of the arrangement, the company has been criticized for
its collaboration to curtail the free flow of information.16

Nontariff Barriers
Nontariff barriers include product standards, testing or approval procedures, subsidies for
local products, and bureaucratic red tape. The nontariff barriers affecting product adjust-
ments usually concern elements outside the core product. For example, France requires
the use of the French language in any offer, presentation, or advertisement whether writ-
ten or spoken, in instructions for use, and in specification or guarantee terms for goods
or services, as well as for invoices and receipts.

Because nontariff barriers are usually in place to keep foreign products out and/or to
protect domestic producers, getting around them may be the toughest single problem for
the international marketer. The cost of compliance with government regulations is high.
The U.S. Department of Commerce estimates that a typical machine manufacturer can ex-
pect to spend between $50,000 and $100,000 a year on complying with foreign standards.
For certain exports to the European Union, that figure can reach as high as $200,000.17 As
an example, Mack International has to pay $10,000 to $25,000 for a typical European en-
gine certification. Brake system changes to conform with other countries’ regulations run
from $1,500 to $2,500 per vehicle. Wheel equipment changes will cost up to $1,000 per
vehicle. Even with these outlays and the subsequent higher price, the company is still able
to compete successfully in the international marketplace.

Small companies with limited resources may simply give up in the face of seemingly
arbitrary harassment. For example, product testing and certification requirements have
made the entry of many foreign companies into Japanese markets quite difficult, if not im-
possible.18 Japan requires testing of all pharmaceutical products in Japanese laboratories,
maintaining that these tests are needed because the Japanese may be physiologically dif-
ferent from Americans or Swiss. Similarly, foreign ski products were kept out because
Japanese snow was somehow unique. Many exporters, rather than try to move mountains
of red tape, have found ways to accommodate Japanese regulations. U.S. cookie mar-
keters, for example, create separate product batches to meet Japanese requirements and
avoid problems with the Japanese Health and Welfare Agency.

With a substantial decrease in tariff barriers, nontariff forms of protectionism have in-
creased. On volume alone, agriculture dominates the list. The United States and the EU
have fought over beef produced with the aid of hormones. Although it was declared safe
for consumption by UN health authorities, the Europeans have banned the importation of
such beef and demand appropriate labeling as a precondition for market entry. In a sim-
ilar debate, an international trade agreement was reached in 2000 that requires the label-
ing of genetically modified food in the world market. This will mean that U.S. farmers
have to separate the increasingly controversial foods from the overall supply.19
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One way to keep a particular product or producer out of a market is to insist on par-
ticular standards. Since the EU chose ISO 9000 as a basis to harmonize varying technical
norms of its member states, some of its trading partners have accused it of erecting a new
trade barrier against outsiders.20 ISO 9000, created by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), is a set of technical standards designed to offer a uniform way of
determining whether manufacturing plants and service organizations implement and
document sound quality procedures. The ISO itself does not administer or regulate these
standards; that job is left to the 154 countries that have voluntarily adopted them. The
feeling that ISO registration is a trade barrier comes from the Europeans’ earlier start and
subsequent control of the program. Of the 670,399 registrations made by 2005, Europe
accounts for 326,895, while North American companies have reached 49,962.21 Growth
has been dramatic in the United States, from about 500 companies in 1992 to 37,285 at
present. Studies show that over half the U.S. companies with ISO 9000 registration have
fewer than 500 employees, and one-quarter have fewer than 150. China has the highest
registration outside of Europe, having 132,926 (up from 7,413 only three years earlier).
There is no legal requirement to adopt the standards; however, many agree that these
guidelines are already determining what may be sold to and within the EU and increas-
ingly around the world. This is especially true for products for which there are safety or
liability issues, or that require exact measurements or calibration, such as medical or
exercise equipment.

The International Organization for Standardization also issued the first standards on
environmental management, the ISO 14000 series in 1996. The standards, which basically
require that a firm design an environmental management system, do provide benefits for
the adopters such as substantial efficiencies in pollution control (e.g., packaging) and a
better public image.22 However, these standards can also serve as a nontariff barrier if
advanced nations impose their own requirements and systems on developing countries
that often lack the knowledge and resources to meet such conditions. The adoption rate
has increased more rapidly in the last few years to 90,569 in 2004, with Europe account-
ing for 43.96 percent and North America for 7.45 percent of the total.

Customer Characteristics, Expectations, and Preferences
The characteristics and behavior of intended customer groups are as important as govern-
mental influences on the product adaptation decision. Even when the benefits sought are
quite similar, the physical characteristics of customers may dictate product adaptation.
Quaker Oats’ extension of the Snapple soft drink product to Japan suffered from lack of fit on
three dimensions: the glass bottles the drink comes in are almost twice the size that Japan-
ese customers are used to; the product itself was too sweet for the palate; and the Japanese
did not feel comfortable with the sediment that characteristically collects at the bottom of the
bottle.23 GE Medical Systems has designed a product specifically for Japan in addition to
computerized tomography scanners produced for the U.S. market. The unit is smaller be-
cause Japanese hospitals are smaller than most U.S. facilities but also because of the smaller
size of Japanese patients. Similarly, Tefal, the world leader in cookware, makes available
pans with detachable handles in Japan enabling storage in the traditionally tighter spaces of
Japanese kitchens. The general expectation is that products are economical in purchase, use,
and maintenance.24 Franchising, the success of which is based on the use of standard prod-
ucts and product lines around the world, is vulnerable to market-specific characteristics and
preferences, as shown in The International Marketplace 10.2.

Product decisions of consumer-product marketers are especially affected by local
behavior, tastes, attitudes, and traditions—all reflecting the marketer’s need to gain
customers’ approval. This group of variables is critical in that it is the most difficult to
quantify but is nevertheless essential in making a go/no-go decision. The reason most
Europeans who wear western boots buy those made in Spain may be that U.S. footwear
manufacturers are unaware of style-conscious Europeans’ preference for pointed toes and
narrow heels. They view U.S.-made boots as “practical, but not interesting.” Similarly,
the U.S. Mint has been unable to penetrate the Asian market with its gold coins, which are
22 carat (.916 pure), because customers there value pure gold (i.e., 24 carat, .999 pure).



Three groups of factors determine cultural and psychological specificity in relation to
products and services: consumption patterns, psychosocial characteristics, and general
cultural criteria. The types of questions asked in Exhibit 10.5 should be answered and sys-
tematically recorded for every product under consideration. Use of the list of questions
will guide the international marketer through the analysis, ensuring that all the necessary
points are dealt with before a decision is made.

Because Brazilians are rarely breakfast eaters, Dunkin’ Donuts is marketing doughnuts
in Brazil as snacks and desserts and for parties. To further appeal to Brazilians, the com-
pany makes doughnuts with local fruit fillings like papaya and guava. Campbell Soup
Company failed in Brazil with its offerings of vegetable and beef combinations, mainly
because Brazilians prefer the dehydrated products of competitors such as Knorr and
Maggi; Brazilians could use these products as soup starters but still add their own flair and
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Submarine Sandwiches in China?

The International MARKETPLACE 10.2

The Subway restaurant chain is the undisputed leader in
the submarine sandwich category, serving fresh, great
tasting, made-for-you sandwiches and salads, many of
which have 6 grams of fat or less. Offering a healthful
alternative to traditionally fatty fast food has made
the chain a popular destination for health-conscious
consumers.That message is promoted in the U.S. and
Canada by advertising that features the weight-loss
success of Jared Fogle, an American college student
who lost 245 lbs. by including Subway sandwiches in a
diet program of his own design. By 2006, the company
had 25,149 outlets in 83 countries.

The going has not been the greatest in China; in the past
few years,only 18 outlets have opened (half of the 38 that
were planned). A significant part of the delay is attributable
to underestimating the difficulties of establishing a new
business in China.However, the lack of appropriate
adaptation to market realities has also contributed to the
shortfall. Wherever Subway restaurants are located, the
core menu stays relatively the same,with the exception
of some cultural and religious variations.

When Subway’s first outlet opened, it was immediately
popular amongAmericans in Beijing (one expatriate
allegedly kissed the floor when he walked in), but the locals
were not sure what to make of it.They stood outside and
watched for a few days, and when they finally tried to buy a
sandwich, they were so confused that signs had to be
printed explaining how to order.They did not believe the
tuna salad was made from a fish because they couldn’t see
the head or tail.And they did not like the idea of touching
their food, so they would hold the sandwich vertically, peel
off the paper wrap, and eat it like a banana.Most of all, the
Chinese customers did not want sandwiches.

It’s not unusual forWestern food chains to have trouble
selling in China.McDonald’s, aware that the Chinese

consume more chicken than beef, offered a spicy chicken
burger.KFC got rid of coleslaw in favor of seasonal dishes
such as shredded carrots, fungus,or bamboo shoots.
Subway,on the other hand,did little to alter its menu—
something that still irks some Chinese franchisees.“Subway
should have at least one item tailored to Chinese tastes to
show that they are respecting the local culture,” says Luo
Bing Ling,who operates a store in Beijing’s Haidian district.
The argument was that with time and patience sandwiches
would catch on.This gamble is paying off: tuna salad—which
the chain couldn’t give away at first—is now the No.1
seller. Subway’s name in Putonghua (Mandarin), Sai BeiWei
(tastes better than others),may indeed be proven correct.

SOURCES: Carlye Adler,“How China Eats a Sandwich,” Fortune, March 21,
2005, F210[B]–F210[D]; see also http://www.subway.com.

http://www.subway.com


ingredients. The only way of solving this problem is through proper customer testing,
which can be formidably expensive for a company interested only in exports.

Often, no concrete product changes are needed, only a change in the product’s
positioning. Positioning refers to consumers’ perception of a brand as compared with that
of competitors’ brands, that is, the mental image that a brand, or the company as a whole,
evokes. For example, Gillette has a consistent image worldwide as a masculine, hardware,
sports-oriented company. A brand’s positioning, however, may have to change to reflect
the differing lifestyles of the targeted market. Coca-Cola has renamed Diet Coke in many
countries Coke Light, and subtly shifted the promotional approach from “weight loss” to
“figure maintenance.” Coca-Cola positioned its product as a soft drink that would help
people feel and look their best rather than one solely centered around weight loss. The
company hoped that consumers would perceive these characteristics just by looking at
the product’s graphics regardless of the name it bore.

On occasion, market realities may cause a shift in the product’s positioning. Panda, a
northern European chocolate and candy maker, had to place its licorice products in the
United Kingdom in healthcare stores after finding traditional channels at British daily-
goods retailers blocked by competition.
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Cultural and Psychological Factors Affecting Product Adaptation

10.5
Exhibit

I. Consumption Patterns
A. Pattern of Purchase

1. Is the product or service purchased by relatively the same consumer income group from one country to another?
2. Do the same family members motivate the purchase in all target countries?
3. Do the same family members dictate brand choice in all target countries?
4. Do most consumers expect a product to have the same appearance?
5. Is the purchase rate the same regardless of the country?
6. Are most of the purchases made at the same kind of retail outlet?
7. Do most consumers spend the same amount of time making the purchase?

B. Pattern of Usage
1. Do most consumers use the product or service for the same purpose or purposes?
2. Is the product or service used in different amounts from one target area or country to another?
3. Is the method of preparation the same in all target countries?
4. Is the product or service used along with other products or services?

II. Psychosocial Characteristics
A. Attitudes toward the Product or Service

1. Are the basic psychological, social, and economic factors motivating the purchase and use of the product the same
for all target countries?

2. Are the advantages and disadvantages of the product or service in the minds of consumers basically the same from
one country to another?

3. Does the symbolic content of the product or service differ from one country to another?
4. Is the psychic cost of purchasing or using the product or service the same, whatever the country?
5. Does the appeal of the product or service for a cosmopolitan market differ from one market to another?

B. Attitudes toward the Brand
1. Is the brand name equally known and accepted in all target countries?
2. Are customer attitudes toward the package basically the same?
3. Are customer attitudes toward pricing basically the same?
4. Is brand loyalty the same throughout target countries for the product or service under consideration?

III. Cultural Criteria
1. Does society restrict the purchase and/or use of the product or service to a particular group?
2. Is there a stigma attached to the product or service?
3. Does the usage of the product or service interfere with tradition in one or more of the targeted markets?

SOURCE: Adapted from Steuart Henderson Britt, “Standardizing Marketing for the International Market,” Columbia Journal of World Business 9
(Winter 1974): 32–40. Copyright © 1974 Columbia Journal of World Business. Reprinted with permission.



Health- and beauty-care products often rely on careful positioning to attain a compet-
itive advantage. Timotei shampoo, which is Unilever’s brand leader in that category, has
a natural-looking image with a focus on mildness and purity. Because people around the
world have different hair, Timotei’s formula varies, but it always has the same image. The
selling of “lifestyle” brands is common for consumer goods for which differentiation may
be more difficult. Lifestyles may be more difficult for competitors to copy, but they are
also more susceptible to changes in fashion.25

Even the export of TV culture, which is considered by many as a local product, can suc-
ceed abroad if concepts are adjusted to reflect local values. By 2006, Muppets were being
seen in over 140 countries, including 20 coproductions reflecting local languages, customs,
and educational needs. The Russian version of Sesame Street is 70 percent locally produced
and features Aunt Dasha, a quintessential Russian character who lives in a traditional cot-
tage and spouts folklore and homespun wisdom. In China, new characters were added for
local color (such as Little Berry, “Xiao Mei”). The creators of the joint Israeli–Palestinian
production, called Sesame Stories, hope that the exploits of Dafi, a purple Israeli Muppet,
and Haneen, an orange Palestinian one, will help teach mutual respect and understanding
by exposing children to each other’s culture and breaking down stereotypes.26 When the
Arab satellite network MBC started broadcasting the Simpsons, “Al Shamsoon” had re-
placed Homer’s Duff beer with soda, hot dogs with Egyptian beef sausages, donuts with
cookies called kahk, and Moe’s Bar had been written out completely.27

Economic Development
Management must take into account the present stage of economic development of the
overseas market. As a country’s economy advances, buyers are in a better position to buy
and to demand more sophisticated products and product versions. With broad country
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Diet Coke Marketed as Coke Light in Brazil

10.6
Exhibit

SOURCE: Courtesy of Coca-Cola Company.
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considerations in mind, the firm can determine potentials for selling certain kinds of prod-
ucts and services. This means managing affordability in a way that makes the marketer’s
products accessible. For example, C&A, an apparel retailer from Holland, has been able to
build a successful business in Latin American countries because it offers reasonable-quality
goods at various price points—the best $10, $20, $30 dresses on the market. In Brazil, two-
thirds of its sales are to families with incomes below $8,000 per year.28

In some cases, the situation in a developing market may require backward innovation; that
is, the market may require a drastically simplified version of the firm’s product due to lack
of purchasing power or usage conditions. They have to be simple and capable of operating
in harsh environments. India’s TVS Electronics, for example, has developed a new all-in-one
business machine designed especially for small shopkeepers in developing markets. It is
part cash register, part computer, and able to tolerate heat, dust, and power outages.29

Buying power will affect packaging in terms of size and units sold in a package. In devel-
oping markets, products such as cigarettes and razor blades are often sold by the piece so
that consumers with limited incomes can afford them. Soft drink companies have introduced
four-can packs in Europe, where cans are sold singly even in large stores. On the other hand,
products oriented to families, such as food products, appear in larger sizes in developing
markets. Pillsbury packages its products in six- and eight-serving sizes for developing coun-
tries, whereas the most popular size in the North American market is for two.

Economic conditions may change rapidly, thus warranting change in the product or the
product line. During the Asian currency crisis, McDonald’s replaced french fries with rice
in its Indonesian restaurants due to cost considerations. With the collapse of the local ru-
piah, potatoes, the only ingredient McDonald’s imports to Indonesia, quintupled in price.
In addition, a new rice and egg dish was introduced to maintain as many customers as
possible despite the economic hardship.30

Competitive Offerings
Monitoring competitors’ product features, as well as determining what has to be done to
meet and beat them, is critical. Competitive offerings may provide a baseline against
which the firm’s resources can be measured—for example, what it takes to reach a criti-
cal market share in a given competitive situation. An analysis of competitors’ offerings
may reveal holes in the market or suggest avoiding certain market segments. American
Hospital Supply, a Chicago-based producer of medical equipment, adjusts its product in
a preemptive way by making products that are hard to duplicate. As a result, the firm
achieved increases of about 40 percent per year in sales and earnings in Japan over a ten-
year period. The products are so specialized that it would be hard for Japanese firms to
duplicate them on a mass production basis.

In many markets, the international marketer is competing with global players and local
manufacturers and must overcome traditional purchasing relationships and the certainty
they provide. What is needed is a niche-breaking product that is adjusted to local needs.
TeleGea has had success in Japan because its technology (which has been adjusted to
support Asian languages) automates the service-fulfillment process for telecom compa-
nies, cutting their delivery costs more than 30 percent.31

Climate and Geography
Climate and geography will usually have an effect on the total product offering: the core
product; tangible elements, mainly packaging; and the augmented features. Some prod-
ucts, by design, are vulnerable to the elements. Marketing of chocolate products is chal-
lenging in hot climates, which may restrict companies’ options. Cadbury Schweppes has
its own display cases in shops, while Toblerone has confined its distribution to air-condi-
tioned outlets. Nestlé’s solution was to produce a slightly different Kit Kat chocolate wafer
for Asia with reduced fat content to raise the candy’s melting point. The international
marketer must consider two sometimes contradictory aspects of packaging for the inter-
national market. On the one hand, the product itself has to be protected against longer
transit times and possibly for longer shelf life; on the other hand, care has to be taken that
no nonallowed preservatives are used. One firm experienced this problem when it tried
to sell Colombian guava paste in the United States. Because the packaging could not
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withstand the longer distribution channels and the longer time required for distribution,
the product arrived in stores in poor condition and was promptly taken off the shelves. If
a product is exposed to a lot of sunshine and heat as a result of being sold on street
corners, as may be the case in developing countries, marketers are advised to use special
varnishing or to gloss the product wrappers. Without this, the coloring may fade and
make the product unattractive to the customer.

Product Characteristics

Product characteristics are the inherent features of the product offering, whether actual or
perceived. The inherent characteristics of products and the benefits they provide to con-
sumers in the various markets make certain products good candidates for standardization,
others not. Consumer nondurables, such as food products, generally show the highest
amount of sensitivity toward differences in national tastes and habits. Consumer durables,
such as cameras and home electronics, are subject to far more homogeneous demand and
more predictable adjustment (for example, adjustment to a different technical system in
television sets and videotape recorders). Industrial products tend to be more shielded from
cultural influences. However, substantial modifications may sometimes be required—in
the telecommunications industry, for example—as a result of government regulations and
restraints.

Product Constituents and Content
The international marketer must make sure products do not contain ingredients that might
be in violation of legal requirements or religious or social customs. As an example, DEP
Corporation, a Los Angeles manufacturer with $19 million annual sales of hair and skin
products, takes particular pains to make sure that no Japan-bound products contain
formaldehyde—an ingredient commonly used in the United States but illegal in Japan. To
ensure the purity of the Japanese batches, the company repeatedly cleans and sterilizes
the chemical vats, checks all ingredients for traces of formaldehyde, and checks the
finished product before shipment. When religion or custom determines consumption,
ingredients may have to be replaced in order for the product to be acceptable. In Islamic
countries, for example, animal fats have to be replaced by ingredients such as vegetable
shortening. In deference to Hindu and Muslim beliefs, McDonald’s “Maharaja Mac” is
made with mutton in India.

Digital technology is making it easy and inexpensive to substitute product placements
in country or region-specific versions of the same movie. Dr. Pepper’s logo appeared on
a refrigerator in the U.S. version of Spiderman 2, whereas overseas the logo belonged to
Mirinda, a fruit-flavored soft drink brand that Pepsico markets outside the United States.32

Branding
Brand names convey the image of the product or service. The term brand refers to a name,
term, symbol, sign, or design used by a firm to differentiate its offerings from those of its
competitors. Brands are one of the most easily standardized items in the product offering;
they may allow further standardization of other marketing elements such as promotional
items. The brand name is the vocalizable part of the brand, the brand mark the nonvocaliz-
able part (for example, Camel’s “camel”). The brand mark may become invaluable when the
product itself cannot be promoted but the symbol can be used. As an example, Marlboro
cannot be advertised in most European countries because of legal restrictions on cigarette
advertising; however, Philip Morris features advertisements showing only the Marlboro
cowboy, who is known throughout the world. Unfortunately, most brands do not have such
recognition. The term trademark refers to the legally protected part of the brand, indicated
by the symbol ®. Increasingly, international markets have found their trademarks violated
by counterfeiters who are illegally using or abusing the brand name of the marketer.

The international marketer has a number of options in choosing a branding strategy. The
marketer may choose to be a contract manufacturer to a distributor (the generics approach)
or to establish national, regional, or worldwide brands. The use of standardization in
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branding is strongest in culturally similar markets; for example, for U.S. marketers this
means Canada and the United Kingdom. Standardization of product and brand do not
necessarily move hand in hand; a regional brand may well have local features, or a highly
standardized product may have local brand names.33

The establishment of worldwide brands is difficult; how can a consumer marketer es-
tablish world brands when it sells 800 products in more than 200 countries, most of them
under different names? This is Gillette’s situation. A typical example is Silkience hair con-
ditioner, which is sold as Soyance in France, Sientel in Italy, and Silkience in Germany.
Many companies have, however, massive standardization programs of brand names,
packaging, and advertising.34 Standardizing names to reap promotional benefits can be
difficult, because a particular name may already be established in each market and the ac-
tion may raise objections from local constituents. Despite the opposition, globalizing
brands presents huge opportunities to cut costs and achieve new economies of scale.35

The psychological power of brands is enormous. Brands are not usually listed on
balance sheets, but they can go further in determining success than technological break-
throughs by allowing the marketer to demand premium prices.36 Brand loyalty translates
into profits despite the fact that favored brands may not be superior by any tangible meas-
ure. New brands may be very difficult and expensive to build, and as a result, the
company may seek a tie-in with something that the customer feels positively toward. For
instance, a small Hong Kong–based company markets a product line called American
No. 1 because the market prefers U.S. products.

Brand names often do not travel well. Semantic variations can hinder a firm’s product
overseas. Even the company name or the trade name should be checked out. For in-
stance, Mirabell, the manufacturer of the genuine Mozart Kugel (a chocolate ball of marzi-
pan and nougat), initially translated the name of its products as “Mozart balls” but has
since changed the name to the “Mozart round.”37 Most problems associated with brands
are not as severe but require attention nevertheless. To avoid problems with brand names
in foreign markets, NameLab, a California-based laboratory for name development and
testing, suggests these approaches:38

1. Translation. Little Pen Inc. would become La Petite Plume, S.A., for example.

2. Transliteration. This requires the testing of an existing brand name for connotative
meaning in the language of the intended market. Toyota’s MR2 brand faced a challenge in
French-speaking countries due to the pronunciation of “MR2” and emphasized the Spyder
designation to defuse the connotation. In other instances, positive connotations are sought,
as shown in The International Marketplace 10.3.

3. Transparency.This can be used to develop a new, essentially meaningless brand name to
minimize trademark complexities, transliteration problems, and translation complexities.
(Sony is an example.)

4. Transculture.This means using a foreign-language name for a brand.Vodkas, regardless of
where they originate, should have Russian-sounding names or at least Russian lettering,
whereas perfumes should sound French.

Brands are powerful marketing tools; for example, the chemicals and natural ingredients
in any popular perfume retailing for $140 an ounce may cost less than $3.

Packaging
Packaging serves three major functions: protection, promotion, and user convenience. The
major consideration for the international marketer is making sure the product reaches the
ultimate user in the form intended. Packaging will vary as a function of transportation
mode, transit conditions, and length of time in transit. Because of the longer time that prod-
ucts spend in channels of distribution, firms in the international marketplace, especially
those exporting food products, have had to use more expensive packaging materials
and/or more expensive transportation modes. The solution of food processors has been to
utilize airtight, reclosable containers that reject moisture and other contaminants.

Pilferage is a problem in a number of markets and has forced companies to use only
shipping codes on outside packaging.39 With larger shipments, containerization has
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When There Is More to a Name

The International MARKETPLACE 10.3

Budweiser “ ”—hundreds of power and influence

Heineken “ ”—happy and powerful

Rejoice “■  ”—waving and softening

Windows “■  ”—a window of vision

J&J “■  ”—strong life

Gucci “ ”—classic pose

Ikea “ ”—pleasant home

Canon “ ”—perfect capability

Ricoh “ ”—neatening light

A name is like a work of art, and the art of writing
(shu fa—calligraphy) has had a long tradition all over
Asia. Reading Chinese relies more on the visual
processes, whereas reading English is dominated by
phonological processes (affecting, for example, the
processing of features such as font style and color).A
name has to look good and be rendered in appealing
writing, thereby functioning like a logo or trademark.
Companies will consequently have to take into account
this dimension of Chinese and Chinese-based languages
such as Korean, Japanese, and Vietnamese when they
create corporate and brand names and related
communications strategies.

In a study of Fortune 500 companies in China and Hong
Kong, the vast majority of marketers were found to
localize their brand names using, for the most part,
transliteration (such as that used by Cheetos).

SOURCES: Nader Tavassoli and Jin K. Han,“Auditory and Visual Brand
Identifiers in Chinese and English,” Journal of International Marketing 10
(no. 2, 2002): 13–28; F. C. Hong,Anthony Pecotich, and Clifford J. Schultz,
“Brand Name Translation: Language Constraints, Product Attributes, and
Consumer Perceptions in East and Southeast Asia,” Journal of International
Marketing 10 (no. 2, 2002): 29–45; June N. P. Francis, Janet P.Y. Lam, and
Jan Walls, “The Impact of Linguistic Differences on International Brand
Name Standardization,” Journal of International Marketing 10 (no. 1, 2002):
98–116; Eugene Sivadas,“Watching Chinese Marketing, Consumer
Behavior,” Marketing News, July 20, 1998, 10;“The Puff, the Magic, the
Dragon,” The Washington Post, September 2, 1994, B1, B3; and “Big
Names Draw Fine Line on Logo Imagery,” South China Morning Post,
July 7, 1994, 3.

IMAGE CREDITS: Used with permission of PepsiCo; used with permission
of Sharp.

Products in Asia often carry brand names that are
translated from their original names.They are either
direct translations (which result in a different-sounding
but same-meaning name in the local language) or
phonetic (which result in the same sound but likely
different meaning). Given the globalization of markets,
marketers not only need to decide whether to translate
their brand names but also must consider the form,
content, style, and image of such translations.

In Europe and the Americas, brand names such as Coca-
Cola and Sharp have no meaning in themselves, and few
are even aware of the origins of the name. But to
Chinese-speaking consumers, brand names include an
additional dimension: meaning. Coca-Cola means “tasty
and happy” and Sharp stands for “treasure of sound.”

Chinese and Western consumers share similar standards
when it comes to evaluating brand names. Both
appreciate a brand name that is catchy, memorable, and
distinct, and says something indicative of the product.
But, because of cultural and linguistic factors, Chinese
consumers expect more in terms of how the names
are spelled, written, and styled and whether they are
considered lucky.When Frito-Lay introduced Cheetos in
the Chinese market, it did so under a Chinese name that
translates as “Many Surprises”; in Chinese qi duo—roughly
pronounced “chee-do.”

Other similar examples include:

BMW “ ■ ”—precious horse

Benz “ ■ ”—speedy : fast speed



helped alleviate the theft problem. An exporter should anticipate inadequate, careless, or
primitive loading methods. The labels and loading instructions should be not only in Eng-
lish but also in the market’s language as well as in symbols.

The promotional aspect of packaging relates mostly to labeling. The major adjustments
concern bilingual legal requirements, as in the case of Canada (French and English),
Belgium (French and Flemish), and Finland (Finnish and Swedish). Even when the same
language is spoken across markets, nuances will exist requiring labeling adaptation. Ace
Hardware’s Paint Division had to be careful in translating the world “plaster” into Spanish.
In Venezuela, friso is used, while Mexicans use yeso. In the end, yeso was used for the
paint labels, because the word was understood in all of Latin America.40 Governmental
requirements include more informative labeling on products. Inadequate identification,
failure to use the needed languages, or inadequate or incorrect descriptions printed on the
labels may cause problems. If in doubt, a company should study competitors’ labels.

User convenience is a priority in packaging decisions. Containers need to be strong
enough to withstand the logistics challenge, yet must open easily for the consumer.
Nestlé, for example, has packaging teams around the world working on improvements
and market-specific adjustments. Some are as simple as deeper indentations in the flat end
of candy wrappers in Brazil making opening them easier, or deeper notches on single-
serve packages of Nescafé in China. A new glue was introduced for Smarties tubes in the
United Kingdom to ensure a louder clicking sound when opened.41

Package aesthetics must be a consideration in terms of the promotional role of pack-
aging. This mainly involves the prudent choice of colors and package shapes. African na-
tions, for example, often prefer bold colors, but flag colors may be alternately preferred
or disallowed. Red is associated with death or witchcraft in some countries. Color in pack-
aging may be faddish. White is losing popularity in industrialized countries because name
brands do not want to be confused with generic products, usually packaged in white.
Black, on the other hand, is increasingly popular and is now used to suggest quality, ex-
cellence, and “class.” Package shapes may serve an important promotional role as well.
When Grey Goose, a French brand of vodka, researched its international market entry, the
development of the bottle took center stage. The company finally settled on a tall (taller
than competition) bottle that was a mélange of clear glass, frosted glass, a cutaway of
geese in flight, and the French flag.42

Package size varies according to purchasing patterns and market conditions. For in-
stance, a six-pack format for soft drinks may not be feasible in certain markets because of
the lack of refrigeration capacity in households. Quite often, overseas consumers with
modest or low discretionary purchasing power buy smaller sizes or even single units in
order to stretch a limited budget. For example, the smallest size of laundry detergent avail-
able in Latin American supermarkets is 500 grams, while sizes as small as 150 grams may
be in demand (and carried by small retailers).43 The marketer also has to take into con-
sideration perceptions concerning product multiples. In the West, the number 7 is con-
sidered lucky, whereas 13 is its opposite. In Japan, the ideogram for the number 4 can
also be read as “death.” Therefore, consumer products in multiples of four have experi-
enced limited sales. On the other hand, 3 and 5 are considered lucky numbers.

Marketers are wise to monitor packaging technology developments in the world mar-
ketplace. A major innovation was in aseptic containers for fruit drinks and milk. Tetra Pak
International, the $6.5-billion Swedish company, converted 40 percent of milk sales in
Western Europe to its aseptic packaging system, which keeps perishables fresh for five
months without refrigeration. The company claimed 5 percent of the fruit juice packaging
market and 20 percent of the fruit drink market in the United States. Today, it markets its
technologies in over 160 countries.44

Finally, the consumer mandate for marketers to make products more environmentally
friendly also affects the packaging dimension, especially in terms of the 4 Rs: redesign, re-
duce, recycle, and reuse. The EU has strict policies on the amounts of packaging waste that
are generated and the levels of recycling of such materials.45 Depending on the packaging
materials (20 percent for plastics and 60 percent for glass), producers, importers, distribu-
tors, wholesalers, and retailers are held responsible for generating the waste. In Germany,
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which has the toughest requirements, all packaging must be reusable or recyclable, and
packaging must be kept to a minimum needed for proper protection and marketing of the
product. Exporters to the EU must find distributors who can fulfill such requirements and
agree how to split the costs of such compliance.

Appearance
Adaptations in product styling, color, size, and other appearance features are more com-
mon in consumer marketing than in industrial marketing. Color plays an important role in
the way consumers perceive a product, and marketers must be aware of the signal being
sent by the product’s color.46 Color can be used for brand identification—for example, the
yellow of Hertz, red of Avis, and green of National. It can be used for feature reinforce-
ment; for example, Honda adopted the color black to give its motorcycles a Darth Vader
look, whereas Rolls Royce uses a dazzling silver paint that denotes luxury. Colors
communicate in a subtle way in developed societies; they have direct meaning in more
traditional societies. For instance, in the late 1950s, when Pepsi Cola changed the color of
its coolers and vending machines from deep regal blue to light ice blue, the result was cat-
astrophic in Southeast Asia. Pepsi had a dominant market share, which it lost to Coca-Cola
because light blue is associated with death and mourning in that part of the world. IKEA
has found that Latin families prefer bold colors to the more subdued Scandinavian
preferences, and want to display numerous pictures in elaborate frames.47 AVG Inc., a
California-based provider of technology for theme-park rides, had to change the pro-
posed colors of a ride it designed for a park outside Beijing because the client felt they
conveyed the wrong attitude for the ride. Instead the client wanted the colors to be
“happy” ones.48 The only way companies can protect themselves against incidents of this
kind is through thorough on-site testing, or, as in AVG’s case, on-site production.

Method of Operation or Usage
The product as it is offered in the domestic market may not be operable in the foreign mar-
ket. One of the major differences faced by appliance manufacturers is electrical power sys-
tems. In some cases, variations may exist even within a country, such as Brazil. An exporter
can learn about these differences through local government representatives or various trade
publications such as the U.S. Department of Commerce publication Electric Current
Abroad.49 However, exporters should determine for themselves the adjustments that are re-
quired by observing competitive products or having their product tested by a local entity.

Many complicating factors may be eliminated in the future through standardization ef-
forts by international organizations and by the conversion of most countries to the metric
system. When Canada adopted the metric system in 1977–1978, many U.S. companies
were affected. Perfect Measuring Tape Company in Toledo, for example, had to convert
to metric if it wanted to continue selling disposable paper measuring tape to textile firms
in Canada. Once the conversion was made, the company found an entire world of un-
tapped markets. It was soon shipping nearly 30 percent of its tape to overseas markets as
disparate as Australia and Zimbabwe. More than 2,000 U.S. businesses use the metric sys-
tem in research and development (e.g., Eastman Kodak) and marketing (e.g., Procter &
Gamble’s Scope mouthwash is sold in incremental liter bottles) to take advantage of
global economies of scale.50

Products that rely heavily on the written or spoken language have to be adapted for
better penetration of the market. For example, SPSS, Inc., the marketer of statistical soft-
ware, localizes both DOS and Windows for German, English, Kanji, and Spanish. Produc-
ing software in the local language has also proven to be a weapon in the fight against soft-
ware piracy.

An exporter may also have to adapt the product to different uses. MicroTouch Systems,
which produces touch-activated computer screens for video poker machines and ATMs,
makes a series of adjustments in this regard. Ticket vending machines for the French
subway need to be waterproof, since they are hosed down. Similarly, for the Australian
market, video poker screens are built to take a beating because gamblers there take los-
ing more personally than anywhere else.51
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The international marketer should be open to ideas for new uses for the product being
offered. New uses may substantially expand the market potential of the product. For ex-
ample, Turbo Tek, Inc., which produces a hose attachment for washing cars, has found
that foreign customers have expanded the product’s functions. In Japan, Turbo-Wash is
used for cleaning bamboo, and the Dutch use it to wash windows, plants, and the sidings
of their houses.52 To capture these phenomena, observational research, rather than asking
direct questions, may be the most appropriate approach. This is especially true in emerg-
ing and developing markets, in order to understand how consumers relate to products in
general and to the marketer’s offer in particular.

Quality
Many Western exporters must emphasize quality in their strategies because they cannot
compete on price alone. Many new exporters compete on value in the particular segments
they have chosen. In some cases, producers of cheaper Asian products have forced inter-
national marketers to reexamine their strategies, allowing them to win contracts on the
basis of technical advantage. To maintain a position of product superiority, exporting
firms must invest in research and development for new products as well as manufactur-
ing methods. For example, Sargent and Burton, a small Australian producer of high-
technology racing boats, invested in CAD/CAM technology to develop state-of-the-art rac-
ing boats that have proven successful in international competition against sophisticated
overseas entries.53

Marketers themselves may seek endorsement of their efforts from governmental or
consumer organizations. Many car exporters to the United States (e.g., the Koreans) have
become more popular in the market by doing well in J.D. Power and other car rankings,
a fact that may then be used in promotional efforts. However, China’s initial efforts to sell
cars to the European Union and the United States is drawing scrutiny regarding the qual-
ity, especially safety, of their exports.54

Increasingly, many exporters realize that they have to meet international quality stan-
dards to compete for business abroad and to win contracts from multinational corpora-
tions. Foreign buyers, especially in Europe, are requiring compliance with international
ISO 9000 quality standards. For example, German electronics giant Siemens requires ISO
compliance in 50 percent of its supply contracts and is encouraging other suppliers to
conform. This has helped eliminate the need to test parts, which saves time and money.
DuPont began its ISO drive after losing a big European order for polyester films to an ISO-
certified British firm. However, many exporters still have grave misunderstandings about
the certification process and its benefits.55

Many exporters may overlook the importance of product quality, especially when
entering a developing market. While Fedder, the largest U.S. manufacturer of room air
conditioners, had planned to market its most up-to-date air conditioners in China, it
quickly discovered that even that was not going to be enough. The reason was that many
Chinese buyers want a more sophisticated product than the standard unit sold in the
United States. In China, it is a major purchase, and therefore often a status symbol. The
Chinese also want special features such as remote control and an automatic air-sweeping
mechanism.56

Service
When a product sold overseas requires repairs, parts, or service, the problem of obtain-
ing, training, and holding a sophisticated engineering or repair staff is not easy. If the
product breaks down, and the repair arrangements are not up to standard, the image of
the product will suffer. In some cases, products abroad may not even be used for their in-
tended purpose and may thus require modifications not only in product configuration but
also in service frequency. For instance, snow plows exported from the United States are
used to remove sand from driveways in Saudi Arabia. Closely related to servicing is the
issue of product warranties. Warranties not only are instructions to customers about what
to do if the product fails within a specified period of time, but also are effective promo-
tional tools.
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Country-of-Origin Effects
The country of origin of a product, typically communicated by the phrase “Made in (coun-
try),” has a considerable influence on the quality perceptions of a product. The manufac-
ture of products in certain countries is affected by a built-in positive or negative sterotype
of product quality. These stereotypes become important when important dimensions of a
product category are also associated with a country’s image.57 For example, if an exporter
has a positive match of quality and performance for its exports, the country of origin
should be a prominent feature in promotional campaigns. If there is a mismatch, the
country of origin may have to be hidden through the adoption of a carefully crafted brand
name (e.g., a Hong Kong–based apparel company chose the name Giordano), or the
product sold with the help of prestigious partners whose image overshadows concerns
about negative country-of-origin perceptions. This issue may be especially important to
emerging countries, which need to increase exports, and for importers, who source prod-
ucts from countries different from those where they are sold.58 In some markets, however,
there may be a tendency to reject domestic goods and embrace imports of all kinds. 

When the country of origin does matter to consumers, it is in the exporter’s best inter-
est to monitor consumers’ perceptions. For example, many consumers around the world
perceive Nokia as a Japanese brand, which does not have a negative impact on the com-
pany despite the incorrect appropriation, and has led to no action by Nokia. However, a
Japanese car maker Daihatsu suffered in the U.S. market at the time of its launch because
it was perceived as a Korean brand. For this and other reasons, Daihatsu is no longer in
the U.S. but concentrates its efforts on Latin America.

Some products have fared well in the international marketplace despite negative
country-of-origin perceptions. For example, Belarus tractors (manufactured both in
Belarus and Russia) have fared well in Europe and the United States not only because of
their reasonable price tag but also because of their ruggedness. Only the lack of an
effective network has hindered the company’s ability to penetrate Western markets to a
greater degree.59

Country-of-origin effects lessen as customers become more informed. Also, as more
countries develop the necessary bases to manufacture products, the origin of the products
becomes less important. This can already be seen with so-called hybrid products (for ex-
ample, a U.S. multinational company manufacturing the product in Malaysia). The argu-
ment has been made that with the advent of more economic integration, national borders
become less important.60 However, many countries have started strategic campaigns to
improve their images to promote exports and in some cases to even participate in joint
promotional efforts. In some cases, this means the development of new positive associa-
tions rather than trying to refute past negative ones.61

French and Italian trade and consumer groups are lobbying the European Union to
require mandatory place-of-origin labels. The issue has become a sensitive one for high-end
European fashion houses that are starting to make products oveaseas in low-cost countries.62

Company Considerations

Product adaptation is an international marketing tool that serves a variety of strategic
needs. In addition to the need to cater to market differences and to compete effectively
with others in these markets, the role of product adaptation is also to reach internal goals
more effectively.63

The issue of product adaptation most often climaxes in the question “Is it worth it?” The
answer depends on the firm’s ability to control costs, correctly estimate market potential,
and finally, secure profitability, especially in the long term. The costs of product adaptation
may be recouped through higher export performance. Arguments to the contrary exist as
well. While new markets, such as those in central Europe, may at present require product
adaptation, some marketers may feel that the markets are too small to warrant such adjust-
ments and may quite soon converge with western European ones, especially in light of
their EU membership. Sales of a standard product may be smaller in the short term, but
long-term benefits will justify the adoption of this approach.64 However, the question that
used to be posed as “Can we afford to do it?” should now be “Can we afford not to do it?”
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The decision to adapt should be preceded by a thorough analysis of the market. For-
mal market research with primary data collection and/or testing is warranted. From the
financial standpoint, some firms have specific return-on-investment levels to be satisfied
before adaptation (for instance, 25 percent), whereas some let the requirement vary as a
function of the market considered and also the time in the market—that is, profitability
may be initially compromised for proper market entry.

Most companies aim for consistency in their marketing efforts. This translates into the
requirement that all products fit in terms of quality, price, and user perceptions. An ex-
ample of where consistency may be difficult to control is in the area of warranties. War-
ranties can be uniform only if the use conditions do not vary drastically and if the com-
pany is able to deliver equally on its promise anywhere it has a presence.

A critical element of the adaptation decision has to be human resources; that is, indi-
viduals to make the appropriate decisions. Individuals are needed who are willing to
make risky decisions and who know about existing market conditions. Many companies
benefit from having managers from different (types of) countries, giving them the experi-
ence and the expertise to make decisions between standardization and adaptation.

Product Counterfeiting

Counterfeit goods are any goods bearing an unauthorized representation of a trademark,
patented invention, or copyrighted work that is legally protected in the country where it
is marketed. The International Trade Commission estimated that U.S. companies lose a
total of $200–250 billion every year because of product counterfeiting and other infringe-
ment of intellectual property.65 Hardest hit are the most innovative, fastest-growing
industries, such as computer software, pharmaceuticals, and entertainment. In 2004, the
software, publishing, and distribution industries lost more than $32.69 billion due to soft-
ware theft.66 Worldwide, more than 35 percent of all software is illegally copied, with the
percentage rising to over 90 percent in countries such as Vietnam.

The practice of product counterfeiting has spread to high-technology products and
services from the traditionally counterfeited products: high-visibility, strong brand name
consumer goods. In addition, previously the only concern was whether a company’s
product was being counterfeited; now, companies have to worry about whether the raw
materials and components purchased for production are themselves real.67 The European
Union estimates that trade in counterfeit goods now accounts for 2 percent of total world
trade. The International Chamber of Commerce estimates the figure at 5–7 percent. In
general, countries with lower per capita incomes, higher levels of corruption in govern-
ment, and lower levels of involvement in the international trade community tend to have
higher levels of intellectual property violation.68

Counterfeiting problems occur in three ways and, depending on the origin of the prod-
ucts and where they are marketed, require different courses of action. Approximately
75 percent of counterfeit goods are estimated to be manufactured outside the United States,
and 25 percent are either made in this country or imported and then labeled here. Prob-
lems originating in the United States can be resolved through infringement actions brought
up in federal courts. Counterfeit products that originate overseas and that are marketed in
the United States should be stopped by the customs barrier. Enforcement has been prob-
lematic because of the lack of adequate personnel and the increasingly high-tech charac-
ter of the products. When an infringement occurs overseas, action can be brought under
the laws of the country in which it occurs. The sources of the largest number of counter-
feit goods are China, Brazil, Taiwan, Korea, and India, which are a problem to the legiti-
mate owners of intellectual property on two accounts: the size of these countries’ own mar-
kets and their capability to export. For example, Nintendo estimates its annual losses to
video-game piracy at $700 million, with the origin of the counterfeits mainly in China. In
one series of raids in China, 3 million illegal copies of game software for Game Boys were
seized.69 Countries in Central America and the Middle East are typically not sources but
rather markets for counterfeit goods. Counterfeiting is a pervasive problem in terms not
only of geographic reach but of the ability of the counterfeiters to deliver products, and the
market’s willingness to buy them, as shown in The International Marketplace 10.4.
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Video pirates moved faster than a speeding pod racer to
release the first Star Wars prequel,The Phantom Menace:
Episode One, in Southeast Asia.The first copies appeared
in Malaysia only two days after the U.S. opening, with
videodisc copies also reaching other parts of Asia,
Europe, South Africa, and Latin America.“This shows
how amazingly efficient this industry has become,” said
Michael Ellis, the Asia antipiracy chief of the Motion
Picture Association.“They have gotten it down to a
sophisticated science.” Annually, this happens to over
50 movies.

With advances in technology and continued demand for
U.S. films abroad, pirate-video making has become big
business.The Motion Picture Association of America
estimates that worldwide piracy costs Hollywood $3
billion annually.Asia remains by far the biggest producer
and consumer of pirate versions.

The three main types of copies of The Phantom Menace in
Asia each had their own distinctive marks and character,
depending on how and when they were filmed.The “Z”
Species, named for the computer-generated letter that
dances across the screen’s edge, was filmed in a crowded
theater and is marked by a loud scream of “Yeah, wooo!”
throughout the opening sequence, and frequent applause
for Yoda.“The Shakes” features shaky camera work, with
audience members getting up to go to the bathroom
during the important Darth Maul scene.The “Flying
Horse” version is also called “AB” for the blinking letters
on the screen and a flying horse on the package cover. It
features audience noise and frequent flash bulbs from
viewers taking pictures.

It is unclear how the smugglers got the disks to market
so quickly. Most of the copies sold in Asia appear to have
come from the three master versions, which had been
shipped via air courier to Malaysia and Hong Kong, where
they were transferred to VCD-production lines in
Malaysia. New technologies have facilitated the process
as well. Whereas a pirated VCR tape has to be recorded
in real time, taking up to two hours for each copy, a
videodisc can be stamped out in three seconds and
quite inexpensively. Consumers can buy a VCD player
for under $100, and movies are typically less than $5.

Officials suspect that most of the copies were produced
in Malaysia.With its lax law enforcement, low labor costs,
and central location in Asia, Malaysia has become the new
hub of the pirate CD industry.Whereas Hong Kong and
Macau used to be the capital for this activity, crackdowns
have chased the industry away. Malaysian officials have

been repeatedly told of the violations, but little action has
been taken. Experts say most of the factories producing
the films are legitimate CD makers that produce pirate
products on the side.

However, a significant share of the pirated movies have
their origin inside the industry itself—from Academy
of Motion Picture Sciences members to critics to
projectionists.As many as 10,000 copies of new movies
are sent to “screeners” to get and influence their opinion.
Just one leak can generate the source for copying or
downloading. Broadband connections have caused a surge
in downloading of movies; a 175 percent increase
between 2004 and 2005.

Moviemaking is a risky proposition in that only one in
ten movies ever retrieves its investment from domestic
exhibition. In 2004, the average movie cost $98 million
to produce and market.The protection of the intellectual
property in such endeavors is therefore critical to the
industry.As the movie industry becomes digitalized, the
challenges of infringement become manifold.

SOURCE: “Downloading Hollywood,” Time, Febraury 14, 2005, 43;
“Who Stole My Movie,” Time Inside Business, November 2004,A1–A10;
“Hollywood Robbery,” Time, January 26, 2004, 56–60;“Video Pirates Rush
Out ‘Phantom Menace,’ ” The Wall Street Journal, May 28, 1999, B1, B4; and
http://www.mpaa.org.
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The first task in fighting intellectual property violation is to use patent application or
registration of trademarks or mask works (for semiconductors). The rights granted by a
patent, trademark, copyright, or mask work registration in the United States confer no pro-
tection in a foreign country. There is no such thing as an international patent, trademark,
or copyright. Although there is no shortcut to worldwide protection, some advantages
exist under treaties or other international agreements. These treaties, under the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), include the Paris Convention for the Protec-
tion of Industrial Property, the Patent Cooperation Treaty, the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, and the Universal Copyright Convention, as well
as regional patent and trademark offices such as the European Patent Office. Applicants
are typically granted international protection throughout the member countries of these
organizations.70

After securing valuable intellectual property rights, the international marketer must act
to enforce, and have enforced, these rights. Four types of action against counterfeiting are
legislative action, bilateral and multilateral negotiations, joint private sector action, and
measures taken by individual companies, as shown in Exhibit 10.7. It is essential that the
all the parties interact to gain the most effect. For example, the pharmaceutical industry
lobbied to make sure that provisions for patent protection in the NAFTA agreement were
meticulously spelled out.

In the legislative arena, the Omnibus Tariff and Trade Act of 1984 amended Section 301
of the Trade Act of 1974 to clarify that the violation of intellectual property rights is an un-
reasonable practice within the statute. The act also introduced a major carrot-and-stick
policy: The adequacy of protection of intellectual property rights of U.S. manufacturers is
a factor that will be considered in the designation of Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP) benefits to countries. The United States has denied selected countries duty-free
treatment on goods because of lax enforcement of intellectual property laws.
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The Trademark Counterfeiting Act of 1984 made trading in goods and services using a
counterfeit trademark a criminal rather than a civil offense, establishing stiff penalties for
the practice. The Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1984 clarified the status and
protection afforded to semiconductor masks, which determine the capabilities of the chip.
Protection will be available to foreign-designed masks in the United States only if the
home country of the manufacturer also maintains a viable system of mask protection. The
Intellectual Property Rights Improvement Act requires the U.S. Trade Representative to set
country-specific negotiating objectives for reciprocity and consideration of retaliatory
options to assure intellectual property protection. The United States imposed punitive
tariffs on $39 million of Brazilian imports to retaliate against Brazil’s refusal to protect U.S.
pharmaceutical patents. The United States has threatened to take China’s lack of progress
against piracy to the World Trade Organization.71

The U.S. government is seeking to limit counterfeiting practices through bilateral and
multilateral negotiations as well as education. A joint International Trade Administration
and Patent and Trademark Office action seeks to assess the adequacy of foreign coun-
tries’ intellectual property laws and practices, to offer educational programs and techni-
cal assistance to countries wishing to establish adequate systems of intellectual property
protection, to offer educational services to the industry, and to review the adequacy of
U.S. legislation in the area. Major legislative changes have occurred in the past few years
in, for example, Taiwan and Singapore, where penalties for violations have been tough-
ened. The WTO agreement includes new rules on intellectual property protection, under
the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement. Under them,
trade-related intellectual property will enjoy 20 years of protection. More than 100 coun-
tries have indicated they will amend their laws and improve enforcement. Violators of
intellectual property will face retaliation not only in this sector, but in others as well.72

Similarly, the NAFTA agreement provides extensive patent and copyright protection.
A number of private-sector joint efforts have emerged in the battle against counterfeit

goods. In 1978, the International Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition was founded to lobby for
stronger legal sanctions worldwide. The coalition consists of 375 members. The Interna-
tional Chamber of Commerce established the Counterfeit Intelligence and Investigating
Bureau in London, which acts as a clearinghouse capable of synthesizing global data on
counterfeiting.

In today’s environment, companies are taking more aggressive steps to protect them-
selves. The victimized companies are losing not only sales but also goodwill in the longer
term if customers believe they have the real product rather than a copy of inferior qual-
ity. In addition to the normal measures of registering trademarks and copyrights, compa-
nies are taking steps in product development to prevent knockoffs of trademarked goods.
For example, new authentication materials in labeling are extremely difficult to duplicate.
Some companies, such as Disney, have tried to legitimize offenders by converting them
into authorized licenses. These local companies would then be a part of the fight against
counterfeiters, because their profits would be the most affected by fakes.

Many companies maintain close contact with the government and the various agencies
charged with helping them. Computer makers, for example, loan testing equipment to
customs officers at all major U.S. ports, and company attorneys regularly conduct semi-
nars on how to detect pirated software and hardware. Other companies retain outside
investigators to monitor the market and stage raids with the help of law enforcement of-
ficers. For example, when executives at WD-40 Co., the maker of an all-purpose lubricant,
realized a counterfeit version of their product was being sold in China, they launched an
investigation and then approached local authorities about the problem. Offending retail-
ers were promptly raided and, in turn, led police to the counterfeiter.73

The issue of intellectual property protection will become more important for the United
States and the EU in future years. It is a different problem from what it was a decade ago,
when the principal victims were manufacturers of designer items. Today, the protection
of intellectual property is crucial in high technology, one of the strongest areas of U.S.
competitiveness in the world marketplace. The ease with which technology can be trans-
ferred and the lack of adequate protection of the developers’ rights in certain markets
make this a serious problem.74
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Key Terms

core product
augmented features
mandatory/discretionary product

adaptation

positioning
backward innovation
brand

Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP)

Questions for Discussion

1. Comment on the statement “It is our policy not to
adapt products for export.”

2. What are the major problems facing companies,
especially smaller ones, in resolving product
adaptation issues?

3. How do governments affect product adaptation
decisions of firms?

4. Are standards like those promoted by the
International Organization for Standardization (see
http://www.iso.ch) a hindrance or an opportunity
for exporters?

5. Is any product ever the same everywhere it is sold?

6. Propose ways in which intellectual property piracy
could be stopped permanently.

Internet Exercises

1. How can marketers satisfy the 4 Rs of environ-
mentally correct practice? See, for example, the
approaches proposed by the Duales System
Deuschland (www.gruener-punkt.de).

2. The software industry is the hardest hit by piracy.
Using the Web site of the Business Software
Alliance (http://www.bsa.org), assess how this
problem is being tackled.

Recommended Readings

Arnold, David. The Mirage of Global Markets: How
Globalizing Companies Can Succeed as Markets
Localize. Englewood Cliffs, NJ; Prentice-Hall, 
2003.

Czinkota, Michael R., Ilkka A. Ronkainen, and Bob
Donath. Mastering Global Markets: Strategies for
Today’s Trade Globalist. Mason, OH; Thomson
South-Western, 2004.

Summary

Marketers may routinely exaggerate the attractiveness of
international markets, especially in terms of their similar-
ity. Despite the dramatic impact of globalization as far as
market convergence is concerned, distances, especially
cultural and economic, challenge the marketer to be vig-
ilant.75 The international marketer must pay careful
attention to variables that may call for an adaptation in
the product offering. The target market will influence the
adaptation decision through factors such as government
regulation and customer preferences and expectations.
The product itself may not be in a form ready for inter-
national market entry in terms of its brand name, its
packaging, or its appearance. Some marketers make a
conscious decision to offer only standardized products;
some adjust their offerings by market.

Like the soft drink and packaged-goods marketers
that have led the way, the newest marketers of world
brands are producing not necessarily identical products,
but recognizable products. As an example, the success of
McDonald’s in the world marketplace has been based on
variation, not on offering the same product worldwide.

Had it not been for the variations, McDonald’s would
have limited its appeal unnecessarily and would have
been far more subject to local competitors’ challenges.

Firms entering or participating in the international
marketplace will certainly find it difficult to cope with
the conflicting needs of the domestic and international
markets. They will be certain to ask whether adjustments
in their product offerings, if the marketplace requires
them, are worthwhile. There are, unfortunately, no
magic formulas for addressing the problem of product
adaptation. The answer seems to lie in adopting formal
procedures to assess products in terms of the markets’
and the company’s own needs.

The theft of intellectual property—ideas and innova-
tions protected by copyrights, patents, and trademarks—
is a critical problem for many industries and countries,
accelerating with the pace of market globalization.76 Gov-
ernments have long argued about intellectual property
protection, but the lack of results in some parts of the
world has forced companies themselves to take action on
this front.

http://www.iso.ch
www.gruener-punkt.de
http://www.bsa.org
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Since early 2002, the weaker U.S.dollar has given U.S.
exporters an edge both abroad and at home,by making
dollar-valued goods cheaper than those produced in the
stronger-currency markets such as Europe and Japan.The
30 percent decline versus the euro, for example,has pro-
vided many exporters with new opportunities, from higher
profits to expanding product lines and market entries.

Purafil, an Atlanta-based maker of air-purification
systems, has won a number of major contracts abroad,
including $500,000 deals in Canada and Spain, attributing
the success to the dollar’s value.The weaker dollar has
not only resulted in more sales but has allowed the
company to raise its prices as much as 15 percent in
dollar terms without losing its ability to compete against
rivals in euro markets. Superior Products of Cleveland,
which sells 2,500 different types of gas fittings and
assemblies, has seen its exports grow 65 percent in the
last few years with new markets in Europe, such as Italy.
During the strong-dollar period, Superior bought some
of its valves from Germany and then sold them in the
United States under its own brand name. However, with
the euro’s appreciation, Superior has found that making
these products in-house is more economical.The
German supplier has responded by reducing prices,
recognizing that its former customer may be emerging as
a major competitor in the crucial U.S. equipment market.

Bison Gear & Engineering, a small manufacturer of
power-transmission equipment in St. Charles, Illinois,
shut down an assembly and warehouse operation in
the Netherlands as a result of the strong dollar.The
machinery from Europe was packed in shipping
containers and sent to back to Illinois.The equipment is

now being used in Bison’s U.S. plant to supply growing
demand, including a revival in Europe.The company is
reconsidering reopening a European operation.Applied
Robotics of Glenville, NY, has increased its euro-based
exports to 40 percent of its sales. It has opened a
subsidiary in Belgium that handles sales and technical
support for the products sold in Europe.

Currency markets have not helped all U.S. exporters.
A full 60 percent of the U.S. trade deficit is with Asian
countries, a region where the currencies have not moved
favorably against the dollar. China’s currency policy keeps
the yuan renminbi artificially low and gives the Chinese
an additional edge in the global marketplace. In some
cases, the declining dollar has a downside. Certain types
of specialized machinery are only available from
producers in Europe or Japan, which means that U.S.
buyers pay more for those items.

While many exporters have seen the lower dollar open
doors to new markets, they cannot count on currency
changes to carry their businesses into the future.“It’s
dangerous to bet on the dollar,” says one export
manager.“You need to be low-cost and very efficient,
no matter where the dollar is.”

SOURCES: “U.S. Exporters Face Harsh Climate,” The Wall Street Journal,
May 2, 2005,A2;“In Canada, Efficiency is Survival,” The Wall Street Journal,
March 28, 2005,A14;“Weaker Dollar May be Starting to Lift U.S. Exports,”
The Wall Street Journal, February 11, 2005,A1,A5;“Weak Dollar, Strong
Sales,”The Wall Street Journal, January 20, 2005, B1, B2; Nelson D. Schwartz,
“The Dollar in the Dumps,” Fortune, December 13, 2004, 113–116;“Region’s
Exporters Love Strong Euro,” Business Review, July 16, 2004, 15–16; and
“Beware of the Super Euro,” Business Week, May 19, 2003, 52–53.
See also http://www.purafil.com; http://www.superiorprod.com;
http://www.bisongear.com; and http://www.arobotics.com.
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T
his chapter will focus on the pricing decision from the exporter’s point of view:
the setting of export price, terms of sale, and terms of payment. The setting of
export prices is complicated by factors such as increased distance from the mar-
kets, currency fluctuations, governmental policies such as duties, and typically

longer and different types of channels of distribution. In spite of new factors influencing
the pricing decision, the objective remains the same: to create demand for the marketer’s
offerings and to do so profitably in the long term. In achieving this, financing arrangements
for export transactions are critical for two reasons: to secure sales and to combat various
types of risk. Two special considerations in export pricing—leasing and dumping—are
discussed at the end of this chapter. Foreign market pricing (by subsidiaries) and intra-
company transfer pricing, that is, pricing for transactions between corporate entities, will
be discussed in Chapter 17.

Price Dynamics

Price is the only element of the marketing mix that is revenue generating; all the others
are costs. It should therefore be used as an active instrument of strategy in the major areas
of marketing decision making, as seen in The International Marketplace 11.1. Price serves
as a means of communication with the buyer by providing a basis for judging the attrac-
tiveness of the offer. It is a major competitive tool in meeting and beating close rivals and
substitutes. Competition will often force prices down, whereas intracompany financial
considerations have an opposite effect. Prices, along with costs, will determine the long-
term viability of the enterprise.1

Price should not be determined in isolation from the other marketing mix elements. It
may be used effectively in positioning the product in the marketplace—for example, JLG,
the world leader in self-propelled aerial work platforms used at construction sites, is able
to charge premium prices because its products are powered by nonpolluting hydrogen
fuel cells.2 The feasibility range for price setting established by demand, competition,
costs, and legal considerations may be narrow or wide in a given situation (for example,
the pricing of a commodity versus an innovation). Regardless of how narrow the gap
allowed by these factors, however, pricing should never be considered a static element.
The marketer’s ultimate goal is to make the customer as inelastic as possible; that is, the
customer should prefer the marketer’s offer even at a price premium.

Similarly, pricing decisions cannot be made in isolation from the other functions of the
firm. Effective financial arrangements can significantly support the marketing program if
they are carefully formulated between the finance and marketing areas. Sales are often
won or lost on the basis of favorable credit terms to the buyer. With large numbers of
competent firms active in international markets, financing packages—often put together
with the help of governmental support—have become more important. Customers abroad
may be prepared to accept higher prices if they can obtain attractive credit terms.

A summary of international pricing situations is provided as a matrix in Exhibit 11.1.
Pricing challenges—such as pricing for a new market entry, changing price either as an
attack strategy or in response to competitive changes, and multiple-product coordination
in cases of related demand—are technically the same as problems encountered in
domestic markets. The scope of these pricing situations will vary according to the degree
of foreign involvement and the type of market encountered.

In first-time pricing, the general alternatives are (1) skimming, (2) following the market
price, and (3) penetration pricing. The objective of skimming is to achieve the highest
possible contribution in a short time period. For an exporter to use this approach, the
product has to be unique, and some segments of the market must be willing to pay the
high price. As more segments are targeted and more of the product is made available, the
price is gradually lowered. The success of skimming depends on the ability and speed of
competitive reaction.

If similar products already exist in the target market, market pricing can be used. The
final customer price is determined based on competitive prices, and then both production
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and marketing must be adjusted to the price. This approach requires the exporter to have
a thorough knowledge of product costs, as well as confidence that the product life cycle
is long enough to warrant entry into the market. It is a reactive approach and may lead to
problems if sales volumes never rise to sufficient levels to produce a satisfactory return.
Although firms typically use pricing as a differentiation tool, the international marketing
manager may have no choice but to accept the prevailing world market price.

When penetration pricing is used, the product is offered at a low price intended to gen-
erate volume sales and achieve high market share, which would compensate for a lower
per-unit return. One company found, for example, that a 20 percent reduction in average
pricing roughly doubled the demand for its product.3 This approach typically requires
mass markets, price-sensitive customers, and decreasing production and marketing costs
as sales volumes increase. The basic assumption of penetration pricing is that the lower
price will increase sales, which may not always be the case. This approach can also be
used to discourage other marketers from entering the market.

Price changes are called for when a new product is launched, when a change occurs in
overall market conditions (such as a change in the value of the billing currency), or when
there is a change in the exporter’s internal situation, such as costs of production. An ex-
porter may elect not to change price even though the result may be lower profitability.
However, if a decision is made to change prices, related changes must also be considered.
For example, if an increase in price is required, it may at least initially be accompanied by
increased promotional efforts. Price changes usually follow changes in the product’s stage
in the life cycle. As the product matures, more pressure will be put on the price to keep the
product competitive despite increased competition and less possibility of differentiation.

With multiple-product pricing, the various items in the line may be differentiated by pric-
ing them appropriately to indicate, for example, an economy version, a standard version,
and the top-of-the-line version. One of the products in the line may be priced to protect
against competitors or to gain market share from existing competitors. The other items in
the line are then expected to make up for the lost contribution of such a “fighting brand.”

Although foreign market pricing and intracompany pricing are discussed later in con-
junction with global pricing challenges, they do have an impact on the exporter as well. For
example, distributors in certain markets may forgo certain profit margins in exchange for
exclusivity. This may mean that the exporter will have to lower prices to the distributor and
take less profit to ensure sales and to remain competitive, or, if the market conditions war-
rant it, to move into more direct distribution.4 Similarly, the exporter, in providing products
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Pricing Situation

First-Time Pricing

Changing Pricing

Multiple-Product
Pricing

International Involvement

Exporting
Foreign-Market

Pricing
Intracompany

Pricing

International Pricing Situations

11.1
Exhibit

SOURCES: Elements of the model adopted from Howard Forman and Richard A. Lancioni, “International
Industrial Pricing Strategic Decisions and the Pricing Manager: Some Key Issues,” Professional Pricing Society,
October 9, 1999, at http://www.pricingsociety.com/pdf-4-index/international-industrial-pricing.pdf; and
Helmut Becker,“Pricing:An International Marketing Challenge,” in International Marketing Strategy, eds.
Hans Thorelli and Helmut Becker (New York: Pergamon Press, 1980): 203–215.
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to its own sales offices abroad, may have to adjust its transfer prices according to foreign
exchange fluctuations. Exporters with operations across multiple diverse markets will have
to align and coordinate prices to minimize problems such as gray-market imports.5

The Setting of Export Prices

In setting the export price, a company can use a process such as the one summarized in
Exhibit 11.2. The setting of export price is influenced by both internal and external
factors, as well as their interaction.6 Internal factors include the company’s philosophy,
goals, and objectives; the costs of developing, producing, and marketing the export
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Setting of Specific Price

Pricing Strategy Determination
1. Standard worldwide price
2. Differentiation

• Cost-based
• Market-based

Assessment of Pricing Environments

External
1. Market-related factors

• Nature of demand/target 
audience characteristics

• Government regulations 
(e.g., duties)

• Exchange rate stability

2. Industry-related factors
• Competition intensity
• Nature of competition

Internal
1. Marketing mix

• Product (e.g., old/new; 
standardized/differentiated)

• Distribution system 
(e.g., length)

• Promotion needs 
(e.g., sales efforts)

2. Company characteristics
• Extent of internationalization
• Countries exported to

3. Management attitudes
• Importance of exports
• Overall price position of firm

Pricing Policy Selection
1. Objectives
2. Competitive posture
3. Decision control
4. Flexibility

Stages in Setting of Export Prices

11.2
Exhibit

SOURCES: Elements of model adopted from Matthew Myers, S.Tamer Cavusgil, and Adamantios Diaman-
topoulos,“Antecedents and Actions of Export Pricing Strategy: A Conceptual Framework and Research
Propositions,” European Journal of Marketing 36 (numbers 1/2, 2002): 159–189; Barbara Stöttinger, “Strategic
Export Pricing: A Long and Winding Road,” Journal of International Marketing 9 (no. 1, 2001): 40–63; S.Tamer
Cavusgil, “Pricing for Global Markets,” Columbia Journal of World Business 31(Winter 1996): 66–78; and Alfred
R. Oxenfeld,“Multistage Approach to Pricing,” Harvard Business Review 38 ( July/August 1960): 120–132.



product; and the nature of the exporter’s product and industry. External factors relate to
international markets in general or to a specific target market in particular and include
such factors as customer, regulatory, competitive, and financial (mainly foreign exchange)
characteristics. The interaction of these elements causes pricing opportunities and con-
straints in different markets. For example, company management may have decided to
challenge its main foreign competitor in the competitor’s home market. Regulation in that
market requires expensive product adaptation, the cost of which has to be absorbed now
for the product to remain competitive.

As in all marketing decisions, the intended target market will establish the basic prem-
ise for pricing. Factors to be considered include the importance of price in customer
decision making (in particular, the ability to pay), the strength of perceived price-quality
relationships, and potential reactions to marketing-mix manipulation by marketers. For
example, an exporter extending a first-world product to an emerging market may find its
potential unnecessarily limited and thus opt for a new version of a product that costs a
fraction of the original version. Customers’ demands will also have to be considered in
terms of support required by the intermediary. The marketing mix must be planned to
match the characteristics of the target market. Pricing will be a major factor in determin-
ing the desired brand image as well as the distribution channels to be used and the level
of promotional support required. Conversely, mix elements affect pricing’s degrees of
freedom. If the use of specialty channels is needed to maintain product positioning, price
will be affected.

Pricing policies follow from the overall objectives of the firm for a particular target mar-
ket and involve general principles or rules that a firm follows in making pricing deci-
sions.7 Objectives include profit maximization, market share, survival, percentage return
on investment, and various competitive policies such as copying competitors’ prices,
following a particular competitor’s prices, or pricing so as to discourage competitors from
entering the market. For example, an exporter entering a new market may allow whole-
salers and retailers above-normal profit margins to encourage maximum sales volume,
geographic distribution, and loyalty. Loctite Corporation, in marketing adhesives for
industrial uses, requires a highly technical selling effort from distributors and uses higher-
than-average compensation packages to secure their services. These types of demands are
common especially in the early stages of the export effort and may have to be satisfied to
gain market penetration. They should be phased out later on, however, with sales volume
increases making up for the difference.8

Where and how decisions are made is also an important part of an exporter’s pricing
policy. The degree to which the pricing decision should be localized is a function of com-
petitive conditions and economic conditions, such as inflation. The more dissimilarity and
uncertainty a market displays, the more local pricing decision has to be pushed. The
inherent conflicts between local sales (focused on volume generation) and upper manage-
ment (focused on profitability) have to be settled as well.9 This is especially true in terms of
pricing flexibility; in other words, the willingness to adjust prices under certain circum-
stances, such as competitive changes or currency fluctuations.

Export Pricing Strategy
The general price-setting strategies in international marketing are a standard worldwide
price and dual pricing, which differentiates between domestic and export prices. Two
approaches exist within each of these general strategies: cost-based, which is relatively sim-
ple to establish and implement, and market-based, in which the focus is on customer de-
mand and competition. In general, the more involved the company is in exports, the more
likely they are to use market-driven methods, whereas those new to exports prefer the
cost-driven methods.

The standard worldwide price may be the same price regardless of the buyer (if foreign
product or foreign marketing costs are negligible) or may be based on average unit costs
of fixed, variable, and export-related costs. Uniform pricing is advisable when customers
worldwide are aware of the prices charged, and when there is little chance of differenti-
ating the product or the service to warrant price differences.
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In dual pricing, domestic and export prices are differentiated, and two approaches to
pricing products for export are available: cost-driven and market-driven methods. If a
cost-based approach is decided upon, the marketer can choose between the cost-plus
method and the marginal cost method. The cost-plus strategy is the true cost, fully allocat-
ing domestic and foreign costs to the product. Although this type of pricing ensures mar-
gins, the final price may be so high that the firm’s competitiveness is compromised. This
may cause some exporters to consider a flexible cost-plus strategy, which allows for vari-
ations in special circumstances.10 Discounts may be granted, depending on the customer,
the size of the order, or the intensity of competition. Changes in prices may also be put
into effect to counter exchange rate fluctuations. Despite these allowances, profit is still a
driving motive, and pricing is more static as an element of the marketing mix.

The marginal cost method considers the direct costs of producing and selling products
for export as the floor beneath which prices cannot be set. Fixed costs for plants, R&D, and
domestic overhead as well as domestic marketing costs are disregarded. An exporter can
thus lower export prices to be competitive in markets that otherwise might have been be-
yond access. On certain occasions, especially if the exporter is large, this may open a com-
pany to dumping charges, because determination of dumping may be based on average
total costs, which are typically considerably higher. A comparison of the cost-oriented
methods is provided in Exhibit 11.3. Notice how the rigid cost-plus strategy produces the
highest selling price by full-cost allocation.

Market-differentiated pricing calls for export pricing according to the dynamic condi-
tions of the marketplace. For these firms, the marginal cost strategy provides a basis, and
prices may change frequently due to changes in competition, exchange rate changes, or
other environmental changes. The need for information and controls becomes crucial if
this pricing alternative is to be attempted. Exporters are likely to use market-based pric-
ing to gain entry or better penetration in a new market, ignoring many of the cost ele-
ments, at least in the short term.

While most exporters, especially in the early stages of their internationalization, use
cost-plus pricing, it usually does not lead to desired performance.11 It typically leads to
pricing too high in weak markets and too low in strong markets by not reflecting prevail-
ing market conditions. But as experience is accumulated, the process allows for more
flexibility and is more market-driven. Care has to be taken, however, that the cost of
implementing a pricing-adaptation strategy does not outweigh the advantages of having a
more adapted price.12
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Export Pricing Alternatives

11.3
Exhibit

Production Costs Standard Cost Plus Marginal Cost

Materials 2.00 2.00 2.00
Fixed costs 1.00 1.00 0.00
Additional foreign product costs 0.00 0.10 0.10
Production overhead 0.50 0.50 0.00

Total production costs 3.50 3.60 2.10
U.S. marketing costs 1.50 0.00 0.00
General and administrative 0.75 0.75 0.00
Foreign marketing 0.00 1.00 1.00
Other foreign costs 0.00 1.25 1.25

Subtotal 5.75 6.60 4.35
Profit margin (25%) 1.44 1.65 1.09
Selling price 7.19 8.25 5.44

SOURCE: Adapted from Lee Oster,“Accounting for Exporters,” Export Today 7 ( January 1991): 28–33.
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Interestingly, exporters have been found to differ in their pricing approaches by their
country of origin. For example, Korean firms price more competitively in international
markets than domestically, while U.S. firms seem to consider costs and profits more in
setting their export prices.13

Overall, exporters see the pricing decision as a critical one, which means that it is typ-
ically taken centrally under the supervision of top-level management. In addition to prod-
uct quality, correct pricing is seen as the major determinant of international marketing
success.14

Export-Related Costs
In preparing a quotation, the exporter must be careful to take into account and, if possi-
ble, include unique export-related costs. These are in addition to the normal costs shared
with the domestic side. They include the following:

1. The cost of modifying the product for foreign markets

2. Operational costs of the export operation: personnel, market research, additional
shipping and insurance costs, communications costs with foreign customers, and
overseas promotional costs

3. Costs incurred in entering the foreign markets: tariffs and taxes; risks associated with
a buyer in a different market (mainly commercial credit risks and political risks); and
risks from dealing in other than the exporter’s domestic currency—that is, foreign
exchange risk

The combined effect of both clear-cut and hidden costs results in export prices that far ex-
ceed domestic prices. The cause is termed price escalation. In the case of Geochron, the
marketer of world time indicators, the multilayered distribution system with its excessive
markups makes the price of a $1,300 clock exceed $3,800 in Japan.15

Four different export scenarios are compared with a typical domestic situation in
Exhibit 11.4. The first case is relatively simple, adding only the CIF (cost, insurance,
freight) and tariff charges. The second adds a foreign importer and thus lengthens the for-
eign part of the distribution channel. In the third case, a value-added tax (VAT), such as
those used within the European Union, is included in the calculations. This is imposed on
the full export selling price, which represents the “value added” to or introduced into the
country from abroad. In Italy, for example, where most food items are taxed at 2 percent,
processed meat is taxed at 18 percent because the government wants to use the VAT to
help reduce its trade deficit. The fourth case simulates a situation typically found in less-
developed countries where distribution channels are longer. Lengthy channels can easily
double the landed (CIF) price.

Complicating price escalation in today’s environment may be the fact that price in-
creases are of different sizes across markets. If customers are willing to shop around be-
fore purchasing, the problem of price differentials will make distributors unhappy and
could result in a particular market’s being abandoned altogether.

Price escalation can be overcome through creative strategies, depending on what the
demand elasticities in the market are. Typical methods, such as the following, focus on
cost cutting:

1. Reorganize the channel of distribution.The example in Exhibit 11.5, based on import
channels for spaghetti and macaroni in Japan, shows how the flow of merchandise through
the various wholesaling levels has been reduced to only an internal wholesale distribution
center, resulting in savings of 25 percent and increasing the overall potential for imports.
Shortening of channels may, however, bring about other costs such as demands for
better discounts if a new intermediary takes the role of multiple previous ones.

2. Adapt the product.The product itself can be reformulated by including less expensive
ingredients or unbundling costly features, which can be made optional. Remaining features,
such as packaging, can also be made less expensive. If price escalation causes price differentials
between markets, the product can be altered to avoid cross-border price shopping by cus-
tomers. For example, Geochron alters its clocks’ appearance from one region to another.



3. Use new or more economical tariff or tax classifications. In many cases, products may
qualify for entry under different categories that have different charges levied against them.
The marketer may have to engage in a lobbying effort to get changes made in existing
systems, but the result may be considerable savings. For example, when the U.S. Customs
Service ruled that multipurpose vehicles were light trucks and, therefore, subject to
25 percent tariffs (and not the 2.5 percent levied on passenger cars), Britain’s Land Rover
had to argue that its $75,000+ luxury vehicle, the Range Rover, was not a truck.When the
United States introduced a luxury tax (10 percent of the part of a car’s price that
exceeded $33,000), Land Rover worked closely with the U.S. Internal Revenue Service to
establish that its vehicles were trucks (since trucks were free of such tax). Before it got its
way, however, it had to make slight adjustments in the vehicle, since the IRS defines a
minimum weight for trucks at 6,000 lbs. Land Rover’s following-year model weighed in at
6,019 lbs.16

4. Assemble or produce overseas. In the longer term, the exporter may resort to overseas
sourcing or eventually production.Through foreign sourcing, the exporter may accrue an
additional benefit to lower cost: duty drawbacks.An exporter may be refunded up to
99 percent of duties paid on imported goods when they are exported or incorporated in
articles that are subsequently exported within five years of the importation.17 Levi Strauss,
for example, imports zippers from China that are sewn into the company’s jackets and
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Export Price Escalation

11.4
Exhibit

Export Market Cases

CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4
Same as Same as 1 Same as 3

Domestic with with Local
Domestic with Direct Foreign Foreign

Wholesale- Wholesale Importer Same as 2 Jobber
International Marketing Channel Retail Import Added to with VAT Added to 
Elements and Cost Factors Channel CIF/Tariff Channel Added Channel

Manufacturer’s net price 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
� Insurance and shipping cost (CIF) — 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
� Landed cost (CIF value) — 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50

� Tariff (20% on CIF value) — 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70
� Importer’s cost (CIF value � tariff) — 10.20 10.20 10.20 10.20

� Importer’s margin (25% on cost) — — 2.55 2.55 2.55
�VAT (16% on full cost plus margin) — — — 2.04 2.04
� Wholesaler’s cost (� importer’s price) 6.00 10.20 12.75 14.79 14.79

� Wholesaler’s margin (331⁄3% on cost) 2.00 3.40 4.25 4.93 4.93
�VAT (16% on margin) — — — .79 .79
� Local foreign jobber’s cost (� wholesale price) — — — — 20.51

� Jobber’s margin (331⁄3% on cost) — — — — 6.84
�VAT (16% on margin) — — — — 1.09
� Retailer’s cost (� wholesale or jobber price) 8.00 13.60 17.00 20.51 28.44

� Retailer’s margin (50% on cost) 4.00 6.80 8.50 10.26 14.22
�VAT (16% on margin) — — — 1.64 2.28
� Retail price (what consumer pays) 12.00 20.40 25.50 32.41 44.94

Percentage price escalation over domestic 70% 113% 170% 275%
Percentage price escalation over Case 1 25% 59% 120%
Percentage price escalation over Case 2 27% 76%
Percentage price escalation over Case 3 39%

SOURCE: Helmut Becker,“Pricing:An International Marketing Challenge,” in International Marketing Strategy, eds. Hans Thorelli and
Helmut Becker (New York: Pergamon Press, 1980), 215.



jeans in the United States.The amount that Levi’s reclaims can be significant, because the
duty on zippers can climb to 30 percent of the product’s value.18

If the marketer is able to convey a premium image, it may then be able to pass the in-
creased amounts to the final price.

Appropriate export pricing requires the establishment of accounting procedures to as-
sess export performance. Without such a process, hidden costs may bring surprises. For
example, negotiations in the Middle Eastern countries or Russia may last three times
longer than the average domestic negotiations, dramatically increasing the costs of doing
business abroad. Furthermore, without accurate information, a company cannot combat
phenomena such as price escalation.

Terms of Sale

The responsibilities of the buyer and the seller should be spelled out as they relate to
what is and what is not included in the price quotation and when ownership of goods
passes from seller to buyer. Incoterms are the internationally accepted standard definitions
for terms of sale set by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) since 1936. The
Incoterms 2000 (for the next ten years) went into effect on January 1, 2000, with signifi-
cant revisions to better reflect changing transportation technologies and the increased use
of electronic communications.19 Although the same terms may be used in domestic trans-
actions, they gain new meaning in the international arena. The terms are grouped into
four categories, starting with the terms whereby the seller makes the goods available to
the buyer only at the seller’s own premises (the “E”-terms), followed by the group
whereby the seller is called upon to deliver the goods to a carrier appointed by the buyer
(the “F”-terms). Next are the “C”-terms, whereby the seller has to contract for carriage but
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without assuming the risk of loss or damage to the goods or additional costs after the
dispatch, and finally the “D”-terms, whereby the seller has to bear all costs and risks to
bring the goods to the destination determined by the buyer. The most common of the In-
coterms used in international marketing are summarized in Exhibit 11.6. Incoterms are
available in 31 languages.

Prices quoted ex-works (EXW) apply only at the point of origin, and the seller agrees
to place the goods at the disposal of the buyer at the specified place on the date or within
the fixed period. All other charges are for the account of the buyer.

One of the new Incoterms is free carrier (FCA), which replaced a variety of FOB terms
for all modes of transportation except vessel. FCA (named inland point) applies only at a
designated inland shipping point. The seller is responsible for loading goods into the
means of transportation; the buyer is responsible for all subsequent expenses. If a port of
exportation is named, the costs of transporting the goods to the named port are included
in the price.
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Free alongside ship (FAS) at a named port of export means that the exporter quotes a
price for the goods, including charges for delivery of the goods alongside a vessel at the
port. The seller handles the cost of unloading and wharfage; loading, ocean transporta-
tion, and insurance are left to the buyer.

Free on board (FOB) applies only to vessel shipments. The seller quotes a price cover-
ing all expenses up to, and including, delivery of goods on an overseas vessel provided
by or for the buyer.

Under cost and freight (CFR) to a named overseas port of import, the seller quotes a
price for the goods, including the cost of transportation to the named port of debarkation.
The cost of insurance and the choice of insurer are left to the buyer.

With cost, insurance, and freight (CIF) to a named overseas port of import, the seller
quotes a price including insurance, all transportation, and miscellaneous charges to the
point of debarkation from the vessel. If other than waterway transport is used, the terms
are CPT (carriage paid to) or CIP (carriage and insurance paid to).

With delivered duty paid (DDP), the seller delivers the goods, with import duties paid,
including inland transportation from import point to the buyer’s premises. With delivered
duty unpaid (DDU), only the destination customs duty and taxes are paid by the con-
signee. Ex-works signifies the maximum obligation for the buyer; delivered duty paid puts
the maximum burden on the seller.

Careful determination and clear understanding of terms used, and their acceptance by
the parties involved, are vital if subsequent misunderstandings and disputes are to be
avoided not only between the parties but also within the marketer’s own organization.20

These terms are also powerful competitive tools. The exporter should therefore learn
what importers usually prefer in the particular market and what the specific transaction
may require. An inexperienced importer may be discouraged from further action by a
quote such as ex-plant Jessup, Maryland, whereas CIF Helsinki will enable the Finnish im-
porter to handle the remaining costs because they are incurred in a familiar environment.

Increasingly, exporters are quoting more inclusive terms. The benefits of taking charge
of the transportation on either a CIF or DDP basis include the following: (1) exporters can
offer foreign buyers an easy-to-understand “delivered cost” for the deal; (2) by getting dis-
counts on volume purchases for transportation services, exporters cut shipping costs and
can offer lower overall prices to prospective buyers; (3) control of product quality and
service is extended to transport, enabling the exporter to ensure that goods arrive to the
buyer in good condition; and (4) administrative procedures are cut for both the exporter
and the buyer.21 These benefits are highlighted in The International Marketplace 11.2.

When taking control of transportation costs, however, the exporter must know well in
advance what impact the additional costs will have on the bottom line. If the approach is
implemented incorrectly, exporters can be faced with volatile shipping rates, unexpected
import duties, and restive customers. Most exporters do not want to go beyond the CIF
quotation because of uncontrollables and unknowns in the destination country. Whatever
terms are chosen, the program should be agreed to by the exporter and the buyer(s)
rather than imposed solely by the exporter.

Freight forwarders are useful in determining costs, preparing quotations, and making
sure that unexpected changes do not cause the exporter to lose money. Freight for-
warders are useful to the exporter not only as facilitators and advisors but also in keeping
down some of the export-related costs. Rates for freight and insurance provided to freight
forwarders may be far more economical than to an individual exporter because of large-
volume purchases, especially if export sales are infrequent. Some freight forwarders can
also provide additional value-added services, such as taking care of the marketer’s duty-
drawback receivables.

Terms of Payment

Export credit and terms add another dimension to the profitability of an export transaction.
The exporter has in all likelihood already formulated a credit policy that determines the
degree of risk the firm is willing to assume and the preferred selling terms. The main
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objective is to meet the importer’s requirements without jeopardizing the firm’s financial
goals. The exporter will be concerned over being paid for the goods shipped and will there-
fore consider the following factors in negotiating terms of payment: (1) the amount of pay-
ment and the need for protection, (2) terms offered by competitors, (3) practices in the
industry, (4) capacity for financing international transactions, and (5) relative strength of the
parties involved.22 If the exporter is well established in the market with a unique product
and accompanying service, price and terms of trade can be set to fit the exporter’s desires.
If, on the other hand, the exporter is breaking into a new market or if competitive pressures
call for action, pricing and selling terms should be used as major competitive tools. Both
parties have their own concerns and sensitivities; therefore, this very basic issue should be
put on the negotiating table at the very beginning of the relationship.

The basic methods of payment for exports vary in terms of their attractiveness to the
buyer and the seller, from cash in advance to open account or consignment selling. Nei-
ther of the extremes will be feasible for longer-term relationships, but they do have their
use in certain situations. For example, in the 1999–2000 period very few companies were
exporting into Russia except on a cash-in-advance basis, due to the country’s financial tur-
moil. A marketer may use multiple methods of payment with the same buyer. For exam-
ple, in a distributor relationship, the distributor may purchase samples on open account,
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The International MARKETPLACE 11.2

Companies that once sought short-term customers to
smooth out recessions are searching for every means to
get an edge over rivals in foreign markets.To achieve that,
they are increasingly concerned about controlling quality
and costs at every step, including the transportation
process.

International transport costs are far higher than domestic
shipping expenses. International ocean transport typically
accounts for 4 to 20 percent of the product’s delivered
cost but can reach as high as 50 percent for commodity
items.That makes transport a factor in situations in which
a single price disadvantage can cause a sale to be lost
to a competitor.

Still, most U.S. companies continue to abdicate
responsibility for export shipping—either because they
lack sophistication or simply because they do not want to
be bothered. Increasingly, however, companies like Deere
& Co. are paying for, controlling, and often insuring
transport from their factories either to foreign ports or
to the purchasing companies’ doorsteps.This means that
they are shipping on a DDP basis.

Deere exports premium-quality farm and lawn equipment
worldwide. For years, it has insisted on overseeing
transportation because it boosts sales, cuts costs, and
ensures quality.“We have a long-term relationship with
our dealers. It is in our best interest to do the transport
job,” says Ann Salaber, an order control manager in the
export order department.

One goal of Deere’s approach to transportation is to
ensure that equipment is delivered to customers in good
condition—a factor that Deere considers central to its
image as a quality producer.The goal is to avoid cases like
the one in which an inexperienced customer insisted on
shipping a tractor himself.The tractor was unwittingly put
on a ship’s deck during a long, stormy sea voyage and
arrived in terrible shape.

The process also helps when Deere tractor windows are
inadvertently broken during transport. Because Deere
closely monitors the tractors, it can quickly install new
windows at the port and avoid the huge cost of flying
replacements to a customer as far away as Argentina.

Cost is an important consideration as well. Depending on
where a $150,000 combine is shipped, transport costs
can range between $7,500 and $30,000, or between 5
and 20 percent of delivered cost. Deere’s ability to buy
steamship space in volume enables it to reduce transport
costs by 10 percent.That in turn enables it to cut the
combine’s delivered cost by between $750 and $3,000.
“That adds up,” says Salaber. Because of those savings,
“you do not have to discount so much, and Deere gets
more profit.”

SOURCES:Toby B. Gooley,“Incoterms 2000:What the Changes Mean
toYou,” Logistics Management and Distribution Report 39 (January 2000):
49–51;“How Badly Will the Dollar Whack the U.S.?” Business Week,
May 5, 1997; Gregory L. Miles,“Exporter’s New Bully Stick,” International
Business, December 1993, 46–49; http://www.iccwbo.org; and
http://www.deere.com.

Penetrating Foreign Markets by Controlling Export Transport
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but orders have to be paid for with a letter of credit. These methods are depicted in the
risk triangle presented in Exhibit 11.7.

The most favorable term to the exporter is cash in advance because it relieves the
exporter of all risk and allows for immediate use of the money. It is not widely used,
however, except for smaller, first-time transactions or situations in which the exporter has
reason to doubt the importer’s ability to pay. Cash-in-advance terms are also found when
orders are for custom-made products, because the risk to the exporter is beyond that of a
normal transaction. In some instances, the importer may not be able to buy on a cash-in-
advance basis because of insufficient funds or government restrictions.

A letter of credit is an instrument issued by a bank at the request of a buyer. The bank
promises to pay a specified amount of money on presentation of documents stipulated in
the letter of credit, usually the bill of lading, consular invoice, and a description of the
goods.23 Letters of credit are one of the most frequently used methods of payment in in-
ternational transactions. Exhibit 11.8 summarizes the process of obtaining a letter of credit
and the relationship between the parties involved.

Letters of credit can be classified among three dimensions:

1. Irrevocable versus revocable. An irrevocable letter of credit can neither be canceled nor
modified without the consent of the beneficiary (exporter), thus guaranteeing payment.
According to the new rules drawn by the International Chamber of Commerce, all letters
of credit are considered irrevocable unless otherwise stated.24

2. Confirmed versus unconfirmed. In the case of a U.S. exporter, a U.S. bank might confirm
the letter of credit and thus assume the risk, including the transaction (exchange) risk.
The single best method of payment for the exporter in most cases is a confirmed,
irrevocable letter of credit. Banks may also assume an advisory role but not assume the
risk; the underlying assumption is that the bank and its correspondent(s) are better able
to judge the credibility of the bank issuing the letter of credit than is the exporter.

3. Revolving versus nonrevolving. Most letters of credit are nonrevolving, that is, they are
valid for the one transaction only. In case of established relationships, a revolving letter of
credit may be issued.
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Exhibit 11.9 provides an example of a letter of credit.
The letter of credit provides advantages to both the exporter and the importer, which

explains its wide use. The approach substitutes the credit of the bank for the credit of the
buyer and is as good as the issuing bank’s access to dollars. In custom-made orders, an ir-
revocable letter of credit may help the exporter secure pre-export financing. The importer
will not need to pay until the documents have arrived and been accepted by the bank, thus
giving an additional float. The major caveat is that the exporter has to comply with all the
terms of the letter of credit.25 For example, if the documents state that shipment is made in
crates measuring 4 � 4 � 4 and the goods are shipped in crates measuring 4 � 3 � 4, the
bank will not honor the letter of credit. If there are changes, the letter of credit can be
amended to ensure payment. Importers have occasionally been accused of creating dis-
crepancies to slow down the payment process or to drive down the agreed-upon price.26

In some cases, the exporter must watch out for fraudulent letters of credit, especially in the
case of less-developed countries. In these cases, exporters are advised to ship only on the
basis of an irrevocable letter of credit, confirmed by their bank, even after the credentials
of the foreign contact have been established.
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Letter of Credit

11.9
Exhibit

FPO

With the increasing amount of e-commerce, things will have to change. Solutions in-
clude online issuance and status reporting on letters of credit, creating a worldwide net-
work of electronic trade hubs, and offering a smart card that will allow participating com-
panies to transact financial business online.27 For example, TradeCard is an online service
for B2B (business-to-business) exchanges. Once an exporter and importer have agreed
on the terms, the buyer creates an electronic purchase order, which specifies the terms
and conditions. Once it is in electronic format, the seller formally agrees to the contract.
The purchase order is stored in TradeCard’s database. The system then creates both a



commercial invoice and a packing list, and a promise of payment is included with the in-
voice for the seller. A third-party logistics provider sends proof of delivery electronically
to TradeCard, which then debits the buyer’s account and credits the seller’s account.28

Trade portals now support document creation and transmission, and make it possible for
all parties to the transaction to exchange information on the same secure site. For
example, Wachovia Bank’s CyberXport Service lets exporters receive and review advised
letters of credit as soon as Wachovia receives them. The enhanced information flow
makes it possible to minimize and eliminate discrepancies.29

The letter of credit is a promise to pay but not a means of payment. Actual payment is
accomplished by means of a draft, which is similar to a personal check. Like a check, it is
an order by one party to pay another. Most drafts are documentary, which means that the
buyer must obtain possession of various shipping documents before obtaining possession
of the goods involved in the transaction. Clean drafts—orders to pay without any other
documents—are mainly used by multinational corporations in their dealings with their own
subsidiaries and in well-established business relationships.

In documentary collection situations, the seller ships the goods, and the shipping docu-
ments and the draft demanding payment are presented to the importer through banks act-
ing as the seller’s agent. The draft, also known as the bill of exchange, may be either a
sight draft or a time draft (Exhibit 11.10). A sight draft documents against payment and is
payable on presentation to the drawee, that is, the party to whom the draft is addressed.
A time draft documents against acceptance and allows for a delay of 30, 60, 90, 120, or
180 days. When a time draft is drawn on and accepted by a bank, it becomes a banker’s
acceptance, which is sold in the short-term money market. Time drafts drawn on and
accepted by a business firm become trader’s acceptances, which are normally not mar-
ketable. A draft is presented to the drawee, who accepts it by writing or stamping a no-
tice of acceptance on it. With both sight and time drafts, the buyer can effectively extend
the period of credit by avoiding receipt of the goods. A date draft requires payment on a
specified date, regardless of the date on which the goods and the draft are accepted by
the buyer.

To illustrate, an exporter may have a time draft accepted by Citibank for $1 million to
be paid in 90 days. Like many exporters who extend credit for competitive reasons, the
firm may have immediate need for the funds. It could contact an acceptance dealer and
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sell the acceptance at a discount, with the rate depending on the market rate of interest.
If the annual interest rate was 6 percent, for example, the acceptance could be sold for
$985,222 ($1 million divided by 1.015).

Even if the draft is not sold in the secondary market, the exporter may convert it into
cash by discounting. To discount the draft simply means that the draft is sold to a bank at
a discount from face value. If the discounting is with recourse, the exporter is liable for
the payment to the bank if the importer defaults. If the discounting is without recourse,
the exporter will not be liable even if the importer does not pay the bank. Discounting
without recourse is known as factoring or, in the case of higher credit risk and longer-term
receivables, forfaiting.

The normal manner of doing business in the domestic market is open account (open
terms). The exporter selling on open account removes both real and psychological barri-
ers to importing. However, no written evidence of the debt exists, and the exporter has to
put full faith in the references contacted. Worst of all, there is no guarantee of payment.
If the debt turns bad, the problems of overseas litigation are considerable. Bad debts are
normally easier to avoid than to rectify. In emerging countries, importers will usually need
proof of debt in the application to the central bank for hard currency, which will not allow
them to deal on an open-account basis. It may be more expedient to send the documents
through a bank via direct collections, which can reduce the process by several days or
even weeks.30 For more involved marketers with units abroad, internal transactions are
normally handled on an open-account basis.

The most favorable term to the importer is consignment selling, which allows the im-
porter to defer payment until the goods are actually sold. This approach places all the
burden on the exporter, and its use should be carefully weighed against the objectives of
the transaction. If the exporter wants entry into a specific market through specific inter-
mediaries, consignment selling may be the only method of gaining acceptance by inter-
mediaries. The arrangement will require clear understanding as to the parties’ responsi-
bilities—for example, which party is responsible for insurance until the goods have
actually been sold. If the goods are not sold, returning them will be costly and time-
consuming; for example, there is getting through customs or paying, avoiding paying, or
trying to get refunds on duties. Due to its burdensome characteristics, consignment is not
widely used.

Getting Paid for Exports

The exporter needs to minimize the risk of not being paid if a transaction occurs. The term
commercial risk refers primarily to the insolvency of, or protracted payment default by, an
overseas buyer. Commercial defaults, in turn, usually result from deterioration of condi-
tions in the buyer’s market, fluctuations in demand, unanticipated competition, or tech-
nological changes. These naturally emerge domestically as well, but the geographic and
cultural distances in international markets make them more severe and more difficult to
anticipate. In addition, noncommercial or political risk is completely beyond the control
of either the buyer or the seller. For example, the foreign buyer may be willing to pay but
the local government may use every trick in the book to delay payment as far into the
future as possible.

These challenges must be addressed through actions by either the company itself or
support systems. The decision must be an informed one, based on detailed and up-to-date
information in international credit and country conditions. In many respects, the assess-
ment of a buyer’s creditworthiness requires the same attention to credit checking and
financial analysis as for domestic buyers; however, the assessment of a foreign private
buyer is complicated by some of the following factors:

1. Credit reports may not be reliable.

2. Audited reports may not be available.
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3. Financial reports may have been prepared according to a different format.

4. Many governments require that assets be annually reevaluated upward, which can
distort results.

5. Statements are in local currency.

6. The buyer may have the financial resources in local currency but may be precluded from
converting to dollars because of exchange controls and other government actions.

More than one credit report should be obtained (from sources such as the two in
Exhibit 11.11), and it should be determined how each credit agency obtains its reports.
They may use the same correspondent agency, in which case it does the exporter no good
to obtain the same information from two sources and to pay for it twice. Exhibit 11.12
provides a summary of the major sources of credit information. Where private-sector
companies (such as Dun & Bradstreet or Veritas) are able to provide the needed credit
information, the services of the U.S. Department of Commerce’s International Company
Profiles (ICP) are not available. Local credit reporting agencies, such as Profancresa in
Mexico, may also provide regional services (in this case, throughout Latin America). With
the growth of e-commerce, a company may want to demonstrate its creditworthiness to
customers and suppliers in a rapid and secure fashion. The Coface Group (of which
Veritas is the information arm in the Americas) introduced the “@rating” system, available
on the World Wide Web and designed to assess a company’s performance in paying its
commercial obligations.31

Beyond protecting oneself by establishing creditworthiness, an exporter can match
payment terms to the customer. In the short term, an exporter may require payment terms
that guarantee payment. In the long term, the best approach is to establish a relationship
of mutual trust, which will ensure payment even if complications arise during a transac-
tion.32 Payment terms need to be stated clearly and followed up effectively. If prompt
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11.11
Exhibit

SOURCE: Courtesy of the U.S. Commercial Service (http://www.export.gov); copyright © Dun & Bradstreet
and The Guild Group.

http://www.export.gov
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11.12
Exhibit

Response Time Service Offerings Presence Remarks

SOURCE: Interviews with company and organization personnel, February 2006.

Many nonsubscription-
based reports, in elec-
tronic copies, readily
available for U.S. cus-
tomers by online pur-
chase; shipment delays
on printed reports de-
pending on location;
non-U.S. customers
can access online data-
base by subscription;
certain delays on cus-
tomized information

• Credit information,
both standardized and
customized

• Country risk reports
for 132 countries
available online, costing
$350 on the average

8,000 employees
worldwide
(including all other
D&B business),
covering 100
million companies
in 214 countries

Core strength in
small and medium-
size enterprises, with
80% of active files in
its U.S. database
being small compa-
nies with less than
10 staff; industry
standard, with the
largest worldwide
company coverage

Same day for already-
available reports (ex-
cluding shipment);
customized credit re-
ports can take from a
few days to three
weeks; no online
database

• Country risk reports
cost $100 each for
members and $125 for
nonmembers

• Credit reports

• Business credit
magazines

• Seminars and confer-
ences for export groups

Two main offices
in the United
States and UK,
with country
representatives in
Europe, Canada,
Mexico, and China

Services focus on ex-
ports business; mem-
bership costs $840,
fees for industry-
focus export groups 
range from $125 
to $515

Online focus, instanta-
neous access of
information

• Free online check
of company’s reliability
and financial soundness

• Free country risk as-
sessment and rating

• Fee-based information
reports

• Fee-based @rating
quality labeling service

Presence in 99
countries, 5 conti-
nents, covering
41 million
companies

Most efficient and
least costly resource,
but analysis may lack
depth; aim to become
standard Web-based
rating system, sup-
ported by the EU

About 10 days of pro-
cessing time, depend-
ing on complexity of
information and avail-
ability from existing
database; no online
service, thus adding
delays from ship-
ment, depending on
location

• Company background
check, including finan-
cial status, management
profile, and company
potential

• $500–700 for each
company report

151 international
offices in 85 coun-
tries, with 1,800
employees

Focus on serving
small and mid-sized
companies in the
United States; analy-
sis is U.S.-centric
because service
provider is part of
U.S. Department of
Commerce

Varies • Focus on information
of local companies

Locally Quality varies, with
limited scope in inter-
national marketing

Slower Company background None (client) Limited in scopeBank Reports

Local Credit Agencies 
or Trade Councils

International
Company Profiles 
http://www.
ita.doc.gov

@rating
http://www.
cofacerating.com

FCIB-NACM
http://www.
fcibglobal.com

Dun & Bradstreet
http://www.
dnb.com

http://www.ita.doc.gov
http://www.ita.doc.gov
http://www.cofacerating.com
http://www.cofacerating.com
http://www.fcibglobal.com
http://www.fcibglobal.com
http://www.dnb.com
http://www.dnb.com


payment is not stressed and enforced, some customers will assume they can procrastinate,
as we see in The International Marketplace 11.3.

Should a default situation occur in spite of the preparatory measures discussed above,
the exporter’s first recourse is the customer. Communication with the customer may reveal
a misunderstanding or error regarding the shipment. If the customer has financial or other
concerns or objections, rescheduling the payment terms may be considered. Third-party
intervention through a collection agency may be needed if the customer disputes the
charges. For example, the Total Credit Management Group, a cooperative of leading credit
and collection companies in 46 countries, can be employed. Only when further amicable
demands are unwarranted should an attorney be used.33

Managing Foreign Exchange Risk

Unless the exporter and the importer share the same currency (as is the case in the
12 countries of Euroland), exchange rate movements may harm one or the other of
the parties. If the price is quoted in the exporter’s currency, the exporter will get exactly
the price it wants but may lose some sales due to lack of customer orientation. If the
exporter needs the sale, the invoice may be in the importer’s currency, and the exchange
risk will be the burden of the exporter. Some exporters, if they are unable to secure
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The International MARKETPLACE 11.3

Smaller exporters often do not have the luxury that big
corporations have to weigh risks of doing business
abroad and to investigate the creditworthiness of foreign
customers.The result may be a hard lesson about the
global economy: Foreign sales do not help much when
you cannot collect the bill.

More often than not, exporters will do less checking on
an international account than they will on a domestic
customer. For example, a U.S. fan blade manufacturer with
less than $10 million in revenue was left with an overdue
payment of $127,000 owed by an African customer.
Before shipping the goods, the company had failed to call
any of the customer’s credit references.These turned out
to be nonexistent—just like the company itself.

The simple guideline of selling only in countries where
you are most likely to get paid may not be enough, given
that collection periods for some of the more attractive
markets may be long (see table). However, in many cases,
basic information about the economic and political
conditions in markets may be enough to warrant caution.
Old World Industries Inc., a midsized maker of antifreeze
fluid and other automotive products, found that out after
selling 500,000 gallons of antifreeze to a customer in a
newly emerging market.After two years, Old World was
still waiting to be paid in full, because the foreign bank it
dealt with had trouble obtaining U.S. dollars despite the
country’s strengthening foreign reserve position.

The length of time required for U.S. companies in
different industries to collect on the average bill varies
dramatically.The data in the table are for the second half
of 2005 as reported by members of the Foreign Credit
Interchange Bureau.The number of days for Argentina has
increased dramatically in recent years due to currency
restrictions placed on importers. For some countries,
such as Pakistan, no number is available because all
transactions are on a cash-in-advance or letter-of-credit
basis.

Country Number of Days

Kenya 210
Italy 136
Argentina 119
Canada 100
Switzerland 85
Brazil 83
United Kingdom 75
Germany 72
Mexico 69
Japan 59
Taiwan 59
Finland 54

SOURCES: Data updated by interview with FCIB, February 8, 2006;“Con-
gratulations, Exporter! Now about Getting Paid . . .” Business Week, January
17, 1994, 98; and “Small Firms Hit Foreign Obstacles in Billing Overseas,”
The Wall Street Journal, December 8, 1992, B2.

Now for the Hard Part: Getting Paid for Exports



payment in their own currency, try to minimize the risk by negotiating shorter terms of
payment, such as 10 or 15 days. Exchange risks may be a result of an appreciating or de-
preciating currency or result from a revaluation or devaluation of a currency by a central
bank. Assume that a U.S. importer bought $250,000 or €208,750 worth of goods from a
German company, which agreed to accept U.S. dollars for payment in 90 days. At the time
of the quotation, the exchange rate for $1 was €0.835, whereas at the time of payment, it
had changed to €0.820. This means that the German exporter, instead of receiving
€208,750, winds up with €206,250.

Two types of approaches to protect against currency-related risk are proposed: (1) risk
shifting, such as foreign currency contractual hedging, and/or (2) risk modifying, such as
manipulating prices and other elements of a marketing strategy.

When invoicing in foreign currencies, an exporter cannot insulate itself from the prob-
lems of currency movements, but it can at least know how much it will eventually receive
by using the mechanism of the forward exchange market. In essence, the exporter gets a
bank to agree to a rate at which it will buy the foreign currency the exporter will receive
when the importer makes payment. The rate is expressed as either a premium or a dis-
count on the current spot rate. A fixed rate allows the exporter to budget effectively with-
out currency fluctuations eroding profit margins.34 The risk still remains if the exchange
rate does not move as anticipated, and the exporter may be worse off than if it had not
bought forward. Although forward contracts are the most common foreign currency con-
tractual hedge, other financial instruments and derivatives, such as currency options and
futures, are available. An option gives the holder the right to buy or sell foreign currency
at a prespecified price on or up to a prespecified date. The difference between the cur-
rency options market and the forward market is that the transaction in the former gives
the participant the right to buy or sell, whereas a transaction in the forward market entails
a contractual obligation to buy or sell. This means that if an exporter does not have any
or the appropriate amount of currency when the contract comes due, it would have to go
into the foreign exchange markets to buy the currency, potentially exposing itself to major
losses if the currency has appreciated in the meanwhile. The greater flexibility in the op-
tions contract makes it more expensive, however. The currency futures market is concep-
tually similar to the forward market; that is, to buy futures on the British pound sterling
implies an obligation to buy in the future at a prespecified price. However, the minimum
transaction sizes are considerably smaller on the futures market. Forward quotes apply to
transactions of $1 million or more, whereas on the futures market transactions will typi-
cally be well below $100,000. The market, therefore, allows relatively small firms engaged
in international trade to lock in exchange rates and lower their risk. Forward contracts,
options, and futures are available from banks (such as UBS and JPMorgan Chase), the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, and the Philadelphia Stock Exchange.

U.S. exporters have faced both high and low values of the dollar with respect to other
currencies in the past ten years: low values in the early to mid-1990s, high values since
then until early 2002, and lower values of as much as 30 percent from then on. When the
exporter’s domestic currency is weak, strategies should include stressing the price advan-
tage to customers and expanding the scale and scope of the export operation. Sourcing
can be shifted to domestic markets and the export price can be subjected to full-costing.
However, under the opposite scenario, the exporter needs to engage in nonprice compe-
tition, minimizing the price dimension as much as possible. Costs should be reduced by
every means, including enhancing productivity. At this time, the exporter should prioritize
efforts to markets that show the greatest returns. Marketers may also attempt to protect
themselves by manipulating leads and lags in export and import payments or receivables
in anticipation of either currency revaluations or devaluations. This, however, will require
thorough market knowledge and leverage over overseas partners. Alternatives available
to marketers under differing currency conditions or summarized in Exhibit 11.13.

Whatever the currency movements are, the marketer needs to decide how to adjust
pricing to international customers in view of either a more favorable or an unfavorable
domestic currency rate. A European exporter, during a strong euro, has three alternatives.
First, making no change in the euro price would result in a less favorable price in foreign
currencies and, most likely, lower sales, especially if no corrective marketing steps are
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taken. Second, the export price could be decreased in conjunction with increases in the
value of the euro to maintain stable export prices in foreign currencies. This first alterna-
tive is an example of pass-through, while the second alternative features the absorption
approach; that is, the increase in the price is absorbed into the margin of the product, pos-
sibly even resulting in a loss. For pass-through to work, customers have to have a high
level of preference for the exporter’s product. In some cases, exporters may have no
choice but to pass most of the increase to the customer due to the cost structure of the
firm. Exporters using the absorption approach have as their goal long-term market-share
maintenance, especially in a highly competitive environment.

The third alternative is to pass through only a share of the increase, maintaining sales if
possible while at the same time preserving profitability. According to a study on exporter
responses to foreign-exchange rate changes over the period of 1973 to 1997, Japanese ex-
porters have the highest tendency to dampen the effects of exchange-rate fluctuations in
foreign-currency export prices in both directions by adjusting their home-currency prices.35

Furthermore, Japanese exporters put a larger emphasis on stabilizing the foreign currency
prices of their exports during a weak yen than when the yen is strong. German exporters
display completely the opposite behavior. The data in Exhibit 11.14 for German and Japan-
ese auto exports support these findings for the period, when the dollar appreciated against
the German mark and the Japanese yen.

The strategic response depends on market conditions and may result in different strate-
gies for each market or product. Destination-specific adjustment of mark-ups in response
to exchange-rate changes have been referred to as pricing-to-market.36 For example, a
mark-up change will be more substantial in a price-sensitive market and/or product cate-
gory. In addition, the exporter needs to consider the reactions of local competitors, who
may either keep their prices stable (hoping that price increases in imports will improve
their position) or increase their prices along with those of imports in search of more
profits. U.S. automakers were criticized for raising their domestic prices at a time when
Japanese imports were forced up by the higher value of the yen. Instead of trying to
capture more market share, the automakers went for more profits.37 If the exporter faces
a favorable domestic currency rate, pass-through means providing international customers
with a more favorable price, while absorption means that the exporter keeps the export
price stable and pockets a higher level of profits.

Some exporters prefer price stability to the greatest possible degree and allow mark-ups
to vary in maintaining stable local currency prices. Harley-Davidson, for example, main-
tains its price to distributors as long as the spot exchange rate does not move more than
plus or minus 5 percent from the rate in effect when the quote was made. If the movement
is an additional 5 percentage points in either direction, Harley and its distributors will
share the costs or benefits. Beyond that the price will have to be renegotiated to bring it
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11.13
Exhibit

Weak Strong

1. Stress price benefits 1. Nonprice competition
2. Expand product line 2. Improve productivity/cost reduction
3. Shift sourcing to domestic market 3. Sourcing overseas
4. Exploit all possible export opportunities 4. Prioritize exports
5. Cash-for-goods trade 5. Countertrade with weak currency countries
6. Full-costing 6. Marginal-cost pricing
7. Speed repatriation 7. Slow collections
8. Minimize expenditure in local currency 8. Buy needed services abroad

SOURCE: Adapted from S.Tamer Cavusgil, “Unraveling the Mystique of Export Pricing,” Business Horizons 31
(May–June 1988): 54–63.



more in line with current exchange rates and the economic and competitive realities of the
market.38 During times of exchange-rate gains, rather than lower the price, some exporters
use other support tools (such as training and trade deals) with their distributors or cus-
tomers, on the premise that increasing prices after a future currency swing in the opposite
direction may be difficult.

Beyond price manipulation, other adjustment strategies exist. They include the following:

1. Market refocus. If lower values of the target market currencies make exporting more
difficult by, for example, making collection times longer, marketers may start looking at
other markets for growth. For example, U.S. construction industry sales to Mexico grew
by nearly 150 percent after markets in Thailand and Indonesia dried up due to the Asian
financial crisis.39 In some cases, the emphasis may switch to the domestic market, where
market share gain at the expense of imports may be the most efficient way to grow.
Currency appreciation does not always lead to a dire situation for the exporter. Domestic
competitors may depend very heavily on imported components and may not able to
take advantage of the currency-related price pressure on the exporter.The manufacturing
sectors of Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, and Thailand use over 30 percent imported
parts and raw materials in the production process.40

2. Streamlined operations.The marketer may start using more aggressive methods of
collection, insisting on letters of credit and insurance to guarantee payments. Some have
tightened control of their distribution networks by cutting layers or taking over the
responsibility from independent intermediaries. On the product side, marketers may focus
on offerings that are less sensitive to exchange-rate changes.

3. Shift in production. Especially when currency shifts are seen as long-term, marketers will
increase direct investment.With the high value of the yen, Japanese companies shifted
production bases to lower-cost locations or closer to final customers. Matsushita Electric,
for example, moved a substantial share of its production to Southeast Asian countries,
while earthmoving-equipment maker Komatsu launched a $1 billion joint venture with
Texas-based Dresser Industries to build equipment in the United States. Remaining units
in Japan will focus on research and development, design, software, and high-precision
manufactured goods.41

In some cases, even adverse developments in the currency market have not had an ef-
fect on international markets or marketers. During the currency crisis in Asia, U.S. oil tool-
makers and oil-field service companies were never hurt by the high value of the dollar be-
cause their expertise was in demand. Similarly, many U.S. firms such as IBM did not suffer
because their exported products are both built and sold in other countries. In some cases,
imported goods may be in demand because no domestic production exists, which is the
case in the United States with consumer goods such as electronics and cameras.
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Absorption versus Pass-Through: Japanese and German
Automarketer Behavior11.14

Exhibit

Model Real Dollar Appreciation Real Retail Price Change in U.S. Market

Honda Civic 2-Dr. Sedan 39% –7%
Nissan 200 SX 2-Dr. 39 –10
Toyota Cressida 4-Dr. 39 6
BMW 320i 2-Dr. Sedan 42 –8
BMW 733i 4-Dr. Sedan 42 –17
Mercedes 300 TD Sta.Wgn. 42 –39

SOURCE: Joseph A. Gagnon and Michael M. Knetter,“Markup Adjustment and Exchange Rate Fluctuations: Evidence from Panel
Data on Automobile Exports,” Journal of International Money and Finance 14 (no. 2, 1995): 289–310. Copyright © 1995, with
permission from Elsevier.



Sources of Export Financing

Except in the case of larger companies that may have their own financing entities, most
international marketers assist their customers abroad in securing appropriate financing.
Export financing terms can significantly affect the final price paid by buyers. Consider, for
example, two competitors for a $1 million sale. Exporter A offers an 8 percent interest rate
over a ten-year payment period, while B offers 9 percent for the same term. Over the ten
years, the difference in interest is $55,000. In some cases, buyers will award a contract to
the provider of cheaper credit and overlook differences in quality and price.

Financing assistance is available from both the private and the public sectors. The in-
ternational marketer should assess not only domestic programs but also those in other
countries. For example, Japan and Taiwan have import financing programs that provide
exporters added potential in penetrating these significant markets.42

Commercial Banks
Commercial banks the world over provide trade financing depending on their relationship
with the exporter, the nature of the transaction, the country of the borrower, and the avail-
ability of export insurance. This usually means that financing assistance is provided only
to first-rate credit risks, leaving many U.S. exporters to report major problems in enlisting
assistance from U.S. commercial banks. Furthermore, some U.S. banks do not see inter-
national trade finance as part of their core competence. Although the situation has
improved, exporters still continue to complain about lack of export financing as it pertains
to developing countries, financing high technology, or lending against foreign receiv-
ables. Many exporters complain that banks will not deal with them without a guarantee
from the Ex-Im Bank of rock-solid collateral, such as property and/or equipment.

However, as the share of international sales and reach of companies increases, bank-
ing relationships become all the more important, a fact that is also noted by banks them-
selves. Many banks offer enhanced services, such as electronic services, which help ex-
porters monitor and expedite their international transactions to customers who do a
certain amount of business with them. As with all suppliers, the more business done with
a bank, the higher the level of service, usually at a better price. As the relationship builds,
the more comfortable bankers feel about the exporter’s business and the more likely they
will go out of their way to help, particularly with difficult transactions. For example, Sili-
con Valley Bank in San José finances fledgling technology exporters, while Capitol Bank
in Los Angeles provides export and import financing to companies doing business in
Taiwan and South Korea. It is clear that the development of an effective credit policy re-
quires teamwork between the company’s marketing and finance staffs and its bankers.

In addition to using the types of services a bank can provide as a criterion of choice,
an exporter should assess the bank’s overseas reach.43 This is a combination of the bank’s
own network of facilities and correspondent relationships. While money-center banks can
provide the greatest amount of coverage through their own offices and staff, they still use
correspondents in regions outside the main banking or political centers of foreign mar-
kets. For example, Citibank has a worldwide correspondent network of 5,000 institutions
in addition to its facilities in more than 100 countries.

Some banks have formed alliances to extend their reach to markets that their customers
are entering. Wachovia, a super-regional bank from North Carolina, has developed
relationships with global banks that have strong correspondent networks in place in emerg-
ing markets. Regional banks, such as LaSalle Bank, which have no intention of establishing
branches abroad, rely only on strong alliances with, or ownership by, foreign banks. Foreign
banks can provide a competitive advantage to exporters because of their home-country
connections and their strong global networks. For example, Commerzbank, Germany’s
third-largest private-sector bank, has branches in the Far East, Latin America, South Amer-
ica, and Eastern Europe to support its international trade financing activities.44 Regardless of
the arrangement, the bank’s own branches or correspondents play an important role at all
stages of the international transaction, from gathering market intelligence about potential
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new customers to actually processing payments. Additional services include reference
checks on customers in their home markets and suggestions for possible candidates to serve
as intermediaries.

Forfaiting and Factoring
Forfaiting provides the exporter with cash at the time of the shipment. In a typical forfait
deal, the importer pays the exporter with bills of exchange or promissory notes guaran-
teed by a leading bank in the importer’s country. The exporter can sell them to a third
party (for example, Citicorp) at a discount from their face value for immediate cash. The
sale is without recourse to the exporter, and the buyer of the notes assumes all the risks.
The discount rate takes into account the buyer’s creditworthiness and country, the quality
of the guaranteeing bank, and the interest cost over the term of the credit.

The benefits to the exporter are the reduction of risk, simplicity of documentation (be-
cause the documents used are well known in the market), and 100 percent coverage, which
official sources such as export-import banks do not provide. In addition, forfaiting does not
involve either content or country restrictions, which many of the official trade financing
sources may have.45 The major complaints about forfaiting center on availability and cost.
Forfaiting is not available where exporters need it most, that is, the high-risk countries. Fur-
thermore, it is usually a little more expensive than public sources of trade insurance.

Certain companies, known as factoring houses, may purchase an exporter’s receivables
for a discounted price (2 to 4 percent less than face value). Factors not only buy receiv-
ables but also provide the exporter with a complete financial package that combines credit
protection, accounts-receivable bookkeeping, and collection services to take away many of
the challenges that come with doing business overseas.46 Arrangements are typically with
recourse, leaving the exporter ultimately liable for repaying the factor in case of a default.
Some factors accept export receivables without recourse but require a large discount.

The industry is dominated by a dozen major players, most of which are subsidiaries of
major banks. One leader is the CIT Group, 44 percent owned by Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank
of Japan, which has won the President’s “E” Award for its excellence in export service.47

However, with the increase in companies looking for factoring services, independent fac-
tors are also emerging. Factors can be found through the Commercial Finance Association
or through marketing facilitators whose clients use factors.

Although the forfaiting and factoring methods appear similar, they differ in three signifi-
cant ways: (1) factors usually want a large percentage of the exporter’s business, while most
forfaiters work on a one-shot basis; (2) forfaiters work with medium-term receivables (over
180 days to 5 years), while factors work with short-term receivables; and (3) factors usually
do not have strong capabilities in the developing countries, but since forfaiters usually
require a bank guarantee, most are willing to deal with receivables from these countries.
Furthermore, forfaiters work with capital goods, factors typically with consumer goods.48

Official Trade Finance49

Official financing can take the form of either a loan or a guarantee, including credit
insurance. In a loan, the government provides funds to finance the sale and charges inter-
est on those funds at a stated fixed rate. The government lender accepts the risk of a pos-
sible default. In a guarantee, a private-sector lender provides the funds and sets the interest
rate, with the government assuring that it will reimburse the lender if the loan is unpaid.
The government is providing not funds but rather risk protection. The programs provide
assurance that the governmental agency will pay for a major portion of the loss should the
foreign buyer default on payment. The advantages are significant: (1) protection in the
riskiest part of an exporter’s business (foreign sales receivables), (2) protection against
political and commercial risks over which the exporter does not have control, (3) encour-
agement to exporters to make competitive offers by extending terms of payment, (4)
broadening of potential markets by minimizing exporter risks, (5) the possibility of lever-
aging exporter accounts receivable, and (6) through the government guarantee, the
opportunity for commercial banks to remain active in the international finance arena.50
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Because credit has emerged as an increasingly important component in export selling,
governments of most industrialized countries have established entities that insure credit
risks for exports. Officially supported export credit agencies (ECAs), such as the French Co-
face or German Hermes, are organizations whose central purpose is to promote national
trade objectives by providing financial support for national exports. ECAs benefit from
varying degrees of explicit or implicit support from national governments. Some ECAs are
divisions of government trade missions. Other ECAs operate as autonomous or even pri-
vate institutions, but most require a degree of recourse to national government support.

The Export-Import Bank of the United States (Ex-Im Bank) was created in 1934 and
established as an independent U.S. government agency in 1945. The purpose of the bank
is “to aid in financing and facilitating exports.” Since its inception, Ex-Im Bank has sup-
ported more than $400 billion in U.S. export sales. The Ex-Im Bank supports short-,
medium-, and long-term financing to creditworthy international customers (both in the
private and public sectors), as well as working capital guarantees to U.S. exporters. Spe-
cial initiatives exist for environmental exports, small business, and lending directly to mu-
nicipalities in certain countries.

The data and examples in The International Marketplace 11.4 highlight the programs
available for exporters—pre-export, short term, medium term, and long term. One of the
greatest impediments small businesses experience in attempting to fulfill export orders is a
lack of working capital to build necessary inventory for the export order. If the local bank
is reluctant to make such financing available (because the exporter might have reached its
borrowing limit, for example), the Working Capital Guarantee Program is available.

The ability to offer financing or credit terms is often critical in competing for, and win-
ning, export contracts. Increasingly, foreign buyers expect suppliers to offer open account
or unsecured credit terms rather than requiring letters of credit, which may be expensive.
Yet for small exporters, extending credit terms to foreign customers may represent an un-
acceptable risk, especially when the exporter’s bank is unwilling to accept foreign receiv-
ables as collateral for working lines of credit. The solution is export credit insurance,
wherein, for a reasonable premium, an institution (e.g., an insurance company or an ECA)
guarantees payment to the seller if the buyer defaults. The short-term credit-insurance
business is dominated by five major players, which account for more than 75 percent of
the world market: Coface, Euler, Gerling, Hermes, and NCM.51

Ex-Im Bank also guarantees to provide repayment protection for private-sector loans to
creditworthy buyers of U.S. goods and services. Guarantees, both for the medium and long
term, are backed in full by the U.S. government. The fee schedule is determined by coun-
try risk and repayment terms of the transaction. Medium-term guarantees (not to exceed
seven years) are typically used by commercial banks that do not want exposure in a cer-
tain country or that have reached their internal exposure limit in a given country. For long-
term guarantees, projects are usually large (in excess of $100 million), and commercial
banks may not want such exposure for long periods of time in one country or in a partic-
ular industry sector. Ex-Im may act as a lender directly to the foreign buyer. The majority
(typically 85 percent or more) of the project must be U.S.-produced goods and services.

In addition to the ECAs, other public-sector supporters exist as well. In the United
States, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) offers investment guarantees
comparable to those offered by the Ex-Im Bank to manufacturers who wish to establish
facilities in less-developed countries, either by themselves or as a joint venture with local
capital. The programs involve either (1) direct loans, (2) loan guarantees to U.S. institu-
tional lenders, or (3) political risk insurance against currency inconvertibility, expropria-
tion or takeover, and physical damage resulting from political strife. The Agency for
International Development (AID) administers most of the foreign economic assistance
programs of the United States, and since many of them require that purchases be made
from the United States, exporters can use this support mechanism. The U.S. Department
of Agriculture’s Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) operates export credit guarantee
programs to provide agricultural exporters or financial institutions a guarantee that they
will be repaid for export financing to foreign buyers. The Small Business Administration
(SBA) has two programs to assist small businesses in starting export operations: the work-
ing capital program and the international trade loan program.52
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The International MARKETPLACE 11.4

Pre-export Penn Anderson Equipment Co. of
Oakmont, Penn., a small business manufacturer of
equipment that tests the efficiency of fuel, air, and lube
filters on gasoline automobile engines, had been
experiencing a very slow business period until it received
a $417,000 order from a buyer in China. But although
Penn Anderson had a letter of credit from the Bank of
China and had a proven capability to perform under
foreign contracts, the three-employee company did not
have the working capital needed to build the machinery
for Pingyuan Machine Factory in China. Penn Anderson
owner Carl Michael had worked with Ex-Im Bank
successfully in the past on exports to Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
and China. So he approached PNC Bank to apply for an
Ex-Im Bank–guaranteed working capital loan that would
enable him to build the test equipment. Given the
contract in place, Michael’s successful history as an
exporter, and the support Ex-Im Bank would provide
under its Working Capital Guarantee Program, PNC
agreed to a $315,000 short-term working capital line
of credit.

Short term Southwest Windpower Inc., a small
business manufacturer of battery-charging wind-powered

generators with factories in Flagstaff,Ariz., and Duluth,
Minn., has used Ex-Im Bank’s environmental export credit
insurance since 1996 to sell its products to small foreign
distributors in developing markets, including Brazil,
Hungary,Turkey, India, and South Africa, among others.
Ex-Im Bank’s Insurance enables the company to offer its
foreign buyers open account terms, which enables buyers
to place larger orders. More than 50 percent of the
company’s revenues come from export sales and its
products are sold in more than 50 countries. In the past
16 years, the company has produced more than 60,000
wind generators to produce electricity for telecom-
munications towers, remote homes and schools, off-shore
platforms, and a variety of other applications.

Medium term A $13.7 million Ex-Im Bank Loan
Guarantee enabled exporter Marubeni America Corp.,
San Francisco, to sell oncology medical equipment
supplied by GE Healthcare,Waukesha,Wisc., and other
U.S. suppliers to a leading Turkish hospital. Hacettepe
Universitesi, located in Ankara, used the linear accelerator,
computerized tomography scanners, magnetic resonance
imaging, and other equipment to upgrade and expand its
oncology facilities.The guaranteed lender on the export
sale was Citigroup.

Long term Ex-Im Bank approved a direct loan of
up to $70.2 million to support the export by Caterpillar
Inc., Peoria, Ill., and other U.S. suppliers of equipment
and services to build a new international airport
near Quito, Ecuador.The airport will be located
24 kilometers outside of Quito at a lower elevation
than the existing airport, with a longer runway to
accommodate larger aircraft. Project company Quiport,
will design, build, operate, and maintain the airport.
Quiport is owned by sponsors Aecon Construction
Group, Inc., of Canada;Andrade Guiterrez Concessoes
S.A. of Brazil;ADC Management, Ltd., of the British
Virgin Islands; and HAS Development Corp. of Texas.
The transaction is structured as a limited recourse
project financing, a type of private financing in which
repayment comes from project revenues. Participating
with Ex-Im Bank as senior lenders are Export
Development Canada (EDC), the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB), and the U.S. Overseas Private
Investment Corp. (OPIC).

SOURCE: Export-Import Bank of the United States.
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In addition to country-specific entities, the exporter will find it worthwhile to monitor
the activities of multilateral institutions such as the United Nations and the World Bank
Group as well as regional development banks (such as the Inter-American Development
Bank and the Asian Development Bank). They specialize in financing investment activi-
ties and can provide valuable leads for future business activity. In a typical year, the
United Nations purchases $3 billion of goods and services with 12 percent coming from
U.S. companies. For example, Igloo Corp. sells annually $200,000 worth of picnic coolers
to the United Nation’s Children’s Fund for the transportation of temperature sensitive
vaccines in tropical climates.

Price Negotiations

The final export price is negotiated in person or electronically. Since pricing is the most
sensitive issue in business negotiations, the exporter should be ready to discuss price as
part of a comprehensive package and should avoid price concessions early on in the
negotiations.53

An importer may reject an exporter’s price at the outset in the hopes of gaining an
upper hand or obtaining concessions later on. These concessions include discounts, an
improved product, better terms of sales/payment, and other possibly costly demands. The
exporter should prepare for this by obtaining relevant information on the target market
and the customer, as well as by developing counterproposals for possible objections. For
example, if the importer states that better offers are available, the exporter should ask for
more details on such offers and try to convince the buyer that the exporter’s total pack-
age is indeed superior. In the rare case that the importer accepts the initial bid without
comment, the exporter should make sure the extended bid was correct by checking the
price calculations and the Incoterm used. Furthermore, competitive prices should be re-
visited to ascertain that the price reflects market conditions accurately.

During the actual negotiations, pricing decisions should be postponed until all of the
major substantive issues have been agreed upon. Since quality and reliability of delivery
are the critical dimensions of supplier choice (in addition to price), especially when long-
term export contracts are in question, the exporter may want to reduce pressure on price
by emphasizing these two areas and how they fit with the buyer’s needs.

Leasing

Organizational customers frequently prefer to lease major equipment, making it a $220 bil-
lion industry. About 30 percent of all capital goods (50 percent of commercial aircraft) are
leased in the United States, with eight out of ten companies involved in leasing.54 Although
a major force in the United States, Japan, and Germany, leasing has grown significantly
elsewhere as well; for example, one of the major international trade activities of Russia, in
addition to shipping and oil, is equipment leasing. The Russians view leasing not only as
a potential source of hard currency but also as a way of attracting customers who would
be reluctant to buy an unfamiliar product.

Trade liberalization around the world is expected to benefit lessors both through
expected growth in target economies and through the eradication of country laws and
regulations hampering outside lessors. For example, the NAFTA agreement and the pent-
up demand for machinery, aircraft, and heavy equipment for road building has provided
a promising opportunity for U.S. leasing companies in Mexico.55

For the marketing manager who sells products such as printing presses, computers,
forklift trucks, and machine tools, leasing may allow penetration of markets that otherwise
might not exist for the firm’s products if the firm had to sell them outright. Balance-of-
payment problems have forced some countries to prohibit or hinder the purchase and im-
portation of equipment into their markets; an exception has been made if the import is to
be leased. In developing countries, the fact that leased products are serviced by the les-
sor may be a major benefit because of the shortage of trained personnel and scarcity of
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spare parts. At present, leasing finances over $40 billion in new vehicles and equipment
each year in developing countries. The main benefit for the lessor is that total net income,
after charging off pertinent repair and maintenance expenses, is often higher than it
would be if the unit was sold.

In today’s competitive business climate, traditional financial considerations are often
only part of the asset-financing formula. Many leasing companies have become more than
a source of capital, developing new value-added services that have taken them from asset
financiers to asset managers or forming relationships with others who can provide these
services. In some cases, lessors have even evolved into partners in business activities. El
Camino Resources, Ltd., targets high-growth, technology-dependent companies such as
Internet providers and software developers for their hardware, software, and technical
services needs, including e-commerce as well as Internet and intranet development.56

Dumping

Inexpensive imports often trigger accusations of dumping—that is, selling goods overseas
for less than in the exporter’s home market or at a price below the cost of production, or
both. Charges of dumping range from those of Florida tomato growers, who said that
Mexican vegetables were being dumped across the border, to those of the Canadian Anti-
Dumping Tribunal, which ruled that U.S. firms were dumping radioactive diagnostic
reagents in Canada. Such disputes have become quite common, especially in highly com-
petitive industries such as computer chips, ball bearings, and steel. From 1999 to 2004,
U.S. steelmakers faced increasing competition from abroad, especially from Asia, with
many foreign competitors selling at subsidized low prices. As a result the U.S. government
imposed tariffs of 30 percent on imports.57 A group of U.S. manufacturers called the
American Furniture Manufacturers for Legal Trade accused Chinese wood bedroom furni-
ture manufacturers of selling their products in the United States market below cost. They
and other industry watchers have blamed cheaper imports for job losses in U.S. furniture
manufacturing. As a result, the U.S. Department of Commerce determined that dumping
had occurred and duties averaging 6.65 percent were imposed on Chinese imports.58 In
the United States, foreign companies found guilty of dumping not only have to pay higher
tariffs, but the government has also distributed the proceeds to affected U.S. competi-
tors.59 The World Trade Organization has ruled that this practice violates international
trade rules because it allows U.S. companies to benefit twice from anti-dumping rules.

Dumping ranges from predatory dumping to unintentional dumping. Predatory dumping
refers to a tactic whereby a foreign firm intentionally sells at a loss in another country in
order to increase its market share at the expense of domestic producers, which amounts to
an international price war. Unintentional dumping is the result of time lags between the
dates of sales transaction, shipment, and arrival. Prices, including exchange rates, can
change in such a way that the final sales price turns out to be below the cost of produc-
tion or below the price prevailing in the exporter’s home market. It has been argued that
current dumping laws, especially in the United States, do not take into adequate account
such developments as floating exchange rates, which make dumping appear to be more
widespread.60

In the United States, domestic producers may petition the government to impose
antidumping duties on imports alleged to be dumped. The duty is imposed if the Interna-
tional Trade Administration within the Department of Commerce determines that sales
have occurred at less than fair market value and if the U.S. International Trade Commission
finds that domestic industry is being, or is threatened with being, materially injured by the
imports. The remedy is an antidumping duty equal to the dumping margin. International
agreements and U.S. law provide for countervailing duties, which may be imposed on im-
ports that are found to be subsidized by foreign governments and which are designed to
offset the advantages imports would otherwise receive from the subsidy. The WTO reports
a total of 212 antidumping measures taken in 2004 (with the European Union and the
United States in the lead with over 25 actions each), whereas the total number five years
earlier was 84.61 As more developing and emerging markets are reducing tariffs to comply
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with WTO agreements, they are switching to antidumping penalties to protect domestic
players. For example, U.S. exporters faced 90 active investigations and 89 penalty tariffs in
China in 2002.62

Governmental action against dumping and subsidized exports violating WTO rules
may result in hurting the very industries seeking relief. Action against Russian or Brazilian
steel, for example, resulted in retaliatory measures against U.S. steelmakers, who them-
selves export billions of dollars’ worth of steel products. European governments also
threatened to retaliate against U.S. exports of other products. Furthermore, imposing tar-
iffs on imports such as steel causes hardship to other industries. For example, steel tariffs
will cause the costs of producing automobiles in the United States to rise.

In some cases, dumping suits have strong competitive motivations; for example, to dis-
courage an aggressive competitor by accusing it of selling at unfair prices. Antidumping
and unfair subsidy suits have led in some cases to formal agreements on voluntary re-
straints, whereby foreign producers agree that they will supply only a certain percentage
of the U.S. market. One such arrangement is the semiconductor trade agreements signed
by the United States and Japan, which required the Japanese to stop selling computer
chips below cost and to try to increase sales of foreign-made computer chips in Japan.

To minimize the risk of being accused of dumping (as well to be protected from dump-
ing), the marketer can focus on value-added products and increase differentiation by
including services in the product offering. If the company operates in areas made sensi-
tive by virtue of the industry (such as electronics) or by the fact that local competition is
economically vulnerable yet powerful with respect to the government, it may seek to col-
laborate with local companies in gaining market access, for example.63
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Summary

The status of price has changed to that of a dynamic el-
ement of the marketing mix. This has resulted from both
internal and external pressures on business firms. Man-
agement must analyze the interactive effect that pricing
has on the other elements of the mix, and how pricing
can assist in meeting the overall goals of the marketing
strategy.

The process of setting an export price must start with
the determination of an appropriate cost baseline, and
should include variables such as export-related costs to
avoid compromising the desired profit margin. The quo-
tation needs to spell out the respective responsibilities of
the buyer and the seller in getting the goods to the in-

tended destination. The terms of sale indicate these re-
sponsibilities but may also be used as a competitive tool.
The terms of payment have to be clarified to ensure that
the exporter will indeed get paid for the products and
services rendered. Facilitating agents such as freight for-
warders and banks are often used to absorb some of the
risk and uncertainty in preparing price quotations and
establishing terms of payment.

Exporters also need to be ready to defend their pric-
ing practices. Competitors may petition their own gov-
ernment to investigate the exporter’s pricing to deter-
mine the degree to which it reflects costs and prices
prevailing in the exporter’s domestic market.

Key Terms
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Questions for Discussion

Internet Exercises

1. Propose scenarios in which export prices are
higher/lower than domestic prices.

2. What are the implications of price escalation?

3. Discuss the use of the currency of quotation as a
competitive tool.

4. Argue for the use of more inclusive shipping terms
from the marketing point of view.

5. Suggest different importer reactions to a price offer
and how you, as an exporter, could respond to
them.

6. Who is harmed and who is helped by dumping?

1. Assess the international trade financing
commitment of different commercial banks, such as
Citibank (http://www.citibank.com), Chase
(http://www.chase.com), and Silicon Valley Bank
(http://www.svb.com).

2. The International Trade Administration monitors
cases filed against U.S. exporters on charges of

dumping, to assist them in the investigations and
their subsequent defense. Using their data on such
cases (http://ia.ita.doc.gov/stats/inv-initiations-2000-
2005.html), focus on a few countries (e.g., EU,
Canada, South Africa, Japan) and assess what
industries seem to come under the most scrutiny.
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The Art of Negotiation

Nation-states and firms do not make deals; individuals do
that for them. In most cases, successful deals are a result
of multiple negotiations for which preparation must be
extensive, particularly in understanding cross-cultural
differences. Imbedded in these differences are national
culture, organizational factors, as well as the personality
traits of the individuals carrying out the negotiations.
Of all the determinants of long-term success, trust has
emerged as the strongest predictor. Keeping promises
with respect to delivery, quality, and service (among
other areas) can build trust even though there might be
initial concerns in this regard.

One such interaction occurred between representatives
of Atacs Products, Inc.—a Seattle-based supplier of
aircraft repair systems—and Aviation Transactions
Conseils of Juilly, France, which stocks those supplies,
during an international trade exhibition in Seattle.

Terry Cooney,Atacs’s sales manager, discovered a mutual
interest during a chance meeting with ATC’s Pierre-Jean
Back, president, and Patrick Naumann, sales manager.
Cooney then arranged a more formal meeting, and they
reconvened with Andrew Thibault, an interpreter.

Cooney began his presentation—speaking slowly and
clearly, but without condescension—on technical fronts.
During the product demonstration for a heat-sensitive
device, Cooney took care to speak in terms of ambient

temperature in Bordeaux instead of just saying
“72 degrees.” And Naumann understood English well
enough to laugh at Cooney’s references to misuse of the
product causing “permanently curly hair.” Throughout the
presentation,Thibault softly translated, primarily for
Back’s benefit. Occasionally, the demonstration slowed if
either had a question.After the demonstration, Cooney
explained Atacs’s stance on foreign distributors.“If you
start losing business,” he joked,“I’m in the Irish mafia.”

He mentioned several sales techniques, whom to
contact, and the latitude of offers ATC would be able
to make to customers. Naumann and Back conferred
in French, and then Thibault presented Back’s objection:
What would prevent Atacs from ending its agreement
once ATC had nurtured the territory?

Cooney said he didn’t “know how to overcome” that
objection.Then, force of personality began to transcend
language.“I can be the biggest (expletive) you ever met,”
Cooney said,“but I’m honest. I don’t even cheat in tennis
against my sons.”

Cooney closed with two more appeals, posed
vehemently yet calmly. One mentioned the amount of
dollars it could cost ATC not to accept the arrangement.
The other:“If you place an order, you still have 90 days
for payment, unless the dollar drops against the franc.
Then we’ll give you 120 days.” They all laughed at that
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E
ffective communication is particularly important in international marketing be-
cause of the geographic and psychological distances that separate a firm from
its intermediaries and customers. By definition, communication is a process of
establishing a “commonness” of thought between a sender and a receiver.1

This process extends beyond the conveying of ideas to include persuasion and thus
enables the marketing process to function more effectively and efficiently. Ideally, mar-
keting communication is a dialogue that allows organizations and consumers to achieve
mutually satisfying exchange agreements. This definition emphasizes the two-way nature
of the process, with listening and responsiveness as integral parts. A relationship has to
be established from the beginning and deepened over time. The majority of communica-
tion is verbal, but nonverbal communication and the concept of silent languages must also
be considered because they often create challenges for international marketers, as seen in
The International Marketplace 12.1.

This chapter will include an overview of the principles of marketing communications
in international markets. Because face-to-face, buyer–seller negotiations are possibly the
most fundamental marketing process,2 guidelines for international business negotiations
are discussed first. Second, the chapter will focus on the management of the international
communications mix from the exporter’s point of view. Because the exporter’s alterna-
tives may be limited by the entry mode and by resources available, the tools and the chal-
lenges are quite different from those of the multinational entity. We discuss the promo-
tional approaches used by global marketers in Chapter 18.

remark, but ATC’s representatives still did not agree.
Cooney said,“That’s all I’ve got to say.”

After the meeting, Back said in an interview,“I’m not
suspicious of this gentleman, in particular, but it’s the
general manner of doing business in the American way. In
general, when working with Americans, when things are
going fine, there’s no problem. But when the market
starts to go down,Americans tend to bail out. Good
business relationships take time to develop. . . .You know
that relations are really good when there are problems
with money and they’ll still allow you to operate.

“However, I would not trust a large American company.
There’s such a turnover rate in employees that from one
day to another it changes completely, so it’s really hard to
have continuous relations.The best prospects for
American businesses to operate in France is with small
businesses because there’s a more personal relationship.”

It would have been useful for Cooney to know about the
French as negotiating partners. U.S.-centric references
should be avoided, especially self-congratulatory ones,
which are perceived as arrogant.Any notion of superiority
or the attitude that “We are Number 1” can rub a French
businessperson the wrong way. U.S. speakers often try to
export baseball, football, or golf metaphors they use at
home but that are mostly unknown abroad. However, if
one is speaking in France or to the French, relating sports

metaphors to World Cup soccer is appropriate.
Throughout the preliminary and middle stages of
negotiating, the French manager will judge counterparts
carefully on their intellectual skills and their ability to
react quickly and with authority. In many ways, the French
still embrace the art of diplomatic negotiation invented in
France in the fourteenth century.As one French manager
put it:“Sometimes I am more impressed by brilliant savvy
than by a well-reasoned argument.” Because French
education stresses mathematics and logic, doing business
is a highly intellectual process for French managers. One
study found that the style of French negotiators was the
most aggressive of thirteen diverse cultural groups
analyzed.

SOURCES: Mahesh N. Shankarmahesh, John B. Ford, and Michael S. LaTour,
“Determinants of Satisfaction in Sales Negotiations with Foreign Buyers:
Perceptions of U.S. Export Executives,” International Marketing Review 21
(number 4/5, 2004): 423–446; Bill Hory,“Building International Relation-
ships,” World Trade, November 2002, 47–49;“Splitting the Difference,”
Global Business, July 2000, 50; Raymond Saner, Lichia Yiu, and Mikael
Sondergaard,“Business Diplomacy Management:A Core Competency for
Global Companies,” Academy of Management Executive, February 1, 2000,
80–92; Sherrie Zhan,“Trade Shows Mean Big Business,” World Trade,
September 1999, 88; John L. Graham,“Vis-à-Vis International Business
Negotiations,” in International Business Negotiations, eds. Jean-Claude D.
Usunier and Pervez N. Ghauri (London:The Dryden Press, 1996), chapter
7;“Negotiating in Europe,” Hemispheres, July 1994, 43–47; David Jacobson,
“Marketers Swap More Than Goodwill at Trade Show,” Business Marketing
75 (September 1990): 48–51; and http://www.atacs.com.
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The Marketing Communications Process

As shown in the communications model presented in Exhibit 12.1, effective communica-
tions requires three elements—the sender, the message, and the receiver—connected by
a message channel. The process may begin with an unsolicited inquiry from a potential
customer or as a planned effort by the marketer. Whatever the goal of the communica-
tions process, the sender needs to study receiver characteristics before encoding the
message in order to achieve maximum impact. Encoding the message simply means
converting it into symbolic form that is properly understood by the receiver. This is not a
simple task, however. For example, if an e-commerce site’s order form asks only for typ-
ical U.S.-type address information, such as a zip code, and does not include anything for
other countries, the would-be buyer abroad will interpret this as unwillingness to do busi-
ness outside the United States. Similarly, if an export price is quoted on an ex-works basis
(which includes only the cost of goods sold in the price), the buyer may not be interested
in or be able to take responsibility for the logistics process and will go elsewhere.

The message channel is the path through which the message moves from sender (source)
to receiver. This link that ties the receiver to the sender ranges from sound waves convey-
ing the human voice in personal selling to transceivers or intermediaries such as print and
broadcast media. Although technological advances (for example, video conferencing and
the Internet) may have made buyer–seller negotiations more efficient, the fundamental
process and its purpose have remained unchanged. Face-to-face contact is still necessary for
two basic reasons. The first is the need for detailed discussion and explanation, and the sec-
ond is the need to establish the rapport that forms the basis of lasting business relationships.
Technology will then support in the maintenance of the relationship.

The message channel also exists in mass communications. Complications in interna-
tional marketing may arise if a particular medium does not reach the targeted audience,
which is currently the case for Internet communications, for example, due to varying on-
line penetration rates around the world.3 Other examples of complications are the banning
of advertising for certain product categories, such as for cigarettes in most of Europe, and
the fact that some marketing practices may not be allowed, such as direct selling in China.
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Once a sender has placed a message into a channel or a set of channels and directed
it to the intended destination, the completion of the process is dependent on the receiver’s
decoding—that is, transforming the message symbols back into thought. If there is an ad-
equate amount of overlap between sender characteristics and needs reflected in the en-
coded message and receiver characteristics and needs reflected in the decoded message,
the communications process has worked.

A message moving through a channel is subject to the influence of extraneous and dis-
tracting stimuli, which interfere with the intended accurate reception of the message. This
interference is referred to as noise. In the international marketing context, noise might be
a bad telephone connection, failure to express a quotation in the inquirer’s system of
currency and measurement, or lack of understanding of the recipient’s environment—for
example, having only an English-language Web site. A U.S. company got a message from
its Thai client complaining of an incomplete delivery: an order of 85,000 units was four
short! When the U.S. company shipped in bulk, the number of units was estimated by
weight. In Thailand, however, labor is cheap and materials expensive, allowing the client
to hand count shipments. The solution was to provide a slight overage in each shipment
without incurring a major expense but achieving customer satisfaction.4 Similarly, a valid
inquiry from overseas may not be considered seriously by an international marketer be-
cause of noise consisting of low-quality paper, grammatical errors, or a general appear-
ance unlike domestic correspondence.

The international marketer should be most alert to cultural noise. The lack of language
skills may hinder successful negotiations, whereas translation errors may render a pro-
motional campaign or brochure useless. Similarly, nonverbal language and its improper
interpretation may cause problems. While eye contact in North America and Europe may
be direct, the cultural style of the Japanese may involve markedly less eye contact.5

The success of the outcome is determined by how well objectives have been met in
generating more awareness, a more positive attitude, or increased purchases. For exam-
ple, the development of sales literature in the local language and reflective of the product
line offered may result in increased inquiries or even more sales. While call centers
abroad may provide significant cost savings, their use has to be benchmarked against
customer-service standards, expectations, and overall goodwill towards the company.6

Regardless of whether the situation calls for interpersonal or mass communications, the
collection and observation of feedback is necessary to analyze the success of the commu-
nications effort. The initial sender–receiver relationship is transposed, and interpretative
skills similar to those needed in developing messages are needed. To make effective and
efficient use of communications requires considerable strategic planning. Examples of
concrete ways in which feedback can be collected are inquiry cards and toll-free numbers
distributed at trade shows to gather additional information. Similarly, the Internet allows
marketers to track traffic flows and to install registration procedures that identify individ-
uals and track their purchases over time.7

International Negotiations

When international marketers travel abroad to do business, they are frequently shocked
to discover the extent to which the many variables of foreign behavior and custom com-
plicate their efforts.8 Given that most negotiations are face to face, they present one of the
most obvious and immediate challenges to be overcome. This means that international
marketers have to adjust their approaches to establishing rapport, information exchange,
persuasion, and concession making if they are to be successful in dealing with their clients
and partners, such as intermediaries.9 The consequences of failure are quickly seen in
profits not realized and increases in nonrecoverable expenses, as well as decreased moti-
vation of the international negotiators.10

The two biggest dangers faced in international negotiations are parochialism and stereo-
typing. Parochialism refers to the misleading perception that the world of business is be-
coming ever more American and that everyone will behave accordingly. This approach
leads to stereotyping in explaining remaining differences. Stereotypes are generalizations
about any given group, both positive and negative. For example, a positive stereotype has
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a clear influence on decisions to explore business options, whereas a negative stereotype
may lead to a request to use a low-risk payment system, such as a letter of credit.11 In a sim-
ilar fashion, seemingly familiar surroundings and situations may lull negotiators into a false
sense of security. This may be true for a U.S. negotiator in the United Kingdom or Australia
thinking that the same language leads to the same behavioral patterns, or even in a far-off
market if the meeting takes place in a hotel belonging to a large multinational chain.

The level of adjustment depends on the degree of cultural familiarity the parties have
and their ability to use that familiarity effectively. For example, in China, the ideal nego-
tiator is someone who has an established relationship with the Chinese and is trusted by
them.12 This is especially true in making the initial contact or stepping in if problems
emerge. However, Chinese-Americans or overseas Chinese may be less effective in lead-
ing a negotiation. Where the Chinese are often willing to make an exception for visitors,
they will expect ethnic Chinese to accept the Chinese way of doing things. The ideal team
would, therefore, include a non-Chinese who understands the culture and an ethnic-
Chinese individual. Together, the two can play “good guy–bad guy” roles and resist
unreasonable demands.13 If neither party is familiar with the counterpart’s culture, outside
facilitators should be employed.

With the increased use of the Internet, the question arises as to its use in international
negotiations. Using the e-dimension does allow the exporter to overcome distances, mini-
mize social barriers (e.g., age, gender, status), obtain instant feedback, negotiate from a
home base, and do so with a number of parties simultaneously. However, it cannot be used
in isolation, given the critical role of building trust in negotiations. Additionally, its exten-
sive use may restrict much of the interaction to focusing mostly on price. The Internet is ef-
fective in the exchange of information and for possible clarification during the course of the
process.14 It should be noted that technology is only gradually making its way to such use;
lack of the necessary tools and mind-set may challenge the Internet’s use for this purpose.

Stages of the Negotiation Process
The process of international business negotiations can be divided into five stages: the
offer, informal meetings, strategy formulation, negotiations, and implementation.15 Which
stage is emphasized and the length of the overall process will vary dramatically by cul-
ture. The negotiation process can be a short one, with the stages collapsing into one ses-
sion, or a prolonged endeavor taking weeks. The differences between northern and
southern Europe highlight this. Northern Europe, with its Protestant tradition and indoor
culture, tends to emphasize the technical, the numerical, and the tested. Careful prenego-
tiations preparations are made. Southern Europe, with its Catholic background and open-
air lifestyle, tends to favor personal networks, social contexts, and flair. Meetings in the
South are often longer, but the total decision process may be faster.16

The offer stage allows the two parties to assess each other’s needs and degree of com-
mitment. The initiation of the process and its progress are determined to a great extent by
background factors of the parties (such as objectives) and the overall atmosphere (for ex-
ample, a spirit of cooperativeness). As an example, many European buyers may be skit-
tish about dealing with a U.S. exporter, given the number of U.S. companies that are per-
ceived to be focused on short-term gains or that leave immediately when the business
environment turns sour.

After the buyer has received the offer, the parties meet to discuss the terms and get ac-
quainted. In many parts of the world (Asia, the Middle East, southern Europe, and Latin
America), informal meetings may often make or break the deal. Foreign buyers may want
to ascertain that they are doing business with someone who is sympathetic and whom they
can trust. For example, U.S. exporters to Kuwait rank the strength of the business relation-
ship ahead of price as the critical variable driving buying decisions.17 In some cases, it may
be necessary to utilize facilitators (such as consultants or agents) to establish the contact.

Both parties have to formulate strategies for formal negotiations. This means not only
careful review and assessment of all the factors affecting the deal to be negotiated but also
preparation for the actual give-and-take of the negotiations. For example, U.S. negotiators
were found to express more satisfaction with the outcome if it maximized joint gain, while
Hong Kong Chinese negotiators are happier when they achieve outcome parity. This is
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evidence that cultural values (e.g., harmonious relationships for the Chinese) create the en-
vironment in which negotiation tactics are selected.18 Thus, managers should consciously
and carefully consider competitive behaviors of clients and partners. Especially in the case
of governmental buyers, it is imperative to realize that public-sector needs may not neces-
sarily fit into a mold that the marketer would consider rational. Negotiators may not nec-
essarily behave as expected; for example, the negotiating partner may adjust behavior to
the visitor’s culture.

The actual face-to-face negotiations and the approach used in them will depend on the
cultural background and business traditions prevailing in different countries. The most
commonly used are the competitive and collaborative approaches.19 In a competitive
strategy, the negotiator is concerned mainly about a favorable outcome at the expense of
the other party, while in the collaborative approach focus is on mutual needs, especially
in the long term. For example, an exporter accepting a proposal that goes beyond what
can be realistically delivered (in the hopes of market entry or renegotiation later) will lose
in the long term. To deliver on the contract, the exporter may be tempted to cut corners in
product quality or delivery, eventually leading to conflict with the buyer.

The choice of location for the negotiations plays a role in the outcome as well. Many
negotiators prefer a neutral site. This may not always work, for reasons of resources or
parties’ perceptions of the importance of the deal. The host does enjoy many advantages,
such as lower psychological risk due to familiar surroundings. Guests may run the risk of
cultural shock and being away from professional and personal support systems. These
pressures are multiplied if the host chooses to manipulate the situation with delays or
additional demands. Visiting teams are less likely to walk out; as a matter of fact, the pres-
sure is on them to make concessions. However, despite the challenges of being a guest,
the visitor has a chance to see firsthand the counterpart’s facilities and resources, and to
experience culture in that market. In addition, visiting a partner, present or potential,
shows commitment to the effort.20

Negotiator characteristics (e.g., gender, race, or age) may work for or against the ex-
porter in certain cultures. It is challenging to overcome stereotypes, but well-prepared ne-
gotiators can overcome these obstacles or even make them work to their advantage. For
example, a female negotiator may use her uniqueness in male-dominated societies to gain
better access to decision makers.21 It may be easier for a Westerner to interact with
younger Chinese for the simple reason that their educational backgrounds, behavioral
styles, and objectives are more similar than those of the old cadres.22

How to Negotiate in Other Countries23

A combination of attitudes, expectations, and habitual behavior influences negotiation
style. Although some of the following recommendations may go against the approach
used at home, they may allow the negotiator to adjust to the style of the host-country
negotiators.

1. Team assistance. Using specialists will strengthen the team substantially and allow for all
points of view to be given proper attention. Further, observation of negotiations can be
valuable training experience for less-experienced participants.WhereasWestern teams may
average two to four people, a Chinese negotiating team may consist of up to ten people.24

A study on how U.S. purchasing professionals conduct negotiations abroad revealed that
while the vast majority believed a small team (two to five individuals) was ideal, they also
said their teams were often outnumbered by their international counterparts.25 Even if there
are intragroup disagreements during the negotiations, it is critical to show one face to the
counterparts and handle issues within the team privately, outside the formal negotiations.

2. Traditions and customs. For newcomers, status relations and business procedures must be
carefully considered with the help of consultants or local representatives. For example, in
highly structured societies, such as Korea, great respect is paid to age and position.26 It is
prudent to use informal communication to let counterparts know, or ask them about, any
prestigious degrees, honors, or accomplishments by those who will be facing one another
in negotiations.What seem like simple rituals can cause problems. No first encounter in
Asia is complete without an exchange of business cards. Both hands should be used to
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present and receive cards, and respect should be shown by reading them carefully.27 One
side should be translated into the language of the host country.

3. Language capability. Ideally, the international marketing manager should be able to speak the
customer’s language, but that is not always possible.A qualified individual is needed as part
of a marketing team to ensure that nothing gets lost in the translation, literally or figura-
tively.Whether the negotiator is bilingual or an interpreter is used, it might be a good ges-
ture to deliver the first comments in the local language to break the ice.The use of inter-
preters allows the negotiator longer response time and a more careful articulation of
arguments. If English is being used, a native speaker should avoid both jargon and idiomatic
expressions, avoid complex sentences, and speak slowly and enunciate clearly.28 An ideal in-
terpreter is one who briefs the negotiator on cultural dimensions, such as body language,
before any meetings. For example, sitting in what may be perceived as a comfortable posi-
tion in North America or Europe may be seen by the Chinese as showing a lack of control
of one’s body and, therefore, of one’s mind.

4. Determination of authority limits. Negotiators from North America and Europe are often ex-
pected to have full authority when they negotiate in the Far East, although their local coun-
terparts seldom if ever do.Announcing that the negotiators do not have the final authority
to conclude the contract may be perceived negatively; however, if it is used as a tactic to
probe the motives of the buyer, it can be quite effective. It is important to verify who does
have that authority and what challenges may be faced in getting that decision. In negotiating
in Russia, for example, the international marketer will have to ascertain who actually has
final decision-making authority—the central, provincial, or local government—especially if
permits are needed.

5. Patience. In many countries, such as China, business negotiations may take three times
the amount of time that they do in the United States and Europe. Showing impatience in
countries such as Brazil or Thailand may prolong negotiations rather than speed them up.
Also, U.S. executives tend to start relatively close to what they consider a fair price in
their negotiations, whereas Chinese negotiators may start with “unreasonable” demands
and a rigid posture.29

6. Negotiation ethics. Attitudes and values of foreign negotiators may be quite different from
those that a U.S. marketing executive is accustomed to. Being tricky can be valued in some
parts of the world, whereas it is frowned on elsewhere. For example,Western negotiators
may be taken aback by last-minute changes or concession requests by Russian negotiators.30

7. Silence.To negotiate effectively abroad, a marketer needs to read correctly all types of
communication. U.S. businesspeople often interpret inaction and silence as a negative sign.
As a result, Japanese executives tend to expect that they can use silence to get them to
lower prices or sweeten the deal. Finns may sit through a meeting expressionless, hands
folded and not moving much.There is nothing necessarily negative about this; they show
respect to the speaker with their focused, dedicated listening.31

8. Persistence. Insisting on answers and an outcome may be seen as a threat by negotiating
partners abroad. In some markets, negotiations are seen as a means of establishing long-
term commercial relations, not as an event with winners and losers. U.S. negotiators are
likely to refer to written agreements and expertise during the negotiations as a function
of their national culture, whereas Asians may focus more on relationship commitment.
Confrontations are to be avoided because minds cannot be changed at the negotiation
table; this has to be done informally. Face is an important concept throughout the Far East.

9. Holistic view. Concessions should be avoided until all issues have been discussed, so as to
preclude the possibility of granting unnecessary benefits to the negotiation partners.
Concessions traditionally come at the end of bargaining.This is especially true in terms of
price negotiations. If price is agreed on too quickly, the counterpart may want to insist on
too many inclusions for that price.

10. The meaning of agreements. What constitutes an agreement will vary from one market to
another. In many parts of the world, legal contracts are still not needed; as a matter of fact,
reference to legal counsel may indicate that the relationship is in trouble. For the Chinese,
the written agreement exists mostly for the convenience of their Western partners and
represents an agenda on which to base the development of the relationship.32
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When a verbal agreement is reached, it is critical that both parties leave with a clear un-
derstanding of what they have agreed to. This may entail only the relatively straightfor-
ward act of signing a distributor agreement, but in the case of large-scale projects, details
must be explored and spelled out. In contracts that call for cooperative efforts, the
responsibilities of each partner must be clearly specified. Otherwise, obligations that were
anticipated to be the duty of one contracting party may result in costs to another. For
example, foreign principal contractors may be held responsible for delays that have been
caused by the inability of local subcontractors (whose use might be a requisite of the
client) to deliver on schedule.

Marketing Communications Strategy

The international marketing manager has the responsibility of formulating a communica-
tions strategy for the promotion of the company and its products and services. The basic
steps of such a strategy are outlined in Exhibit 12.2.

Few, if any, firms can afford expenditures for promotion that is done as “art for art’s
sake” or only because major competitors do it. The first step in developing communications
strategy is therefore assessing what company or product characteristics and benefits should
be communicated to the export market. This requires constant monitoring of the various
environments and target audience characteristics. For example, Volvo has used safety and
quality as its primary themes in its worldwide promotional campaigns since the 1950s. This
approach has provided continuity, repetition, and uniformity in positioning Volvo in rela-
tion to its primary competitors: Mercedes-Benz (prestige) and BMW (sportiness).

Absolut, which is owned by the Swedish government, in 1979 started exporting its vodka
to the United States with 45,000 cases and an introductory promotion effort by its distribu-
tor, Carillon Importers, Ltd. At the time, import vodka sales were almost nonexistent and
Absolut’s brand name unknown. With a very small budget ($750,000) and the capability to
do only print advertising, Carillon’s agency TBWA set about to establish brand awareness.
Since then the ads have featured a full-page shot of the bottle and a two-word headline.33

Absolut is now the third largest international spirits brand worldwide, the second largest
brand of premium vodka in the United States, and the largest imported vodka brand in the
United States. In 20 years, Absolut has grown to number ten in volume and number three
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in revenue in the U.S. spirits category. In addition to a strong marketing effort, Absolut has
also benefited from changing U.S. drinking habits.34 Vodkas are now the largest category in
the distilled spirits business, with Absolut ruling the high-class vodka crowd. Certain rules
of thumb can be followed in evaluating resources to be allocated for export communica-
tions efforts. A sufficient commitment is necessary, which means a relatively large amount
of money. The exporter has to operate in foreign markets according to the rules of the mar-
ketplace, which in the United States, for example, means high promotional costs—perhaps
30 percent of exports or even more during the early stage of entry. With heavily contested
markets, the level of spending may even have to increase. For example, Absolut’s media ex-
penditures in 2005 were $40 million in measured media.35

Because of monetary constraints that most exporters face, promotional efforts should
be concentrated on key markets. For example, European liquor marketers traditionally
concentrate their promotional efforts on the United States, where volume consumption is
greatest, and Great Britain, which is considered the world capital of the liquor trade. A
specific objective might be to spend more than the closest competitors do in the U.S. mar-
ket. In the United States, for example, this would require a new import brand, aimed at
the lower-price segment, to spend at the minimum $10 million during the rollout year.36

In some cases, an exporter will have to limit this to one country, even one area, at a time
to achieve set goals with the available budget. International campaigns require patient in-
vestment; the market has to progress through awareness, knowledge, liking, preference,
and favorable purchase intentions before payback begins. Payback periods of one or two
years cannot be realistically expected. For many exporters, a critical factor is the support
of the intermediary. Whether a distributor is willing to contribute a $3 million media
budget or a few thousand dollars makes a big difference. In some cases, intermediaries
take a leading role in the promotion of the product in a market. In the case of Absolut,
for example, Carillon Importers has been credited with the creative advertising widely
acknowledged as a primary reason for the brand’s success. In most cases, however, the
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exporter should retain some control of the campaign rather than allow intermediaries or
sales offices a free hand in the various markets operated. Although markets may be dis-
similar, common themes and common objectives need to be incorporated into the indi-
vidual campaigns. For example, Duracell, the world leader in alkaline batteries, provides
graphics—such as logos and photos—to country operations. Although many exporters do
not exert pressure to conform, overseas distributors take advantage of annual meetings to
discuss promotional practices with their head office counterparts.

Alternative strategies are needed to spell out how the firm’s resources can be combined
and adapted to market opportunities. The tools the international marketer has available to
form a total communications program for use in the targeted markets are referred to as the
promotional mix. They consist of the following:

1. Advertising: Any form of nonpersonal presentation of ideas, goods, or services by an
identified sponsor, with predominant use made of mass communication, such as print,
broadcast, or electronic media, or direct communication that is pinpointed at each business-
to-business customer or ultimate consumer using computer technology and databases.

2. Personal selling: The process of assisting and persuading a prospect to buy a good or service
or to act on an idea through use of person-to-person communication with intermediaries
and/or final customers.

3. Publicity: Any form of nonpaid, commercially significant news or editorial comment about
ideas, products, or institutions.

4. Sales promotion: Direct inducements that provide extra product value or incentive to the
sales force, intermediaries, or ultimate consumers.

5. Sponsorship:The practice of promoting the interests of the company by associating it with
a specific event (typically sports or culture) or a cause (typically a charity or a social interest).

The use of these tools will vary by company and by situation. Although all Harley-
Davidson motorcycles are on allocation in overseas markets, their promotion focuses on
postpurchase reinforcement. Owners, in turn, become a powerful promotional tool for
Harley-Davidson through word-of-mouth communication. The company also sells “motor
clothes,” illustrated in catalogs. Copies are made for overseas dealers, who cannot afford
to translate and reprint them, and they pass them on to their customers with notes that not
all items are available or permissible in their markets.37

The choice of tools leads to either a push or a pull emphasis in marketing communi-
cations. Push strategies focus on the use of personal selling. Despite its higher cost per
contact, personal selling is appropriate for the international marketing of industrial goods,
which have shorter channels of distribution and smaller target populations than do con-
sumer goods. Governmental clients are typically serviced through personal selling efforts.
Some industries, such as pharmaceuticals, traditionally rely on personal selling to service
the clientele.

On the other hand, pull strategies depend on mass communications tools, mainly
advertising. Advertising is appropriate for consumer-oriented products with large target au-
diences and long channels of distribution. Of its promotional budget, Absolut has tradi-
tionally spent upto 85 percent in print media in the United States, with the balance picked
up by outdoor advertising, mainly billboards. The base of the advertising effort has been
formed by magazines such as Sports Illustrated, Vanity Fair, Business Week, Rolling Stone,
Esquire, Time, and Newsweek. However, starting with 2006, the company’s online spend-
ing is increasing to 20 percent of the annual media budget, with the new domain building
on an online community and more interactive content.

No promotional tool should be used in isolation or without regard to the others; hence,
we see a trend toward integrated marketing communications. Promotional tools should
be coordinated according to target market and product characteristics, the size of the
promotional budget, the type and length of international involvement, and control consid-
erations. As an example, industrial purchasing decisions typically involve eight to eleven
people. Because a salesperson may not reach all of them, the use of advertising may be
necessary to influence the participants in the decision-making process. In addition, steps
must be taken to have information readily available to prospects who are interested in the
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exporter’s products. This can be achieved with the development of a Web site and par-
ticipating in trade shows.

Exhibit 12.3 provides an example of an advertising campaign for a disk-drive exporter.
While the company’s ads in its home market focus on product benefits and technical
excellence, the approach taken in Asia was much softer. Under the theme “Unique ideas
are often the most enduring,” the objective was to increase original equipment makers’
awareness of the company’s products and the fact that it designed them in close cooper-
ation with its customers. The Chinese ad pictured bone Chinese chopsticks on black cloth,
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while the Japanese version showed enameled Japanese (pointed) chopsticks on a marble
slab to appeal to different aesthetics.

Finally, specific marketing communications tasks must be assigned, which may require
deciding on a division of labor with foreign intermediaries or with other exporters for co-
operative communications efforts. For example, Ernie Ball, the maker of Gauge, Slinky,
and Earthwood guitar strings, cooperates closely with its distributors in the marketing of
its products. Local distributors have adapted U.S. programs to their markets, such as Bat-
tle of Bands for Europe, which is the largest live music promotion in the industry. The
company also uses the Internet for contest promotions such as the best guitarist and the
best bassist.38 Cooperative programs allow the exporter control of the promotional effort
while getting distribution partners to contribute to the effort financially.

In cases in which the locally based intermediaries are small and may not have the re-
sources to engage in promotional efforts, the exporter may suggest dealer-participatory
programs. In exchange for including the intermediaries’ names in promotional material
without any expense to them—for example, in announcing a sweepstakes—the exporter
may request increased volume purchases from the intermediaries.

Communications Tools

The main communications tools used by exporters to communicate with the foreign mar-
ketplace from their domestic base are business and trade journals, directories, direct
advertising, the Internet, trade fairs and missions, and personal selling. If the exporter’s
strategy calls for a major promotional effort in a market, it is advisable either to use a do-
mestic agency with extensive operations in the intended market or to use a local agency
and work closely with the company’s local representatives in media and message choices.

Because the promoter–agency relationship is a close one, it may be helpful if the ex-
porter’s domestic agency has an affiliate in the target foreign market. The management func-
tion and coordination can be performed by the agency at home, while the affiliate can
execute the program as it seems appropriate in that market. An exporter, if it has a sufficient
budget, may ask its domestic agency to set up a branch overseas. Some exporters, especially
those that have a more significant presence overseas, leave the choice of the agency to local
managers. If a local agency is to be chosen, the exporter must make sure that coordination
and cooperation between the agency and the exporter’s domestic agency can be achieved.
Whatever the approach used, the key criterion must be the competence of the people who
will be in charge of the creation and implementation of the promotional programs.

Business/Trade Journals and Directories
Many varied business and trade publications, as well as directories, are available to the
exporter. Some, such as Business Week, Fortune, The Economist, The Wall Street Journal,
and Financial Times, are standard information sources worldwide. Extensions of these are
their regional editions; for example, The Asian Wall Street Journal or Business Week—
Europe. Trade publications can be classified as (1) horizontal, which cater to a particular
job function cutting across industry lines, such as Purchasing World or Industrial Distrib-
ution, and (2) vertical, which deal with a specific industry, such as Chemical Engineering
or International Hospital Supplies. These journals are global, regional, or country-specific
in their approaches. Many U.S.-based publications are available in national language edi-
tions, with some offering regional buys for specific export markets—for example, the
Spanish edition of Feed Management, titled Alimentos Balanceados Para Animales.

The exporter should also be aware of the potential of government-sponsored publica-
tions. For example, Commercial News USA, published by the U.S. Department of Com-
merce, is an effective medium for the marketer interested in making itself and its products
known worldwide for a modest sum. For as little as $895, an exporter can reach 400,000
potential buyers in 145 countries through the publication, distributed to recipients free of
charge 6 times a year.39

Directories provide a similar tool for advertising efforts. Many markets feature exporter
yellow pages, some of which offer online versions in addition to the traditional print ones.
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For example, The Export Yellow Pages offers U.S. firms a means to promote their busi-
nesses worldwide at no cost (if they just want to be listed), and at low cost for an adver-
tisement or link to their e-mail or homepage. Some of the directories are country-specific.
For example, BellSouth’s Guia Internacional allows exporters to showcase their products
to 425,000 Latin American and Caribbean importers.40 A number of online directories,
such as Internet International Business Exchange (http://www.imex.com), provide the
exporter the opportunity to have banner ads (i.e., ads placed on frequently visited Web
sites) for $100 to $390 a month. Examples of international trade publications and directo-
ries are provided in Exhibit 12.4.

The two main concerns when selecting media are effectiveness in reaching the appro-
priate target audience(s) and efficiency in minimizing the cost of doing so, measured in
terms of cost per thousand. If the exporter is in a position to define the target audience
clearly (for example, in terms of demographics or product-related variables), the choice
of media will be easier. In addition, consideration should be given to how well a given
medium will work with the other tools the exporter wishes to employ. For example, ad-
vertisements in publications and directories may have the function of driving customers
and prospects to the exporter’s Web site.41

In deciding which publications to use, the exporter must apply the general principles of
marketing communications strategy. Coverage and circulation information is available from
Standard Rate & Data Service (http://www.srds.com). SRDS provides a complete list of
international publications (more than 100,000 media properties in all) in the International
Section of the Business Publication, and audit information similar to that on the U.S. market
is provided for countries such as the United Kingdom, Italy, France, Austria, Switzerland,
Germany, Mexico, and Canada. Outside these areas, the exporter has to rely on the
assistance of publishers or local representatives. Actual choices are usually complicated by

Example of International Trade Publications and Directories
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lack of sufficient funds and concern over the information gap. The simplest approach may
be to use U.S. publishers, in which the exporter may have more confidence in terms of rates
and circulation data. If a more localized approach is needed, a regional edition or national
publication can be considered. Before advertising is placed in an unfamiliar journal, the
marketer should analyze its content and overall quality of presentation.

Direct Marketing
The purpose of direct marketing is to establish a relationship with a customer in order to
initiate immediate and measurable responses.42 This is accomplished through direct-
response advertising, telemarketing, and direct selling.

Direct mail is by far the dominant direct-response medium, but some advertising is also
placed in mass media, such as television, magazines, and newspapers. Direct mail can be
a highly personalized tool of communication if the target audience can be identified and
defined narrowly. Ranging from notices to actual samples, it allows for flexibility in the
amount of information conveyed and in its format. Direct mail is directly related in its
effectiveness to the availability and quality of the mailing lists. Mailing lists may not be
available around the world in the same degree that they are in, say, the United States.
However, more and better lists are surfacing in Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East.
In addition, reliable, economical, global postal service has become available.43 Philips
Broadband, which markets cable television equipment, has used its international mailings
to support its broad schedule of trade shows, many of which are in developing regions.

Even when mailing lists are available, they may not be as up-to-date or as precise as
the international marketer would desire. In China, for example, lists are available to send
literature directly to factories, ministries, professional societies, research institutes, and
universities. However, such mailings can be extremely costly and produce few results. An
effective and efficient direct-mail campaign requires extensive market-by-market planning
of materials, format, and mode of mailing.

Catalogs are typically distributed to overseas customers through direct mail, although
many catalogs have online versions as well. Their function is to make the exporter’s name
known, generate requests for further information, stimulate orders, and serve as a re-
minder between transactions. Catalogs are particularly useful if a firm’s products are in a
highly specialized field of technology and if only the most highly qualified specialists are
to be contacted. In many markets, especially the developing ones, people may be starv-
ing for technology information and will share any mailings they receive. Due to this un-
satisfied demand, a very small investment can reach many potential end users.

The growing mail-order segment is attracting an increasing number of foreign entrants
to markets previously dominated by local firms. However, because consumers are wary
of sending orders and money to an unknown company overseas, the key to market pen-
etration is a local address. In Japan, L. L. Bean, the U.S. outdoor clothing merchandiser,
works through McCann Direct, the specialized direct-marketing division of McCann-
Erickson Hakuhodo Inc., Japan’s largest foreign advertising agency. Bean places ads for
its catalogs in Japanese media, orders for catalogs are sent to McCann Direct, and McCann
Direct then forwards the addresses to Bean’s headquarters in Maine, where all the orders
for catalogs or goods are filled.44 Despite the economic promise of emerging markets such
as China, India, and Russia, the development of direct marketing is constrained by nega-
tive attitudes toward Western business practices and problems with distribution networks
and marketing support systems, as well as bureaucratic obstacles.45

Traditional direct mail is undergoing major change. New types of mail services (e.g.,
Global Express Mail) enable companies to deal with their customers more efficiently
when customers buy through catalogs or electronic means. New electronic media will as-
sume an increasing share in the direct-response area. However, direct marketing will con-
tinue to grow as a function of its targetability, its measurability, and the responsiveness of
consumers to direct marketing efforts.

In the past, U.S. marketers thought that country-specific offices were almost essen-
tial to bringing their companies closer to overseas customers. Now with functioning
telecommunication systems and deregulation in the industry, telemarketing (including
sales, customer service, and help-desk-related support) is flourishing throughout the world.
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A growing number of countries in Latin America, Asia, and Europe are experiencing
growth in this area as consumers are becoming more accustomed to calling toll-free num-
bers and more willing to receive calls from marketers.

In Europe, companies using this service publicize their assigned local phone numbers
on television or print ads, direct mailings, catalogs, or Web sites, and then the calls are
routed to a call center. The number and location of such call centers will depend on a
variety of issues, such as what the distribution area of the product is, what the costs of
operation are, how important local presence is, and how important certain capabilities
are, such as language and the ability to handle calls from various time zones.46 Argentine,
Brazil, and Costa Rica are choices for Central and Latin American call center operations,
India and the Philippines for Asia, while Belgium, Holland, Ireland, Portugal, and some of
the new EU countries are leading locations in Europe (Exhibit 12.5).47 If only one center
is used in Europe, for example, access to a multilingual workforce is a major factor in se-
lecting the location. When a call comes in, the name of the country in which the call orig-
inates is displayed above the switchboard so that it can be taken by an operator who
speaks the language(s) native to that country. Some of the developments in the industry
are highlighted in The International Marketplace 12.2. 

Call center activity has developed more slowly in emerging markets than it has in North
America and Europe, mostly because of infrastructural reasons and cultural resistance to
the new form of communicating with business.48 However, new technologies are helping
to overcome such resistance. Database marketing allows the creation of an individual re-
lationship with each customer or prospect. For example, a call center operator will know
a customer’s background with the company or overall purchasing habits. Care has to be
taken not to violate privacy regulations or sensitivities. The development of the needed
databases through direct mail or the Internet will advance the use of telemarketing.

Some exporters see the use of call centers as a preliminary step to entering an interna-
tional market with a deeper presence such as a sales office.

Internet49

Having a Web site is seen as necessary if for no other reason than image; lack of a Web pres-
ence may convey a negative image to the various constituents of the marketer. The Web site

An Example of an International Call Center
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should be linked to the overall marketing strategy and not just be there for appearance’s
sake. This means having a well-designed and well-marketed site.50 Quality is especially crit-
ical if customers use the Web site to find more information or clarification, as triggered by
the exporter’s other communications efforts such as advertisements or telemarketing efforts.

Having a Web presence will support the exporter’s marketing communications effort in
a number of ways. First, it allows the company to increase its presence in the marketplace
and to communicate its overall mission and information about its marketing mix. Second,
the Internet will allow 24-hour access to customers and prospects. Providing important in-
formation during decision making can help the customer clarify the search. The potential
interactivity of the Web site (e.g., in providing tailor-made solutions to the customer’s con-
cerns) may provide a competitive advantage as the customer compares alternative sites.
For example, the Web site for apparel marketer Lands’ End allows consumers to identify
their body type and then mix and match clothing items that suit them.51 Interactivity is
also critical when the site is designed, in determining what features to include (e.g.,
should sites adjust to different dialects of a language in a region?).

Third, the Internet can improve customer service by allowing customers to serve them-
selves when and where they choose. This is an area where an exporter’s Web presence

The International MARKETPLACE 12.2

delivers services, such as telemarketing, in 39 languages to
100 clients in 26 countries and 45 service centers.The
approach is to market a combination of India-like cheap
labor, strong skills in English and other European
languages, as well as sensitivity to Western culture. One
customer, U.K.-based Menzies Aviation, chose Transcom
to answer calls for lost luggage and private charters
because it was nearby and because Transcom’s employees
have “a good sense of language and culture.”

Estonia has been a magnet for call centers (54 by the end
of 2004, employing 1,700 people) because its residents
speak a variety of languages after a history of occupation
by neighboring countries.A government survey found
that 30 percent speak English fluently. Other languages
include Finnish, German, and Russian.Average monthly
salaries are one-third the level in key EU markets such as
France or Germany.

The next word in call centers may be voice-recognition-
based software as an alternative to hiring humans.The
challenge may be that while customers prefer high-tech,
they still insist on high-touch as well.

SOURCES: “Europe’s Call-Center Strategy,” The Wall Street Journal, March
15, 2005,A18;“Recruiting Trails Increasingly Take Call-Center Firms Off
Beaten Path,” Wall Street Journal, March 15, 2005,A18;“Busy Signals,” The
Economist, September 10, 2005, 60;“Now Hiring,” The Economist, May 29,
2004, 65;“Overseas Call Centers Can Cost Firms Goodwill,” Marketing
News, April 15, 2004, 21; and “Lost in Translation,” The Economist,
November 29, 2003, 58. See also http://www.transcom-worldwide.com.

Call centers and other marketing-support services are
expanding in and to many corners of the world. U.S. call
centers employ nearly 3 million people and the number
of workers in these centers in India is expected to
exceed 1 million in the next few years.

U.S. marketers often prefer hiring U.S. workers to foreign
ones. Foreign call center workers may go through
extensive training, but customers have complained about
thick accents and scripted responses. Overseas centers
may cost more in lost goodwill than they save in salaries.
As a rule, a firm needs to outsource at least 200 jobs
abroad to make it pay. New-to-the-market companies
prefer to outsource call-center work to U.S. centers.The
experienced marketers have expanded to the use of
offshore centers in countries such as India. Marketers of
more exclusive brands often prefer to associate with
more expensive, developed country–based customer
care. In the United Kingdom, 75 percent of managers had
a negative perception of the service quality offered by
offshore call centers.

Despite this, the call-center industry keeps expanding as
companies relocate labor-intensive service work to
countries where wages are lower. India is no longer the
main target, as some operators are seeking to locate
closer to the customer, taking advantage of
nearshoring.With many of the former Soviet republics
and Eastern European countries in the European Union,
they have become targets for call-center activity for
operators such as Transcom Worldwide.Transcom

Changes in Call-Center Strategies

http://www.transcom-worldwide.com


can reduce overall communications costs in the most significant way. Naturally, the
exporter must have the necessary capacity to serve all interested customers through the
Web site, especially if there is an increase in interest and demand. An important dimen-
sion of customer service is after-sales service to solve consumer problems and to facilitate
the formation of consumer groups. A Web forum where customers can exchange news
and views on product use will not only facilitate product research, but it also will build
loyalty among consumers.

The fourth advantage is the ability of the exporter to gather information, which has its
uses not only in research but also in database development for subsequent marketing ef-
forts. While the data collected may be biased, they are also very inexpensive to collect. If
the data are used to better cater to existing customers, then data collected through Inter-
net interaction are the best possible.

The fifth advantage of the Internet is the opportunity to actually close sales. This func-
tion is within the realm of e-commerce. It will require a significant commitment on the part
of the exporter in terms of investment in infrastructure to deliver not only information but
also the product to the customer. E-commerce is discussed in more detail in Chapter 13.

In addition to communications with customers, the Internet provides the possibility to
communicate with internal constituents. Exporters may have part of their Web sites set up
with detailed product and price information that only their agents, representatives, or dis-
tributors have access to. Especially when changes are called for, this is an efficient way of
communicating about them without having to mail or fax each and every overseas party.
Web sites can also be used in the recruitment of intermediaries and partners. P&D
Creative, a manufacturer of environmentally safe cleaning products, uses its site (http://
www.pdcreative.inc.com) to attract intermediaries. The company promotes its site in
search engines and internationally oriented newsgroups and provides information of spe-
cial interest to intermediaries.

Internet strategy is not restricted to the exporter’s own Web site. The exporter needs to
determine with which portals, such as AOL (http://www.aol.com) or Yahoo! (http://
www.yahoo.com), or with what type of hyperlinks with related products or services,
such as Internet International Business Exchange (http://www.imex.com), to negotiate
for banner advertising on those sites.

The challenges faced by exporters in Internet-based communications are related to the
newness of the medium and the degree to which adjustments need to be made for each
market served. A very large portion of the world population has yet to adopt the Internet,
and its users have a distinct profile. In some cases this might match the exporter’s in-
tended target market (such as for online music); however, in many cases Internet diffu-
sion has yet to reach the targeted customer.

While English-only Web sites can deliver information and support to some international
customers, having local-language sites and registering with local search engines demon-
strate appropriate market and cultural sensitivity. After all, by 2005, English was the first
language of only 36 percent and the United States was home to only 27 percent of the
users.52 The choice of languages will depend on the target audience. The most popular
languages are French, Spanish, German, Japanese, and Chinese. For some, a dialect must
be specified; for example, Spanish has three main variants: European, Mexican, and South
American. The exporter needs also to determine which pages have to be modified. Pages
that emphasize marketing, sales, and corporate identity are normally the ones chosen.53

While the exporter’s local Web sites may (and for global product or service offerings,
should) be quite similar in terms of aesthetics, adjustments should also be made for such
dimensions as depth of product line and level of market presence. Customers who are
familiar with the Internet may access information about products and services before
purchasing them and may visit sites in several countries. Second-generation technology is
increasing the interactivity of advertising on the Web. Given that individuals around the
world have different information needs, varying levels of company and product familiarity,
and different user capabilities, exporters can adjust their Web sites’ content and develop
paths tailored to each group of customers or even to an individual customer. Overall, the
incorporation of the Internet into the exporter’s marketing strategy will enhance market ori-
entation, marketing competence, and eventually marketing performance.54
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Marketers using the Web as an advertising medium will have to be concerned about
market-by-market differences in regulations. For example, Germany sued Benetton
(http://www.benetton.com) for “exploiting feelings of pity” with one of its “United
Colors of Benetton” campaigns.55 Finally, online communications strategy should also
include provisions for technological development. Hand-held devices such as mobile
phones and video iPods may present a new media opportunity provided that consumers
are willing to watch entertainment, and the advertising that supports it, on a small screen.56

Trade Shows and Missions
Marketing goods and services through trade shows is a European tradition that dates back
at least as far as A.D. 1240. After sales force costs, trade shows are one of the most signif-
icant cost items in marketing budgets. Although they are usually associated with industrial
firms, some consumer-products firms are represented as well. Typically, a trade show is
an event at which manufacturers, distributors, and other vendors display their products or
describe their services to current and prospective customers, suppliers, other business as-
sociates, and the press.57 The International Automotive Services Industries Show and the
International Coal Show, for example, run eight hours a day for three days, plus one or
two preview days, and register 25,000 attendees. In the consumer goods area, expositions
are the most common type of show. Tickets are usually sold; typical expositions include
home/garden, boat, auto, stereo, and antiques. Although a typical trade show or typical
participant does not exist, an estimated $75,000 is allocated for each show, and the me-
dian manufacturer or distributor attends nine or ten shows annually. The number of days
spent at trade shows averages 2.4, and the hours per day are 8.6.58

Whether an exporter should participate in a trade show depends largely on the type of
business relationship it wants to develop with a particular country. More than 16,000 trade
shows create an annual $50 billion in business worldwide.59 A company looking only for
one-time or short-term sales might find the expense prohibitive, but a firm looking for
long-term involvement may find the investment worthwhile. Arguments in favor of par-
ticipation include the following:

1. Some products, by their very nature, are difficult to market without providing the potential
customer a chance to examine them or see them in action.Trade fairs provide an excellent
opportunity to introduce, promote, and demonstrate new products.Auto shows, such as
the ones in Detroit, Geneva, and Tokyo, feature “concept” cars to gauge industry and public
opinion. Recently, many of these new models have been environmentally friendly, such as
being 90 percent recyclable.The world’s premier mobile telephony event, 3GSM World
Congress, has nearly 1,000 marketers showcasing their latest mobile products, services,
and solutions.60

2. An appearance at a show produces goodwill and allows for periodic cultivation of contacts.
Beyond the impact of displaying specific products, many firms place strong emphasis on
“waving the company flag” against competition.This facet also includes morale boosting of
the firm’s sales personnel and distributors.

3. The opportunity to find an intermediary may be one of the best reasons to attend a trade
show.A show is a cost-effective way to solicit and screen candidates to represent the firm,
especially in a new market. Copylite Products of Ft. Lauderdale used the CeBIT computer-
and-automation show in Hannover, Germany, to establish itself in Europe.The result was a
distribution center in Rotterdam and six distributors covering eight countries. Its $40,000
investment in the trade show has reaped millions in new business.61

4. Attendance is one of the best ways to contact government officials and decision makers,
especially in China. For example, participation in the Chinese Export Commodities Fair,
which is held twice a year in Guangzhou, China, is “expected” by the host government.

5. Trade fairs provide an excellent chance for market research and collecting competitive
intelligence.The exporter is able to view most rivals at the same time and to test
comparative buyer reactions.Trade fairs provide one of the most inexpensive ways of
obtaining evaluative data on the effectiveness of a promotional campaign.

6. Exporters are able to reach a sizable number of sales prospects in a brief time period
at a reasonable cost per contact.According to research by Hannover Messe, more than

http://www.benetton.com
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86 percent of all attendees represent buying influences (managers with direct responsibility
for purchasing products and services). Of equal significance is the fact that trade show
visitors are there because they have a specific interest in the exhibits.62 Similarly, suppliers
can be identified. One U.S. apparel manufacturer at the International Trade Fair for
Clothing Machinery in Cologne paid for its participation by finding a less expensive
thread supplier.63

On the other hand, the following are among the reasons cited for nonparticipation in
trade fairs:

1. High costs.These can be avoided by participating in events sponsored by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce or exhibiting at U.S. trade centers or export development offices.An
exporter can also lower costs by sharing expenses with distributors or representatives.
Further, the costs of closing a sale through trade shows are estimated to be much lower
than for a sale closed through personal representation.

2. Difficulty in choosing the appropriate trade fairs for participation.This is a critical decision.
Because of scarce resources, many firms rely on suggestions from their foreign distributors
on which fairs to attend and what specifically to exhibit. Caterpillar, for example, usually
allows its foreign dealers to make the selections for themselves. In markets where condi-
tions are more restricted for exporters, such as China, Caterpillar in effect serves as the
dealer and thus participates itself.

3. For larger exporters with multiple divisions, the problem of coordination. Several
divisions may be required to participate in the same fair under the company banner.
Similarly, coordination is required with distributors and agents if joint participation is
desired, which requires joint planning.

Trade show participation is too expensive to be limited to the exhibit alone. A clear set
of promotional objectives would include targeting accounts and attracting them to the
show with preshow promotion using mailings, advertisements in the trade journals, or
Web site information. Contests and giveaways are effective in attracting participants to the
company’s exhibition area. Major customers and attractive prospects often attend, and
they should be acknowledged, for example, by arranging for a hospitality suite.64 Finally,
a system is needed to evaluate post-show performance and to track qualified leads.

Exporters may participate in general or specialized trade shows. General trade fairs are
held in Hannover, Germany (see The International Marketplace 12.3) and Milan, Italy. An
example of a specialized one is Retail Solutions, a four-day trade show on store automation
held in London. Participants planning to exhibit at large trade shows may elect to do so
independently or as part of a national pavilion. For small and medium-sized companies the
benefit of a group pavilion is in both cost and ease of the arrangements. These pavilions
are often part of governmental export-promotion programs. Even foreign government as-
sistance may be available; for example, the Japanese External Trade Organization (JETRO)
helps non-Japanese companies participate in the country’s two largest trade shows.

Other promotional events that the exporter can use are trade missions, seminar missions,
solo exhibitions, video/catalog exhibitions, and virtual trade shows. Trade missions can be
U.S. specialized trade missions or industry-organized, government-approved (IOGA) trade
missions, both of which aim at expanding the sales of U.S. goods and services and the es-
tablishment of agencies and representation abroad. The U.S. Department of Commerce is
actively involved in assistance of both types. Seminar missions are events in which eight
to ten firms are invited to participate in a one- to four-day forum, during which the team
members conduct generic discussions on technological issues—that is, follow a soft-sell
approach. This is followed up by individual meetings with end users, government agencies,
research institutions, and other potentially useful contacts. Individual firms may introduce
themselves to certain markets by proposing a technical seminar there. Synopses of several
alternative proposed lectures, together with company details and the qualifications of the
speakers, must be forwarded to the proper body, which will circulate the proposals to
interested bodies and coordinate all the arrangements. The major drawback is the time re-
quired to arrange for such a seminar, which may be as much as a year. Solo exhibitions are
generally limited to one, or at the most, a few product themes and are held only when mar-
ket conditions warrant them. Philips’s approach is the Philips Electronics Circus, which
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The International MARKETPLACE 12.3

11,000 journalists from 70 countries cover the event
annually.

A total of 6,300 exhibitors from 70 countries booked
space for 2006, of which 1,700 exhibitors were from the
Asia-Pacific region. The worldwide participation numbers
are significant, especially considering that, in addition to
Hannover, regional CeBIT fairs are also available for
exhibitors in Istanbul, Long Beach, New York, Shanghai,
and Sydney.

In 2003, the fair was preceded for the first time by a
summit meeting of the industry’s key decision makers and
influencers.“ICT World Forum @ CeBIT 2003” brought
together many of the world’s leading players in the
information technology and telecommunications
industries to discuss new trends and formulate new
strategies. This forum continues to provide a meeting
place for the international elite of the ICT world.

SOURCES: Press releases available at http://presse.messe.de; “Hannover
Fair 2002 Delivers As Expected,” Control Engineering 49 (May 2002):
17;“Hannover’s Trade Fair : The Week of the Widget,” The Washington
Post, April 29, 1996,A13;Valerio Giannini, “The Hannover Messe,”
Export Today 9 (July–August 1993): 29–32; http://www.cebit.de; and
http://www.ictwf.com.

CeBIT is the Olympic Games of industrial exposition.
With more than 4,000,000 square feet (360,000 square
meters) of indoor exhibition space and over
6,000 exhibitors, the Hannover-based event is ten times
as large as most trade shows anywhere in the world. It is
superbly organized, with its own train station, post office,
over 30 restaurants, and 600 permanent staff.While the
range of exhibits covers everything available in
information technology and communications, the 2005
fair focused particularly on mobile services, digital
lifestyle, IT Security, and IT outsourcing services.

The sheer magnitude of the fair and the technology
displayed there are impressive, but are not necessarily the
most significant aspects of the event. Rather, it is the
opportunity it presents for people from everywhere in
the world to view the latest developments and learn an
incredible amount about their potential. Most important,
it provides the opportunity to meet hundreds of people
who can become invaluable future resources, if not
necessarily direct sources of future business. More than
474,000 visitors attended in 2005, including 128,500 from
abroad (21,400 from Asia, 4,100 from the Americas, 4,500
from Africa, and 1,300 from the Asia-Pacific region). Over

At the Fair
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features three interconnected tents equipped with the company’s latest technology. The
idea is to let consumers experience the latest technology, thus helping to boost brand
recognition and sales.65 Video/catalog exhibitions allow exporters to publicize their products
at low cost. They consist of 20 to 35 product presentations on videotapes, each lasting five
to ten minutes. They provide the advantage of actually showing the product in use to po-
tential customers. Virtual trade shows enable exporters to promote their products and serv-
ices over the Internet and to have electronic presence without actually attending a trade
show.66 Trade leads and international sales interests are collected and forwarded by the
sponsor to the companies for follow-up. The information stays online for 365 days for one
flat fee. For example, BuyUSA (an online environment sponsored by the U.S. Department
of Commerce) offers exporters the opportunity to show their company profile, logo, prod-
uct listings, Web site link, and catalog in a virtual trade zone. The virtual trade zone is pro-
moted heavily at the trade shows actually attended by the department, giving buyers at the
show a chance to review company information for possible contact.67

Personal Selling
Personal selling is the most effective of the promotional tools available to the marketer;
however, its costs per contact are high. The average cost of sales calls may vary from $200
to $1,100, depending on the industry and the product or service. Personal selling allows
for immediate feedback on customer reaction as well as information on markets.

The exporter’s sales effort is determined by the degree of internationalization in its ef-
forts, as shown in Exhibit 12.6. As the degree of internationalization advances, so will the
exporter’s own role in carrying out or controlling the sales function.

Indirect Exports
When the exporter uses indirect exports to reach international markets, the export process
is externalized; in other words, the intermediary, such as an EMC, will take care of the in-
ternational sales effort. While there is no investment in international sales by the marketer,
there is also no, or very little, learning about sales in the markets that buy the product.
The sales effort is basically a domestic one directed at the local intermediary. This may
change somewhat if the marketer becomes party to an ETC with other similar producers.
Even in that case, the ETC will have its own sales force and exposure to the effort may be
limited. Any learning that takes place is indirect; for example, the intermediary may advise
the marketer of product adaptation requirements to enhance sales.

Direct Exports
At some stage, the exporter may find it necessary to establish direct contact with the target
market(s), although the ultimate customer contact is still handled by locally based inter-
mediaries, such as agents or distributors. Communication with intermediaries must ensure

Levels of Exporter Involvement in International Sales

12.6
Exhibit

Type of Target of Level of Exporter Advantage/
Involvement Sales Effort Involvement Disadvantage

Indirect exports Home-country–based Low � No major investment in 
intermediary international sales

� Minor learning from/control of effort

Direct exports Locally based Medium � Direct contact with local market
intermediary � Possible gatekeeping by intermediary

Integrated exports Customer High � Generation of market-specific assets
� Cost/risk

SOURCE: Framework adapted from Reijo Luostarinen and Lawrence Welch, International Operations of the Firm (Helsinki, Finland:
Helsinki School of Economics, 1990), chapter 1.



both that they are satisfied with the arrangement and that they are equipped to market and
promote the exporter’s product appropriately. Whatever the distribution arrangement, the
exporter must provide basic selling aid communications, such as product specification and
data literature, catalogs, the results of product testing, and demonstrated performance in-
formation—everything needed to present products to potential customers. In some cases,
the exporter has to provide the intermediaries with incentives to engage in local advertis-
ing efforts. These may include special discounts, push money, or cooperative advertising.
Cooperative advertising will give the exporter’s product local flavor and increase the over-
all promotional budget for the product. However, the exporter needs to be concerned that
the advertising is of sufficient quality and that the funds are spent as agreed.

For the marketer–intermediary interaction to work, four general guidelines have to be
satisfied.68

1. Know the sales scene. Often what works in the exporter’s home market will not work
somewhere else.This is true especially in terms of compensation schemes. In U.S. firms,
incentives and commission play a significant role, while in most other markets salaries
are the major share of compensation.The best way to approach this is to study the
salary structures and incentive plans in other competitive organizations in the market
in question.

2. Research the customer. Customer behavior will vary across markets, meaning the sales
effort must adjust as well. ECA International, which sells marketing information worldwide
based on a membership concept (companies purchase memberships to both participate in
information gathering and receive appropriate data), found that its partners’ sales forces
could not sell the concept in Asia. Customers wanted instead to purchase information
piece by piece. Only after research and modification of the sales effort was ECA able to
sell the membership idea to customers.

3. Work with the culture. Realistic objectives have to be set for the salespeople based on
their cultural expectations.This is especially true in setting goals and establishing measures
such as quotas. If either of these is set unrealistically, the result will be frustration for both
parties. Cultural sensitivity also is required in situations where the exporter has to interact
with the intermediary’s sales force—in training situations, for example.69 In some cultures,
such as those in Asia, the exporter is expected to act as a teacher and more or less dictate
how things are done, while in some others, such as in Northern Europe, training sessions
may be conducted in a seminar-like atmosphere of give and take.

4. Learn from your local representatives. If the sales force perceives a lack of fit between the
marketer’s product and the market, as well as inability to do anything about it, the result
will be suboptimal.A local sales force is an asset to the exporter, given its close contact
with customers. Beyond daily feedback, the exporter is wise to undertake two additional
approaches to exploit the experience of local salespeople. First, the exporter should have
a program by which local salespeople can visit the exporter’s operations and interact with
the staff. If the exporter is active in multiple markets of the same region, it is advisable to
develop ways to put salespeople in charge of the exporter’s products in different markets
to exchange ideas and best practice. Naturally, it is in the best interest of the exporter also
to make regular periodic visits to markets entered.

An approach that requires more commitment from the exporter is to employ its own
sales representatives, whose main function is to represent the firm abroad to existing and
potential customers and to seek new leads. It is also important to sell with intermediaries,
by supporting and augmenting their efforts. This type of presence is essential at some
stage of the firm’s international involvement. Other promotional tools can facilitate foreign
market entry, but eventually some personal selling must take place. A cooperative effort
with the intermediaries is important at this stage, in that some of them may be concerned
about the motives of the exporter in the long term. For example, an intermediary may
worry that once the exporter has learned enough about the market, it will no longer need
the services of the intermediary. If these suspicions become prevalent, sales information
may no longer flow to the exporter in the quantity and quality needed.
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Integrated Exports
In the final stage of export-based internationalization, the exporter internalizes the effort
through either a sales office in the target market or a direct contact with the buyer from
home base. This is part of the exporter’s perceived need for increased customer relationship
management, where the sales effort is linked to call-center technologies, customer-service
departments, and the company’s Web site. This may include also automating the sales force
as seen in The International Marketplace 12.4. Advancements in 3G networks, VoIP (voice-
over-Internet protocol), and dual-mode handsets will bring new opportunities to account
management, and real-time reporting tools will enable managers to gain insight into the
sales process like nothing previously seen.
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The International MARKETPLACE 12.4

as in Latin America, technological wizardry may be
frowned upon. Representatives in every country may
want to do things slightly differently, which means that a
system that can be localized is needed.This localization
may be as comprehensive as complete language
translations or as minor as changing address fields in the
database.Another issue to be considered is cost—
hardware costs are higher in Europe, and telecom-
munications costs have to be factored in. Finally, with
transoceanic support needs, the company may want to
look for local support or invest in keeping desk
personnel on board at off-hours.

A significant concern is the cost.A Latin American
company may face a price tag of $2 million for a large
company or $700,000 for a midsized or small firm.
However, according to a recent study, automated
companies have realized sales increases of 10 to 30
percent, and in some cases as much as 100 percent.

Complaints are also heard.While initial reactions to the
use of technology are normally high, six months after
implementation some companies report negative job-
related perceptions by salespeople, some even going so
far as to reject the technology. Poor results are especially
likely when salespeople feel that their jobs or roles being
threatened.These facts need to be incorporated into the
implementation plan of any SFA program.

SOURCES: “How Sales Teams Should Use CRM,” Customer Relationship
Management 10 (February 2006): 30–35; Cheri Speier and Viswanath
Venkatesh,“The Hidden Minefields in the Adoption of Sales Force
Automation Techniques,” Journal of Marketing 66 (July 2002): 98–111;
“Increasing Sales Force Performance,” Industrial Distribution, July 2002, 30;
Kathleen V. Schmidt,“Why SFA Is a Tough Sell in Latin America,” Marketing
News, January 3, 2000; Steven Barth,“Building a Global Infrastructure,”
World Trade, April 1999, S8–S10; Eric J. Adams,“Sales Force Automation:
The Second Time Around,” World Trade, March 1996, 72–74;“Risky
Business,” World Trade, December 1995, 50–51; and “Power Tool,” World
Trade, November 1993, 42–44. See also http://www.dataram.com.

Dataram Corp. saw its sales shriveling and its distributor-
based sales struggling to meet the needs of a rapidly
changing market.To survive, Dataram executives decided
the company had to go directly to its worldwide
customers. However, with only a few in-house sales
representatives and inadequate mechanisms to track
leads and service customers, the Princeton, New
Jersey–based supplier of storage and memory products
for high-end computers faced an uphill battle against
formidable odds.

The most critical decision in Dataram’s change of
approach was to automate its sales force.The company’s
sales representatives and managers worldwide now are
equipped with Dell notebook computers listing vital
information about their clients and the company’s
products and services.The system is used to manage
database marketing activity, such as lead generation and
tracking, trade shows, telemarketing, advertising tracking,
product support, and customer service. Management can
also spot emerging trends, avert impending disasters, and
forecast sales with the help of the system. ”When a sales
rep can answer a question in 15 minutes instead of three
days, the company is perceived as a consultant as much as
a vendor,“ say company officials. Recruiting salespeople
may be easier when a company can offer state-of-the-art
support. Futhermore, if turnover takes place, important
customer information is not lost but preserved in the
database.

Sales force automation (SFA), like anything else in
marketing, is subject to the realities of the international
environment: borders, time zones, languages, and cultures.
Sales professionals may see their customer accounts as
proprietary and may not be willing to share information
for fear of losing their leverage. Furthermore, in markets
in which personal relationships drive sales practices, such

Automating the Sales Force

http://www.dataram.com


The establishment of a sales office does not have to mean an end to the use of inter-
mediaries; the exporter’s salespeople may be dedicated to supporting intermediaries’ sales
efforts. At this stage, expatriate sales personnel, especially those needed to manage the
effort locally or regionally, may be used. The benefits of expatriates are their better un-
derstanding of the company and its products, and their ability to transfer best practice to
the local operation. With expatriate management, the exporter can exercise a high amount
of control over the sales function. Customers may also see the sales office and its expatri-
ate staff as a long-term commitment to the market. The challenges lie mostly in the fit of
the chosen individual to the new situation. The cost of having expatriate staff is consider-
able, approximately 2.5 times the cost at home, and the availability of suitable talent may
be a problem, especially if the exporting organization is relatively small.70

The role of personal selling is greatest when the exporter sells directly to the end user
or to governmental agencies, such as foreign trade organizations. Firms selling products
with high price tags (such as Boeing commercial aircraft) or companies selling to monop-
sonies (such as Seagrams liquor to certain Northern European countries, where all liquor
sales are through state-controlled outlets) must rely heavily on person-to-person commu-
nication, oral presentations, and direct-marketing efforts. Many of these firms can expand
their business only if their markets are knowledgeable about what they do. This may
require corporate advertising and publicity generation through extensive public relations
efforts.

Whatever the sales task, effectiveness is determined by a number of interrelated factors.
One of the keys to personal selling is the salesperson’s ability to adapt to the customer
and the selling situation.71 This aspect of selling requires cultural knowledge and empa-
thy; for example, in the Middle East, sales presentations may be broken up by long dis-
cussions of topics that have little or nothing to do with the transaction at hand. The char-
acteristics of the buying task, whether routine or unique, have a bearing on the sales
presentation. The exporter may be faced by a situation in which the idea of buying from
a foreign entity is the biggest obstacle in terms of the risks perceived. If the exporter’s
product does not provide a clear-cut relative advantage over that of competitors, the an-
alytical, interpersonal skills of the salesperson are needed to assist in the differentiation.
A salesperson, regardless of the market, must have a thorough knowledge of the product
or service. The more the salesperson is able to apply that knowledge to the particular sit-
uation, the more likely it is that he or she will obtain a positive result. The salesperson
usually has front-line responsibility for the firm’s customer relations, having to handle
conflict situations such as the parent firm’s bias for domestic markets and thus the possi-
bility that shipments of goods to foreign clients receive low priority.
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Summary

Effective communication is essential in negotiating agree-
ments. To maximize the outcome of negotiations with
clients and partners from other cultural backgrounds,
international marketers must show adjustment capability
to different standards and behaviors. Success depends on
being prepared and remaining flexible, whatever the
negotiation style in the host country.

Effective and efficient communication is needed for
the dual purpose of (1) informing prospective customers
about the availability of products or services and (2) per-
suading customers to opt for the marketer’s offering over
those of competitors. Within the framework of the com-
pany’s opportunities, resources, and objectives, decisions
must be made about whether to direct communications
to present customers, potential customers, the general

public, or intermediaries. Decisions must be made on
how to reach each of the intended target audiences with-
out wasting valuable resources. A decision also has to be
made about who will control the communications effort:
the exporter, an agency, or local representatives. Govern-
mental agencies are the best sources of export promotion
support, which is essential in alleviating the environmen-
tal threats perceived by many exporters.

The exporting international marketer must also
choose tools to use in the communications effort. Usu-
ally, two basic tools are used: (1) mass selling through
business and trade journals, direct mail, the Internet,
trade shows and missions, and (2) personal selling,
which brings the international marketer face-to-face with
the targeted customer.
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Internet Exercises

1. The success of CeBIT in Hannover has prompted
Deutsche Messe AG to market the CeBIT concept
outside Germany using the slogan “CeBIT
Worldwide Events.” Using http://www.cebit.de,
suggest a rationale for this.

2. Will the availability of The Export Yellow Pages on
the Internet add to its ability to “offer U.S. firms a
means to promote their businesses worldwide” and
“attract appropriate foreign customers”? The service
is available at http://www.myexports.com.
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Key Terms

encoding
decoding
noise
outcome
feedback
promotional mix
push strategies

pull strategies
integrated marketing

communications
telemarketing
nearshoring
database marketing
trade missions

seminar missions
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video/catalog exhibitions
virtual trade shows
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Questions for Discussion

1. What is potentially harmful in going out of one’s
way to make clients feel comfortable by playing
down status distinctions such as titles?

2. Discuss this statement: “Lack of foreign-language
skills puts U.S. negotiators at a disadvantage.”

3. Compare and contrast the usefulness to a novice
exporter of elements of the promotional mix.

4. Why do exporters usually choose U.S.-based
services when placing advertisements to boost
export sales specifically?

5. Some exporters report that they value above all the
broad exposure afforded through exhibiting at a
trade show, regardless of whether they are able to
sell directly at the event. Comment on this
philosophy.

6. What specific advice would you give to an exporter
who has used domestic direct marketing
extensively and wishes to continue the practice
abroad?
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One Happy Family?

Channel members manage their relationships through
contracts to specify what each party is to bring to the
relationship, what each firm is expected to gain, and how
different types of contingencies are to be handled. At the
same time, both parties have their own perceptions as to
whether things are taken care of fairly in terms of the
contributions they make. This will, in turn, have an
impact on the commitment made to the relationship.
Uncertainty often plays a role due to shifting demands of
the environment and changes in it. Higher satisfaction
and lower levels of conflict exist when perceptions of
fairness are high. This may not always work out.

Coca-Cola Femsa, Coke’s biggest bottler in Latin
America and the second largest in the world (contributing
10 percent of Coca-Cola’s global sales), said prices in
Mexico would gradually increase starting in 2007 for
beverage concentrate, the main ingredient in soft drinks
and Coke’s primary source of income. Femsa said the
price rise (actually the first such increase in Mexico in
13 years) would cost it an additional $20 million in 2007
and an extra $60 million annually by 2009.

Femsa officials said they plan to cut their marketing
dollars on Coke’s sodas to offset the impact to their
profitability that such concentrate prices represent.
Coke’s second-largest bottler in Mexico, Embotelladoras
Arca, said it was considering a similar cutback in

marketing. Coke’s 11 other bottlers in Mexico as well
as bottlers in Brazil have been notified of similar price
increases. Femsa said its concentrate costs in Brazil
would rise by an additional $4 million by 2008.

In most markets around the world, Coke and its bottlers
contribute jointly toward local advertising, the placement
of coolers, and other promotions.The reductions by
Femsa and other bottlers might require Coke to boost
its marketing spending in Mexico or risk losing market
share in that country, the world’s second-largest soda
market after the United States. Coke has a 70% share
of the Mexican soda market but faces increased
competition from PepsiCo. and discount brands.

Coke declines to discuss its concentrate pricing.“We
have a healthy, productive relationship with our bottlers
in Latin America and we are jointly committed to
working together to grow our business,” a Coke
spokesman has said.The public discord is a surprise
considering Coke’s chairman and chief executive, Neville
Isdell, is a former bottler who has prided himself on
forging closer ties with Coke’s bottlers since taking the
helm in June 2004. This pricing spat underscores the
longstanding tensions between Coke and its bottlers
over how to split their profits and who should
contribute what to marketing. Morgan Stanley estimates
that bottlers in Mexico capture 65% of the system
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C
hannels of distribution provide the essential linkages that connect producers
and customers. The links are intracompany and extracompany entities that
perform a number of functions. Optimal distribution systems are flexible and
are able to adjust to market conditions over both the short and long terms.

In general, companies use one or more of the following distribution systems: (1) the firm
sells directly to customers through its own field sales force or through electronic com-
merce; (2) the company operates through independent intermediaries, usually at the local
level; or (3) the business depends on an outside distribution system that may have re-
gional or global coverage. For example, a number of Asian and European computer mak-
ers use the services of GWJ SourceNet Distribution, Inc. to reach resellers throughout the
North American market in addition to their own direct efforts.

A channel of distribution should be seen as more than a sequence of marketing insti-
tutions connecting producers and consumers; it should be a team working toward a com-
mon goal.1 Too often intermediaries are mistakenly perceived as temporary market-entry
vehicles and not the partners with whom marketing efforts are planned and implemented.
The intermediary is often the de facto marketing arm of the producer/originator. In
today’s marketing environment, being close to customers, be they the final consumer or
intermediary, and solving their problems are vital to bringing about success. When its
office supplies superstore customer kicked off a joint venture in Australia, 3M dispatched
two employees to its Australian subsidiary to educate that division on the special needs of
a superstore. If this partnership is compromised, the result is channel conflict, as seen in
The International Marketplace 13.1.

Since most marketers cannot or do not want to control the distribution function com-
pletely, structuring channel relationships becomes a crucial task. The importance of this
task is further compounded by the fact that the channel decision is the most long-term of
the marketing mix decisions in that, once established, it cannot easily be changed. In export
marketing, a new dimension is added to the task: the export channel decision, in addition
to making market-specific decisions. An experienced exporter may decide that control is of
utmost importance and choose to perform tasks itself and incur the information collection
and adaptation costs. An infrequent exporter, on the other hand, may be quite dependent
on experienced intermediaries to get its product to markets. Whether export tasks are self-
performed or assigned to export intermediaries, the distribution function should be planned
so that the channel will function as one rather than as a collection of different or inde-
pendent units.

The decisions involved in the structuring and management of the export channel of
distribution are discussed first, including an evaluation of a distribution challenge pre-
sented by parallel imports. The chapter will end with a discussion of the steps needed in
preparation for e-commerce. Logistics issues will be discussed in detail in Chapter 16.

profits while bottlers in the U.S. split profits with Coke
more evenly. “It certainly looks like tensions will rise and
other bottlers will be watching this carefully,” said Bill
Pecoriello, an analyst at Morgan Stanley.

One of Mr. Isdell’s top priorities has been reversing a
steady decline in Coke’s marketing investment and
restoring luster to Coke’s core soda brands. He has
already pumped an additional $400 million into global
marketing and product innovation this year. But soda
sales remain weak in several of Coke’s important
markets, including North America,Western Europe, and
the Philippines. Coke has spent much of the year

searching for a new “iconic” advertising campaign for its
flagship cola, and last month tapped Wieden + Kennedy
for that global assignment. Coke hasn’t had a memorable
ad campaign since “Always Coca-Cola” in 1999. Some
analysts said the price increase amounted to a “tax” on
some of Coke’s most successful bottlers and it could
signal that Mr. Isdell’s turnaround effort is stalling.

SOURCE: James R. Brown,Anthony T. Cobb, and Robert F. Lusch,“The
Roles Played by Interorganizational Contracts and Justice in Marketing
Channel Relationships,” Journal of Business Research 59 (February 2006):
166–175;“Coke Bottler in Mexico Threatens to Cut Marketing,” The Wall
Street Journal, November 1, 2005, B5. See also http://www.coca-
colafemsa.com.

http://www.coca-colafemsa.com
http://www.coca-colafemsa.com


Channel Structure

A generalization of channel configurations for consumer and industrial products as well
as services is provided in Exhibit 13.1. Channels can vary from direct, producer-to-
consumer types to elaborate, multilevel channels employing many types of intermedi-
aries, each serving a particular purpose. For example, Canadian software firms enter in-
ternational markets by exporting directly from Canada (40 percent), by opening their own
sales offices (14 percent), by entering into cooperative arrangements with other exporters
(15 percent), by using a local distributor or a value-adding reseller (13 percent), or by a
mixture of modes (17 percent).2 British firms, on the other hand, exported directly in
60 percent of the cases, 8 percent opened a foreign sales office, 5 percent used an agent,
and the remainder entered a cooperative export effort such as piggybacking, in which the
exporter uses another company’s channel to enter a foreign market.3 Software makers use
the Internet to communicate with foreign counterparts and to find new partners. Firms
also derive substantial benefits from delivering value-added services to users over the
Internet.4 However, the Internet has limited capability to substitute for personal sales.

Channel configurations for the same product will vary within industries, even within
the same firm, because national markets quite often have unique features. This may mean
dramatic departures from accepted policy for a company. For example, to reach the
British market, which is dominated by a few retailers such as J. Sainsbury, Tesco, and
ASDA, marketers such as Heinz may have to become suppliers to these retailers’ private-
label programs in addition to making their own efforts.5 A firm’s international market ex-
perience will also cause variation in distribution patterns. AMPAK, a manufacturer of
packaging machinery, uses locally based distributors in markets where it is well estab-
lished. Others are entered indirectly by using domestically based intermediaries: either by
using the services of trading companies or through selling to larger companies, which
then market the products alongside their own.

The connections made by marketing institutions are not solely for the physical move-
ment of goods. They also serve as transactional title flows and informational communica-
tions flows. Rather than unidirectional, downward from the producer, the flows are usu-
ally multidirectional, both vertical and horizontal. As an example, the manufacturer relies
heavily on the retailer population for data on possible changes in demand. Communica-
tions from retailers may be needed to coordinate a cooperative advertising campaign
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instituted by a manufacturer. The three flows—physical, transactional, and informational—
do not necessarily take place simultaneously or occur at every level of the channel. Agent
intermediaries, for example, act only to facilitate the information flow; they do not take
title and often do not physically handle the goods. Similarly, electronic intermediaries,
such as amazon.com, have to rely on facilitating agents to perform the logistics function
of their operation.

Because only a few products are sold directly to ultimate users, an international mar-
keter has to decide on alternative ways to move products to chosen markets. The basic
marketing functions of exchange, physical movement, and various facilitating activities
must be performed, but the marketer may not be equipped to handle them. Intermedi-
aries can therefore be used to gain quick, easy, and relatively low-cost entry to a targeted
market.

Channel Design

The term channel design refers to the length and the width of the channel employed.6

Length is determined by the number of levels, or different types, of intermediaries. In the
case of consumer products, the most traditional is the producer–wholesaler–retailer–
customer configuration. Channel width is determined by the number of institutions of
each type in the channel. An industrial goods marketer may grant exclusive distribution
rights to a foreign entity, whereas a consumer goods marketer may want to use as many
intermediaries as possible to ensure intensive distribution.

Channel design is determined by factors that can be summarized as the 11 Cs, listed in
Exhibit 13.2. These factors are integral to both the development of new marketing chan-
nels and the modification and management of existing ones. Their individual influences
will vary from one market to another, and seldom, if ever, can one factor be considered
without the interactive effects of the others. The marketer should use the 11 Cs checklist
to determine the proper approach to reach intended target audiences before selecting
channel members to fill the roles. The first three factors are givens, since the firm must
adjust to the existing structures. The other eight are controllable to a certain extent by the
international marketer.

Customer Characteristics
The demographic and psychographic characteristics of targeted customers will form the
basis for channel design decisions. Answers to questions such as what customers need—
as well as why, when, and how they buy—are used to determine ways in which the prod-
ucts should be made available to generate a competitive advantage. As an example,
Anheuser-Busch entered Japan when Suntory, one of the country’s largest liquor distillers,
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acquired the importing rights. Suntory’s marketing plan stressed distribution of Budweiser
in discos, pubs, and other night spots where Japan’s affluent, well-traveled youth gather.
Young people in Japan are influenced by U.S. culture and adapt themselves more readily
to new products than do older Japanese. Taking advantage of this fact, Suntory concen-
trated its efforts on one generation, and on-premise sales led to major off-premise (retail
outlet) sales as well.

In the early stages of product introduction, the international marketer may concentrate
efforts on only the most attractive markets and later, having attained a foothold, expand
distribution. When Kronenbourg, one of the best-selling beers in Europe, entered the U.S.
market, distribution was initiated in New York City and then extended to the metropoli-
tan area. The reason was the area’s prominence in both domestic and imported beer con-
sumption. The national rollout took place five years later. In the industrial sector, certain
industries cluster geographically, allowing the international marketer to take a more direct
approach.

Customer characteristics may cause the same product to be distributed through two
different types of channels. Many industrial goods marketers’ sales, such as those of Cater-
pillar, are handled by individual dealers, except when the customer might be the central
government or one of its entities, in which case sales are direct from the company itself.
Furthermore, primary target audiences may change from one market to another. For ex-
ample, in Japan, McDonald’s did not follow the U.S. pattern of locating restaurants in the
suburbs. The masses of young pedestrians that flood Japanese cities were more promis-
ing than affluent but tradition-minded car owners in the suburbs.

In business-to-business marketing, the adoption of e-commerce provides new oppor-
tunities for international marketers. New export markets can be accessed by expanding
network and customer bases. Six sectors are forecast to lead the way in business-to-
business online transactions: retail, motor vehicles, shipping, industrial equipment, tech-
nological products, and government.7 At the same time, the explosive growth of the
Internet poses a direct threat and challenge to traditional intermediaries, leading possibly
to elimination, or disintermediation.8

Culture
In planning a distribution system, the marketer must analyze existing channel structures, or
what might be called distribution culture. As an example, the manner in which Japanese
channels of distribution are structured and managed presents one of the major reasons for
the apparent failure of foreign firms to establish major market penetration in Japan.9 In any
case, and in every country, international marketers must study distribution systems in gen-
eral and the types of linkages between channel members for their specific type of product.
Usually, the international marketer has to adjust to existing structures to gain distribution.
An example of the interplay between national and distribution cultures is provided in The
International Marketplace 13.2.

In addition to structure, functions performed by the various types of intermediaries
have to be outlined. Retailers in Japan demand more from manufacturers and wholesalers
than do U.S. retailers; for example, they expect returns of merchandise to be fully ac-
cepted even if there is no reason other than lack of sales. Retailers also expect significant
amounts of financing and frequent delivery of products. Retailers, on their part, offer sub-
stantial services to their clientele and take great pains to build close relationships with their
customers. As can be seen in Exhibit 13.3, which lists channel members in the Japanese
cosmetics industry, functions are—and should be—clearly delineated. Manufacturers con-
centrate mainly on production and promotional activities; intermediaries work on logistics
activities, financing, and communication with manufacturers and retailers; retailers focus
on sales and promotional activities.

Changing existing distribution systems may be quite difficult. Porsche tried to change
the way it sold automobiles in the United States from traditional independent franchised
dealers to a “dealerless system.” Whereas dealers buy cars for resale, Porsche would have
instituted agents who would order cars as they sold them and work on an 8 percent com-
mission rather than the normal 16 to 18 percent margin. After a dealer uproar, Porsche
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the French word for lost.The word is a masculine noun,
and was chosen to evoke the sense of a man being swept
away by a woman’s beauty so as to feel lost without her.

Although the name took a while to generate, the most
challenging part was marketing a lingerie store using no
images of women.Yet it had to have a hip look and feel
because of Saudi Arabia’s young demographic profile:
43 percent are under the age of 15.This was achieved
through a number of inventive strategies. For example, a
large banner was created to run from the ceiling of the
second story onto the floor of the first, featuring Arabic
poetry that added to the romantic mood, but would not
offend Saudi sensibilities.To promote the opening of the
store, the company hosted two parties. Print and radio ads
were run, and a total of 1,000 bags bearing the company
logo—filled with potpourri and an invitation card printed
on iridescent, pearl-colored paper—were distributed.

In addition to the store’s financial success, its reputation
has also spread. Many new companies have approached
Perdu, including high-end Italian brands such as Roberto
Cavalli and Dolce & Gabbana.The company now sells
these brands, as well as other products, including
shopping bags and housewares. Mashat maintains
relations with foreign companies by traveling to Paris
and Lyon to attend the two main lingerie shows, and by
visiting them on business trips to Europe and the United
States.With expansion, the company hopes to launch its
own private-label line.

SOURCE: Arundhati Parmar,“Out from Under,” Marketing News, July 21,
2003, 1, 9–10. See also http://www.saudinf.com.

The Saudi Arabian market for lingerie has always been
good for foreign brands. No lingerie products are made
in the country and the market is totally dependent on
imports. Combined with Saudi women’s desire for foreign
products, substantial buying power, education, and
exposure to Western lifestyles through television, the
logic for developing a presence in the market is apparent.

However, building and operating a lingerie store in the
mode of Victoria’s Secret in a country that follows the
strict Wahhabi principles of Islam requires extreme
sensitivity. Featuring a woman’s body in ads or using
pictures of women wearing lingerie inside the store was
out of bounds.Any marketing would have to be visually
appealing to young women, but not raise the concerns
of the religious police (mutawa).

The challenge was met by Ehab Abdullah Mashat, who
opened an 11,000-square-foot, stand-alone lingerie store
in the port city of Jeddah, onTahlia Street, the city’s
equivalent of Fifth Avenue.The store carries 38 mid- to
high-end lingerie brands, such as Calvin Klein, Chantelle,
and Lejaby.The goal was to establish a one-stop shop that
allows women the freedom to shop, and access to intimate
wear previously unavailable. Shopping is one of the few
recreation alternatives for Saudi women in the complete
absence of even movie theaters, so it is seen as a ritual.

To create an identity for the outlet, an appropriate name
was needed.The name needed to appeal to Saudi women
and create an image of luxury. Names of goddesses were
out of the question as symbols of sensuality, because that
could amount to idolatry.The name chosen was “Perdu,”

A Unique Approach to Lingerie

Examples of Function Performance in the Channel
System for the Japanese Cosmetics Industry13.3

Exhibit

Channel Member

Manufacturer Intermediary Retail

Production Order taking Selling
Advertising Inventory maintenance Organizing consumers
National sales promotion Space control at the retail level In-store promotion
Dealer aids Product assortment
Education of dealers Dispatching of sales support personnel
Financing Area marketing

Financing

SOURCE: Michael R. Czinkota,“Distribution of Consumer Products in Japan:An Overview,” in International Marketing Strategy:
Environmental Assessment and Entry Strategies, Michael R. Czinkota and Ilkka A. Ronkainen, eds. (Ft.Worth,TX:The Dryden Press,
1994), 293–307.

http://www.saudinf.com
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abandoned the plan. Wal-Mart, on its part, has caused significant changes in supplier
operating procedures with its demand that vendors forgo all other amenities and quote the
lowest price. This has been traumatic in markets such as the United Kingdom, where sup-
pliers and competitors have used the regulatory environment to exist in a less-competitive
environment.10 Wal-Mart will, however, work with suppliers on cost reduction. Similarly,
direct sales by marketers through the Internet are raising concerns among distributors who
feel that they lose out on these opportunities. Regardless of whether these are completely
new sales or come from customers who would have used traditional channels before, in-
termediaries should be compensated for these sales in some way, such as through e-cred-
its on their next purchase from the marketer, to acknowledge their role in developing the
local market.

Foreign legislation affecting distributors and agents is an essential part of the distribu-
tion culture of a market. For example, legislation may require that foreign firms be repre-
sented only by firms that are 100 percent locally owned. Before China’s entry into the
WTO in late 2001, foreign companies were barred from importing their own products, dis-
tributing them, or providing after-sales service. These functions were to be performed by
Chinese companies or Sino–foreign joint ventures. Now, these restrictions have been
phased out. This means that General Motors China Group has regained control over its
marketing. Up to now, Chinese companies have handled the importing, distributing, and
selling, and GM’s cars have often passed through four different entities before customers
see them. GM is in the process of building a consistent network of dealers and will start
providing financing, which has also becomes allowed.11

While distribution decisions have been mostly tactical and made on a market-by-
market basis, marketing managers have to be cognizant of globalization in the distribution
function as well. This is taking place in two significant ways.12 Distribution formats are
crossing borders, especially to newly emerging markets. While supermarkets accounted
only for 8 percent of consumer nondurable sales in urban areas in Thailand in 1990, the
figure today is over 50 percent. Other such formats include department stores, minimarts,
and supercenters. The second globalization trend is the globalization of intermediaries
themselves, either independently or through strategic alliances. Entities such as Toys ‘ ’
Us from the United States, Galeries Lafayette from France, Marks & Spencer from the
United Kingdom, and Takashimaya and Isetan from Japan have expanded to both well-
developed and newly emerging markets. Within the European Union, a growing number
of EU-based retailers are merging and establishing a presence in other EU markets. These
moves are partly in response to Wal-Mart’s European expansion.13 Some intermediaries
are entering foreign markets by acquiring local entities (e.g., Germany’s Tengelmann and
Holland’s Ahold acquiring the U.S. chains A&P and Giant, respectively) or forming
alliances. For example, in Mexico, joint ventures between Wal-Mart and Cifra, Fleming
Cos. and Gigante, and Price/Costco and Comercial Mexicana are changing the distribution
landscape by concentrating retail power. Beyond opportunity for marketers for more and
broader-based sales, these entities are applying the same type of margin pressure mar-
keters find in more developed markets. In many cases, marketers are providing new tech-
nologies to these intermediaries and helping to train them with the hope of establishing
solid relationships that will withstand competition, especially from local entities that typi-
cally start beefing up their own operations.14 The strategic options chosen by retailers are
presented in Exhibit 13.4.

Competition
Channels used by competitors may be the only product distribution system that is ac-
cepted by both the trade and consumers. In this case, the international marketer’s task is
to use the structure effectively and efficiently, or even innovatively. This may mean, for
example, that the exporter chooses a partner capable of developing markets rather than
one who has existing contacts. The most obvious distributors may be content with the sta-
tus quo in the market and be ready to push products that are the most profitable for them
regardless of who made them. Two approaches may be applicable if those serving major
customer prospects with similar product lines are not satisfactory. First, the exporter may
form jointly owned sales companies with distributors (or with other exporters) to exercise
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more control. Second, the approach may be to seek a good company fit in terms of goals
and objectives. In Asia, Lycos chose partners for their overall influence in the local mar-
ket. In Japan, it teamed up with Sumitomo, an ultra-traditional trading company with a
250-year history, and in Korea with Mirae, a machinery and electronics firm.15 Should
a new approach be chosen, it must be carefully analyzed and tested against the cultural,
political, and legal environments in which is to be introduced.

In some cases, the international marketer cannot manipulate the distribution variable.
For example, in Sweden and Finland, all alcoholic beverages must be distributed through
state monopoly–owned outlets. In Japan, the Japan Tobacco & Salt Public Corporation is
a state monopoly that controls all tobacco imports and charges a 20 percent fee for distri-
bution. In other cases, all feasible channels may be blocked by domestic competitors
either through contractual agreements or through other means. U.S. suppliers of soda ash,
which is used in glass, steel, and chemical products, have not been able to penetrate the
Japanese market even though they offer a price advantage. The reason is the cartel-like
condition developed by the Japan Soda Industry Association, which allegedly sets import
levels, specifies which local trading company is to deal with each U.S. supplier, and buys
the imports at lower U.S. prices for resale by its members at higher Japanese prices. Efforts
by U.S. producers to distribute directly or through smaller, unaffiliated traders have faced
strong resistance. The end users and traders fear alienating the domestic producers, on
whom their business depends.

Company Objectives
A set of management considerations will have an effect on channel design. No channel of
distribution can be properly selected unless it meets the requirements set by overall com-
pany objectives for market share and profitability. In distribution, this often calls for a
compromise between cost and control objectives. While integrated channels (exporter
owned and operated) may be preferred because they facilitate the protection of knowl-
edge-based assets and provide needed high levels of customer service, the cost may be
15 to 35 percent of sales, whereas using distributors may drop the expense to 10 to 15
percent.

Often the use of multiple channels arises with the need to increase sales volume.16 For
example, in France, Xerox set up a chain of retail outlets in large cities to support its copier
sales. To cover rural areas and smaller towns, Xerox withdrew its direct sales force and
replaced it with independent distributors, concessionaires, who work on an exclusive basis.
Rapid expansion can also be achieved through partnerships, as shown by the Starbucks
example in Exhibit 13.5. Partnerships can be undertaken if appropriate controls are in place
to secure expansion with relatively little investment. If expansion is too rapid and the
adjustments made to local market conditions too extensive, a major asset—standardization
and economies of scale and scope—can be lost.
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13.4
Exhibit

Approach Objective Example

Business exporter Reconfigure retailing approach across markets Carrefour, IKEA, Makro,
with consistent core and focus on scale Wal-Mart

Concept exporter Export concept but let local partners execute Benetton
Skills exporter Export unique skills (rather than entire concepts) Price/Costco
Superior operator Focus on operating capability; implemented through Ahold,Tengelmann

acquisition

SOURCES: Jody Evans,Alan Treadgold, and Felix T. Mavondo,“Psychic Distance and the Performance of International Retailers,”
International Marketing Review 17 (nos. 4 and 5, 2000): 373–391; and Denise Incandela, Kathleen McLaughlin, and Christiana
Smith,“Retailers to the World,” The McKinsey Quarterly 35 (no. 3, 1999): 84–97.
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Character
The nature of the product, its character, will have an impact on the design of the channel.
Generally, the more specialized, expensive, bulky, or perishable the product and the
more after-sale service it may require, the more likely the channel is to be relatively short.
Staple items, such as soap, tend to have longer channels.

The type of channel chosen must match the overall positioning of the product in
the market. Changes in overall market conditions, such as currency fluctuations, may re-
quire changes in distribution as well. An increase in the value of the billing currency may
cause a repositioning of the marketed product as a luxury item, necessitating an appro-
priate channel (such as an upper-grade department store) for its distribution.

Rules of thumb aside, particular products may be distributed in a number of ways even
to the same target audience, as shown in Exhibit 13.6 for the PC industry. A dual channel
may be used in which both intermediaries and a direct contact with customers are used.
In some cases, a channel may extend beyond having one tier of distributors and resellers
to include importers or agents. Another alternative, hybrid channels, features sharing of
marketing functions, with the manufacturer handling promotion and customer generation,
and the intermediaries, sales and distribution. The hybrid strategy is based more on co-
operation and partnership, while the dual channel may result in conflict if disagreements
arise as to who is to handle a specific customer. In either case, multiple channels are used
to enhance sales performance in a foreign market.

New channels
(exclusive supply
arrangements)

Key success factors
• Starbucks invests

very little capital in
international expansion
(< 5% of revenue)

• Local partners bear
all business risk

• Licensing allows
stricter control over
all operations than 
does franchising—
for example, parent-
company consultants
visit each store once
a month

• Local partners
contribute regulatory
and cultural expertise—
for example, on product 
adaptations

Where/what

• Airlines
• Airports
• Bookstores
• Cruise lines
• Department stores
• Hotels

• Supermarkets

• Japan
• Malaysia

• Philippines

• Singapore

• South Korea

• Taiwan
• Thailand

• Ice cream
• Bottled Frappuccino
• Coffee-enhanced

dark beer
• Online catalog

• United, Canadian
• Host International
• Barnes & Noble
• Holland America
• Nordstrom
• Starwood 

Hotels
• Kraft Foods

• Sazaby (joint venture)
• Berjaya Coffee
  (licensee)
• Restaurant Brands
  (licensee)
• Rustan Coffee
  (licensee)
• Bonvest Holdings
  (licensee)
• ESCO (licensee)
• President Group
  (joint venture)
• Coffee Partners
  (licensee)

• Dreyer’s
• PepsiCo
• Red Hook Brewery

• America Online

Partners

New markets
(through licenses
with retailers)

New products

Starbucks
Coffee

Distribution Expansion through Partnerships

13.5
Exhibit

Sources: Adapted from Ranjay Gulati, Sarah Huffman, and Gary Nelson,“The Barista Principle—Starbucks and the Rise of Relational Capital,”
Strategy and Business 7 (third quarter, 2002): 58–69; and Denise Incandela, Kathleen L. McLaughlin, and Christiana Smith,“Retailers to the World,”
The McKinsey Quarterly 35 (no. 3, 1999): 84–97. See also http://www.starbucks.com.

http://www.starbucks.com


Capital
The term capital is used to describe the financial requirements in setting up a channel sys-
tem. The international marketer’s financial strength will determine the type of channel and
the basis on which channel relationships will be built. The stronger the marketer’s finances,
the more able the firm is to establish channels it either owns or controls. Intermediaries’ re-
quirements for beginning inventories, selling on a consignment basis, preferential loans,
and need for training all will have an impact on the type of approach chosen by the inter-
national marketer. For example, an industrial goods manufacturer may find that potential
distributors in a particular country lack the capability of servicing the product. The mar-
keter then has two options: (1) set up an elaborate training program at headquarters or
regionally, or (2) institute company-owned service centers to help distributors. Either
approach will require a significant investment, but is necessary to ensure customer trust
through superior execution of marketing programs. In developing markets, the lack of
available intermediaries encourages the integration of distribution functions but requires
direct investment in the market.17

Cost
Closely related to the capital dimension is cost—that is, the expenditure incurred in main-
taining a channel once it is established. Costs will naturally vary over the life cycle of a re-
lationship with a particular channel member, as well as over the life cycle of the products
marketed. An example of the costs involved is promotional money spent by a distributor
for the marketer’s product. A cooperative advertising deal between the international
marketer and the intermediary would typically split the costs of the promotional campaign
executed in the local market.

Costs will vary in terms of the relative power of the manufacturer vis-à-vis its interme-
diaries. The number of European retailers accounting for 75 percent of consumer sales has
decreased from 132 in 1980 to 40 in 2005. This consolidation includes not only large re-
tailers such as Ahold and Migros but also smaller retailers that have joined forces to form
buying groups. One of the most significant is Expert Global, which has a total of 7,400 par-
ticipating retailers in 22 European, North American, South American, and Pacific countries.
The concentrated distribution systems being developed by these giants are eroding the
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marketing strength of manufacturers, which lay in their networks of distribution depots that
delivered direct to stores. Now, retailers want delivery to their central distribution centers.
In addition, they are pushing stockholding costs to manufacturers by demanding more
frequent deliveries, in smaller, mixed loads, with shorter delivery time.18

Costs may also be incurred in protecting the company’s distributors against adverse
market conditions. A number of U.S. manufacturers helped their distributors maintain
competitive prices through subsidies when the exchange rate for the U.S. dollar caused
pricing problems. Extra financing aid has been extended to distributors that have been hit
with competitive adversity. Such support, although often high in monetary cost, will pay
back manyfold through a smoother manufacturer–distributor relationship.

Coverage
The term coverage is used to describe both the number of areas in which the marketer’s
products are represented and the quality of that representation. Coverage is therefore
two-dimensional, in that horizontal coverage and vertical coverage need to be considered
in channel design. The number of areas to be covered depends on the dispersion of de-
mand in the market and also on the time elapsed since the product’s introduction to the
market. Three different approaches are available:

1. Intensive coverage, which calls for distributing the product through the largest number of
different types of intermediaries and the largest number of individual intermediaries of
each type

2. Selective coverage, which entails choosing a number of intermediaries for each area to be
penetrated

3. Exclusive coverage, which involves only one entity in a market

Generally, intensive and selective coverage call for longer channels using different
types of intermediaries, usually wholesalers and agents. Exclusive distribution is con-
ducive to more direct sales. For some products, such as ethnic or industrial products, cus-
tomers are concentrated geographically and allow for more intensive distribution with a
more direct channel. A company typically enters a market with one local distributor, but
as volume expands, the distribution base often has to be adjusted. The advantages of a
single distributor are listed in Exhibit 13.7.

Expanding distribution too quickly may cause problems. Benetton, one of Italy’s major
exporters of clothing, had planned to have 1,000 stores in the United States by 1990. The
plan was abandoned because of concerns about oversaturation of certain urban areas and
overprojection of retail sales. Rather, more emphasis is being put on customer service, and
the number of stores in major North American cities was 84 in 2006.19 Similarly, expand-
ing distribution from specialty outlets to mass distribution may have an impact on the
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Advantages of a Single Distributor

13.7
Exhibit

1. One corporate presence eliminates confusion among buyers and local officials.
2. The volume of business that results when exports are consolidated will attract a larger/more qualified

distributor.The distributor will thus have greater influence in its local business community.
3. Communication is less plagued by noise.This will have a positive effect in many areas, from daily informa-

tion flows to supervising and training.
4. More effective coordination of the sales and promotional effort can be achieved through mutual learning.
5. Logistics flows are more economical.
6. A stronger presence can be maintained in smaller markets, or markets in which resources may dictate a

holding mode, until more effective penetration can be undertaken.
7. Distributor morale and the overall principal–intermediary relationship are better through elimination of

intrabrand competition.

SOURCE: Adapted from Business International Corporation, 201 Checklists: Decision Making in International Operations
(New York: Business International Corporation, 1980), 26–27.



product’s image and the after-sales service associated with it. The impact on channel re-
lations may be significant if existing dealers perceive loss of sales as a result of such a
move. This may be remedied by keeping the product lines in mass-distribution outlets
different, or possibly developing a different brand for the new channels.

Control
The use of intermediaries will automatically lead to loss of some control over the market-
ing of the firm’s products.20 The looser the relationship is between the marketer and in-
termediaries, the less control the marketer can exert. The longer the channel, the more
difficult it becomes for the marketer to have a final say in pricing, promotion, and the
types of outlets in which the product will be made available.

In the initial stages of internationalization or specific market entry, an inter-mediary’s
specialized knowledge and working relationships are needed, but as exporters’ experi-
ence base and sales in the market increase, many opt to establish their own sales offices.
Use of intermediaries provides quick entry using an existing system in which comple-
mentary products provide synergistic benefits. Furthermore, payments are received from
one entity rather than from multiple customers.

The issue of control correlates heavily with the type of product or service being
marketed. In the case of industrial and high-technology products, control will be easier to
institute because intermediaries are dependent on the marketer for new products and
service. Where the firm’s marketing strategy calls for a high level of service, integrated
channels are used to ensure that the service does get performed.21 Later on, an exporter
may want to coordinate programs across markets on a regional basis, which is much
easier if the channel is controlled.

The marketer’s ability and willingness to exercise any type of power—whether reward,
coercive, legitimate, referent, or expert—determines the extent of control. The exercise of
control causes more incidents of conflict in channels of distribution than any other activ-
ity in the relationship. This points to the need for careful communication with foreign in-
termediaries about the marketer’s intentions and also the need for certain control meas-
ures. These might include the marketer’s need to be the sole source of advertising copy
or to be in charge of all product-modification activities. Generally, the more control the
marketer wishes to have, the more cost is involved in securing that control.

Continuity
Channel design decisions are the most long-term of the marketing mix decisions. Utmost
care must therefore be taken in choosing the right type of channel, given the types of in-
termediaries available and any environmental threats that may affect the channel design.
Occasionally, however, unpredictable events may occur. As an example, Cockspur, the
largest distiller of rum in Barbados, negotiated an arrangement with one of the largest dis-
tributors in the United States. Almost immediately, the distributor was acquired by a com-
pany that thought liquor distribution did not fit its mission and thus eliminated the prod-
ucts and reassigned the salespeople. Years later, Cockspur was still without substantial
distribution in the United States.22

Nurturing continuity rests heavily on the marketer because foreign distributors may
have a more short-term view of the relationship. For example, Japanese wholesalers
believe that it is important for manufacturers to follow up initial success with continuous
improvement of the product. If such improvements are not forthcoming, competitors are
likely to enter the market with similar, lower-priced products, and the wholesalers of the
imported product will turn to the Japanese suppliers.

Continuity is also expressed through visible market commitment. Industries abroad
may be quite conservative; distributors will not generally support an outsider until they
are sure it is in the market to stay. Such commitments include sending in technical or sales
personnel or offering training, and setting up wholly-owned sales subsidiaries from the
start—and staffing them with locals to help communicate that the company is there for
the long term.23 Investment in distributors may be literal (resulting in co-ownership in the
future) or abstract (resulting in more solid commitment in the relationship).
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Communication
Communication provides the exchange of information that is essential to the functioning
of the channel. Communication is an important consideration in channel design, and it
gains more emphasis in international distribution because of various types of distances
that may cause problems. In the buyer–seller relationships in international markets, the
distance that is perceived to exist between a buyer and a seller has five aspects, all of
which are amplified in the international setting:24

1. Social distance: the extent to which each of the two entities in a relationship is familiar
with the other’s ways of operating

2. Cultural distance: the degree to which the norms, values, or working methods between the
two entities differ because of their separate national characteristics

3. Technological distance: the differences between the product or process technologies of the
two entities

4. Time distance: the time that must elapse between establishing contact or placing an order
and the actual transfer of the product or service involved

5. Geographical distance: the physical distance between the locations of the two entities

All these dimensions must be considered when determining whether to use intermediaries
and, if they are to be used, what types to use.

Communication, if properly utilized, will assist the international marketer in conveying
the firm’s goals to the distributors, in solving conflict situations, and in marketing the
product overall. Communication is a two-way process that does not permit the marketer
to dictate to intermediaries. Cases are well known in which the marketer is not able to
make the firm’s marketing program functional. Prices may not be competitive; promo-
tional materials may be obsolete or inaccurate and not well received overall. This may be
compounded if the exporter tries to transplant abroad procedures and programs used do-
mestically.25 Solving these types of problems is important to the welfare of both parties.

Channels of distribution, because of their sequential positioning of the entities involved,
are not conducive to noiseless communication. The marketer must design a channel and
choose intermediaries that guarantee good information flow. Proper communication in-
volves not only the passage of information between channel members but also a better un-
derstanding of each party’s needs and goals. This can be achieved through personal visits,
exchange of personnel, or distribution advisory councils. Consisting of members from all
channel participants, advisory councils meet regularly to discuss opportunities and prob-
lems that may have arisen.

Selection of Intermediaries

Once the basic design of the channel has been determined, the international marketer
must begin a search to fill the defined roles with the best available candidates, and must
secure their cooperation.

Types of Intermediaries
Two basic decisions are involved in choosing the type of intermediaries to serve a partic-
ular market. First, the marketer must determine the type of relationship to have with
intermediaries. The alternatives are distributorship and agency relationship. A distributor
will purchase the product and will therefore exercise more independence than agencies.
Distributors are typically organized along product lines and provide the international mar-
keter with complete marketing services. Agents have less freedom of movement than
distributors because they operate on a commission basis and do not usually physically
handle the goods. This, in turn, allows the marketer control to make sure, for example,
that the customer gets the most recent and appropriate product version. In addition to the
business implications, the choice of type will have legal implications in terms of what the
intermediary can commit its principal to and the ease of termination of the agreement.
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Second, the international marketer must decide whether to utilize indirect exporting,
direct exporting, or integrated distribution in penetrating a foreign market.26 Indirect
exporting requires dealing with another domestic firm that acts as a sales intermediary for
the marketer, often taking over the international side of the marketer’s operations. The
benefits, especially in the short term, are that the exporter can use someone else’s inter-
national channels without having to pay to set them up. But there may be long-term con-
cerns in using this strategy if the marketer wants to actively and aggressively get into the
markets itself. Indirect exporting is only practiced by firms very early on in their interna-
tionalization process. With direct exporting, the marketer takes direct responsibility for its
products abroad by either selling directly to the foreign customer or finding a local rep-
resentative to sell its products in the market. The third category of export marketing strat-
egy, integrated exporting, requires the marketer to make an investment in the foreign mar-
ket for the purpose of selling its products in that market or more broadly. This investment
could be the opening, for example, of a German or EU sales office, a distribution hub, or
even an assembly operation or manufacturing facility. Although the last set of strategies
indicates longer-term commitment to a market, it is riskier than the first two because the
marketer is making a major financial investment. For example, if the exporter moves from
an agency agreement to a sales office, its costs for that market are now fixed costs (i.e.,
will be incurred even if no sales are made) instead of the previous variable costs. Setting
up even a modest office may be expensive.27 The cost of an office manager and a secre-
tary can easily reach $100,000, while a full-scale sales office will cost $500,000 on an an-
nual basis. Real estate costs can be substantial if the office is in a main business district.

The major types of intermediaries are summarized in Exhibit 13.8. Care should be taken to
understand conceptual differences that might exist from one market to another. For example,
a commissionario may sell in his or her own name (as a distributor would) but for an undis-
closed principal (an agency concept). Similarly, a del credere agent guarantees the solvency of
the customer and may therefore be responsible to the supplier for payment by the customer.28

The respective strengths and weaknesses of various export intermediary types were
discussed in Chapter 9.

Sources for Finding Intermediaries
Firms that have successful international distribution attest to the importance of finding top
representatives.29 This undertaking should be held in the same regard as recruiting and
hiring within the company, because an ineffective foreign distributor can set an exporter
back years; it is almost better to have no distributor than a bad one in a major market.

International Channel Intermediaries

13.8
Exhibit

Agents
Foreign (Direct) Domestic (Indirect)

Brokers Brokers
Manufacturer’s representatives Export agents
Factors EMCs
Managing agents Webb-Pomerene associations
Purchasing agents Commission agents

Distributors

Distributors/dealers Domestic wholesalers
Import jobbers EMCs
Wholesalers/retailers ETCs

Complementary marketing

SOURCES: Peter B. Fitzpatrick and Alan S. Zimmerman, Essentials of Export Marketing (New York:American
Management Association, 1985), 20; Bruce Seifert and John Ford,“Export Distribution Channels,” Columbia
Journal of World Business 24 (Summer 1989): 16; and http://www.export.gov.

http://www.export.gov
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The approach can be either passive or active. Foreign operations for a number of
smaller firms start through an unsolicited order; the same can happen with foreign distri-
bution. Distributors, wherever they are, are always on the lookout for product represen-
tation that can be profitable and status enhancing. The initial -contact may result from an
advertisement or from a trade show the marketer has participated in. For example,
Timberland has traditionally expanded to new markets by responding to intermediaries
who have approached it.30

The marketer’s best interest lies in taking an active role. The marketer should not sim-
ply use the first intermediary to show an interest in the firm. The choice should be a result
of a careful planning process. The exporter should start by gaining an understanding of
market conditions in order to define what is expected of an intermediary and what the ex-
porter can offer in the relationship. At the same time, procedures need to be set for
intermediary identification and evaluation.31 The exporter does not have to do all of this
independently; both governmental and private agencies can assist the marketer in locating
intermediary candidates.

Governmental Agencies
The U.S. Department of Commerce has various services that can assist firms in identifying
suitable representatives abroad. Some have been designed specifically for that purpose. A
firm can subscribe to the department’s Trade Opportunity Program (TOP), which matches
product interests of over 70,000 foreign buyers with those indicated by the U.S. subscribers.
The Country Directories of International Contacts (CDIC) provides the names and contact
information for directories of importers, agents, trade associations, and government agen-
cies on a country-by-country basis.32 The government also provides a mechanism by which
the marketer can indicate its interest in international markets. The U.S. Exporters Yellow
Pages is a directory that includes information and display advertisements on more than
11,000 U.S. companies interested in exporting. Commercial News USA is a catalog- magazine
featuring advertisements by U.S. producers distributed worldwide 6 times each year. Both
help producers find export partners and locate export companies, freight forwarders, and
other service firms that can facilitate export business. 

Two services are specifically designed for locating foreign representatives. The Agent/
Distributor Service (ADS) locates foreign firms that are interested in export proposals sub-
mitted by U.S. firms and determines their willingness to correspond with the U.S. firm. Both
U.S. and foreign commercial service posts abroad supply information on up to six represen-
tatives who meet these requirements. The International Company Profile (ICP) is a valuable
service, especially when the screening of potential candidates takes place in markets where
reliable data are not readily available. ICPs provide a trade profile of specific foreign firms.
They also provide a general narrative report on the reliability of the foreign firm. All of the
services are available for relatively small fees; for example, the cost for an ADS application is
$250 per country.33 An example of an ICP report is provided in Exhibit 13.9. Furthermore, in-
dividual state agencies provide similar services. These are all available on an online basis.

Private Sources
The easiest approach for the firm seeking intermediaries is to consult trade directories.
Country and regional business directories such as Kompass (Europe), Bottin International
(worldwide), Nordisk Handelskalendar (Northern Europe), and the Japan Trade Directory
are good places to start. Company lists by country and line of business can be secured
from Dun & Bradstreet, Reuben H. Donnelly, or Kellysearch. Telephone directories, es-
pecially the yellow page sections or editions, can provide distributor lists. Although not
detailed, these listings will give addresses and an indication of the products sold.

The firm can solicit the support of some of its facilitating agencies, such as banks, ad-
vertising agencies, shipping lines, and airlines. All these have substantial international in-
formation networks and can put them to work for their clients. The services available will
vary by agency, depending on the size of its foreign operations. Some of the major U.S.
flagship carriers—for example, Northwest Airlines—have special staffs for this purpose
within their cargo operations. Banks usually have the most extensive networks through
their affiliates and correspondent banks. Similarly, the exporter may solicit the help of
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Sample Report from the International Company Profile

13.9
Exhibit

I. FOREIGN COMPANY CONTACT
and SIZE INFORMATION:

China Power
Rm. 2301, Saxson Road
Beijing 1000301, China
Mr. Sam, President
Tel: 86-10-6606-3072
Fax: 86-10-6606-3071
1992
Sales: RMB 100,000,000
Employees: 80 including 15 at the
headquarters

II. BACKGROUND AND 
PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Operation
The firm is mainly engaged in selling
industrial automation products. It is also
engaged in contracting factory automation
system projects which consist of system
design, programming, installation, and pre-
sales service.The firm started to provide
services for machine tools refitting in the
United States in 1996.
Company Background/History:
The firm is a wholly foreign owned
enterprise registered in June of 1992 with
the Municipal Administration for Industry
& Commerce.The registered capital was
USD 1,250,000.The firm is a subsidiary of
Can International Ltd., who owns 100% of
the firm.
Business Size: small
Major Subsidiaries:
Name: China Power
Add: Rm. 22, Saxson Road, Beijing
Tel: 86-10-6606-3072
Ownership: 80% owned by the firm
Parent Company:
Name:ABZ Ltd., Hong Kong
Line of Business: Investment
Public Record:
According to management, an
introduction to the firm and its products
was included in editions of the following
publications:The People’s Daily Overseas
Edition, the Science & Technology Daily,
the Industrial & Commercial Times,
the Worker’s Daily, and the Computer
World.
Location:
A site visit was made on September 19,
1996.The firm is located in a prime
commercial area. It rents office space
of 130 square meters at the address
shown above. It occupies one floor in a
ten-story building, the condition of
which is good.

Key Company Officials:
Mr. Sam, President, born on October 24,
1958, is a graduate of Oxford University
in 1982. He is now active in the firm’s day
to day operation in charge of the overall
management. Prior to joining the firm, he
was employed by the Ministry of Com-
munications from 1982–1989 and China
Harbor Engineering Co. 1989–1992.
Mr.Taylor,Vice President, was born in
1948. He joined the firm in 1995 and is
currently active in the day to day
operations responsible for marketing and
sales. Prior to joining the firm, he was
employed as Chief Representative from
1984–1995 by CROWE, a foreign plastic
company merged by Miller Automation.
Ms.Young,Vice President, is currently
active in the firm’s day to day operations
in charge of finance.

III. REFERENCES:
Foreign Firms Represented:
MILLER AUTOMATION for industrial
automation products.
WILDWORLD WARE for Ministry of
Machinery’s industrial software.
ZXC for low voltage electrical
components.
CONTON for industrial computer.
TBP for analyzing instruments.
TINNER for power station meter &
instruments.
Bank References: The firm maintains bank-
ing relationships with the Industrial &
Commercial Bank of China Beijing Branch.
However, Mr. Sam declined to provide the
account number.
Local Chamber/Trade Association:
Under current investigation, the firm is
not known to be a member of any local
chambers or trade associations. However,
President Sam is a member of China
Harbor Association and China Material
Handling Association.
Trade References:
PURCHASE TERRITORY:
International: 100%
Import 90% from the U.S.A., 10% from
Germany, Sweden and other countries
SALES TERRITORY: Local and International
Local: 95%; International: 5%
Exporting to South Africa
CUSTOMER TYPE:
Manufacturers: 100%
Major customers include Glass Bulb
Co., Ltd.
Other customers include Iron & Steel
Corporation.

PURCHASING AND SELLING ITEMS:
Purchasing Terms: L/C at sight T/T 
Selling Terms: T/T
IMPORT & EXPORT:YES

IV. FINANCIAL DATA/CREDIT
WORTHINESS INFORMATION:

Financial Highlights of the firm for the
period January 1 to December 31, 1995
are shown below:
AMOUNT IN RMB
Sales 100,000,000
Total Assets 30,000,000
The firm declined to provide its financial
statement due to “tax concerns.”

V. MARKET INFORMATION AND
OUTLOOK:

According to Mr. Sam, the firm is the sole
“Gold Partner” of Miller Automation.
Note:To be a “Gold Partner,” the firm’s
sales volume should be more than 50
percent in the China market.

VI. SPECIAL REQUEST
INFORMATION: n/a

VII. REPUTATION: Unknown

VIII. POST COMMENTS/
EVALUATION:

As far as can be seen from the
information supplied, the firm seems to
be a satisfactory contact. EAJ Inc. may,
however, wish to contact USFCS Hong
Kong to obtain more information of
China Power’s parent company, Can
International Ltd.

IX. SOURCES OF INFORMATION:
Dun & Bradstreet Report

NOTE:The information in this report has
been supplied to the United States
Government by commercial and
government sources in the countries
covered and its intended for the sole use
of the purchaser.You are requested to
honor the trust of these sources by not
making secondary distribution of the data.
While every effort is made to supply
current and accurate information, the U.S.
Government assumes no responsibility or
liability for any decision based on the
content of the ICP.

SOURCE: Example provided by Export Pro-
motion Services, International Trade Adminis-
tration, U.S. Department of Commerce.



associations or chambers of commerce. For example, interest in China may warrant con-
tacting American Chambers of Commerce in Beijing, Hong Kong, or Shanghai.

The marketer can take an even more direct approach by buying space to solicit rep-
resentation. Advertisements typically indicate the type of support the marketer will be
able to give to its distributor. An example of an advertisement for inter-mediaries placed
in a trade medium is provided in Exhibit 13.10. For example, Regent Medical, a leading
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Advertisement for an Intermediary

13.10
Exhibit

SOURCE: Courtesy of Del Monte Foods (http://www.delmonte.com).

FPO

http://www.delmonte.com
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exporter of surgical gloves, may advertise for intermediaries in magazines such as
International Hospital Supplies or on Web sites such as hospital management.net. Trade
fairs are an important forum to meet potential distributors and to get data on intermedi-
aries in the industry. Increasingly, marketers are using their own Web sites to attract in-
ternational distributors and agents. The marketer may also deal directly with contacts
from previous applications, launch new mail solicitations, use its own sales organization
for the search, or communicate with existing customers to find prospective distributors.
The latter may happen after a number of initial (unsolicited) sales to a market, causing
the firm to want to enter the market on a more formal basis. If resources permit, the in-
ternational marketer can use outside service agencies or consultants to generate a list of
prospective representatives.

The purpose of using the sources summarized in Exhibit 13.11 is to generate as many
prospective representatives as possible for the next step, screening.

Screening Intermediaries
In most firms, the evaluation of candidates involves both what to look for and where to
go for the information. At this stage, the international marketer knows the type of distrib-
utor that is needed. The potential candidates must now be compared and contrasted
against determining criteria. Although the criteria to be used vary by industry and by prod-
uct, a good summary list is provided in Exhibit 13.12. Especially when various criteria are
being weighed, these lists must be updated to reflect changes in the environment and the
marketer’s own situation. Some criteria can be characterized as determinant, in that they
form the core dimensions along which candidates must perform well, whereas some cri-
teria, although important, may be used only in preliminary screening. This list should cor-
respond closely to the exporter’s own determinants of success—all the things that have to
be done better to beat out competition.

Before signing a contract with a particular agent or a distributor, international mar-
keters should satisfy themselves on certain key criteria. A number of these key criteria can
be easily quantified, thereby providing a solid base for comparisons between candidates,
whereas others are qualitative and require careful interpretation and confidence in the
data sources providing the information.

Sources for Locating Foreign Intermediaries

13.11
Exhibit

1. Distributor inquiries
2. Home government (e.g., U.S. Department of Commerce)

Trade Opportunities Program
Commercial Service International Contacts
Country Directories of International Contacts
Agent/Distributor Service
International Company Profile

3. Host government
Representative offices
Import promotion efforts

4. Trade sources
Magazines, journals
Directories
Associations and Chambers of Commerce
Banks, advertising agencies, carriers

5. Field sales organizations
6. Customers
7. Direct-mail solicitation/contact of previous applicants
8. Trade fairs
9. Web sites

10. Independent consultants
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Performance
The financial standing of the candidate is one of the most important criteria, as well as a
good starting point. This figure will show whether the distributor is making money and is
able to perform some of the necessary marketing functions such as extension of credit to
customers and risk absorption. Financial reports are not always complete or reliable, or
they may lend themselves to interpretation differences, pointing to a need for third-party
opinion. Many Latin American intermediaries lack adequate capital, a situation that can
lead to more time spent managing credit than managing marketing strategy. Therefore, at
companies like Xerox, assessment focuses on cash flow and the intermediary’s ability to
support its operations without outside help.34

Sales are another excellent indicator. What the distributor is presently doing gives an
indication of how he or she could perform if chosen to handle the international marketer’s
product. The distributor’s sales strength can be determined by analyzing management
ability and the adequacy and quality of the sales team. If the intermediary is an importer
or wholesaler, its ability to provide customer service to the next channel level is a critical
determinant of future sales. Pernod Ricard selects its distribution partners based on their
ability to have every needed product on hand and on time at retail locations.35

The distributor’s existing product lines should be analyzed along four dimensions:
competitiveness, compatibility, complementary nature, and quality. Quite often, interna-
tional marketers find that the most desirable distributors in a given market are already
handling competitive products and are therefore unavailable. In that case, the marketer
can look for an equally qualified distributor handling related products. The complemen-
tary nature of products may be of interest to both parties, especially in industrial markets,
where ultimate customers may be in the market for complete systems or one-stop shop-
ping. The quality match for products is important for product positioning reasons; a high-
quality product may suffer unduly from a questionable distributor reputation. The num-
ber of product lines handled gives the marketer an indication of the level of effort to
expect from the distributor. Some distributors are interested in carrying as many products
and product lines as possible to enhance their own standing, but they have the time and
the willingness to actively sell only those that bring the best compensation. At this time,
it is also important to check the candidate’s physical facilities for handling the product.
This is essential particularly for products that may be subject to quality changes, such as
food products. The assessment should also include the candidate’s marketing materials,
including a possible Web site, for adequacy and appropriateness.

Criteria for Choosing an International
Distributor13.12

Exhibit

Characteristics Weight Rating

Goals and strategies — —
Size of the firm — —
Financial strength — —
Reputation — —
Trading areas covered — —
Compatibility — —
Experience in products/with competitors — —
Sales organization — —
Physical facilities — —
Willingness to carry inventories — —
After-sales service capability — —
Use of promotion — —
Sales performance — —
Relations with local government — —
Communications — —
Overall attitude/commitment — —



The distributor’s market coverage must be determined. The analysis of coverage will
include not only how much territory, or how many segments of the market, are covered,
but also how well the markets are served. Again, the characteristics of the sales force and
the number of sales offices are good quantitative indicators. To study the quality of the
distributor’s market coverage, the marketer can check whether the sales force visits exec-
utives, engineers, and operating people or concentrates mainly on purchasing agents. In
some areas of the world, the marketer has to make sure that two distributors will not end
up having territorial overlaps, which can lead to unnecessary conflict.

Professionalism
The distributor’s reputation must be checked. This rather abstract measure takes its value
from a number of variables that all should help the marketer forecast fit and effectiveness.
The distributor’s customers, suppliers, facilitating agencies, competitors, and other members
of the local business community should be contacted for information on the business con-
duct of the distributor in such areas as buyer–seller relations and ethical behavior. This effort
will shed light on variables that may be important only in certain parts of the world; for ex-
ample, variables such as political clout, which is essential in certain developing countries.

The marketer must acknowledge the distributor as an independent entity with its own
goals. The distributor’s business strategy must therefore be determined, particularly what
the distributor expects to get from the relationship and where the international marketer
fits into those plans. Because a channel relationship is long term, the distributor’s views
on future expansion of the product line or its distribution should be clarified. This phase
will also require a determination of the degree of help the distributor would need in terms
of price, credit, delivery, sales training, communication, personal visits, product modifica-
tion, warranty, advertising, warehousing, technical support, and after-sales service. Leav-
ing uncertainties in these areas will cause major problems later.

Finally, the marketer should determine the distributor’s overall attitude in terms of co-
operation and commitment to the marketer. An effective way of testing this, and weeding
out the less interested candidates, is to ask the distributor to assist in developing a local
marketing plan or to develop one. This endeavor will bring out potential problem areas
and will spell out which party is to perform the various marketing functions.36

A criteria list is valuable only when good data are available on each and every criterion.
Although the initial screening can take place at the firm’s offices, the three to five finalists
should be visited. No better method of assessing distributors exists than visiting them, in-
specting their facilities, and interviewing their various constituents in the market. A num-
ber of other critical data sources are important for firms without the resources for on-site
inspection. The distributor’s suppliers or firms not in direct competition can provide in-
depth information. A bona fide candidate will also provide information through a local
bank. Credit reports are available through the National Association of Credit Management,
Dun & Bradstreet, and local credit-reporting agencies, as discussed in Chapter 11.

The Distributor Agreement
When the international marketer has found a suitable intermediary, a foreign sales agree-
ment is drawn up.37 The agreement can be relatively simple, but given the numerous
differences in the market environments, certain elements are essential. The checklist pre-
sented in Exhibit 13.13 is the most comprehensive in stipulating the nature of the contract
and the respective rights and responsibilities of the marketer and the distributor.

Contract duration is important, especially when an agreement is signed with a new dis-
tributor. In general, distribution agreements should be for a specified, relatively short period
(one or two years). The initial contract with a new distributor should stipulate a trial period
of either three or six months, possibly with minimum purchase requirements. Duration
should be determined with an eye on the local laws and their stipulations on distributor
agreements. These will be discussed later in conjunction with distributor termination.

Geographic boundaries for the distributor should be determined with care, especially by
smaller firms. Future expansion of the product market might be complicated if a distributor
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Elements of a Distributor Agreement

13.13
Exhibit

A. Basic Components
1. Parties to the agreement
2. Statement that the contract supersedes all previous agreements
3. Duration of the agreement (perhaps a three- or six-month trial period)
4. Territory:

a. Exclusive, nonexclusive, sole
b. Manufacturer’s right to sell direct at reduced or no commission to local government and old

customers
5. Products covered
6. Expression of intent to comply with government regulations
7. Clauses limiting sales forbidden by U.S. Export Controls or practices forbidden by the Foreign

Corrupt Practices Act
B. Manufacturer’s Rights

1. Arbitration:
a. If possible, in the manufacturer’s country
b. If not, before international Chamber of Commerce or American Arbitration Association, or  using

the London Court of Arbitration rules
c. Definition of rules to be applied (e.g., in selecting the arbitration panel)
d. Assurance that award will be binding in the distributor’s country

2. Jurisdiction that of the manufacturer’s country (the signing completed at home); if not possible, a
neutral site such as Sweden or Switzerland

3. Termination conditions (e.g., no indemnification if due notice given)
4. Clarification of tax liabilities
5. Payment and discount terms
6. Conditions for delivery of goods
7. Nonliability for late delivery beyond manufacturer’s reasonable control
8. Limitation on manufacturer’s responsibility to provide information
9. Waiver of manufacturer’s responsibility to keep lines manufactured outside the United States 

(e.g., licensees) outside of covered territory
10. Right to change prices, terms, and conditions at any time
11. Right of manufacturer or agent to visit territory and inspect books
12. Right to repurchase stock
13. Option to refuse or alter distributor’s orders
14. Training of distributor personnel in the United States subject to:

a. Practicality
b. Costs to be paid by the distributor
c. Waiver of manufacturer’s responsibility for U.S. immigration approval

C. Distributor’s Limitations and Duties
1. No disclosure of confidential information
2. Limitation of distributor’s right to assign contract
3. Limitation of distributor’s position as legal agent of manufacturer
4. Penalty clause for late payment 
5. Limitation of right to handle competing lines
6. Placement of responsibility for obtaining customs clearance
7. Distributor to publicize designation as authorized representative in defined area
8. Requirement to move all signs or evidence identifying distributor with manufacturer if

relationship ends
9. Acknowledgment by distributor of manufacturer’s ownership of trademark, trade names, patents

10. Information to be supplied by the distributor:
a. Sales reports
b. Names of active prospects
c. Government regulations dealing with imports
d. Competitive products and competitors’ activities
e. Price at which goods are sold
f. Complete data on other lines carried (on request)

11. Information to be supplied by distributor on purchasers
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Elements of a Distributor Agreement (continued)

13.13
Exhibit

12. Accounting methods to be used by distributor
13. Requirement to display products appropriately
14. Duties concerning promotional efforts
15. Limitation of distributor’s right to grant unapproved warranties, make excessive claims
16. Clarification of responsibility arising from claims and warranties
17. Responsibility of distributor to provide repair and other services
18. Responsibility to maintain suitable place of business
19. Responsibility to supply all prospective customers
20. Understanding that certain sales approaches and sales literature must be approved by manufacturer
21. Prohibition of manufacture or alteration of products
22. Requirement to maintain adequate stock, spare parts
23. Requirement that inventory be surrendered in event of a dispute that is pending in court
24. Prohibition of transshipments

SOURCE: Adapted from “Elements of a Distributor Agreement,” Business International, March 29, 1963, 23–24. Some of the
sections have been changed to reflect the present situation.

claims rights to certain territories. The marketer should retain the right to distribute products
independently, reserving the right to certain customers. For example, many marketers
maintain a dual distribution system, dealing directly with certain large accounts. This type
of arrangement should be explicitly stated in the agreement. Transshipments, sales to cus-
tomers outside the agreed-upon territory or customer type, have to be explicitly prohibited
to prevent the occurrence of parallel importation.

The payment section of the contract should stipulate the methods of payment as well as
how the distributor or agent is to draw compensation. Distributors derive compensation
from various discounts, such as the functional discount, whereas agents earn a specific
commission percentage of net sales (such as 15 percent). Given the volatility of currency
markets, the agreement should also state the currency to be used. The international mar-
keter also needs to make sure that none of the compensation forwarded to the distributor
is in violation of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act or the OECD guidelines. A violation
occurs if a payment is made to influence a foreign official in exchange for business favors,
depending on the nature of the action sought. So-called grease or facilitating payments, such
as a small fee to expedite paperwork through customs, are not considered violations.38

Product and conditions of sale need to be agreed on. The products or product lines in-
cluded should be stipulated, as well as the functions and responsibilities of the interme-
diary in terms of carrying the goods in inventory, providing service in conjunction with
them, and promoting them. Conditions of sale determine which party is to be responsible
for some of the expenses involved, which will in turn have an effect on the price to the
distributor. These conditions include credit and shipment terms.

Effective means of communication between the parties must be stipulated in the agree-
ment if a marketer–distributor relationship is to succeed. The marketer should have access
to all information concerning the marketing of his or her products in the distributor’s terri-
tory, including past records, present situation assessments, and marketing research con-
cerning the future. Communication channels should be formal for the distributor to voice
formal grievances. The contract should state the confidentiality of the information provided
by either party and protect the intellectual property rights (such as patents) involved.

Channel Management

A channel relationship can be likened to a marriage in that it brings together two inde-
pendent entities that have shared goals. For the relationship to work, each party must be
open about its expectations and openly communicate changes perceived in the other’s
behavior that might be contrary to the agreement. The closer the relationship is to a



distribution partnership, the more likely marketing success will materialize. Conflict will
arise, ranging from small grievances (such as billing errors) to major ones (rivalry over
channel duties), but it can be managed to enhance the overall channel relationship. In
some cases, conflict may be caused by an outside entity, such as gray markets, in which
unauthorized intermediaries compete for market share with legitimate importers and ex-
clusive distributors. Nevertheless, the international marketer must solve the problem.

The relationship has to be managed for the long term. An exporter may in some coun-
tries have a seller’s market situation that allows it to exert pressure on its intermediaries
for concessions, for example. However, if environmental conditions change, the exporter
may find that the channel support it needs to succeed is not there because of the manner
in which it managed channel relationships in the past.39 Firms with harmonious relation-
ships are typically those with more experience abroad and those that are proactive in
managing the channel relationship. Harmonious relationships are also characterized by
more trust, communication, and cooperation between the entities and, as a result, by less
conflict and perceived uncertainty.40

As an exporter’s operations expand, the need for coordination across markets may grow.
Therefore, the exporter may want to establish distributor advisory councils to help in reac-
tive measures (e.g., how to combat parallel importation) or proactive measures (e.g., how
to transfer best practice from one distributor to another). Naturally, such councils are in-
strumental in building esprit de corps for the long-term success of the distribution system.

Factors in Channel Management
An excellent framework for managing channel relationships is shown in Exhibit 13.14.
The complicating factors that separate the two parties fall into three categories: owner-
ship; geographic, cultural, and economic distance; and different rules of law. Rather than
lament their existence, both parties need to take strong action to remedy them. Often, the
major step is acknowledgment that differences do indeed exist, followed by measures to
build mutual trust.41
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Remedy Lies inBring
High Export
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Performance Problems and Remedies When Using
Overseas Distributors13.14
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SOURCE: Adapted from Philip J. Rosson,“Success Factors in Manufacturer–Overseas Distributor Relationships in International
Marketing,” in International Marketing Management, ed. Erdener Kaynak (New York: Praeger, 1984), 91–107.



In international marketing, manufacturers and distributors are usually independent
entities. Distributors typically carry the products of more than one manufacturer and judge
products by their ability to generate revenue without added expense. The international
marketer, in order to receive disproportionate attention for its concerns, may offer both
monetary and psychological rewards.

Distance can be bridged through effective two-way communication. This should go
beyond normal routine business communication to include innovative ways of sharing
pertinent information. The international marketer may place one person in charge of dis-
tributor-related communications or put into effect an interpenetration strategy—that is, an
exchange of personnel so that both organizations gain further insight into the workings of
the other.42 Cross-cultural differences in people’s belief systems and behavior patterns
have to be acknowledged and acted on for effective channel management. For example,
in markets where individualism is stressed, local channel partners may seek arrangements
that foster their own self-interest and may expect their counterparts to watch out for them-
selves. Conflict is seen as a natural phenomenon. In societies of low individualism, how-
ever, a common purpose is fostered between the partners.43

Economic distance manifests itself in exchange rates, for example. Instability of ex-
change rates can create serious difficulties for distributors in their trading activities, not
only with their suppliers but also with their domestic customers. -Manufacturers and dis-
tributors should develop and deploy mutually acceptable mechanisms that allow for some
flexibility in interactions when unforeseen rate fluctuations occur.44 For example, Harley
Davidson has instituted a system of risk sharing in which it will maintain a single foreign
currency price as long as the spot exchange rate does not move beyond a mutually
agreed-upon rate. Should that happen, Harley Davidson and the distributor will share the
costs or benefits of the change.

Laws and regulations in many markets may restrict the manufacturer in terms of con-
trol. For example, in the European Union, the international marketer cannot prevent a
distributor from reexporting products to customers in another member country, even
though the marketer has another distributor in that market. EU law insists on a single
market where goods and services can be sold throughout the area without restriction.
In 1998, VW was fined €90 million and in 2000 GM €43 million for taking steps to limit
intra-EU imports. Even monitoring parallel imports may be considered to be in restraint
of trade.

Most of the criteria used in selecting intermediaries can be used to evaluate existing in-
termediaries as well. If not conducted properly and fairly, however, evaluation can be a
source of conflict. In addition to being given the evaluation results in order to take ap-
propriate action, the distributor should be informed of the evaluative criteria and should
be a part of the overall assessment process. Again, the approach should be focused on
serving mutual benefits. For example, it is important that the exporter receive detailed
market and financial performance data from the distributor. Most distributors identify
these data as the key sources of power in distribution and may, therefore, be inherently
reluctant to provide them in full detail. The exchange of such data is often the best indi-
cator of a successful relationship.45

A part of the management process is channel adjustment. This can take the form of
channel shift (eliminating a particular type of channel), channel modification (changing
individual members while leaving channel structure intact), or role or relationship modi-
fication (changing functions performed or the reward structure) as a result of channel
evaluation. The need for channel change should be well established and not executed
hastily because it will cause a major distraction in the operations of the firm. Some com-
panies have instituted procedures that require executives to consider carefully all of the
aspects and potential results of change before execution.

Gray Markets
Gray markets, or parallel importation, refer to authentic and legitimately manufactured
trademark items that are produced and purchased abroad but imported or diverted to the
United States by bypassing designated channels.46 The IT industry estimates that gray market
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sales of IT products account for over $40 billion in revenue each year, collectively costing
IT manufacturers up to $5 billion annually in lost profits.47 Gray marketed products vary
from inexpensive consumer goods (such as chewing gum) to expensive capital goods
(such as excavation equipment). The phenomenon is not restricted to the United States;
Japan, for example, has witnessed gray markets because of the high value of the yen and
the subsidization of cheaper exports through high taxes. Japanese marketers thus often
found it cheaper to go to Los Angeles to buy export versions of Japanese-made products.
Gray markets are not a fringe phenomenon either; for example, 93 percent of the mobile
phone market in Laos is furnished through sourcing or smuggling from Thailand.

A case history of the phenomenon is provided in Exhibit 13.15, which shows the flow
of Seiko watches through authorized and unauthorized channels. Seiko is a good exam-
ple of a typical gray market product in that it carries a well-known trademark. Unautho-
rized importers, such as Progress Trading Company in New York, and retailers, such as
Kmart or Gem of the Day, buy Seiko watches around the world at advantageous prices
and then sell them to consumers at substantial discounts over authorized Seiko dealers.
Seiko has fought back, for example, by advertising warnings to consumers against buying
gray market watches on the grounds that these products may be obsolete or worn-out
models and that consumers might have problems with their warranties. Many gray mar-
keters, however, provide their own warranty-related service and guarantee watches sold
through them. Since watches have strong commercial potential online due to the power
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of their brand identities, gray-market watch Web sites are having the most impact on
higher-priced watch lines selling for $1,000 retail. Authorized retailers are being forced to
take bigger discounts to keep from losing sales.48

Various conditions allow unauthorized resellers to exist. The most important are price
segmentation and exchange rate fluctuations. Competitive conditions may require the in-
ternational marketer to sell essentially the same product at different prices in different
markets or to different customers.49 Because many products are priced higher in, for ex-
ample, the United States, a gray marketer can purchase them in Europe or the Far East and
offer discounts between 10 and 40 percent below list price when reselling them in the U.S.
market. Exchange rate fluctuations can cause price differentials and thus opportunities for
gray marketers. For example, during the Asian financial crisis, gray marketers imported
Caterpillar, Deere, and Komatsu construction and earth-moving equipment no longer
needed for halted projects in markets such as Thailand and Indonesia—and usually never
used—for as little as 60 percent of what U.S. dealers paid wholesale.50 In some cases, gray
markets emerge as a result of product shortages. For example, at one time, many U.S.
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The International MARKETPLACE 13.3

The problem was identified relatively quickly—within
three months of the change in source of supply—and the
sourcing was redirected back to Japan. However, in the
meantime, many intermediaries in Dubai, Hong Kong, and
Singapore identified an opportunity and offered Russian
customers “made in Japan” versions of the same product
while the official channel was stuck with the “made in
China” counterparts.

In a worst-case scenario, Canon would have been forced
to sell the copiers at any price. However, it undertook
the following campaign, which resulted in the swift sale of
all the Chinese-made copiers:

1. It developed an “officially imported” hologram, which
was attached to every Canon product acquired
through official channels in Russia

2. It offered to profile dealers as authorized resellers
through a dealer-participatory campaign in which
their names were included in the advertisements

3. It offered final customers a premium, a Canon BP-7
camera.

The accompanying advertisement appeared in Russian
trade magazines to deliver this message. It portrays the
hologram and states the following benefits of buying from
official dealers (while implicitly warning readers not to
buy from other sources): technical support and training,
Russian-language instructions and manuals, product
support, and local service.

SOURCES: Example courtesy of Jouko Tuominen, Oy Canon Ab,“To Russia
with Love:The Multinationals’ Song,” Business Week, September 16, 2002,
54; and “Laptops from Lapland,” The Economist, September 6, 1997, 67–68;
http://www.canon.com.

Since the Russian currency crisis of 1998, global oil prices
have fueled a boom that has not only replenished
government coffers, but also boosted wages across the
board and given many Asian, European, and North
American marketers reason to look at the market.While
expenditures by businesses and consumers tend to be
modest by international standards, the buyers are
extremely quality aware and brand conscious. Making
erroneous assumptions in this regard may be costly, as
Canon found with its operations.

As part of a strategic initiative to relocate products and
transfer technology, Canon moved the production of its
basic model 1215 copier to China. One of the world’s
leading manufacturers of cameras, optical products,
imaging equipment, and computer peripherals, Canon
believes in being an organization that undertakes optimal
production activities worldwide. It does so through its
120 subsidiaries around the globe.

The change of country of origin from Japan to China was
not expected to affect buyers. However, in Russia, Canon
found quite the opposite to be true. In many high-
technology product categories, both Russian trade and
retail customers divided products into three categories:
“white” ones, made in Europe or the United States, the
best made and subsequently premium priced;“red” ones,
assembled in Russia and considered with suspicion; and
“yellow” ones, from Asia and rated somewhere in
between red and white. However, in China’s case, the
perception among Russians has traditionally been that
technology flows there from Russia but not vice versa,
and that nothing interesting in terms of technology can
originate from China.

Country of Origin and Gray Markets

http://www.canon.com


computer manufacturers had to turn to gray marketers to secure their supply of DRAMs or
else watch their production lines grind to a halt.51 However, in these cases, the gray mar-
ket goods typically cost more than those usually available through authorized suppliers.
In other cases, if there are multiple production sites for the same product, gray markets
can emerge due to negative perceptions about the country of origin, as seen in the case
highlighted in The International Marketplace 13.3.

Gray market flows have increased as current barriers to trade are being eliminated. The
European Union has significant parallel importation due to significant price differentials in
ethical drugs, which are in turn the result of differences in regulation, insurance coverage,
medical practice, and exchange rates. Of the fifteen member countries, only Denmark
grants manufacturers the freedom to price their ethical drugs. The share of parallel trade
is estimated at 15 percent and is expected to grow since the European Commission is sup-
porting the practice.52 A similar controversy has emerged in the United States, where
prescription drugs are priced at 34 percent higher than in Canada, and where some are
advocating the reimportation of these drugs from Canada to the United States.
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Opponents and supporters of the practice disagree on whether the central issue is price
or trade rights. Detractors typically cite the following arguments: (1) the gray market un-
duly hurts the legitimate owners of trademarks; (2) without protection, trademark owners
will have little incentive to invest in product development; (3) gray marketers will “free
ride” or take unfair advantage of the trademark owners’ marketing and promotional ac-
tivities; and (4) parallel imports can deceive consumers by not meeting product standards
or their normal expectations of after-sale service. The bottom line is that gray market
goods can severely under-cut local marketing plans, erode long-term brand images, eat
up costly promotion funds, and sour manufacturer–intermediary relations. The opponents
scored a major victory when the European Court of Justice ruled in 2001 against Tesco,
which imported cheap Levi jeans from the United States and sold them at prices well
below those of other retailers. The decision backed Levi’s claim that its image could be
harmed if it lost control of import distribution. Tesco can continue sourcing Levi’s prod-
ucts within the EU from the cheapest provider, but not from outside it.53

Proponents of parallel importation approach the issue from an altogether different
point of view. They argue for their right to “free trade” by pointing to manufacturers that
are both overproducing and overpricing in some markets. The main beneficiaries are con-
sumers, who benefit from lower prices and discount distributors, with whom some of the
manufacturers do not want to deal and who have now, because of gray markets, found a
profitable market niche.

Gray markets attract consumers with high price sensitivities. However, given the
price–quality inference, quality may become a concern for the consumer, especially if
they do not have relevant information about the brand and the intermediary. In addition,
risk aversion will have a negative influence on consumers’ propensity to buy gray-market
goods. The likelihood of obtaining a counterfeit version, a deficient guarantee, or no serv-
ice are foremost concerns.54

In response to the challenge, manufacturers have chosen various approaches. Despite
the Supreme Court ruling in May 1988 to legitimize gray markets in the United States,55

foreign manufacturers, U.S. companies manufacturing abroad, and authorized retailers
have continued to fight the practice. In January 1991, the U.S. Customs Service enacted a
new rule whereby trademarked goods that have been authorized for manufacture and
sale abroad by U.S. trademark holders will no longer be allowed into the United States
through parallel channels.56 Those parallel importing goods of overseas manufacturers
will not be affected. Recently, courts have taken exception to cases that have shown evi-
dence of deception. For example, Lever Brothers won a long case to stop discounters
from selling Sunlight brand dishwashing detergent, produced for the British market, in the
United States. Because tap water is generally harder in Britain, formulation of the product
there is different from Lever’s U.S. version, which produces more lather. Lever reported
lost sales and complaints from customers who bought the British brand and were disap-
pointed.

The solution for the most part lies with the contractual relationships that tie businesses
together. In almost all cases of gray marketing, someone in the authorized channel
commits a diversion, thus violating the agreements signed. One of the standard responses
is therefore disenfranchisement of such violators. This approach is a clear response to
complaints from the authorized dealers who are being hurt by transshipments. Tracking
down offenders is quite expensive and time-consuming, however. Some of the gray mar-
keters can be added to the authorized dealer network if mutually acceptable terms can be
reached, thereby increasing control of the channel of distribution.57

A one-price policy can eliminate one of the main reasons for gray markets. This means
choosing the most efficient of the distribution channels through which to market the
product, but it may also mean selling at the lowest price to all customers regardless of
location and size. A meaningful one-price strategy must also include a way to reward the
providers of other services, such as warranty repair, in the channel.

Other strategies have included producing different versions of products for different
markets. For example, some electronics-goods companies are designing products so they
will work only in the market for which they are designated. Some of the latest printers
from Hewlett-Packard do not print if they are fed ink cartridges not bought in the same
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region as the printer. Nintendo’s handheld game machines are sold in the United States
with power adaptors that do not work in Europe.58 Some companies have introduced
price incentives to consumers. Hasselblad, the Swedish camera manufacturer, offers rebates
to purchasers of legally imported, serial-numbered camera bodies, lenses, and roll-fill
magazines. Many manufacturers promote the benefits of dealing with authorized dealers
(and, thereby, the dangers of dealing with gray market dealers). For example, Rolex’s
message states that authorized dealers are the only ones who are capable of providing
genuine accessories and who can ensure that the customer gets an authentic product and
the appropriate warranty. Many pharmaceutical companies, such as Glaxo SmithKline,
have embarked on educational and promotional campaigns to call attention to buying
drugs from abroad from Internet pharmacies.59

Termination of the Channel Relationship
Many reasons exist for the termination of a channel relationship, but the most typical are
changes in the international marketer’s distribution approach (for example, establishing a
sales office), or a (perceived) lack of performance by the intermediary. On occasion, ter-
mination may result from either party not honoring agreements; for example, by selling
outside assigned territories and initiating price wars.60

Channel relationships go through a life cycle. The concept of an international distribu-
tion life cycle is presented in Exhibit 13.16. Over time, the manufacturer’s marketing
capabilities increase while a distributor’s ability and willingness to grow the manufac-
turer’s business in that market decreases. When a producer expands its market presence,
it may expect more of a distributor’s effort than the distributor is willing to make available.
Furthermore, with expansion, the manufacturer may want to expand its product line to
items that the distributor is neither interested in nor able to support. In some cases, inter-
mediaries may not be interested in growing the business beyond a certain point (e.g., due
to progressive taxation in the country) or as aggressively as the principal may expect
(i.e., being more of an order-taker than an order-getter). As a marketer’s operations
expand, it may want to start to coordinate operations across markets for efficiency and
customer-service reasons or to cater to global accounts—thereby needing to control dis-
tribution to a degree that independent intermediaries are not willing to accept, or requir-
ing a level of service that they may not be able to deliver. 
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Independent distributors do remain long-run representatives of originators under cer-
tain circumstances. Some markets may not be considered strategic (e.g., due to size) or
they may be culturally challenging (e.g., Saudi Arabia). The distributors may carry prod-
uct lines that are complementary thus enhancing the originator’s efforts, and they may act
more as partners by sharing information, or undertaking originator-specific projects in
their or nearby markets to become “indispensable.”61

If termination is a result of such a structural change, the situation has to be handled
carefully. The effect of termination on the intermediary has to be understood, and open
communication is needed to make the transition smooth. For example, the intermediary
can be compensated for investments made, and major customers can be visited jointly to
assure them that service will be uninterrupted.

Termination conditions are one of the most important considerations in the distributor
agreement, because the just causes for termination vary and the penalties for the interna-
tional marketer may be substantial. Just causes include fraud or deceit, damage to the
other party’s interest, or failure to comply with contract obligations concerning minimum
inventory requirements or minimum sales levels. These must be spelled out carefully be-
cause local courts are often favorably disposed toward local businesses. In some coun-
tries, termination may not even be possible. In the EU and Latin America, terminating an
ineffective intermediary is time-consuming and expensive. One year’s average commis-
sions are typical for termination without justification. A notice of termination has to be
given three to six months in advance. In Austria, termination without just cause and/or
failure to give notice of termination may result in damages amounting to average com-
missions for between 1 and 15 years.

The time to think about such issues is before the overseas distribution agreement is
signed. It is especially prudent to find out what local laws say about termination and to
check what type of experience other firms have had in the particular country. Careful
preparation can allow the exporter to negotiate a termination without litigation. If the dis-
tributor’s performance is unsatisfactory, careful documentation and clearly defined per-
formance measures may help show that the distributor has more to gain by going quietly
than by fighting.

E-Commerce

Increasingly, various marketing constituents are seeing the Web not only as a communica-
tion tool but as a builder of interactive relationships and as a device to sell products and
services.62 As shown in Exhibit 13.17, e-commerce, the ability to offer goods and services
over the Web (both business to consumer [B2C] and business to business [B2B]) is ex-
pected to reach significant compound annual growth rates in the next few years around
the world. While the United States accounts for the majority of e-commerce activity, the
non-U.S. portion is expected to grow substantially in the next few years, with the expan-
sion of e-commerce markets in Asia. Total e-ecommerce spending is expected to rise from
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Worldwide E-Commerce Revenue by 
Region (in $ billions)13.17

Exhibit

Region 2004 2009 Compound Annual Growth

United States 988.6 2,989.6 28.1%
Western Europe 766.2 2,391.6
Asia/Pacific 519.0 2,477.1
Rest of World 197.7 683.3
Share of B2B 88.0% 87.2%

SOURCE: From IDC Internet Commerce Market Model, Version 10.1; http://www.idc.com.

http://www.idc.com


$2.5 trillion in 2004 to $8.5 trillion in 2009.63 The biggest engine of growth for B2B e-com-
merce is expected to be global transactions.

Many companies willing to enter e-commerce will not have to do it on their own. Hub sites
(also known as virtual malls, e-marketplaces, or digital intermediaries) will bring together
buyers, sellers, distributors, and transaction payment processors in one single marketplace,
making convenience the key attraction. With 1,400 of them in place,64 entities such as
Compare.net (http://www.compare.net), Priceline.com (http://www.priceline.com),
eBay (http://www.ebay.com), Shoplet (http://www.shoplet.com), Quadrem (http://
www.quadrem.com), and ECnet (http://www.ecnet.com) are leading the way.

As soon as customers have the ability to access a company through the Internet, the
company itself has to be prepared to provide 24-hour order taking and customer service,
to acquire the regulatory and customs-handling expertise to deliver internationally, and to
develop an in-depth understanding of marketing environments for the further develop-
ment of the business relationship. The instantaneous interactivity of users’ experience will
also be translated into an expectation of expedient delivery of answers and products or-
dered. Many people living outside the United States who want to purchase online expect
U.S. style service. However, in many cases, they may find that shipping is not even avail-
able outside the United States.

The challenges faced in terms of response and delivery capabilities can be overcome
by outsourcing services or by building international distribution networks. Air express
carriers such as DHL, FedEx, and UPS offer full-service packages that leverage their own
Internet infrastructure with customs clearance and e-mail shipment notification. If a com-
pany needs help in order fulfilment and customer support, logistics centers offer ware-
housing and inventory management services as well as same-day delivery from in-coun-
try stocks. DHL, for example, has eight express logistics centers and 287 strategic parts
centers worldwide, with key centers in Bahrain for the Middle East, Brussels for Europe,
and Singapore for Asia-Pacific. Some companies elect to build their own international dis-
tribution networks. Both QVC, a televised shopping service, and amazon.com, an online
retailer of books and consumer goods, have distribution centers in Britain and Germany
to take advantage of the European Internet audience and to fulfill more quickly and
cheaply the orders generated by their Web sites.

Transactions and the information they provide about the buyer allow for greater cus-
tomization and for service by region, by market, or even by individual customer. One of
the largest online sellers, Dell Computer, builds a Premier Page for its corporate customers
with more than 400 employees, which is linked to the customer’s intranet and thus allows
approved employees to configure PCs, pay for them, and track their delivery status. Pre-
mier Pages also provide access to instant technical support and Dell sales representatives.
Presently there are 5,000 companies with such service, and $5 million worth of Dell PCs
are ordered every day.65

Although English has long been perceived as the lingua franca of the Web, the share
of non-English speakers worldwide increased to 65 percent in 2006. It has also been
shown that Web users are three times more likely to buy when the offering is made in
their own language.66 However, not even the largest of firms can serve all markets with a
full line of their products. Getting a Web site translated and running is an expensive
proposition and, if done correctly, time-consuming as well. If the site is well developed,
it will naturally lead to expectations that order fulfillment will be of equal caliber. There-
fore, any worldwide Web strategy has to be tied closely with the company’s overall
growth strategy in world markets.

A number of hurdles and uncertainties are keeping some companies out of global mar-
kets or preventing them from exploiting these markets to their full potential. Some argue
that the World Wide Web does not live up to its name, since it is mostly a tool for the
United States and Europe. Yet, as Internet penetration levels increase in the near future,
due to technological advances, improvements in many countries’ Web infrastructures, and
customer acceptance, e-business will become truly global. As a matter of fact, in some
cases emerging markets may provide a chance to try out new approaches, because the
markets and the marketers in them are not burdened by history, as seen in The Interna-
tional Marketplace 13.4.
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The International MARKETPLACE 13.4

and more importantly, automakers do not have existing
retail systems that need to be overhauled. In some cases,
such as GM in Taiwan, the firms own a significant share of
the retail operations. Ford is experimenting with Internet
sales in markets such as the Philippines, where it has set
up an e-commerce system that links consumers, dealers,
the manufacturer, and suppliers to create a seamless
e-business.

In addition to buying cars online,Taiwanese customers
can make service appointments through the GM Web
site.The company will come to the owner’s house or
office, pick up the car, and return it within hours or
overnight after completing the service.

Retailers are also getting on the bandwagon. Internet
malls are mushrooming in Korea, for example.To gain
access to products,Web retailer Libero teamed up with
100 traditional car dealers. Profits for the cyber dealers
are slim—as little as $180 on each car. In addition,
carmakers and dealers have threatened to sue their
Web competitors for selling vehicles at low prices that
disrupt the traditional way of doing business.

SOURCES: “Car Makers Rev Up to New E-Commerce Initiatives,” Network
World, September 2, 2002, 1, 16;“Follow-Through,” Forbes, December 24,
2001, 48;“Ford and GM Unveil E-Commerce Alliances,” E-Commerce
Times, January 10, 2000, at http://www.ecommercetimes.com/perl/
printer/ 2169/; “Asia Awakes to E-Commerce, Industry Week.com.
January 5, 2000, at http://www.industryweek.com/currentarticles/asp/
articles.asp?articleid=808; “GM Tests E-Commerce Plans in Emerging
Markets,” The Wall Street Journal, October 25, 1999, B6;
http://www.gm.com; http://www.gmbuypower.com; http://www.
gmautoworld.com.tw; and http://www.libero.co.kr.

Consumers today are increasingly interested in the
Internet to make car shopping and ownership easier and
more convenient.A total of 8 to 10 million consumers
surf the Internet for information to help them buy new
cars. Expanding the use beyond providing information
(e.g., owner handbooks, recall announcements, and
maintenance) has proved to be challenging, however.

Although the United States has the greatest potential for
online buying due to its large customer base, channel
culture prevents General Motors from realizing it.The
U.S. retail system consists of 20,000 dealers protected in
many cases by state franchise laws that stand in the way
of Internet sales.Additionally, automakers’ production
facilities cannot accommodate real-time Internet orders.
As a result, GM and Ford are focusing more on the
supplier side of their e-operations.

GM is testing electronic commerce strategies in overseas
markets such as Taiwan, where it already sells 10 percent
of its vehicles through the Internet and plans to build cars
to order.“Emerging markets are a lab for us,” said Mark
Hogan, who heads the new E-GM unit.“We do not have
a lot of bricks and mortar in these markets, so they
provide perfect conditions for us to learn from.” The
company hopes to sell about 30 percent of units online
in upcoming years.

However, in many of the emerging markets, especially
Asia and Latin America, both GM and Ford have factories
that are more flexible and will allow for build-to-order
programs to operate at a much faster pace. Furthermore,

E-Commerce in Emerging Markets
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The marketer has to be sensitive to the governmental role in e-commerce. No real con-
sensus exists on the taxation of e-commerce, especially in the case of cross-border transac-
tions. While the United States and the EU have agreed not to impose new taxes on sales
through the Internet, there is no uniformity in the international taxation of transactions.67

Other governments believe, however, that they have something to gain by levying new
e-taxes. Until more firm legal precedents are established, international marketers should be
aware of their potential tax liabilities and prepare for them, especially if they are considering
substantial e-commerce investments. One likely scenario is an e-commerce tax system that
closely resembles sales taxes at physical retail outlets. Vendors will be made responsible for
collecting sales taxes and forwarding them to the governments concerned, most likely dig-
itally. Another proposal involves the bit-tax, a variation of the Internet access tax.

In addition, any product traded will still be subject to government regulations.68 For ex-
ample, Virtual Vineyards has to worry about country-specific alcohol regulations, while
software makers have to comply with U.S. software export regulations. Dell Computer
was fined $50,000 by the U.S. Department of Commerce for shipping computers online to
Iran, a country on the sanctions list due to its sponsorship of terrorism.

Governments will also have to come to terms with issues related to security, privacy,
and access to the Internet.69 The private sector argues for the highest possible ability to
safeguard its databases, to protect cross-border transmission of confidential information,
and to conduct secure financial transactions using global networks. This requires an un-
restricted market for encryption products that operate globally. However, some govern-
ments, especially the United States, fear that encryption will enable criminals and terrorist
organizations to avoid detection and tracking. Therefore, a strong argument is made in
favor of limiting the extent of encryption.

Privacy issues have grown exponentially as a result of e-business. The European Union
has a directive that introduced high standards of data privacy to ensure the free flow of
data throughout its 25 member states. Each individual has the right to review personal
data, correct them, and limit their use. But more importantly, the directive also requires
member states to block transmission of data to countries, including the United States, if
those countries’ domestic legislation does not provide an adequate level of protection.
The issue between the United States and the EU will most likely be settled by companies,
such as IBM, adopting global privacy policies for managing information online and get-
ting certified by groups, such as Better Business Bureaus or TRUSTe, that are implement-
ing privacy labeling systems to tell users when a site adheres to their privacy guidelines.70

A register of such companies will also then have to be developed.
A related concern is the content of material on the Internet. While freedom of infor-

mation across international lines is encouraged and easily achieved, some countries (such
as China and Saudi Arabia) regulate information and others have quotas on domestically
produced broadcasting. Regulations on advertising are also implemented.

For industries such as music and motion pictures, the Internet is both an opportunity
and a threat.71 It provides a new and efficient method of distribution and customization
of products. At the same time, it can be a channel for intellectual property violations,
through unauthorized postings on Web sites from which protected material can be down-
loaded. In addition, the music industry is concerned about a shift in the balance of eco-
nomic power: if artists can deliver their works directly to customers via technologies such
as MP3, what will be the role of labels and distributors? Many labels have switched to
digital music and seen their profits increase with the new distribution mode.72
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Summary

Channels of distribution consist of the marketing efforts
and intermediaries that facilitate the movement of goods
and services. Decisions that must be made to establish
an international channel of distribution focus on channel
design and the selection of intermediaries for the roles
that the international marketer will not perform. The

channel must be designed to meet the requirements of
the intended customer base, coverage, long-term conti-
nuity of the channel once it is established, and the qual-
ity of coverage to be achieved. Having determined the
basic design of the channel, the international marketer
will then decide on the number of different types of
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Internet Exercises

1. Using the Web site of the U.S. Commercial Service
(http://trade.gov/cs), assess the types of help
available to an exporter in establishing distribution
channels and finding partners in this endeavor.

2. The Alliance for Gray Market and Counterteit
Abatement (http://www.agmaglobal.org) has as its

primary purpose to “mitigate gray marketing and
counterfeiting of high-technology products.” Is it
appropriate to equate the two? Are the arguments
by this industry coalition convincing?
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Model Contract. New York: ICC Publishing Corp.,
2002.

International Chamber of Commerce. Incoterms 2000.
New York: ICC Publishing Corp., 2000.
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Recommended Readings

Key Terms

intermediaries
distribution culture
distributor
agent

indirect exporting
direct exporting
integrated exporting
commissionario

del credere agent
facilitating payments
parallel importation

Questions for Discussion

1. Relate these two statements: “A channel of distri-
bution can be compared to a marriage.” “The
number one reason given for divorce is lack of
communication.”

2. Channels of distribution tend to vary according to
the level of economic development of a market.
The more developed the economy, the shorter the
channels tend to be. Why?

3. If a small exporter lacks the resources for an onsite
inspection, what measures would you propose for
screening potential distributors?

4. The international marketer and the distributor will
have different expectations concerning the rela-
tionship. Why should these expectations be spelled
out and clarified in the contract?

5. One method of screening candidates is to ask
distributors for a simple marketing plan. What items
would you want included in this plan?

6. Is gray marketing a trademark issue, a pricing issue,
or a distribution issue?
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D
r. Irena Eris is famous in Poland. In 1999 the
Business Centre Club honored her with the
title Business Woman of the Decade, in 2003
she was recognized for the creation of an

internationally competitive Polish brand, and in 2004 she
was placed on the list of influential women in Polish
history that had turned the course of events, overcome
stereotypes, and initiated new thinking. In 2005 she re-
ceived the Economic Award of the President of Poland. 

It all started in 1982 when Dr. Eris, a Ph.D. from the
Faculty of Pharmacology at Berlin’s Humboldt Univer-
sity, inherited the equivalent of six small Fiat cars. With
this inheritance she and her husband opened a cottage
workshop producing nourishing facial cream in 1983.
The first cosmetic products were mixed in a makeshift
machine made by a local locksmith friend.

The Polish Cosmetics Market

With its population of 40 million people, Poland is the
eighth largest country in Europe. Its per-capita con-
sumption is only one-fifth of the average of the pre-2004
European Union (EU) member countries. The key com-
petitive factors are price, quality, and brand recognition.
Packaging and advertising have become increasingly
important. Poles tend to be risk averse when choosing
everyday cosmetics. They prefer to buy a known brand
from a known store. Purchasing decisions are deter-
mined by company reputation and brand recognition. 

Poland has long traditions in the production of cos-
metics. Max Faktor—born in Lódź, Poland, during the
1870s—became the founder of modern make-up, creat-
ing the global Max Factor brand. Helena Rubinstein, a
Polish immigrant to the United States, is one of the
biggest names in facial care. In the Communist Era,
Poland was by far the largest cosmetics producer in the
former socialist countries. The cosmetics of Pollena and

Nivea were cherished by men and women of all ages.
Poland was also a large market for cosmetics. Most of
the cosmetics products were affordably priced. Only 5
percent represented luxury products, most of them im-
ported. The collapse of the CMEA (Council for Mutual
Economic Assistance) market at the beginning of the
1990s caused the market for Polish cosmetics to stag-
nate. Existing procurement and distribution networks in
the domestic and foreign Soviet Bloc markets were dis-
mantled. Market positions in the big Russian market
and in the other markets of Central and Eastern Europe
were lost.

Today, the cosmetics industry in Poland employs ap-
proximately 19,000 people. It has remained a key em-
ployer in a volatile labor market, but the transition
process to a market-led economy has caused enormous
job losses. The “shock therapy” approach to the privati-
zation of state-owned enterprises led to the mushroom-
ing of small domestic cosmetics companies; by the end
of 2005 there were more than 470. Less than 15 percent
of these employed more than 50 people. International
cosmetics manufacturers were quick to enter the Polish
cosmetics industry via acquisition of former state-owned
companies or greenfield investment. They have big pro-
duction capacity, premier facilities, established retail
clout, and high brand recognition.

In the last 10 years the production of cosmetics in
Poland has experienced steady annual growth (see
Exhibit 1). In 2002 the market was valued at 1.85 billion
Polish Zloty (PLN), the equivalent of US$450 million at
the current exchange rate. The value of Polish cosmetics
exports in 2002 was US$291 million, representing almost
10 percent growth over 2001. More than two-thirds of all
exports went to former CMEA markets and about 30 per-
cent to the European Union member countries. The
major importers were Russia (18 percent of the total
value of Polish exports), Hungary (14 percent), Lithuania
(12 percent), Ukraine (11 percent), Germany (8 percent),
and the United Kingdom (7 percent). Avon Cosmetics,
Miraculum, Cussons Group, Kolastyna, Ziaja, Dr. Irena
Eris, Polena Ewa, and L’Oréal are the biggest exporters.

Cosmetics imports come from Germany (23 percent),
France (21 percent), the United Kingdom (17 percent),
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and Italy and Spain (6 percent each). Imported cosmetics
sell at a price premium and enjoy high brand recognition.

Cosmetics manufacturers in Poland can be divided
into four groups:

1. Producers owned by the Pollena conglomerate, owned
by foreign investors (Beiersdorf, Cussons Group, and
Unilever).They develop and introduce new products in
the Polish market and upgrade the acquired cosmetic
products.

2. Formerly state-owned cosmetics manufacturers,
privatized and functioning independently (Pollena
Ewa and Miraculum).

3. A large group of Polish private cosmetics firms
established in the 1980s and 1990s (Inter-Fragrances,
Dr. Irena Eris Cosmetics Laboratories, Kolastyna,
Soraya, Dax Cosmetics, Dermika, and Ziaja).

4. New factories built by global cosmetics companies
(Johnson & Johnson, L’Oréal,Avon, and Oriflame).

The strong domestic producers have established posi-
tions in the skin and body care product market segment
and control about two-thirds of this market. The market
leader is Beiersdorf-Lechia with almost an 30 percent
share, followed by Johnson & Johnson (8 percent),
Unilever (7 percent), Kolastyna (6.5 percent), and Dr.
Irena Eris (5 percent). 

The facial care cosmetics market segment is domi-
nated by Dr. Irena Eris (16 percent), followed by Ziaja
(10 percent), Oceanic (9 percent), and Cussons (8 per-
cent). All foreign facial care brands have positioned
themselves in the middle or premium sector of the mar-
ket. For example, the U.S. firm Johnson & Johnson dom-
inates the mid-market with 45 percent market share,

while the French Garnier with its brand L’Oréal leads in
the premium sector with more than 50 percent market
share. The market pressure from foreign brands has
pushed most of the Polish facial care brands into the
low-price mass markets. The self-tanning cosmetics seg-
ment is dominated by L’Oréal with 27.5 percent, Beiers-
dorf with 25.3 percent, and Dr. Irena Eris with 12.2 per-
cent market share.

Premium cosmetics brands are sold via specialized
networks of stores such as Empik, Galeria Centrum, Ina
Center, and French Sephora. The medium- and low-
priced cosmetics are distributed via hypermarket and su-
permarket chains, drug stores, and specialty stores. Com-
panies such as Avon, Oriflame, and Amway use direct
selling. The largest distributor of cosmetics is Polbita, a
privately owned company established in 1990. Polbita
owns 20 percent of the cosmetics distribution system in
Poland. Its store chain Drogeria Natura has more than
330 retail outlets.

Since 1988 almost all global and international cosmet-
ics brands have entered the Polish market. They seek
new market development and expansion. The best rec-
ognized foreign brands are: Christian Dior, Guerlain,
Yves Saint Laurent, Yves Rocher, Yves Saint Rocher,
L’Oréal, Laboratories Paris, Lancôme, Paloma Picasso,
Guy Laroche, Giorgio Armani, Cacharel, Coty, Elizabeth
Arden, Pierre Robert, Colgate Palmolive, Nivea, Jean
Pierresand, Vichy Laboratories, Jade, Max Factor, Revlon,
Maybelline, Biotherm, Givenchy, Nino Cerruti, Margaret
Astor, and Rimmel. They have all set up their own ex-
clusive stores and beauty salons. Aggressive advertising,
new product development, and simultaneous product
introduction in Paris and Warsaw reinforce their pre-
mium market position.
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The ongoing process of market liberalization and EU
enlargement has been favorable for the growing market
presence of foreign cosmetics brands in Poland. The va-
riety of products and services has led to a much greater
consumer choice. This has increased the competitive
pressure on Polish brands that are mostly too small to
compete against global multinationals. One manager of a
Polish medium-sized cosmetics company stated: “Small
and medium-sized cosmetics companies do not have
enough market power. I cannot see how they can com-
pete successfully against the multinationals after the EU
enlargement. It is unlikely that the Polish Government
will protect us. It will not provide financial help for con-
solidation. Foreign giants will have no problem pushing
us out of business. There will be more products, but
Polish brands will gradually disappear.”

Nevertheless, domestically owned cosmetics compa-
nies in Poland have been increasingly trying to gain
market presence in the EU markets. Some managers be-
lieve that the EU enlargement can provide more oppor-
tunities for export and participation in partnerships with
other cosmetics firms from the wider Europe.

The Company

Dr. Irena Eris Cosmetic Laboratories was set up in social-
ist Poland in 1982 with a monthly production output of
3,000 packages. Demand for Eris cosmetics constantly
increased and the company expanded its operations
rapidly.

The transition period with its diverse economic and
political reforms created new opportunities for business
growth. The increased productivity and profitability of
the company in the early 1990s led to the launch of a
new plant. Dr. Eris reinvested most of the company prof-
its in product innovation and new technologies. 

Presently, the company employs 350 employees and
produces 300 types of products grouped into several
product lines. The monthly output is approximately
1,000,000 units. All company cosmetics products meet
the quality standards of the European Union and the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration. Dr. Irena Eris holds ISO
9001 (since 1996) and Environment Management ISO
14001 (since 2001). Those certificates guarantee that its
cosmetics are of global quality and their production is
environmentally friendly.

Dr. Eris’s focus is on innovation and R&D. Its R&D in-
vestment in 2004 was 3.4 percent of company turnover,
growing to 4.6 percent in 2005. A large team of derma-
tologists, allergy specialists, biologists, and molecular
biologists works on various projects at the company’s
Centre for Science and Research set up in 2001 (see
Exhibit 2). R&D is the core of the company’s strategy to
develop scientifically advanced products.1 Consumers
who are interested in scientifically created cosmetics are
the main targets.

Scientific research and innovative solutions are key to
the brand positioning strategy of Dr. Irena Eris. All prod-
ucts are original and based on in-company research. This
makes them distinctive and more difficult for competi-
tors to copy. In the mid-1990s, Dr. Eris was the first in
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Europe to propose the use of vitamin K in cosmetics.
More recently, it was the first company in the world to
test and use the innovative complex FitoDHEA � folacin
in its products. 

Brand Image
The brand image of Dr. Irena Eris is built on respect for
people, stressing their individual nature and the impor-
tance of cooperation. The brand development strategy
reflects the value of interpersonal relationships within
the company and with its clients. The brand value of
Dr. Irena Eris is based on its holistic approach to the in-
dividual specific needs and preferences of customers. It
offers an individual skin care program for home use and
for use in specialised professional salons and spa hotels. 

The brand has also gained international recognition.
In 2005 it was nominated to the 2005 Beauty Awards for
the best cosmetics introduced in the UK market. It was
also awarded the Gold Glamour award by the British
edition of Glamour.

The target segments of Dr. Irena Eris span all age
groups. Users are women who prioritize cosmetic effi-
ciency based on research. They wish to use high-quality
products that are modern and pleasant to use. There are
four segments (see Exhibit 3).

The company targets the economy segment with mass
products. The premium segment is reached with innova-
tive products. The dermocosmetics segment is served
with health and hygienic products. Specialized products
are designed for the professional segment. These seg-

ments are reached via 20,000 retail points of sale for
widely distributed products and 1,000 points of sale for
products destined for limited distribution via pharma-
cies, beauty salons, and centers.

Diversification
The company has diversified in related activities. Fol-
lowing the success of a four-star Spa Hotel, Dr. Irena
Eris, in Krynica Zdrój in Poland, it has invested in a sec-
ond Spa Hotel, Dr. Irena Eris Wzgórza Dylewskie, in
Wysoka Wieś near Ostróda, which is to be completed in
the first half of 2006. The Spa Hotels offer a comprehen-
sive, tailor made skin treatment and revitalizing program.
Skin treatment is complemented by a range of health
improvement packages including exercises, massage,
spa therapy and physical activities. The spa hotel con-
cept promotes Dr. Eris as a modern lifestyle brand.

Moreover, the brand Dr. Irena Eris has been extended
to the franchise chain Dr. Irena Eris Cosmetics Institutes.
There are 22 of them established in the largest Polish
cities. Such institutes were also opened in Moscow,
Russia, and Bogota, Colombia. It is projected that ten
new Institutes will serve clients in Poland and abroad by
2007. The Institutes offer several basic company treat-
ments based on the Dr. Irena Eris Professional Program.
The treatments are carried out using preparations from
the company’s own specialised line of cosmetics. They
are exclusively used in beauty salons (Prosystem). The
therapy is complemented by a line of products for
subsequent home care (Prosystem home care). The
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treatments are selected individually and preceded by
obligatory skin diagnosis by dermatologists partnering
with Dr. Irena Eris Cosmetic Institutes. The personnel of
the Institutes consists of beauty therapists trained at the
company’s own center.

Marketing Communications
The marketing communications strategy of Dr. Irena Eris
is consistent with its strategic focus on innovation. It is
the Polish company with the highest advertising expen-
diture. In Poland the company advertises on national
and regional state-owned and private TV channels, on
billboards, and in fashion and women’s magazines. Ad-
vertising and PR activities in the key international mar-
kets are generally standardized but adapted to the local
language. Private TV channels are mostly used for the
firm’s international advertising campaigns. Next come
advertisements in fashion magazines and in-store pro-
motions. The company has strengthened its position in
the professional segment by developing close relation-
ships with leading business customers and participating
in international fairs. 

Dr. Irena Eris Cosmetic Laboratories donates
PLN500,000 worth of products and money for charitable
causes. It is a key contributor to the Always Healthy and
Active Club programs set up to meet the needs of seven
million adult Polish women. The program aims to in-
crease the knowledge of mature women about health-
related issues, and improve their general health and
quality of life. In 2001, Dr. Eris was awarded the Summa
Bonitas award from the foundation Zdążyć z pomocą for
its corporate social responsibility.2

The 2004 sales of Dr. Irena Eris Cosmetics Laboratories
were PLN97.6 million (€24 million) from domestic and ex-
port sales. This was 15 percent growth compared with the
results in 2003. In 2004 after-tax profit was PLN7 million.

Internationalization
Most of the initial attempts to go international were driven
by opportunities based on personal contacts. In 1989 the
company started exporting its products. The debut was
made in the vast U.S. market. The large Polish community
in the U.S. formed a formidable basis for foreign market
expansion. Personal relationships and contacts were of
foremost importance. Currently, Dr. Eris cosmetics are
available in over 1,000 specialized U.S. salons.

After tapping into the U.S. market, Dr. Eris turned her
sights on the neighboring German and the former CMEA
markets. Geographic proximity, low psychic distance, and
previously strong positions of Polish cosmetics in these
markets proved to help market entry and penetration.

Dr. Irena Eris developed its international presence sys-
tematically since the mid-1990s. Direct exporting has
been the preferred mode of foreign market entry. Man-
agement has recognized the benefits of economies of
scope and uses various sources of information in support
of foreign market expansion. The firm works with a
range of exclusive distributors. In 2004 Dr. Irena Eris
products were introduced to the British market via the re-
tailer Boots. The growth of exports has been substantial
and in 2004 the company recorded an increase of inter-
national sales by 40 percent. By 2006 the products of Dr.
Irena Eris were available in 24 countries around the
globe. They are sold in beauty shops, pharmacies, super-
markets and beauty salons. Major markets are the United
States, Lithuania, Russia, the Czech Republic, Hungary,
the Slovak Republic, the Ukraine, Germany, Tasmania,
Taiwan, and Singapore.

Franchising has been used for the company’s interna-
tional growth in the form of cosmetics institutes. Apart
from the two franchise operation in Moscow and Bogota,
an expansion of franchise operations is planned across
Europe.

Questions for Discussion

1. What does the future hold for Polish small- and
medium-sized cosmetics manufacturers? Do you
agree with the statement of the Polish manager?

2. What should Dr. Irena Eris Cosmetics Laboratories
do to secure its future as market leader in the
facial cosmetics segment in the Polish market?

3. Explain the internationalization of Dr. Irena Eris
Cosmetics Laboratories in the United States.

Notes

1. More details about the research program can be obtained 
from: http://www.drirenaeris.pl/badania/en/badania.php and
http://www.drirenaeris.pl/en/kosmetyki_skladniki.php.

2. For more information, see http://www.businessweek.com/
magazine/content/04_19/b3882011.htm.
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A
t the beginning of March 2001, Félix Tena
was reviewing the internationalization
process of his young company. Tena was the
President and majority shareholder of Step

Two, S.A., a company with headquarters in Zaragoza,
Spain, that owned and operated Imaginarium, a retail
chain of educational toy stores.

At the end of 2000, the chain consisted of 168 toy stores,
54 of which were owned and operated by Imaginarium,
while 114 were franchised. There were 120 stores in Spain,
and the other 48 were located in nine different countries.
In the 2000 fiscal year, which had ended on January 31st,
2001, company sales had amounted to approximately
€34 million, with after tax profits of €2.4 million.1

Background 

After studying business administration in Spain, Tena
had continued his studies in the United States. This had
allowed him to witness first-hand the American ways of
life and of doing business.

Upon his return to Spain he launched Publijuego, a
small business venture in the educational toy sector. His
first product was a board game similar to Monopoly,
where the streets of a real city appeared on a board. This
generated two sources of income, because he sold the
individual board games to end users, and also the adver-
tising space to different local businesses whose brands
or retail emblems appeared on the board of the game.
Tena subsequently sold 50% of Publijuego to some
Italian partners, but the partnership was not successful,
and the company was wound up in 1990.

At that time, Tena observed that mass merchandisers
were becoming increasingly important players in the
Spanish toy market. The market had been formerly dom-
inated by small, independent, specialized toy stores who
sold toys throughout the year. 

Toys Us, the “category killer,” had opened its first
store in Spain in Barcelona in 1991, and traditional small
independent toy stores were fast disappearing from the
Spanish retail scene. The mass merchandisers were
changing the toy retail game by concentrating their sales
efforts around the high Christmas season, when they
temporarily allocated significant sales floor space to toys.
They only bought and sold toys they knew would be
backed by strong national TV campaigns. They all sold
the same manufacturer-branded toys, and the main sales
pitch was low prices. Toys received the same retail mar-
keting treatment as any other packaged consumer prod-
uct. No one seemed to place any importance on identi-
fying and promoting the educational role that toys, as
children’s companions, should play. 

This situation made a strong impact on Tena and he
began to wonder whether anything could be done to
change it. Perhaps he could find a different range or
collection of toys that would transmit or contribute
something new for children: imagination, relationships,
opportunities to play with their parents, far from fads
and from cartoon characters. He felt that children should
be active participants rather than mere spectators.

Imaginarium: A New 
Business Concept

In November 1992, Tena decided to embark on a new
entrepreneurial business venture by opening his first
Imaginarium retail outlet in Zaragoza’s old town district.2

It was considered “a pilot store.” The functional and dec-
orative designs were created locally in Zaragoza, Spain.

Tena admitted that when developing this new busi-
ness idea, some details about the retail toy trade in other
countries had served as inspiration. But the overall Imag-
inarium business concept was the result of an original
process and included full details of lighting, shelving,
size and distribution of the retail store, range of toys
offered, and so on.

R
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The opening of the first pilot store implied a strategic
change for Tena. As he put it, “I was no longer a manu-
facturer and seller of toys, but I had become a purchaser
and a retailer. All the toys I sold in my store were bought
from other manufacturers, after a very careful process of
choice and selection.” In order to do his toy procurement,
he took advantage of his extensive knowledge and con-
tacts in the toy industry. He also attended specialized in-
ternational toy trade shows. The product range was cho-
sen according to a system. On the one hand, he wanted
to offer toys for children aged between birth and eight or
nine; on the other hand, he defined a certain number of
content and activity areas: preschool, games, music and
theatre, dolls, manual work, science and nature, profes-
sions, movement, and so forth. An attempt was made to
include toys at several price points or price levels within
each cell or section of the toy matrix thus defined.

When preparing the opening of the first pilot store,
Tena already had a clear idea that this one was going to
be the first store of a retail chain. According to this idea,
Tena already had set up separate “headquarters” with a
team of two or three other people.3 It was Tena’s objec-
tive to help children learn, imagine, and discover. Some
months later, this objective was summarized in what was
to become the company’s mission statement: “IMAGI-
NARIUM: making a joyful contribution to the human de-
velopment of boys and girls throughout the world.”

Fine-tuning the New 
Business Concept
Early in 1993, Tena came across a Disney University
leaflet announcing a one-week seminar soon to be held
at the Disney Center in Florida.

This seminar helped him fine-tune his idea of the
store and the business along the following lines:

• “Business involves putting on a show on a stage.”

• “Customers should receive more they expect to receive.”

• “Customers should feel an emotional experience.”

• “Customers are our guests.”

Another idea that occurred to Tena was that, in order
to create a chain of retail stores that could easily be re-
produced and multiplied, all the design details and op-
erating procedures would have to be highly standard-
ized. This required the preparation of highly detailed
operating manuals that also reflected the “philosophy” or
“concept” of the Imaginarium business.

In 1993, Tena decided to franchise Imaginarium, main-
taining that almost all decisions would be made at
company headquarters. This manifested itself in the mer-
chandising details of the retail stores, the logistics opera-
tions, and the operating manuals prepared for the fran-
chisees. The product range offered, shelving, and display
stands in the Imaginarium stores were all determined in
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advance. Toys were not supplied in answer to orders
placed at the discretion of the store managers or fran-
chisees, but by means of automatic restocking procedures.

Opening the Next Four Stores
Based on the experience acquired in the pilot store in
Zaragoza, Tena introduced some improvements in the
model, and in September 1993 he proceeded to open
four new stores: two in Madrid, and two in Barcelona.
All of them were owned and operated by Imaginarium,
and each one of them required an investment of about
Euro 90,000.4

These efforts crystallized some of the conceptual and
operational details that defined the character of Imagi-
narium. For instance, shop attendants were defined as
“juególogas” (“toyologues” or toy experts, with a scien-
tific connotation). They had to be able to advise parents
about the toys they sold, and to look upon the children
with an educator’s understanding. The company there-
fore adopted very specific hiring policies, and many of
the “toyologues” were graduates in education, psychol-
ogy, sociology or related fields. The company provided
them and their “guests” with data cards on each toy,
containing detailed information regarding its use,
recommended child age, the kinds of child-development
benefits generated by that particular toy, and so on. Each
toy purchased was wrapped, including a label with the
name of the recipient child and a lollipop.

With a few exceptions, Imaginarium stores only sold
toys manufactured according to its specifications, and
under its own trademark and packaging. Generally
speaking, it was not possible to find exactly the same toy
anywhere else.

After the success of the 1993 openings, Tena was con-
vinced that the store layout and overall business concept
was sound. The subsequent evolution of the company’s
sales figures and forecasts shown below would seem to
prove him right.5

Sales Revenue (in million Euros)
2000: 22.5
2001: 33.6 (as budgeted)
2002: 42.5 (forecast)

Note: Fiscal year ending on January 31st of the indicated
year.

Opening of the First
Franchised Stores
In 1994 Imaginarium opened seven new toy stores: five
owned and operated by the company and two fran-
chised. Quite spontaneously, people who had seen the
first stores phoned the company requesting a license to
open a franchised store. Tena thought this was terrific be-
cause it would allow him to grow faster. It would allow
him to negotiate with his toy suppliers better terms of



prices, exclusivity rights, etc. By growing fast, he might
be able to preempt potential future competitors.

At the end of 1994 the British venture-capital com-
pany 3i (Investors In Industry) bought 35 percent of the
shares of Step Two, S.A. At that time Tena thought he
might be able to eventually open a total of about sixty
toy stores throughout Spain. He was wrong, however, as
this figure was exceeded in 1998, and doubled by 1999.

Opening the First Stores Abroad
In 1996, a Colombian entrepreneur applied for the
Master Franchise for Colombia. Another entrepreneur
requested the Master Franchise for Portugal.

Tena decided he would make Master Franchise agree-
ments in some countries, provided the applicant
appeared to be enthusiastic, and had sufficient financial
resources and market knowledge to assure the opening
of a number of toy stores by himself, or to subfranchise.

Tena decided that his first priority would be to ex-
pand his chain of educational toy stores in Southern
Europe. In 1999 he opened his first three stores in
France. Seven more were opened in year 2000. Out of
these ten, nine were owned and operated by Imaginar-
ium, and one was franchised. In Italy, four stores were
opened in 2000. Only one was franchised.

Tena also decided that his second priority would be
Latin America. By the end of year 2000, he had signed
Master Franchise agreements with local entrepreneurs in
Colombia (5 toy stores), Venezuela (5), Dominican Re-
public (2), Mexico (1), El Salvador (1), and Argentina (2).

The company was planning to open 25 new stores
outside Spain in 2001, and a further 63 stores in 2002,
thereby increasing the number of countries with Imagi-
narium stores to 18 by the end of 2002.

The Product Department

At the beginning of 2001, an external observer of the
Imaginarium business would probably say that the Imag-
inarium business model and process started in the Prod-
uct Department. Its manager was 35, and she was one of
the few pioneers who had worked with Tena since his
days at Publijuego.

Her vision was based on very few market surveys, a
lot of personal observation, and lots of common sense.
She took into account the age of target children, making
sure the toys were educational, that they would play
with the children, and were not sexist or racist or violent.
Increasingly, toy manufacturers sent samples, which
were stored in the “sample file” shelves in the Product
Department, organized according to the same thematic
sections in Imaginarium stores.

At the beginning of each year, right after the Christmas
high season, she would attend a certain number of inter-
national toy trade shows. She insisted on the fact that
their toys would always carry the Imaginarium brand,

and (with very few exceptions) they were to be exclu-
sively sold at Imaginarium stores. They developed and
launched two toy collections per year, in Spring–Summer
and in Fall–Winter. Each collection was made up of about
1,200 SKUs (stock keeping units). For the year 2000 col-
lection, Imaginarium had some 110 different suppliers.

The Expansion and Projects
Department

This department mission was to open new stores.
Imaginarium might proactively open a new store, in a
particular location, either fully owned or franchised.
Alternatively, they might be reactive, when an entrepre-
neur requested a license to open a franchised store in
a particular location. A strict, standardized eight-stage
selection process had been set up for selecting future
franchisees. The company’s business know-how was
transmitted by means of initial training courses, refresher
courses, operation manuals, and ongoing communica-
tions and assistance.

Imaginarium insisted upon the fact that all stores
were run and attended by specially qualified personnel
(the “toyologues”). They were also given ongoing train-
ing to make sure that they were able to advise guests re-
garding the ideal product for each boy or girl. They had
to be able to transmit the fundamental idea of the com-
pany’s culture and mission in their day-to-day work: “To
cheerfully contribute to the human development of chil-
dren throughout the world in fun and creative ways.”

Operations and Logistics

The Operations Department serviced each store as soon
as it was ready to open. Stores were located in expensive
premium locations. Therefore they were designed
without a backroom or a storeroom. All available prod-
ucts were on the sales floor.

Toy manufacturers sent their orders to a central ware-
house in Zaragoza. Most Imaginarium toy stores were
staffed from about 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. At the close of
each day’s sales, each store sent out automatic sales
records to Zaragoza, where restocking orders were pre-
pared, loaded on a truck, and shipped in a few hours. In
most cases, the restocking merchandise arrived early in
the morning, in time to be placed on the shelves by the
time the store opened again in the following morning.
Resupply to stores located in France or Italy would nor-
mally take place every two or three days, and might take
two days to reach their destination. Supplies were
shipped to Latin America by full container load, every
two weeks, consigned to the Master Franchisee.

An IT Department supported all business and logistics
operations.
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Imaginarium’s Marketing
Strategy

A clear business concept, retail store design and loca-
tions, capable and devoted retail store attendants, exclu-
sive and branded products, and reasonable prices
seemed to be the factors that drove Imaginarium’s
expansion, with limited media advertising.

The company spent a substantial proportion of its
marketing funds producing and mailing two catalogues
per year, mostly to Club Imaginarium members, as de-
scribed below.

In August 1999 the company launched its first web
page, but by late 2000, it was reconsidering its Internet
strategy. It was clear to Imaginarium management that its
goal was to promote multichannel sales, while including a
high content of corporate values in each of the different
sales channels. However, management had doubts as to
whether the strategy was the right one. In particular, it
worried about the potential negative reaction of franchised
store owners who might dislike the fact that the company
would start taking orders online. Tena insisted that the
marketing department should develop a multichannel
sales model where Internet sales would actually enhance
sales in the Imaginarium brick-and-mortar stores.

Also, questions were raised regarding the strategic
relationships between the store expansion strategy, the
Internet strategy, and the relational marketing strategy,
as developed by means of Club Imaginarium.

Club Imaginarium 

Club Imaginarium was created with the initial purpose of
having a “guest database” and of doing “something spe-
cial.” Its first members were registered in 1993. By early
2001, almost 400,000 families had registered. Registration
cards were only available at Imaginarium stores, and
registration required the signature of at least one of the
parents.

Membership is awarded to a family. From the regis-
tration card, information was stored in the data base
including names, addresses, birthdates, genders, postal
address, telephone number, and e-mail address.

Up to 2001, membership or loyalty cards had not been
issued to members of Club Imaginarium. Therefore, no
distinction was made in the Imaginarium stores between
occasional “guests” and registered members of the Club.

However, active Club members were identified when
they went to an Imaginarium store in response to an
invitation. Such invitations announced the opening of a
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Evolution of Imaginarium Retail Stores, 1992–2000

1
Exhibit

The total of 168 stores includes those opened on December 31, 2000.The heading “Total number of company’s own stores” includes the stores
run directly by the franchiser Step Two, S.A., in Spain, plus the company’s own stores in France and Italy. The heading “Total number of franchise
stores” includes the franchise stores in Spain, France, and Italy, as well as the master franchisers’ own stores in Portugal, Colombia,Venezuela,
Mexico, El Salvador, and Argentina, plus the subfranchised stores in these six countries.

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Total

Spain 1 4 11 22 32 50 67 96 119 119
Abroad: 3 6 14 27 49 49

Portugal 2 5 11 18 19 19
Colombia 1 1 2 3 5 5
Venezuela 1 2 5 5
Dominican Republic 1 2 2
France 3 10 10
Italy 4 4
Mexico 1 1
El Salvador 1 1
Argentina 2 2

Total number of stores in 1 4 11 22 35 56 81 123 168 168
operation

Number of new countries 1 1 1 1 3 3 4 6 10 10
with stores 

Total number of company’s 1 4 9 15 20 26 31 38 54 54
own stores 

Total number of franchise stores 2 7 15 30 50 85 114 114

Total number of own stores �
franchise stores 1 1 11 22 35 56 81 123 168 168



new store or offered a free birthday gift on condition of
making a minimum purchase. Club members were also
informed that they could pick up a free copy of the new
seasonal toy catalogue. On such occasions, Club mem-
bers received a coded coupon which, if redeemed or
used, allowed the company to know who had actively
responded or participated.

Therefore, Imaginarium did not register its Club mem-
bers’ transactions (purchases), but could conclude which
Club members were the most active and prticipated in the
various activities and events to which they were invited.

The information thus gathered enabled the company
to decide whether or not to include the “lapsed” or less
active Club members in the types of promotional activi-
ties that entailed higher unit costs for the company, such
as mailing to them the product catalogues twice every
year. “Lapsed” Club members could be “restored” if they
participated again in some activities or events.

According to the marketing manager of Imaginarium,
“The more guests join the Club, the more they’ll come to
a store, the more they’ll buy from us, and the more they
will remember Imaginarium when they have to choose a
toy store to buy from. The Club is of vital importance for
managing our relationships with our members.”

However, the managers of Imaginarium had for some
time been giving thought to the idea of launching a
loyalty card or a similar system or mechanism that would
allow them to track and register the specific toy pur-
chases made by each family member of the Club.

Such a loyalty card could be a multisponsor card,
such as Travel Club, or it could be an exclusive Imagi-
narium card.6 After consulting with companies specializ-
ing in such matters, the marketing manager of Imaginar-
ium came to the conclusion that issuing and operating
their own loyalty card could cost up to about 2 to 3 per-
cent of Imaginarium turnover. This cost would include
the cost of issuing and mailing the cards themselves,
some incentives to be granted to members using the
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Step Two, S.A., Profit and
Loss Account at 31 January
2001 (in Euros)2

Exhibit

Income 33,592,942
Expenses �29,996,474

Operating profit 3,596,468
Financial expenses and others �510,423

Profits from ordinary activities 3,086,045
Extraordinary profits 65,080

Profits before tax 3,151,125
Corporate tax �714,621

Fiscal-year profits 2,436,504

Step Two parent-company figures.They do not include the subsidiaries
in Italy, France, and Switzerland, sales on the Internet, or franchise-store
sales.

cards, and the administrative costs (maintaining the data-
base, telephone operators to solve any incidents, mail-
ings, e-mails, etc.).

Questions for Discussion

1. In planning the future of his company, Felix Tena
asked himself the following questions:

• At what speed should the business expand in
terms of new stores?

• Where should they be located?

• Should the company open more stores of its
own, or should it give priority to franchised
stores?

• In the latter option, should the company
grant individual franchises, or rather, should
agreements be reached with master franchises?

• Given that the company already had
educational toy stores open in ten countries,
should they now concentrate on and aim at
further penetrating these countries? Or rather,
should they expand to other national markets?

• What role should the Internet play in the
company’s future development?

• How should they go about developing better
relationships with the some 400,000 families,
who are already members of Club
Imaginarium?

Notes

1. During the period December 2000 – January 2001, the rate of
Exchange was around 0.9 U.S. dollars per 1 Euro.

2. The first Imaginarium store was open in the area popularly
known as “The Tube.” It was an area with very narrow streets,
equipped with old and somewhat dilapidated buildings. It was
far from what would normally be considered a prime shopping
area.

3. Another indication of Tena’s intention to open a chain of
franchised toy stores was the fact that in 1992, he opened a
franchise store for a clothing and accessories chain. This
allowed him to acquire first-hand experience in managing a
franchised store. This clothing store was subsequently sold.

4. The Euro currency was not actually to be launched until 1999.
This figure is given here as the equivalent amount in Euros of
the former Spanish Pesetas invested. In January 1999, the Euro
was formally launched with an exchange rate of 1 Euro � 1.19
U.S. Dollars. Subsequently, the exchange rate fell to about 1
Euro � 0.90 U.S. Dollars in early 2001.

5. These are the sales figures of the parent company Step Two,
S.A. They do not include the sales of the subsidiaries in Italy
and France, online sales, or the downstream sales of the retail
franchisees.

6. This was a Spanish loyalty card similar to Air Miles, with
multiple sponsor, such as a supermarket chain, a telephone
company, a chain of gas stations, or a leading Spanish bank. It
was estimated that it would cost Imaginarium about 1 percent
on retail sales.
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Joemarin Oy

F
inland’s first customers in the sailboat busi-
ness are generally believed to have been the
Vikings. More recently, ships and boats were
exported as partial payment for World War II

reparations. This long tradition in building sailboats is
due, no doubt, to Finland’s proximity to the sea, long
coastline, and its 60,000 lakes. Among luxury sailing
yachts, the Swan boats of Nautor Oy and the Finnclip-
pers of Fiskars Oy are internationally known and ad-
mired. There are, however, over 100 other boat builders
in Finland that turn out 10,000 sailing yachts yearly.

Although most of the Finnish sailboat companies are
situated on the coast, for obvious reasons, Joemarin Oy is
located in the town of Joensuu, roughly 450 kilometers
northeast of Helsinki. Joemarin was founded in the town
that lends part of its name to the company because of
the efforts of Kehitysaluerahasto, which is the Develop-
ment Area Foundation of the Finnish government. Kehi-
tysaluerahasto provided a loan of 4 million Finnish marks
to Joemarin, a privately owned company, to start its oper-
ations in the Joensuu area because of the town’s high rate
of unemployment.

The present product line consists of three types of
fiberglass sailboats. The Joemarin 17 is a coastal sailing
yacht with a new design approach (Exhibit 1). This ap-
proach is to provide a craft that enables a family to make
weekend and holiday cruises in coastal waters and also
offers exciting sailing. The sailboat is very fast. The
Finnish Yacht Racing Association stated in its test in which
the Joemarin 17 was judged to be the best in her class:
“She is delicate, lively, spacious, and easy to steer. She is
well balanced and has a high-quality interior. She is espe-
cially fast on the beat and lively to handle in a free wind.”

The Joemarin 17, a small day cruiser with berths for
two adults and two children, has a sail area of 130 square
feet, weighs one-half ton, and has an overall length of a
little over 17 feet. The hull is made of glass-reinforced
plastic (GRP), and the mast and boom are made of
aluminum. The boat has a drop keel that is useful when
negotiating shallow anchorages or when lifting the boat
on a trailer for transportation. The layout of the boat is
shown in Exhibit 2.

The Joemarin 34 is a relatively large motor sailer that
sleeps seven people in three separate compartments.
The main saloon contains an adjustable dining table, a
complete galley, and a navigator’s compartment. The
main saloon is separated from the fore cabin by a fold-
ing door. The aft cabin, which is entered by a separate
companionway, contains a double berth, wardrobe,
wash basin, and lockers. The toilet and shower are situ-
ated between the fore cabin and the main saloon. The
boat has a sail area of 530 square feet, weighs about five
tons, and has an overall length of 33 feet 9 inches. A sig-
nificant feature of the craft is that she is equipped with a
47 horsepower diesel engine.

The Joemarin 34 has the same design approach as the
17. She is well appointed, with sufficient space for seven
people to live comfortably. An important feature is that
the three separate living compartments allow for consid-
erable privacy. In addition, however, the modern hull is
quite sleek, making her an excellent sailing yacht.

The Joemarin 36 was designed for a different pur-
pose. Whereas the 17 and 34 are oriented toward a fam-
ily approach to sailing—combining the features of safety
and comfortable accommodations with good sailing abil-
ity—the 36 is first and foremost a sailing craft. It does
have two berths, a small galley, and toilet facilities, but
the emphasis is on sailing and racing rather than com-
fort. The boat has a sail area of 420 square feet, weighs
a little less than four tons, and has an overall length of
35 feet 10 inches. The boat is also equipped with a small
(7 horsepower) diesel engine for emergency power situ-
ations. The Joemarin 36 is a traditional Swedish design
and, therefore, is directed almost solely to the Swedish
market.

The company was established in order to manufac-
ture sailboats for export. The Finnish sailboat market is
small because of the short sailing season. Nevertheless,
the company has been successful in marketing the 17 in
Finland, although this was difficult in the beginning
because of the lack of boat dealers. To circumvent this
problem, Joemarin persuaded a number of new car deal-
ers throughout the country to handle the Joemarin 17 on
an agency basis. This involved the company’s providing
one boat to each car dealer, who placed it in the show-
room. The dealer then marketed the sailboats for a
15 percent sales commission.

SOURCE:This case was prepared by James H. Sood of the American
University. Reprinted with permission.
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Joemarin 17: Ideal for Family Cruising as Well as Exciting Racing

1
Exhibit

The Layout of the Joemarin 17

2
Exhibit



Although many people scoffed at this idea, the system
produced reasonable sales and also made the company
known throughout Finland. This contributed to an
arrangement with one of the largest cooperative whole-
sale-retail operations in Finland. Like most cooperatives,
this organization began with agricultural products;
however, the product range of the company now includes
virtually every conceivable consumer product. The present
contract states that the cooperative will purchase 80 Joe-
marin 17 boats per year for the next three years.

The Swedish market is served by a selling agent, al-
though this representative has not been particularly effec-
tive. Because Sweden is also the home of many sailboat
builders, the company has tried to market only the 36 in
that country. In Denmark, France, Holland, Germany, and
the United Kingdom, Joemarin has marketed the 34
through importers. These importers operate marinas in
addition to new sailboat dealerships. They purchase the
boats from Joemarin for their own accounts and mark up
the price by about 20 percent. In return for exclusive mar-
keting rights in their respective countries, they agree to
purchase a minimum number (usually three or four) of
the 34 design per year. None of these importers is inter-
ested in marketing the 17 or the 36; the shipping cost for
the 17 is too high compared with the value of the boat,
and there is little customer interest in the 36.

Joemarin is planning to introduce a new sailboat.
Whereas the present products were designed by people
in the company who were relatively unknown (to the
customers), the hull of the new sailboat has been de-
signed by an internationally known boat designer. The
cost of these design services was a $30,000 initial fee
plus a $3,000 royalty fee to be paid for each boat pro-
duced. The new sailboat, the Joemarin 29, has an interior
quite similar to that of the Joemarin 34. This is not unex-
pected because the same Joemarin people designed the
interiors and decks of both sailboats.

The new boat is a motor sailer that sleeps six people
in three separate compartments, is 28 feet 9 inches long,
weighs 4 tons, and has a joined cabin space and a sepa-

rate aft cabin, small galley, toilet and shower facilities,
and a 12 horsepower diesel engine. Because of a new
construction technique that greatly reduces the amount
of fiberglass required, the variable costs to construct the
boat are only 60 percent of the costs for the 34. With a
preliminary selling price of €97,500, the Joemarin 29 is
receiving favorable attention, and the company is
concerned that sales may have an adverse effect on sales
of the 34.

The company categorizes the marketing expenses as
fixed costs because allocating these expenses to specific
products is difficult. The major element of the program is
participation in international boat shows in London,
Paris, Hamburg, Amsterdam, Copenhagen, and Helsinki.
The initial purpose of participating in these shows was to
locate suitable importers in the target markets; however,
this effort is maintained in order to support the marketing
programs of the importers. The importers are also sup-
ported by advertising in the leading yachting magazines
in the national markets. Joemarin’s personal selling effort
consists primarily of servicing the importers and agents
and staffing the exhibitions at the boat shows. Most of the
sales promotion costs are the result of the elaborate sales
brochures that the company has developed for each boat.
These brochures are printed in four colors on three
folded pages of high-quality paper. The costs are greatly
increased, however, by having to print a relatively small
number of each brochure in Finnish, French, English,
German, and Swedish. The brochures are provided to the
agents and importers and are used at the boat shows.

The company is in the process of preparing its pro-
duction and marketing plan for the coming year in order
to arrange financing. The president is strongly commit-
ted to the continued growth of the company, and the
market indications suggest that there is a reasonably
strong demand for the 17 in Finland and for the 34 in
most of the other national markets. The sales results of
the previous and present years are shown in Exhibit 3;
the profit statement for the present year is shown in
Exhibit 4.
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Joemarin Sales

3
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Last Year Present Year
No. Average Pricea Revenue No. Average Pricea Revenue

J/M-17 200 13,500 2,700,000 240 14,850 3,564,000
J/M-29 — — — — — —
J/M-34 30 162,000 4,860,000 36 178,000 6,408,000
J/M-36 4 94,500 378,000 5 103,950 519,750

7,938,000 10,491,750

aAll prices are manufacturer’s prices; prices and revenues are in euros: 1.00 € � U.S. $1.20.



The main problem in developing the plan for next
year is determining the price for each sailboat in each
market. In previous years, Joemarin had established its
prices in Finnish marks, on an ex-factory basis. Man-
agement has become convinced, however, that it must
change the terms of its prices in order to meet compe-
tition in the foreign markets. Thus, the company has
decided to offer CIF prices to its foreign customers in
the currency of the foreign country. The use of truck
ferries between Finland and Sweden, Denmark, and
Germany is expected to make this pricing approach
more competitive.

Joemarin would also like to assure its agents and im-
porters that the prices will remain in effect for the entire
year, but the financial manager is concerned about the
possible volatility of exchange rates because of the vary-
ing rates of inflation in the market countries. The present

exchange rates, the expected inflation rates in the market
countries, and the estimated costs to ship the Joemarin
36 to Stockholm and the Joemarin 29 and 34 to the other
foreign marinas are shown in Exhibit 5.

A second difficulty in pricing the product line in Joe-
marin is to establish a price for the 29 that will reflect the
value of the boat but will not reduce the sales of the 34.
There are three schools of thought concerning the pric-
ing of motor sailers. The predominant theory is that price
is a function of the overall length of the sailboat. A num-
ber of people, however, believe that the overall weight
of the craft is a much more accurate basis. The third
opinion argues that price is a function of the special fea-
tures and equipment. Exhibit 6, which was prepared by
a Swiss market research firm, shows the relationship be-
tween present retail prices and the length of new motor
sailers in the West European market.
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Joemarin Profit Statement for Present Year

4
Exhibit

As a Percentage 
In € of Sales

Sales revenue 10,491,750a

Variable costs (direct labor and materials) 6,755,000 65.0%
Fixed costs:

Production (building expenses, production management salaries) 472,500 4.5
Product design costs (salaries, prototypes, testing, consultants) 661,500 6.4
Administration costs (salaries, insurance, office expenses) 324,000 3.1
Marketing costs (salaries, advertising, boat shows, sales promotion, 1,142,000 11.0
travel expenses)

Total fixed costs 2,600,000 25.0%
Profit before taxes 1,136,750 10.0

aAll prices are manufacturer’s prices; prices and revenues are in euros; 1.00 € = U.S. $1.20.

Shipping Costs for Joemarin 36 to Sweden, and for Joemarin 29 and 34 to
Other Countries5

Exhibit

Present Expected Estimated Freight and
Country Exchange Rates in € Inflation Rates Insurance Costs per Boat

Denmark Danish Kroner = 0.1340 2.2% €6,750
France € 1.8 €9,500
Holland € 2.1 €8,500
Sweden Swedish Kroner = 0.1078 1.3 €5,000
United Kingdom English Pound = 1.4716 2.0 €11,000
Germany € 2.1 €8,500
Finland € 1.1 —

SOURCE: Eurostat Newsrelease, January 19, 2006.



Questions for Discussion

1. Determine the optimal manufacturer’s selling price
in the Finnish market for the four Joemarin
sailboats for the coming year.

2. Determine the CIF prices for the Joemarin 36 to
the final customer in Sweden for the coming year.
The agent’s commission is 15 percent of the final
selling price, and the final selling price should be
in Swedish kroner.

3. Recommend a course of action for the company to
take in regard to the Joemarin 36.

4. Determine the CIF prices, in the foreign currencies,
for the Joemarin 29 and 34 to the importers in
Denmark, France, Holland, the United Kingdom,
and Germany for the coming year.

5. Develop a production and marketing plan for
Joemarin for the coming year. What steps can the
company take to ensure that the plan is in line with
the demand for its products in its foreign markets?
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We can put a man on the moon, but we can’t retrofit a Fer-
rari. It’s crazy!

—Robert L. Johnson, 
founder and CEO of Black Entertainment Television

I
t all got started when Robert L. Johnson had dinner at
Mr. K’s Chinese restaurant with Michael Jordan of the
Washington Wizards and David Falk, the leading
sports agent. When the discussion turned to cars,

Johnson mentioned his interest in getting a Ferrari. Both
Falk and Jordan recommended their respective dealers
but Johnson found the going tough. Only a select num-
ber of Ferraris are made annually, and the automaker lim-
its how many are sold through U.S. dealers to about 1,000
units. In practice, anyone placing an order would have to
wait over two years for delivery for a car that would cost
$200,000 to $300,000 depending on the model. A New
Jersey dealer had a Ferrari available, but, at $300,000,
Johnson felt the price was too high. Michael Jordan’s
dealer had a 360 Modena available for $160,000. Al-
though he bought it, it was not exactly what he had
wanted because the Modena is not a convertible. Franco
Nuschese, the owner of Georgetown’s Café Milano, re-
ferred Johnson to a dealer in Munich who had Ferrari 360
Spiders available at $190,000. Johnson wired the money
to Munich and expected to have delivery within days.

The Standards

Only after the purchase of the 360 Spider did Johnson
discover that it needed to conform to certain government
standards, mainly those relating to emissions and safety
(a fact that led to Johnson’s Ferrari sitting in a dealer
warehouse for months). The greatest obstacles were in

satisfying the rules of the Office of Vehicle Safety Com-
pliance (OVSC), a branch of the National Highway Traf-
fic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in the Department of
Transportation (DOT).

Nonconforming import cars (from outside the United
States and Canada) have to be reported to the OVSC by
registered importers (RI) on behalf of the buyer. In 2002,
the NHTSA reported 23 registered importers who “spe-
cialize in European or gray-market cars.” The RI submits
a petition explaining how they will replace foreign parts
with U.S. parts and adjust the engineering. The bumpers,
for example, are thicker on the North American versions;
seat-belt warning systems have to be added; and
speedometers must be adjusted from kilometers to miles.
Petitions are available for public comment, although
they are extremely rare. From 1991 to 2001, fewer than
ten objections were filed.

There has been a substantial increase in the number
of nonconforming vehicles entering the United States.
An ever-growing gray market for automobiles, especially
luxury models, has emerged. Gray-market goods are de-
fined as items manufactured abroad and imported into
the United States without the consent of trademark hold-
ers. Gray-market goods are not counterfeits; however,
differences may exist between these goods and those
goods produced for U.S. or North American sale. In
2001, a total of 199,431 nonconforming vehicles were
imported (up 15 percent from 173,841 in 2000). The
number of RIs has also increased as a result. Automak-
ers, while aware of the practice, could not look away as
they had done in the past. The interest in gray-market
Ferraris was the result of the low number of cars author-
ized for import and the high value of the dollar (from
1997 to early 2002). The strong dollar meant savings of
30 to 40 percent in most cases.

Ferrari’s Response

In late June 2001, Ferrari took the unprecedented step of
asking the DOT to halt importation of 2001 model Ferrari
Modenas and 550 Maranellos until the company could
prepare its objections to gray-market imports. On August
6, Ferrari’s formal brief stated that gray-market imports
differ from their North American counterparts in
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SOURCES:This case was written by Ilkka A. Ronkainen using publicly available
materials.These include: Department of Transportation,“Decision That Non-
conforming 2001 Ferrari 360/550 Passenger Cars Are Eligible for Importa-
tion,” Federal Register 67 (April 10, 2002): 17479–17486;Alec Klein,“Life in
the Stalled Lane,” The Washington Post, January 6, 2002,A1,A5; and Bob
Gritzinger,“Ferrari NA Wants to Block Gray Imports,” AutoWeek, August 19,
2001, 45–46. For general information on gray-market imports, see The Better
Business Bureau/New York at http://www.newyork.bbb.org/library/
publications/subrep45.html, and Anti-Gray Market Alliance at
http://www.antigraymarket.org.

http://www.newyork.bbb.org/library/publications/subrep45.html
http://www.newyork.bbb.org/library/publications/subrep45.html
http://www.antigraymarket.org


“hundreds” of ways and cannot be readily modified to
meet U.S. requirements. This meant a request for federal
intervention in denying imports of Ferraris not originally
intended for the United States.

In the technical documentation provided by Ferrari, a
total of 234 parts, with a suggested retail price of
$56,584, are needed to bring a 2001 non-U.S. model 550
into compliance. A total of 306 parts ($68,021) are
needed for a 360. As a result, Ferrari had serious reser-
vations about whether modifications to non-U.S. cars
proposed by RIs would be sufficient to meet needed
emission and safety requirements. For example, the RI’s
petition may state that doors on all 550s are identical, but
doors on non-U.S. cars are not fitted with side-impact
protection bars. Enzo Francesconi, Ferrari NA’s director
of technical services, said the company was not taking
the action for business reasons but because it was con-
cerned about safety.

In a related move, Ferrari informed potential buyers
of its limited-production $258,000 550 Brachetta that they
would be required to sign an agreement prohibiting
them from reselling the car to anyone but their Ferrari
dealer within the first year of ownership. The reported
rationale is to prevent speculation in these exotic cars.

Ferrari alleges that gray imports have no impact on
authorized dealers’ profits and that the actions taken are
really to protect the company’s reputation. It categori-
cally rejects owner and dealer complaints about allega-
tions of control for profit.

The Reaction

Reaction from RIs as well as (would-be) owners was swift
and vehement. Rich Goings, a Ferrari owner and chairman
of Tupperware Corporation, filed a letter with the OVSC
stating: “The case currently being presented by Ferrari NA
is nothing more than an attempt to continue to artificially
influence market demand to support inflated profit mar-
gins. Should this continue, I feel compelled to leverage the
influence of companies such as mine with the legislative
branch to launch an investigation.” In a letter to his con-
gressional representative, Doug Pirrone, president of
Berlinetta Motocars in Huntington, New York, alleged that
Ferrari’s goal “is to control the market, ensure a monop-
oly, fix the prices, and eliminate all competition.”

In the meantime, many RIs have felt the strangling ef-
fect of Ferrari’s action on their businesses. “It’s on life-
support now,” said Lois Joyeusaz, CEO of J.K. Technolo-
gies, one of the RIs registered with the DOT. The dealer
had to start storing cars, such as Mercedes-Benzes,
Porsches, and Ferraris, on a remote farm 90 miles away
during its wait for government approval.

Government in the Middle

The OVSC found itself caught in a predicament between
Ferrari owners and Ferrari itself. Kenneth Weinstein,
associate administrator for safety assurance at the
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Vehicle Importation Guidelines

1
Exhibit

The following provides information concerning the importa-
tion of a passenger car, truck, trailer, motorcycle, moped,
bus, or MPV built to comply with the standards of a country
other than the United States or Canada. Importers of
motor vehicles must file form HS-7 (available at ports of
entry) at the time a vehicle is imported to declare whether
the vehicle complies with DOT requirements.As a general
rule, a motor vehicle less than 25 years old must comply
with all applicable Federal motor vehicle safety standards
(FMVSS) to be imported permanently.Vehicles manufactured
to meet the FMVSS will have a certification label affixed by
the original manufacturer in the area of the driver-side door.
To make importation easier, when purchasing a vehicle certi-
fied to the U.S. standards abroad, a buyer should have the
sales contract verify that the label is attached and present
this document at time of importation.

A vehicle without this certification label must be im-
ported as a nonconforming vehicle. In this case, the im-
porter must contract with a DOT-Registered Importer (RI)
and post a DOT bond for one and a half times the vehicle’s

dutiable value.This bond is in addition to the normal Cus-
toms entry bond. Copies of the DOT bond and the con-
tract with an RI must be attached to the HS-7 form.

Under the contract, the RI will modify and certify that the
vehicle conforms with all applicable FMVSS. Before an RI can
modify a vehicle, NHTSA must have determined that the ve-
hicle is capable of being modified to comply with the
FMVSS. If no determination has been made, the RI must pe-
tition NHTSA to determine whether the vehicle is capable
of being modified to comply with the FMVSS. If the peti-
tioned vehicle is not similar to one sold in the United
States, this process becomes very complex and costly.A list
of vehicles previously determined eligible for importation
may be obtained from an RI or from the NHTSA Web site.

Since the cost of modifying a nonconforming vehicle, or
the time required to bring it into conformance, may affect
the decision to purchase a vehicle abroad, we strongly rec-
ommend discussing these aspects with an RI before buying
and shipping a vehicle to the United States.

SOURCE: National Highway Transportation Safety Administration at http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars/rules/import/gray_01072003.html.

http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars/rules/import/gray_01072003.html


NHTSA who oversees the OVSC, stated that the office
“wanted to give everyone the right opportunity to make
their points” even if that caused delays in approvals and
owners getting possession of their cars. As far as RIs’
complaints about ever-growing inventories of imports
that could not be delivered to rightful owners, Weinstein
stated: “We are doing our job, and if they made a finan-
cial commitment that we would be done reviewing their
petitions by a particular time, that is not the govern-
ment’s responsibility.”

A Side Note

In a rare comment from the public during the petition
processes, the head of the Original Automobile Manufac-
turers’ Association, John Linder, took exception to many
of the RIs’ comments. Upon investigation by a number of
parties, records showed no evidence of any such associa-
tion nor of a person called John Linder. A person calling
himself John Linder contacted The Washington Post and
stated as his motive that he was not too keen on the idea
of rich people trying to bring in luxury cars, which he
deemed are in violation of safety standards. He vowed no
affiliation with Ferrari or with authorized dealers.

The Decision

On April 10, 2002, the following announcement was
made by the NHTSA and became effective immediately:
“This notice announces the decision by NHTSA that 2001

Ferrari 360 passenger cars not originally manufactured to
comply with all applicable Federal motor vehicle safety
standards are eligible for importation into the United
States because they are substantially similar to vehicles
originally manufactured for importation into and sale in
the United States and certified by their manufacturer as
complying with the safety standards, and are capable of
being readily altered to conform to the standards.” The
same decision was made with respect to the 550 model.

The landmark petition on which the decision was
based was made by J.K. Technologies and generated 21
responses, of which 19 were in favor and 2 against.
Mr. Linder’s comment was not responded to given that
he proved to be a “fictitious entity.” Ferrari suffered a set-
back with this decision.

Questions for Discussion

1. Gary Roberts, a Costa Mesa, California, importer
stated: “Ferrari’s control freaks ought to cooperate
with importers and let the free market take care of
itself.” Comment.

2. Does Ferrari’s case prove that requiring that
products be delivered only through approved
distribution channels ensures the highest quality
for the customer?

3. Given its loss, what alternative actions are open to
Ferrari?
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Global Vendor Relations 
at Pier 1 Imports

O
ver 200,000 pieces of stainless steel flat-
ware are just sitting in a Pier 1 Imports
warehouse. Where did these come from?
Most recently they were stocked in Pier 1

stores—that is, until a couple of customers informed
store managers that the stainless steel pieces rusted. The
company response? After a very rapid testing process
that confirmed the customers’ observations, the offend-
ing product was pulled from all stores and sent to its
“resting place”—all within a two-week period.

The people in merchandising at company headquar-
ters in Fort Worth, Texas, and the local Pier 1 agent in
China, now have ascertained that while there are 47 dif-
ferent types of stainless steel, only one—referred to as
18–8—can be used to make serviceable flatware that
won’t rust. This newly recognized quality specification
has been quickly communicated to all other company
agents who purchase flatware, assuring that this product
quality issue will not arise again.

It is John Baker’s responsibility to oversee the net-
work of corporate buyers and on-site agents who are di-
rectly responsible for finding, choosing, and assuring the
quality of merchandise imported from around the world.
Baker, the Senior Manager of Merchandise Compliance,
accepted a position at Pier 1 Imports over 20 years ago
after working for various department stores purchasing
“tabletop” and kitchen wares. When he first came on
board as a buyer, he spent nearly six months of the year
on the road, working with the agent network and find-
ing new vendors for Pier 1 merchandise. Today, Baker
also handles the increasingly complex area of govern-
ment regulations of merchandise.

Because such a high percentage of Pier 1 Imports’
merchandise is imported (over 85 percent), it is espe-
cially critical that U.S. government regulations regarding
various product categories be studied and communi-
cated to the manufacturers in other countries. These gov-
ernment regulations form one of the two measures of
quality assurance for Pier 1 products. The second is that
the products must conform to aesthetic standards that

guarantee that the product fits the Pier 1 image and Pier
1 customer desires. It is in large part the buyer’s expert-
ise that assures that these standards are met.

What is the process for finding and selecting vendors
in countries other than the United States? First of all, Pier
1 depends upon a well- and long-established network of
agents in every country from which they import. In some
lesser-developed regions, Pier 1 agents work with gov-
ernments to help locate professional exporters. Some ex-
porters are found at international trade fairs as well. The
bulk of Pier 1 agents are native to the country in which
they work, and some have been in place for as long as
30 years, with their children now taking over the local
positions.

The agents’ jobs include finding local producers of
handcrafted items that fit Pier 1 customer needs. Buyers
look for new sources of products at local craft fairs and
even flea markets. Right now, for example, local agents
in several countries are looking for sources of wooden
furniture—primarily chests and tables—because Pier 1
would like to add to this in-store category. Based upon
the location of raw materials, in this case in Italy, South
America, Indonesia, and Thailand, agents are searching
for just the right manufacturers to be brought to the buy-
ers’ attention.

Because it is the agents based within the various ex-
porting countries who must enforce quality require-
ments, it is critical that John Baker and his colleagues
carefully communicate both governmental and aesthetic
product requirements to the agents. The agents can then
“sit down at the table” with the manufacturers and work
out the quality issues. If misunderstandings occur, Pier 1
is always ready to accept some of the responsibility be-
cause they view their manufacturers and agents as their
partners in this business.

Because Pier 1 Imports has carefully carved out a
unique niche in the specialty retail store industry, buyers
are hard to hire from outside the company. As Baker
noted, “The bulk of our staff has come out of our stores.
It is easy for a buyer to move from Macy’s to Hudson’s—
the products are the same, as are most of the vendors.
The Pier 1 buyer, however, must understand the Pier 1
store in order to be able to effectively and efficiently buy
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SOURCE: Adapted from Contemporary Business, 9th ed., by Louis E. Boone
and David L. Kurtz, Contemporary Business, 10th ed., published by Harcourt
College Publishers, Fort Worth,TX.



for it.” These Pier 1 buyers, along with their agents on-
site around the globe, serve as the company’s primary
link to product quality.

Questions for Discussion

1. What are the implications for sales, customer
satisfaction, and profits for companies like Pier 1

(http://www.pier1.com) when low-quality
merchandise is not identified early in the
purchasing process?

2. Do you think that Pier 1 might have avoided this
problem if it had a very aggressive quality
assurance program (i.e., ISO 9000) in place?
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Goya Helps Latinos Maintain
Mealtime Traditions

E
ighty years ago, Latino immigrant Prudencio
Unanue and his wife longed for the comfort
foods of their home, so they started an import
business to satisfy the need. However, a few

years later, the Spanish Civil War broke out, and they
could no longer obtain the foods they wanted for their
business. So they began importing sardines from a can-
nery in Morocco. “He had to do something. He had four
kids, and we had to eat,” recalls his son, Joseph A.
Unanue, now in his 70s. The elder Unanue bought the
brand name, Goya, along with the sardines. The name
cost an extra dollar. Throughout the years, Unanue
added olive oil, olives, and other products the Latino
community in America requested. During the 1960s,
Goya began canning everything from beans to coconut
juice. Today, Goya serves up entire menus of beans, rice,
pasta, seasonings, beverages, and a variety of specialties.

On the surface, it might seem to be a simple matter to
import and manufacture food products to serve what ap-
pears to be a niche community. But it isn’t. First, the
Latino population, including immigrants and descen-
dants, now accounts for 13 percent of the U.S. popula-
tion. By 2050, Latinos will make up about 25 percent of
the population. Thus, Latino consumer tastes are becom-
ing more and more a part of the mainstream, not to men-
tion a huge segment of purchasing power. Second, there
is no such thing as a single Latino population. Although
Goya was originally founded to serve consumers of Span-
ish descent, American Latinos come from a variety of
countries, from Puerto Rico and Mexico to Nicaragua and
Cuba. Their cultures, family structures, attitudes, and
tastes in food are different. “Latinos from different coun-
tries eat different foods,” notes Andy Unanue, Joseph’s
son and likely successor as CEO. But Goya is ahead of
other marketers in pinpointing the location of different

populations. We know which Latinos are moving into
what regions before anybody else,” says Andy.

Goya often ends up serving different groups of Latino
consumers within the same geographical region. But its
marketers know that Cubans prefer black beans, while
Nicaraguans want small chili beans and Mexicans will
buy pintos. So they provide all three—and more.

Changing roles in Latino families have also reflected a
change in purchasing habits, and Goya has adeptly kept
up with the times, serving both the young and the old.
Latino seniors still want to create their own meals from
scratch; they don’t want packaged or prepared foods. So
Goya offers a full complement of ingredients for this
market. But “the younger people are busy, they are used
to the microwave, and they want to eat those things they
grew up on that they don’t have time to make or can’t
make as well as their mothers,” explains Mary Ann. So
Goya provides a wide range of rice-and-bean mixes and
other foods that can be prepared quickly by working
mothers or fathers. The company Web site offers even
more help for this new generation: a section with fa-
vorite recipes that includes menus for holiday celebra-
tions and other occasions.

By being first to the grocery shelves decades ago,
Goya established itself as the premiere Latino food
brand, and it has been discovered by more and more
non-Latino consumers who are becoming more inter-
ested in Latino foods. Moreover, Goya has managed to
ward off attempts by larger companies to tread on its turf
by simply producing higher-quality, more authentic
products. “We firmly believe that Latinos like buying
things they consider their own, that are authentic,” re-
marks Andy Unanue. “And we are. We’re Latino and we
give them authenticity.” Not only do Latino consumers
prefer Goya’s authenticity, but so do non-Latinos. Thus,
after failed attempts to introduce their own Latino food
lines, giants like Campbell’s Soup are trying to compete
by purchasing genuine Latino food businesses. Goya is
watching carefully.

Goya remains a privately owned business steeped in
strong family tradition, with no plans to change the way
it operates. Although Goya products generally represent

SOURCES: Goya Foods Web site, http://www.goya.com, accessed 4 March
2000.
“Venezuela’s Flood Victims Desperately Waiting for Aid,” PR Newswire,
3 January 2000; Bill Saporito,“Food Fight,” Corporate Board Member,
Autumn 1999, http://www.boardmember.com.
“Goya Foods,” Hispanic Online, January/February 1999,
http://www.hispaniconline.com.

http://www.goya.com
http://www.boardmember.com
http://www.hispaniconline.com


low-involvement purchase decisions, consumers relate
strongly to the traditions these products represent. When
they fill their shopping carts with Goya rice, olives, and
salsa, they feel like members of a community.

Questions for Discussion

1. Evaluate an international expansion strategy for
Goya.

2. Should Goya consider entering Latin American
markets?

3. What are some of the research issues that Goya
needs to consider when tracking Latino subgroup?
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The Global
Marketing Mix
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Part Four deals with global marketing

activities. The core marketing concerns

of the beginning internationalist and

the multinational corporation are the

same. Yet experienced marketers face

challenges and opportunities that are

different from those encountered by

new entrants. They are able to expend

more resources on international

marketing efforts than are small and

medium-sized firms. In addition, their

perspective can be more globally

oriented. Multinational corporations

also have more impact on individuals,

economies, and governments. There-

fore, they are much more subject to

public scrutiny and need to be more

concerned about repercussions of

their activities. Yet their very size often

enables them to be more influential in

setting international marketing rules.
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Are Global Brands the Way to Go?

The International MARKETPLACE 14.1

Global Product
Management
and Branding

14
Chapter
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Pressure is on marketing managers to develop global
approaches that increase growth and profit potential,
while at the same time maintaining local appeal. If these
two seemingly opposite demands could be coupled and
the goal of being “global locally” met, one of the greatest
challenges facing marketers could be solved.The cost of
developing global programs is high in terms of intellectual
and monetary investment, and the marketing challenges
are commensurate. Externally, customer behavior
similarities may not be sufficient. Internally, country
management may object to cross-border efforts as an
incursion to decision making.

In the last few years, the global/local controversy has
been most evident in branded consumer products.A
number of companies have engaged in brand pruning
efforts with the aim of reducing brand portfolios to
manageable sizes. Preference has naturally been given
to global brands given their prominent positions. (For
example, according to Unilever executives, three-fourths
of the company’s business comes from 25 global brands.)
Many local brands are being evaluated according to their
potential as global candidates or as examples of best
practice that could be applied elsewhere.The bottom
line for global companies is that there aren’t enough

resources to go around for managing scores of local
brands that are not truly different.

Global brands, like any facet of global marketing, are
supposed to benefit from the scale and the scope that
having a presence in multiple markets brings.As global
retailers gain more power, marketers may feel more
pressure to have brands that can travel with their
customers.Another justification for a global presence is
fueled by the increasing similarity that consumers are
displaying in terms of their consumption habits and
preferences. It has also been argued that global brands
are perceived to be more value-added for the consumer,
either through better quality (as a function of worldwide
acceptance) or by enhancing the consumer’s self-
perception as being cosmopolitan, sophisticated, and
modern.

Internally, global branding can be seen as a tool to tighten
organizational relationships using the transfer of best
practice in brand management, as well as programs like
brand stewardship through brand management teams
at headquarters or designated centers of excellence.
Concentrating resources and efforts on a limited number
of brands should bring about improved results. For
example, Unilever has singled out six brands for special



D
eveloping and managing a product portfolio in the global marketplace is both
a great challenge and an attractive opportunity. While market conditions may
warrant changes in individual product features, products and product lines
should be managed for the greatest possible effect globally, regionally, and

locally as shown in The International Marketplace 14.1. Global and regional products
have to utilize best practice across borders, while local products should be monitored for
possible use in other markets.

This chapter is divided into two parts to highlight these issues. The first part will focus
on how the product development process can take into account the globalization of mar-
kets without compromising dimensions considered essential by local markets. To a large
extent this means that the process is market-driven rather than determined by cost or con-
venience of manufacture. For example, Germany’s Volkswagen operated for years under
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attention in the personal care category, all of which have
shown double-digit growth in the last years.

While the level and effects of globalization can be
disputed, the critical question is whether a brand’s image
will carry over effectively to other markets. Efforts to
standardize brand names by eliminating local brand
names have met with consumer hostility, and globally
branded items introduced into product lines have not
always received enthusiastic support of country
managers. Consumers’ behavior may have converged, but
some markets continue to have their own idiosyncrasies

that can prove fatal to globalization efforts.The ability
of a global product to penetrate individual markets is
determined to some extent by the product category in
question. Global brands may have more success in high-
profile, high-involvement categories, while consumers may
still give local brands preference in purchasing everyday
products.

SOURCES: Johny K. Johansson and Ilkka A. Ronkainen,“The Esteem of
Global Brands,” Journal of Brand Management 12 (number 5, 2005):
339–354; and Johny K. Johansson and Ilkka A. Ronkainen,“Are Global
Brands the Right Choice for Your Company?” Marketing Management,
March/April, 2004, 53–56.
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the philosophy that one car was good enough for the whole world, while U.S. marketing
executives tried in vain to secure items such as cup holders or seatback release levers in
cars destined for the U.S. market. Similarly, Japanese product-development engineers
fought against the concept of a third row of seats for a sport utility vehicle, which is pre-
ferred by U.S. customers.1

The second half of the chapter features a discussion of product management, especially
how marketers can utilize resources on a worldwide basis to exploit opportunities in
product markets. Unilever, one of the world’s largest food companies, often has to take a
local view, given differences in the daily diet. Similarly, detergent formulas may have to
differ between markets because washing habits, machines, clothes, and water quality
vary. However, many strategic product decisions, such as branding, will benefit from
worldwide experience and exposure applied to the local context. Some categories cross
national borders quite well, such as ice cream, tea, and personal wash products, and
translate to opportunities with a standard approach.2 Unilever has cut the number of its
brands from 1,600 to 400, and will focus efforts on 25 global brands, such as Axe.3

Global Product Development

Product development is at the heart of the global marketing process. New products
should be developed, or old ones modified, to cater to new or changing customer needs
on a global or regional basis. At the same time, corporate objectives of technical feasibil-
ity and financial profitability must be satisfied.

To illustrate, Black & Decker, manufacturer of power tools for do-it-yourself household
repairs, had done some remodeling of its own. The company earlier was the consummate
customizer: the Italian subsidiary made tools for Italians, the British subsidiary for the
British. At the same time, Japanese power tool makers, such as Makita Electric Works Ltd.,
saw the world differently. Makita was Black & Decker’s first competitor with a global
strategy. Makita management did not care that Germans prefer high-powered, heavy-duty
drills and that U.S. consumers want everything lighter. They reasoned that a good drill at
a low price will sell from Baden-Baden to Brooklyn. Using this strategy, Makita effectively
cut into Black & Decker’s market share. As a result, Black & Decker unveiled 50 new
models—each standardized for world production. The company’s current objective is to
“establish itself as the preeminent global manufacturer and marketer” in its field.4

With competition increasingly able to react quickly when new products are introduced,
worldwide planning at the product level provides a number of tangible benefits. A firm
that adopts a worldwide approach is better able to develop products with specifications
compatible on a worldwide scale. A firm that leaves product development to independ-
ent units will incur greater difficulties in transferring its experience and technology.

In many global corporations, each product is developed for potential worldwide usage,
and unique market requirements are incorporated whenever technically feasible. Some
design their products to meet the regulations and other key requirements in their major
markets and then, if necessary, smaller markets’ requirements are met on a country-by-
country basis. For example, Nissan develops lead-country models that can, with minor
changes, be made suitable for local sales in the majority of markets. For the remaining sit-
uations, the company also provides a range of additional models that can be adapted to
the needs of local segments. Using this approach, Nissan has been able to reduce the
number of basic models from 48 to 28.5 This approach also means that the new product
can be introduced concurrently into all the firm’s markets. Companies like 3M and Xerox
develop most of their products with this objective in mind.

Some markets may require unique approaches to developing global products. At
Gillette, timing is the only concession to local taste. Emerging markets, such as Eastern
Europe and China, are first weaned on less-expensive products before they are sold the
latest versions.6 In a world economy where most of the growth is occurring in emerging
markets, the traditional approach of introducing a global product may keep new products
out of the hands of consumers due to their premium price. As a result, Procter & Gamble
figures out what consumers in various countries can afford and then develops products
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they can pay for. For example, in Brazil, the company introduced a diaper called Pampers
Uni, a less-expensive version of its mainstream product. The strategy is to create price
tiers, generating brand loyalty early and then encouraging customers to trade up as their
incomes and desire for better products grow.7

The main goal of the product development process, therefore, is not to develop a stan-
dard product or product line but to build adaptability into products and product lines that
are being developed to achieve worldwide appeal. To accomplish the right balance, mar-
keters need to develop basic capability for capturing consumer information within their
country organizations. If consumers are willing to talk about their preferences, traditional
approaches such as focus groups and interviews work well. Procter & Gamble, for exam-
ple, generates Chinese consumer information using a 30-person market research team.8

The Product Development Process
The product development process begins with idea generation. Ideas may come from
within the company—from the research and development staff, sales personnel, or almost
anyone who becomes involved in the company’s efforts. Intermediaries may suggest ideas
because they are closer to the changing, and often different, needs of international cus-
tomers. In franchising operations, franchisees are a source of many new products. For ex-
ample, the McFlurry, McDonald’s ice-cream dessert, was the brainchild of a Canadian op-
erator.9 Competitors are a major outside source of ideas. A competitive idea from abroad
may be modified and improved to suit another market’s characteristics. As an example,
when the president of d-Con returned from a trip to Europe, he brought with him what
would seem in the United States to be an unusual idea for packaging insecticides. In a
market dominated by aerosols, the new idea called for offering consumers insect repel-
lent in a “felt-tip pen.”

For a number of companies, especially those producing industrial goods, customers
provide the best source of ideas for new products.10 Many new commercially important
products are initially thought of and even prototyped by users rather than originators.
They tend to be developed by lead users—companies, organizations, or individuals who
are ahead of trends or have needs that go beyond what is available at present. For exam-
ple, a car company in need of a new braking system may look for ideas at racing teams
or even at the aerospace industry, which has a strong incentive to stop its vehicles before
they run out of runway.11 Of the 30 products with the highest world sales, 70 percent trace
their origins to manufacturing and marketing (rather than laboratories) via customer
input.12 Many companies work together with complementary-goods producers in devel-
oping new solutions; Whirlpool and Procter & Gamble developed new solutions for keep-
ing people’s clothes clean. With the increased diffusion of the Internet, chat rooms about
products and features will become an important source of information pertinent to prod-
uct development and adjustment. For example, Sony set up a Web site to support hack-
ers who are interested in exploring and developing new types of games that could be
played on the Sony PlayStation. In the field of industrial products, users are invited to use
toolkits to design products and services that fit their own needs precisely.13

For some companies, procurement requisitions from governments and supranational
organizations (for example, the United Nations) are a good source of new product ideas.
When the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) was looking for containers to trans-
port temperature-sensitive vaccines in tropical climates, Igloo Corporation noticed that the
technology from its picnic coolers could be used and adapted for UNICEF’s use.14 Facili-
tating agents, such as advertising agencies or market research organizations, can be
instrumental in scanning the globe for new ideas. For example, DDB Worldwide uses U.S.
research company Market Access for “search-and-reapply” operations to keep clients
informed about new ideas around the world, ranging from half-frozen mineral water in
Korea to Argentine yogurt drinks containing cereal and fruit chunks.15

Most companies develop hundreds of ideas every year; for example, 3M may have
1,000 new product ideas competing for scarce development funds annually. Product
ideas are screened on market, technical, and financial criteria: Is the market substantial
and penetrable, can the product be mass produced, and if the answer to both of these
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questions is affirmative, can the company produce and market it profitably? Too often,
companies focus on understanding only the current demand of the consumer. A reposi-
tioning of the concept may overcome an initial negative assessment; for example, in
countries with no significant breakfast habit, cereal marketers present their products as
snacks. Procter & Gamble created the perception that dandruff—traditionally a nonissue
for the Chinese—is a social stigma and offered a product (Head & Shoulders antidandruff
shampoo) to solve the problem. Today, P&G controls more than half the shampoo mar-
ket in China.16

A product idea that at some stage fails to earn a go-ahead is not necessarily scrapped.
Most progressive companies maintain data banks of “miscellaneous opportunities.” Often,
data from these banks are used in the development of other products. One of the most fa-
mous examples concerns 3M. After developing a new woven fabric some 50 years ago,
3M’s Commercial Office Supply Company did not know what to do with the technology.
Among the applications rejected were seamless brassiere cups and disposable diapers.
The fabric was finally used to make surgical and industrial masks.

All the development phases—idea generation, screening, product and process develop-
ment, scale-up, and commercialization—should be global in nature with inputs into the
process from all affected markets. If this is possible, original product designs can be
adapted easily and inexpensively later on. The process has been greatly facilitated through
the use of computer-aided design (CAD). Some companies are able to design their products
so that they meet most standards and requirements around the world, with minor modifi-
cations on a country-by-country basis. The product development process can be initiated
by any unit of the organization, in the parent country or abroad. If the initiating entity is a
subsidiary that lacks technical and financial resources for implementation, another entity of
the firm is assigned the responsibility. Most often this is the parent and its central R&D
department.

Global companies may have an advantage in being able to utilize resources from
around the world. Otis Elevator Inc.’s product for high-rises, the Elevonic, is a good ex-
ample of this. The elevator was developed by six research centers in five countries. Otis’
group in Farmington, Connecticut, handled the systems integration, Japan designed the
special motor drives that make the elevators ride smoothly, France perfected the door sys-
tems, Germany handled the electronics, and Spain took care of the small-geared compo-
nents. The international effort saved more than $10 million in design costs and cut the de-
velopment cycle from four years to two.17

In some cases, the assignment of product development responsibility may be based on
a combination of special market and technical knowledge. When a major U.S. copier
manufacturer was facing erosion of market share in the smaller copier segment in Europe
because of Japanese incursions, its Japanese subsidiary was charged with developing an
addition to the company’s product line. This product, developed and produced outside
the United States, has subsequently been marketed in the United States.

Even though the product development activity may take place in the parent country, all
the affected units actively participate in development and market planning for a new prod-
uct. For example, a subsidiary would communicate directly with the product division at the
headquarters level and also with the international staff, who could support the subsidiary
on the scene of the actual development activity. This often also involves the transfer of
people from one location to another for such projects. For example, when Fiat wanted to
build a car specifically for emerging markets, the task to develop the Palio was given to a
300-strong team which assembled in Turin, Italy. Among them were 120 Brazilians, rang-
ing from engineers to shop-floor workers, as well as Argentines, Turks, and Poles.18

The activities of a typical global program are summarized in Exhibit 14.1. The manag-
ing unit has prime responsibility for accomplishing: (1) single-point worldwide technical
development and design of a new product that conforms to the global design standard
and global manufacturing and procurement standards, as well as transmittal of the
completed design to each affected unit; (2) all other activities necessary to plan, develop,
originate, introduce, and support the product in the managing unit, as well as direction
and support to affected units to ensure that concurrent introductions are achieved; and
(3) integration and coordination of all global program activities.



The affected units, on the other hand, have prime responsibility for achieving: (1) iden-
tification of unique requirements to be incorporated in the product goals and specifica-
tions as well as in the managing unit’s technical effort; (2) all other activities necessary to
plan, originate, introduce, and support products in affected units; and (3) identification of
any nonconcurrence with the managing unit’s plans and activities.

During the early stages of the product development process, the global emphasis is on
identifying and evaluating the requirements of both the managing unit and the affected
units and incorporating them into the plan. During the later stages, the emphasis is on the
efficient development and design of a global product with a minimum of configuration dif-
ferences and on the development of supporting systems capabilities in each of the partici-
pating units. The result of the interaction and communication is product development
activity on a global basis, as well as products developed primarily to serve world markets.
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For example, Fiat’s Palio is designed for the rough roads of the Brazilian interior rather than
the smooth motorways of Italy. The car was also deliberately overengineered, because
market research revealed that customers’ future preferences were developing that way.

This approach effectively cuts through the standardized-versus-localized debate and
offers a clear-cut way of determining and implementing effective programs in several mar-
kets simultaneously. It offers headquarters the opportunity to standardize certain aspects
of the product while permitting maximum flexibility, whenever technically feasible, to
differing market conditions. For instance, in terms of technical development, members of
subsidiaries’ staffs take an active part in the development processes to make sure that
global specifications are built into the initial design of the product.19

The process has to be streamlined in terms of duration as well. In industries character-
ized by technological change, coming to market nine to twelve months late can cost a
new product half its potential revenues. To cut down on development time, companies
like NEC and Canon use multidisciplinary teams that stay with the project from start to
finish, using a parallel approach toward product launch. Designers start to work before
feasibility testing is over; manufacturing and marketing begin gearing up well before the
design is finished. Such teams depend on computer systems for designing, simulating, and
analyzing products. Toyota Motor Company estimates that it will, sometime in the future,
develop a new automobile in one year (its RAV4 mini sport utility vehicle was brought to
market in 24 months), whereas some of its competitors may spend as much as five years
on the process.20

The challenge today is that no internal R&D effort can possibly predict, evaluate, and
cover all possible configurations. Taking these new realities to heart, companies need to
systematically tap into the capabilities of external knowledge and skills leaders, not just
for state-of-the-art products but also for the continuous innovation and evolution of ideas
(as argued in The International Marketplace 14.2).21 At Procter & Gamble, the “connect-
and-develop” model’s objective is to identify promising ideas around the world, and apply
the company’s own R&D, manufacturing, and marketing capabilities to them to create
better and cheaper products, faster.22 A total of 45 percent of the initiatives in the com-
pany’s product development portfolio have key elements from external constituents.

Firms using worldwide product management are better able to develop products that can
be quickly introduced into any market.23 Foreign market introduction can take the form of
either production or marketing abroad. In general, the length of the lag will depend on (1)
the product involved, with industrial products having shorter lags because of their more
standardized general nature; (2) degree of newness; (3) customer characteristics—both
demographics and psychographics; (4) geographic proximity; (5) firm-related variables—
the number and type of foreign affiliations as well as overall experience in global market-
ing; and (6) degree of commitments of resources.

Many companies allow and encourage their research centers to devote part of their
time purely to their own endeavors. These initiatives are both effective for the motivation
of the local personnel and incubators for future regional and global products. For exam-
ple, the current research and development activities of consumer-product companies,
which tend to be centralized near world headquarters, will have to shift to take into ac-
count the increasing numbers of customers who live in emerging markets.

The Location of R&D Activities
In the past, many corporations located most of their product development operations
within the parent corporation. However, a significant number of companies have started
using foreign-based resources to improve their ability to compete internationally. At Asea
Brown Boveri, for example, 80 percent of research was carried out in the company’s Swiss,
Swedish, and German offices only a few years ago, but now it is only half of the total. The
company has established new research units in countries such as India and China to stay
closer to markets to meet customer needs.24 Dutch electronics giant Philips has fifteen
research-and-development centers in China as part of the company’s strategies aiming at
satisfying demand for its products (such as low-end mobile phones) in China, India, Africa,
South America, and Eastern Europe. These centers are integrated with the efforts of the
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R&D centers in Europe and the company’s Innovation Campus in India.25 While many en-
deavors may be set to deal with the local markets or similar regions, solutions may find
broader acceptance in the world marketplace. For example, Campbell’s R&D center in
Hong Kong was initially set up to adjust the company’s product offering to the Chinese
market. It has since acquired a new role of transferring product concepts developed for the
Asian market to the Americas and Europe, due to an increasing interest in ethnic foods.
Savi Technology, a provider of real-time solutions for managing supply chains, established
its R&D Center for IT Logistic Excellence in Singapore, because the city-state is a major
starting point for many supply chains and Savi’s major customers operate from there.26

Investments for R&D abroad are made for four general reasons: (1) to aid technology
transfer from parent to subsidiary, (2) to develop new and improved products expressly for
foreign markets, (3) to develop new products and processes for simultaneous application

Outsourcing Innovation

The International MARKETPLACE 14.2

The next step in outsourcing may be innovation.
Underlying this phenomenon is a growing consensus that
R&D spending is not generating enough return on the
investment made. Companies can either cut costs or
increase R&D productivity.As a result, little-known
companies (such as those shown in the table below) are
emerging as new powers in the technology industry.

At the minimum, most leading companies are turning
toward a model of innovation that employs global
networks of partners.These can include U.S. chipmakers,
Taiwanese engineers, Indian software developers, and
Chinese factories. IBM is offering the services of its
research laboratories and a new global team of 1,200
engineers to help customers develop future products.
Depending on their capabilities and needs, many
companies can profitably outsource almost any elements
in the innovation chain, from basic research to testing,
and even to new-product introduction. Given the
complexities of present-day technologies, no one
company can master it all. Outsourcing some
development makes sense so the company’s own
engineers can focus on next-generation technologies.

Outsourcing is about the flexibility to put resources in
the right places at the right time. For example, using a
pre-designed platform can cut 70 percent of development
costs off a new model.As a rule of thumb, it takes
$10 million and 150 staff to develop a new cell phone
from scratch.

The danger of outsourcing R&D is creating competition.
Motorola hired BenQ fromTaiwan to design and
manufacture mobile phones.Subsequently,BenQ started
selling its phones in China under its brand name.Companies
try to draw the line between mission-critical R&D and
commodity work.What will be outsourced is routine,
computer-like, spec-sheet based tasks,while work that
entails artistry,creativity,and empathy with the customer
will be performed at home.Motorola has announced that it
will keep R&D spending at around 10 percent for the long
term.Lucent has plans to keep its R&D staff at 9,000.
However,most companies’ new hiring will occur at their
own labs abroad in China, India,and Eastern Europe.Some
marketers are making their own R&D and design efforts a
competitive tool; for example,each iPod has“Designed in
California” etched on its back panel.

Company Description R&D Staff Key Products Designed

Cellon Independent design house, spun off  800 Wireless handsets for Philips, Siemens, and Haier
U.S. from Philips’cell-phone business, has 

big labs in China and France 

Compal Top developer of computers; leading 1,000 Notebooks, cell phones for Motorola,
Taiwan producer of mobile phones Toshiba, Sony-Ericsson

Flextronics Manufacturing services giant bought  7,000 Cell phones, printers, telecom equipment
Singapore frog design to beef up design capabilities

Wipro World’s largest contract R&D house 8,000 Telecom equipment, auto electronic systems, chips
India for telecom, auto, and electronics

SOURCES: Nitin Nohria,“Feed R&D—or Farm it Out,” Harvard Business Review 83 ( July/August 2005): 17–27;“Outsourcing Innovation,” Business Week,
March 21, 2005, 84–90; James B. Quinn,“Outsourcing Innovation:The New Engine of Growth,” Sloan Management Review 41(number 4, 2000): 13–29.
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in world markets of the firm, and (4) to generate new technology of a long-term ex-
ploratory nature. The commitment of the firm to international operations increases from
the first type of investment to the third and fourth, in which there is no or little bias toward
headquarters performing the job.27

A survey of 209 multinationals in Europe, Japan, and North America shows that the
trend towards internationalization of R&D is growing. The Japanese have the lowest de-
gree of internationalization in their R&D efforts compared to their European and North
American counterparts; the Europeans give their country operations abroad more respon-
sibilities in product development.28 In most cases, companies want to be closer to the cus-
tomers they intend to serve. In some industries, such as pharmaceuticals, having localized
R&D efforts is necessary due to heavy regulatory efforts by local or regional governments.

In truly global companies, the location of R&D is determined by the existence of spe-
cific skills, as seen in The International Marketplace 14.3. Placing R&D operations abroad
may also ensure access to foreign scientific and technical personnel and information,
either in industry or at leading universities. Investment in R&D facilities in the United
States by non-U.S. companies is heavily concentrated in California’s Silicon Valley, New
Jersey, and North Carolina’s Research Triangle Park.29 The location decision may also be
driven by the unique features of the market. For example, most of the major carmakers
have design centers in California to allow for the monitoring of the technical, social, and
aesthetic values of the fifth-largest car market in the world. Furthermore, the many tech-
nological innovations and design trends that have originated there give it a trendsetting
image. Working with the most demanding customers (on issues such as quality) will give
companies assurance of success in broader markets.30

Given the increasing importance of emerging and developing markets, many marketers
believe that an intimate understanding of these new consumers can be achieved only
through proximity. Consequently, Unilever has installed a network of innovation centers
in 19 countries, many of which are emerging markets (such as Brazil, China, and Thai-
land). Hewlett-Packard’s eInclusion division, which focuses on rural markets, established
a branch of its HP Labs in India charged with developing products and services explicitly
for that market.31

R&D centers are seen as highly desirable investments by host governments. Develop-
ing countries are increasingly demanding R&D facilities as a condition of investment or
continued operation, to the extent that some companies have left countries where they
saw no need for the added expense. Countries that have been known to have attempted
to influence multinational corporations are Japan, India, Brazil, and France. The Chinese
government has maintained a preference for foreign investors who have promised a com-
mitment to technology transfer, especially in the form of R&D centers; Volkswagen’s abil-
ity to develop its business in China is largely due to its willingness to do so. Some gov-
ernments, such as Canada, have offered financial rewards to multinational corporations to
start or expand R&D efforts in host markets. In addition to compliance with governmen-
tal regulation, local R&D efforts can provide positive publicity for the company involved.
Internally, having local R&D may boost morale and elevate a subsidiary above the status
of merely a manufacturing operation.32

In companies that still employ multidomestic strategies, product development efforts
amount to product modifications—for example, making sure that a product satisfies local
regulations. Local content requirements may necessitate major development input from
the affected markets. In these cases, local technical people identify alternate, domestically
available ingredients and prepare initial tests. More involved testing usually takes place at
a regional laboratory or at headquarters.

The Organization of Global Product Development
The product development activity is undertaken by specific teams, whose task is to subject
new products to tough scrutiny at specified points in the development cycle, to eliminate
weak products before too much is invested in them and to guide promising prototypes
from labs to the market.33 Representatives of all the affected functional areas serve on each
team to ensure the integrity of the project. A marketing team member is needed to assess
the customer base for the new product, engineering to make sure that the product can be
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Centers of Excellence

The International MARKETPLACE 14.3

to replace the Escort.The one-year time lag between
the two continents was to allow the same team of
engineers to direct factory launches in both in Europe
and North America. Five Ford design studios had to
compromise on design proposals that ranged from a
soft, rounded body to a sharply angular one.Although
European operations maintained a leadership role, key
responsibilities were divided.The U.S. side took over
automatic transmissions, with Europe handling the
manual version.

Centers of excellence do not necessarily have to be
focused on products or technologies. For example,
Corning has established a Center for Marketing
Excellence where sales and marketing staff from all
Corning’s businesses, from glass to television components
to electronic communications displays, will be able to find
help with marketing intelligence, strategies, new product
lines, and e-business. Procter & Gamble has six
development hubs that are focused on finding products
and technologies that are specialties of their regions.The
China hub looks for new high-quality materials and cost
innovations, while the India hub seeks out local talent in
the sciences to solve problems, using tools such as
computer modeling.

Whatever the format, centers of excellence have as the
most important tasks to leverage and/or to transfer
their current leading-edge capabilities, and to continually
fine-tune and enhance those capabilities so that they
remain state-of-the-art. Centers of excellence provide
country organizations a critical tool by which to develop
subsidiary-specific advantages to benefit the entire global
organization.

SOURCES: Larry Huston and Nabil Sakkab,“Connect and Develop: Inside
Procter & Gamble’s Model for Innovation,” Harvard Business Review 84
(March 2006): 58–66;Tony Frost, Julian Birkinshaw, and Prescott Ensign,
“Centers of Excellence in Multinational Corporations,” Strategic Manage-
ment Journal 23 (November 2002): 997–1018; Karl J. Moore,“A Strategy
for Subsidiaries: Centers of Excellence to Build Subsidiary-Specific Advan-
tages,” Management International Review 41 (third quarter, 2001): 275–290;
Erin Strout,“Reinventing a Company,” Sales and Marketing Management
152 (February 2000): 86–92; Karl Moore and Julian Birkinshaw,“Managing
Knowledge in Global Service Firms: Centers of Excellence,” Academy of
Management Executive 12 (November 1998): 81–92; Laurel Wentz,
“World Brands,” Advertising Age International, September 1996, i1–i21;
“Ford to Merge European, North American Car Units,” The Washington
Post, April 22, 1994, G1–2;“Percy Barnevik’s Global Crusade,” Business
Week Enterprise 1993, 204–211; http://www.colgate.com;
http://www.abb.com; http://www.ford.com; http://www.pg.com; and
http://www.corning.com.

Local markets are absorbing bigger roles as marketers
scan the world for ideas that will cross borders.The
consensus among marketers is that many more
countries are now capable of developing products and
product solutions that can be applied on a worldwide
basis.This realization has given birth to centers of
excellence.A center of excellence is defined as an
organizational unit that incorporates a set of capabilities
that have been identified as an important source of value
creation with the explicit intention that these capabilities
be leveraged by and/or disseminated to other parts of
the firm.

Colgate-Palmolive has set up centers of excellence
around the world, clustering countries with geographic,
linguistic, or cultural similarities to exploit the same
marketing plans. Unilever is extending the innovation
centers it opened for personal care products to its
food businesses, starting with ice cream. In addition to
innovation centers for oral care in Milan and hair care
in Paris, there are now similar centers for developing
product ideas, research, technology, and marketing
expertise for ice-cream products in Rome; Hamburg;
London; Paris; and Green Bay,Wisconsin; and in Bangkok
for the Asian market.

Countries have an edge if there is strong local
development in a particular product category, such as
hair care in France and Thailand, creating an abundance
of research and development talent. Local management
or existing products with a history of sensitivity to the
core competence also helps win a worldwide role for a
country unit. For example,ABB Strömberg in Finland was
assigned as a worldwide center of excellence for electric
drivers, a category for which it is a recognized world
leader.

Ford’s centers of excellence have been established with
two key goals in mind: to avoid duplicating efforts and to
capitalize on the expertise of specialists on a worldwide
basis. Located in several countries, the centers will work
on key components for cars. One will, for example, work
on certain kinds of engines.Another will engineer and
develop common platforms—the suspension and other
undercarriage components—for similar-sized cars.
Designers in each market will then style exteriors and
passenger compartments to appeal to local tastes. Each
car will usually be built on the continent where it is sold.
Ford of Europe introduced the Focus, originally intended
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produced in the intended format, and finance to keep costs in control. An international
team member should be assigned a permanent role in the product development process
and not simply called in when a need arises. Organizational relationships have to be such
that the firm’s knowledge-based assets are easily transferable and transferred.34

In addition to having international representation on each product development team,
some multinational corporations hold periodic meetings of purely international teams. A
typical international team may consist of five members, each of whom also has a product
responsibility (such as cable accessories) as well as a geographical responsibility (such as
the Far East). Others may be from central R&D and domestic marketing planning. The
function of international teams is to provide both support to subsidiaries and international
input to overall planning efforts. A critical part of this effort is customer input before a
new product design is finalized. This is achieved by requiring team members to visit key
customers throughout the process. A key input of international team members is the po-
tential for universal features that can be used worldwide as well as unique features that
may be required for individual markets.

Such multidisciplinary teams maximize the payoff from R&D by streamlining decision
making; that is, they reduce the need for elaborate reporting mechanisms and layers of
committee approvals. With the need to slash development time, reduce overall material
costs, and trim manufacturing processes, these teams can be useful. For example, in re-
sponse to competition, Honeywell set up a multidisciplinary “tiger team” to build a ther-
mostat in twelve months rather than the usual four years.35

Challenges to using teams or approaches that require cooperation between R&D cen-
ters are often language and cultural barriers. For example, pragmatic engineers in the
United States may distrust their more theoretically thinking European counterparts. Na-
tional rivalries may also inhibit the acceptance by others of solutions developed by one
entity of the organization. Many companies have solved these problems with increased
communication and exchange of personnel.36

With the costs of basic research rising and product life cycles shortening, many
companies have joined forces in R&D. The U.S. government and many U.S.-based
multinational corporations have seen this approach as necessary to restore technological
competitiveness. In 1984, the United States passed the National Cooperative Research Act,
which allows companies to collaborate in long-term R&D projects without the threat of
antitrust suits. Since then, R&D consortia have been established to develop technologies
ranging from artificial intelligence to those in semiconductor manufacturing, such as
Sematech. Sematech’s focus is on accelerating the commercialization of technology
innovations into manufacturing solutions in semiconductors and emerging technologies.37

The United States Council for Automotive Research was set up by GM, Ford, and
DaimlerChrysler to work on new concepts for use in the automotive sector, such as new
battery technology, safety features, and recycleability.38 A group of consumer goods (e.g.,
Unilever and Kimberly-Clark) and technology firms (such as Intermec and Marconi)
formed a consortium to speed up movement of goods in supply chains at rates faster than
allowed by bar codes.39 Similar consortia in the European Union are often heavily sup-
ported by the European Commission.

These consortia can provide the benefits and face the challenges of any strategic
alliance. Countering the benefits of sharing costs and risks are management woes from
mixing corporate cultures as well as varying levels of enthusiasm by the participants. As
long as participants work on core technologies that each can then apply in their own way
in their own fields, these consortia can work very effectively.

The Testing of New Product Concepts
The final stages of the product development process will involve testing the product in terms
of both its performance and its projected market acceptance. Depending on the product,
testing procedures range from reliability tests in the pilot plant to minilaunches, from which
the product’s performance in world markets will be estimated. Any testing will prolong full-
scale commercialization and increase the possibility of competitive reaction. Further, the cost
of test marketing is substantial—on the average, $1 to $1.5 million per market.
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Because of the high rate of new product failure (estimated at 67–95 percent40 and
usually attributed to market or marketing reasons), most companies want to be assured
that their product will gain customer acceptance. They therefore engage in testing or a
limited launch of the product. This may involve introducing the product in one country—
for instance, Belgium or Ireland—and basing the go-ahead decision for the rest of Europe
on the performance of the product in that test market. Some countries are emerging as test
markets for global products. Brazil is a test market used by Procter & Gamble and Colgate
before rollout into the Latin American market. Unilever uses Thailand for a test market for
the Asian market.

In many cases, companies rely too much on instinct and hunch in their marketing
abroad, although in domestic markets they make extensive use of testing and research.
Lack of testing has led to a number of major product disasters over the years. The most
serious blunder is to assume that other markets have the same priorities and lifestyles as
the domestic market. After a failure in introducing canned soups in Italy in the 1960s,
Campbell Soup Company repeated the experience by introducing them in Brazil in 1979.
Research conducted in Brazil after the failure revealed that women fulfill their roles as
homemakers in part by such tasks as making soups from scratch. A similar finding had
emerged in Italy more than 20 years earlier. However, when Campbell was ready to enter
the Eastern and Central European markets in the 1990s, it was prepared for this and was
careful to position the product initially as a starter or to be kept for emergencies.

Other reasons for product failure are a lack of product distinctiveness, unexpected
technical problems, and mismatches between functions.41 Mismatches between functions
may occur not only between, for example, engineering and marketing, but within the
marketing function as well. Engineering may design features in the product that estab-
lished distribution channels or selling approaches cannot exploit. Advertising may prom-
ise the customer something that the other functions within marketing cannot deliver.

The trend is toward a complete testing of the marketing mix. All the components of the
brand are tested, including formulation, packaging, advertising, and pricing. Test market-
ing is indispensable because prelaunch testing is an artificial situation; it tells the
researcher what people say they will do, not what they will actually do. Test marketing
carries major financial risks, which can be limited only if the testing can be conducted in
a limited area. Ideally, this would utilize localized advertising media—that is, broadcast
and print media to which only a limited region would be exposed. However, localized
media are lacking even in developed markets such as Western Europe.

Because test marketing in Europe and elsewhere is risky or even impossible, re-
searchers have developed three research methods to cope with the difficulty. Laboratory
test markets are the least realistic in terms of consumer behavior over time, but this
method allows the participants to be exposed to television advertisements, and their
reactions can be measured in a controlled environment. Microtest marketing involves a
continuous panel of consumers serviced by a retail grocery operated by the research
agency. The panelists are exposed to new products through high-quality color print ads,
coupons, and free samples. Initial willingness to buy and repeat buying are monitored.
Forced distribution tests are based on a continuously reporting panel of consumers, but
they encounter new products in normal retail outlets. This is realistic, but competitors are
immediately aware of the new product. An important criterion for successful testing is to
gain the cooperation of key retailing organizations in the market. Mars Confectionery,
which was testing a new chocolate malted-milk drink in Britain, could not get distribution
in major supermarkets for test products. As a result. Mars changed its approach and
focused its marketing on the home delivery market.42 Faced with a similar fate, Panda, a
small licorice maker from Finland, repositioned its product and sold it through health-care
stores in Britain.

The Global Product Launch43

The impact of an effective global product launch can be great, but so can the cost of one
that is poorly executed. High development costs as well as competitive pressures are forc-
ing companies to rush products into as many markets as possible. But at the same time, a
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company can ill afford new products that are not effectively introduced, marketed, and
supported in each market the company competes in.

A global product launch means introducing a product into countries in three or more
regions within a narrow time frame. To achieve this, a company must undertake a num-
ber of measures. The country managers should be involved in the first stage of product
strategy formulation to ensure that local and regional considerations are part of the over-
all corporate and product messages. More important, intercountry coordination of the roll-
out preparations will ultimately determine the level of success in the introduction. A prod-
uct launch team (consisting of product, marketing, manufacturing, sales, service,
engineering, and communication representatives) can also approach problems from an in-
dustry standpoint, as opposed to a home country perspective, enhancing product com-
petitiveness in all markets.

Adequate consideration should be given to localization and translation requirements
before the launch. This means that right messages are formulated and transmitted to key
internal and external audiences. Support materials have to take into account both cultural
and technical differences. The advantage of a simultaneous launch is that it boosts the
overall momentum and attractiveness of the product by making it immediately available
in key geographic markets.

Global product launches typically require more education and support of the sales chan-
nel than do domestic efforts or drawn-out efforts. This is due to the diversity of the distri-
bution channels in terms of the support and education they may require before the launch.

A successfully executed global launch offers several benefits. First, it permits the company
to showcase its technology in all major markets at the same time. Setting a single date for the
launch functions as a strict discipline to force the entire organization to gear up quickly for a
successful worldwide effort. A simultaneous worldwide introduction also solves the “lame
duck” dilemma of having old models available in some markets while customers know of
the existence of the new product. If margins are most lucrative at the early stages of the new
product’s life cycle, they should be exploited by getting the product to as many markets as
possible from the outset. With product development costs increasing and product life cycles
shortening, marketers have to consider this approach seriously. An additional benefit of a
worldwide launch may be added publicity to benefit the marketer’s efforts, as happened
with the introductions worldwide of Microsoft’s Windows 95, 98, 2000, and XP versions.

Management of the Product and Brand Portfolio

Most marketers have a considerable number of individual items in their product portfo-
lios, consisting of different product lines, that is, grouping of products managed and mar-
keted as a unit. The options for a particular portfolio (or multiple portfolios) are to expand
geographically to new markets or new segments and add to existing market operations
through new product lines or new product business. The marketer will need to have a
balanced product and market portfolio—a proper mix of new, growing, and mature prod-
ucts to provide a sustainable competitive advantage.44

The assessment of the product portfolio will have to take into account various inter-
linkages both external and internal to the firm. Geographic interlinkages call attention to
market similarities, especially to possibilities of extending operations across borders.
Product-market interlinkages are manifested in common customers and competitors.
Finally, the similarities in present-day operations should be assessed in terms of product
lines, brands, and brand positionings. As a result of such an analysis, Mars has stayed out
of the U.S. chocolate milk market, despite a product-company fit, because the market is
dominated by Hershey and Nestlé. However, it has entered this particular market else-
where, such as Europe.

Analyzing the Product Portfolio
The specific approach chosen and variables included will vary by company, according to
corporate objectives and characteristics as well as the nature of the product market. A
product portfolio approach based on growth rates and market share positions allows the
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analysis of business entities, product lines, or individual products. Exhibit 14.2 represents
the product-market portfolio of Company A, which markets the same product line in sev-
eral countries. The company is a leader in most of the markets in which it has operations,
as indicated by its relative market shares. It has two cash cows (United States and
Canada), four stars (Germany, Great Britain, France, and Spain), and one “problem child”
(Brazil). In the mature U.S. market, Company A has its largest volume but only a small
market share advantage compared with competition. Company A’s dominance is more
pronounced in Canada and in the EU countries.

At the same time, Company B, its main competitor, although not a threat in Company
A’s major markets, does have a commanding lead in two fast-growing markets: Japan and
Brazil. As this illustration indicates, an analysis should be conducted not only of the firm’s
own portfolio but also of competitors’ portfolios, along with a projection of the firm’s and
the competitors’ future international products—market portfolios. Building future scenar-
ios based on industry estimates will allow Company A to take remedial long-term action
to counter Company B’s advances. In this case, Company A should direct resources to
build market share in fast-growing markets such as Japan and Brazil.

In expanding markets, any company not growing rapidly risks falling behind for good.
Growth may mean bringing out new items or lines or having to adjust existing products.
In the last ten years, General Motors has invested over $5 billion in the Brazilian car mar-
ket, which is the eighth largest in the world. While production capacity of the world’s two
dozen carmakers is more than double the expected demand of 1.1 million cars and all
makers were initially losing money, GM, with its investments and new models, has
positioned itself to take advantage of significant growth rates projected for the future.
Volkswagen and Fiat have seen their market shares fall, mainly because they have been
milking the market with old models: Volkswagen with the 18-year-old Golf and Fiat with
the Uno, which dates back to 1984.45 GM is not going to be left unchallenged, however.
Fiat, for example, is hoping to regain lost ground with the Palio.

Portfolios should also be used to assess market, product, and business interlinkages.46

This effort will allow the exploitation of increasing market similarities through corporate
adjustments in setting up appropriate strategic business units (SBUs), and the standardi-
zation of product lines, products, and marketing programs.
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The presentation in Exhibit 14.3 shows a market-product-business portfolio for a food
company, such as Nestlé or Unilever. The interconnections are formed by common target
markets served, sharing of research and development objectives, use of similar technolo-
gies, and the benefits that can be drawn from sharing common marketing experience. The
example indicates possibilities within regions and between regions; frozen foods both in
Europe and the United States, and ice cream throughout the three mega-markets.

Such assessments are integral in preparing future strategic outlines for different groups
or units. For example, at Nestlé, ice cream was identified as an area of global development
since the company already had a presence in a number of market areas and had identified
others for their opportunity. The U.S. operations had to be persuaded to get more involved;
they classified ice cream as a dairy product, whereas corporate planners saw it more as a
frozen confectionery. U.S. operations produced machines and cones, and licensed brands
to dairies, while corporate planners wanted to move over to self-manufacture and direct
store delivery. Currently, Nestlé in the United States ranks second in the impulse–ice cream
segment, and the machinery and cone businesses have been sold.47

Advantages of the Product Portfolio Approach
The major advantages provided by the product portfolio approach are as follows:

1. A global view of the competitive structure, especially when longer-term considerations are
included

2. A guide for the formulation of a global marketing strategy based on the suggested
allocation of scarce resources between product lines
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3. A guide for the formulation of marketing objectives for specific markets based on an
outline of the role of each product line in each of the markets served—for example, to
generate cash or to block the expansion of competition

4. A convenient visual communication goal, achieved by integrating a substantial amount of
information in an appealingly simple format including assessment of interlinkages between
units and products

Before making strategic choices based on such a portfolio, the global marketer should
consider the risks related to variables such as entry mode and exchange rates; manage-
ment preferences for idiosyncratic objectives, such as concentrating on countries with
similar market characteristics; and marketing costs. For example, the cost of entry into one
market may be less because the company already has a presence there in another prod-
uct category and the possibility exists that distribution networks may be shared. Similarly,
ideas for new products and marketing programs can be leveraged across geographies
based on both market characteristics and company position in those markets.48

The portfolio assessment also needs to be put into a larger context. The Korean mar-
ket and Korean automakers may not independently warrant urgent action on the part of
the leading companies. However, as part of the global strategic setting in the auto indus-
try, both the market and its companies become critically important. Asia is expected to
account for 70 percent of the growth in the world auto market between 2000 and 2004.
Korea, along with China and Japan, is one of the three most important vehicle markets in
Asia and can be considered an ideal platform for exporting to other parts of the continent.
While Korean automakers were heavily in debt, acquiring them would carry some bene-
fits. Both Ford and GM wanted to acquire Daewoo to attain the top-producer position in
the world. Renault, which wanted to acquire Samsung, saw synergistic benefits in that
Samsung relies heavily on technology from Nissan, acquired by Renault earlier. There
were also other indirect benefits; whoever acquired Daewoo would gain the number-one
spot in Poland, long deemed crucial for tapping growth in Central Europe.49 Renault ac-
quired a 70 percent stake in Samsung, and GM completed the deal for Daewoo in late
2002 and uses its low-cost automobiles to supplement its lineup in Asia and Europe.

Disadvantages of the Product Portfolio Approach
The application of the product portfolio approach has a number of limitations. Interna-
tional competitive behavior does not always follow the same rules as in the firm’s
domestic market; for example, the major local competitor may be a government-owned
firm whose main objective is to maintain employment. With European integration, many
believed that the continent’s $20 billion appliance business would consolidate into a
handful of companies. Whirlpool was the major non-EU company that wanted to take ad-
vantage of the emerging opportunity and was expected to gain 20 percent of the market.
However, its 12 percent share is testimony that local companies are not standing still while
foreigners invade their turf. They have shifted their orientation from local and regional to
global by laying off workers, building up core businesses, and focusing on profits.50

The relationship between market share and profitability may be blurred by a number
of factors in the marketing environment. Government regulations in every market will
have an impact on the products a company can market. For instance, major U.S. tobacco
manufacturers estimate they could capture 30 percent of Japan’s cigarette market of $10
billion a year if it were not for restrictions that apply only to non-Japanese producers.

Product lines offered will also be affected by various local content laws—those stipu-
lating that a prescribed percentage of the value of the final product must be manufactured
locally. Market tastes have an important impact on product lines. These not only may alter
the content of a product but also may require an addition in a given market that is not
available elsewhere. The Coca-Cola Company has market leadership in a product cate-
gory unique to Japan: coffee-flavored soft drinks. The market came into existence some
20 years ago and grew rapidly, eventually accounting for 10 percent of soft-drink sales.
The beverage is packaged like any other soft drink and is available through vending
machines, which dispense hot cans in the winter and cold servings during warm weather.
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Although Coca-Cola executives have considered introducing “Georgia” in the United
States, they are skeptical about whether the product would succeed, mainly because of
declining coffee consumption and the lack of a vending machine network. Also, adoption
of the concept by U.S. consumers is doubtful.

The fact that global firms produce the same products in different locations may have an
impact on consumer perceptions of product risk and quality. If the product is produced in
an emerging country, for example, the global marketer has to determine whether a well-
known brand name can compensate for the concern a customer might feel. The situation
may be more complicated for retailers importing from independent producers in develop-
ing nations under the retailer’s private labels. In general, country-of-origin effects on prod-
uct perceptions are more difficult to determine since the introduction of hybrid products.

Managing the Brand Portfolio
Branding is one of the major beneficiaries of a well-conducted portfolio analysis. Brands
are important because they shape customer decisions and, ultimately, create economic
value. Brand is a key factor behind the decision to purchase in both consumer and
business-to-business situations, as shown in the results of a worldwide study summarized
in Exhibit 14.4. On the average, brand was responsible for 18 percent of total purchase
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decisions, and the majority of the studies revealed a brand-loyal segment of individuals
for whom the brand was the major influencing factor. In addition, strong brands are able
to charge a price premium of 19 percent.51 Gillette’s Mach3, although priced more than
50 percent above its predecessor (Sensor Excel), has been able to increase sales by 30 per-
cent since rollout.52 Research into the connection of brand strength and corporate
performance at 130 multinational companies revealed that strong brands generate total
returns to shareholders that are 1.9 percent above the industry average, while weaker
brands lag behind the average by 3.1 percent.53

Brands are a major benefit to the customer as well. They simplify everyday choices,
reduce the risk of complicated buying decisions, provide emotional benefits, and offer a
sense of community. In technology (e.g., computer chips), where products change at an
ever-increasing pace, branding is critical—far more so than in packaged goods, where a
product may be more understandable because it stays the same or very similar over time.
“Intel Inside,” which derived from Intel’s ad agency recommending “Intel, the Computer
Inside” and the Japanese operation’s “Intel In It,” increased the company’s brand aware-
ness from 22 percent to 80 percent within two years of its introduction.54

The benefit of a strong brand name is, in addition to the price premium that aware-
ness and loyalty allow, the ability to exploit the brand in a new market or a new prod-
uct category. In a global marketplace, customers are aware of brands even though the
products themselves may not be available. This was the case, for example, in many of
the former Soviet Republics, before their markets opened up. Starbucks has relied on
the strength of its brand in breaking into new markets, including Vienna, Europe’s café
capital.55

Global marketers have three choices of branding within the global, regional, and local
dimensions: brands can feature the corporate name, have family brands for a wide range
of products or product variations, or have individual brands for each item in the product
line. With the increase in strategic alliances, co-branding, in which two or more well-
known brands are combined in an offer, has also become popular. Examples of these ap-
proaches include Heinz, which has a policy of using its corporate name in all its products,
Procter & Gamble, which has a policy of stand-alone products or product lines, and
Nestlé, which uses a mixture of Nestlé and Nes-designated brands and stand-alones. In
the case of marketing alliances, the brand portfolio may be a combination of both part-
ners’ brands. General Mills’ alliance with Nestlé in cereals, Cereal Partners Worldwide, fea-
tures General Mills brands such as Trix and Nestlé brands such as Chocapic.56

Market power is usually in the hands of brand-name companies that have to determine
the most effective use of this asset across markets. The value of brands can be seen in re-
cent acquisitions where prices have been many times over the book value of the company
purchased. Nestlé, for example, paid five times the book value for the British Rowntree,
the owner of such brands as Kit Kat and After Eight. Many of the world’s leading brands
command high brand equity values, in other words, the price premium the brand com-
mands times the extra volume it moves over what an average brand commands.57

An example of global rankings of brands in provided in Exhibit 14.5. This Interbrand-
sponsored study rates brands on their value and their strength. Each ranked brand had
to be global in nature, deriving 20 percent or more of sales from the home market. The
brand value has been determined using publicly available financial information and
market analysis. Brand strength is scored using seven attributes: market, stability, leader-
ship, support, trend, geography, and protection. GE has introduced the tagline “Imagina-
tion at work,” across all its marketing communications, and it has set up a number of
co-branding and co-marketing agreements with other known brands as a means of lever-
aging its brand value and ensuring that the GE umbrella covers more. The dot coms have
also appeared on the list: Google is at 38 ($8.5 billion), eBay at 55 ($5.7 billion), Yahoo!
at 58 ($5.3 billion), and amazon.com at 68 ($4.2 billion). Of the top 100 global brands in
terms of value, 37 are European, 10 Asian, and the rest U.S.-based. This analysis looks at
brands, not companies, which means that companies that are all one brand have a better
chance of being featured. An assessment has also been made of the portfolio brands; the
top five are Johnson & Johnson, Procter & Gamble, Nestlé, Unilever, and L’Oreal.
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World’s Most Valuable Brands

14.5
Exhibit

2005 2004
2005 2004 Brand Brand

Brand Brand Country Value Value
Rank Rank Brand Name Parent company of origin ($US millions) ($US millions)

1 1 Coca-Cola Coca-Cola U.S. 67,525 67,394
2 2 Microsoft Microsoft U.S. 59,941 61,372
3 3 IBM International Business U.S. 53,376 53,791

Machines Corporation
4 4 GE GE U.S. 46,996 44,111
5 5 Intel Intel U.S. 35,588 33,499
6 8 Nokia Nokia Finland 26,452 24,041
7 6 Disney Walt Disney Company U.S. 26,441 27,113
8 7 McDonald’s McDonald’s Corporation U.S. 26,014 25,001
9 9 Toyota Toyota Motor Corporation Japan 24,837 22,673

10 10 Marlboro Altria Group U.S. 21,189 22,128
11 11 Mercedes-Benz DaimlerChrysler AG Germany 20,006 21,331
12 13 Citi Citigroup U.S. 19,967 19,971
13 12 Hewlett-Packard Hewlett-Packard U.S. 18,866 20,978
14 14 American Express American Express U.S. 18,559 17,683
15 15 Gillette Gillette U.S. 17,534 16,723
16 17 BMW Bayerische Motoren Werke AG Germany 17,126 15,886
17 16 Cisco Cisco U.S. 16,592 15,948
18 44 Louis Vuitton LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton France 16,077 NA
19 18 Honda Honda Japan 15,788 14,874
20 21 Samsung Samsung S. Korea 14,956 12,553
21 25 Dell Dell U.S. 13,231 11,500
22 19 Ford Ford U.S. 13,159 14,475
23 22 Pepsi Pepsi U.S. 12,399 12,066
24 23 Nescafé Nestlé Switzerland 12,241 11,891
25 26 Merrill Lynch Merrill Lynch U.S. 12,018 11,499
26 24 Budweiser Anheuser-Busch U.S. 11,878 11,846
27 28 Oracle Oracle U.S. 10,887 10,935
28 20 Sony Sony Japan 10,754 12,759
29 33 HSBC HSBC Britain 10,429 8,671
30 31 Nike Nike U.S. 10,114 9,260
31 29 Pfizer Pfizer U.S. 9,981 10,635
32 NR UPS UPS U.S. 9,923 New 
33 27 Morgan Stanley Morgan Stanley U.S. 9,777 11,498
34 30 JP Morgan JP Morgan Chase U.S. 9,455 9,781
35 35 Canon Canon Japan 9,044 8,055

SOURCE: Adapted from “The Top 100 Brands,” Business Week, August 1, 2005. See also http://www.interbrand.com for methodology of
the rankings.

Brand Strategy Decisions
The goal of many marketers currently is to create consistency and impact, both of which
are easier to manage with a single worldwide identity.58 Global brands are a key way of
reaching this goal. Global brands are those that reach the world’s mega-markets and are
perceived as the same brand by consumers and internal constituents.59 While some of the
global brands are completely standardized, some elements of the product may be adapted
to local conditions. These adjustments include brand names (e.g., Tide, Whisper, and
Clairol in North America are Ariel, Allways, and Wella in Europe), positioning (e.g., Ford
Fiesta as a small car in Germany but a family vehicle in Portugal), or product versions sold

http://www.interbrand.com


under the same brand name (e.g., 9-13 different types of coffee sold under the Nescafé
name in Northern Europe alone).60

Consumers all over the world associate global brands with three characteristics and
evaluate their performance on them when making purchase decisions.61 Global brands
carry a strong quality signal suggested by their success across markets. Part of this is that
great brands often represent great ideas and leading-edge technological solutions. Sec-
ondly, global brands compete on emotion catering to aspirations that cut across cultural
differences. Global brands may cater to needs to feel cosmopolitan, something that local
brands cannot deliver. Global brands may also convey that their user has reached a cer-
tain status both professionally and personally. This type of recognition represents both
perception and reality, enabling brands to establish credibility in markets.62 The third rea-
son consumers choose global brands is involvement in solving social problems linked to
what they are marketing and how they conduct their business. Expectations that global
marketers use their monetary and human resources to benefit society are uniform from
developed to developing markets.

There are three main implications for the marketing manager to consider: (1) Don’t
hide globality. Given the benefits of globality, marketers should not be shy in communi-
cating this feature of a brand. Creatively, this may mean referring to the leadership posi-
tion of the brand around the world or referring to the extent of innovation or features
that are possible only for a brand with considerable reach. Marketers intent on scaling
down their brand portfolios and focusing on global offerings are able to invest in more
marketing muscle and creative effort behind the sleeker set of offerings. (2) Tackle
home-country bias. One of the marketing mantras is “being local on a global scale.” Since
some markets feature substantial preference for home-grown brands, it is imperative to
localize some features of the marketing approach, possibly including even the brand
name. One approach could be that a brand has a consistent global positioning but the
name varies according to country language. An example is Mr. Clean becoming Mr. Pro-
pre in France. Many global brands have already localized to neutralize the home-coun-
try effect. (3) Satisfy the basics. Global brands signal quality and aspiration. However,
taking a global approach to branding is not in itself the critical factor. What is critical is
creating differentiation and familiarity as well as the needed margins and growth. The
greater esteem that global brands enjoy is not sufficient in itself for pursuing this strat-
egy. however, this dimension may tip the balance in ultimate strategy choice. At the same
time, it is evident that globality should not be pursued at the cost of alienating local
consumers by preemptively eliminating purely local brands or converging them under a
global brand.63

Branding is an integral part of the overall identity management of the firm.64 Global
brands need to achieve a high degree of consistency in their delivery of customer serv-
ice and how it is communicated across all consumer points of touch. Therefore, it is
typically a centralized function to exploit to the fullest the brand’s assets as well as to
protect the asset from dilution by, for example, extending the brand to inappropriate
new lines. The role of headquarters, strategic business unit management, global teams,
or global managers charged with a product is to provide guidelines for the effort without
hampering local initiative at the same time.65 The “glocal” dimension can only be
achieved by giving regional and local managers the power to interpret and express the
message. An example of this effort is provided in The International Marketplace 14.4. In
addition to the use of a global brand name from the very beginning, many marketers are
consolidating their previously different brand names (often for the same or similar prod-
ucts) with global or regional brand names. For example, Mars replaced its Treets and
Bonitas names with M&M worldwide and renamed its British best-seller, Marathon, with
the Snickers name it uses in North and South America. The benefits in global branding
are in marketing economies and higher acceptance of products by consumers and
intermediaries. The drawbacks are in the loss of local flavor, especially when a local
brand is replaced by a regional or global brand name. At these times, internal marketing
becomes critical to instill ownership of the global brands in the personnel of the country
organizations.66
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An example of a brand portfolio is provided in Exhibit 14.6. It indicates four levels of
brands at Nestlé: worldwide corporate and strategic brands, regional strategic brands, and
local brands. The worldwide brands are under the responsibility of SBU and general
management, which establish a framework for each in the form of a planning policy
document. These policies lay out the brand’s positioning, labeling standards, packaging
features, and other related marketing mix issues, such as a communications platform. The
same principle applies to regional brands, where guidelines are issued and decisions
made by SBU and regional management. Among the 7,500 local brands are 700 local
strategic brands, such as Chambinho in Brazil, which are monitored by the SBUs for
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Development and Management of a Global Brand

The International MARKETPLACE 14.4

worldwide.The DeWalt logo uses bold, capital
letters and a solid color (yellow) to project strength.
The purpose of this guideline is not only to ensure
consistency but also to ensure appropriate legal
protection for the brand.

Part of the consistency dimension relates to controlling
the industrial design of the tools.The three design centers
located inTowson, Maryland; Idstein, Germany; and
Spennymoet, England have to adhere to agreed-upon rules,
with any deviation requiring approval from the global
team. Similarly, extending the brand to new products or
categories needs approval to avoid dilution of the brand.

As both customers (such as large contractors) and
intermediaries (such as Home Depot or Hagebau) are
becoming more global, packaging standards will have to
change.This means one global packaging execution per
tool using icon packaging with a country-specific sticker
attached. DeWalt is also using one catalog number for
each product for all geographic regions.

SOURCE: Courtesy of David Klatt, Black & Decker, March 2000;
http://www.dewalt.com; and http://www.bdk.com.

In 1992, Black & Decker launched a new range of
professional portable power tools under the DeWalt
brand, in response to a global competitive threat from
the Japanese Makita, which had increased its market
share in the fast-growing professional tool market.The
company had determined that the quality of Black &
Decker professional tools was not what was causing
them to lose share to Makita. Instead, the reason was
the brand-name perception of Black & Decker among
professional contractors. Contractors did not believe in
the performance of tools made by the same company
that made toaster ovens, popcorn makers, and
consumer-grade power tools.

After the successful launch of DeWalt in the United
States, the same approach has been used in Australia,
Canada, Europe, Latin America, and Asia.A set of guidelines
govern the marketing of the brand, which now exceeds
$1 billion in worldwide sales. Some of the areas covered
in the guidelines include the brand’s position, logo/color,
industrial design, brand extensions, and packaging and
catalog numbering. In addition to ensuring consistencies,
these guidelines also enable country managers to share
their best-practice ideals with others in the system.A
global team has been set up to monitor these policies as
well as to ensure exchange of ideas on the brand.

The DeWalt brand is positioned as the premier brand of
tools and accessories for people who make their living
using professional-grade power tools.This adroit
positioning allows efficient target marketing.Although
do-it-yourselfers are not part of the targeted effort, they
very often choose products used by professionals, thereby
broadening the market.As part of this positioning, DeWalt
is never combined with Black & Decker products in
marketing communication programs.All of this allows
DeWalt to charge a premium price for its products.

The visual identity program for DeWalt is used to project
clearly the image the company wants to project
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7,500 Local Brands
Responsibility of
local markets

140 Regional
Strategic Brands
Responsibility of strategic
business unit and regional
management

45 Worldwide 
Strategic Brands
Responsibility of general
management at strategic 
business unit level

10 Worldwide 
Corporate Brands

Examples

• Mackintosh
• Vittel
• Stouffer's
• Herta
• Alpo

• Kit Kat
• Cerelac
• Baci
• Mighty Dog
• Smarties
• After Eight
• Coffee-Mate

• Nestlé
• Carnation
• Buitoni
• Maggi
• Perrier

• Wonka
• Chambinho
• Bona
• Frutips

Nestlé’s Branding Tree

14.6
Exhibit

SOURCES:“Daring,Defying to Grow,”Economist,August 7,2004,55–58 figure adapted fromAndrew J.Parsons,“Nestlé: The V’isions
of Local Managers,”The McKinsey Quarterly (no.2,1996):5–29;see also http://www.nestle.com/pan-brands/pur+ brandas.htm.

http://www.nestle.com/pan-brands/pur+brandas.htm


positioning and labeling standards. Nestlé is consolidating its efforts behind its corporate
and strategic brands. This is taking place in various ways. When Nestlé acquired Rown-
tree, which had had a one-product one-brand policy, it added its corporate name to some
of the products, such as Nestlé Kit Kat. Its refrigerated products line under the Cham-
bourcy brand is undergoing a name change to Nestlé. Some of the products that do not
carry the corporate name feature a Nestlé Seal of Guarantee on the back. About 40 per-
cent of the company’s sales come from products covered by the corporate brand.67 L’O-
real is managed independently due to the fact that Nestlé is only a 26.4 percent owner in
the corporation that in itself markets brands such as Maybelline, Helena Rubinstein, Gar-
nier, and SoftSheen-Carson.68

Carefully crafted brand portfolios allow marketers to serve defined parts of specific mar-
kets. At Whirlpool, the Whirlpool brand name will be used as the global brand to serve the
broad middle market segment, while regional and local brands will cover the others. For
example, throughout Europe, the Bauknecht brand is targeted at the upper end of the mar-
ket seeking a reputable German brand. Ignis and Laden are positioned as price value
brands, Ignis Europe-wide, Laden in France. This approach applies to Whirlpool’s other
markets as well: in Latin America, Consul is the major regional brand.69

The brand portfolio needs to be periodically and regularly assessed. A number of
global marketers are focusing their attention on “A” brands with the greatest growth po-
tential. By continuing to dispose of noncore brands, the marketer can concentrate on the
global ones and reduce production, marketing, storage, and distribution costs. It is in-
creasingly difficult for the global company to manage purely local brands. The surge of
private label products has also put additional pressure on “B” brands.70

However, before disposing of a brand, managers need to assess it in terms of current
sales, loyalty, potential, and trends. For example, eliminating a local brand that may have
a strong and loyal following, has been created by local management, and shows potential
to be extended to nearby markets is not necessarily in the best interests of the company.
Three approaches for purely local brands may work: a penetration price approach, a
cultural approach positioning the product as a true defender of local culture, and a
“chameleon” approach, in which the brand tries not to look local.71 The number-one
chewing gum brand in France for the past 25 years has been Cadbury Schweppes’
Hollywood.

Private Brand Policies
The emergence of strong intermediaries has led to the significant increase in private brand
goods, that is, the intermediaries’ own branded products or “store brands.” Two general
approaches have been used: umbrella branding, where a number of products are covered
using the same brand (often the intermediary’s name), and separate brand names for in-
dividual products or product lines.

With price sensitivity increasing and brand loyalty decreasing, private brand goods
have achieved a significant penetration in many countries. The overall penetration of pri-
vate brand goods in the United Kingdom is 42 percent, in Germany 38 percent, in Finland
25 percent, and in France 31 percent.72 Over the past 20 years, private brand sales in the
United States have averaged 14 percent of supermarket sales. As both the trade and con-
sumers become more sophisticated, private brands’ market share is expected to reach
U.K. levels in many parts of Europe and the world.

While private brand success can be shown to be affected strongly by economic condi-
tions and the self-interest of retailers who want to improve their bottom lines through the
contribution of private label goods, new factors have emerged to make the phenomenon
more long-lived and significant in changing product choices worldwide. The level of
private brand share will vary by country and by product category, reflecting variations in
customer perceptions, intermediary strength, and behavior of leading branders.73

The improved quality of private brand products and the development of segmented
private brand products have been major changes in the last ten years. While 60 percent of
consumers still state that they prefer the comfort, security, and value of a manufacturer’s
brand over a private brand, as found in a DDB Needham survey,74 a McKinsey survey
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found most consumers preferring such products also had no hesitation in buying the pri-
vate brand.75 Encouraged by this, private brands have been expanding to new product
categories with the hope of increased acceptance by consumers.76 Beyond just offering
products, many retailers are focusing on a broader approach. For example, Tesco in the
United Kingdom has focused on the design of its own-label products with the goal of
projecting a more uniform image across product categories. Some premium private brand
products have been developed to reposition manufacturer’s brands. In Canada, for exam-
ple, Loblaw’s President’s Choice brand and its regular private brand line squeeze national
brands in between the two. Some U.S. chains have also started carrying this line of pre-
mium products.

European supermarket chains have had enormous success with private brands mainly
due to their power over manufacturers. While the five largest operators in the United
States command only 21 percent of supermarket sales, the figure in the United Kingdom
is 62 percent, and in Finland the four leading wholesaler-led chains control over 90 per-
cent. With the emergence of new types of intermediaries, such as mass merchandisers and
warehouse clubs, this phenomenon will expand as these players exercise their procure-
ment clout over manufacturers. Furthermore, many retailers believe that strong private
brand programs can successfully differentiate their outlets and solidify shoppers’ loyalty,
thereby strengthening their position vis-à-vis manufacturers, and resulting in increasing
profitability.77

The internationalization of retailers carrying or even focusing solely on private labels
has given an additional boost to the phenomenon, such as German ALDI, which sells only
its own private label goods in its stores throughout Europe, the United States (with over
700 stores in 26 states), and Australia.78 ALDI’s focus is on cutting costs rather than sacri-
ficing quality, permitting it to drive out low-quality brands that trade only on price.

With the increasing opportunities in the private brand categories, the marketing man-
ager will have to make critical strategic choices, which are summarized in Exhibit 14.7. If
the marketer operates in an environment where consumers have an absolute preference
for manufacturers’ brands and where product innovation is a critical factor of success, the
marketer can refuse to participate. Brand leaders can attack private brands and thereby
direct their ambitions on smaller competitors, which often may be local-only players. The
argument for strategic participation is that since the phenomenon cannot be eliminated, it
is best to be involved. For example, Nestlé sells ice cream called Grandessa for ALDI
through a newly acquired unit called Scholler.79 Reasons include capacity filling,
economies of scale, improved relationships with trade, and valuable information about
consumer behavior and costs. The argument that profits from private brand manufacture
can be used for promotion of the manufacturer’s own brands may be eliminated by the
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Private Brand Strategies

14.7
Exhibit

Strategy Rationale Circumstance

No participation Refusal to produce private label Heavily branded markets; high distinctiveness;
technological advantage

Capacity filling Opportunistic
Market control Influence category sales High brand shares where distinctiveness 

is less; more switching by consumers
Competitive leverage Stake in both markets
Chief source of business Major focus Little or no differentiation by consumers
Dedicated producer Leading cost position

SOURCES: Adapted from Sabine Bonnot, Emma Carr, and Michael J. Reyner,“Fighting Brawn with Brains,” The McKinsey Quarterly 40
(no. 2, 2000): 85–92; and François Glémet and Rafael Mira,“The Brand Leader’s Dilemma,” The McKinsey Quarterly 33 (no. 2, 1993): 4.
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Summary

Key Terms

The global product planning effort must determine two
critical decisions: (1) how and where the company’s
products should be developed, and (2) how and where
the present and future product lines should be marketed.

In product development, multinational corporations
are increasingly striving toward finding common denom-
inators to rationalize worldwide production. This is
achieved through careful coordination of the product
development process by worldwide or regional develop-
ment teams. No longer is the parent company the only
source of new products. New product ideas emerge
throughout the system and are developed by the entity
most qualified to do so.

The global marketer’s product line is not the same
worldwide. The standard line items are augmented by

local items or localized variations of products to better
cater to the unique needs of individual markets. External
variables such as competition and regulations often de-
termine the final composition of the line and how
broadly it is marketed.

Global marketers will also have to determine the ex-
tent to which they will use one of their greatest asset,
brands, across national markets. Marketers will have to
choose among global brands, regional brands, and
purely local approaches as well as forgoing their own
branding in favor of becoming a supplier for private
brand efforts of retailers. Efficiencies of standardization
must be balanced with customer preferences and inter-
nal issues of motivation at the country-market level.

lead users
computer-aided design (CAD)
R&D consortia

laboratory test markets
microtest marketing
forced distribution tests

global brands

Questions for Discussion

1. How can a company’s product line reflect the
maxim “think globally, act locally”?

2. Will a globally oriented company have an
advantage over a multidomestic, or even a
domestic, company in the next generation of new
product ideas?

3. What factors should be considered when deciding
on the location of research and development
facilities?

4. What factors make product testing more
complicated in the international marketplace?

5. What are the benefits of a coordinated global
product launch? What factors will have to be taken
into consideration before the actual launch?

6. Argue for and against the use of the corporate
name in global branding.

relatively thin margins and the costs of having to set up a separate private brand manu-
facturing and marketing organization. Participation in the private brand category may,
however, be inconsistent with the marketer’s global brand and product strategy by raising
questions about quality standards, by diluting management attention, and by affecting
consumers’ perception of the main branded business. Many marketers pursue a mixture
of these strategies as a function of marketing and market conditions. Wilkinson Sword, for
example, produces private brand disposable razors for the most dominant chain in
Finland, the K-Group, thereby enabling it to compete on price against other branded
products (especially the French Bic) and increasing its share of shelf space. While H.J.
Heinz produces insignificant amounts for private brand distributors in the United States,
most of its U.K. production is for private brand.

Internet Exercises

1. Using the list of the world’s leading brands (available
at http://www.interbrand.com), evaluate why
certain brands place high, some lower. Speculate on
the future of, for example, the dot coms.

2. Using the Mach3 as an example, evaluate how the
different country Web sites of Gillette (accessible
through http://www.gillette.com) support its
worldwide brand effort.

http://www.interbrand.com
http://www.gillette.com
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The new frontiers in telecommunications are the
wireless opportunities of sub-Saharan African
countries like Niger, Kenya, Zambia, and Botswana.
The technological divide between this region and the
industrialized world has long been a roadblock to
development. However, the region is now the world’s
fastest-growing market for mobile phone services.

Wireless services are succeeding here in part due to
the dismal lack of fixed-line telephone connections.
The latter are more expensive and cumbersome to
set up, and are usually tied to governmental laws and
bureaucratic restrictions. Meanwhile, small communities
can share a cell phone if they cannot afford more
than one per village, gaining the same advantage in



I
nternational services marketing is a major component of world business. As The In-
ternational Marketplace 15.1 shows, services can be crucial globally. This chapter will
highlight marketing dimensions that are specific to services, with particular attention
given to their international aspects. A discussion of the differences between the mar-

keting of services and of goods will be followed by insights on the role of services in the
United States and in the world economy. The chapter will explore the opportunities and
new problems that have arisen from the increase in international services marketing,
focusing particularly on the worldwide transformations of industries as a result of pro-
found changes in the environment and in technology. The strategic responses to these
transformations by both governments and firms will be described. Finally, the chapter will
outline the initial steps that firms need to undertake in order to offer services internation-
ally—and will look at the future of international services marketing.

Differences between Services and Goods

We rarely contemplate or analyze the precise role of services in our lives. Services often
accompany goods, but they are also, by themselves, an increasingly important part of our
economy, domestically and internationally. One writer has contrasted services and prod-
ucts by stating that “a good is an object, a device, a thing; a service is a deed, a perform-
ance, an effort.”1 This definition, although quite general, captures the essence of the dif-
ference between goods and services. Services tend to be more intangible, personalized,
and custom-made than goods. Services are also often marketed differently from goods.
While goods are typically distributed to the customer, services can be transferred across
borders or originated abroad, and the service provider can be transferred to the customer
or the customer can be transferred to the service territory. Services also typically use a
different approach to customer satisfaction. It has been stated that “service firms do not
have products in the form of preproduced solutions to customers’ problems; they have
processes as solutions to such problems.”2

Services are the fastest-growing sector of world trade, far outpacing the growth in the
trade of goods. These major differences add dimensions to services that are not present in
goods and thus call for a major differentiation.
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communication as with a fixed line, but with the added
benefits of mobility.

The increased possibility of sharing has, in fact, expanded
mobile subscribers from just the elite to a much wider
public.Villages previously ignored by publicly owned
fixed-line phone service companies are now participating
in the communication boom.They are discovering that
cell phones—thought of as a rich man’s toy when the
towers were first built—are well suited to their needs.

The possession of wireless communication has become
a tool of economic empowerment.The World Bank
forecasts that up to one-quarter of sub-Saharan Africa’s
overall GDP growth can be attributed to growing
telecommunications. Farmers have begun using mobile
phones to increase their own economic efficiency. A
reliable connection to faraway villages, available in sub-
Sahara for the first time, allows for a wider selection of

potential buyers. Producers and consumers situated far
from traditional trade routes can now find each other and
carry out more lucrative transactions.

Being able to communicate with fellow countrymen far
and wide has benefited the unemployed.The ability to
enter the job market rises significantly with the ability to
transmit information outside of one’s usual social circle.
Also, a comparison of worker qualifications and employer
offers is made more easily over a mobile phone than by
long-distance travel of employer and employee.A wider
selection of people and places with whom to connect is,
therefore, the greatest appeal of wireless communication
in this vast and often scarcely populated area.

SOURCES: Andy Reinhardt,“Africa: The Next Wide-Open Wireless
Frontier,” Business Week Online, February 2, 2004; Federal Information
& News Dispatch,“Wireless Technology Helping Shrink Digital Divide,”
Voice of America Press Releases and Documents, May 6, 2005.
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Linkage between Services and Goods
Services may complement goods; at other times, goods may complement services. Offer-
ing goods that are in need of substantial technological support and maintenance may be
useless if no proper assurance for service can be provided. For this reason, the initial
contract of sale often includes important service dimensions. This practice is common in
aircraft sales. When an aircraft is purchased, the buyer often contracts not only for the
physical good—namely, the plane—but also for training of personnel, maintenance serv-
ice, and the promise of continuous technological updates. Similarly, the sale of computer
hardware is critically linked to the availability of proper servicing and software.

This linkage between goods and services can make international marketing efforts
quite difficult. A foreign buyer, for example, may wish to purchase helicopters and con-
tract for service support over a period of ten years. If the sale involves a U.S. firm, both
the helicopter and the service sale will require an export license. Such licenses, however,
are issued only for an immediate sale. Therefore, over the ten years, the seller will have
to apply for an export license each time service is to be provided. Because the issuance
of a license is often dependent on the political climate, the buyer and seller are haunted
by uncertainty. As a result, sales may be lost to firms in countries that can unconditionally
guarantee the long-term supply of support services.

Services can be just as dependent on goods. For example, an airline that prides itself on
providing an efficient reservation system and excellent linkups with rental cars and hotel
reservations could not survive without its airplanes. As a result, many offerings in the mar-
ketplace consist of a combination of goods and services. A graphic illustration of the tan-
gible and intangible elements in the market offering of an airline is provided in Exhibit 15.1.
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The simple knowledge that services and goods interact, however, is not enough. Suc-
cessful managers must recognize that different customer groups will frequently view the
service/goods combination differently. The type of use and usage conditions will also af-
fect evaluations of the market offering. For example, the intangible dimension of “on-time
arrival” by airlines may be valued differently by college students than by business execu-
tives. Similarly, a 20-minute delay will be judged differently by a passenger arriving at her
final destination than by one who has just missed an overseas connection. As a result, ad-
justment possibilities in both the service and the goods area can be used as strategic tools
to stimulate demand and increase profitability. For different offerings, service and goods
elements may vary substantially. The marketer must identify the role of each and adjust
all of them to meet the desires of the target customer group.

Stand-Alone Services
Services do not always come in unison with goods. Increasingly, they compete against
goods and become an alternative offering. For example, rather than buy an in-house com-
puter, the business executive can contract computing work to a local or foreign service
firm. Similarly, the purchase of a car (a good) can be converted into the purchase of a
service by leasing the car from an agency.

Services may also compete against each other. As an example, a store may have the
option of offering full service to consumers who purchase there or of converting to the
self-service format. With automated checkout services, consumers may self-serve all
activities such as selection, transportation, packaging, and pricing.

Services differ from goods most strongly in their intangibility: They are frequently
consumed rather than possessed. Even though the intangibility of services is a primary
differentiating criterion, it is not always present. For example, publishing services ulti-
mately result in a tangible good, namely, a book or an article. Similarly, construction
services eventually result in a building, a subway, or a bridge. Even in those instances,
however, the intangible component that leads to the final product is of major concern to
both the producer of the service and the recipient of the ultimate output because it brings
with it major considerations that are not traditional to goods.

One major difference concerns the storing of services. Because of their nature, services
are difficult to inventory. If they are not used, the “brown around the edges” syndrome
tends to result in high services perishability. Unused capacity in the form of an empty seat
on an airplane, for example, becomes nonsaleable quickly. Once the plane has taken
off, selling an empty seat is virtually impossible—except for an inflight upgrade from
coach to first class—and the capacity cannot be stored for future usage. Similarly, the dif-
ficulty of keeping services in inventory makes it troublesome to provide service backup
for peak demand. Constantly maintaining service capacity at levels necessary to satisfy
peak demand would be very expensive. The marketer must therefore attempt to smooth
out demand levels through price or promotion activities in order to optimize the use of
capacity.

For many service offerings, the time of production is very close to or even simultaneous
with the time of consumption. This fact points toward close customer involvement in the
production of services. Customers frequently either service themselves or cooperate in the
delivery of services. As a result, the service provider often needs to be physically present
when the service is delivered. This physical presence creates both problems and opportu-
nities, and it introduces a new constraint that is seldom present in the marketing of goods.
For example, close interaction with the customer requires a much greater understanding of
and emphasis on the cultural dimension. A good service delivered in a culturally unaccept-
able fashion is doomed to failure. Sensitivity to culture, beliefs, and preferences is impera-
tive in the services industry. In some instances, the need to be sensitive to diverse customer
groups in domestic markets can greatly assist a company in preparing for international
market expansion. A common pattern of internationalization for service businesses is there-
fore to develop stand-alone business systems in each country. At the same time, however,
some services have become “delocalized” as advances in modern technology have made it
possible for firms to delink production and service processes and switch labor-intensive
service performance to countries where qualified, low-cost labor is plentiful.
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The close interaction with customers also points toward the fact that services often are
custom-made. This contradicts the desire of a firm to standardize its offering; yet at the
same time, it offers the service provider an opportunity to differentiate the service from
the competition. The concomitant problem is that in order to fulfill customer expectations,
service consistency is required. As with anything offered in real time, however, consistency
is difficult to maintain over the long run. The human element in the service offering there-
fore takes on a much greater role than in the offering of goods. Errors can enter the
system, and nonpredictable individual influences can affect the outcome of the service
delivery. The issue of quality control affects the provider as well as the recipient of serv-
ices. Efforts to increase such control through uniformity may sometimes be seen by cus-
tomers as a reduction in service choices. The quality perception of service customers is
largely determined by the behavior of the employees they contact. Customer-contact
workers are therefore a key internal group whose skills must be addressed systematically
through internal marketing, which takes place between firms and employees. The target
groups of internal marketing are managers and employees of all levels who handle
customer concerns. They must first be convinced that complaints contain business
opportunities rather than dangers, and must therefore be handled in a positive and proac-
tive manner. Second, achievement-based rewards should be established to create com-
plaint management incentives for employees.3

Buyers have more problems in observing and evaluating services than goods. This is
particularly true when a shopper tries to choose intelligently among service providers.
Even when sellers of services are willing and able to provide more market transparency
where the details of the service are clear, comparable, and available to all interested par-
ties, the buyer’s problem is complicated: Customers receiving the same service may use it
differently and service quality may vary for each delivery. Since production lines cannot
be established to deliver an identical service each time, and the quality of a service can-
not be tightly controlled, the problem of service heterogeneity emerges, meaning that
services may never be the same from one delivery to another.4 For example, a teacher’s
advice, even if it is provided on the same day by the same person, may vary substantially
depending on the student. Over time, even for the same student, the counseling may
change. As a result, service offerings are not directly comparable, which makes quality
measurements quite challenging. Therefore, the reputation of the service provider plays
an overwhelming role in the customer choice process.

Services often require entirely new forms of distribution. Traditional channels are often
multitiered and long and therefore slow. They often cannot be used because of the
perishability of services. A weather news service, for example, either reaches its audience
quickly or rapidly loses its value. As a result, direct delivery and short distribution chan-
nels are often required. When they do not exist—which is often the case domestically and
even more so internationally—service providers need to be distribution innovators in
order to reach their market.

All these aspects of services exist in both international and domestic settings. Their im-
pact, however, takes on greater importance for the international marketer. For example,
because of the longer distances involved, service perishability that may be an obstacle in
domestic business becomes a barrier internationally. Similarly, the issue of quality control
for international services may be much more difficult to deal with due to different service
uses, changing expectations, and varying national regulations.

Because services are delivered directly to the user, they are frequently much more sen-
sitive to cultural factors than are products. Sometimes their influence on the individual
may even be considered with hostility abroad. For example, the showing of U.S. films in
cinemas or television abroad is often attacked as an imposition of U.S. culture. National
leaders who place strong emphasis on national cultural identity frequently denounce for-
eign services and attempt to hinder their market penetration. Even dimensions which one
thinks to be highly standardized around the globe may need to be adapted. As an exam-
ple, see Exhibit 15.2. As you can tell, many nations have developed their very own mean-
ing of the symbol. Similarly, services are subject to many political vagaries occurring al-
most daily. Yet coping with these changes can become the service provider’s competitive
advantage.
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The Role of Services in the U.S. Economy

Since the industrial revolution, the United States has seen itself as a primary international
competitor in the area of production of goods. In the past few decades, however, the U.S.
economy has increasingly become a service economy, as Exhibit 15.3 shows. The service
sector now produces 80.5 percent of the U.S. GDP and 66.7 percent of the GDP through-
out the world.5 The service sector accounts for most of the growth in total nonfarm
employment.

Only a limited segment of the total range of services is sold internationally. Federal,
state, and local government employees, for example, sell few of their services to foreign-
ers. U.S. laundromats only occasionally service foreign tourists, yet many service industries
that do market abroad often have at their disposal large organizations, specialized technol-
ogy, or advanced professional expertise. Strength in these characteristics has enabled the
United States to become the world’s largest exporter of services. Total U.S. service exports
grew from $6 billion in 1958 to $373 billion in 2005.6 The contribution of services to the
U.S. balance of payments is highlighted in Exhibit 15.4. It shows that the U.S. services trade
balance is producing a substantial surplus and makes up for a part of the huge deficits in
merchandise trade.

International service trade has had very beneficial results for many firms and industries.
Most of the large management consulting firms derive more than half their revenue from
international sources. The largest advertising agencies serve customers around the globe,
some of them in 107 countries. Exhibit 15.5 shows how the top mutual life and health
insurance agencies serve global markets. Bechtel, one of the largest U.S. engineering and
construction firms, does more than 34 percent of its work outside North America.7

Large international growth, however, is not confined to U.S. service exports. The
import of services into the United States is also increasing dramatically. Total services
imported into the U.S. in 2005 were $319 billion.8 Competition in international services is
rising rapidly at all levels. Hong Kong, Singapore, and Western Europe are increasingly
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SOURCES: Bureau of Labor Statistics,“2002-12 Employment Projections,” http://www.bls,gov, accessed May 18, 2006; Coalition of Service
Industries, and Office of Service Industries, U.S. Department of Commerce, July 2002; Quarterly Labor Force Statistics, Paris,
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1996, no. 2; and J. B. Quinn,“The Impacts of Technology on the Services
Sector,” Technology and Global Industry: Companies and Nations in the World Economy, by the National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, DC.
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U.S. Balances of Trade in Goods & Services,
2005 (in US$ billions)15.4

Exhibit

2005 2005

Exports of Goods and Services 1248
Goods 875
As % of total exports 70
Services
As % of total exports 30 373

Imports of Goods and Services 1940
Goods 1621
As % of total imports 84
Services 319
As % of total imports 16

Balance on Goods Trade �766
Balance on Services 54
Balance on Goods and Services �693

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, http://www.economicindicators.gov.
accessed January 24, 2006.

Top Ten Mutual Life and Health Insurance Agencies

15.5
Exhibit

Home Revenues Number of 
Rank Agency Country ($ million) Employees countries

1 Nippon Life Insurance Japan 60,521 69,182 8
2 Dai-ichi Mutual Life Insurance Japan 44,469 54,685 6
3 Meiji Yasuda Life Insurance Japan 38,835 45,302 7
4 Sumitomo Life Insurance Japan 31,000 48,245 5
5 NewYork Life Insurance United States 27,176 12,650 11
6 TIAA-CREF United States 23,411 5,607 1
7 Mass. Mutual Life Insurance United States 23,159 11,334 9
8 Northwestern Mutual United States 17,806 4,572 1

SOURCE: http://www.hoovers.com; http://www.fortune.com, accessed January 23, 2006.

active in service industries such as banking, insurance, and advertising. For example, busi-
nesses are increasingly routing their software projects to India, China, and Central Europe.

The Role of International Services 
in the World Economy

The rise of the service sector is a global phenomenon. Services contribute an average of
more than 60 percent to the gross national product of industrial nations. Services are also
rapidly moving to the forefront in many other nations as well, accounting for 70 percent
in Mexico, 65 percent in South Africa, and about 46 percent in Thailand.9 Even in the least
developed countries, services typically contribute at least 45 percent of GDP. With growth
rates higher than other sectors such as agriculture and manufacturing, services are instru-
mental in job creation in these countries.10 Exhibit 15.6 shows the importance of the

http://www.economicindicators.gov
http://www.hoovers.com
http://www.fortune.com


service sector across the world. Within these countries, the names of such firms as Amer-
ican Express, McDonald’s, Club Med, Thomas Cook, Mitsubishi, and Hilton have become
widely familiar. Interesting is the linkage between growth of services and gender. As
Exhibit 15.7 demonstrates, countries with a high share of the population employed in
services tend to have the highest participation of women in the labor market.

Global Transformation of Services

The rapid rise in international services marketing has been the result of major shifts in the
business environment and innovations in technology. One primary change in the past
decade has been the reduction of governmental regulation of services. This deregulation
is clearly seen within the United States. In the mid-1970s, a philosophical decision was
made to reduce government interference in the marketplace, in the hope that this would
enhance competitive activity. As a consequence, some service sectors have benefited, and
others have suffered, from the withdrawal of government intervention. The primary
deregulated industries in the United States have been transportation, banking, and
telecommunications. As a result, new competitors participate in the marketplace. Regula-
tory changes were initially thought to have primarily domestic effects, but they have
rapidly spread internationally. For example, the 1984 deregulation of AT&T has given rise
to the deregulation of Japan’s telecommunications monopoly, NT&T. European deregula-
tion followed in the mid-1990s.

Similarly, deregulatory efforts in the transportation sector have had international reper-
cussions. New air carriers have entered the market to compete against established trunk
carriers, and have done so successfully by pricing their services lower both nationally and
internationally. In doing so, these airlines also affected the regulatory climate abroad.
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Services across the World

15.6
Exhibit

Services as Percentage Percentage of Workforce 
Country of GDP in Services

United States 78.3% 83%
Canada 68.7 74
Brazil 50.6 66
Australia 69.6 70
Japan 73.5 70
Kenya 65.1 n/a
European Union 70.1 66.9

Austria 66.3 67
Belgium 74 74.2
Denmark 73.8 79
Finland 66.5 70
France 76.1 71.5
Germany 70.3 63.8
Greece 71.7 68
Ireland 49 63
Italy 69.1 63
Luxembourg 83.1 86
The Netherlands 73.5 73
Portugal 65.9 60
Spain 67.9 64.4
Sweden 69.7 74
United Kingdom 72.9 79.5

SOURCE: The World Factbook 2005, http://www.cia.gov, accessed January 26, 2006.

http://www.cia.gov
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SOURCE: “Growth in Services: Fostering Employment, Productivity and Innovation,” Organisation for Economic Co-Operation
and Development, Paris, 2005.

Obviously, a British airline can count only to a limited extent on government support to
remain competitive with new low-priced fares offered by other carriers also serving the
British market. As a result, the deregulatory movement has spread internationally and has
fostered the emergence of new competition and new competitive practices. Because
many of these changes resulted in lower prices, demand has been stimulated, leading to
a rise in the volume of international services trade.

Another major change has been the decreased regulation of service industries by their
industry groups. For example, business practices in fields such as healthcare, law, and
accounting are becoming more competitive and aggressive. New economic realities re-
quire firms in these industries to search for new ways to attract market share. International
markets are one frequently untapped possibility for market expansion and have therefore
become a prime target for such service firms.

Technological advancement is another major factor in increasing service trade. Progress
in technology offers new ways of doing business and permits businesses to expand their
horizons internationally. For example, Ford Motor Company uses one major computer
system to carry out its new car designs in both the United States and Europe. This prac-
tice not only lowers expenditures on hardware but also permits better utilization of exist-
ing equipment and international design collaboration, by allowing design groups in
different time zones to use the equipment around the clock. This development could,
however, take place only after advances in data transmission procedures.

In a similar fashion, more rapid transmission of data has permitted financial institutions
to expand their service delivery through a worldwide network. Again, were it not for ad-
vances in technology, such expansion would rarely have been possible or cost-effective.

Another result of these developments is that service industry expansion has not been
confined to the traditional services that are labor-intensive and could therefore have been
performed better in areas of the world where labor possesses a comparative advantage
because of lower prices. Rather, technology-intensive services are the sunrise industries of
the new century. Increasingly, firms can reconfigure their service delivery in order to es-
cape the location-bound dimension. Banks, for example, can offer their services through
automatic teller machines or telephone banking. Consultants can advise via video confer-
ences, and teachers can teach the world through multimedia classrooms. Physicians can



perform operations in a distant country if proper computer linkages can drive roboticized
medical equipment.

As a result, many service providers have the opportunity to become truly global mar-
keters. To them, the traditional international market barrier of distance no longer matters.
Knowledge, the core of many service activities, can offer a global reach without requiring
a local presence. Service providers therefore may have only a minor need for local estab-
lishment, since they can operate without premises. You don’t have to be there to do busi-
ness! The effect of such a shift in service activities is major. Insurance and bank buildings
in the downtowns of the world may soon become obsolete. Talented service providers
see the demand for their performance increase while less capable ones will suffer from
increased competition. Most important, consumers and society have a much broader
range and quality of service choices available, and often at a lower cost.

International Trade Problems in Services

Together with the increasing importance of service marketing, new problems have beset
the service sector. Even though many of these problems have been characterized as
affecting mainly the negotiations between nations, they are of sufficient importance to the
firm in its international activities to merit a brief review.

Data Collection Problems
The data collected on service trade are quite poor. Service transactions are often
“invisible” statistically as well as physically. The fact that governments have precise data
on the number of trucks exported, down to the last bolt, but little information on rein-
surance flows, reflects past governmental inattention to services.

Only recently have policymakers recognized that the income generated and the jobs
created through the sale of services abroad are just as important as income and jobs re-
sulting from the production and exportation of goods. As a result, many governments are
beginning to develop improved measuring techniques for the services sector. For exam-
ple, the U.S. government has improved its estimates of services by covering more busi-
ness, professional, and technical services and incorporating improved measurement of
telecommunications services and insurance services. New data are also developed on
travel and passenger fares, foreign students’ expenditures in the United States, repairs and
alterations of equipment, and noninterest income of banks.

It is easy to imagine how many data collection problems are encountered in countries
lacking elaborate systems and unwilling to allocate funds for such efforts. The gathering
of information is, of course, made substantially more difficult because services are intan-
gible and therefore more difficult to measure and to trace than goods. The lack of service
homogeneity does not make the task any easier. In an international setting, of course, an
additional major headache is the lack of comparability between services categories as
used by different national statistical systems. For example, while gas and electricity pro-
duction and distribution are classified as goods by most governments, they are classified
as services in the United States.11

Insufficient knowledge and information have led to a lack of transparency. As a result,
governments have great difficulty gauging the effect of service transactions internationally
or influencing service trade. Consequently, international services negotiations progress
only slowly, and governmental regulations are often put into place without precise infor-
mation as to their repercussions on actual trade performance.

Regulations and Service Trade Negotiations
Typical obstacles to services trade can be categorized into two major types: barriers to
entry and problems in performing services. Governments often justify barriers to entry by
referring to national security and economic security. For example, the impact of banking
on domestic economic activity is given as a reason why banking should be carried out
only by nationals or indeed be operated entirely under government control. Sometimes,
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the protection of service users is cited, particularly of bank depositors and insurance pol-
icyholders. Some countries claim that competition in societally important services is
unnecessary, wasteful, and should be avoided. Another justification for barriers is the fre-
quently used infant industry argument: “With sufficient time to develop on our own, we
can compete in world markets.” Often, however, this argument is used simply to prolong
the ample licensing profits generated by restricted entry. Impediments to services consist
of either tariff or nontariff barriers. Tariff barriers typically restrict or inhibit market entry
for the service provider or consumer, while nontariff barriers tend to impede service per-
formance. Yet, defining a barrier to service marketing is not always easy. For example,
Germany gives an extensive written examination to prospective accountants (as do most
countries) to ensure that licensed accountants are qualified to practice. Naturally, the ex-
amination is given in German. The fact that few U.S. accountants read and write German
does not necessarily constitute a barrier to trade in accountancy services.

Even if barriers to entry are nonexistent or can be overcome, service companies have
difficulty in performing effectively abroad once they have achieved access to the local
market. One reason is that rules and regulations based on tradition may inhibit innova-
tion. A more important reason is that governments aim to pursue social or cultural
objectives through national regulations. Of primary importance here is the distinction
between discriminatory and nondiscriminatory regulations. Regulations that impose larger
operating costs on foreign service providers than on the local competitors, that provide
subsidies to local firms only, or that deny competitive opportunities to foreign suppliers
are a proper cause for international concern. The discrimination problem becomes even
more acute when foreign firms face competition from government-owned or government-
controlled enterprises, which are discussed in more detail in a later chapter. On the other
hand, nondiscriminatory regulations may be inconvenient and may hamper business
operations, but they offer less opportunity for international criticism.

For example, barriers to services destined for the U.S. market result mainly from regu-
latory practices. The fields of banking, insurance, and accounting provide some examples.
These industries are regulated at both federal and state levels, and the regulations often
pose formidable barriers to potential entrants from abroad. The chief complaint of foreign
countries is not that the United States discriminates against foreign service providers but
rather that the United States places more severe restrictions on them than do other coun-
tries. These barriers are, of course, a reflection of the decision-making process within the
U.S. domestic economy and are unlikely to change in the near future. A coherent
approach toward international commerce in services is hardly likely to emerge from the
disparate decisions of agencies such as the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), and the many licensing agencies at the state level.

All these regulations make it difficult for the international service marketer to penetrate
world markets. At the governmental level, services frequently are not recognized as a
major facet of world trade or are viewed with suspicion because of a lack of understand-
ing, and barriers to entry often result. To make progress in tearing them down, much
educational work needs to be done. However, advances are being made in the Doha
Round of trade negotiations.12

Corporations and Involvement in International
Services Marketing 

Services and E-Commerce
Electronic commerce has opened up new horizons for global services reach and has dras-
tically reduced the meaning of distance. For example, when geographic obstacles make
the establishment of retail outlets cumbersome and expensive, firms can approach their
customers via the World Wide Web. Government regulations that might be prohibitive to
a transfer of goods may not have any effect on the international marketing of services.
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Also, regardless of size, companies are finding it increasingly easy to appeal to a global
marketplace. The Internet can help service firms develop and transitional economies
overcome two of the biggest tasks they face: gaining credibility in international markets
and saving on travel costs. Little-known firms can become instantly “visible” on the Inter-
net. Even a small firm can develop a polished and sophisticated Web presence and pro-
motion strategy. Customers are less concerned about geographic location if they feel the
firm is electronically accessible. An increasing number of service providers have never
met their foreign customers except “virtually,” online.13

Nonetheless, several notes of caution must be kept in mind. First, the penetration of the
Internet has occurred at different rates in different countries. There are still many busi-
nesses and consumers who do not have access to electronic business media. Unless they
are to be excluded from a company’s focus, more traditional ways of reaching them must
be considered. Also, firms need to prepare their Internet presence for global visitors. For
example, the language of the Internet is English—at least as far as large corporations are
concerned. Yet, many of the visitors coming to Web sites either may not have English
as their first language or may not speak English at all. A study by International Data
Corporation (IDC) shows that while 85 percent of all Web pages are in English, only 45
percent of current online users speak the language.14

Many companies do not permit any interaction on their Web sites, thus missing out on
feedback or even order placement from visitors. Some Web sites are so culture-bound that
they often leave their visitors bewildered and disappointed. Yet over time, increasing un-
derstanding about doing business in the global marketplace will enable companies to be
more refined in their approach to their customers.

Services and Academia15

In the context of international services, it makes sense to briefly review the position of
higher education. Academia has staunchly resisted accepting the notion of being part of
any services “sector.” University presidents, deans, and professors from around the world
consistently assure the trade community that the problems they face are so specific and
unique that wholesale approaches to anything in higher education would be heresy.
However, academia is not exempt from influence by the same factors as other global serv-
ices, such as demand and supply.

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, have had a long term effect on the direction
and extent of international student mobility. Today’s heightened security environment has
imposed new scrutiny and reporting requirements, particularly in the United States. New
bureaucratic processes thus lead to more visa denials and to substantial delays in visa in-
terviews; the delays often conflict with time sensitive academic admission requirements.
Universities have found it difficult to restructure their time frames for international students
in order to accommodate the realities and needs of national concerns. In addition, disen-
chantment with studying in the United States—for reasons of direct policy disagreements,
cultural concerns and a greater desire to stay at home—have contributed to the fall in in-
ternational enrollment at U.S. institutions. After minimal increases in 2002–03, enrollment
fell by 2.4 percent in 2003–04—the first absolute decline since 1971.16

However, private, profit-oriented developments in the higher education sector keep blos-
soming. The electronic learning market around the world is surging in its impact: In 2003,
Western European corporate e-learning market revenues were estimated at $697 million, with
projected growth of 24 percent per year. In the Asia Pacific region, revenues are expected to
rise to more than $13.5 billion by 2008, with an annual growth rate of nearly 27 percent.

Typical International Services
Although many firms are already active in the international service arena, others often do
not perceive their existing competitive advantage. Numerous services have great potential
for internationalization.

Financial institutions can offer some functions very competitively in the international
field of banking services. Increased mergers and acquisitions on a global basis have led
to the emergence of financial giants in Europe, Japan, and the United States. With the
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increased reach made possible by electronic commerce, they can develop direct linkages
to clients around the world, offering tailor-made financial services and reduction in
intermediation cost. Exhibit 15.8 provides an example of the international positioning of
a bank.

Another area with great international potential is construction, design, and engineering
services. Economies of scale work not only for machinery and material but also for areas
such as personnel management and the overall management of projects. Particularly for
international projects that are large scale and long term, the experience advantage could
weigh heavily in favor of seasoned firms. The economic significance of these services far
exceeds their direct turnover because they encourage subsequent demand for capital
goods. For example, having an engineering consultant of a certain nationality increases
the chances that contracts for the supply of equipment, technology, and know-how will
be won by an enterprise of the same nationality, given the advantages enjoyed in terms
of information, language, and technical specification.17

Firms in the fields of legal and accounting services can aid their domestic clients abroad
through support activities; they can also aid foreign firms and countries in improving
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business and governmental operations. In computer and data services, international
potential is growing rapidly. Knowledge of computer operations, data manipulations, data
transmission, and data analysis are insufficiently exploited internationally by many small
and medium-sized firms. For example, India is increasingly participating in the provision of
international data services. Although some aspects of the data field are high-technology in-
tensive, many operations still require skilled human service input. The coding and entering
of data often has to be performed manually because appropriate machine-readable forms
may be unavailable or not usable. Because of lower wages, Indian companies can offer
data-entry services at a rate much lower than in more industrialized countries. As a result,
data are transmitted in raw form to India where they are encoded on a proper medium and
returned to the ultimate user. To some extent, this transformation can be equated to the
value-added steps that take place in the transformation of a raw commodity into a finished
product. Obviously, using its comparative advantage for this labor- intensive task, India can
compete in the field of international services. In 2004–05, revenue from software and serv-
ice exports from India reached $17.2 billion; this is a growth of 34.5 percent from the
previous year. The United States and the UK remain dominant customers, but Indian com-
panies are also gaining ground in new markets like Germany, Japan, and Singapore.18

Many opportunities exist in the field of teaching services. Both the academic and the
corporate education sector have concentrated their work in the domestic market. Yet the
teaching of knowledge is in high global demand and offers new opportunities for growth.
Technology allows teachers to go global via video conferences, e-mail office hours, and
Internet-relayed teaching materials. Removing the confinement of the classroom may well
trigger the largest surge in learning that humankind has ever known.

Management consulting services can be provided by firms to institutions and corpora-
tions around the globe. Of particular value is management expertise in areas where firms
possess global leadership, be it in manufacturing or process activities. For example,
companies with highly refined transportation or logistics activities can sell their manage-
ment experience abroad. Yet consulting services are particularly sensitive to the cultural
environment, and their use varies significantly by country and field of expertise. The In-
ternational Marketplace 15.2 provides examples of how an international service provider
can help locate basketball talent from around the world.

All domestic service expenditures funded from abroad by foreign citizens also repre-
sent a service export. This makes tourism an increasingly important area of services trade.
For example, every foreign visitor who spends foreign currency in a country contributes
to an improvement in that nation’s current account. The natural resources and beauty
offered by so many countries have already made tourism one of the most important
services trade components. Exhibit 15.9 shows the extent of tourism arrivals and receipts
around the world.

A proper mix in international services might also be achieved by pairing the strengths
of different partners. For example, information technology expertise from one country
could be combined with financial resources from another. The strengths of both partners
can then be used to obtain maximum benefits.

Combining international advantages in services may ultimately result in the develop-
ment of an even newer and more drastic comparative lead. For example, if a firm has an
international head start in such areas as high technology, information gathering, informa-
tion processing, and information analysis, the major thrust of its international service
might not rely on providing these service components individually but rather on enabling
clients, based on all resources, to make better decisions. If better decision-making is trans-
ferable to a wide variety of international situations, that in itself might become the over-
riding future competitive advantage of the firm in the international market.

Starting to Market Services Internationally
For many firms, participation in the Internet will offer the most attractive starting point in
marketing services internationally. Setting up a Web site will allow visitors from any place
on the globe to come see the offering. Of course, the most important problem will be
communicating the existence of the site and enticing visitors to come. For that, very
traditional advertising and communication approaches often need to be used. In some
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The International MARKETPLACE 15.2

Tall kids around the world are finding golden opportunities
on American basketball courts. Gone are the days when
Andrew Gaze, a native of Australia playing for New Jersey’s
Seton Hall University, was a rarity.According to Gary
Johnson of the NCAA staff, the number of international
players on U.S. team rosters has gone up to 402 in the
2005 season.This is the highest figure since the numbers
were first compiled in 1996, and shows a 90% increase in
the last decade.

In Amherst, Massachusetts, Stephane Lasme of Gabon has
helped the Minutemen with 4.5 blocked shots per game,
third in the nation. In Evanston, Illinois,Vedran Vukusic of
Croatia and Canadians Mohamed Hachad and Bernard
Cote are lifting Northwestern University’s scores. Blue
Devils Martynas Pocius of Lithuania and Eric Boateng
of England promise Duke an ever brighter future.
Homemade “Aussie Aussie Aussie” shirts in Bloomington,
Indiana, show that Ben Allen,Australian by birth, is
well-received by Hoosier fans.

U.S. familiarity with international team members comes
hand-in-hand with stiffer competition for the tallest
players of the world.As a result, international recruiting
now takes place at younger levels of the sport. High
schools commonly use foreign exchange programs to
fortify their teams with international talent. Middlemen
link high school coaches with promising foreign markets
like Nigeria, where dozens of talented, 7-foot basketball
players are eager to try their footing abroad.

The role of middlemen is crucial in obtaining visas for the
student athletes. Nigerian lawyer Toyin Sonoiki has spent

$500,000 to send nine players to U.S. schools. Lloyd
Ukwu, another Nigerian lawyer, lives in Washington,
DC, and recruits players on business trips to Nigeria.
Invitations from coaches, recommendations from
academic institutions, and even letters from legislators
are all involved in middleman networks.

Concerns have been raised regarding these athletic
brokers: upon arrival in the United States, many players
are expected to pay “royalties” to those who helped
them find a place on U.S. teams. Many also arrive with
inflated expectations, thinking they are headed straight
for the NBA, but instead end up in obscure high school
gymnasiums. Finally, shady deals between brokers and
inexperienced U.S. coaches have led to a loss of money
on the part of the “consumer”—the U.S. coach—and a
lack of progress in the career of the player.

Is the promise of young sportsmen being turned into a
commodity? If so, is it possible to eventually create a
system that would link American basketball teams directly
with interested international players, circumventing
the profitable but dangerous world of arms-length
recruitment? Whatever the answer, the fact remains: the
number of international players in the U.S. keeps rising.

SOURCES: Eli Saslow,“Opportunity Realized a Word Away,” The
Washington Post, January 30, 2006, E6; Eli Saslow,“Turning Promise into
a Commodity,” The Washington Post, January 28, 2006,A8; Malcolm
Moran,“On Men’s Hoops: Foreign Players Dotting Division I Rosters,”
USA Today, January 26, 2006; http://www.usatoday.com/sports/college/
mensbasketball/2006-01-26-moran_x.htm?poe=spoisva, accessed
January 30, 2006.

An International Service Industry: Finding Basketball Players

World Tourism: The Top Ten

15.9
Exhibit

Rank Tourism destination Tourism earners Tourism spenders

1 France United States United States
2 Spain Spain Japan
3 United States France Germany
4 Italy Italy United Kingdom
5 China Germany France
6 United Kingdom United Kingdom Italy
7 Austria China Spain
8 Mexico Austria China
9 Germany Turkey Canada

10 Canada Greece Mexico

SOURCES: World Travel & Tourism Council, Executive Summary: The 2005 Travel & Tourism Economic Research/
Travel & Tourism: Sowing the Seeds of Growth, http://www.wttc.org, 2003 Data, accessed January 26, 2006.

http://www.usatoday.com/sports/college/mensbasketball/2006-01-26-moran_x.htm?poe=spoisva
http://www.usatoday.com/sports/college/mensbasketball/2006-01-26-moran_x.htm?poe=spoisva
http://www.wttc.org


countries, for example, rolling billboards announce Web sites and their benefits. Overall,
however, we need to keep in mind that not everywhere do firms and individuals have ac-
cess to or make use of the new e-commerce opportunities.

For services that are delivered mainly in the support of or in conjunction with goods,
the most sensible approach for the international novice is to follow the path of the good.
For years, many large accounting and banking firms have done so by determining where
their major multinational clients have set up new operations and then following them.
Smaller service marketers who cooperate closely with manufacturing firms can determine
where the manufacturing firms are operating internationally. Ideally, of course, it would
be possible to follow clusters of manufacturers in order to obtain economies of scale in-
ternationally while, at the same time, looking for entirely new client groups abroad.

For service providers whose activities are independent from goods, a different strategy
is needed. These individuals and firms must search for market situations abroad that are
similar to the domestic market. Such a search should concentrate in their area of expert-
ise. For example, a design firm learning about construction projects abroad can investi-
gate the possibility of rendering its design services. Similarly, a management consultant
learning about the plans of a foreign country or firm to computerize operations can
explore the possibility of overseeing a smooth transition from manual to computerized
activities. What is required is the understanding that similar problems are likely to occur
in similar situations.

Another opportunity consists in identifying and understanding points of transition
abroad. Just as U.S. society has undergone change, foreign societies are subject to a
changing domestic environment. If, for example, new transportation services are intro-
duced, an expert in containerization may wish to consider whether to offer service to im-
prove the efficiency of the new system. The International Marketplace 15.3 shows how
service providers work very hard to position themselves domestically while drawing on
international input.

Leads for international service opportunities can also be gained by staying informed
about international projects sponsored by domestic organizations such as the U.S. Agency
for International Development, as well as international organizations such as the United
Nations, the International Finance Corporation, or the World Bank. Very frequently, such
projects are in need of support through services. Overall, the international service marketer
needs to search for familiar situations or similar problems requiring similar solutions in
order to formulate an effective international expansion strategy.

Strategic Implications of International Services Marketing
To be successful, the international service marketer must first determine the nature and
the aim of the service offering—that is, whether the service will be aimed at people or at
things, and whether the service act in itself will result in tangible or intangible actions.
Exhibit 15.10 provides examples of such a classification that will help the marketer to
better determine the position of the services effort.

During this determination, the marketer must consider other tactical variables that have
an impact on the preparation of the service offering. The measurement of services capac-
ity and delivery efficiency often remains highly qualitative rather than quantitative. In the
field of communications, the intangibility of the service reduces the marketer’s ability to
provide samples. This makes communicating the service offer much more difficult than
communicating an offer for a good. Brochures or catalogs explaining services often must
show a “proxy” for the service in order to provide the prospective customer with tangible
clues. A cleaning service, for instance, can show a picture of an individual removing trash
or cleaning a window. Yet the picture will not fully communicate the performance of the
service. Because of the different needs and requirements of individual consumers, the
marketer must pay very close attention to the two-way flow of communication. Mass com-
munication must often be supported by intimate one-on-one follow-up.

The role of personnel deserves special consideration in the international marketing of
services. Because the customer interface is intense, proper provisions need to be made for
training personnel both domestically and internationally. Major emphasis must be placed
on appearance. The person delivering the service—rather than the service itself—will
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communicate the spirit, value, and attitudes of the service corporation. The service per-
son is both the producer and the marketer of the service. Therefore, recruitment and train-
ing techniques must focus on dimensions such as customer relationship management and
image projection as well as competence in the design and delivery of the service.19

This close interaction with the consumer will also have organizational implications.
Whereas tight control over personnel may be desired, the individual interaction that is re-
quired points toward the need for an international decentralization of service delivery.
This, in turn, requires both delegation of large amounts of responsibility to individuals
and service “subsidiaries” and a great deal of trust in all organizational units. This trust, of
course, can be greatly enhanced through proper methods of training and supervision.
Sole ownership also helps strengthen trust. Research has shown that service firms, in their
international expansion, tend greatly to prefer the establishment of full-control ventures.
Only when costs escalate and the company-specific advantage diminishes will service
firms seek out shared-control ventures.20

The areas of pricing and financing require special attention. Because services cannot
be stored, much greater responsiveness to demand fluctuation must exist, and, therefore,
much greater pricing flexibility must be maintained. At the same time, flexibility is coun-
tered by the desire to provide transparency for both the seller and the buyer of services
in order to foster an ongoing relationship. The intangibility of services also makes financ-
ing more difficult. Frequently, even financial institutions with large amounts of interna-
tional experience are less willing to provide financial support for international services
than for products. The reasons are that the value of services is more difficult to assess,
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The International MARKETPLACE 15.3

The popular perceptions about a company, its brand and
its products are very important.This significance increases
when the company is foreign to the market in which it
tries to sell. Depending on the local culture, it may be
beneficial for the corporation to appear more foreign (as
is the case with consumers in Eastern Europe, who are
fundamentally suspicious of local product quality) or more
domestic (as in the United States, where many consumers
continue valuing the “all American” aspects).

The adjustments made by automobile corporations to
their own image in the U.S. market is a particularly
poignant example. Due to the high degree to which the
American population depends on automobiles, a car
conveys a message about its owner, and many owners
develop strong perceptions and preferences among auto
producers. Some even call themselves a “Chevy-man” or
a “Ford-buyer.” 

DaimlerChrysler AG is a German company based in
Stuttgart. Both its chairman and the president of its
Chrysler division are Germans by nationality.At a
promotional event at the Washington Convention
center, the firm made major efforts to Americanize the
company’s image—including a mock American town
named “Independence” and the serving of apple pie.
The reason for these efforts is the desire to put
DaimlerChrysler on equal footing with U.S.-based

companies in the competition for benefits from the U.S.
government.

With increased globalization, a full-time trade association
—the Organization for International Investment—based
inWashington, DC, has been formed to boost the images
of foreign corporations’ U.S. subsidiaries.A primary
image-booster is information about the increasing number
of jobs generated by each company in the United States.

At the same time, U.S. companies incorporate resources
and ideas from abroad. Ford, for example, has unex-
pectedly turned out what some call the “best Mustang
yet.” Although widely considered an all-American car
model, this new and improved Mustang was designed by a
Vietnamese immigrant named Hau Thai-Tang.Although he
is younger than the car itself, his design has propelled new
car sales—up 25 percent from the previous year for this
model—by basing its current image on American tradition
from the sixties and seventies.At the same time, his views
of America from abroad contributed to the model’s
entirely new character.The synthesis of American and
foreign ideas and consumer attitudes, therefore, is a key
benefit in the marketing of products in the United States.

SOURCES: Jeffrey H. Birnbaum,“DaimlerChrysler,As American As Apple
Strudel,” The Washington Post, June 13, 2005; Greg Schneider,“Importing
Ingenuity,” The Washington Post, June 12, 2005.
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service performance is more difficult to monitor, and services are difficult to repossess.
Therefore, customer complaints and difficulties in receiving payments are much more
troublesome for a lender to evaluate for services than for products.

Finally, the distribution implications of international services must be considered.
Usually, short and direct channels are required. Within these channels, closeness to the
customer is of overriding importance in order to understand what the customer really
wants, to trace the use of the service, and to aid the consumer in obtaining a truly tailor-
made service.
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Summary

Services are taking on an increasing importance in inter-
national marketing. They need to be considered sepa-
rately from the marketing of goods because they
no longer simply complement goods. Increasingly,
goods complement services or are in competition with
them. Because of service attributes such as intangibility,

perishability, customization, and cultural sensitivity, the
international marketing of services is frequently more
complex than that of goods.

Services play a growing role in the global economy.
As a result, international growth and competition in this
sector outstrips that of merchandise trade and is likely to

Who or What Is the Direct Recipient of the Service?

What Is the Nature of the 
Service Act? People Possessions

Tangible
Actions

People processing
(services directed at 
people’s bodies):

Passenger transportation
Healthcare
Lodging
Beauty salons
Physical therapy
Fitness center
Restaurant/bars
Barbers
Funeral services

Possession processing
(services directed at 
physical possessions):

Freight transportation
Repair and maintenance 
Warehousing/storage
Office cleaning services
Retail distribution
Laundry and dry cleaning
Refueling
Landscaping/gardening
Disposal/recycling

Intangible
Actions

Mental stimulus processing
(services directed at people’s 
minds):

Advertising/PR
Arts and entertainment
Broadcasting/cable
Management consulting
Education
Information services
Music concerts
Psychotherapy
Religion
Voice telephone

Information processing
(services directed at 
intangible assets):

Accounting
Banking
Data processing
Data transmission
Insurance
Legal services
Programming
Research
Securities investment
Software consulting

Understanding the Service Act

15.10
Exhibit

SOURCE: Christopher H. Loveclock and Jochen Wirtz, Services Marketing: People,Technology, Strategy,
5th ed. , 15. © 2005. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, NJ.
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Key Terms

intangibility
perishability
service capacity
customer involvement
service consistency

quality perception
market transparency
deregulation
barriers to entry
national security

infant industry
discriminatory/nondiscriminatory

regulations
regulatory practices

Questions for Discussion

Recommended Readings

Internet Exercises

1. How has the Internet affected your service
purchases?

2. Discuss the major reasons for the growth of
international services.

3. How does the international sale of services differ
from the sale of goods?

4. What are some of the international marketing
implications of service intangibility?

Clow, Kenneth E. Services Marketing: Operations,
Management and Strategy. Cincinnati: Atomic Dog,
2005.

Lovelock, Christopher H. Services Marketing: People,
Technology, Strategy, 5th ed. Upper Saddle River,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 2005.

McDonald, Malcolm, and Adrian Payne. Marketing Plans
for Service Businesses, 2nd ed. Oxford: Butterworth-
Heinemann, 2006.

5. Discuss the effects of cultural sensitivity on
international services.

6. What are some ways for a firm to expand its
services internationally?

7. How can a firm in a developing country participate
in the international services boom?

8. Which services would be expected to migrate
globally in the next decade? Why?

Meyer, Anton, and Frank Dornach. The German
Customer Barometer. Annual. Munich: FMG-Verlag,
2006.

OECD Statistics on International Trade in Services, Paris,
2006.

U.S. Coalition of Services Industries. Policy Issues and
Links to Industries. http://uscsi.org.

Young, Laurie. Marketing the Professional Services Firm:
Applying the Principles and the Science of Marketing
to the Professions. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley, 2006.

1. Find the most current data on the five leading
export and import countries for commercial
services. The information is available on the World
Trade Organization site, http://www.wto.org.
Click the statistics button.

2. What are the key U.S. services exports and imports?
What is the current services trade balance?
(http://www.bea.gov).

intensify in the future. Even though services are unlikely
to replace production, the sector will account for the
shaping of new comparative advantages internationally,
particularly in light of new facilitating technologies that
encourage electronic commerce.

The many service firms now operating domestically
need to investigate the possibility of going global. The

historical patterns in which service providers followed
manufacturers abroad have become obsolete as stand-
alone services have become more important to world
trade. Management must therefore assess its vulnerability
to international service competition and explore oppor-
tunities to provide its services around the world.

http://uscsi.org
http://www.wto.org
http://www.bea.gov
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology can
alter the way we think about supply chain management
by permitting new levels of cost savings, efficiency, and
business intelligence. RFID technology is a method of
attaching small electronic tags to products and then
installing transmitters, or readers of the tags, at several
locations where tracking of the products may add value
to the manufacturing and distribution process.These tags
can signal market demand and allow for real-time
production and delivery.

Although this technology has the potential to be useful 
in all industries, the large U.S. distributor Wal-Mart has
been one of the main proponents of RFID development
and has invested $3 billion in RFID during the past
several years. By some estimates,Wal-Mart could save
$8.35 billion each year using RFID! This large figure
contains the savings from reduced stock-outs, theft, and
inventory, and lower labor costs.

RFID technology can alter the supply chain management
process in any organization that produces, moves, or sells
physical goods. Hospitals, for instance, would be able to
place tags on all patients, thus knowing exactly where
they are located with information about them.

The technology is already used by Nestle. Nestle
manufactures its candy bars through a complex

process that involves storing the confectionaries on
trays throughout the production period. For quality
control purposes it is crucial that these trays undergo
constant cleaning. Serious quality problems could arise
if a few trays should miss their scheduled cleaning
sessions. Escort Memory Systems offered Nestle a
solution involving adhesive tags, the latest in RFID
technology.The tags attach to Nestle’s trays and
remain attached until the end of the production cycle.
At the beginning of the process, as the trays are first
filled, information about weight and time is recorded
on the tags.When the trays pass through Nestle’s
scales the actual weight is compared with the desired
weight to reduce overfills. As this information is
instantly linked to Nestle’s system by RFID readers it
is possible to track the locations of the trays at all
times. Len Woods, Senior Control System Supervisor,
commented, “If problems arise we are notified,
enabling us to take remedial action well before any
quality control issues arise.”

SOURCES: “Escort Memory Systems Provides Material Handling Solution
at Nestle,” courtesy of Escort Memory Systems, http://www.ems-rfid.
com/pr/nestlepr.html, accessed October 20, 2005;Ayman Abouseif,“How
RFID can help optimize supply chain management,” www. ameinfo.com,
posted on August 21, 2005;“The BestThing Since the Bar Code,” The
Economist, Feb. 6, 2003.
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F
or the international firm, customer locations and sourcing opportunities are
widely dispersed. The physical distribution and logistics aspects of international
marketing therefore have great importance. To obtain and maintain favorable
results from the complex international environment, the international logistics

manager must coordinate activities globally, both within and outside of the firm. Neglect
of logistics issues brings not only higher costs but also the risk of noncompetitiveness due
to diminished market share, more expensive supplies, or lower profits. In an era of new
trade op-portunities in regions that may be suffering from major shortcomings in logistical
infrastructure, competent logistics management is more important than ever before.

This chapter will focus on international logistics and supply chain management. Primary
areas of concentration will be the linkages between the firm, its suppliers, and its cus-
tomers, as well as transportation, inventory, packaging, and storage issues. The logistics
management problems and opportunities that are peculiar to international marketing will
also be highlighted.

A Definition of International Logistics

International logistics is the design and management of a system that controls the flow of
materials into, through, and out of the international corporation. It encompasses the total
movement concept by covering the entire range of operations concerned with goods
movement, including therefore both exports and imports simultaneously. By taking a systems
approach, the firm explicitly recognizes the linkages among the traditionally separate
logistics components within and outside of the corporation. By incorporating the interaction
with outside organizations and individuals such as suppliers and customers, the firm is
enabled to build on jointness of purpose by all partners in the areas of performance, qual-
ity, and timing. As a result of implementing these systems considerations successfully, the
firm can develop just-in-time (JIT) delivery for lower inventory cost, electronic data inter-
change (EDI) for more efficient order processing, and early supplier involvement (ESI) for
better planning of goods development and movement. In addition, the use of such a sys-
tems approach allows a firm to concentrate on its core competencies and to form out-
sourcing alliances with other companies. For example, a firm can choose to focus on
manufacturing and leave all aspects of order filling and delivery to an outside provider.
By working closely with customers such as retailers, firms can also develop efficient cus-
tomer response (ECR) systems, which can track sales activity on the retail level. As a result,
manufacturers can precisely coordinate production in response to actual shelf replenish-
ment needs, rather than based on forecasts.

Two phases in the movement of materials are of major logistical importance. First
is materials management, or the timely movement of raw materials, parts, and supplies
into and through the firm. The second phase is physical distribution, which involves
the movement of the firm’s finished product to its customers. In both phases, move-
ment is seen within the context of the entire process. Stationary periods (storage and
inventory) are therefore included. The basic goal of logistics management is the effec-
tive coordination of both phases and their various components to result in maximum
cost-effectiveness while maintaining service goals and requirements, as shown in The
International Marketplace 16.1.

The growth of logistics as a field has brought to the forefront three major concepts: the
systems concept, the total cost concept, and the trade-off concept. The systems concept is
based on the notion that materials-flow activities within and outside of the firm are so
extensive and complex that they can be considered only in the context of their interaction.
The systems concept stipulates that some components may have to work suboptimally to
maximize the benefits of the system as a whole. The goal is to provide the firm, its sup-
pliers, and its customers, both domestic and foreign, with the benefits of synergism
expected from the coordinated application of size.
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In order for the systems concept to work, information flows and partnership trust 
are instrumental. Logistics capability is highly information dependent, since information
availability is key to planning and to process implementation. Long-term partnership and
trust are required in order to forge closer links between firms and managers.

A logical outgrowth of the systems concept is the development of the total cost concept.
To evaluate and optimize logistical activities, cost is used as a basis for measurement. The
purpose of the total cost concept is to minimize the firm’s overall logistics cost by imple-
menting the systems concept appropriately.

Implementation of the total cost concept requires that the members of the system un-
derstand the sources of costs. To develop such understanding, a system of activity-based
costing has been developed, which is a technique designed to more accurately assign the
indirect and direct resources of an organization to the activities performed based on con-
sumption.1 In the international arena, the total cost concept must also incorporate
the consideration of total after-tax profit, by taking the impact of national tax policies
on the logistics function into account. The objective is to maximize after-tax profits rather
than minimizing total cost.

The trade-off concept, finally, recognizes the linkages within logistics systems that result
from the interaction of their components. For example, locating a warehouse near the cus-
tomer may reduce the cost of transportation. However, the new warehouse will lead to
increased storage costs and more inventory. Managers can maximize performance of
logistics systems only by formulating decisions based on the recognition and analysis of
such trade-offs. Consider a manufacturer building several different goods. The goods all
use one or both of two parts, A and B, which the manufacturer buys in roughly equal
amounts. Most of the goods produced use both parts. The unit cost of part A is $7, of part
B, $10. Part B has more capabilities than part A; in fact, B can replace A. If the manufacturer
doubles its purchases of part B, it qualifies for a discounted $8 unit price. For products
that incorporate both parts, substituting B for A makes sense to qualify for the discount,
since the total parts cost is $17 using A and B, but only $16 using Bs only. Part B should
therefore become a standard part for the manufacturer. But departments building prod-
ucts that only use part A may be reluctant to accept the substitute part B because, even
discounted, the cost of B exceeds that of A. Use of the trade-off concept will solve the
problem.2

Supply Chain Management

The integration of these three concepts has resulted in the new paradigm of supply chain
management, which encompasses the planning and management of all activities involved
in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and logistics. It also includes coordination and
collaboration with channel partners, which can be suppliers, intermediaries, third party
service providers, and customers. In essence, supply chain management integrates supply
and demand management within and across companies.3

Advances in information technology have been crucial to progress in supply chain
management. Consider the example of Gestamp (Spain’s leading supplier of metal com-
ponents for car manufacturers), which used electronic data interchange technology to
integrate inbound and outbound logistics between suppliers and customers. The com-
pany reports increased manufacturing productivity, reduced investment needs, increased
efficiency of the billing process, and a lower rate of logistic errors across the supply
process after implementing a supply chain management system.4 Globalization has
opened up supplier relationships for companies outside of the buyer’s domestic market;
however, the supplier’s capability of providing satisfying goods and services will play the
most critical role in securing long-term contracts. In addition, the physical delivery of
goods often can be old-fashioned and slow. Nevertheless, the use of such strategic tools
will be crucial for international managers to develop and maintain key competitive ad-
vantages. An overview of the international supply chain is shown in Exhibit 16.1.



The Impact of International Logistics

Logistics costs comprise between 10 and 30 percent of the total landed cost of an inter-
national order.5 International firms experience ongoing increases in their logistics cost.
Surging fuels costs show no signs of dropping. Globalization has stretched the length of
the value chain. Transportation providers have boosted their prices, both to offset fuel
costs but also as a result of growing demand for their services and constraints in capacity.
Increased security requirements for freight also have increased costs.6

Close collaboration with suppliers is required in order to develop a just-in-time inventory
system, which in turn may be crucial to maintain manufacturing costs at a globally com-
petitive level. Yet without electronic data interchange, such collaborations or alliances are
severely handicapped. While most industrialized countries can offer the technological
infrastructure for such computer-to-computer exchange of business information, the
application of such a system in the global environment may be severely restricted. Often,
it is not just the lack of technology that forms the key obstacle to modern logistics manage-
ment, but rather the entire business infrastructure, ranging from ways of doing business in
fields such as accounting and inventory tracking, to the willingness of businesses to collab-
orate with one another. A contrast between the United States and China is useful here.

For the U.S. economy, the total cost of distribution was close to 8.6 percent of nominal
GDP in 2004. By contrast, China is still struggling to get demand and supply in line. The
country is battling insufficient transportation systems, poor lines of supply, and intellectual
property theft. The need for information development and exchange systems for inte-
grated supplier–distributor alliances and for efficient communication systems is only
poorly understood. As a result, total logistic costs for transportation, storage, and man-
agement activities incurred remain as much as 21 percent of GDP.7
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The New Dimensions of International Logistics
In domestic operations, logistics decisions are guided by the experience of the manager,
possible industry comparison, an intimate knowledge of trends, and the development of
heuristics—or rules of thumb. The logistics manager in the international firm, on the other
hand, frequently has to depend on educated guesses to determine the steps required to
obtain a desired service level. Variations in locale mean variations in environment. Lack
of familiarity with these variations leads to uncertainty in the decision-making process. By
applying decision rules developed at home, the firm will be unable to adapt well to the
new environment, and the result will be inadequate profit performance. The long-term
survival of international activities depends on an understanding of the differences inher-
ent in the international logistics field.

Basic differences in international logistics emerge because the corporation is active in
more than one country. One example of a basic difference is distance. International mar-
keting activities frequently require goods to be shipped farther to reach final customers.
These distances in turn result in longer lead times, more oppor-tunities for things to go
wrong, more inventories—in short, greater complexity. Currency variation is a second
basic difference in international logistics. The corporation must adjust its planning to in-
corporate different currencies and changes in exchange rates. The border-crossing
process brings with it the need for conformance with national regulations, an inspection
at customs, and proper documentation. As a result, additional intermediaries participate in
the international logistics process. They include freight forwarders, customs agents, cus-
tom brokers, banks, and other financial intermediaries. The transportation modes may also
be different. Most domestic transportation is either by truck or by rail, whereas the multi-
national corporation quite frequently ships its products by air or by sea. Airfreight and
ocean freight have their own stipulations and rules that require new knowledge and skills.
Since the logistics environment is different in each country, logistical responsibilities and
requirements must also be seen from a country-specific perspective.

International Transportation Issues

International transportation is of major concern to the international firm because trans-
portation determines how and when goods will be received. The transportation issue can
be divided into three components: infrastructure, the availability of modes, and the choice
of modes.

Transportation Infrastructure
In industrialized nations, firms can count on an established transportation network.
Internationally, however, major infrastructural variations may be encountered. Some coun-
tries may have excellent inbound and outbound transportation systems but weak trans-
portation links within the country as shown in The International Marketplace 16.2. This is
particularly true in former colonies, where the original transportation systems were
designed to maximize the extractive potential of the countries. In such instances, shipping
to the market may be easy, but distribution within the market may represent a very difficult
and time-consuming task.

The international marketer must therefore learn about existing and planned infrastruc-
tures abroad. In some countries, for example, railroads may be an excellent transportation
mode, far surpassing the performance of trucking, whereas in others, the use of railroads
for freight distribution may be a gamble at best. The future routing of pipelines must be
determined before any major commitments are made to a particular location if the product
is amenable to pipeline transportation. The transportation methods used to carry cargo to
seaports or airports must also be investigated. Mistakes in the evaluation of transportation
options can prove to be very costly. One researcher reported the case of a food processing
firm that built a pineapple cannery at the delta of a river in Mexico. Since the pineapple
plantation was located upstream, the company planned to float the ripe fruit down to
the cannery on barges. To its dismay, the firm discovered that at harvest time the river
current was far too strong for barge traffic. Since no other feasible alternative method of
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transportation existed, the plant was closed, and the new equipment was sold for a frac-
tion of its original cost.8

Extreme variations also exist in the frequency of transportation services. For example,
a particular port may not be visited by a ship for weeks or even months. Sometimes, only
carriers with particular characteristics, such as small size, will serve a given location. All of
these infrastructural concerns must be taken into account in the initial planning of the
firm’s transportation service.

Availability of Modes
Even though goods are shipped abroad by rail or truck, international transportation
frequently requires ocean or airfreight modes, which many corporations only rarely use
domestically. In addition, combinations such as land bridges or sea bridges frequently
permit the transfer of freight among various modes of transportation, resulting in inter-
modal movements. The international marketer must understand the specific properties of
the different modes in order to use them intelligently.

Ocean Shipping
Water transportation is a key mode for international freight movements. An interruption
of ocean-based transportation can have quite serious consequences for an economy.
Three types of vessels operating in ocean shipping can be distinguished by their service:
liner service, bulk service, and tramp or charter service. Liner service offers regularly
scheduled passage on established routes. Bulk service mainly provides contractual services
for individual voyages or for prolonged periods of time. Tramp service is available for
irregular routes and is scheduled only on demand.
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The International MARKETPLACE 16.2

China is a developing country when it comes to logistics,
but one that is currently opening up to foreigners and
expanding rapidly. China’s economy largely depends on
trade, and its exports rose 35 percent in 2005.The
expansion of trade signals a need for increased
improvements in transportation and logistics areas.The
vice-minister of the National Development and Reform
Commission, Ou Xinqian, stated that China’s logistics
industry will soon be transformed from its current
“initial” state to a more “well-developed” one.

The Chinese government is pouring money into the
process and encourages investors to do the same.
Zhou Keren of the Chinese Foreign Affairs Commission
reported the start-up of 20 logistics companies in
November of 2004 and their continual successful
operation.The growing improvement in China’s logistics
is not only attracting local companies but the big
international corporations as well.

Major conglomerates such as DHL, UPS, and FedEx are
looking at China as a place of possible expansion and
increased revenue. DHL estimates its revenues from
China to be 50 percent higher in 2005 when compared
to the year before. Foreign companies are having a good
impact on local logistics providers (currently there are
730,000 registered in China) by forcing local firms to

compete and therefore have the same technological
standards.These local firms have a lot to catch up with, as
the foreign logistics providers are not taking a moment’s
break but instead are coming out with new services to
offer customers. New options such as temperature-
controlled warehouses and parts distribution from
foreign firms are increasing majorly.

The costs of logistics are much higher in China than they
are in the United States. A recent statistic shows China’s
logistics expense is 21 percent of its GDP while it is
nearly half of that in developed countries. Much of this
can be attributed to poor transportation means—roads
and railways.The second drawback is corruption, as most
of the transactions are handled by several middlemen
who often demand something extra in order to speed
up the transaction.This problem became visible to the
outside world in April 2005 when the former deputy
director of Beijing’s transport department was convicted
for bribery and embezzlement.Yet many international
companies look at China as a place with opportunity for
growth, development, and—most important—revenue.

SOURCES: Helen Atkinson, “China’s New Logistics Choices,” Journal of
Commerce, May 9, 2005; “Logistics Industry Moving Forward,” China Daily,
May 19, 2005.

China’s Logistics Industry: Rapid Change Ahead



In addition to the services offered by ocean carriers, the type of cargo a vessel can carry
is also important. Most common are conventional (break bulk) cargo vessels, container
ships, and roll-on-roll-off vessels. Conventional cargo vessels are useful for oversized and
unusual cargoes but may be less efficient in their port operations. It is a reflection of the
premium assigned to speed and ease of handling that has caused a decline in the use of
general cargo vessels and a sharp increase in the growth of container ships. These carry stan-
dardized containers that greatly facilitate the loading and unloading of cargo and intermodal
transfers. Very large ships can carry 5000 standard containers. What a flood of goods! A key
concern is to reduce the time the ship has to spend in port, where money is spent but little
income generated. Roll-on-roll-off (RORO) vessels are essentially oceangoing ferries. Trucks
can drive onto built-in ramps and roll off at the destination. Another vessel similar to the
RORO vessel is the LASH (lighter aboard ship) vessel. LASH vessels consist of barges stored
on the ship and lowered at the point of destination. These individual barges can then oper-
ate on inland waterways, a feature that is particularly useful in shallow water.

The availability of a certain type of vessel, however, does not automatically mean that
it can be used. The greatest constraint in international ocean shipping remains the lack of
ports and port services. For example, modern container ships cannot serve some ports
because the local equipment is unable to handle the resulting traffic. This problem is often
found in developing countries, where local authorities lack the funds to develop facilities.
In some instances, governments purposely limit the development of ports to impede the
inflow of imports. Increasingly, however, nations recognize the importance of appropri-
ate port structures and are developing such facilities in spite of the heavy investments
necessary. If such investments are accompanied by concurrent changes in the overall
infrastructure, transportation efficiency should, in the long run, more than recoup the
original investment. Exhibit 16.2 shows the bustling shipping in Shanghai, which is one of
the largest ports in the world.
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Shanghai Harbor, China
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Large investments in infrastructure are usually necessary to produce results. Selective
allocation of funds to transportation tends to only shift bottlenecks to some other point in
the infrastructure. If these bottlenecks are not removed, the consequences may be felt in
the overall economic performance of the nation. A good example is provided by the
Caribbean. Even though geographically close to the United States, many Caribbean na-
tions are served poorly by ocean carriers. As a result, products that could be exported
from the region to the United States are at a disadvantage because they take a long time
to reach the U.S. market. For many products, quick delivery is essential because of required
high levels of industry responsiveness to orders. From a regional perspective, maintaining
adequate facilities is therefore imperative in order to remain on the list of areas and ports
served by international carriers. Investment in leading-edge port technology can also pro-
vide an instrumental competitive edge and cause entire distribution systems to be recon-
figured to take advantage of possible savings.

Air Shipping
Airfreight is available to and from most countries. This includes the developing world,
where it is often a matter of national prestige to operate a national airline. The tremendous
growth in international airfreight is shown in Exhibit 16.3. The total volume of airfreight
in relation to the total volume of shipping in international business remains quite small.
Yet 40 percent of the world’s manufactured exports by value travel by air.9 Clearly, high-
value items are more likely to be shipped by air, particularly if they have a high density,
that is, a high weight-to-volume ratio.

Airlines make major efforts to increase the volume of airfreight by developing better,
more efficient ground facilities, introducing airfreight containers, and marketing a wide
variety of special services to shippers. In addition, some airfreight companies have spe-
cialized and become partners in the international logistics effort.

From the shipper’s perspective, the products involved must be amenable to air ship-
ment in terms of their size. In addition, the market situation for any given product must
be evaluated. For example, airfreight may be needed if a product is perishable or if, for
other reasons, it requires a short transit time. The level of customer service needs and
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SOURCE: Civil Aviation Statistics of the World (Montreal: ICAO), http://www.icao.org; and Airbus Industries Global Market Forecast,
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expectations can also play a decisive role. The shipment of an industrial product that is
vital to the ongoing operations of a customer may be much more urgent than the shipment
of packaged consumer products.

Choice of Transport Modes
The international marketer must make the appropriate selection from the available modes
of transportation. This decision, of course, will be heavily influenced by the needs of the
firm and its customers. The manager must consider the performance of each mode on
four dimensions: transit time, predictability, cost, and noneconomic factors.

Transit Time
The period between departure and arrival of the carrier varies significantly between ocean
freight and airfreight. The 45-day transit time of an ocean shipment can be reduced to
12 hours if the firm chooses airfreight. The length of transit time will have a major impact
on the overall operations of the firm. A short transit time may reduce or even eliminate
the need for an overseas depot. Also, inventories can be significantly reduced if they are
replenished frequently. As a result, capital can be freed up and used to finance other cor-
porate opportunities. Transit time can also play a major role in emergency situations. If the
shipper is about to miss an important delivery date because of production delays, a ship-
ment normally made by ocean freight can be made by air.

Perishable products require short transit times. Rapid transportation prolongs the shelf
life in the foreign market. For products with a short life span, air delivery may be the only
way to enter foreign markets successfully. International sales of cut flowers have reached
their current volume only as a result of airfreight. At all times, the international marketing
manager must understand the interactions between different components of the logistics
process and their effect on transit times. Unless a smooth flow can be assured throughout
the entire supply chain, bottlenecks will deny any timing benefits from specific improve-
ments. For example, Levi Strauss, the blue jeans manufacturer, offered customers in some
of its stores the chance to be measured by a body scanner to get custom-made jeans. Less
than an hour after such measurement, a Levi factory began to cut the jeans of the
customer’s choice. Unfortunately, it then took ten days to get the finished product to the
customer.10

Predictability
Providers of both ocean and airfreight service wrestle with the issue of reliability. Both
modes are subject to the vagaries of nature, which may impose delays. Yet because relia-
bility is a relative measure, the delay of one day for airfreight tends to be seen as much
more severe and “unreliable” than the same delay for ocean freight. But delays tend to be
shorter in absolute time for air shipments. As a result, arrival time via air is more pre-
dictable. This attribute has a major influence on corporate strategy. Due to the higher
predictability of airfreight, inventory safety stock can be kept at lower levels. Greater pre-
dictability can also serve as a useful sales tool for foreign distributors, who are able to
make more precise delivery promises to their customers. If inadequate harbor facilities
exist, airfreight may again be the better alternative. Finally, merchandise shipped via air is
likely to suffer less loss and damage from exposure of the cargo to movement. Therefore,
once the merchandise arrives, it is more likely to be ready for immediate delivery—a facet
that also enhances predictability.

Cost
A major consideration in choosing international transportation modes is the cost factor.
International transportation services are usually priced on the basis of both cost of the
service provided and value of the service to the shipper. Because of the high value of the
products shipped by air, airfreight is often priced according to the value of the service. In
this instance, of course, price becomes a function of market demand and the monopolis-
tic power of the carrier.
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Loading a Bulldozer on a Plane
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Shipping by airfreight has really taken off in the past 20 years. Even large and heavy items, such as this bulldozer, are shipped to
their destination by air.

The international marketer must decide whether the clearly higher cost of airfreight can
be justified. In part, this will depend on the cargo’s properties. Bulky products may be too
expensive to ship by air, whereas very compact products may be more amenable to air-
freight transportation. High-priced items can absorb transportation cost more easily than
low-priced goods because the cost of transportation as a percentage of total product cost
will be lower. As a result, sending diamonds by airfreight is easier to justify than sending
coal by air. In order to keep cost down, a shipper can join groups such as shippers-
associations, which give the shipper more leverage in negotiations. Alternatively, a ship-
per can decide to mix modes of transportation in order to reduce overall cost and time
delays. For example, part of the shipment route can be covered by air, while another por-
tion can be covered by truck or ship.

The overall logistical considerations of the firm need to incorporate the product, the
competition, and the environment. The manager must determine how important it is for
merchandise to arrive on time, which will be different for DVDs of Oscar-nominated
movies than for those that did poorly at the box office. The effect of transportation cost
on price and the need for product availability abroad must be considered. Some firms may
wish to use airfreight as a new tool for aggressive market expansion. Airfreight may also
be considered a good way to begin operations in new markets without making sizable
investments for warehouses and distribution centers.

Although costs are the major consideration in mode choice, an overall perspective must
be employed. The manager must factor in all corporate activities that are affected by
mode choice and explore the total cost effects of each alternative. The final selection of a
mode will depend on the importance of different modal dimensions to the markets under
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consideration. A useful overall comparison between different modes of transportation is
provided in Exhibit 16.5.

Noneconomic Factors
Often, noneconomic dimensions will enter into the selection process for a proper form
of transportation. The transportation sector, nationally and internationally, both benefits
and suffers from heavy government involvement. Carriers may be owned or heavily
subsidized by governments. As a result, governmental pressure is exerted on shippers
to use national carriers, even if more economical alternatives exist. Such preferential
policies are most often enforced when government cargo is being transported. Restric-
tions are not limited to developing countries. For example, in the United States, all gov-
ernment cargo and all official government travelers must use national flag carriers when
available.

For balance-of-payments reasons, international quota systems of transportation have
been proposed. The United Nations Commission on International Trade and Develop-
ment (UNCTAD), for example, has recommended a 40/40/20 treaty whereby 40 percent
of the traffic between two nations is allocated to vessels of the exporting country, 40 per-
cent to vessels of the importing country, and 20 percent to third-country vessels
(40/40/20). However, stiff international competition among carriers and the price sensi-
tivity of customers frequently render such proposals ineffective, particularly for trade be-
tween industrialized countries.

The International Shipment

International shipments usually involve not just one carrier but multiple types of carriers.
The shipment must be routed to the port of export, where it is transferred to another
mode of transportation—for example, from truck or rail to vessel. Documentation for in-
ternational shipments is universally perceived as so complicated, especially by smaller
firms, that it can be a trade barrier. Recognizing the impact both in terms of time and
money that documentation can have trading regions such as the European Union have
greatly simplified it their required documentation for shipments.

Evaluating Transportation Choices

16.5
Exhibit

Mode of Transportation

Characteristics of Mode Air Pipeline Highway Rail Water

Speed (1 � fastest) 1 4 2 3 5
Cost (1 � highest) 1 4 2 3 5
Loss and Damage (1 � least) 3 1 4 5 2
Frequency* (1 � best) 3 1 2 4 5
Dependability (1 � best) 5 1 2 3 4
Capacity† (1 � best) 4 5 3 2 1
Availability (1 � best) 3 5 1 2 4
*Frequency: number of times mode is available during a given time period.
†Capacity: ability of mode to handle large or heavy goods.

SOURCE: Ronald H. Ballou, Business Logistics: Supply Chain Management, 5th ed. © 2004. Reprinted by permission of Prentice Hall,
Upper Saddle River, NJ.



Documentation
In the most simple form of exporting, the only documents needed are a bill of lading and
an export declaration. In most countries, these documents are available either from the
government or from transportation firms. For example, an export declaration can be
obtained in the United States from the Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/
foreign-trade/regulations/forms). A bill of lading can be obtained in Canada from a
shipper, for example, Manitoulin Transport (http://www.manitoulintransport.com).

Most exports fit under a general license, which is a generalized authorization consist-
ing simply of a number to be shown on the documents. Certain goods and data require a
special validated license for export, as discussed in Chapter 5. For importation, the basic
documents are a bill of lading and an invoice. Exhibit 16.6 provides a summary of the
main documents used in international shipments.

The bill of lading is the most important document to the shipper, the carrier, and
the buyer. It acknowledges receipt of the goods, represents the basic contract between the
shipper and the carrier, and serves as evidence of title to the goods for collection by
the purchaser. Various types of bills of lading exist. The inland bill of lading is a contract
between the inland carrier and the shipper. Bills of lading may be negotiable instruments
in that they may be endorsed to other parties (order bill) or may be nonnegotiable
(straight). The shipper’s export declaration states proper authorization for export and serves
as a means for governmental data collection efforts.

The packing list, if used, lists in some detail the contents, the gross and net weights,
and the dimensions of each package. Some shipments, such as corrosives, flammables,
and poisons, require a shipper’s declaration for dangerous goods. When the international
marketer is responsible for moving the goods to the port of export, a dock receipt (for
ocean freight) or a warehouse receipt (if the goods are stored) is issued before the is-
suance of the bill of lading. Collection documents must also be produced and always
include a commercial invoice (a detailed description of the transaction), often a consular
invoice or pro-forma invoice (required by certain countries for data collection purposes),
and a certificate of origin (required by certain countries to ensure correct tariffs). Insurance
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Documentation for an International Shipment

16.6
Exhibit

A. Documents Required by the U.S. Government
1. Shipper’s export declaration
2. Export license

B. Commercial Documents
1. Commercial invoice
2. Packing list
3. Inland bill of lading
4. Dock receipt
5. Bill of lading or airway bill
6. Insurance policies or certificates
7. Shipper’s declaration for dangerous goods
8. Vessel loading observation inspection

C. Import Documents
1. Import license
2. Foreign exchange license
3. Certificate of origin
4. Consular invoice
5. Customs invoice
6. Customs notification

SOURCES: Dun & Bradstreet, Exporter’s Encyclopedia (New York: Dun & Bradstreet, 1985); and
http://www.fsa.usda.gov., accessed November 14, 2005.

http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/regulations/forms
http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/regulations/forms
http://www.manitoulintransport.com
http://www.fsa.usda.gov
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documents are produced when stipulated by the transaction. In certain countries,
especially in Latin America, two additional documents are needed. An import license may
be required for certain types or amounts of particular goods, while a foreign exchange
license allows the importer to secure the needed hard currency to pay for the shipment.
The exporter has to provide the importer with the data needed to obtain these licenses
from governmental authorities and should make sure, before the actual shipment, that the
importer has indeed secured the documents.

Two guidelines are critical in dealing with customs anywhere in the world: sufficient
knowledge or experience in dealing with the customs service in question and sufficient
preparation for the process. Whatever the required documents, their proper preparation
and timing is of crucial importance, particularly since the major terror attacks of 2001.
Many governments expect detailed information about cargo well in advance of its arrival
in port. Improper or missing documents can easily delay payment or cause problems with
customs.

Assistance with International Shipments
Several intermediaries provide services in the physical movement of goods. One very im-
portant distribution decision an exporter makes is the selection of an international freight
forwarder. Such an international freight forwarder acts as an agent for the marketer in mov-
ing cargo to the overseas destination. Independent freight forwarders are regulated and,
in the United States, should be certified by the Federal Maritime Commission. The for-
warder advises the marketer on shipping documentation and packing costs and will pre-
pare and review the documents to ensure that they are in order. Forwarders will also book
the space aboard a carrier. They will make necessary arrangements to clear outbound
goods with customs and, after clearance, forward the documents either to the customer or
to the paying bank. A customs broker serves as an agent for an importer with authority
to clear inbound goods through customs and ship them on to their destination. These
functions are performed for a fee. Customs brokers are often regulated by their national
customs service.

International Inventory Issues

Inventories tie up a major portion of corporate funds. As a result, capital used for inven-
tory is not available for other corporate opportunities. Because annual inventory carrying
costs (the expense of maintaining inventories) can easily comprise up to 25 percent or
more of the value of the inventories themselves, proper inventory policies should be of
major concern to the international marketing manager. Just-in-time inventory policies min-
imize the volume of inventory by making it available only when it is needed for the pro-
duction process. Firms using such a policy will choose suppliers on the basis of their de-
livery and inventory performance. Proper inventory management may therefore become
a determinant variable in obtaining a sale.

In deciding the level of inventory to be maintained, the international marketer must
consider three factors: the order cycle time, desired customer service levels, and use of
inventories as a strategic tool.

Order Cycle Time
The total time that passes between the placement of an order and the receipt of the mer-
chandise is referred to as order cycle time. Two dimensions are of major importance to
inventory management: the length of the total order cycle and its consistency. In interna-
tional marketing, the order cycle is frequently longer than in domestic business. It com-
prises the time involved in order transmission, order filling, packing and preparation for
shipment, and transportation. Order transmission time varies greatly internationally
depending on whether telephone, fax, mail, or electronic order placement is used in
communicating. The order filling time may also be increased because lack of familiarity
with a foreign market makes the anticipation of new orders more difficult. Packing and



shipment preparation require more detailed attention. Finally, of course, transportation
time increases with the distances involved. As a result, total order cycle time can fre-
quently approach a hundred days or more. Larger inventories may have to be maintained
both domestically and internationally to bridge these time gaps.

Consistency, the second dimension of order cycle time, is also more difficult to maintain
in international marketing. Depending on the choice of transportation mode, delivery times
may vary considerably from shipment to shipment. This variation requires the maintenance
of larger safety stocks in order to be able to fill demand in periods when delays occur.

The international marketer should attempt to reduce order cycle time and increase its
consistency without an increase in total costs. This objective can be accomplished by
altering methods of transportation, changing inventory locations, or improving any of the
other components of the order cycle time, such as the way orders are transmitted. By
shifting order placement from mail to telephone or to electronic data interchange (EDI),
for example, a firm can reduce the order cycle time substantially.

Customer Service Levels
The level of customer service denotes the responsiveness that inventory policies permit
for any given situation. Customer service is therefore a management-determined con-
straint within the logistics system. A customer service level of 100 percent could be de-
fined as the ability to fill all orders within a set time—for example, three days. If within
these three days only 70 percent of the orders can be filled, the customer service level is
70 percent. The choice of customer service level for the firm has a major impact on the
inventories needed. In their domestic operations, U.S. companies frequently aim to
achieve customer service levels of 95 to 98 percent. Often, such “homegrown” rules of
thumb are then used in international inventory operations as well.

Managers may not realize that standards determined heuristically and based on com-
petitive activity in the home market are often inappropriate abroad. Different locales have
country-specific customer service needs and requirements. Service levels should not be
oriented primarily around cost or customary domestic standards. Rather, the level chosen
for use internationally should be based on customer expectations encountered in each
market. These expectations are dependent on past performance, product desirability, cus-
tomer sophistication, the competitive status of the firm, and whether a buyers’ or sellers’
market exists.

Because high customer service levels are costly, the goal should not be the highest cus-
tomer service level possible but rather an acceptable level. Different customers have dif-
ferent priorities. Some will be prepared to pay a premium for speed. In industrial mar-
keting, for example, even an eight-hour delay may be unacceptable for the delivery of a
crucial product component, since it may mean a shutdown of the production process.
Other firms may put a higher value on flexibility, and another group may see low cost as
the most important issue. Flexibility and speed are expensive, so it is wasteful to supply
them to customers who do not value them highly. The higher prices associated with
higher customer service levels may reduce the competitiveness of a firm’s product.

Inventory as a Strategic Tool
International inventories can be used by the international corporation as a strategic tool
in dealing with currency valuation changes or hedging against inflation. By increasing
inventories before an imminent devaluation of a currency, instead of holding cash, the
corporation may reduce its exposure to devaluation losses. Similarly, in the case of high
inflation, large inventories can provide an important in-flation hedge. In such circum-
stances, the international inventory manager must balance the cost of maintaining high
levels of inventories with the benefits accruing to the firm from hedging against inflation
or devaluation. Many countries, for example, charge a property tax on stored goods. If the
increase in tax payments outweighs the hedging benefits to the corporation, it would be
unwise to increase inventories before a devaluation.

Despite the benefits of reducing the firm’s financial risk, inventory management
must still fall in line with the overall corporate market strategy. Only by recognizing the
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trade-offs, which may result in less than optimal inventory policies, can the corporation
maximize the overall benefit.

International Storage Issues

Although international logistics is discussed as a movement or flow of goods, a stationary
period is involved when merchandise becomes inventory stored in warehouses. Heated
arguments can arise within a firm over the need for and utility of warehousing interna-
tionally. On the one hand, customers expect quick responses to orders and rapid deliv-
ery. Accommodating the customer’s expectation may require locating many distribution
centers around the world. On the other hand, warehousing space is expensive. In addi-
tion, the larger volume of inventory increases the inventory carrying cost. The interna-
tional marketer must consider the trade-offs between service and cost to determine the
appropriate levels of ware-housing.

Storage Facilities
One important location decision is how many distribution centers to have and where to
locate them. The availability of facilities abroad will differ from the do-mestic situation.
For example, whereas public storage is widely available in some countries, such facilities
may be scarce or entirely lacking in others. Also, the standards and quality of facilities
abroad may often not be comparable to those offered at home. As a result, the storage de-
cision of the firm is often accompanied by the need for large-scale, long-term investments.
Despite the high cost, international storage facilities should be established if they support
the overall marketing effort. In many markets, adequate storage facilities are imperative in
order to satisfy customer demands and to compete successfully.

Once the decision is made to utilize storage facilities abroad, the warehouse conditions
must be carefully analyzed. In some countries, warehouses have low ceilings. Packaging
developed for the high stacking of products is therefore unnecessary. In other countries,
automated warehousing is available. Proper bar coding of products and the use of package
dimensions acceptable to the warehousing system are basic requirements. In contrast, in
warehouses still stocked manually, weight limitations will be of major concern.

To optimize the logistics system, the marketer should analyze international product
sales and then rank products according to warehousing needs. An ABC analysis classifies
products that are most sensitive to delivery time as “A” products. “A” products would be
stocked in all distribution centers, and safety stock levels would be kept high. Products
for which immediate delivery is not urgent are classified as “B” products. They would be
stored only at selected distribution centers around the world. Finally, “C” products for
which short delivery time is not important, or for which there is little demand, are stocked
only at headquarters. Should an urgent need for delivery arise, airfreight could be con-
sidered for rapid shipment. Classifying products through such an ABC analysis enables the
international marketer to substantially reduce total international warehousing require-
ments and still maintain acceptable service levels.

Outsourcing
For many global firms the practice of outsourcing, which refers to the shifting of traditional
corporate activities to parties outside of the firm and often outside of the country––is on
the increase. Firms in Germany outsource to Hungary, in France to Algeria, in the United
States to India. The decisive factors for choosing to outsource are the desire to reduce and
control operating costs, to improve company focus, to gain access to world-class capabili-
ties, and to free internal resources for other purposes.11

Our research into the future of outsourcing indicates continued growth and expansion
of this practice.12 An increasing portion of high-end, high value added services will be
sourced from low labor cost but high labor skilled countries. The internationalization of the
back office functions of multinational corporations will continue to grow. However, even
sophisticated services will quickly move to low-cost locations. To remain competitive,



firms in developed economies must change their strategy to focus on their ability to man-
age, coordinate, and define the interfaces between suppliers and customers. The chal-
lenge will be to effectively train the workers in the emerging markets to carry out their
tasks, but to stay ahead of them in the ability to take on global coordination.

More manufacturing jobs will move to emerging markets. Firms will face the challenge
to retain first-mover advantages through continued innovation. When cost pressures force
firms to source globally, some will locate their own plants abroad, while others will out-
source the needed inputs. Sourcing from abroad through independent suppliers on a
contractual basis will have long-term consequences on the processes, competence, and
capabilities of firms. In comparing the outsourcing networks of Japanese and U.S. com-
panies, there is key concern that U.S. companies will gradually sever their value chain. In
search of cost efficiency, they will increase their dependence on foreign suppliers for
products that become technologically more sophisticated. The creation of new technology
is a gradual and painstaking learning process of continual adjustment and refinement, as
new productive methods are tested and adapted in light of a company’s accumulated ex-
perience. Thus, overreliance on acquisitions and new technologies from other firms may
not result in the same sustainable competitive advantage available through internal
development. The manufacturing shift abroad may, therefore, shift current technology,
design and process advantages.13 As some says, “It helps to develop and hang on to the
blueprints.”

The International Marketplace 16.3 explains how firms can make use of outsourcing
providers.
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When running a small or medium-size international
business (SMB), it is difficult to have all available resources
at hand.Yet SMBs need a variety of information in order
to become strong competitors in today’s market. A
variety of shipping carriers offer customized supply chain
management assistance to small businesses. Supply chain
management represents the total effort required by a
company to purchase materials, keep inventory, process
and complete orders, manage transportation, deliver to
end-customers, and run information systems. Companies
often spend more than 10 percent of their revenue just
to manage their supply chain.

Carriers such as DHL, FedEx, and UPS recognized a
business opportunity in helping small businesses
outsource their supply chain management and created
programs to target that market segment. The DHL Small
Business Resource Center is an online resource that
allows SMBs to communicate with each other. This allows
business owners to share their knowledge and tips about
logistics. DHL has also created an online database
containing peer-to-peer knowledge, reference guides,
articles, and special offers, all targeted towards SMBs.

For a small business it is important to focus on its core
competencies, reduce costs, and improve customer

service. Most of the inner workings behind supply chain
management can be outsourced to a third party
developer. FedEx offers its business clients resources and
technology necessary to move products all the way
through the supply chain and back if necessary. That way
FedEx touches on return management, which is a system
of return options for customers, and relieves the shipper
of that responsibility.

Small businesses can save a lot of time and money by
outsourcing their logistics to a third party.These carriers
have acquired skill and funds necessary to quickly adapt
to the changing market environment. UPS has also
created a branch for small businesses where it offers
improved and less time-consuming shipping technology,
visibility of the supply chain process (so a business can
get paid by the end-consumer faster), and dependability
of the UPS Brown brand. With each of the three major
global carriers offering outsourcing services to small
businesses, it becomes easier for firms to take the
international leap.

SOURCES: “DHL Helps Small Businesses Respond to Key Growth
Challenges,” Business Wire, July 6, 2005;“DHL Expands World Logistics
Leadership into the Americas,” Business Wire, August 1, 2005; and
http://www.fedex.com and http://www.ups.com.

Global Small Business: Outsourcing to the Rescue!

The International MARKETPLACE 16.3

http://www.fedex.com
http://www.ups.com
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Foreign Trade Zones
The existence of foreign trade zones can have a major effect on the international
logistician, since production cost advantages may require a reconfiguration of storage,
processing, and distribution strategies. Trade zones are considered, for purposes of tariff
treatment, to be outside the customs territory of the country within which they are
located. They are special areas and can be used for warehousing, packaging, inspection,
labeling, exhibition, assembly, fabrication, or transshipment of imports without burdening
the firm with duties.14 Trade zones can be found at major ports of entry and also at inland
locations near major production facilities. For example, Kansas City, Missouri, has one of
the largest foreign trade zones in the United States. A listing of U.S. trade zones can be
found at http://www.trade.gov/ia.

Foreign trade zones are designed to exclude the impact of duties from the location de-
cision. This is done by exempting merchandise in the foreign trade zone from duty pay-
ment. The international firm can therefore import merchandise; store it in the foreign
trade zone; and process, alter, test, or demonstrate it—all without paying duties. If the
merchandise is subsequently shipped abroad (that is, reexported), no duty payments are
ever due. Duty payments become due only if and when the merchandise is shipped into
the country from the foreign trade zone.

One country that has used trade zones very successfully for its own economic devel-
opment is China. Through the creation of special economic zones in which there are no
tariffs, substantial tax incentives, and low prices for land and labor, the government has
attracted many foreign investors bringing in billions of dollars. These investors have
brought new equipment, technology, and managerial know-how and have therefore sub-
stantially increased the local economic prosperity.

Both parties to the arrangement benefit from foreign trade zones. The government
maintaining the trade zone achieves increased employment. The firm using the trade zone
obtains a spearhead in or close to the foreign market without incurring all of the costs cus-
tomarily associated with such an activity. As a result, goods can be reassembled and large
shipments can be broken down into smaller units. Also, goods can be repackaged when
packaging weight becomes part of the duty assessment. Goods can also be given domes-
tic “made-in” status if assembled in the foreign trade zone. Whenever use of a trade zone
is examined, however, the marketer must keep the stability of rules, and the additional
cost of storage, handling, and transportation in mind before making a decision.

International Packaging Issues

Packaging is instrumental in getting the merchandise to the ultimate destination in a safe,
maintainable, and presentable condition. Packaging that is adequate for domestic ship-
ping may be inadequate for international transportation because the shipment will be
subject to the motions of the vessel on which it is carried. Added stress in international
shipping also arises from the transfer of goods among different modes of transportation.
Exhibit 16.7 provides examples of some sources of stress that are most frequently found
in international transportation.

The responsibility for appropriate packaging rests with the shipper of goods. The U.S.
Carriage of Goods by Sea Act of 1936 states: “Neither the carrier nor the ship shall be re-
sponsible for loss or damage arising or resulting from insufficiency of packing.” The ship-
per must therefore ensure that the goods are prepared appropriately for international
shipping. This is important because it has been found that “the losses that occur as a re-
sult of breakage, pilferage, and theft exceed the losses caused by major maritime casual-
ties, which include fires, sinkings, and collision of vessels. Thus, the largest of these losses
is a preventable loss.”15

Packaging decisions must take into account differences in environmental conditions—
for example, climate. When the ultimate destination is very humid or particularly cold,
special provisions must be made to prevent damage to the product. The task becomes
even more challenging when one considers that, in the course of long-distance trans-
portation, dramatic changes in climate can take place.

http://www.trade.gov/ia


Packaging issues need to be closely linked to overall strategic plans. The individual re-
sponsible for international packaging should utilize transportation modes as efficiently as
possible. This requires appropriate package design, which takes into account the storage
properties of the product. For example, John Deere was shipping its combines from the
United States to Australia for years at a shipping cost of $2,500 each. Each combine took
up much more space than its footprint, since the harvesting arm stuck out on its side.
Once the company decided to ship the harvesting arm unmounted, shipping costs were
reduced by $1,000 per combine.

The weight of packaging must be considered, particularly when airfreight is used, since
the cost of shipping is often based on weight. At the same time, packaging material must
be sufficiently strong to permit stacking in international transportation. Another consider-
ation is that, in some countries, duties are assessed according to the gross weight of ship-
ments, which includes the weight of packaging. Obviously, the heavier the packaging, the
higher the duties will be.

The shipper must pay sufficient attention to instructions provided by the customer for
packaging. Requests by the customer that the weight of any one package should not
exceed a certain limit, or that specific package dimensions should be adhered to, are usu-
ally made for a reason. Often they reflect limitations in transportation or handling facili-
ties at the point of destination.

Although the packaging of a product is often used as a form of display abroad, inter-
national packaging can rarely serve the dual purpose of protection and display. Therefore,
double packaging may be necessary. The display package is for future use at the point of
destination; another package surrounds it for protective purposes.

One solution to the packaging problem in international logistics has been the devel-
opment of intermodal containers—large metal boxes that fit on trucks, ships, railroad cars,
and airplanes and ease the frequent transfer of goods in international shipments. In addi-
tion, containers offer greater safety from pilferage and damage. Of course, if merchandise
from a containerized shipment is lost, frequently the entire container has been removed.
Developed in different forms for both sea and air transportation, containers also offer bet-
ter utilization of carrier space because of standardization of size. The shipper therefore
may benefit from lower transportation rates.

Container traffic is heavily dependent on the existence of appropriate handling facilities,
both domestically and internationally. In addition, the quality of inland transportation must
be considered. If transportation for containers is not available and the merchandise
must be removed and reloaded, the expected cost reductions may not materialize.
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Note: Each transportation mode exerts a different set of stresses and strains on containerized cargoes.The most commonly overloaded
are those associated with ocean transport.

SOURCE: Reprinted with permission from Handling and Shipping Management, September 1980 issue, p. 47; and David Greenfield,“Perfect
Packing for Export,” Copyright © 1980, Penton Publishing, Cleveland, OH.
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In some countries, rules for the handling of containers may be designed to maintain
employment. For example, U.S. union rules obligate shippers to withhold containers from
firms that do not employ members of the International Longshoreman Association for
loading and unloading containers within a 50-mile radius of Atlantic or Gulf ports. Such
restrictions can result in an onerous cost burden.

Overall, close attention must be paid to international packaging. The customer who or-
dered and paid for the merchandise expects it to arrive on time and in good condition.
Even with replacements and insurance, the customer will not be satisfied if there are de-
lays. This dissatisfaction will usually translate directly into lost sales.

Management of International Logistics

Because the very purpose of a multinational firm is to benefit from system synergism, a
persuasive argument can be made for the coordination of international logistics at corpo-
rate headquarters. Without coordination, subsidiaries will tend to optimize their individ-
ual efficiency but jeopardize the overall performance of the firm.

Centralized Logistics Management
A significant characteristic of the centralized approach to international logistics is the ex-
istence of headquarters staff that retains decision-making power over logistics activities
affecting international subsidiaries. Such an approach is particularly valuable in instances
where corporations have become international by rapid growth and have lost the benefit
of a cohesive strategy.

If headquarters exerts control, it must also take the primary responsibility for its deci-
sions. Clearly, ill will may arise if local managers are appraised and rewarded on the basis
of performance they do not control. This may be particularly problematic if headquarters
staff suffers from a lack of information or expertise.

To avoid internal problems both headquarters staff and local logistics management
should report to one person. This person, whether the vice president for international
logistics or the president of the firm, can then become the final arbiter to decide the firm’s
priorities. Of course, this individual should also be in charge of determining appropriate
rewards for managers, both at headquarters and abroad, so that corporate decisions that
alter a manager’s performance level will not affect the manager’s appraisal and evaluation.
Further, this individual can contribute an objective view when inevitable conflicts arise in
international logistics coordination. The internationally centralized decision-making pro-
cess leads to an overall logistics management perspective that can dramatically improve
profitability.

Decentralized Logistics Management
When a firm serves many international markets that are diverse in nature, total centraliza-
tion would leave the firm unresponsive to local adaptation needs. If each subsidiary is
made a profit center in itself, each one carries the full responsibility for its performance,
which can lead to greater local management satisfaction and to better adaptation to local
market conditions. Yet often such decentralization deprives the logistics function of the
benefits of coordination. For example, whereas headquarters, referring to its large volume
of total international shipments, may be able to extract bottom rates from transportation
firms, individual subsidiaries by themselves may not have similar bargaining power. The
same argument applies also to the sourcing situation, where the coordination of ship-
ments by the purchasing firm may be much more cost-effective than individual shipments
from many small suppliers around the world.

Once products are within a specific market, however, increased input from local
logistics operations should be expected and encouraged. At the very least, local managers
should be able to provide input into the logistics decisions generated by headquarters.
Ideally, within a frequent planning cycle, local managers can identify the logistics benefits
and constraints existing in their particular market and communicate them to headquarters.



Headquarters can then either adjust its international logistics strategy accordingly or can
explain to the manager why system optimization requires actions different from the ones
recommended. Such a justification process will greatly help in reducing the potential for
animosity between local and headquarters operations.

Contract Logistics
While the choice is open to maintain either centralized or decentralized in-house logisti-
cal management, a growing preference among international firms is to outsource, which
means to employ outside logistical expertise. Often referred to as contract or third-party
(3PL) logistics, it is a rapidly expanding industry. Most companies have outsourced at least
one major logistics function such as customs clearance, transportation management,
freight payment, warehouse management, shipment tracking, or other transportation-
related functions. The main thrust behind the idea is that individual firms are experts in
their industry and should therefore concentrate only on their operations. Third-party
logistics providers, on the other hand, are experts solely at logistics, with the knowledge
and means to perform efficient and innovative services for those companies in need. The
goal is improved service at equal or lower cost.

Logistics providers’ services vary in scope. For instance, some may use their own assets
in physical transportation, while others subcontract out portions of the job. Certain other
providers are not involved as much with the actual transportation as they are with devel-
oping systems and databases or consulting on administrative management services. In
many instances, the partnership consists of working closely with established transport
providers such as Federal Express or UPS. The concept of improving service, cutting costs,
and unloading the daily management onto willing experts is driving the momentum of
contract logistics.

One of the greatest benefits of contracting out the logistics function in a foreign mar-
ket is the ability to take advantage of an existing network, complete with resources and
experience. The local expertise and image are crucial when a business is just starting up.
The prospect of newly entering a region such as Europe with different regions, business
formats, and languages can be frightening without access to a seasoned and familiar
logistics provider.

One of the main arguments leveled against contract logistics is the loss of the firm’s
control in the supply chain. Yet contract logistics does not and should not require the
handing over of control. Rather, it offers concentration on one’s specialization—a division
of labor. The control and responsibility toward the customer remain with the firm.

The Supply Chain and the Internet

Many firms still use their Web sites as a marketing and advertising tool without expand-
ing them to order-taking capabilities. That is changing rapidly. Global net e-commerce
revenue is expected to surpass the $1 trillion dollar mark by 2012.16

Companies wishing to enter e-commerce do not have to do so on their own. Hub sites
(also known as virtual malls or digital intermediaries) bring together buyers, sellers, dis-
tributors, and transaction payment processors in a single marketplace, making conven-
ience the key attraction. Forrester Research estimates 2004 online commerce value to be
$6.8 trillion, which comprises both business-to-business and business-to-consumer trans-
actions.17 The future is also growing brighter for hubs in the consumer-to-consumer mar-
ket, where companies like eBay are setting high standards of profitability.

When customers have the ability to access a company through the Internet, a company
itself has to be prepared for 24-hour order-taking and customer service, and to have the
regulatory and customs-handling expertise for international delivery. The instantaneous
interactivity that users experience will also be translated into an expectation of expedient
delivery of answers and products ordered. As Internet penetration levels increase in the
near future due to technological advances, improvements in many countries’ Web infra-
structures, and customer acceptance, e-business will become truly global.
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Some companies elect to build their own international distribution networks. Both
QVC, a televised shopping service, and amazon.com, an online retailer of books, have
distribution centers in Britain and Germany to take advantage of the European Internet
audience and to fulfill more quickly and cheaply the orders generated by their Web sites.
Transactions and the information they provide about the buyers also allow for more cus-
tomization and service by region, market, or even individual customer.

For industries such as music and motion pictures, the Internet is both an opportunity
and a threat. The Web provides a new, efficient method of distribution and customization
of products. Apple corporation uses the Web for both e-commerce and logistics purposes.
The video iPod is a clever example of improved distribution techniques. Instead of mak-
ing a trip to a store to purchase an audio CD a customer can now log into his Web ac-
count at iTunes, download the music and/or video files onto his computer, and then up-
load the files to the iPod, making the distribution aspect of logistics quicker and more
efficient by giving the customer partial control of the process.

At the same time, the Web can be a channel for intellectual property violation through
unauthorized posting and downloading on other sites. For example, Hollywood film pro-
duction CEOs are concerned with the increasing piracy of DVDs. One of the reasons why
it is so difficult to stop theft of intellectual property is because it is simple to download
films illegally from various online sources. Currently companies lose tens of billions of
dollars in sales each year due to such theft.

Logistics and Security

Firms worldwide have been exposed to the vicissitudes of terrorism, which often aims
to disrupt the flow of supply and demand in order to damage economic systems.
Governments are devoting major efforts to improved security measures such as the
screening of shipments and shippers. International marketers may therefore have to
redesign the movements of goods and services. Although a great portion of interna-
tional transactions can today be conducted via e-mail or on the web, products still need
to get to where the customers are. Companies require movement and storage of prod-
ucts to occur with the fewest number of impediments so that products reach customers
on time.

Logistics systems are often the targets of attacks. These systems are the true soft spots
of vulnerability for both nations and firms. Take the issue of sea ports: some 95 percent
of all international trade shipments to the United States arrive by truck and rail. In most
instances, the containers are secured by nothing more than a low cost seal that can be eas-
ily broken. Similar to imported merchandise, exported products also need to be protected
by companies as they leave the country in order to prevent terrorists from contaminating
shipments with the goal of destroying foreign markets together with the reputations of the
exporting firms. 

Security measures instigated by governments will affect the ability of firms to effi-
ciently plan their international shipments. There is now more uncertainty and less con-
trol over the timing of arrivals and departures. There is also a much greater need for
internal control and supervision of shipments. Cargo security will increasingly need not
only to ensure that nothing goes missing, but also that nothing has been added to the
shipment.18

Security measures for international shipments affect the ability of firms to efficiently
plan their distributions. Increased inspections of containers used in international shipping,
new security programs to protect ports, and other new protective policies are decreasing
the efficiency and effectiveness of international shipping and logistics. In consequence,
the costs of value chain and supply chain activities have increased substantially. There is
now more uncertainty and less control over the timing of arrivals and departures. Com-
panies may be inclined to produce more essential products themselves instead of relying
on outside producers to deliver those products on time.

Similarly, costs may rise if companies should choose to purchase goods from suppliers
located in close proximity, or from suppliers which are more familiar–and therefore



apparently more safe–in order to reduce their vulnerability. Companies may also increase
their inventory holdings (especially when inventory comes from an international pro-
ducer) in hope of protecting against delays caused by sudden heightened security mea-
sures against terrorism.19 Holding more inventory or drawing goods from more than one
source will increase the ability to meet the customer’s demand at times when an outside
producer is unable to deliver on time. Flexibility of supply chains is therefore a necessity
when logistics security is at risk from terrorism.20

Firms with a just-in-time regimen are exploring alternative management strategies,
because the process of moving goods has become more expensive. Some firms are con-
sidering replacing international shipments with domestic ones, where transportation via
truck would replace transborder movement and eliminate the use of vulnerable interna-
tional transportation. Further down the line are planning scenarios in which firms con-
sider redesigning their logistics strategies to incorporate the effects of substantial and
long-term interruptions of supplies and operations. 

Another important security problem for logistics is shipping piracy. Even though pirates
are often seen as legends from the past, piracy is very much a part of today’s shipping
security concerns. The 21st century freebooters are highly organized and heavily armed.
Annual cargo crime losses are estimated at $10–20 billion domestically and $30–50 billion
internationally.21

Indonesian and Nigerian shores are the most treacherous areas of the world, as they
are the primary choices for modern pirates.22 Recent piracy maps completed by the In-
ternational Chamber of Commerce can be seen at their Web site.23 Companies conduct-
ing business in the surrounding areas have to face higher costs due to security measures
undertaken to prevent severe cargo losses. In order to protect their revenues, export
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The airline industry was shaken by the events of the 9/11
terrorist attacks and their long term direct and indirect
effects. Even in 2005 there were fewer passengers than
prior to 2001, causing more airline companies to operate
in the state of bankruptcy. The risk of continued terrorist
actions has not been eliminated, and millions of bags
transported yearly cause a high security hazard. In 2005,
the Transportation Security Administration will spend
close to $1.45 billion on baggage screening, but will it be
enough to keep our luggage safe? 

Richard Altomare, CEO of Universal Express, Inc., and
president of the Coalition for Luggage Security, suggests
that luggage should never be transported in the same
plane as the passengers. Instead, passengers should be
given a choice of either paying a user fee to the airlines
for transporting their luggage, or finding alternate means
(such as USPS, FedEx) to transport their luggage. Such a
change,Altomare argues, would cut down on the amount
of luggage transported by airlines and bring in new
income to the industry.

Benefits to airlines would be caused by lower operating
costs associated with baggage claims, faster airplane

turnaround due to faster loading and unloading of bags,
and possibly more scheduled flights. All this combined
would save the industry approximately $8 billion a year.
Altomare also suggests that more passengers would be
more enthusiastic about flying if there were lower
security risks involved. Luggage security plays an integral
part in the marketing of airlines. If airlines were more
prepared for terrorist attacks the job of international
marketers would be greatly simplified. Marketers
communicate with travelers, create marketing plans
to advertise the airline, and alter any existing
misconceptions associated with airlines in order to
bring in revenue. Luggage security could be a strongly
emphasized concept because of its potential to fix the
“bear” market of flying.

SOURCES: “Traveler Suitcases Are Cargo and Should Be Shipped
Separately from Passengers, Says Logistics Expert,” Business Wire, May 16,
2005,“Coalition for Luggage Security Announces Member Companies;
American Airlines, UPS, DHL, Greyhound Lines among 15 Companies
Participating in Luggage Security Reform Effort,” Business Wire, July 27,
2005; Richard A.Altomare,“Luggage Security: More Safety, Less Hassle
for American Travelers:A Private Sector Solution,” Coalition for Luggage
Security, 2005.

How Safe is Your Luggage?
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companies have been installing electric fences on their cargo ships.  In spite of large
corporate investments to build security, new cases of attacks happen daily. You can track
them at http://www.cargolaw.com/presentations_casualties.html.

Recycling and Reverse Logistics

By using logistics, the international marketer can play an increasingly important role in
allowing the firm to operate in an environmentally conscious way. Environmental laws, ex-
pectations, and self-imposed goals set by firms are difficult to adhere to without a logistics
orientation that systematically takes these concerns into account. Since laws and regulations
differ across the world, the firm’s efforts need to be responsive to a wide variety of require-
ments. One logistics orientation that has grown in importance due to environmental con-
cerns is the development of reverse distribution systems. Such systems are instrumental in en-
suring that the firm not only delivers the product to the market, but also can retrieve it from
the market for subsequent use, recycling, or disposal. To a growing degree, the ability to
develop such reverse logistics is a key determinant for market acceptance and profitability.

Traditionally businesses have focused on forward logistics even though product
returns, an example of reverse logistics, have always been a fact of business life. With the
growth of direct-to-consumer Internet sales, the reverse supply chain has exploded,
amounting to over $100 billion per year––greater than the GDP of two-thirds of the
world’s countries! Industries facing the highest return volume are magazine/book pub-
lishing (50 percent), catalog retailers (18 to 35 percent), and greeting card companies
(20 to 30 percent).24 Just the disposal of returned merchandise alone can result in major
headaches and costs.

Similar to forward logistics, reverse logistics require quality information and processes,
and the ability to track both at all times. Reverse logistics, however, is also a complex cus-
tomer service, inventory control, information management, cost accounting, and disposal
process. Customers don’t want to wait weeks before charges are removed from their
credit cards, and returned goods idling in warehousing cause both higher carrying costs
and the risk of obsolescence and shrinkage. 

Reverse logistics management is highly specialized. Return and reclamation rates vary
drastically between industries such as cosmetics or pharmaceuticals. The objectives of
successful reverse logistics are the same: recovering the greatest value possible from
returns, maintaining customer loyalty, controlling costs, and harvesting information to
help reduce future returns. Successful reverse logistics greatly affects a company’s bottom
line. Idle electronic and computer parts in inventory lose 12 percent of value each month.
Conversely, efficient management of returns can reduce companies’ annual logistics costs
by as much as 10 percent. 

Society is beginning to recognize that retrieval should not be restricted to short-term
consumer goods, such as bottles. Rather, it may be even more important to devise sys-
tems that enable the retrieval and disposal of long-term capital goods, such as cars, re-
frigerators, air conditioners, and industrial goods, with the least possible burden on the
environment. Increasingly, governments establish rules that hold the manufacturer
responsible for the ultimate disposal of the product at the end of its economic life. In
Germany, for example, car manufacturers are required to take back their used vehicles
for dismantling and recycling. The design of such long-term systems across the world
may well be one of the key challenges and opportunities for the logistician and will re-
quire close collaboration with all other functions in the firm, such as design, production,
and sales.

On the transportation side, logistics managers will need to expand their involvement in
carrier and routing selection. Shippers of oil or other potentially hazardous materials are
increasingly expected to ensure that the carriers used have excellent safety records and
use only double-hulled ships. Society may even expect corporate involvement in choos-
ing the route that the shipment will travel, preferring routes that are far from ecologically
important and sensitive zones.

http://www.cargolaw.com/presentations_casualties.html


In the packaging field, environmental concerns are also growing on the part of indi-
viduals and governments. Increasingly, it is expected that the amount of packaging mate-
rials used is minimized and that the materials used are more environmentally friendly.

Companies need to learn how to simultaneously achieve environmental and eco-
nomic goals. Esprit, the apparel maker, and The Body Shop, a British cosmetics pro-
ducer, screen all their suppliers for environmental and socially responsible practices. ISO
14000 is a standard specifically targeted at encouraging international environmental prac-
tices by evaluating companies both at the organization level (management systems,
environmental performance, and environmental auditing) and at the product level (life-
cycle assessment, labeling, and product standards).25 From the environmental perspec-
tive, those practices are desirable that bring about fewer shipments, less handling, and
more direct movement. Such practices are to be weighed against optimal efficiency rout-
ings, including just-in-time inventory and quantity discount purchasing. For example,
even though a just-in-time inventory system may connote highly desirable inventory sav-
ings, the resulting cost of frequent delivery, additional highway congestion, and incre-
mental air pollution also need to be factored into the planning horizon. Firms will need
to assert leadership in such trade-off considerations in order to provide society with a
better quality of life.
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Summary

Competitiveness depends on cost efficiency. International
logistics and supply chain management are of major impor-
tance because distribution comprises between 10 and
30 percent of the total landed cost of an international order.

International logistics is concerned with the flow of
materials into, through, and out of the international
corporation and includes materials management as well
as physical distribution. The logistician must recognize
the total systems demands of the firm in order to develop
trade-offs between various logistics components. By tak-
ing a supply chain perspective, the marketing manager
can develop logistics systems that are highly customer-
focused and very cost-efficient. Implementation of such
a system requires close collaboration between all mem-
bers of the supply chain.

International logistics differs from domestic activities
in that it deals with greater distances, new variables, and
greater complexity because of country-specific differ-
ences. The international marketer needs to understand
transportation infrastructures in other countries and
modes of transportation such as ocean shipping and air-
freight. The choice among these modes will depend on
the customer’s demands and the firm’s transit time, pre-
dictability, and cost requirements. In addition, noneco-
nomic factors such as government regulations weigh
heavily in this decision.

Inventory management is another major considera-
tion. Inventories abroad are expensive to maintain yet
often crucial for international success. The marketer
must evaluate requirements for order cycle times and
customer service levels in order to develop an interna-
tional inventory policy that can also serve as a strategic
management tool.

The marketer must also deal with international stor-
age issues and determine where to locate inventories.
International warehouse space will have to be leased or
purchased and decisions made about utilizing foreign
trade zones.

International packaging is important because it ensures
arrival of the merchandise at the ultimate destination in
safe condition. In developing packaging requirements,
the marketer must consider environmental concerns as
well as climate, freight, and handling conditions.

International logistics management is growing in
importance. The marketer must consider the benefits
and the drawbacks that the information technology
revolution has brought to supply chain and logistics
activities. Increasingly, better implementation of change
in logistics is key to defining a firm’s competitiveness.

Security concerns have also greatly affected the plan-
ning and implementation of the logistics interface. In
previous decades many governmental efforts were de-
voted to speeding up transactions across borders. Now
national security concerns are forcing governments to
construct new barriers to entry and conduct new in-
spections. Distribution and logistics are also susceptible
to indirect effects of terrorism that may arise when, for
instance, companies choose to hold more inventory
because of the fear of not receiving shipments in time
due to terrorist attacks. Flexibility of supply chains to
allow for disruptions caused by terrorism is therefore a
necessary component of conducting business in this day
and age. Companies also will have to think about the
need to build reverse logistics systems, when customer
returns and recycling activities make such systems a
necessity.
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Key Terms

materials management
physical distribution
systems concept
total cost concept
trade-off concept
supply chain management
currency variation

transportation mode
liner service

bulk service

tramp service
container ships
density
reliability
bill of lading
shipper’s export declaration
shipper’s declaration for dangerous

goods
consular invoice
certificate of origin

import license
foreign exchange license
international freight forwarder
customs broker
inventory carrying costs
ABC analysis
third-party (3PL) logistics
piracy
reverse distribution systems

Questions for Discussion

1. What kind of transportation issues should a
logistics manager consider when the firm is going
international?

2. Why should customer service levels differ
internationally? Is it, for example, ethical to offer
a lower customer service level in developing
countries than in industrialized countries?

3. How can an improved logistics infrastructure
contribute to the economic development of China?

4. What are the major differences between centralized
and decentralized logistics management?

5. What options are available for securing logistics
systems from terrorism? 

6. What steps can logisticians take to make their
efforts more environmentally friendly?

Internet Exercises

1. What type of transportation information is available
to exporters? Go to http://www.ups.com and
http://www.marad.com and give examples of
transportation links that an exporter would find
helpful and why. 

2. Determine the length of transit time a shipment
takes between two international destinations. What
else should you know before making a shipping
decision? Go to http://www.apl.com and click on
“Schedules.”
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The U.S. Internal Revenue Service has begun to look
more closely at transfer pricing on sales of goods and
services among subsidiaries or between subsidiaries and
the parent company. It has filed claims against hundreds
of companies in recent years, claiming that multinational
companies too often manipulate intracompany pricing to
minimize their worldwide tax bills. Experts calculate that
foreign-based multinationals evade at least $20 billion in
U.S. taxes. Other countries have also strengthened their
review systems. Japan has created specific transfer pricing
legislation that penalizes marketers for not providing
information in time to meet deadlines set by the gov-
ernment. German tax authorities are carefully checking
intracompany charges to deem their appropriateness.

In its biggest known victory, the IRS made its case that
Japan’s Toyota had been systematically overcharging its
U.S. subsidiary for years on most of the cars, trucks, and
parts sold in the United States.What would have been
profits in the United States were now accrued in Japan.
Toyota denied improprieties but agreed to a reported 
$1 billion settlement, paid in part with tax rebates from
the government of Japan.

Japan struck back.The Japanese National Tax
Administration Agency (NTAA) charged the Coca-Cola
Co. with a $145 million tax deficiency for 1990–1992.

They also hit AIU Insurance Co., the Japanese subsidiary
of giant American International Group Inc., with an
$87 million bill that was later reduced to $37 million
in a settlement.“There is clearly a war going on,” says a
Tokyo lawyer who advises foreign companies on Japanese
tax laws. Some fear that the agency will target sectors in
which U.S. firms are doing well, such as pharmaceuticals,
computers, and chemicals, for retaliatory tax investi-
gations. Companies would also be questioned over
intangibles, such as R&D and marketing costs, which 
are typically higher for U.S. firms.

Other countries are also trying to tap into what they 
see as a potentially lucrative revenue stream.The
German tax agency is heightening audit activity beyond
what they ordinarily do. Fear is widespread, therefore,
that an all-out tax war is about to erupt.To avoid that,
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) published its transfer-pricing
guidelines in mid-1995, with periodic revisions since
then. Experts also speculate that the European Court
may move to standardize corporate tax rates within the
EU, which would please high-taxing Germany and France
but concern lower-taxing Britian and Ireland.

Until recently, countries such as Argentina, Brazil, China,
and Mexico relied on other mechanisms, such as



S
uccessful pricing is a key element in the marketing mix. Many executives
believe that developing a pricing capability is essential to business survival,
and rank pricing as second only to the product variable in importance among
the concerns to marketing managers.1 This chapter will focus on price setting

by multinational corporations that have direct inventories in other countries. This involves
the pricing of sales to members of the corporate family as well as pricing within the indi-
vidual markets in which the company operates. With increased economic integration and
globalization of markets, the coordination of pricing strategies between markets becomes
more important. At the same time, marketers may have to develop creative solutions to
respond to financial crises, or to buyers who want to attach strings to their purchases (due
to the size of the deal, or because they may not have the traditional means with which to
pay for their purchases).

Transfer Pricing

Transfer pricing, or intracorporate pricing, is the pricing of sales to members of the extended
corporate family. With rapid globalization and consolidation across borders, estimates
have up to two-thirds of world trade taking place between related parties, including ship-
ments and transfers from parent company to affiliates as well as trade between alliance
partners.2 This means that transfer pricing has to be managed in a world characterized by
different tax rates, different foreign exchange rates, varying governmental regulations, and
other economic and social challenges, as seen in The International Marketplace 17.1.
Allocation of resources among the various units of the multinational corporation requires
the central management of the corporation to establish the appropriate transfer price to
achieve the following objectives:

1. Competitiveness in the international marketplace

2. Reduction of taxes and tariffs
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exchange controls, high import duties, and other
nontariff barriers, to protect their tax bases. However, as
those regimes are being abolished as part of multilateral
and regional agreements, transfer pricing rules are being
enacted to do the same job.Across emerging markets,
governments are following the lead of the Europeans
and North Americans in implementing and enforcing
documentation requirements and backing them up with
harsh penalties for violations.

Increasing communication among tax authorities is
having a dramatic effect and will continue to accelerate,
especially with the trend toward shifting profits.
Historically, transfer pricing from the point of view of
a U.S. company meant the shifting of income out of
the United States, but with the corporate tax rate at
34 percent, many U.S. companies are now trying to use
transfer pricing to shift profits into the country.Thus,
U.S. multinationals must be prepared to justify transfer
pricing policies on two or more fronts.

The entire tax equation has become more complicated
because of changes in customs duties. In many countries,
revenues from customs and indirect taxes are greater

than revenue from corporate taxes.Authorities will
jealously guard the income stream from customs taxes,
and marketers could find gains on income taxes erased
by losses on customs taxes.

Most multinationals are moving cautiously. Glen White,
director of taxes at Dow Chemical, stresses this point.
“I don’t think anybody can afford to have a transfer-
pricing system that cannot be revealed to all the relevant
governments.”

SOURCES: “Globalization Increases Complexity of Transfer Pricing,” Ernst
and Young, November 17, 2005, available at http://www.ey.com;Wagdy M.
Abdallah, Critical Concerns in Transfer Pricing and Practice (New York:
Praeger, 2004), chapter 2; Peter H. Blessing,“U.S.Targets Foreign-Based
Companies,” International Tax Review 13 (no. 8, 2002): 29–31; Erika
Morphy,“Asia Taxes: Beastly Burdens,” Global Business, February 2000,
38–41;“Gimme Shelter : Is Tax Competition Among Countries a Good
or Bad Thing?,” The Economist, January 29, 2000; Erika Morphy,“Global
Reaching,” Export Today, May 1999, 60–76;“Transfer Pricing Problem,”
Journal of Commerce, November 14, 1997, 3A;“Here Comes the Great
Global Tax War,” Business Week, May 30, 1994, 55–56;“Pricing Yourself
into a Market,” Business Asia, December 21, 1992, 1;“The Corporate Shell
Game,” Newsweek, April 15, 1991, 48–49; and “Worldwide Tax Authorities
Promise Increased Scrutiny of Transfer Pricing,” Business International
Money Report, February 22, 1988, 72. See http://www.oecd.org for The
OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines, 1998; see also http://www.irs.ustreas.gov
for Development of IRC 482 Cases.

http://www.ey.com
http://www.oecd.org
http://www.irs.ustreas.gov
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3. Management of cash flows

4. Minimization of foreign exchange risks

5. Avoidance of conflicts with home and host governments

6. Internal concerns such as goal congruence and motivation of subsidiary managers3

Intracorporate sales can so easily change the consolidated global results that they
compose one of the most important ongoing decision areas in the company. This is quite
a change from the past when many executives dismissed internal pricing as the sole
responsibility of the accounting department and as a compliance matter. Transfer pricing,
when viewed from a company-wide perspective, enhances operational performance
(including marketing), minimizes the overall tax burden, and reduces legal exposure both
at home and abroad.4 According to an annual survey, the portion of multinationals citing
transfer pricing as the most important issue in terms of taxation has grown from one-half
to two-thirds, and at the subsidiary level this importance is even more pronounced.5

Transfer prices can be based on costs or on market prices.6 The cost approach uses an
internally calculated cost with a percentage markup added. The market price approach is
based on an established market selling price, and the products are usually sold at that
price minus a discount to allow some margin of profit for the buying division. In general,
cost-based prices are easier to manipulate because the cost base itself may be any one of
these three: full cost, variable cost, or marginal cost.

Factors that have a major influence on intracompany prices are listed in Exhibit 17.1.
Market conditions in general, and those relating to the competitive situation in particular,
are typically mentioned as key variables in balancing operational goals and tax considera-
tions. In some markets, especially in the Far East, competition may prevent the international
marketer from pricing at will. Prices may have to be adjusted to meet local competition with
lower labor costs. This practice may provide entry to the market and a reasonable profit to
the affiliate. However, in the long term, it may also become a subsidy to an inefficient busi-
ness. Further, tax and customs authorities may object because underpricing means that the
seller is earning less income than it would otherwise receive in the country of origin and is
paying duties on a lower base price on entry to the destination country.

Economic conditions in a market, especially the imposition of controls on movements
of funds, may require the use of transfer pricing to allow the company to repatriate rev-
enues. As an example, a U.S.-based multinational corporation with central procurement
facilities required its subsidiaries to buy all raw materials from the parent; it began charg-
ing a standard 7 percent for its services, which include guaranteeing on-time delivery and
appropriate quality. The company estimates that its revenue remittances from a single
Latin American country, which had placed restrictions on remittances from subsidiaries to
parent companies, increased by $900,000 after the surcharge was put into effect.7

Influences on Transfer Pricing Decisions

17.1
Exhibit

1. Market conditions in target countries
2. Competition in target countries
3. Corporate taxes at home and in target countries
4. Economic conditions in target countries
5. Import restrictions
6. Customs duties
7. Price controls
8. Exchange controls
9. Reasonable profit for foreign affiliates

SOURCE: Compiled from Robert Feinschreiber, Transfer Pricing Handbook (New York: John Wiley & Sons,
2002), chapter 1 (“Business Facets of Transfer Pricing”); and Jane O. Burns,“Transfer Pricing Decisions in
U.S. Multinational Corporations,” Journal of International Business Studies 11 (Fall 1980): 23–39.



A new dimension is emerging with the increase in e-commerce activity. Given a lack
of clear understanding and agreement of tax authorities on taxation of electronic transfer
pricing activities, companies have to be particularly explicit on how pricing decisions are
made to avoid transfer-price audits.8

International transfer pricing objectives may lead to conflicting objectives, especially if
the influencing factors vary dramatically from one market to another. For example, it may
be quite difficult to perfectly match subsidiary goals with the global goals of the multina-
tional corporation. Specific policies should therefore exist that would motivate subsidiary
managers to avoid making decisions that would be in conflict with overall corporate
goals. If transfer pricing policies lead to an inaccurate financial measure of the subsidiary’s
performance, this should be taken into account when a performance evaluation is made.

Use of Transfer Prices to Achieve Corporate Objectives
Three philosophies of transfer pricing have emerged over time: (1) cost-based (direct cost
or cost-plus), (2) market-based (discounted “dealer” price derived from end market
prices), and (3) arm’s-length price, or the price that unrelated parties would have reached
on the same transaction. The rationale for transferring at cost is that it increases the prof-
its of affiliates, and their profitability will eventually benefit the entire corporation. In most
cases, cost-plus is used, requiring every affiliate to be a profit center. Deriving transfer
prices from the market is the most marketing-oriented method because it takes local
conditions into account. Arm’s-length pricing is favored by many constituents, such as
governments, to ensure proper intracompany pricing. However, the method becomes dif-
ficult when sales to outside parties do not occur in a product category. Additionally, it is
often difficult to convince external authorities that true negotiation occurs between two
entities controlled by the same parent. In a study of 32 U.S. based multinational corpora-
tions operating in Latin America, a total of 57 percent stated that they use a strategy of
arm’s-length pricing for their shipments, while the others used negotiated prices, cost-
plus, or some other method.9 Generally tax authorities will honor agreements among
companies provided those agreements are commercially reasonable and the companies
abide by the agreements consistently.10

The effect of environmental influences in overseas markets can be alleviated by ma-
nipulating transfer prices at least in principle. High transfer prices on goods shipped to a
subsidiary and low ones on goods imported from it will result in minimizing the tax lia-
bility of a subsidiary operating in a country with a high income tax. The effective corpo-
rate tax rate in the United States is 40 percent (35 percent federal), while the average rate
in the EU is 31.32 percent, in Latin America 30.2 percent, and in Asia 30.37 percent.11

Many of the new members of the European Union have cut their rates the most; for
example Poland and Slovakia to 19 percent. This may give multinationals a reason to
report higher profits outside of the United States. On the other hand, a higher transfer
price may have an effect on the import duty, especially if it is assessed on an ad valorem
basis. Exceeding a certain threshold may boost the duty substantially when the product is
considered a luxury and will have a negative impact on the subsidiary’s competitive pos-
ture. Adjusting transfer prices for the opposite effects of taxes and duties is, therefore, a
delicate balancing act.

Transfer prices may be adjusted to balance the effects of fluctuating currencies when
one partner is operating in a low-inflation environment and the other in one of rampant
inflation. Economic restrictions such as controls on dividend remittances and allowable
deductions for expenses incurred can also be blunted. For example, if certain services
performed by corporate headquarters (such as product development or strategic planning
assistance) cannot be charged to the subsidiaries, costs for these services can be recouped
by increases in the transfer prices of other product components. A subsidiary’s financial
and competitive position can be manipulated by the use of lower transfer prices. Start-up
costs can be lowered, a market niche carved more quickly, and long-term survival guar-
anteed. Ultimately, the entire transfer price and taxation question is best dealt with at a
time when the company is considering a major expansion or restructuring of operations.
For example, if it fits the overall plan, a portion of a unit’s R&D and marketing activities
could be funded in a relatively low tax jurisdiction.
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Transfer pricing problems grow geometrically as all of the subsidiaries with differing
environmental concerns are added to the planning exercise, calling for more detailed
intracompany data for decision making. Further, fluctuating exchange rates make the
planning even more challenging. However, to prevent double taxation and meet arm’s-
length requirements, it is essential that the corporation’s pricing practices be uniform.
Many have adopted a philosophy that calls for an obligation to maintain a good-citizen
fiscal approach (that is, recognizing the liability to pay taxes and duties in every country
of operation and to avoid artificial tax-avoidance schemes) and a belief that the primary
goal of transfer pricing is to support and develop commercial activities.12 Some compa-
nies make explicit mention of this obligation of good citizenship in their corporate codes
of conduct.

Transfer Pricing Challenges
Transfer pricing policies face two general types of challenges. The first is internal to the
multinational corporation and concerns the motivation of those affected by the pricing
policies of the corporation. The second, an external one, deals with relations between the
corporation and tax authorities in both the home country and the host countries.

Performance Measurement
Manipulating intracorporate prices complicates internal control measures and, without
proper documentation, will cause major problems. If the firm operates on a profit center
basis, some consideration must be given to the effect of transfer pricing on the sub-
sidiary’s apparent profit performance and its actual performance. To judge a subsidiary’s
profit performance as not satisfactory when it was targeted to be a net source of funds can
easily create morale problems. The situation may be further complicated by cultural dif-
ferences in the subsidiary’s management, especially if the need to subsidize less-efficient
members of the corporate family is not made clear. An adjustment in the control mecha-
nism is called for to give appropriate credit to divisions for their actual contributions. The
method may range from dual bookkeeping to compensation in budgets and profit plans.
Regardless of the method, proper organizational communication is necessary to avoid
conflict between subsidiaries and headquarters.

Taxation
Transfer prices will by definition involve the tax and regulatory jurisdictions of the countries
in which the company does business, as is pointed out in The International Marketplace 17.1.
Sales and transfers of tangible properties and transfers of intangibles such as patent rights
and manufacturing know-how are subject to close review and to determinations about the
adequacy of compensation received. This quite often puts the multinational corporation in
a difficult position. U.S. authorities may think the transfer price is too low, whereas it may
be perceived as too high by the foreign entity, especially if a less-developed country is in-
volved. Section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code gives the Commissioner of the IRS vast
authority to reallocate income between controlled foreign operations and U.S. parents and
between U.S. operations of foreign corporations.

Before the early 1960s, the enforcement efforts under Section 482 were mostly domes-
tic. However, since 1962, the U.S. government has attempted to stop U.S. companies from
shifting U.S. income to their foreign subsidiaries in low- or no-tax jurisdictions and has
affirmed the arm’s-length standard as the principal basis for transfer pricing. Because
unrelated parties normally sell products and services at a profit, an arm’s-length price nor-
mally involves a profit to the seller.

A significant portion of Section 482 adjustments, including those resulting from the
1986 Tax Reform Act, have focused on licensing and other transfer of intangibles such as
patents and trademarks. Historically, transfer pricing from a U.S. company’s point of view
has meant the shifting of income out of the United States, but, in cases of the U.S. having
a lower corporate tax rate, the question now is how to use transfer pricing to shift profits
into the United States. For example, Japan’s corporate tax rate is 42 percent.
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According to Section 482, there are six methods of determining an arm’s-length price.
The company can choose the approach as long as it is the procedure that provided the
most accurate price for its unique situation.13

1. The comparable uncontrolled price method

2. The resale price method

3. The cost-plus method

4. The comparable profits method

5. The profit split method

6. Any other reasonable method

Beginning with the 1994 tax return, U.S. firms have had to disclose the pricing method they
use so that the IRS can ascertain that the price was established using the arm’s-length prin-
ciple.14 Guidelines of the OECD for transfer pricing are similar to those used by U.S.
authorities.15 Some experts who argue that the arm’s-length standard is only applicable for
commodities businesses have proposed a simpler system that allocates profits by a formula
such as that of the state of California, which factors in percentages of world sales, assets,
and other indicators. The rapid changes in international marketing caused by e-business
will also have an impact on transfer pricing. Although transactions involving e-commerce
represent new ways of conducting business, the fundamental economic relationships will
remain the same. As a result, the existing principle of arm’s length will probably be retained
and adapted to address cross-border activities in a virtual economy.16

The starting point for testing the appropriateness of transfer prices is a comparison with
comparable uncontrolled transactions, involving unrelated parties. Uncontrolled prices
exist when (1) sales are made by members of the multinational corporation to unrelated
parties, (2) purchases are made by members of the multinational corporation from unre-
lated parties, and (3) sales are made between two unrelated parties, neither of which is a
member of the multinational corporation. In some cases, marketers have created third-party
trading where none existed before. Instead of selling 100 percent of the product in a mar-
ket to a related party, the seller can arrange a small number of direct transactions with un-
related parties to create a benchmark against which to measure related-party transactions.

If this method does not apply, the resale method can be used. This usually applies best
to transfers to sales subsidiaries for ultimate distribution. The arm’s-length approximation
is arrived at by subtracting the subsidiary’s profit from an uncontrolled selling price. The
appropriateness of the amount is determined by comparison with a similar product being
marketed by the multinational corporation.

The cost-plus approach is most applicable for transfers of components or unfinished
goods to overseas subsidiaries. The arm’s-length approximation is achieved by adding an
appropriate markup for profit to the seller’s total cost of the product.17 The key is to apply
such markups consistently over time and across markets. 

The two methods focused on profits are based on the functional analysis approach.
The functional analysis measures the profits of each of the related companies and com-
pares them with the proportionate contribution to total income of the corporate group or
comparable multinational marketers. It addresses the question of what profit would have
been reported if the intercorporate transactions had involved unrelated parties. Under-
standing the functional interrelationships of the various parties (that is, which entity does
what) is basic to determining each entity’s economic contribution via-à-vis total income of
the corporate group.

Such comparisons, however, are not always possible even under the most favorable
circumstances and may remain burdened with arbitrariness.18 Comparisons are impossible
for products that are unique or when goods are traded only with related parties. Adjusting
price comparisons for differences in the product mix, or for the inherently different facts
and circumstances surrounding specific transactions between unrelated parties, undermines
the reliance that can be placed on any such comparisons.

Since 1991, the Internal Revenue Service has been signing “advance pricing” agreements
(APAs) with multinational corporations to stem the tide of unpaid U.S. income taxes. By
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January 1, 2006, a total of 631 such agreements were completed and 242 were under
negotiation.19 Since 1998, special provisions have been made for small and medium-sized
companies to negotiate such arrangements. Agreement on transfer pricing is set ahead of
time, thus eliminating court challenges and costly audits. The harsh penalties have also
caused companies to consider APAs. In the United States, a transfer pricing violation can
result in a 40 percent penalty on the amount of underpayment, whereas in Mexico the
penalty can reach 100 percent. The main criticism of this approach is the exorbitant amounts
of staff time that each agreement requires as well as the amount of information that may have
to be disclosed.20 Some also argue that such agreements may result in worse transfer pricing
systems, from the corporate point of view, because companies with effective intracompany
bargaining processes may have to replace them with poorly designed ones to satisfy the tax
authorities.21 Some companies have expressed concern about sitting down with tax author-
ities in general, for fear of some other issues emerging. Additionally, in many countries all
information disclosed to tax authorities under an APA might become available to the public.
In general, the costs and concerns about APAs have been reduced considerably in the recent
past. For example, more of the data needed are online, and software has been developed to
address the issue. A study can be had for $15,000, and many of the big accounting firms
include these studies as part of their global tax strategy services.22 In cases in which a com-
pany is doing business in a country that has a bilateral tax treaty with the home government
(e.g., the United States and Germany), the company can seek a bilateral APA that is negoti-
ated simultaneously with the tax authorities of both countries.

The most difficult of cases are those involving intangibles, because comparables are
absent in most cases.23 The IRS requires that the price or royalty rate for any cross-border
transfer be commensurate with income; that is, it must result in a fair distribution of income
between the units. This requires marketers to analyze and attach a value to each business
function (R&D, manufacturing, assembly, marketing services, and distribution). Comparable
transactions, when available—or, if absent, industry norms—should be used to calculate
the rates of return for each function. Take, for example, a subsidiary that makes a $100
profit on the sale of a product manufactured with technology developed and licensed by
the U.S. parent. If the firm identifies rates of return for manufacturing and distribution of
30 percent and 10 percent, then $40 of the profit must be allocated to the subsidiary. The
remaining $60 would be taxable income to the parent.24 Needless to say, many of the
analyses have to be quite subjective, especially in cases that involve the transfer of intel-
lectual property, and may lead to controversies and disputes with tax authorities.25

Pricing within Individual Markets

Pricing within the individual markets in which the company operates is determined by
(1) corporate objectives, (2) costs, (3) customer behavior and market conditions, (4) mar-
ket structure, and (5) environmental constraints.26 Because all these factors vary among
the countries in which the multinational corporation might have a presence, the pricing
policy is under pressure to vary as well. With price holding a position of importance with
customers, a market-driven firm must be informed and sensitive to customer views and
realities.27 This is especially critical for those marketers wanting to position their products
as premium alternatives.

Although many global marketers, both U.S.-based28 and foreign-based,29 emphasize
nonprice methods of competition, they rank pricing high as a marketing tool overseas,
even though the nondomestic pricing decisions are made at the middle management level
in a majority of firms. Pricing decisions also tend to be made more at the local level, with
coordination from headquarters in more strategic decision situations.30 With increased
trade liberalization and advanced economic integration, this coordination is becoming
more important.

Corporate Objectives
Global marketers must set and adjust their objectives, both financial (such as return on
investment) and marketing-related (such as maintaining or increasing market share), based
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on the prevailing conditions in each of their markets. Pricing may well influence the overall
strategic moves of the company as a whole. This is well illustrated by the decision of many
foreign-based companies, automakers for example, to begin production in the United States
rather than to continue exporting. To remain competitive in the market, many have had to
increase the dollar component of their output. Apart from trade barriers, many have had
their market shares erode because of higher wages in their home markets, increasing ship-
ping costs, and unfavorable exchange rates. Market share very often plays a major role in
pricing decisions in that marketers may be willing to sacrifice immediate earnings for mar-
ket share gain or maintenance. This is especially true in highly competitive situations; for
example, during a period of extremely high competitive activity in Japan in the mainframe
sector, the local Fujitsu’s one-year net income was only 5 percent of sales, compared with
IBM’s 12.7 percent worldwide and 7.6 percent in Japan. In the longer term, situations of this
type may require cross-subsidization from other geographic units.

Pricing decisions will also vary depending on the pricing situation. The basics of first-
time pricing, price adjustment, and product line pricing as discussed earlier apply to pricing
within nondomestic situations as well. For example, companies such as Kodak and Xerox,
which introduce all of their new products worldwide within a very short time period, have
an option of either skimming or penetration pricing. If the product is an innovation, the
marketer may decide to charge a premium for the product. If, however, competition is
keen or expected to increase in the near future, lower prices may be used to make the
product more attractive to the buyers and the market less attractive to the competition.
The Korean conglomerates (such as Daewoo, Goldstar, Hyundai, and Samsung) were able
to penetrate and capture the low end of many consumer goods markets in both the United
States and Europe based on price competitiveness over the past ten years (as shown in
Exhibit 17.2). In the last few years, Chinese marketers have used similar pricing strategies
to establish market positions. For example, Shanghai-based SVA Group sells LCD and
plasma TV sets through channels such as Costco and Target at prices that are 30 percent
below those of Panasonic from Japan.31

For the most part, the Koreans have competed in the world marketplace, especially
against the Japanese, on price rather than product traits, with the major objective of cap-
turing a foothold in various markets. For example, Samsung was able to gain access to
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The Price Edge Game

Chinese
Korean Brand Japanese Brand Brand

Product 1985 1996 2000 2006 1985 1996 2000 2006 2006

Subcompact autos Excel/Accent Sentra Chery
(Hyundai) (Nissan) QQ

$5,500 $9,079 $9,699 $12,455 $7,600 $11,499 $11,649 $13,200 $7,500

DVD Videocassette recorders Samsung Toshiba
$270 $260 $120 $99 $350 $430 $199 $119 N/A

Compact refrigerators Goldstar Sanyo Haier
$149 $150 $149 $149 $265 $180 $99 $159 $128

13-inch color televisions Samsung Hitachi/SONY
$148 $179 $170 $130 $189 $229 $180 $140 N/A

Microwave ovens Goldstar Toshiba
$149 $120 $130 $95 $180 $140 $130 $100 N/A

SOURCE: Originally published in L. Helm, "The Koreans Are Coming," Business Week, December 23, 1985, 46–52; direct manufacturer/retailer
inquiries, December 1996, March 2000, and February 2006. In the absence of information/availability, a similar make/model has been used based
on Consumer Reports data.

17.2
Exhibit



U.S. markets when J.C. Penney was looking for lower-priced microwave ovens in the
early 1980s. Samsung’s ovens retailed for $299, whereas most models averaged between
$350 and $400 at the time.32 However, substantial strides in production technology and
relentless marketing have started to make Korean products serious competitors in the
medium to high price brackets as well.33 In many cases, Koreans have been able to close
the price gap and, in some cases, they have abandoned certain segments altogether. For
example, in the compact refrigerator market, the Chinese have taken over.34

Price changes may be frequent if the company’s objective is to undersell a major com-
petitor. A marketer may, for example, decide to maintain a price level 10 to 20 percent
below that of a major competitor; price changes would be necessary whenever the com-
petitor made significant changes in its prices. Price changes may also be required because
of changes in foreign exchange rates. Many marketers were forced to increase prices in
the United States on goods of non-U.S. origin when the dollar weakened during the early
to mid-1990s and since early 2002. 

With longer-term unfavorable currency changes, marketers have to improve their effi-
ciency and/or shift production bases. For example, Japanese car manufacturers transplanted
more manufacturing into the United States to ensure that yen–dollar changes did not have
as sharp an impact as they once did. Furthermore, design and production was improved so
that profitability could be maintained even at 80 or 85 yen to the dollar. When 1996 yen
values were over 110 to the dollar, Japanese companies were able to cut prices 1.1 per-
cent for the 1997 model year, while their U.S. competitors increased them by 2.8 percent
on the average.35

Product line pricing occurs typically in conjunction with positioning decisions. The
global marketer may have a premium line as well as a standard line and, in some cases,
may sell directly to retailers for their private label sales. Products facing mass markets have
keener competition and smaller profit margins than premium products, which may well
be priced more liberally because there is less competition. For example, for decades,
Caterpillar’s big ticket items virtually sold themselves. But environmental factors, such as
the U.S. budget deficit, and the Asian crisis, resulted in fewer large-scale highway and
construction projects. The company then expanded to smaller equipment to remain com-
petitive globally.

Costs
Costs are frequently used as a basis for price determination largely because they are eas-
ily measured and provide a floor under which prices cannot go in the long term. These
include procurement, manufacturing, logistics, and marketing costs, as well as overhead.
Quality at an affordable price drives most procurement systems. The decision to turn to
offshore suppliers may often be influenced by their lower prices, which enable the mar-
keter to remain competitive.36 Locating manufacturing facilities in different parts of the
world may lower various costs, such as labor or distribution costs, although this may cre-
ate new challenges. While a market may be attractive as far as labor costs are concerned,
issues such as productivity, additional costs (such as logistics), and political risk will have
to be factored in. Furthermore, a country may lose its attraction due to increasing costs
(for example, the average industrial wage rose 110 percent in Korea in the 1990s), and the
marketer may have to start the cycle anew by going to new markets (such as Indonesia
or Vietnam).

Varying inflation rates will have a major impact on the administration of prices, espe-
cially because they are usually accompanied by government controls. The task of the par-
ent company is to aid subsidiaries in their planning to ensure reaching margin targets
despite unfavorable market conditions. Most experienced companies in the emerging
markets generally have strong country managers who create significant value through
their understanding of the local environment. Their ability to be more agile in a turbulent
environment is a significant competitive advantage. Inflationary environments call for
constant price adjustments; in markets with hyperinflation, pricing may be in a stable
currency such as the U.S. dollar or the euro with daily translation into the local currency.
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In such volatile environments, the marketer may want to shift supply arrangements to
cost-effective alternatives, pursue rapid inventory turnovers, shorten credit terms, and
make sure contracts have appropriate safety mechanisms against inflation (e.g., choice of
currency or escalator clause).

The opposite scenario may also be encountered; that is, prices cannot be increased due
to economic conditions. Inflation has been kept in check in developed economies for
a number of reasons. Globalization has increased the number of competitors, and the
Internet has made it easy for customers to shop for the lowest prices. Big intermediaries,
such as Wal-Mart, are demanding prices at near cost from their suppliers. In Europe, the
advent of the euro has made prices even more transparent.37 A survey of executives from
134 countries revealed that 59 percent of the respondents did not expect to be able to
raise prices in the coming year.38 Strategies for thriving in disinflationary times may
include (1) target pricing, in which efficiencies are sought in production and marketing to
meet price-driven costing; (2) value pricing, to move away from coupons, discounts, and
promotions to everyday low prices; (3) stripping down products, to offer quality without
all the frills; (4) adding value by introducing innovative products sold at a modest premium
(accompanied by strong merchandising and promotion) but perceived by customers to be
worth it; and (5) getting close to customers by using new technologies (such as the Internet
and EDI) to track their needs and company costs more closely.39

Internally, controversy may arise in determining which manufacturing and marketing
costs to include. For example, controversy may arise over the amounts of research and
development to charge to subsidiaries or over how to divide the costs of a pan-regional
advertising campaign when costs are incurred primarily on satellite channels and viewership
varies dramatically from one market to the next.

Demand and Market Factors
Demand will set a price ceiling in a given market. Despite the difficulties in obtaining data
on foreign markets and forecasting potential demand, the global marketer must make
judgments concerning the quantities that can be sold at different prices in each foreign
market. The global marketer must understand the price elasticity of consumer demand to
determine appropriate price levels, especially if cost structures change. A status-conscious
market that insists on products with established reputations will be inelastic, allowing for
far more pricing freedom than a market where price-consciousness drives demand. Many
U.S. and European companies have regarded Japan as a place to sell premium products
at premium prices. With the increased information and travel that globalization has
brought about, status-consciousness is being replaced by a more practical consumerist
sensibility: top quality at competitive prices.

The marketer’s freedom in making pricing decisions is closely tied to customer per-
ceptions of the product offering and the marketing communication tied to it. Toyota is
able to outsell Chevys, which are identical and both produced by NUMMI Inc., which is
a joint venture between Toyota and GM, even though its version (the Corolla) is priced
$2,000 higher on the average. Similarly, Korean automakers have had a challenging time
in shedding their image as a risky purchase. For example, consumers who liked the
Hyundai Santa Fe said they would pay $10,000 less because it was a Hyundai.40

Hyundai has made major inroads into improving quality perceptions with its ten-year
drive train warranty policy (which is very expensive, however). The high ratings from
J.D. Power and Associates’ Vehicle Dependability Studies have added validity to these
perceptions.

Prices have to be set keeping in mind not only the ultimate consumers but also the
intermediaries involved. The success of a particular pricing strategy will depend on the
willingness of both the manufacturer and the intermediary to co-operate. For example, if
the marketer wants to undercut its competition, it has to make sure that retailers’ margins
remain adequate and competitive to ensure appropriate implementation. At the same
time, there is enormous pressure on manufacturers’ margins from the side of intermedi-
aries who are growing in both size and global presence. These intermediaries, such as the
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French Carrefour and the British Marks & Spencer, demand low-cost, direct-supply contracts,
which many manufacturers may not be willing or able to furnish.41 The only other option
may be to resort to alternate distribution modes, which may be impossible.

Market Structure and Competition
Competition helps set the price within the parameters of cost and demand. Depending on
the marketer’s objectives and competitive position, it may choose to compete directly 
on price or elect for nonprice measures. If a pricing response is sought, the marketer can
offer bundled prices (e.g., value deals on a combination of products) or loyalty programs
to insulate the firm from a price war. Price cuts can also be executed selectively rather
than across the board. New products can be introduced to counter price challenges. For
example, when Japanese Kao introduced a low-priced diskette to compete against 3M,
rather than drop its prices 3M introduced a new brand, Highland, that effectively flanked
Kao’s competitive incursion. Simply dropping the price on the 3M brand could have badly
diluted its image. On the nonprice front, the company can opt to fight back on quality by
adding and promoting value-adding features.42

If a company’s position is being eroded by competitors who focus on price, the mar-
keter may have no choice but to respond. For example, IBM’s operation in Japan lost mar-
ket share in mainframes largely because competitors undersold the company. A Japanese
mainframe was typically listed at 10 percent less than its IBM counterpart, and it frequently
carried an additional 10 to 20 percent discount beyond that. This created an extremely
competitive market. IBM’s reaction was to respond in kind with aggressive promotion of
its own, with the result that it began regaining its lost share. Motorola and Nokia, the lead-
ing mobile phone makers, are facing tough conditions in the Korean market. In addition
to being competitive in price and quality, local companies such as Samsung and Goldstar
are quick to come up with new models to satisfy the fast-changing needs of consumers
while providing better after-sales service, free of charge or at a marginal price, than the
two global players.43 In a market known for its ethnocentric consumers, the locals have
won the battle.

In some cases, strategic realignment may be needed. To hold on to its eroding worldwide
market share, Caterpillar has strived to shrink costs and move away from its old practice
of competing only by building advanced, enduring machines and selling them at premium
prices. Instead, the company has cut prices and has used strategic alliances overseas to
produce competitive equipment to better suit local and regional needs.

Some marketers can fend off price competition by emphasizing other elements of the
marketing mix, even if they are at an absolute disadvantage in price. Singer Sewing Machine
Co., which gains nearly half its $500 million in non-U.S. sales from developing countries,
emphasizes its established reputation, product quality, and liberal credit terms, as well as
other services (such as sewing classes), rather than compete head-on with lower-cost
producers.44 At $40 to $60, jeans are not affordable to the masses in developing countries.
Arvind Mills, the world’s fifth-largest denim maker, introduced “Ruf & Tuf” jeans—a ready-
to-make kit of jeans components priced at $6 which could be assembled inexpensively by
a local tailor.45

The pricing behavior of a global marketer may come under scrutiny in important market
sectors, such as automobiles or retailing. If local companies lose significant market share
to outsiders as a result of lower prices, they may ask for government interference
against alleged dumping. Wal-Mart resigned from Mexico’s National Retailers Association
to protest an ethics code that members approved prohibiting price comparisons in ads by
their members (on the basis of negative publicity for other retailers). Since ad campaigns
are the key to Wal-Mart’s “everyday low prices” strategy, it had no choice but to leave the
organization.46

Environmental Constraints
Governments influence prices and pricing directly as well. In addition to the policy meas-
ures, such as tariffs and taxes, governments may also elect to directly control price levels.
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Once under price controls, the global marketer has to operate as it would in a regulated
industry. Setting maximum prices has been defended primarily on political grounds: It
stops inflation and an accelerating wage-price spiral, and consumers want it. Supporters
also maintain that price controls raise the income of the poor. Operating in such circum-
stances is difficult. Achieving change in prices can be frustrating; for example, a company
may wait 30 to 45 days for an acknowledgment of a price-increase petition.

To fight price controls, multinational corporations can demonstrate that they are getting
an unacceptable return on investment and that, without an acceptable profit opportunity,
future investments will not be made and production perhaps will be stopped. These have
been the arguments of U.S. and European pharmaceutical marketers in China.47 Cadbury
Schweppes sold its plant in Kenya because price controls made its operation unprofitable.
At one time, Coca-Cola and PepsiCo withdrew their products from the shelves in Mexico
until they received a price increase. Pakistani milk producers terminated their business
when they could not raise prices, and Glaxo Wellcome, a pharmaceutical manufacturer,
canceled its expansion plans in Pakistan because of price controls.

In general, company representatives can cite these consequences in arguing against
price controls: (1) the maximum price often becomes the minimum price if a sector is al-
lowed a price increase, because all businesses in the sector will take it regardless of cost
justification; (2) the wage-price spiral advances vigorously in anticipation of controls;
(3) labor often turns against restrictions because they are usually accompanied by an in-
come policy or wage restrictions; (4) noninflationary wage increases are forestalled;
(5) government control not only creates a costly regulatory body but also is difficult to en-
force; (6) authorities raise less in taxes because less money is made; and (7) a government
may have to bail out many companies with cheap loans or make grants to prevent bank-
ruptcies and unemployment.48 Once price controls are invoked, management will have to
devote much time to resolving the many difficulties that controls present. The best inter-
est of multinational corporations is therefore served by working with governments, espe-
cially in the developing countries, to establish an economic policy centered on a relatively
free market without price controls. This means, for example, that pharmaceutical firms
need to convince governments that their products greatly benefit the public and that their
prices are reasonable. If the companies can point to R&D focused on solving local chal-
lenges, the argument can be made more convincingly.

Dealing with Financial Crises

A series of currency crises have shaken all emerging markets in the last ten years. The
devaluation of the Mexican peso in 1994, the Asian crisis of July 1997, the Russian ruble
collapse of August 1998, the fall of the Brazilian real in January 1999, and the Argentine
default in 2001, have all provided a spectrum of emerging market economic failures, each
with its own complex causes and challenging outlooks.

Causes of the Crises
Both the Mexican and Thai cases of currency devaluation led to regional effects in
which international investors saw Mexico and Thailand as only the first domino in a
long series of failures to come. For example, the historically stable Korean won fell from
Won 900/US$ to Won 1,100/US$ in one month. The reasons for the crises were largely
in three areas allowing comparison: corporate socialism, corporate governance, and
banking stability and management. In 1997, business liabilities exceeded the capacities
of government to bail businesses out, and practices such as lifetime employment were
no longer sustainable. Many firms in the Far East were often controlled by families or
groups related to the governing party of the country. The interests of stockholders and
creditors were secondary in an atmosphere of cronyism. With the speculative invest-
ments made by many banks failing, banks themselves had to close, severely hampering
the ability of businesses to obtain the necessary capital financing needed for operations.
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The pivotal role of banking liquidity was the focus of the International Monetary Fund’s
bail-out efforts.

The Asian crisis had global impact. What started as a currency crisis quickly became a
region-wide recession.49 The slowed economies of the region caused major reductions in
world demand for many products, especially commodities. World oil markets, copper mar-
kets, and agricultural products all saw severe price drops as demand kept falling. These
changes were immediately noticeable in declined earnings and growth prospects for other
emerging economies. The problems of Russia and Brazil were reflections of those declines.
In Argentina, the government defaulted on its debt, blocked Argentines from paying obli-
gations to foreigners, and stopped pegging the peso to the U.S. dollar.50

Effects of the Crises
The collapse of the ruble in Russia and of Russia’s access to international capital markets
brought into question the benefits of a free-market economy, long championed by the
advocates of Western-style democracy. While Russia is the sixth-most populous nation, a
nuclear power, and the holder of a permanent seat in the Security Council of the United
Nations, its economic status is in many ways that of a developing country. There is a
growing middle class, particularly in the largest cities. Some Russian businesses had
revealed glimmerings of respect for shareholders, staff, and customers. Higher standards
were encouraged by a growing international business presence. Many of these positive
changes were put into jeopardy.

In Brazil, similar effects were felt. A total of 30 million consumers left the middle class.
Many of the free-trade experiments within Mercosur were being reevaluated or endangered,
especially by Brazilian moves in erecting tariff barriers. Many of the key sectors, such as
automobiles, were hit by layoffs and suspended production. In Argentina, the supply of
most foreign-made goods was choked off.

Consumer and Marketer Responses
Changes in the economic environment affect both consumers and marketers. Consumer
confidence is eroded and marketers have to weigh their marketing strategies carefully.
Some of these adjustments are summarized in Exhibit 17.3.

Recessions have an impact on consumer spending. For example, the 30 million Brazil-
ians who, as a result of the real crisis, were no longer able to consume in a middle-class
tradition were also lost to many marketers, such as McDonald’s. Rather than buying
hamburgers, they would consume more traditional and therefore less expensive meals.
Similarly, some consumption may turn not only toward local alternatives but even to
generics. Especially hard hit may be big-ticket purchases, such as cars, furniture, and
appliances, that may be put on long-term hold.

Marketers’ responses to these circumstances have varied from abandoning markets
to substantially increasing their efforts. While Daihatsu pulled out of Thailand, GM
decided to stay, with a change in the car model to be produced and reduced produc-
tion volume. Returning to a market having once abandoned it may prove to be diffi-
cult. For example, distribution channels may be blocked by competition, or suspicion
about the long-term commitment of a returnee may surface among local partners.
Deere & Co. would sell its farm equipment in Argentina only if payment was in US$
or to customers with bank accounts abroad.51 Manipulating the marketing mix is also
warranted. Imported products are going to be more expensive, sometimes many times
what the local versions cost. Therefore, emphasizing the brand name, the country of
origin, and other benefits may convince the consumer of a positive value-price rela-
tionship. Adaptive positioning means recasting the product in a new light rather than
changing the product itself. For example, Michelin changed its positioning from “ex-
pensive, but worth it” to “surprisingly affordable” in Asian markets affected by the
crisis.52 If the perceived prices are too high, the product and/or its packaging may have
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to be changed by making the product smaller or the number of units in a pack fewer.
For example, Unilever reduced the size of its ice-cream packs, making them cheaper,
and offers premiums in conjunction with the purchase of soap products (for example,
buy three, get one free).53 Nike’s approach in Asia is described in The International
Marketplace 17.2.

While marketers from North America and Europe may be faced by these challenges,
local companies may have an advantage, not only at home but in international markets as
well. Their lower prices give them an opportunity to expand outside their home markets
or aggressively pursue expansion in new markets. Similarly, companies with sourcing in
markets hit by currency crises may be able to benefit from lower procurement costs.

The most interesting approach in the face of challenges is to increase efforts in building
market share. A number of U.S. companies in Mexico, such as Procter & Gamble, decided
to invest more due to decreasing competition (which resulted from some competitors
leaving) and the increased buying power of their currencies. This strategy is naturally
based on the premise that the market will rebound in the foreseeable future, thus rewarding
investments made earlier.
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Consumer and Marketer Adjustment to Financial Crisis

Consumer Adjustment to Financial Hardship Marketer Adjustment to Financial Hardship

• General reactions • Marketing-mix strategies
Reduce consumption and wastefulness Withdraw from weak markets
More careful decision making Fortify in strong markets
More search for information Acquire weak competitors

Consider youth markets
Resale market for durables

• Product adjustments • Product strategies
Necessities rather than luxuries Prune weak products
Switch to cheaper brands or generics Avoid introducing new products in gaps
Local rather than foreign brands Flanker brands
Smaller quantities/packages Augment products with warranties

Adaptive positioning
• Price adjustments • Pricing strategies

Life-cycle costs—durability/value Improve quality while maintaining price
Emphasis on economical prices Reduce price while maintaining quality

Consider product life-cycle pricing
• Promotion adjustments • Promotion strategies

Rational approach Maintain advertising budget
Reduced attraction to gifts Focus on print media
Information rather than imagery Assurances through rational appeals

Expert endorsements
Advisory tone
Customer loyalty programs
Train sales force to handle objections

• Shopping adjustments • Distribution strategies
Increased window shopping Location is critical
Preference for discount stores Sell in discount and wholesale centers
Fewer end-of-aisle purchases Prune marginal dealers

Alternative channels

SOURCE: Compiled from Swee Hoon Ang, Siew Meng Leong, and Philip Kotler,“The Asian Apocalypse: Crisis Marketing for Consumers
and Businesses,” Long Range Planning 33 (February 2000): 97–119.

17.3
Exhibit
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The International MARKETPLACE 17.2

Ads for the new product line used the slogan “It’s My
Turn” and depicted young Asian athletes (such as
Singaporean soccer star Alvin Patrimonio) alongside
images of major sports stars. Nike also built branded
Play Zones in new or refurbished urban centers in
Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok, Manila, and Johor
Bahru. Each included a multicourt facility where
kids play everything from badminton to basketball,
highlighted by “event days” with tournaments. In rural
areas, Nike donated equipment such as basketball hoops
and soccer goal posts to raise the profile of the Nike
Play Series.

The experience in Asia has enabled Nike to transfer
experiences to new product categories and new markets.
For example, Nike launched a lower-priced shoe line in
Wal-Mart stores using the Starter brand.

SOURCES: “Nike Finds a Way to Go to Wal-Mart,” Advertising Age, March
21, 2005, 1;“How Nike Got Its Game Back,” Business Week, November 4,
2002, 129; Normandy Madden,“Nike Sells $25 Shoe Line in Recession-Hit
Region, Advertising Age, November 1999, 17. See also http://www.
nikebiz.com.

Nike’s international revenues have gradually grown to be
the majority of the company’s $13.7 billion. Asia’s share
of the total is $1.6 billion, or 13 percent. Asia is Nike’s
third largest market in terms of revenue and number one
location in terms of manufacturing. While growth in Asia
has been robust recently (for example, 20 percent in
2004), there have been some challenging times as well.

When the Asian financial crisis sapped the purchasing
power in many communities, Nike started targeting teens
living in the region’s rural and suburban areas with a
range of “entry-level” footwear. The Nike Play Series line,
launched in India, Indonesia, Singapore, and Thailand,
retailed for $25, roughly half of most Nike shoes and far
less than the $150 charged for its top-range products.

Asian kids in rural areas might be playing sports with no
shoes at all, so they cannot relate to Nike’s high-end
products. Nike Play Series was created to introduce them
to the concept of different shoes for different sports.
Even among those who purchase luxury products, sales
fell 30 percent during the crisis in markets hardest hit.

Just Do It (Even in a Crisis)

Pricing Coordination

The issue of standard worldwide pricing has been mostly a theoretical one because of the
influence of the factors already discussed. However, coordination of the pricing function
is necessary, especially in larger, regional markets such as the European Union, especially
after the introduction of the euro. With the increasing level of integration efforts around
the world, and even discussion of common currency elsewhere, control and coordination
of global and regional pricing takes on a new meaning.

With more global and regional brands in the global marketer’s offering, control in pric-
ing is increasingly important. Of course, this has to be balanced against the need for
allowing subsidiaries latitude in pricing so that they may quickly react to specific market
conditions.

Studies have shown that foreign-based multinational corporations allow their U.S. sub-
sidiaries considerable freedom in pricing. This has been explained by the size and unique
features of the market. Further, it has been argued that these subsidiaries often control 
the North American market (that is, a Canadian customer cannot get a better deal in the
United States, and vice versa) and that distances create a natural barrier against arbitrage
practices that would be more likely to emerge in Europe, although even with the common
currency, different rules and standards, economic disparities, and information differences
may make deal-hunting difficult.54 However, recent experience has shown that pricing
coordination has to be worldwide because parallel imports will surface in any markets in
which price discrepancies exist, regardless of distances. Marketers who mainly sell to
organizational customers, such as Nokia to telecommunications operators, have started
using standard worldwide pricing.

http://www.nikebiz.com
http://www.nikebiz.com


The Euro and Marketing Strategy

On January 1, 1999, the euro (€) was officially launched by the European Union and it became
the one and only currency of the 12 nations in the eurozone, or Euroland, January 1, 2002.
Although the early focus was largely on managing the operational aspects of converting
to the use of the euro for all business activities (such as preparing to account for sales and
purchasing in euros as well as transforming internal accounting for areas such as R&D
budgeting), the strategic issues are the most significant for the future.

In the longer term all firms will need to reexamine the positioning of their businesses. The
potential advantages of a single-currency Europe (such as a more competitive market, both
internally and externally) have been widely expounded, but the threats to businesses of all
nationalities, sizes, and forms have not been so widely discussed. The threats are many. As
barriers to the creation of a single domestic market are eliminated, more production and op-
erating strategy decisions will be made on the basis of true-cost differentials (proximity to
specific inputs, materials, immobile skills, or niche customers, for example). Consolidation
will be the norm for many business units whose existence was in some way perpetuated by
the uses of different currencies. This restructuring will have lasting effects on the European
business landscape. For example, many marketers are streamlining their operations
throughout Euroland and eliminating overlapping entities, such as distribution facilities.55

The euro will push national markets closer together. First and foremost in this area is
the transparency to consumers of a single currency and a single cross-border price. The
euro combined with the growing use of e-business, for example, will allow consumers in
Barcelona to surf the Web for the cheapest source of fresh seafood delivered from any-
where within the EU12. Although theoretically possible before, the quotation of prices by
individual currency and complexity of payment often posed a barrier—somewhat real,
somewhat imagined—to cross-border purchasing. This barrier no longer exists, as con-
sumers are now able to demand the highest quality product and service at the lowest
price from businesses throughout the European community.

A more troublesome result is pricing, both within the firm and to the marketplace.
Within the firm, the transfer prices between business units of the firm, whether in-country
or cross-border, will now be held to an even more rigorous standard of no differentiation.
Transfer prices internationally, however, are one of the key factors in how firms reposition
profits in order to reduce their global tax burdens. Without this veil of differences in currency
of denomination, any differences in transfer prices across multinational units will be even
more apparent (and will not be allowed).

The single currency has made prices completely transparent for all buyers. If discrep-
ancies are not justifiable due to market differences such as consumption preferences,
competition, or government interference, parallel importation may occur. The simplest
solution would be to have one euro price throughout the market. However, given the
huge differences of up to 100 percent (as shown in Exhibit 17.4), that solution would lead
to significant losses in sales and profits, as a single price would likely be closer to the
lower-priced countries’ level. The recommended approach is a pricing corridor that con-
siders existing country-specific prices while optimizing the profits at a pan-European
level.56 As described in The International Marketplace 17.3, such a corridor defines the
maximum and minimum prices that country organizations can charge—enough to allow
flexibility as a result of differences in price elasticities, competition, and positioning, but
not enough to attract parallel imports that may start at price differences of 20 percent and
higher.57 This approach moves pricing authority away from country managers to regional
management and requires changes in management systems and incentive structures.

In terms of specific pricing approaches, marketers should aim to lower prices as slowly
as possible, especially for less price-sensitive customers. Alternatives include developing
selective offers to price-sensitive customers using discounts and long-term contracts—
measures that put considerably less downward pressure on prices across all customers. In
addition, marketers can enhance the value of product and service offerings selectively,
and thereby maintain price differentials across Europe.58

Multinational customers, such as Coca-Cola or IBM, like to drive hard bargains with
their suppliers, seeking low and consistent prices worldwide. This can become a problem
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Price Differentials across European Consumer Goods Markets

17.4
Exhibit

Percent difference between highest and lowest

CDs

Credit
Card

Cars

Printers

Product

40–60

50–60

48

100

Sample Size Highest Lowest
(no. of countries) price price

6 France Belgium
11 Austria Spain
12 Varies by model and brand
3 Italy UK

SOURCE: Adapted from Johan Ahlberg, Nicklas Garemo, and Tomas Nauclér,“The Euro: How to Keep Your Prices Up and Your Competitors
Down,” The McKinsey Quarterly 35 (no. 2, 1999): 112–118.

The International MARKETPLACE 17.3

for their goods. If manufacturers leave it to market forces,
prices may go down to the lowest level. For example,
Portugal may influence prices in Germany through parallel
imports.The parallel market in pharmaceuticals is worth
$1 billion in the United Kingdom alone.

In order to avoid this, manufacturers must compromise
now between the current policy of individually optimized
prices and a uniform European price. Such a compromise
will be possible because, even after the 1992 phenom-
enon and the introduction of the euro, Europe has not
become a homogeneous market. Consumer habits will
adjust gradually, allowing certain price differentials to be
retained and defended.

Some experts recommend that manufacturers set up
a European pricing corridor dropping high prices some-
what and raising low ones, creating a sustainable differential
among markets in member states.The corridor would
be much narrower for easily transportable items like
photographic film than for heavy ones such as industrial
machinery.

These changing market conditions imply a new focus on
centralized price setting for Europe.The price corridor

Price differentials can survive across individual European
Union markets only if marketers act decidedly. This calls
for centralizing pricing authority and establishing “pricing
corridors.” Some marketers may have to pull out of
low-margin markets where price increases cannot be
sustained.

Future European price levels will be markedly lower than
current ones, and firms must take quick action to avoid
seeing prices fall to the lowest level prevailing in marginal
markets. This is due to the large differentials that existed
and continue to exist among EU member states. Prices in
markets such as Portugal and Spain are often significantly
lower than those in northern Europe markets, where
consumers can afford much larger margins and where
costs are higher.The differentials can range from 30
percent for natural yogurt to as much as 200 percent for
pharmaceuticals. Even among northern nations, a 2001
European Commission study found that consumers in the
United Kingdom were paying 66 percent more for the
exact same car model as their counterparts in the
Netherlands.

Parallel imports into affluent markets will force prices
down as buyers simply go to the cheapest available source

Coordinating Prices in Integrating Markets



when some suppliers provide steep discounts in emerging markets such as China, while
keeping prices higher in developed markets. Marketers should make sure that price
differences reflect differences in quality or in the services provided. Many industrial com-
panies try to coordinate panregional purchasing in Europe by empowering an individual
or department to do so. However, many of them still have national structures whereby
country organizations retain considerable say-so in what is bought. Marketers can take
advantage of this separation of decision-making power and influence.

Countertrade

The Australian government declared that it would only purchase military equipment from
the United States if the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps would buy lollipops from an Aus-
tralian firm, Allen Sweets Ltd.59 General Motors exchanged automobiles for a trainload of
strawberries. As explained in The International Marketplace 17.4, an entire air force can
be created with chickens. Or a nation may swap physicians in exchange for oil. All these
are examples of countertrade activities carried out around the world.

Countertrade is a sale that encompasses more than an exchange of goods, services, or
ideas for money. In the international market, countertrade transactions “are those transac-
tions which have as a basic characteristic a linkage, legal or otherwise, between exports
and imports of goods or services in addition to, or in place of, financial settlements.”60

Historically, countertrade was mainly conducted in the form of barter, which is a direct
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will be set by the head office, with local subsidiaries free
to set prices within it.This approach runs contrary to
the prevailing corporate culture, which is based on
decentralization.

Manufacturers ought to consider pulling out of poorer
markets where price hikes cannot be sustained. It is better
to lose a small percentage of sales rather than see turnover,
margins, and profits plummet. So far, however, there appears
to be little movement toward more centralized pricing.
Some experts are concerned by the lack of urgency
apparently felt by many European executives,who seem
content to wait and see what happens.

Indeed, a number of European industrialists argue
that large price differences can be maintained in Europe
through product differentiation. Simpler products could
be sold into less-prosperous markets, whereas more
elaborate items might go to those markets that are able
to afford them.

In at least one industry—pharmaceuticals—executives
fear that neither pricing corridors nor product
differences will prevent prices from falling to the lowest
level. In markets such as France, Spain, and Portugal,
prices for drugs are already very low because of national
reimbursement schemes.

“We are sandwiched between the European Commission,
which is determined to eliminate all trade barriers at
whatever cost, and some national governments that
are keeping pharmaceutical products artifically low,”

comments an executive at a major European drug
maker.“In practice, the Commission has absolutely no
control over the prices set by national governments.”
Pharmaceutical firms, which have heavy research and
development costs, say they need high margins if they are
to continue investing and competing with Japanese and
U.S. companies. But if countries such as France, which
accounts for a substantial part of the European drug
market, continue to keep prices low, customers from
other countries will simply buy their supplies in those
markets. Manufacturers may well find themselves
locked in an untenable position in an industry in which
specifications are standardized, products cannot be
differentiated, and suppliers cannot withdraw from the
market for ethical reasons.

Studies have shown, however, that marketers can
increase their profitability by coordinating their pricing,
especially when conditions are unfavourable in terms of
small markets and high levels of competition.

SOURCES: Mahmut Parlar and Kevien Weng,“Coordinating Pricing and
Production Decisions in the Presence of Price Competition,” European
Journal of Operational Research 170 (number 1, 2006): 211–236;
“Common Good,” The Economist—A Survey of European Business and
the Euro, December 1, 2001, 8–10;“Cure-All Wanted,” The Economist—
A Survey of European Business and the Euro, December 1, 2001, 13–14;
“Car Prices in Britain Are Still the Highest in Europe,” Independent,
February 20, 2001, 11; Stephen A. Butscher,“Maximizing Profits in Eu-
roland,” Journal of Commerce, May 5, 1999, 5;“Pricing in Post 1992 EC:
Expert Urges Fast Action to Protect Margins,” Business International,
August 24, 1992, 267; and http.//europa.eu.int/euro/quest.
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exchange of goods of approximately equal value, with no money involved. These trans-
actions were the very essence of business at times when no money—that is, a common
medium of exchange—existed or was available or accepted. Money permits greater flex-
ibility in trading activities. However, we see returns to the barter system as a result of eco-
nomic circumstances. For example, because of tight financial constraints, Georgetown
University, during its initial years of operation after 1789, charged its students part of the
tuition in foodstuffs and required students to participate in the construction of university
buildings. During periods of high inflation or currency devaluation, goods such as bread,
meat, and gold were seen as much more useful and secure than paper money.

Countertrade transactions have therefore always arisen when economic circumstances
have encouraged a direct exchange of goods over the use of money. Conditions that sup-
port such business activities are lack of money, lack of value of money, lack of accept-
ability of money as an exchange medium, or greater ease of transaction by using goods.
However, the shrinking of established markets and the existence of a substantial product
surplus are also conditions that foster countertrade.

These same reasons prevail in today’s resurgence of countertrade activities. Through-
out the past decades, the use of countertrade has steadily increased. In 1972, countertrade
was used by only 15 countries. By 1983, the countries conducting countertrade transac-
tions numbered 88, and by 2004 the number was 130.61 Estimates of the total global coun-
tertrade volume vary widely. The United Nations estimates that countertrade transactions
make up about 10 percent of world trade.62

Why Countertrade?
Many countries are deciding that countertrade transactions are more beneficial to them
than transactions based on financial exchange alone. A primary reason is that world debt
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chicken exports could rise by 30% annually. In addition,
there could also be large export increases for other
agricultural exports, such as pork, rice, rubber, and
shrimp. But chicken would be the key component to
make the deal fly.

By taking this route to pay for imports,Thailand follows
in the footsteps of many other governments. For
example, in Latin America, Bolivia has announced that
it plans to purchase $180 million worth of diesel fuel
from Venezuela.The imports are to be paid for with
shipments of soybeans and chicken. Cuba has been
even more creative in its exchanges.To pay for its
oil imports of 90,000 barrels per day, the Cuban
government has pledged to improve medical treatment
and literacy in Venezuela, and is doing so by sending
more than 30,000 physicians, sports coaches, and
teachers.

SOURCES: Danna Harman,“Chavez Seeks Influence with Oil Diplomacy,
Christian Science Monitor, August 25, 2005, http://www.csmonitor.com;
“CPF Backs Chicken for Fighter Jets,” Knight-Ridder Tribune Business News,
December 24, 2005, http://www.tmcnet.com.

The government of Thailand has announced a plan to
expand its air force.The intent is to purchase a 12-plane
squadron of Russian SU-30 fighter jets.The cost of these
jets is about 35 billion baht; a very large government
expenditure.

For many years,Thai producers of agricultural products
have felt unable to crack the Russian market. Even though
Russia imports about two million tons of chicken every
year, about 80 percent of that comes from the United
States, but none from Thailand. The Thai government has
repeatedly asked Russia to open up its market for Thai
chicken. In 2003 it invited Russian inspectors to the
country to examine the high levels of hygiene of Thai
chicken plants, but the visit was cancelled due to the
outbreak of avian influenza.

Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra wanted to put Thai
chicken exports on the fast track.When shopping for
new fighter jets, his government decided to offer chicken
as payment for the planes.The cost of the planes just
about equals the total annual chicken exports of Thailand.
By successfully penetrating the Russian market,Thai

An Air Force Based on Chicken
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crises and exchange rate volatility have made ordinary trade financing very risky. Many
in the developing world cannot obtain the trade credit or financial assistance necessary to
afford desired imports. Heavily indebted nations, faced with the possibility of not being
able to afford imports at all, resort to countertrade to maintain product inflow.

The use of countertrade permits the covert reduction of prices and therefore allows
firms and governments to circumvent price and exchange controls. Particularly in com-
modity markets with operative cartel arrangements, such as oil or agriculture, this benefit
may be very useful to a producer. For example, by using oil as a countertraded product
for industrial equipment, a surreptitious discount (by using a higher price for the acquired
products) may expand market share. In a similar fashion, the countertrading of products
masks dumping activities.63

Countertrade is also often viewed by firms and nations alike as an excellent mechanism
to gain entry into new markets. When a producer believes that marketing is not its strong
suit, or that international competition is too strong, it often sees countertrade as useful. The
producer often hopes that the party receiving the goods will serve as a new distributor,
opening up new international marketing channels and ultimately expanding the original
market. Conversely, markets with little cash can provide major opportunities for firms if
they are willing to accept countertrade. A firm that welcomes countertrade welcomes new
buyers and sets itself apart from the competition.

Countertrade also can provide stability for long-term sales. For example, if a firm is tied
to a countertrade agreement, it will need to source the product from a particular supplier,
whether or not it wants to do so. This stability is often highly valued because it eliminates,
or at least reduces, vast swings in demand and thus allows for better planning.

Under certain conditions, countertrade can ensure the quality of an international trans-
action. In instances where the seller of technology is paid in output produced by the
technology delivered, the seller’s revenue depends on the success of the technology
transfer and maintenance services in production. Therefore, the seller is more likely to
be dedicated in the provision of services, maintenance, and general technology trans-
fer.64 In such instances, the second part of the transaction serves as a “hostage” that
induces both trading partners to fulfill their contractual obligations. Particularly under
conditions of limited legal protection, countertrade can be equated to an exchange of
hostages that ensures that all parties involved live up to their agreement.65

In spite of all these apparent benefits of countertrade, there are strong economic argu-
ments against this activity. These arguments are based mainly on efficiency grounds. As econ-
omist Paul Samuelson stated, “Instead of there being a double coincidence of wants, there is
likely to be a want of coincidence; so that, unless a hungry tailor happens to find an
undraped farmer, who has both food and a desire for a pair of pants, neither can make a
trade.”66 Instead of trade balances being settled on a multilateral basis, with surpluses from
one country being balanced by deficits with another, countertrade requires that accounts be
settled on a country-by-country or even transaction-by-transaction basis. Trade then results
only from the ability of two parties or countries to purchase specified goods from one
another rather than from competition. As a result, uncompetitive goods may be marketed. In
consequence, the ability of countries and their industries to adjust structurally to more effi-
cient production may be restricted. Countertrade can therefore be seen as eroding the quality
and efficiency of production and as lowering world consumption. These economic argu-
ments notwithstanding, however, countries and companies see countertrade as an alternative
that may be flawed but worthwhile to undertake. As far as the unilateral focus is concerned,
it may well be that this restriction can be removed through electronic commerce. With grow-
ing ease of reach, it may well become possible to create an online global barter economy that
addresses itself to those transactions that cannot be conducted on regular financial terms.

Types of Countertrade

Under the traditional types of barter arrangements, goods are exchanged directly for other
goods of approximately equal value. However, simple barter transactions are less often
used today.
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Increasingly, participants in countertrade have resorted to more sophisticated versions
of exchanging goods that often also include some use of money. Exhibit 17.5 provides an
overview of the different forms of countertrade that are in use today. One refinement of
simple barter is the counterpurchase, or parallel barter, agreement. The participating
parties sign two separate contracts that specify the goods and services to be exchanged.
Frequently, the exchange is not of precisely equal value; therefore, some amount of cash
will be involved. However, because an exchange of goods for goods does take place, the
transaction can rightfully be called barter.

Another common form of countertrade is the buyback, or compensation, arrangement.
One party agrees to supply technology or equipment that enables the other party to produce
goods with which the price of the supplied products or technology is repaid. One example
of such a buyback arrangement is an agreement entered into by Levi Strauss and Hungary.
The company transferred the know-how and the Levi’s trademark to Hungary. A Hungarian
firm began producing Levi’s products and marketing some of them domestically. The rest
are marketed abroad by Levi Strauss, in compensation for the know-how.
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Classification of Forms of Countertrade

17.5
Exhibit

SOURCE:Adapted from Jean-François Hennart, “Some Empirical Dimensions of Countertrade,” Journal of International Business Studies 21(no. 2, 1990): 245.
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A more refined form of barter, aimed at reducing the effect of the immediacy of the
transaction, is called clearing arrangements. Here, clearing accounts are established in
which firms can deposit and withdraw the results of their countertrade activities. These
currencies merely represent purchasing power, however, and are not directly withdrawable
in cash. As a result, each party can agree in a single contract to purchase goods or serv-
ices of a specified value. Although the account may be out of balance on a transaction-
by-transaction basis, the agreement stipulates that over the long term, a balance in the
account will be restored. Frequently, the goods available for purchase with clearing
account funds are tightly stipulated. In fact, funds have on occasion been labeled “apple
clearing dollars” or “horseradish clearing funds.” Additional flexibility can be given to the
clearing account by permitting switch-trading, in which credits in the account can be sold
or transferred to a third party. Doing so can provide creative intermediaries with opportu-
nities for deal making by identifying clearing account relationships with major imbalances
and structuring business transactions to reduce them.

Another key form of barter arrangement is called offset, which is the industrial com-
pensation mandated by governments when purchasing defense-related goods and services
in order to offset or counterbalance the effect of this purchase on the balance of payments.
Offsets can include coproduction, licenses production, subcontractor production, tech-
nology transfer, or overseas investment. Typically, in order to secure the sale of military
equipment, the selling companies have to offset the cost of the arms through investment
in nonrelated industries. The offsets frequently reach or exceed the price of the defense
equipment, to the delight of the buyer, but often to the chagrin of the home country gov-
ernment of the selling firms. U.S. weapons exporters alone are estimated to complete
about $4 to $7 billion annually in defense offset transactions, which, according to some,
may over time strengthen foreign competitors and adversely affect employment.67

With the increasing sophistication of countertrade, the original form of straight barter is
used less today. The most frequently completed forms of countertrade are counterpur-
chase, buyback agreements and, due to continued major military expenditures around the
world, offsets.

Preparing for Countertrade

Early on in the countertrade process a firm needs to decide whether it wishes to use an
outside countertrade intermediary or keep the management of the transaction in-house.
Assistance from intermediaries can be quite expensive but relieves the firm of the need to
learn a new expertise. Exhibit 17.6 provides a summary of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of carrying out countertrade transactions within versus outsourcing them. If compa-
nies carry out countertrade transactions in-house, the profitability of countertrade can be
high. However, developing an in-house capability for handling countertrade should be
done with great caution.

First, the company needs to determine the import priorities of its products to the coun-
try or firm to which it is trying to sell. Goods that are highly desirable and necessary for
a country mandating countertrade are less likely to be subject to countertrade require-
ments than imports of goods considered luxurious and unnecessary. As a next step, the
company needs to incorporate possible countertrade cost into the pricing scheme. It is
quite difficult to increase the price of goods once a “cash-deal” price has been quoted and
a subsequent countertrade demand is presented.

At this stage, the most favored countertrade arrangement from the buyer’s perspective
should be identified. To do this, the company needs to determine the goals and objectives
of the countertrading parties. These can consist of import substitution, preservation of
hard currency, or export promotion.

The next step is to match the strengths of the firm with current and potential counter-
trade situations. The company should explore whether any internal needs can fulfill a
countertrade contract. This may mean that raw materials or intermediate products cur-
rently sourced from other suppliers could now be obtained from the countertrade partner.
However, this assessment should not be restricted to the corporation itself. A firm may be
able to use its distribution capabilities or its contacts with customers and suppliers to help
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with countertrade transactions. Based on the notion that the supplier benefits from the ex-
port taking place due to the countertrade, main contractors may demand that major sup-
pliers participate in disposing of the countertraded goods. As a result, even companies
that do not see themselves as international marketers may suddenly be confronted with
countertrade demands.

At this point, the company can decide whether it should engage in countertrade transac-
tions. The accounting and taxation aspects of the countertrade transactions should be consid-
ered because they can often be quite different from current procedures. The use of an accoun-
ting or tax professional is essential to comply with difficult and obscure tax regulations.

Next, all of the risks involved in countertrade must be assessed. This means that the
goods to be obtained need to be specified, the delivery time for these goods needs to be
determined, and the reliability of the supplier and the quality and consistency of the
goods need to be assessed. It is also useful to explore the impact of countertrade on
future prices, both for the price of the specific goods obtained and for the world market
price of the category of goods. For example, a countertrade transaction may appear to
be quite profitable at the time of agreement. Because months or even years may pass be-
fore the transaction is actually consummated, however, world market prices can change.
The effect of the countertrade transaction itself on market price should also be consid-
ered.  Large-volume transactions may affect established prices. Such a situation not only
may affect the profitability of a transaction but also can result in possible legal actions by
other suppliers of similar products who feel injured.

When evaluating the countertraded products, it is useful to determine the impact of
the countertraded products on the sales and profits of other complementary product lines
currently marketed by the firm. Any repercussions from outside groups should also be
investigated. Such repercussions may consist of antidumping actions brought about by
competitors or reactions from totally unsuspected quarters. For example, McDonnell Douglas
ran into strong opposition when it bartered an airplane for ham used in its employee cafe-
teria and as Christmas gifts. The local meat-packers’ union complained vociferously that
McDonnell Douglas was threatening the jobs of its members and went on strike.

Using all of the information obtained, the company can finally evaluate the length 
of the intended relationship with the countertrading partner and the importance of this
relationship for future plans and goals. These parameters will be decisive for the final
action because they may form constraints overriding short-term economic effects. Overall,
management needs to remember that, in most instances, a countertrade transaction should
remain a means for successful international marketing and not become an end in itself.
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Organizing for Countertrade: In-House versus
Third Parties

Advantages Disadvantages

In-House
• More profitable • Accounting and legal expertise required
• Customer contact • Reselling problems
• Greater control • Recruitment and training costs
• More flexibility • Less objectivity
• More learning • Unexpected risks and demands for countertrade

Third Parties
• Export specialists • May be expensive
• Customer contacts • Distanced from customer
• Reselling contacts • Less flexibility
• Legal and accounting expertise • Less confidentiality
• More objectivity • Less learning

SOURCE: Adapted from Charles W. Neale, David D. Shipley, and J. Colin Dodds,“The Countertrading
Experience of British and Canadian Firms,” Management International Review 31 (no. 1, 1991): 33.

17.6
Exhibit
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Summary

In a world of increasing competition, government regula-
tion, accelerating inflation, and widely fluctuating ex-
change rates, global marketers must spend increasing
amounts of time planning pricing strategy. Because pric-
ing is the only revenue-generating element of the marketing
mix, its role in meeting corporate objectives is enhanced.
However, it comes under increasing governmental scrutiny
as well, as evidenced by intracompany transfer pricing.

The three philosophies of transfer pricing that have
emerged over time are cost-based, market-based, and
arm’s-length. Transfer pricing concerns are both internal
and external to the company. Internally, manipulating
transfer prices may complicate control procedures and
documentation. Externally, problems arise from the tax
and regulatory entities of the countries involved.

Pricing decisions are typically left to the local man-
agers; however, planning assistance is provided by the
parent company. Pricing in individual markets comes
under the influence of environmental variables, each mar-
ket with its own unique set. This set consists of corporate
objectives, costs, customer behavior and market condi-
tions, market structure, and environmental constraints.

Economic crises have hit many of the world’s emerg-
ing markets in the last ten years.  In such a challenging
environment, effective marketing planning and imple-
mentation take on additional significance.  While with-
drawal may be a feasible alternative, the consequences
have to be assessed against the company’s global opera-
tions.  Marketers have found ways to grow market share
even under such adverse circumstances.

The individual impact of these environmental vari-
ables and their interaction must be thoroughly under-
stood by the global marketer, especially if regional, or
even worldwide, coordination is attempted. Control and
coordination are becoming more important with increas-
ing economic integration.

Corporations use countertrade as a competitive tool
to maintain or increase market share. The complexity of
these transactions requires careful planning in order to
avoid major corporate losses. Management must con-
sider how the acquired merchandise will be disposed of,
what the potential for market disruptions is, and to what
extent the countertraded goods fit with the corporate
mission.

Key Terms

arm’s-length price
arm’s-length standard
price elasticity of consumer demand
price controls

countertrade
barter
counterpurchase
buyback

clearing arrangements
switch-trading
offset

Questions for Discussion

1. Comment on the pricing philosophy, “Sometimes
price should be wrong by design.”

2. The standard worldwide base price is most likely
looked on by management as full-cost pricing,
including an allowance for manufacturing over-
head, general overhead, and selling expenses.
What factors are overlooked?

3. In combating price controls, multinational
corporations will deal with agency administrators
rather than policymakers. How can they convince

administrators that price relief is fair to the
company and also in the best interest of the host
country?

4. Which elements of pricing can be standardized?

5. Using the price differences presented in Exhibit 17.4
as a base, argue why such price differences will stay
in place even with the euro.

6. Discuss the advantages and drawbacks of
countertrade.

Internet Exercises

1. The European Union promotes the benefits of the
euro as a common currency for the 12 EU nations
that have adopted it (see http://europa.eu.int/
comm/economy_finance/euro/our_currency_en.htm).
What are possible disadvantages of it?

2. Compare the services of the Global Offset
and Countertrade Organization (http://
www.countertrade.org) and the Asia-Pacific
Countertrade Association (http://www.apca.net).

http://europa.eu.int/comm/economy_finance/euro/our_currency_en.htm
http://europa.eu.int/comm/economy_finance/euro/our_currency_en.htm
http://www.countertrade.org
http://www.countertrade.org
http://www.apca.net
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In any given country, the majority of corporate spon-
sorship goes to sports. Of the nearly $34 billion spent
worldwide in 2006, two-thirds was allocated to sports.
Within sports, the two flagship events are the World
Cup in soccer and the Olympic Games (both summer
and winter). Sponsors want to align themselves with—
and create—meaningful sports-related moments for
consumers. At the same time, consumers associate
sponsors of sports events with leadership, teamwork, and
pursuit of excellence, as well as friendship. Under the “live
Olympic” platform for Coca-Cola, a variety of marketing
activities were rolled out by The Coca-Cola Company
both globally and in selected countries around the world
during the XX Winter Olympics in Torino, Italy, in 2006.

Sponsorships have been a cornerstone of the Coca-Cola
Company’s marketing efforts for 100 years, having
started with using sports stars such as world champion
cyclist Bobby Walthour in ads in 1903. Presently, the
company is the world’s biggest sports sponsor, with total
sponsorship-related expenses at $1 billion annually.These
activities span different types of sports and various
geographies (as shown below).

Coca-Cola spent $26 million for its sponsorship of the
World Cup in 2002, which gave it the right to use the
World Cup logo/trademarks, exclusive positioning and

branding around the event, as well as premium perimeter
advertising positions at every game. Sponsorships include
a guarantee that no rival brands can be officially linked to
the tournament or use the logo or trademarks.To assure
exclusivity, FIFA (soccer’s governing body) bought all key
billboard advertising space around the main stadia for the
tournament, and this space was offered to the sponsors
first. In addition, every main sponsor got 250 tickets for
each game of the tournament for promotional purposes
or corporate entertainment (of key constituents, such as
intermediaries or customers).

Each country organization within Coca-Cola decides
which programs it wants to use during sponsorship
depending on its goals, which are jointly set by local
managers and headquarters. For example, in Rio de
Janeiro, the company erected huge TV screens on which
people could watch World Cup games. Given that
Ecuador qualified for the tournament for the first time in
its history, this fact was played up in local advertising. In
Japan, the company used I-mode phones in addition to
traditional media to create meaningful and relevant
connections with the World Cup. Naturally, there is
always substantial overlap in programs between markets,
with headquarters’ 20-person team in charge of the
coordination effort. One example of this was an online



T
he general requirements of effective marketing communications apply to the
global marketer as well; however, the environments and the situations usually
are more numerous and call for coordination of the promotional effort. In-
creasingly, marketers opt for varying degrees of panregional and integrative

approaches to take advantage of similarities in markets they serve, as seen in The Inter-
national Marketplace 18.1. All possible points of touch that the customer has with the
marketer’s brands have to be incorporated into the communications plan.

The technology is in place for global communication efforts, but difficult challenges
still remain in the form of cultural, economic, ethnic, regulatory, and demographic differ-
ences in the various countries and regions. Standardization of any magnitude requires
sound management systems and excellent communication to ensure uniform strategic and
tactical thinking of all the professionals in the overseas marketing chain.1 One marketer
has suggested the development of a worldwide visual language that would be under-
standable and that would not offend cultural sensitivities.
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World Cup game that headquarters created in
conjunction with Yahoo! and then helped each interested
country localize.Another global program was Coca-Cola
Go! Stadium Art which allowed consumers and artists to
compete to create ads that ran in the various stadia
throughout the tournament.The company also joined
forces with other sponsors for cross-promotional
efforts, e.g., with Adidas to give away the Official Match
Ball, with McDonald’s for consumer promotions, and
with Toshiba on a cyber cup tournament.

Although marketers have become far more demanding in
terms of their sponsorships, the World Cup is one of the
few global events available. Pulling out would mean a
competitor stepping in (for example, when Vauxhall left
in 1998, Hyundai took its place).

While measurement of the return on such investment is
challenging,Coca-Cola evaluates such dimensions as the
number of new corporate customers that sell Coke in their
stores,the incremental amount of promotional/ display
activity,and new vending placement.The influence on the
brand is the most difficult to establish;World Cup spon-
sorship has been suggested to have boosted its presence
especially in the emerging and developing markets.

Coca-Cola’s Sports Sponsorships

Olympics (since 1928)

• Supports athletes and teams in nearly 200 countries in
exchange for exclusive rights in nonalcoholic beverage
category through 2020

• Official soft/sports drink (Coca-Cola, PowerAde)
• Runs marketing programs in over 130 countries 

Soccer

• FIFA partner since 1974—signed landmark eight-year
agreement through 2006 to be official soft/sports drink
at Men’s World Cup 2002/2006, Women’s World Cup
1999/2003, Confederation Cup competitions, under
20/under 17 World Youth Championships

• Also sponsors Copa America,Asian Football Confeder-
ation, over 40 national teams

Basketball

• Signed 100-year agreement in 1998 for Sprite to be
official soft drink of NBA/WNBA

• Advertising in over 100 countries

Others

• Coca-Cola Classic: official soft drink of National Foot-
ball League

• Surge/PowerAde: official sports drink of National
Hockey League

• Coca-Cola Classic/PowerAde: official soft drink/sports
drink of Rugby World Cup

• Sponsor of International Paralympics/Special Olympics

SOURCES: “ ’06 Outlook: Sponsorship Growth Back to Double Digits,” IEG
Sponsorship Report, December 26, 2005, 1, 4;“Still Waiting for That Win-
ning Kick,” Business Week, October 21, 2002, 116–118;“The Best Global
Brands,” Business Week, August 5, 2002, 92–94;“World Cup: Sponsors
Need to Get in the Game,” Business Week, June 17, 2002, 52;“World Cup
Marketing,” Advertising Age Global, March 2002, 17–30; and “Too Many
Players on the Field,” Advertising Age, December 10, 2001, 3. See also
http://www.sponsorship.com.

http://www.sponsorship.com
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This chapter will analyze the elements to be managed in promotional efforts in terms of
environmental opportunities and constraints. A framework is provided for the planning of
promotional campaigns. Although the discussion focuses mostly on advertising, other ele-
ments of the promotion mix, especially sales promotion and publicity, fit integrally into the
planning model. Naturally, all of the mass selling methods have to be planned in conjunction
with personal selling efforts. For example, personal selling often relies on updated direct
e-mailing lists and promotional materials sent to prospects before the first sales call.

Planning Promotional Campaigns

The planning for promotional campaigns consists of the following seven stages, which
usually overlap or take place concurrently, especially after the basics of the campaign
have been agreed on:

1. Determine the target audience

2. Determine specific campaign objectives

3. Determine the budget

4. Determine media strategy

5. Determine the message

6. Determine the campaign approach

7. Determine campaign effectiveness2

The actual content of these stages will change by type of campaign situation; compare,
for example, a local campaign for which headquarters provides support versus a global
corporate image campaign.

The Target Audience
Global marketers face multiple audiences beyond customers. The expectations of these
audiences have to be researched to ensure the appropriateness of campaign decision
making. Consider the following publics with whom communication is necessary: suppliers,
intermediaries, government, the local community, bankers and creditors, media organiza-
tions, shareholders, and employees. Each can be reached with an appropriate mix of tools.
A multinational corporation that wants to boost its image with the government and the
local community may sponsor events. One of the approaches available is cause-related mar-
keting, in which the company, or one of its brands, is linked with a cause such as envi-
ronmental protection or children’s health. For example, Unilever’s Funfit Program for its
Persil washing powder brand in Europe creates resource packs for teachers to help boost
children’s fitness through physical education lessons. Microsoft launched a Web site in
Singapore to further the use of information technology. For every page hit within the site,
Microsoft donated one cent to three local charities. This type of activity can benefit a brand
but must be backed by a genuine effort within the company to behave responsibly.3

Some campaigns may be targeted at multiple audiences. For example, British Airways’
“Manhattan Landing” campaign (in which Manhattan Island takes to the air and lands in
London) was directed not only at international business travelers but also at employees, the
travel industry, and potential stockholders (the campaign coincided with the privatization
of the airline). Once the repositioning was achieved, the airline focused on establishing its
global stature with the “Face” campaign and switched later to service enhancements with
“Sweet Dreams.”4 As companies such as airlines become more internationally involved, tar-
get audience characteristics change. American Airlines, which enjoys a huge domestic mar-
ket, services 40 countries (130 with its alliance partners), generating a third of passenger
miles compared with virtually none in 1980.5

An important aspect of research is to determine multimarket target audience similari-
ties. If such exist, panregional or global campaigns can be attempted. Grey Advertising
checks for commonalities in variables such as economic expectations, demographics,
income, and education. Consumer needs and wants are assessed for common features. An



increasing number of companies are engaging in corporate image advertising in support of
their more traditional tactical product-specific and local advertising efforts.6 Especially for
multidivisional companies, an umbrella campaign may help either to boost the image of
lesser-known product lines or make the company itself be understood correctly or per-
ceived more positively. Companies may announce repositioning strategies through image
campaigns to both external and internal constituents. GE’s campaign, branded Ecomagi-
nation, is a company-wide initiative to push environmentally-friendly products (as shown
in Exhibit 18.1). The plan is to double company revenues from eco-safe products to
$20 billion by 2010. To go beyond the campaign, each of GE’s 11 business units are to
come up with at least five big environmental ideas capable of generating $100 million of
revenue within the next three to five years.7. Canon has used the approach to reposition
itself as an information technology specialist instead of just a manufacturer of office
automation machines, and as a serious contender to Xerox in the high end of the market.8

Costs may also be saved in engaging in global image campaigning, especially if the same
campaign or core concepts can be used across borders.
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An Example of a Corporate Image Campaign

18.1
Exhibit

SOURCE: General Electric; see also http://www.ge.com/ecomagination.

http://www.ge.com/ecomagination


In some cases the product may be standard across markets but the product’s position-
ing, and subsequently marketing communication, has to change. For example, Mars is a
meal substitute in Britain but an energizer in continental Europe. The Ford Fiesta is a small
car for the German market, but a family car in Portugal.9 Audience similarities are more
easily found in business markets.

Campaign Objectives
Nothing is more essential to the planning of international promotional campaigns than the
establishment of clearly defined, measurable objectives. These objectives can be divided
into overall global and regional objectives as well as local objectives. The objectives that
are set at the local level are more specific and set measurable targets for individual mar-
kets. These objectives may be product- or service-related or related to the entity itself.
Typical goals are to increase awareness, enhance image, and improve market share in a
particular market. Whatever the objective, it has to be measurable for control purposes.

While FedEx is one the top three transportation companies in Latin America, it is not
the household name it is in North America. The company wanted to increase brand
awareness among its target audience of small and medium-sized international shippers.
Among large corporate clients, FedEx has no concerns and marketing to them is usually
done through personal visits by the FedEx sales force. To reach the intended target, FedEx
created a 30-second television spot featuring a soccer team’s manager distressed over the
fate of missing uniforms he had shipped to Madrid for a big match. Using soccer in the
region is an effective way to cut through languages and cultures.10

There is a move by many governments to influence how their countries are perceived,
to gain commercial or political advantage.11 After 9/11, for example, the United States has
needed to build a new level of understanding of how its values and policies are under-
stood, especially in countries where resentment of its power and influence may be high.
Part of this effort was a $10 million advertising campaign from McCann Erickson featuring
stories of Muslim life in the United States. It ran on TV and radio from Indonesia through
the Middle East. The campaign was based on the premise that Arab and U.S. cultures
share family as a common core value. The Business for Diplomatic Action was founded
by leading global companies on the premise that anti-American feelings would eventually
hurt U.S. brands overseas.12

Local objectives are typically developed as a combination of headquarters (global or
regional) and country organization involvement. Basic guidelines are initiated by head-
quarters, whereas local organizations set the actual country-specific goals. These goals are
subject to headquarters approval, mainly to ensure consistency. Although some cam-
paigns, especially global ones, may have more headquarters involvement than usual, local
input is still quite important, especially to ensure appropriate implementation of the sub-
sequent programs at the local level.

The Budget
The promotional budget links established objectives with media, message, and control
decisions. Ideally, the budget would be set as a response to the objectives to be met, but
resource constraints often preclude this approach. Many marketers use an objective task
method, as a survey of 484 advertising managers for consumer goods in fifteen countries
indicates (see Exhibit 18.2); however, realities may force compromises between ideal
choices and resources available.13 As a matter of fact, available funds may dictate the basis
from which the objective task method can start. Furthermore, advertising budgets should
be set on a market-by-market basis because of competitive differences across markets.
When it comes to global image campaigns, for example, headquarters should provide
country organizations extra funds for their implementation.

Budgets can also be used as a control mechanism if headquarters retains final budget
approval. In these cases, headquarters decision makers must have a clear understanding
of cost and market differences to be able to make rational decisions.

In terms of worldwide ad spending, some of the leaders in 2004 were Procter &
Gamble ($7.9 billion), Unilever ($3.5 billion), General Motors ($3.9 billion), Ford 
($2.8 billion), L’Oreal ($2.6 billion), Toyota ($2.6 billion), Time Warner ($2.5 billion), and
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Daimler-Chrysler ($2.4 billion). Geographic differences exist in spending; for example,
while Procter & Gamble spent 45 percent of its budget in the United States, Unilever’s
spending there was only 17 percent. The top 100 advertisers incurred nearly half (48.8
percent) of their spending in the United States, with Europe second at 32.6 percent. Asia-
Pacific was a distant third, commanding only 14 percent of measured media bought.14

Media Strategy
Target audience characteristics, campaign objectives, and the budget form the basis for
the choice between media vehicles and the development of a media schedule. The major
factors determining the choice of the media vehicles to be used are (1) the availability of
the media in a given market, (2) the product or service itself, and (3) media habits of the
intended audience.

Media Availability
Media spending, which totaled $385 billion in 2004 (with $403 billion expected for 2005,
and $427 billion for 2006), varies dramatically around the world, as seen in Exhibit 18.3.
In absolute terms, the United States spends more money on advertising than most of the
other major advertising nations combined. Other major spenders are Japan, the United
Kingdom, Germany, Canada, and France. The mature U.S. market anticipates continued
growth in the future, but European integration and the development of the Pacific Rim’s
consumer markets are likely to fuel major growth.15

Naturally, this spending varies by market. Countries devoting the highest percentage to
television were Peru (84 percent), Mexico (73 percent), and Venezuela (67 percent). In

Budgeting Methods for Promotional Programs

Percentage of 
Respondents Major Differences

Budgeting Method Using this Method* Lowest Percentages Highest Percentages

Objective and task 64% Sweden (36%) Canada (87%)
Argentina (44%) Singapore (86%)

Percentage of sales 48 Germany (31%) Brazil (73%)
Hong Kong (70%)

Executive judgment 33 Finland (8%) USA (64%)
Germany (8%) Denmark (51%)

Brazil (46%)
Great Britain (46%)

All-you-can-afford 12 Argentina (0%) Sweden (30%)
Israel (0%) Germany (25%)

Great Britain (24%)
Matched competitors 12 Denmark (0%) Germany (33%)

Israel (0%) Sweden (33%)
Great Britain (22%)

Same as last year plus 9 Israel (0%)
a little more

Same as last year 3
Other 10 Finland (0%) Canada (24%)

Germany (0%) Mexico (21%)
Israel (0%)

*Total exceeds 100 percent because respondents checked all budgeting methods that they used.

SOURCE: Nicolaos E. Synodinos, Charles F. Keown, and Laurence W. Jacobs,“Transnational Advertising
Practices,” Journal of Advertising Research 29 (April–May 1989): 43–50. © 1989, by the Advertising Research
Foundation. Reprinted by permission.
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some countries, the percentage devoted to print is still high: Kuwait (91 percent), Norway
(77 percent), and Sweden (77 percent). Radio accounts for more than 20 percent of total
measured media in only a few countries, such as Trinidad and Tobago, Nepal, and
Honduras. Outdoor/transit advertising accounted for 48 percent of Bolivia’s media spend-
ing but only 3 percent in Germany.16 Cinema advertising is important in countries such as
India and Nigeria. Until a few years ago, the prevailing advertising technique used by the
Chinese consisted of outdoor boards and posters found outside factories; today. The
Internet is well on the way to establishing itself as a complementary advertising medium
worldwide. The projection is that the Internet may have a 6.4 percent market share in
world advertising by 2008, with Internet ad spending reaching $30 billion. The Internet
will constitute 17 percent of total global advertising growth from 2005 to 2008. Internet
advertising constitutes 9 percent of advertising in Sweden and is expected to increase to
12 percent. China accounts for half of the Asia-Pacific region’s Internet advertising and
will constitute 77 percent of its projected growth. In addition to PCs, mobile phones and
interactive TV will become delivery mechanisms.

The media available to the international marketer in major ad markets are summarized
in Exhibit 18.4. The breakdown by media points to the enormous diversity in how media
are used in a given market. These figures do not tell the whole story, however, which em-
phasizes the need for careful homework on the part of the international manager charged
with media strategy. As an example, Brazil has five television networks, but one of
them—TV Globo—corners 50 percent of all television advertising spending. Throughout
Latin America, the tendency is to allocate half or more of total advertising budgets to tel-
evision, with the most coveted spots on prime-time soap operas that attract viewers from
Mexico to Brazil. In general, advertising in Latin America requires flexibility and creativ-
ity. Inflation rates have caused advertising rates to increase dramatically in countries like
Argentina. In Mexico, advertisers can use the “French Plan,” which protects participating
advertisers from price increases during the year and additionally gives the advertiser two
spots for the price of one. For these concessions, the advertiser must pay for the year’s en-
tire advertising schedule by October of the year before.

The major problems affecting global promotional efforts involve conflicting national reg-
ulations. Even within the EU there is no uniform legal standard. Conditions do vary from
country to country, and ads must comply with national regulation. Most European countries
either observe the Code of Advertising Practice of the International Chamber of Commerce
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Worldwide Advertising Spending, 2004
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or have their guidelines based on it.17 Some of the regulations include limits on the amount
of time available for advertisements; for example, in Italy, the state channels allow a maxi-
mum of 12 percent advertising per hour and 4 percent per week, and commercial stations
allow 18 percent per hour and 15 percent per week. Furthermore, the leading Italian sta-
tions do not guarantee audience delivery when spots are bought. Strict separation between
programs and commercials is almost a universal requirement, preventing U.S.-style spon-
sored programs. Restrictions on items such as comparative claims and gender stereotypes
are prevalent; for example, Germany prohibits the use of superlatives such as “best.”

Until now, with few exceptions, most nations have been very successful in controlling ad-
vertising that enters their borders. When commercials were not allowed on the state-run sta-
tions, advertisers in Belgium had been accustomed to placing their ads on the Luxembourg
station. Radio Luxembourg has traditionally been used to beam messages to the United
Kingdom. Currently, however, approximately half of the homes in Europe have access to
additional television broadcasts through either cable or direct satellite, and television will no
longer be restricted by national boundaries. The implications of this to global marketers are
significant. The viewer’s choice will be expanded, leading to competition among govern-
ment-run public channels, competing state channels from neighboring countries, private
channels, and pan-European channels.18 This means that marketers need to make sure that
advertising works not only within markets but across countries as well. As a consequence,
media buying will become more challenging.

Product Influences
Marketers and advertising agencies are currently frustrated by wildly differing restrictions
on how products can be advertised. Agencies often have to produce several separate ver-
sions to comply with various national regulations. Consumer protection in general has
dominated the regulatory scene both in the European Union and the United States.19

Changing and standardizing these regulations, even in an area like the EU, is a long and
difficult process. While some countries have banned tobacco advertising altogether (e.g.,
France), some have voluntary restriction systems in place. For example, in the United
Kingdom, tobacco advertising is not allowed in magazines aimed at very young women,
but it is permitted in other women’s magazines. Starting in 2003, tobacco companies were
required to print vivid pictures of lung cancer victims and diseased organs on cigarette
packets sold in the United Kingdom. The EU has developed union-wide regulation and
has banned all forms of cross-border tobacco advertising effective 2005. This means no
tobacco advertising in print, as well as on radio, the Internet, and Formula One racing.
Existing regulations ban TV advertising. Tobacco marketers would be allowed to adver-
tise on cinema, poster, and billboard sites, but can still be banned by national laws.20 A
summary of product-related regulations found in selected European countries is provided
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Global Advertising Spending by Medium,
2004–2008 (in $ millions)

Medium 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Television 141,510 146,827 155,659 164,768 176,069
Newspapers 113,729 118,107 122,559 127,058 131,724
Magazines 51,227 52,739 55,069 57,802 60,569
Radio 32,7114 33,631 34,941 36,422 38,134
Outdoor 21,892 23,231 24,916 26,948 29,289
Internet 14,093 18,147 22,433 26,406 29,902
Cinema 1,517 1,656 1,794 1,934 2,094
Total 376,683 394,338 417,371 441,337 467,781

SOURCE: “Ad Growth Stable with Healthy Hotspots,” Zenith Optimedia, December 20, 2005, available at
http://www.zenithoptimedia.com.
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in Exhibit 18.5. Tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, and pharmaceuticals are the most
heavily regulated products in terms of promotion.

However, the manufacturers of these products have not abandoned their promotional
efforts. Altria Group (formerly Philip Morris) engages in corporate image advertising using
its cowboy spokesperson. Some European cigarette manufacturers have diversified into the
entertainment business (restaurants, lounges, movie theaters) and named them after their
cigarette brands. AstraZeneca, a leading global pharmaceutical, funded a TV campaign run
by the French Migraine Association, which discussed medical advances but made no men-
tion of the company. Novo Nordisk has set up an Internet page on diabetes separate from
its home page and established the World Diabetes Foundation awareness group.21

Certain products are subject to special rules. In the United Kingdom, for example, adver-
tisers cannot show a real person applying an underarm deodorant; the way around this prob-
lem is to show an animated person applying the product. What is and is not allowable is very
much a reflection of the country imposing the rules. Explicit advertisements of contraceptives
are commonplace in Sweden, for example, but far less frequent in most parts of the world.
A number of countries have varying restrictions on advertising of toys; Greece bans them
altogether, and Belgium restricts their use before and after children’s programming.

Beyond the traditional media, the international marketer may also consider product
placement in movies, TV shows, games, or Web sites. Although there is disagreement about
the effectiveness of the method beyond creating brand awareness,22 products from makers
such as BMW, Omega, Nokia, and Heineken have been placed in movies to help both par-
ties to the deal: to create a brand definition for the product and a dimension of reality for
the film. The estimated size of the product-placement market in 2005 was $4.24 billion,
driven partly by the success of reality television and by a more empowered consumer who
can skip traditional ads with the touch of a button.23 GM used the action feature film “XXX”
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Restrictions on Advertisements for Specific Products in Selected
European Countries

Cigarette and Pharmaceutical
Country Tobacco Products Alcoholic Beverages Products

United Kingdom Banned in broadcast; Banned in broadcast during Advertisements for 
approval required for show- or adjacent to children’s prescription drugs 
ing brands of tobacco com- programs prohibited
panies in any sponsored Broadcast permitted in Restriction applies; e.g.,
events non–children’s program no promotion by celebrities 

airtime, with many regulations allowed
Ireland Banned for all cigarette and Broadcast targeting adults Advertisements for 

tobacco products in all forms is allowed with many rules prescription drugs 
of advertising, including any prohibited
sponsorship of events Strict guideline applies to 

nonprescription drugs
Denmark Banned in all forms of Permitted for beverages Banned in TV broadcast for 

advertising with alcohol content of less both prescription-only and 
than 2.8% nonprescription medicines
Strict conditions apply Radio broadcast is 

permitted with strict 
guidelines

Portugal Banned in all forms of adver- Banned in TV and radio Advertisements for 
tising, except in automobile broadcast between 7 A.M. prescription drugs 
sports events with inter- and 10:30 P.M. prohibited
national prestige Banned in sponsoring events Strict guideline applies to 

in which minors participate nonprescription drugs

SOURCE: “Study on the Evolution of New Advertising Techniques in UK, Ireland, Denmark and Portugal,” Bird & Bird Brussels, June 17, 2002.
Reprinted with permission.
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to reintroduce its Pontiac GTO. In some markets, product placement may be an effective
method of attracting attention due to constraints on traditional media. In China, for exam-
ple, most commercials on Chinese state-run television are played back-to-back in ten-
minute segments, making it difficult for any 30-second ad to be singled out. Placing prod-
ucts in soap operas, such as “Love Talks,” has been found to be an effective way to get to
the burgeoning middle class in the world’s most populous country.24 Some marketers have
started to create stand-alone entertainment vehicles around a brand, such as the BMW film
series on the Internet.25 Calls have been made to ban product placements, or at the very
least clearly disclose them in credits. The European Commission will allow product place-
ment in fiction (not in news or factual material), and requires clear labeling.26

Audience Characteristics
A major objective of media strategy is to reach the intended target audience with a mini-
mum of waste. As an example, Amoco Oil Company wanted to launch a corporate image
campaign in China in the hope of receiving drilling contracts. Identifying the appropriate
decision makers was not difficult because they all work for the government. The selection
of appropriate media proved to be equally simple because most of the decision makers
overseeing petroleum exploration were found to read the vertical trade publications: In-
ternational Industrial Review, Petroleum Production, and Offshore Petroleum.

If conditions are ideal, and they seldom are in international markets, the media strate-
gist would need data on (1) media distribution, that is, the number of copies of the print
medium or the number of sets for broadcast; (2) media audiences; and (3) advertising
exposure. For instance, an advertiser interested in using television in Brazil would like to
know that the top adult TV program is “O Clone,” with an average audience share of
48 percent and a 30-second ad rate of $71,000. In markets where more sophisticated mar-
ket research services are available, data on advertising perception and consumer response
may be available. In many cases, advertisers have found circulation figures to be unreli-
able or even fabricated.

An issue related to audience characteristics is the move by some governments to pro-
tect their own national media from foreign ones. In Canada, for example, the government
prevents foreign publishers from selling space to Canadian advertisers in so-called split-
run editions that, in effect, have no local content. If U.S. publications, such as Sports
Illustrated, were allowed to do it, Canadian publications would be threatened with insuf-
ficient amounts of advertising.27

Global Media
Media vehicles that have target audiences on at least three continents and for which the
media buying takes place through a centralized office are considered to be global media.28

Global media have traditionally been publications that, in addition to the worldwide edition,
have provided advertisers the option of using regional editions. For example, Time Europe
covers the Middle East, Africa, and, since 2003, Latin America. An Asian edition (Time Asia)
is based in Hong Kong and a Canadian edition (Time Canada) is based in Toronto. The
South Pacific edition, covering Australia, New Zealand, and the Pacific Islands, is based in
Sydney. Different editions enable advertisers to reach a particular country, continent, or the
world. In print media, global vehicles include dailies such as International Herald Tribune,
weeklies such as The Economist, and monthlies such as National Geographic. Included on
the broadcast side are BBC Worldwide TV, CNN, the Discovery Channel, and MTV. The Dis-
covery Channel reaches more than 600 million subscribers in 160 countries in 35 languages
through Discovery Channel–Europe, Discovery Channel–Latin America/Iberia, Discovery
Channel–Asia, Discovery Canada, Discovery New Zealand, and several other language-tai-
lored networks. The argument that global media drown out local content is not borne out
in fact.29 MTV as a global medium is profiled in The International Marketplace 18.2, and
shows that one country’s MTV looks very little like another’s. While Italy, for example, is
stylish and features food shows, Japan is very techie featuring a lot of wireless product.

Advertising in global media is dominated by major consumer ad categories, particularly
airlines, financial services, telecommunications, automobiles, and tobacco. The aircraft
industry represents business market advertisers. Companies spending in global media
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The International MARKETPLACE 18.2

terrestrial distribution.The station acquires its own video
clips, drawing from the domestic markets in individual
European countries to discover bands making an interna-
tional sound. It has its own team ofVJs presenting shows
specially tailored for the European market.The channel’s
programming mix reflects its diverse audience, with cov-
erage of music, style, news, movie information, comedy,
and more. MTV Europe has five local programming feeds
and five local advertising windows—U.K./ Ireland; MTV
Central: (Austria, Germany, and Switzerland); MTV
European (76 territories, including France and Israel);
MTV Southern (Italy);and MTV Nordic (Sweden,Norway
and others). It was launched August 1, 1987.

• MTV Asia was launched September 15, 1991. MTV Asia
reaches over 138 million households in 21 territories.
Programming is tailored to the musical tastes, lifestyles,
and sensibilities of Asian audiences in three regions:
MTV Mandarin, MTV Southeast Asia, and MTV India.
Although Japan was originally launched in October 1984
under a licensing agreement, it was reintroduced in 2001
as a wholly-owned entity of MTV Networks Interna-
tional. The 24-hour music television channel and Web
site feature original Japanese-language programming and
reach 2.8 million households.

• MTV Latin America reaches 28 million households in
21 countries and territories.The network features a mix
of U.S. and Latin music, regional production, music and
entertainment news, artist interviews, concert coverage,
and specials.

• MTV Brazil was launched in 1990 and is a joint venture
of MTVNetworks and Abril S.A., Brazil’s leading maga-
zine publisher. The Portuguese-language network,
viewed in 16 million households, is broadcast via UHF in
São Paulo and via VHF in Rio de Janeiro.

• MTV Russia, launched in September 1998, is a free
over-the-air service reaching more than 20 million
homes in major cities. The entity was established with
BIZ Enterprises in a multiyear licensing agreement. In
2000, MTV Networks International gained an equity po-
sition in MTV Russia. Programming includes music
videos from Russian and international artists, as well as
coverage of social issues relevant to Russian youth.

SOURCES: “MTV’s Passage to India,” Fortune, August 9, 2004, 116–125;
Claudia Penteado,“MTV Breaks New Ground,” Advertising Age Global,
March 2002, 8;“MTV’s World,” Business Week, February 18, 2002, 81–84;
“MTV Asia’s Hit Man,” Advertising Age Global, December 2001, 10;“Focus:
Trends in TV,” Advertising Age International, January 11, 1999, 33;“MTV
Fights Back from Nadir to Hit High Notes in India,” Advertising Age Interna-
tional, March 30, 1998, 10;“High Tech helps MTV Evolve,” World Trade, June
1996, 10;“Will MTV Have to Share the Stage?” Business Week, February
21, 1994, 38; and http://www.mtv.com.

MTV has emerged as a significant global medium, with
more than 440 million households in 167 countries
subscribing to its services.The reason for its success is
simple—MTV offers consistent, high-quality programming
that reflects the tastes and lifestyle of young people.

Its balance of fashion, film, news, competitions, and comedy
wrapped in the best music and strong visual identity has
made it “the best bet to succeed as a pan-European
thematic channel, with its aim to be in every household in
Europe,” according to Music Week, Britain’s leading music
trade paper. Given that 79 percent of the channel’s viewers
are in the elusive 16–34 age group, MTV is a force as an
advertising medium for those who want to closely target
their campaigns. MTV has proven to be the ultimate youth
marketing vehicle for companies such as Wrangler,
Wrigleys, Braun, Britvic, Levi Strauss, Pepsi, Pentax, and
many others.Although many knockoffs have been started
around the world, the enormous cost of building a world-
wide music video channel will most likely protect MTV.

MTV’s best response to threats from competition has
been to make programming as local as possible. Its policy
of 70 percent local content has resulted in some of the
network’s more creative shows, such as Brazil’s month-
long Rockgol which pitted musicians against record
industry executives and Russia’s Twelve Angry Viewers, a
talk show focused on the latest videos.

Digital compression allows the number of services offered
on a satellite feed to be multiplied.The network will use
the new capacity to complement panregional programming
and playlists, customizing them to local tastes in key areas.
For example,MTVAsia has launched MTV India to have
five hours of India-specific programming during the
24-hour satellite feed to the subcontinent.

Owned by Viacom, MTV’s global network consists of the
following entities:

• MTV USA is seen 24 hours a day on cable television in
over 85 million U.S. television homes. Presented in
stereo, MTV’s overall on-air environment is unpre-
dictable and irreverent, reflecting the cutting-edge spirit
of rock ’n’ roll that is the heart of its programming.
Through its graphic look,VJs, music news, promotions,
interviews, concert tour information, specials, and docu-
mentaries, as well as its original strip programming, MTV
has become an international institution of pop culture
and the leading authority on rock music since it
launched on August 1, 1981.

• MTV Europe reaches 43 territories (124 million house-
holds), 24 hours a day in stereo, via satellite, cable, and

The World Wants Its MTV!

http://www.mtv.com


include AT&T, IBM, UBS, and General Motors. In choosing global media, media buyers
consider the three most important media characteristics: targetability, client-compatible
editorial, and editorial quality.30 Some global publications have found that some parts of
the globe are more appealing to advertisers than others; for example, some publications
have eliminated editions in Africa (due to lack of advertising) and in Asia and Latin
America (due to financial crises).

In broadcast media, panregional radio stations have been joined by television as a re-
sult of satellite technology. The pan-European satellite channels, such as Sky Channel and
Super Channel, were conceived from the very beginning as advertising media. Many are
skeptical about the potential of these channels, especially in the short term, because of
the challenges of developing a cross-cultural following in Europe’s still highly nationalis-
tic markets.31 Pan-European channels have had to cut back, whereas native language
satellite channels like Tele 5 in France and RTL Plus in Germany have increased their
viewership. The launch of STAR TV (see Exhibit 18.6) has increased the use of regional
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Example of a Panregional Medium

SOURCE: Courtesy of STAR Group Limited.
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advertising campaigns in Asia. While this medium is still regarded as a corporate adver-
tising vehicle, it has nonetheless attracted the interest of consumer goods manufacturers
as well.32 The alternative showing the most immediate promise is cable channels that cater
to universal segments with converging tastes, such as MTV, Animal Planet, or the Cartoon
Network, all of which feature both local content and localized versions of foreign content.

The Internet provides the international marketer with a global medium. U.S. marketers
have been slow to react to its potential because their domestic market is so dominant.
They have also been reluctant to adapt their Web sites but are willing to repeat what hap-
pened in the United States in these regions. One simple way of getting started is to choose
a few key languages for the Web site. For example, Gillette decided to add German and
Japanese to its Mach3 Web site after studying the number of Internet users in those coun-
tries.33 If the marketer elects to have a global site and region-specific sites (e.g., organized
by country), they all should have a similar look, especially in terms of the level of
sophistication. Another method is to join forces with Internet service providers. Samsung
has gained more global brand value than any other brand ranked over the last five years.
A big contributor has been Samsung’s bold Internet-marketing strategy, which had the
company enter into long-term contracts with 425 high-traffic Web sites (such as PC Mag-
azine and USA Today), negotiating for top banner position (as shown in Exhibit 18.7).
Samsung now has right of first refusal for the position in perpetuity, and delivers a lower-
cost Internet buy than its competitors in the consumer-electronics sector.34

The Promotional Message
The creative people must have a clear idea of the characteristics of the audience expected
to be exposed to the message. In this sense, the principles of creating effective advertis-
ing are the same as in the domestic marketplace. The marketer must determine what the
consumer is really buying—that is, the customer’s motivations. These will vary, depend-
ing on the following:

1. The diffusion of the product or service into the market. For example, to penetrate Third
World markets with business computers is difficult when few potential customers know
how to type, or with Internet advertising when the infrastructure is lacking.
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Online Advertising
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2. The criteria on which the customer will evaluate the product. For example, in traditional
societies, advertising the time-saving qualities of a product may not be the best approach,
as Campbell Soup Company learned in Italy, Brazil, and Poland, where women felt
inadequate as homemakers if they did not make soups from scratch.

3. The product’s positioning. For example, Parker Pen’s upscale market image around the
world may not be profitable enough in a market that is more or less a commodity
business.The solution is to create an image for a commodity product and make the
public pay for it—for example, the positioning of Perrier in the United States as a
premium mineral water.

The ideal situation in developing message strategy is to have a world brand—a prod-
uct that is manufactured, packaged, and positioned the same around the world. Compa-
nies that have been successful with the global approach have shown flexibility in the
execution of the campaigns. The idea may be global, but overseas subsidiaries then tailor
the message to suit local market conditions and regulations. Executing an advertising cam-
paign in multiple markets requires a balance between conveying the message and allow-
ing for local nuances. The localization of global ideas can be achieved by various tactics,
such as adopting a modular approach, localizing international symbols, and using inter-
national advertising agencies.35

Marketers may develop multiple broadcast and print ads from which country organiza-
tions can choose the most appropriate for their operations. This can provide local
operations with cost savings and allow them to use their budgets on tactical campaigns
(which may also be developed around the global idea). For example, the “Membership
Has Its Privileges” campaign of American Express, which has run in 24 countries on TV
and three more in print, was adjusted in some markets to make sure that “privileges” did
not have a snob or elitist appeal, especially in countries with a strong caste or class sys-
tem. An example of local adjustment in a global campaign for Marriott International is
provided in Exhibit 18.8. While the ads share common graphic elements, two distinct
approaches are evident. The top set of advertisements from the United States and Saudi
Arabia is an example of a relatively standard approach, given the similarity in target audi-
ences (i.e., the business traveler) and in the competitive conditions in the markets. The
second set features ads for Latin American and German-speaking Europe. While the Latin
advertisement stresses comfort, the German version focuses on results. While most of
Marriott’s ads translate the theme (“When you’re comfortable you can do anything”), the
German version keeps the original English-language theme.

Product-related regulations will affect advertising messages as well. When General
Mills Toy Group’s European subsidiary launched a product line related to G.I. Joe–type
war toys and soldiers, it had to develop two television commercials, a general version for
most European countries and another for countries that bar advertisements for products
with military or violent themes. As a result, in the version running in Germany, Holland,
and Belgium, Jeeps replaced the toy tanks, and guns were removed from the hands of the
toy soldiers. Other countries, such as the United Kingdom, do not allow children to ap-
pear in advertisements.

Marketers may also want to localize their international symbols. Some of the most effec-
tive global advertising campaigns have capitalized on the popularity of pop music world-
wide and used well-known artists in the commercials, such as Pepsi’s use of Tina Turner.
In some versions, local stars have been included with the international stars to localize the
campaign. Aesthetics plays a role in localizing campaigns. The global marketer does not
want to chance the censoring of the company’s ads or risk offending customers. For exam-
ple, even though importers of perfumes into Saudi Arabia want to use the same campaigns
as are used in Europe, they occasionally have to make adjustments dictated by moral stan-
dards. In one case, the European version shows a man’s hand clutching a perfume bottle
and a woman’s hand seizing his bare forearm. In the Saudi Arabian version, the man’s arm
is clothed in a dark suit sleeve, and the woman’s hand is merely brushing his hand.

The use of one agency—or only a few agencies—ensures consistency. The use of one
agency allows for coordination, especially when the global marketer’s operations are
decentralized. It also makes the exchange of ideas easier and may therefore lead, for
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Local Adjustments in a Global Campaign

SOURCE: Courtesy of Marriott International Inc. http://www.marriott.com.
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example, to wider application of a modification or a new idea. For example, BP uses
Ogilvy & Mather for its largely corporate-image based advertising. Companies such as
Procter & Gamble and Unilever have each of their global brands under a single agency,
such as Pampers handled by Saatchi & Saatchi, and Old Spice by Wieden + Kennedy (as
shown in The International Marketplace 18.3).36

The environmental influences that call for these modifications, or in some cases totally
unique approaches, are culture, economic development, and lifestyles. It is quite evident
that customers prefer localized to foreign-sourced advertising.37 Of the cultural variables,
language is most apparent in its influence on promotional campaigns. The European
Union alone has eleven languages: English, Finnish, French, German, Dutch, Danish,
Italian, Greek, Spanish, Swedish, and Portuguese. Advertisers in the Arab world have
sometimes found that the voices in a TV commercial speak in the wrong Arabic dialect.
The challenge of language is often most pronounced in translating themes. For example,
Coca-Cola’s worldwide theme “Can’t Beat the Feeling” is the equivalent of “I Feel Coke”
in Japan, “Unique Sensation” in Italy, and “The Feeling of Life” in Chile. In Germany,
where no translation really worked, the original English language theme was used. One
way of getting around this is to have no copy or very little copy and to use innovative
approaches, such as pantomime. Using any type of symbolism will naturally require ade-
quate copy testing to determine how the target market perceives the message.

The stage of economic development—and therefore the potential demand for and
degree of awareness of the product—may vary and differentiate the message from one
market to another. Whereas developed markets may require persuasive messages (to
combat other alternatives), a developing market may require a purely informative cam-
paign. Campaigns may also have to be dramatically adjusted to cater to lifestyle differ-
ences in regions that are demographically quite similar. For example, N. W. Ayer’s
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The International MARKETPLACE 18.3

The Cincinnati consumer-product marketer also awarded
media buying and planning duties in North America to
Wieden.The move is a break from P&G’s past practice of
hiring different agencies to handle its creative work and
its media planning and buying duties. P&G says Wieden
will be given the media duties on a “test” basis in North
America. Publicis Groupe’s Starcom Mediavest will
continue to handle media planning and buying on the
brand outside of North America.

The fragmentation of audiences among an array of
media options is forcing marketers to put less emphasis
on traditional media such as TV and more on new
media such as Web sites, video on demand, cable TV,
e-mail, or iPod. Marketers are increasingly asking their
marketing communications partners to include both
creative and media placement recommendations. Having
both under one roof makes things easier and more
coordinated.

SOURCES: “Agencies Rethink Wall Between Creative, Media,” The Wall
Street Journal, March 1, 2006, B3; and “P&G Moves Old Spice Account to
Small Independent Ad Firm,” The Wall Street Journal, February 9, 2006, B7.

Procter & Gamble Co. shifted global advertising duties for
its Old Spice brand to Wieden + Kennedy, an
independent ad firm based in Portland, Oregon, from
Publicis Groupe’s Saatchi and Saatchi for advertising and
Starcom MediaVest for media planning and buying.

The account shift was the latest example of a small ad firm
winning a big account at the expense of a global ad firm.
Recently,Wieden and other small firms, such as Miami
agency Crispin Porter + Bogusky, have won accounts with
global marketers such as Coca-Cola andVolkswagen AG.A
growing number of marketers believe small independents
are more adept than bigger firms at using untraditional
marketing methods that do not depend heavily onTV ads.
Some also see smaller firms as better equipped to react to
a rapidly changing media landscape because they are not
bogged down by bureaucracy and the potential conflicts
that abound in bulky conglomerates.

P&G said Wieden was given the account because of its
extensive work on brands that target “young men.” “They
know the male consumer very well,” said Tami Jones, a
spokeswoman for P&G.The Old Spice brand is sold in 30
markets around the world.

Rethinking Agency Partners



Bahamas tourism campaign for the European market emphasized clean water, beaches,
and air. The exceptions are in Germany, where it focuses on sports activities, and in the
United Kingdom, where it features humor.

The Campaign Approach
Many multinational corporations are staffed and equipped to perform the full range of
promotional activities. In most cases, however, they will rely on the outside expertise of
advertising agencies and other promotions-related companies such as media-buying com-
panies and specialty marketing firms. In the organization of promotional efforts, a com-
pany has two basic decisions to make: (1) what type of outside services to use and (2)
how to establish decision-making authority for promotional efforts.

Outside Services
Of all the outside promotion-related services, advertising agencies are by far the most sig-
nificant. A list of the world’s top 25 agencies and agency groups is given in Exhibit 18.9.
Of the top 25 agencies, 13 are based in the United States, 6 in Japan and Korea, and the
rest in the United Kingdom, France, Australia, and Canada. Whereas the Japanese agen-
cies tend to have few operations outside their home country, U.S. and European agencies
are engaged in worldwide expansion. Size is typically measured in terms of revenue and
billings. Billings are the cost of advertising time and space placed by the agency plus fees
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World’s Top 25 Marketing Organizations

Ranked by worldwide revenue in 2004

Rank Worldwide Revenue
2004 2003 Marketing Organization Headquarters 2004 U.S. Share %

1 1 Omnicom Group New York $9,747.2 53
2 2 WPP Group London 9,370.1 58
3 3 Interpublic Group of Cos. New York 6,200.6 55
4 4 Publicis Groupe Paris 4,777.3 43
5 5 Dentsu Tokyo 2,851.0 2
6 6 Havas Suresnes, France 1,866.0 42
7 8 Aegis Group London 1,373.6 31
8 7 Hakuhodo DY Holdings Tokyo 1,372.4 0
9 9 Asatsu-DK Tokyo 473.3 1

10 10 Carlson Marketing Group Minneapolis 346.9 71
11 11 MDC Partners Toronto/New York 316.8 68
12 12 Incepta Group London 279.8 25
13 13 Monster Worldwide New York 251.6 65
14 15 Digitas Boston 251.6 100
15 14 HealthSTAR Communications Woodbridge, N.J. 203.0 100
16 16 Alloy New York 194.1 100
17 18 Cheil Communications Seoul 185.9 8
18 23 Aspen Marketing Services West Chicago, III. 180.0 100
18 NA G2R Seoul 180.0 0
20 17 Tokyu Agency Tokyo 176.0 0
21 19 George P. Johnson Co. Auburn Hills, Mich. 172.9 77
22 49 aQuantive Seattle 157.9 100
23 22 Doner Southfield, Mich. 155.7 91
24 25 Clemenger Communications Melbourne 147.4 0
25 24 Select Communications Koblenz, Germany 145.0 41

SOURCE: Reprinted with permission from the May 2, 2005, issue of Advertising Age. Copyright, Crain
Communications Inc., 2006.
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for certain extra services, which are converted by formula to correspond to media billings
in terms of value of services performed. Agencies do not receive billings as income; in
general, agency income is approximately 15 percent of billing.

Agencies form world groups for better coverage. One of the largest world holding
groups, WPP Group, includes such entities as Ogilvy & Mather, J. Walter Thompson,
Young & Rubicam, and Grey. Smaller advertising agencies have affiliated local agencies in
foreign markets.

The choice of an agency will largely depend on the quality of coverage the agency will
be able to give the multinational company. Global marketing requires global advertising,
according to proponents of the globalization trend. The reason is not that significant cost
savings can be realized through a single worldwide ad campaign but that such a global
campaign is inseparable from the idea of global marketing. Some predict that the whole
industry will be concentrated into a few huge multinational agencies. Agencies with net-
works too small to compete have become prime takeover targets in the creation of world-
wide mega-agencies. Many believe that local, midsized agencies can compete in the face
of globalization by developing local solutions and/or joining international networks.38

Although the forecast that six large agencies will eventually place most international
advertising may be exaggerated, global marketing is the new wave and is having a strong
impact on advertising. Major realignments of client–agency relationships have occurred
due to mergers and to clients’ reassessment of their own strategies toward more global or
regional approaches.

Advertising agencies have gone through major geographic expansion in the last five
years. The leader is McCann-Erickson, with advertising running in 130 countries, com-
pared with 72 in 1991. In 2004, it handled the most international assignments of any group
(a total of 61 accounts with 1,295 assignments).39 Some agencies, such as DDB World-
wide, were domestically focused in the early 1990s but have been forced to rethink with
the globalization of their clients. As a result, DDB Worldwide had doubled its country
presence to 99 by 2002.40 New markets are also emerging, and agencies are establishing
their presence in them. China’s $30 billion ad market has competitors from around the
world, including the WPP Group, which has 5,500 employees in 13 joint ventures.41

A presentation of agency-client relationships is provided in Exhibit 18.10. The J. Walter
Thompson agency, which serves 87 countries worldwide, has 28 accounts that it serves in
more than ten countries including Kimberly-Clark, Nestlé, and Unilever. On the client side,
Unilever assigns more business on an international basis, working with eight agency net-
works from four holding groups, than any other global marketer. In a study of 40 multina-
tional marketers, 32.5 percent are using a single agency worldwide, 20 percent are using
two, 5 percent are using three, 10 percent are using four, and 32.5 percent are using more
than four agencies. Of the marketers using only one or two agencies, McCann-Erickson
was the most popular with 17 percent of the companies.42 While global media reviews (to
consolidate all business to a single agency) are popular, most large companies typically use
more than one agency, with the division of labor usually along product lines. For example,
Matsushita Electric Industrial Company, an innovator in the consumer electronics industry,
uses two major agencies. Dentsu handles everything involving portables, audio, and tele-
vision. Grey Advertising handles the hi-fi area, the Technics label, and telephone products.
Panasonic, one of Matsushita’s U.S. brands, has a small agency for primarily nonconsumer
items. Marketers are choosing specialized interactive shops over full-service agencies for
Internet advertising. This is largely for pragmatic reasons due to conflicts, agencies’ uneven
coverage of the world (especially in emerging markets), and the marketers’ own inability
to make decisions from headquarters work on a global scale.43

The main concern arising from the use of mega-agencies is conflict. With only a few
giant agencies to choose from, the global marketer may end up with the same agency as
the main competitor. The mega-agencies believe they can meet any objections by struc-
turing their companies as rigidly separate, watertight agency networks (such as the Inter-
public Group) under the umbrella of a holding group. Following that logic, Procter &
Gamble, a client of Saatchi & Saatchi, and Colgate-Palmolive, a client of Ted Bates, should
not worry about falling into the same network’s client base. However, when the Saatchi &
Saatchi network purchased Ted Bates, Colgate-Palmolive left the agency.
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Despite the globalization trend, local agencies will survive as a result of governmental
regulations. In Peru, for example, a law mandates that any commercial aired on Peruvian
television must be 100 percent nationally produced. Local agencies also tend to forge ties
with foreign agencies for better coverage and customer service and thus become part of
the general globalization effort. A basic fear in the advertising industry is that accounts will
be taken away from agencies that cannot handle world brands. An additional factor is
contributing to the fear of losing accounts. In the past, many multinational corporations
allowed local subsidiaries to make advertising decisions entirely on their own. Others
gave subsidiaries an approved list of agencies and some guidance. Still others allowed
local decisions subject only to headquarters’ approval. Now the trend is toward central-
ization of all advertising decisions, including those concerning the creative product.
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Worldwide Agency–Client Relationships

Dots/
Rank Marketer Assignments

1 Unilever 580 • • • • • • • •
2 Procter & Gamble Co. 309 • • • • • • • •
3 Nestle 290 • • • • • • • • • •
4 Altria Group 220 • • • • • •
5 L’Oreal 201 • • •
6 Johnson & Johnson 191 • • • • •
7 Diageo 175 • • • • • • • •
8 Pfizer 165 • • • • • • •
9 Novartis 159 • • • • • • • •

10 Kimberly-Clark Corp. 158 • •
11 Mattel 156 • •
12 PepsiCo 151 • • •
13 Ford Motor Co. 135 • • • •
14 GlaxoSmithKline 134 • • • • • •
15 General Mills 128 • •
16 Mars Inc. 121 • • •
17 Coca-Cola Co. 114 • • • • •
18 Sanofi-Aventis 107 • • • •
19 Siemens 98 • •
20 Tchibo Holding 97 • •
21 Reckitt Benckiser 96 • •
22 Royal Dutch Shell 

Group of Cos. 92 • • •
23 Cadbury Schweppes 92 • • • • •
24 Motorola 90 • •
25 Henkel 88 • • •

Ranking based on total assignments the advertisers awarded the agency networks in this report.
SOURCE: Reprinted with permission from the November 14, 2005, issue of Advertising Age. Copyright, Crain Communications Inc., 2006.
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Decision-Making Authority
The alternatives for allocating decision-making authority range from complete centraliza-
tion to decentralization. With complete centralization, the headquarters level is perceived
to have all the right answers and has adequate power to impose its suggestions on all of
its operating units. Decentralization involves relaxing most of the controls over foreign
affiliates and allowing them to pursue their own promotional approaches.

Of 40 multinational marketers, 26 percent have centralized their advertising strategies,
citing as their rationale the search for economies of scale, synergies, and brand consis-
tency. Xerox’s reason is that its technology is universal and opportunities abound for
global messages. Centralization is also occurring at the regional level. GM’s Opel division
in Europe is seeking to unify its brand-building efforts with central direction. A total of 34
percent of the companies favor decentralization with regional input. This approach ben-
efits from proximity to market, flexibility, cultural sensitivity, and faster response time.
FedEx allows local teams to make advertising decisions as needed. The majority of mar-
keters use central coordination with local input. While Ford Motor Company conceives
brand strategy on a global level, ad execution is done at the regional level, and retail work
is local.44 However, multinational corporations are at various stages in their quest for cen-
tralization. Procter & Gamble and Gillette generally have an approved list of agencies,
whereas Quaker Oats and Johnson & Johnson give autonomy to their local subsidiaries
but will veto those decisions occasionally.

The important question is not who should make decisions but how advertising quality
can be improved at the local level. Gaining approval in multinational corporations is an
interactive approach using coordinated decentralization. This nine-step program, which is
summarized in Exhibit 18.11, strives for development of common strategy but flexible ex-
ecution. The approach maintains strong central control but at the same time capitalizes on
the greatest asset of the individual markets: market knowledge. Interaction between the
central authority and the local levels takes place at every single stage of the planning
process. The central authority is charged with finding the commonalities in the data pro-
vided by the individual market areas. This procedure will avoid one of the most common
problems associated with acceptance of plans—the NIH syndrome (not invented here)—
by allowing for local participation by the eventual implementers.

A good example of this approach was Eastman Kodak’s launch of its Ektaprint copier-
duplicator line in eleven separate markets in Europe. For economic and organizational
reasons, Kodak did not want to deal with different campaigns or parameters. It wanted
the same ad graphics in each country, accompanied by the theme “first name in photog-
raphy, last word in copying.” Translations varied slightly from country to country, but the
campaign was identifiable from one country to another. A single agency directed the cam-
paign, which was more economical than campaigns in each country would have been and
was more unified and identifiable through Europe. The psychological benefit of associa-
tion of the Kodak name with photography was not lost in the campaign.

Agencies are adjusting their operations to centrally run client operations. Many ac-
counts are now handled by a lead agency, usually in the country where the client is
based. More and more agencies are moving to a strong international supervisor for global
accounts. This supervisor can overrule local agencies and make personnel changes. Spe-
cialty units have emerged as well. For example, Ogilvy & Mather established the World-
wide Client Service organization at headquarters in New York, specializing in developing
global campaigns for its clients.45

Measurement of Advertising Effectiveness
John Wanamaker reportedly said, “I know half the money I spend on advertising is
wasted. Now, if I only knew which half.” Whether or not advertising effectiveness can be
measured, most companies engage in the attempt. Measures of advertising effectiveness
should range from pretesting of copy appeal and recognition, to posttesting of recogni-
tion, all the way to sales effects. The measures most used are sales, awareness, recall, ex-
ecutive judgment, intention to buy, profitability, and coupon return, regardless of the
medium used.46
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1.  Preliminary Orientation

7.  Budget Approval—Home Office

8.  Campaign Execution—Media Buys Local Countries

2.  Regional Communications Strategy Definition

3.  Advertising Creative Review

5.  Research Review

Subsidiary strategic information input on business and communications
strategy on country-by-country basis.

Outputs: Regional positioning objective, communication
objectives, and creative assignment for advertising agency.

Strategy Definition Meeting

Outputs: Creative concepts (story boards). Research questions regarding real
consumer concerns to guide research.

Creative Review Meeting

Sharply defined “consumer proposition” identified and agreed
upon with new creative assignment for agency.

Research Review Meeting

6.  Final Creative Review

Local adoption based on the finalized campaign definition.

Final Creative Review Meeting

4.  Qualitative Research Store

Consistent research results across countries on purchase intentions
and consumer perceptions.

Qualitative Research, Pre-Testing

Home Office Review

9.  Archiving—record all information for knowledge management.

Coordinated Approach to Panregional Campaign Development

SOURCES: Jae H. Pae, Saeed Samiee, and Susan Tai, “Global Advertising Strategy:The Moderating Role of Brand Familiarity and Execution
Style,” International Marketing Review 19 (no. 2, 2002): 176–189; Clive Nancarrow and Chris Woolston,“Pre-Testing International Press
Advertising,” Qualitative Market Research:An International Journal (1998): 25–38; and David A. Hanni, John K. Ryans, Jr., and Ivan R.Vernon,
“Coordinating International Advertising:The Goodyear Case Revisited for Latin America,” Journal of International Marketing 3 (no. 2, 1995):
83–98.
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The technical side of these measurement efforts does not differ from that in the do-
mestic market, but the conditions are different. Very often, syndicated services, such as
A.C. Nielsen, are not available to the global marketer. If available, their quality may not be
at an acceptable level. Testing is also quite expensive and may not be undertaken for the
smaller markets. Compared with costs in the U.S. market, the costs of research in the in-
ternational market are higher in relation to the overall expenditure on advertising.47 The
biggest challenge to advertising research will come from the increase of global and re-
gional campaigns. Comprehensive and reliable measures of campaigns for a mass Euro-
pean market, for example, are difficult because audience measurement techniques and
analysis differ for each country. Advertisers are pushing for universally accepted parame-
ters to compare audiences in one country to those in another.

Other Promotional Elements

Personal Selling
Advertising is often equated with the promotional effort; however, a number of other
efforts are used to support advertising. The marketing of industrial goods, especially of
high-priced items, requires strong personal selling efforts. In some cases, personal selling
may be truly global; for example, Boeing and Northrop-Grumman salespeople engage in
sales efforts around the world from their domestic bases. However, most personal selling
is done by the subsidiaries, with varying degrees of headquarters’ involvement. In cases
in which personal selling constitutes the primary thrust of the corporate promotional
effort and in which global customer groups can be identified, unified and coordinated
sales practices may be called for. When distribution is intensive, channels are long, or
markets have tradition-oriented distribution, headquarters’ role should be less pro-
nounced and should concentrate mostly on offering help and guidance.48 A pivotal role
is played by the field sales manager as the organizational link between headquarters and
the salespeople.49

Eastman Kodak developed a line-of-business approach to allow for standardized strat-
egy throughout a region.50 In Europe, one person is placed in charge of the entire
program in each country, with responsibility for all sales and service teams. Typically,
each customer is served by three representatives, each with a different responsibility.
Sales representatives maintain ultimate responsibility for the account; they conduct
demonstrations, analyze customer requirements, determine the right type of equipment
for each installation, and obtain the orders. Service representatives install and maintain the
equipment and retrofit new product improvements to existing equipment. Customer
service representatives are the liaison between sales and service. They provide operator
training on a continuing basis and handle routine questions and complaints. Each team is
positioned to respond to any European customer within hours.

The training of the sales force usually takes place in the national markets, but global
corporations’ headquarters will have a say in the techniques used. For instance, when
Kodak introduced the Ektaprint line, sales team members were selected carefully. U.S.
personnel could be recruited from other Kodak divisions, but most European marketing
personnel had to be recruited from outside the company and given intensive training.
Sales managers and a select group of sales trainers were sent to the Rochester, New York,
headquarters for six weeks of training. They then returned to Europe to set up programs
for individual countries so that future teams could be trained there. To ensure continu-
ity, all the U.S. training materials were translated into the languages of the individual
countries. To maintain a unified program and overcome language barriers, Kodak
created a service language consisting of 1,200 words commonly found in technical
information.

Foreign companies entering the Japanese market face challenges in establishing a sales
force. Recruitment poses the first major problem, since well-established, and usually local,
entities have an advantage in attracting personnel. Many have, therefore, entered into joint
ventures or distribution agreements to obtain a sales force. Companies can also expect to
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invest more in training and organizational culture-building activities than in the United
States. These may bring long-term advantages in fostering loyalty to the company.51

Sales Promotion
Sales promotion has been used as the catchall term for promotion that does not fall under
advertising, personal selling, or publicity. Sales promotion directed at consumers involves
such activities as couponing, sampling, premiums, consumer education and demonstra-
tion activities, cents-off packs, point-of-purchase materials, and direct mail. The use of
sales promotions as alternatives and as support for advertising is increasing worldwide.
The appeal is related to several factors: cost and clutter of media advertising, simpler tar-
geting of customers compared with advertising, and easier tracking of promotional effec-
tiveness (for example, coupon returns provide a clear measure of effectiveness).

The success in Latin America of Tang, Kraft Foods’ presweetened powder juice substi-
tute, is for the most part traceable to successful sales promotion efforts. One promotion in-
volved trading Tang pouches for free popsicles from Kraft Foods’ Brazilian subsidiary. The
company also placed coupons for free groceries in Tang pouches. In Puerto Rico, General
Foods ran Tang sweepstakes. In Argentina, in-store sampling featured Tang pitchers and
girls in orange Tang dresses. Decorative Tang pitchers were a hit throughout Latin Amer-
ica. Sales promotion directed at intermediaries, also known as trade promotion, includes
activities such as trade shows and exhibits, trade discounts, and cooperative advertising.

For sales promotion to be effective, the campaign planned by manufacturers, or their
agencies, must gain the support of the local retailer population. Coupons from consumers,
for example, have to be redeemed and sent to the manufacturer or to the company han-
dling the promotion. A.C. Nielsen tried to introduce cents-off coupons in Chile and ran
into trouble with the nation’s supermarket union, which notified its members that it
opposed the project and recommended that coupons not be accepted. The main com-
plaint was that an intermediary, like Nielsen, would unnecessarily raise costs and thus the
prices to be charged to consumers. Also, some critics felt that coupons would limit indi-
vidual negotiations because Chileans often bargain for their purchases.

Global marketers are well advised to take advantage of local or regional opportunities.
In Brazil, gas delivery people are used to distribute product samples to households by
companies such as Nestlé, Johnson & Johnson, and Unilever. The delivery people are usu-
ally assigned to the same district for years and have, therefore, earned their clientele’s
trust. For the marketers, distributing samples this way is not only effective, it is very eco-
nomical: they are charged five cents for each unit distributed. The gas companies benefit
as well in that their relationship with customers is enhanced through these “presents.”52

Sales promotion tools fall under varying regulations, as can be seen from Exhibit 18.12.
A particular level of incentive may be permissible in one market but illegal in another. The
Northern European countries present the greatest difficulties in this respect because every
promotion has to be approved by a government body. In France, a gift cannot be worth
more than 4 percent of the retail value of the product being promoted, making certain
promotions virtually impossible. Although competitions are allowed in most of Europe, to
insist on receiving proofs of purchase as a condition of entry is not permitted in Germany.

Regulations such as these make truly global sales promotions rare and difficult to
launch. Although only a few multinational brands have been promoted on a multiterritory
basis, the approach can work. In general, such multicountry promotions may be suitable
for products such as soft drinks, liquor, airlines, credit cards, and jeans, which span cul-
tural divides. Naturally, local laws and cultural differences have to be taken into account
at the planning stage. Although many of the promotions may be funded centrally, they
will be implemented differently in each market so that they can be tied with the local
company’s other promotional activities. For example, Johnson & Johnson Vision Care of-
fered trials of its one-day Acuvue contact lens throughout Europe, Africa, and the Middle
East. The aim was to deliver the brand message of “Enhancing Everyday Experiences” and
encourage consumers to book a sight test. The venue was a road-show event that adapted
well to local market conditions. Professional lens fitters offered on-the-spot trials at gyms,
sports clubs, and leisure centers. The program was devised and tested in Germany, and
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has since been executed in 18 different countries. The creative materials were translated
into 14 languages and a virtual network using intranets ensured that all offices shared in-
formation and best practice.53

In the province of Quebec in Canada, advertisers must pay a tax on the value of the
prizes they offer in a contest, whether the prize is a trip, money, or a car. The amount of
the tax depends on the geographical extent of the contest. If it is open only to residents of
Quebec, the tax is 10 percent; if open to all of Canada, 3 percent; if worldwide, 1 percent.
Subtle distinctions are drawn in the regulations between a premium and a prize. As an ex-
ample, the Manic soccer team was involved with both McDonald’s and Provigo Food
stores. The team offered a dollar off the price of four tickets, and the stubs could be cashed
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Regulations Regarding Premiums, Gifts, and
Competitions in Selected Countries

General
No Authorized Ban with Almost

Restrictions with Major Important Total
Country Category or Minor Ones Restrictions Exceptions Prohibition

Australia Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

Austria Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

Canada Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

Denmark Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

France Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

Germany Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

Hong Kong Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

Japan Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

Korea Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

United Kingdom Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

United States Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

Venezuela Premiums x
Gifts x
Competitions x

SOURCE: Jean J. Boddewyn, Premiums, Gifts, and Competitions, 1988, published by International Advertising
Association, 342 Madison Avenue, Suite 2000, NYC, NY 10017. Reprinted with permission.
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for a special at McDonald’s. Provigo was involved in a contest offering a year’s supply of
groceries. The Manic-McDonald’s offer was a premium that involved no special tax;
Provigo, however, was taxed because it was involved in a contest. According to the regu-
lation, a premium is available to everyone, whereas a prize is available to a certain num-
ber of people among those who participate. In some cases, industries may self-regulate the
use of promotional items.

Public Relations
Image—the way a multinational corporation relates to and is perceived by its key con-
stituents—is a bottom-line issue for management. Public relations is the marketing com-
munications function charged with executing programs to earn public understanding and
acceptance, which means both internal and external communication. The function can
further be divided into proactive and reactive forms.

Internal Public Relations
Especially in multinational corporations, internal communication is important to create an
appropriate corporate culture.54 The Japanese have perfected this in achieving a wa (we)
spirit. Everyone in an organization is, in one way or another, in marketing and will require
additional targeted information on issues not necessarily related to his or her day-to-day
functions. A basic part of most internal programs is the employee publication produced
and edited typically by the company’s public relations or advertising department and usu-
ally provided in both hard-copy and electronic formats. Some have foreign-language
versions. More often, as at ExxonMobil, each affiliate publishes its own employee publi-
cation. The better this vehicle can satisfy the information needs of employees, the less
they will have to rely on others, especially informal sources such as the grapevine.
Audiovisual media in the form of e-mails, films, videotapes, slides, and videoconferencing
are being used, especially for training and indoctrination purposes. Some of the materials
that are used internally can be provided to other publics as well; for example, booklets,
manuals, and handbooks are provided to employees, distributors, and visitors to the
company.

External Public Relations
External public relations (also known as marketing public relations) is focused on the in-
teractions with customers. In the proactive context, marketers are concerned about estab-
lishing global identities to increase sales, differentiate products and services, and attract
employees. These activities have been seen as necessary to compete against companies
with strong local identities. External campaigns can be achieved through the use of cor-
porate symbols, corporate advertising, customer relations programs, and publicity. For ex-
ample, Black & Decker’s corporate logo, which is in the shape and color of an orange
hexagon, is used for all B&D products. Specific brand books are developed to guide mar-
keting personnel worldwide on the proper use of these symbols to ensure a consistent
global image. Exhibit 18.13 depicts an agricultural marketing publication, The Furrow, in
three different language versions. Total circulation is 1.5 million in 11 languages in more
than 45 countries.

Publicity, in particular, is of interest to the multinational corporation. Publicity is the se-
curing of editorial space (as opposed to paid advertising) to further marketing objectives.
Because it is editorial in content, the consuming public perceives it as more trustworthy
than advertising. A good example of how publicity can be used to aid in advertising
efforts was the introduction by Princess Lines of a new liner, the Royal Princess. Because
of its innovative design and size, the Royal Princess was granted substantial press cover-
age, which was especially beneficial in the travel and leisure magazines. Such coverage
does not come automatically but has to be coordinated and initiated by the public rela-
tions staff of the company.

Unanticipated developments in the marketplace can place the company in a position
that requires reactive public relations, including anticipating and countering criticism. The
criticisms range from general ones against all multinational corporations to more specific
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ones. They may be based on a market; for example, doing business with prison factories
in China. They may concern a product; for example, Nestlé’s practices of advertising and
promoting infant formula in developing countries where infant mortality is unacceptably
high. They may center on conduct in a given situation; for example, Union Carbide’s per-
ceived lack of response in the Bhopal disaster. The key concern is that, if not addressed,
these criticisms can lead to more significant problems, such as the internationally orches-
trated boycott of Nestlé’s products. The six-year boycott did not so much harm earnings
as it harmed image and employee morale.

Crisis management is becoming more formalized in companies, with specially assigned
task forces ready to step in if problems arise. In general, companies must adopt policies
that will allow them to effectively respond to pressure and criticism, which will continue
to surface. Crisis management policies should have the following traits: (1) openness about
corporate activities, with a focus on how these activities enhance social and economic per-
formance; (2) preparedness to utilize the tremendous power of the multinational corpora-
tion in a responsible manner and, in the case of pressure, to counter criticisms swiftly;
(3) integrity, which often means that the marketer must avoid not only actual wrongdoing
but the mere appearance of it; and (4) clarity, which will help ameliorate hostility if a com-
mon language is used with those pressuring the corporation.55 The marketer’s role is one
of enlightened self-interest; reasonable critics understand that the marketer cannot com-
promise the bottom line.

Complicating the situation often is the fact that groups in one market criticize what the
marketer is doing in another market. For example, the Interfaith Center on Corporate
Responsibility urged Colgate-Palmolive to stop marketing Darkie toothpaste under that
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External Media: The Furrow

SOURCE: Courtesy of Deere & Co., Moline, IL, USA; http://www.johndeere.com.
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brand name in Asia because of the term’s offensiveness elsewhere in the world. Darkie
toothpaste was sold in Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, and Taiwan and was
packaged in a box that featured a likeness of Al Jolson in blackface.56 Colgate-Palmolive
redid the package and changed the brand name to Darlie. Levi Strauss decided to with-
draw from $40 million worth of production contracts in China after consultations with a
variety of sources, including human rights organizations, experts on China, and represen-
tatives of the U.S. government, led it to conclude that there was pervasive abuse of human
rights.57

With growing and evolving interactive technology, consumers can find or initiate top-
ics of interest on the Web and engage in online discussions that strongly affect their and
others’ views. This new form of communication, consumer-generated media (CGM), is
growing at 30 percent per year. While these media can take multiple forms, the most
prominent are online bulletin boards, blogs, podcasts, and Web sites for consumers to
post complaints and compliments. The challenges for the global marketer include the new
media’s limitless reach, fast diffusion of news, and its very expressive and influential na-
ture. To leverage CGM to the marketer’s advantage, someone in the company needs to be
put in charge of the phenomenon: to monitor the relevant information and then dissemi-
nate the important findings and take action when needed.58 Some marketers are incorpo-
rating consumer-generated content into their promotion mixes. For example, Ford and
Mercedes Benz encourage drivers to send digital photos of themselves living the Ford/
Mercedes-Benz lifestyle for posting on the company’s Web site.59

The public relations function can be handled in-house or with the assistance of an
agency. The largest agencies are presented in Exhibit 18.14. The use and extent of public
relations activity will vary by company and the type of activity needed. Product-marketing
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The Top Independent Public Relations Firms

Firm 2004 Net Fees Employees

1. Edelman PR Worldwide $230,425,155 1,749
2. Ruder Finn Group 89,711,000 646 
3. Waggener Edstrom 78,560,000 540
4. Schwartz Communications 18,060,408 148 
5. Dan Klores Communications 17,391,925 120
6. Zeno Group 16,610,136 109
7. Qorvis Comms. 15,320,000 71
8. Gibbs & Soell 15,095,000 102
9. A&R Partners 11,658,000 83

10. Rogers & Assocs. 10,609,217 75
11. Padilla Speer Beardsley 10,387,525 76
12. Paine PR 9,387,904 54
13. The Hoffman Agency 9,150,000 40
14. Alan Taylor Communications 8,970,503 60
15. Access Public Relations 8,873,035 45
16. RFBinder Partners 8,656,000 49
17. Integrated Corporate Relations 8,487,756 31 
18. Widmeyer Communications 8,301,000 47
19. Peppercom 8,113,386 61
20. French/West/Vaughan 7,900,000 59 
21. Cooney/Waters Group 7,767,815 29 
22. Levick Strategic Comms. 7,639,552 26 
23. KCSA PR Worldwide 7,335,225 43 
24. Sloane & Co. 7,259,482 20
25. The Horn Group 7,000,000 43

SOURCE: http://www.odwyerpr.com.
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PR may work best with a strong component of control at the local level and a local PR
firm, while crisis management—given the potential for worldwide adverse impact—will
probably be controlled principally from a global center.60 This has meant that global
marketers funnel short-term projects to single offices for their local expertise while main-
taining contact with the global agencies for their worldwide reach when a universal mes-
sage is needed. Some global corporations maintain public relations staffs in their main
offices around the world, while others use the services of firms that are part of large
worldwide agency groups such as Weber Shandwick (Interpublic Group of Companies),
Fleishman Hillard (Omnicom Group), or Hill & Knowlton (WPP Group).

Sponsorship Marketing
Sponsorship involves the marketer’s investment in events or causes. Sponsorship funds
worldwide are directed for the most part at sports events (both individual and team
sports) and cultural events (both in the popular and high-culture categories). Sponsorship
spending is relatively even around the world: of the nearly $33.8 billion spent in 2006,
North America contributed $13.4, Europe $9.6, Asia-Pacific $6.4, and Latin America $2.7
billion.61 Examples range from Coca-Cola’s sponsorship of the 2004 Olympic Games in
Athens and MasterCard’s sponsorship of World Cup Soccer in 2006 in Germany to Visa’s
sponsoring of Eric Clapton’s tour and Ford’s sponsoring of the Montreux Detroit Jazz
Festival. Sponsorship of events such as the Olympics is driven by the desire to be associ-
ated with a worldwide event that has a positive image, global reach, and a proven strate-
gic positioning of excellence. The rising costs of sponsorship and the difficulty of estab-
lishing return on the investment has forced some marketers to bow out; for example, IBM
after Sydney in 2000, and Xerox after Athens in 2004.62

The challenge is that an event may become embroiled in controversy, thus hurting the
sponsors’ images as well. Furthermore, in light of the high expense of sponsorship,
marketers worry about ambush marketing by competitors. Ambush marketing is the
unauthorized use of an event without the permission of the event owner. For example, an
advertising campaign could suggest a presumed sponsorship relationship. During the
Atlanta Olympic Games in 1996, some of the sponsors’ competitors garnered a higher pro-
file than the sponsors themselves. For example, Pepsi erected stands outside venues and
plastered the town with signs. Nike secured substantial amounts of air time on radio and
TV stations. Fuji bought billboards on the route from the airport into downtown Atlanta.
None of the three contributed anything to the International Olympic Committee during this
time.63 In London in 2012, total costs are estimated to be $7 billion, and big sponsors may
expect to pay as much as $80 million apiece. The ambush-marketing provisions of the
London Olympics Bill will prohibit the uses of terms such as “gold,” “summer,” and “2012”
in advertisements by nonsponsors.64

Cause-related marketing is a combination of public relations, sales promotion, and cor-
porate philanthropy. This activity should not be developed merely as a response to a cri-
sis, nor should it be a fuzzy, piecemeal effort to generate publicity; instead, marketers
should have a social vision and a planned long-term social policy. For example, in
Casanare, Colombia, where it is developing oil interests, British Petroleum invests in ac-
tivities that support its business plan and contribute to the region’s development. This has
meant an investment of $10 million in setting up a loan fund for entrepreneurs, giving stu-
dents technical training, supporting a center for pregnant women and nursing mothers,
working on reforestation, building aqueducts, and helping to create jobs outside the oil
industry.65 Examples of IBM’s contributions to local communities are provided in The In-
ternational Marketplace 18.4. Cisco Systems’ Networking Academy is an example of how
a marketer can link philanthropic strategy, its competitive advantage, and broader social
good. To address a chronic deficit in IT job applicants, the company created The Network
Academy concept whereby it contributes networking equipment to schools. Cisco now
operates 10,000 academies in secondary schools, community colleges, and community-
based organizations in 150 countries. As the leading player in the field, Cisco stands to
benefit the most from this improved labor pool. At the same time, Cisco has attracted
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The International MARKETPLACE 18.4

combination of marketing, social responsibility, and long-
term relationship building that fits in with the company’s
goal of becoming a “national asset” in Latin American
countries. In Venezuela, IBM teamed with the government
to bring computers to the K–12 environment to enhance
the learning process through technology.

Increased privatization and government cutbacks in social
services in many countries offer numerous opportunities
for companies to make substantive contributions to
solving various global, regional, and local problems.
Conservative governments in Europe are welcoming
private-sector programs to provide job training for inner-
city youth, to meet the needs of immigrants, and to solve
massive pollution problems.And in Eastern and Central
Europe, where the lines between the private and public
sectors are just now being drawn, corporations have a
unique opportunity to take a leadership role in shaping
new societies. IBM Germany provided computer
equipment and executive support to clean the heavily
polluted River Elbe, which runs through the Czech
Republic and Germany into the North Sea.

James Parkel, director of IBM’s Office of Corporate
Support Programs, summarizes the new expectations in
the following way:“Employees don’t want to work for
companies that have no social conscience, customers
don’t want to do business with companies that pollute
the environment or are notorious for shoddy products
and practices, and communities don’t welcome
companies that are not good corporate citizens. Many
shareholder issues are socially driven.”

SOURCES: Michael E. Porter and Mark R. Kramer,“The Competitive
Advantage of Corporate Philanthropy,” Harvard Business Review 80
(December 2002): 56–68; Roger L. Martin,“The Virtue Matrix: Calculating
the Return on Corporate Responsibility,” Harvard Business Review 80
(March 2002): 68–75; Bradley K. Googins,“Why Community Relations Is
a Strategic Imperative,” Strategy and Business (third quarter, 1997): 64–67;
“Consumers Note Marketers’ Good Causes: Roper,” Advertising Age,
November 11, 1996, 51; Paul N. Bloom, Pattie Yu Hussein, and Lisa R.
Szykman,“Benefiting Society and the Bottom Line,” Marketing
Management, Winter 1995, 8–18; and http://www.ibm.com.

A recent Roper survey found that 92 percent of the
respondents feel that it is important for marketers to
seek out ways to become good corporate citizens, and
they are most interested in those who get involved in
environmental, educational, and health issues. Many are
worried that globalization has brought about a decline in
corporate conduct and responsibility. However, many
marketers have seen it as completely the opposite.
Community relations is, as one chief executive put it,“food
for the soul of the organization.” It has become a strategic
aspect of business and a fundamental ingredient for the
long-term health of the enterprise.As a global company,
IBM has a network of staff responsible for corporate
responsibility throughout the 152 countries of operation.
Major initiatives that address environmental concerns,
support programs for the disabled, and support education
reform have been pioneered by IBM around the world.

IBM’s policy of good corporate citizenship means
accepting responsibility as a participant in community and
national affairs and striving to be among the most-
admired companies in its host countries. IBM sponsors
Worldwide Initiatives in Volunteerism, a $1 million–plus
program to fund projects worldwide and promote
employee volunteerism. In Thailand, for example, IBM
provides equipment and personnel to universities and
donates money to the nation’s wildlife fund and
environmental protection agency. The firm is one of only
two companies with a U.S.-based parent to win the
Garuda Award, which recognizes significant contributions
to Thailand’s social and economic development.

As part of its long-term strategy for growth in Latin
America, IBM is investing millions of dollars in an initiative
that brings the latest technology to local schools. IBM
does not donate the computers (they are bought by
governments, institutions, and other private firms), but it
does provide the needed instruction and technological
support. Some 800,000 children and 10,000 teachers have
benefited from the program in ten countries. IBM Latin
America’s technology-in-education initiative is a creative

Expanding the Social Vision: Global Community Relations

worldwide recognition for this program, boosted its employee morale and partner good-
will, as well as generated a reputation for leadership in philanthropy.66

Increasingly, the United Nations is promoting programs to partner multinationals and
NGOs (nongovernmental organizations) to tackle issues such as healthcare, energy, and
biodiversity. For example, Merck and GlaxoSmithKline have partnered with UNICEF and
the World Bank to improve access to AIDS care in the hardest hit regions of the world.67

http://www.ibm.com


Questions for Discussion

1. MasterCard sponsors the World Cup and Visa the
Olympics. Who gets the “better deal,” since the
expense of sponsorship is about the same for both?

2. Comment on the opinion that “practically speaking,
neither an entirely standardized nor an entirely
localized advertising approach is necessarily best.”

3. What type of adjustments must advertising agencies
make as more companies want “one sight, one
sound, one sell” campaigns?

4. Assess the programmed management approach for
coordinating international advertising efforts.

5. Discuss problems associated with measuring
advertising effectiveness in foreign markets.

6. What is the role of community relations for a global
marketer? How can the marketer treat even the
anti-globals as customers?

Internet Exercises

1. The FIFA World Cup is a marketing platform from
which a company can create awareness, enhance
its image, and foster goodwill. FIFA offers sponsors
a multitude of ways to promote themselves and
their products in conjunction with the FIFA World
Cup as well as other FIFA Events. Using FIFA’s Web
site (http://www.fifa.com), assess the different ways
a sponsor can benefit from this association. Assess
FIFA’s attempts to curb ambush marketing.

2. A company wishing to engage in global markets
through the Internet has to make sure that its
regional/local Web sites are of the same caliber and
consistent with its global site. Using Procter &
Gamble as an example (http://www.pg.com/
company/who_we_are/globalops.jhtml), evaluate
whether its various sites abroad satisfy these
criteria.
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Summary

As global marketers manage the various elements of the
promotions mix in differing environmental conditions,
decisions must be made about channels to be used in
communication, the message, who is to execute or help
execute the program, and how the success of the en-
deavor is to be measured. The trend is toward more har-
monization of strategy, at the same time allowing for
flexibility at the local level and early incorporation of
local needs into the promotional plans.

The effective implementation of the promotional pro-
gram is a key ingredient in the marketing success of the
firm. The promotional tools must be used within the op-
portunities and constraints posed by the communica-
tions channels as well as by the laws and regulations
governing marketing communications.

Advertising agencies are key facilitators in communi-
cating with the firm’s constituent groups. Many marketers

are realigning their accounts worldwide in an attempt to
streamline their promotional efforts and achieve a global
approach.

The use of other promotional tools, especially per-
sonal selling, tends to be more localized to fit the condi-
tions of the individual markets. Decisions concerning
recruitment, training, motivation, and evaluation must be
made at the affiliate level, with general guidance from
headquarters.

An area of increasing challenge for global marketers is
public relations. Global entities, by their very design,
draw attention to their activities. The best interest of the
marketer lies in anticipating problems with both internal
and external constituencies and managing them, through
communications, to the satisfaction of all parties. Com-
munity relations and cause-related marketing play impor-
tant roles in this process.

http://www.fifa.com
http://www.pg.com/company/who_we_are/globalops.jhtml
http://www.pg.com/company/who_we_are/globalops.jhtml
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Careers in International
Marketing

A
career in international marketing does not
consist only of jet-setting travel between
Rome, London, and Paris. Globalists need to
be well versed in the specific business func-

tions and may wish to work at summer internships
abroad, take language courses, and travel not simply for
pleasure but to observe business operations abroad and
to gain a greater understanding of different peoples and
cultures. Taking on and successfully completing an
international assignment is seen by managers as crucial
for the development of professional, managerial, and
intercultural skills and is highly likely to affect career
advancement.1

Further Training

One option for the student on the road to more interna-
tional involvement is to obtain further in-depth training
by enrolling in graduate business school programs that
specialize in international business education. A sub-
stantial number of universities around the world spe-
cialize in training international managers. According to
the Institute of International Education, the number of
U.S. students studying for a degree at universities
abroad rose to more than 191,321 students in 2005.
Furthermore, American students increasingly go abroad
for business and economics degrees, not just for a se-
mester or two. At the same time, business and manage-
ment are the most popular fields of study for the
565,000 international students at American universities.2

A review of college catalogues and of materials from
groups such as the Academy of International Business
will be useful here.

In addition, as the world becomes more global, more
organizations are able to assist students interested in
studying abroad or in gathering foreign work experience.

Apart from individual universities and their programs
for study abroad, many nonprofit institutions stand ready
to help and to provide informative materials. Exhibit 1
provides information about programs and institutions
that can help with finding an international job.

Employment with a Large Firm

One career alternative in international marketing is to
work for a large multinational corporation. These firms
constantly search for personnel to help them in their in-
ternational operations. For example, a Procter & Gamble
recruiting advertisement published in a university’s stu-
dent newspaper is reproduced in Exhibit 2.

Many multinational firms, while seeking specialized
knowledge like languages, expect employees to be
firmly grounded in the practice and management of busi-
ness. They rarely, will hire a new employee at the start-
ing level and immediately place him or her in a position
of international responsibility. Usually, a new employee
is expected to become thoroughly familiar with the com-
pany’s internal operations before being considered for
an international position. The reason a manager is sent
abroad is that the company expects him or her to reflect
the corporate spirit, to be tightly wed to the corporate
culture, and to be able to communicate well with both
local and corporate management personnel. In this liai-
son position, the manager will have to be exceptionally
sensitive to both headquarters and local operations. As
an intermediary, the expatriate must be empathetic and
understanding, and yet fully prepared to implement the
goals set by headquarters.

It is very expensive for companies to send an em-
ployee overseas. Typically, the annual cost of maintain-
ing a manager overseas is about three times the cost of
hiring a local manager. Companies want to be sure that
the expenditure is worth the benefit they will receive,
even though certainty is never possible.

Even if a position opens up in international opera-
tions, there is some truth in the saying that the best place
to be in international business is on the same floor as the
chairman at headquarters. Employees of firms that have
taken the international route often come back to head-
quarters to find only a few positions available for them.
Such encounters lead, of course, to organizational diffi-
culties, as well as to financial pressures and family prob-
lems, all of which may add up to significant executive
stress. Because family re-entry angst is the reason. Why
25 percent of expatriates quit within one year of their
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Web Sites Useful in Gaining International Employment

Advancing Women
P.O. Box 6642 
San Antonio,TX 78209 USA
(210) 822-8087
Web site: http://www.advancingwomen.com/
networks/ intlinks.html
Provides international networking contacts for women.

AVOTEK Headhunters
Nieuwe Markt 54
6511 XL Nijmegen,
NETHERLANDS
Telephone: (31) 24 3221367
Fax: (31) 24 3240467
Web site: http://www.avotek.n1
Lists Web sites and addresses of jobs and agencies world-
wide. Offers sale publications and other free reference
materials.

Council Exchanges
Council on International Educational Exchange
633 3rd Avenue
New York, NY 10017
USA
Telephone: (212) 822-2600
Fax: (212) 822-2649
Web site: http://www.ciee.org
Paid work and internships overseas for college students
and recent graduates.Also offers international volunteer
projects, as well as teaching positions.

Datum Online
91 Charlotte Street
London W1P1LB
UK
Telephone: 44 171 255 1313/1314/1320
Fax: 44 (0) 171 255 1316
E-mail: admin@dutumeurope.com
http://www.datumeurope.com/
Online database providing all the resources to find IT, sales,
and accountancy jobs across Europe.

Dialogue with Citizens
Internal Market Directorate General
MARKT A/04, C107 03/52
European Commission
Rue de la Loi, 200
B-1049 Brussels
BELGIUM
Telephone: (011) 322 299 5804
Fax: (011) 322 295 6695
Web site: http://ec.europa.eu/youreurope/nav/en/
citizens/home.html
Factsheets on EU citizens’ rights regarding residence, educa-
tion, working conditions and social security, rights as a con-
sumer, and ways of enforcing these rights, etc. Easy-to-use

guides that give a general outline of EU citizens’ rights and
the possibilities offered by the European Single
Market.A Signpost Service for citizens’ practical problems.

Ed-U-Link Services
PO Box 2076
Prescott,AZ 86302
USA
Telephone: (520) 778-5581
Fax: (520) 776-0611
Web site: http://www.edulink.com/JobOpeningsMain
.html
Provides listings of and assistance in locating teaching jobs
abroad.

80 Days
Web site: http://www.80days.com
Links to Web sites with job listings worldwide, including
volunteer work and teaching English as a foreign language.
Has special section on Europe.

The Employment Guide’s CareerWeb
150 West Brambleton Avenue
Norfolk,VA 23510
USA
Telephone: (800) 871-0800
Fax: (757) 616-1593
Web site: http://www.employmentguide.com
Online employment source with international listings,
guides, publications, etc.

Escape Artist
EscapeArtist.com Inc.
Suite 832–1245
World Trade Center
Panama
Republic of PANAMA
Fax: (011) 507 317 0139
Web site: http://www.escapeartist.com
Web site for U.S. expatriates. Contains links on
overseas jobs, living abroad, offshore investing, free
magazine, etc.

EuroJobs
Heathefield House
303 Tarring Rd.
Worthing
West Sussex BN115JG
UK
Telephone: 44 (0) 1260 223144
Fax: 44 (0) 1260 223145 
E-mail: medialinks@eurojobs.com
http://www.eurojobs.com
Lists vacant jobs all over Europe.Also includes the
possibility of submitting CV to recruiters; employment
tips and other services.

1
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(continued)

EURopean Employment Services—EURES
Employment and Social Affairs Directorate General
EMPL A/03, BU33 02/24
European Commission
Rue de la Loi, 200
B-1049 Brussels
BELGIUM
Telephone: (011) 322 299 6106
Fax: (011) 322 299 0508 or 295 7609
Web site: http://europa.eu.int/eures
Aims to facilitate the free movement of workers within the
17 countries of the European Economic Area. Partners in
the network include public employment services, trade
unions, and employer organizations.The Partnership is coor-
dinated by the European Commission. For citizens of these
17 countries, provides job listings, background information,
links to employment services, and other job-related Web
sites in Europe.

Expat Network
International House
500 Purley Way
Croydon
Surrey CRO 4NZ
UK
Telephone: (44) 20 8760 5100
Fax: (44) 20 8760 0469
Web site: http://www.expatnetwork.com
Dedicated to expatriates worldwide, linking to overseas
jobs, country profiles, healthcare, expatriate gift and book-
shop, plus in-depth articles and industry reports on issues
that affect expatriates. Over 5,000 members.Access is
restricted for nonmembers.

Federation of European Employers (FedEE)
Superla House
127 Chiltern Drive
Surbiton
Surrey, KT5 8LS
UK
Telephone: (44) 20 8339 4134
Fax: (44) 13 5926 9900
Web site: http://www.fedee.com
FedEE’s European Personnel Resource Centre is the most
comprehensive and up-to-date source of pan-European
national pay, employment law, and collective-bargaining
data on the Web.

HotJobs.com
Hotjobs.com, Ltd.
406 West 31st Street
New York, NY 10001
USA
Telephone: (212) 699-5300
Fax: (212) 944-8962
Web site: http://hotjobs.yahoo.com

Contains international job listings, including Europe.
Jobpilot
75 Cannon Street
London C4N 5BN
UK
Telephone: (44) 20 7556 7044
Fax: (44) 20 7556 7501
Web site: http://www.jobpilot.com
“Europe’s unlimited career market on the Internet.”

Jobs.ac.uk
University of Warwick
Coventry CV4 7AL
UK
Telephone: 44 (0) 24 7657 2839
Fax: 44 (0)24 7657 2946 
http://www.jobs.ac.uk/
Search jobs in science, research, academic, and related
employment in the UK and abroad.

Monster.com
TMP Worldwide Global Headquarters
1633 Broadway
33rd Floor
New York, NY 10019
USA
Telephone: 1 800 MONSTER or (212) 977-4200
Fax: (212) 956-2142
Web site: http://www.monster.com
Global online network for careers and working abroad.
Career resources (including message boards and daily
chats). Over 800,000 jobs.

Organization of Women in International Trade
Web site: http://www.owit.org
Offers networking and opportunities in international trade.
Has chapters worldwide.

OverseasJobs.com
AboutJobs.com Network
12 Robinson Road
Sagamore Beach, MA 02562
USA
Telephone: (508) 888-6889
Web site: http://www.overseasjobs.com
Job seekers can search the database by keywords or loca-
tions and post a resume online for employers to view.

PlanetRecruit.com
PlanetRecruit Ltd.
Alexandria House
Covent Garden
Cambridge CB1 2HR
UK
Telephone: (44) 87 0321 3660
Fax: (44) 87 0321 3661

1
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(continued)

Web site: http://www.planetrecruit.com
One of the world’s largest UK and international recruitment
networks. Features accounting and finance, administrative
and clerical, engineering, graduate and trainee, IT, media, new
media and sales, marketing and public-relations jobs from
about 60 countries.

The Riley Guide
Margaret F. Dikel
11218 Ashley Drive
Rockville, MD 20852
USA
Telephone: (301) 984-4229
Fax: (301) 984-6390
Web site: http://www.rileyguide.com
It is a directory of employment and career information
sources and services on the Internet, providing instruction
for job seekers and recruiters on how to use the Internet
to their best advantage. Includes a section on working
abroad, including in Europe.

SCI-IVS USA
814 NE 40th Street
Seattle,WA 98105
USA
Telephone: (206) 545-6585
Fax: (206) 545-6585
Web site: http://www.sci-ivs.org
Through various noncommercial partner organizations
worldwide and through SCI international, national, and
regional branch development, the U.S. branch of SCI
participates in the SCI network which exchanges over
5,000 volunteers each year in short-term (2–4 week)
international group workcamps and in long-term
(3–12 months) volunteer postings in over 60 countries.

Transitions Abroad Online:Work Abroad
PO Box 1300
Amherst, MA 01004-1300
Telephone: (800) 293-0373 or (413) 256-3414
Fax: (413) 256-0373

Web site: http://www.transitionsabroad.com
Contains articles from its bimonthly magazine; a listing of
work abroad resources (including links); lists of key
employers, internship programs, volunteer programs, and
English-teaching openings.

Vacation Work Publications
9 Park End Street
Oxford, OXI 1HJ
UK
Web site: http://www.vacationwork.co.uk
Lists job openings abroad, in addition to publishing many
books on the topic. Has an information exchange section
and a links section.

Upseek.com
Telephone: (877) 587-5627
Web site: http://www.upseek.com
A global search engine that empowers job seekers in the
online job search market. Provides job opportunities from
the top career and corporate sites with some European
listings.

Women in the Academy of International Business
Center for International Business Studies
Mays Business School,Texas A&M University
College Station,TX 77843 
USA
Web site: http://cibs.tamu.edu/waib
Encourages networking, mentoring and research by
linking women faculty, administrators and Ph.D. students
in international business studies.

WWOOF International
PO Box 2675
Lewes BN7 1RB,
UK
Web site: http://www.wwoof.org
WWOOF International is dedicated to helping those
who would like to work as volunteers on organic farms
internationally.

1
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return, companies are paying increasing attention to the
spouses and children of employees. For example, about
15 percent of Fortune 500 firms offer support for chil-
dren of employees relocated abroad.3

Employment with a Small
or Medium-Sized Firm

A second alternative is to begin work in a small or
medium-sized firm. Some of these firms have only
recently developed an international outlook, and the

new employee will arrive on the “ground floor.” Initial
involvement will normally be in the export field—eval-
uating potential foreign customers, preparing quotes,
and dealing with mundane activities such as shipping
and transportation. With a very limited budget, the ex-
port manager will only occasionally visit foreign mar-
kets to discuss marketing strategy with foreign distribu-
tors. Most of the work will be done by e-mail, by fax, or
by telephone. The hours are often long because of the
need to reach contacts overseas, for example, during
business hours in Hong Kong. Yet the possibilities for
implementing creative business methods are virtually

http://www.planetrecruit.com
http://www.rileyguide.com
http://www.sci-ivs.org
http://www.transitionsabroad.com
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limitless, and the contribution made by the successful
export manager will be visible in the firm’s growing ex-
port volume.

Alternatively, international work in a small firm may
involve importing—finding new low-cost sources for do-
mestically sourced products. Decisions often must be

based on limited information, and the import manager is
faced with many uncertainties. Often, things do not work
out as planned. Shipments are delayed, letters of credit
are canceled, and products may not arrive in the form
and shape anticipated. Yet the problems are always new
and offer an ongoing challenge.

Advertisement Recruiting New Graduates for
Employment in International Operations

SOURCE:The Procter & Gamble Company. Used by permission.

2
Exhibit
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As a training ground for international marketing activ-
ities, there is probably no better place than a smaller
firm. Ideally, the person with some experience may find
work with an export trading or export-management
company,  concentrating virtually exclusively on the in-
ternational arena.

Opportunities for Women
in Global Firms

As firms become more involved in global business activ-
ities, the need for skilled global managers is growing.
Concurrent with this increase in business activity is the
ever growing presence and managerial role of women in
international business.

Research conducted during the mid-1980s4 indicated
that women held 3.3 percent of the overseas positions in
U.S. business firms. Five years prior to that time, almost
no women were global managers in either expatriate or
professional travel status. Thus, the 3.3 percent figure
represented a significant increase. By 2000, 13 percent of
expatriates in U.S. corporations were women.5 The rea-
son for the low participation of women in global man-
agement roles seems to have been the assumption that
because of the subservient roles of women in Japan,
Latin America, and the Middle East, neither local nor ex-
patriate women would be allowed to succeed as man-
agers. The error is that expatriates are not seen as local
women, but rather as “foreigners who happen to be
women,” thus solving many of the problems that would
be encountered by a local woman manager.

There appear to be some distinct advantages for a
woman in a management position overseas. Among
them are the advantages of added visibility and
increased access to clients. Clients tend to assume that
“expatriate women must be excellent, or else their com-
panies would not have sent them.”

It also appears that companies that are larger in terms
of sales, assets, income, and employees send more
women overseas than smaller organizations. Further, the
number of women expatriates is not evenly distributed
among industry groups. Industry groups that utilize
greater numbers or percentages of women expatriates
include banking, electronics, petroleum, publishing,
diversified corporations, pharmaceuticals, and retailing
and apparel.

For the future, it is anticipated that the upward trend
previously cited reflects increased participation of
women in global management roles in the future.

Self-Employment

A third alternative is to hang up a consultant’s shingle or
to establish a trading firm. Many companies are in dire
need of help for their international marketing effort and
are quite prepared to part with a portion of their profits
to receive it. Yet in-depth knowledge and broad experi-
ence are required to make a major contribution to a
company’s international marketing effort or to run a trad-
ing firm successfully. Specialized services that might be
offered by a consultant include international market re-
search, international strategic planning, or, particularly
desirable, beginning-to-end assistance in international
market entry or international marketing negotiations.

The up-front costs in offering such a service are sub-
stantial and are not covered by turnover but rather have
to be covered by profits. Yet the rewards are there. For
an international marketing expert, the hourly billable
rate typically is as high as $400 for experienced princi-
pals and $150 for staff. Whenever international travel is
required, overseas activities are often billed at the daily
rate of $3,000 plus expenses. The latter can add up
quickly as the cost-per-diem map in Exhibit 3 shows.
When trading on one’s own, income and risk can be
limitless. Even at these relatively high rates, solid
groundwork must be completed before all the overhead
is paid. The advantage is the opportunity to become a
true international entrepreneur. Consultants and owners
of trading firms work at a higher degree of risk than em-
ployees, but with the opportunity for higher rewards.

International marketing is complex and difficult, yet it
affords many challenges and opportunities. “May you
live in interesting times” is an ancient Chinese curse. For
the international marketer, this curse is a call to action.
Observing changes and analyzing how best to incorpo-
rate them into one’s plans are the bread and butter of the
international marketer. The frequent changes are pre-
cisely what makes international marketing so fascinating.
It must have been international marketers who were tar-
geted by the old Indian proverb, “When storms come
about little birds seek to shelter, while eagles soar.” May
you be an eagle!
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T
ake a basketball player with a trait you can’t
teach—a physique of 296 pounds spread over
7 feet, 6 inches. Stir in sleek mid-range jump
shots, smooth passing skills, shot-blocking

ability, court speed, and a plethora of great moves. Add
in charisma with a dash of humor. And one more thing:
Make him from China, the world’s most populous nation
with an untapped market of 1.3 billion people. From
central casting comes Yao Ming—“The Next Big Thing”
for international services and global business. 

A New Ming Dynasty?

Straight from China’s Basketball Association, Yao was the
first international player ever selected as the number one
overall pick by the NBA’s Houston Rockets. He became
a solid contributor to the Rockets almost immediately
and a standout in the NBA. In 2002 he had the highest
field goal percentage in NBA history over a six-game
stretch, making 31 of 35 shot attempts for an accuracy of
88.6 percent. He was honored as one of the best new
players in the NBA and has been voted to the All-Star
Team (a collection of the NBA’s best players) every year
that he has played. Despite suffering an injury that
caused him to miss a quarter of the games in 2005, Yao
still won accolades as a key player.

His NBA stardom stems not only from his talents but
also from his personality. Yao’s self-deprecating charisma
and humor makes him hard to dislike. While describing
a dunk he missed, Yao told his teammates, “When you
have pitiful moments that makes the good moments
more valuable.” When fellow NBA star Shaquille O’Neal
said to a reporter “Tell Yao Ming, ‘Ching chong yang wah
ah soh’” while making kung fu moves, Yao quipped that
Chinese is “a very difficult language to learn.” With his
talent and personality, Yao is the literal and figurative
center of attention, bestriding two continents and making
hearts pound and cash registers ring in both.

Perhaps more significantly, Yao has broken the Holly-
wood portrayal of Asian males as inscrutable and sub-
servient and dispelled the popular stereotype of Asian-
Americans as bookish, slight, unathletic, and over-
achieving pre-med students.

The NBA Goes Global

Basketball is the world’s number two team sport, behind
soccer. NBA commissioner David Stern has been laying
the groundwork for global penetration for nearly
15 years, broadcasting to and recruiting from the interna-
tional scene. U.S. fans have shown a strong positive re-
sponse to the influx of players from Germany (Dallas’s
Nowitzki), Yugoslavia (Sacramento’s Stojakovic), and
Spain (Memphis’s Gasol), propelling the NBA to increase
global recruitment. “Yao came at the perfect time to the
perfect league,” noted Rich Thomaselli, sports marketing
expert. “The NBA has wanted exponential global growth.
Other foreign players have helped, but Yao, who is truly
unique because of his size, personality, and background
leads the way.” 

Global Expansion in China 

In what better country to seek exponential global growth
than in China, home to 1.3 billion people? The Rockets
and NBA couldn’t be more grateful for the “Ming Mania.”
Says Rockets President and CEO George Postolos, “It’s
incredible. In one week when we drafted Yao, we got
more international attention than either of our two NBA
championships. We think we’re on our way to becoming
the most-watched team in the world.” 

Postolos was right—the international viewership is as-
tounding. Yao’s NBA debut against the Indiana Pacers in
October 2002 reached 287 million Chinese households—
in contrast to the 105 million in the United States. A typ-
ical weeknight NBA game between two strong teams
drew television viewership of 1.1 million Americans. But
due to Yao Ming playing, an 8:00 a.m. broadcast game
between the Rockets and the league’s worst-ranked
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team, the Cavaliers, pulled in 6 million Chinese viewers.
Another 11.5 million tuned in for a repeat of the game
that night—even a live broadcast of an NBA finals game
doesn’t attract that size audience in the United States. 

A decade ago, anyone in China was lucky to see one
NBA game per week, usually from a month-old tape
mailed to Beijing. Today, the NBA broadcasts 270 games
on 24 Chinese networks. Basketball is the second most
popular sport, with 75 percent of males aged 15 to 24
watching at least one game per week and describing
themselves as “NBA fans.” In 2004, the Houston Rockets
and the Sacramento Kings traveled to Shanghai, Yao’s
hometown, and Beijing for two exhibition games. Tick-
ets to the two events cost between US $35 and US $240.
Despite an average Chinese annual per capita income of
just over US $1,000, both events were quickly sold out. A
reporter described the Ming mania as more closely re-
sembling a Beatles appearance than an American sport-
ing event. 

Licensing Benefits

Yao’s popularity in China has been highly lucrative for
the NBA. The sales of NBA merchandise have doubled
every year for the past several years. Surprisingly, the
number one selling jersey in China is not Yao Ming’s, but
rather that of his teammate Tracy McGrady. In fact, Yao
ranks a measly third after McGrady and Allen Iverson.
One explanation is that most fans already purchased a
Yao jersey and are now expanding their NBA memora-
bilia collection. Another explanation is that the NBA has
transcended the power of Yao to become a force in
Chinese society in and of itself. Commissioner, David
Stern, is optimistic: “Over the next 20 years, the growth of
the NBA in China will mirror or parallel growth in China.”
The Asian market isn’t only watching, it’s also buying. 

For corporations, Yao is more than just the biggest
Chinese import to hit the United States in years. He’s the
perfect vehicle for multinational corporations to ap-
proach 1.3 billion potential consumers. With the 2008
Olympics in Beijing, the country is on the fast track to
modernize. Young people have growing purchasing
power and are willing to spend; one of the best ways to
capture their money has been through sports figures. For
example, multimillion-dollar marketing campaigns fea-
turing superstar celebrities like Michael Jordan and Tiger
Woods showcase a wide range of products from watches
and cars to sneakers and Hanes underwear. In the past,
Asian athletes such as Michael Chang and Michelle Kwan
have attained prominence. Marquee basketball players
like Yao command the most lucrative and successful en-
dorsements. He is a marketing figure that can dominate
China’s still-emerging market without competition. 

Yao is everywhere both in the United States and in
China: he sized up Austin Power’s Mini-Me in TV ads for
Apple computers; he played the confused New York

tourist in a Visa commercial that double-featured Yogi
Berra; and he graced Sports Illustrated’s cover twice in
only four months in the United States. He has been fea-
tured prominently in Time Magazine’s English language
Asia publication, including several cover stories from
2002 to 2005. In China, McDonald’s pick of Yao as a
spokesperson seems guaranteed to win the fast-food
franchise a sizeable share of the Chinese market ahead of
the 2008 Beijing Olympics. Reebok International and
PepsiCo also signed Yao as their spokesperson, while
Walt Disney wants Yao to make a prominent appearance
at its Hong Kong theme park. Chinese companies, like
cell phone provider Unicom, are also eager to sign Yao,
one of the most recognizable figures in modern Chinese
society, as their spokesperson.

“The Golden Bridge”

The NBA sees Yao as a cornerstone of its international
expansion strategy. “Chinese citizens are closely follow-
ing Yao for symbolic reasons not related to basketball,”
said Steven Lewis, an Asia expert at the Baker Institute
for Public Policy. They are wondering: ‘Yao is a Chinese
person going abroad to live and work among foreigners.’”
Along with their hometown hero, the Chinese are watch-
ing as their nation opens up to the world. In 2004, the
Chinese government chose to recognize Yao as a
national “model worker,” a title normally reserved for
employees of the Communist state and previously un-
fathomable for a Chinese multimillionaire living abroad.
“[It] shows the development of society,” said Yao after
receiving the award. 

Questions for Discussion 

1. Discuss the following statement: “Yao Ming isn’t
just China’s best basketball player. He’s the most
persuasive symbol of globalization.” 

2. Consider China’s current issues, such as intellectual
property rights and logistical infrastructure. How
should an international marketer consider these
concerns before entering the potentially profitable
yet elusive Chinese market? 

3. With more international players joining the ranks
of NBA teams, should the NBA begin to position
itself as an international basketball league? How
would doing so affect its marketing potential
within and outside of the United States?
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Background

Prior to World War I, the small Middle Eastern area of pres-
ent day Kuwait was an autonomous district of Ottoman
Iraq. Thereafter, it fell under British rule, and later became
a sovereign emirate. Iraq never recognized Kuwaiti inde-
pendence, blaming the authority of the Kuwaiti Emir on
British colonialist intervention.

Feeling threatened by Shiite Iran during the war of
the 1980s, Kuwait allied itself with Iraq. By the time the
war ended, Iraq had incurred a $14 billion debt to
Kuwait.

Iraq had hoped to repay its debts with oil revenues,
encouraged by OPEC oil production cuts that caused oil
prices to soar. Charging that it had performed a service
by acting as a buffer against Iran, Iraq demanded abso-
lution of its war debts altogether. Iraq also accused
Kuwait of “slant drilling” into adjacent Iraqi oil fields.
Kuwait disagreed and increased oil production, thereby
lowering world prices and depriving Iraq of expected
large profits.

The Iran-Iraq war had resulted in the destruction of al-
most all Iraqi port facilities on the Persian Gulf, inhibit-
ing its use of the key trade route. Uncertain about peace
on the Iranian border in the future, many in Iraq’s gov-
ernment felt that the country’s security could only be
assured through greater control of the coast. Kuwaiti
territory’s historic ties to Iraq, allegedly destroyed by
imperialist British intervention, as well as Kuwait’s “eco-
nomic warfare” in the oil fields, were President Hussein’s
primary justifications for the invasion of Kuwait.

Iraq also had grievances against the Saudi govern-
ment, not the least of which were war debts. Geographic
vastness and a small population would make Saudi
Arabia unable to repel any Iraqi invasion. 

On August 2, 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait and began
what would go down in history as the First Gulf War. The
invasion brought the Iraqi army within easy striking dis-
tance of Saudi Arabia’s most valuable oil fields. Iraq’s
belligerence towards Israel and its poor human rights
record were now enhanced by the threat it posed to
Saudi Arabia, a country of great strategic interest to the
United States. If Iraq were to control Saudi oil fields, it
would have a dangerously large share of the world’s oil
supply.

US–Iraqi Relationship 

Relations between the United States and Iraq had been
chilly prior to the Iran–Iraq war. The United States dis-
approved of Iraqi antipathy towards Israel; also, Iraq’s
support for the Palestinian nationalist group Abu Nidal
led to the country’s inclusion in the State Department’s
list of state sponsors of terrorism at the end of 1979. 

That year, Iran had captured a large group of U.S.
diplomats and held them hostage for 444 days, to the
embarrassment of the Carter administration. In the
hostage crisis’s aftermath, the United States could not
allow an Iranian victory in a conflict; as a result, during
the Iran–Iraq war, U.S. aid poured into Iraq. However,
the United States was firmly opposed to Iraq’s invasion
of Kuwait. It led a coalition force of approximately thirty
nations, mandated by the United Nations, to attack the
invaders in January 1991. A decisive victory was won
within days, driving Iraqi forces back across their do-
mestic border.

Economic Sanctions

Once military peace was restored, the United Nations
imposed economic sanctions on Iraq. The conditions for
repeal included a weapons inspection regime. The sanc-
tions amounted to a full trade embargo. Exhibit 1 shows
how Iraq’s crude oil production plummeted due to the
export prohibition. Due to the lack of income, the influx
of items like food, medicines, and construction materials
necessary to maintain the country’s infrastructure all but
stopped. This proved to be one of the toughest and most
comprehensive such policies in history. A report by
UNICEF in 1998 found that they resulted in an increase
of 90,000 civilian deaths per year due to malnutrition, ab-
sence of medication, and easily preventable disease. The
sanctions’ humanitarian impact soon became so notori-
ous that several UN representatives in Iraq resigned in
protest.

Improving Product Flow

The “Oil for Food” program was established as a coun-
terweight to the impact of economic sanctions on Iraq’s
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civilians, as well as a means to increase global oil supply.
Exhibit 2 illustrates how global oil demand grew during
these years. Starting in December 1996, Iraq was permit-
ted to resume exports of crude oil at a “fair market
price,” so designated by the UN; the condition was that
sales proceeds be used for humanitarian purposes
only—namely, the purchase of medicines, vaccines, and
food items.

The first shipments of food arrived in Iraq in March
1998; at that time, some 60 percent of Iraq’s 26 million
population were fully dependent on its rations. With the
program’s aid, the welfare of individual Iraqis began to

improve significantly: the population’s health, plummet-
ing under the sanctions regime, began to recover with
the influx of new medicines. In just five years, immu-
nization campaigns sharply cut the incidence of prevent-
able disease. The occurrence of illnesses like malaria and
diphtheria fell by as much as 90 percent in some areas.
In the north, there was a 56 percent reduction in chronic
childhood malnutrition, and both children and adults
saw their daily caloric intake increase by 83 percent.
Finally, effective programs for school feeding, water re-
habilitation, and landmine deactivation were established.

The Issue

In spite of the relief the program provided to Iraqis,
eventually several shortcomings in its method and ad-
ministration came to light. A key problem was the United
Nations’ lack of experience in administering business
ventures. According to UN Secretary-General Kofi
Annan, it was “one of the largest, most complex and
most unusual tasks” ever undertaken by the organiza-
tion. One of the program’s positive effects was, however,
that it spurred Mr. Annan to vow systemwide reforms to
prevent the recurrence of its many mishaps.

Selling the Oil 

A basic assumption of the program was that Iraq itself,
and not the UN, would choose its oil buyers. This em-
powered it with economic leverage, which it used to
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World Oil Demand (average?),
Year Thousand Barrels per Day

1996 71,500
1997 73,308
1998 74,032
1999 75,789
2000 76,880
2001 77,656
2002 78,357
2003 79,890
2004 82,473

SOURCE: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/ipsr/source4.html,
accessed January 3, 2006.
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attempt a reversal of the sanctions. Sales were made to
companies and individuals whose native countries were
perceived as friendly to Iraq, and, preferably, as capable
of easing sanctions through the UN Security Council.
Russian and French oil corporations therefore became
frequent purchasers of Iraqi crude oil. However, as Ex-
hibit 3 illustrates, the United States remained by far the
greatest importer of Iraqi crude.

In the meantime, companies whose countries of ori-
gin were in disfavor with the Iraqi government were sub-
ject to the denial, or at least the reduction, of allocated
oil supplies. At the beginning, there was hope of per-
suading the United States to soften its attitude towards
the sanctions regime, and significant allocations were
granted to US businesses. However, when no change
took place in the US government’s agenda, allocations
that Iraq had previously reserved for the United States
went to other traders. 

Corporations that benefited from Iraq’s favors were
often little-known traders who wanted to sell their allo-
cated crude oil to world-class corporations with greater
logistical and marketing ability. They used little-known
intermediary companies, which bought their oil supplies
and resold them to customers in the world market. Tech-
nically, this transaction was no longer under the auspices
of the Oil-for-Food program, being the business of the
intermediary rather than the original company. The
intermediary sold its oil at a premium above the UN’s
official price, and then used the premium for side-
payments in order to remain a preferred trader. These

layers of participants between the extraction and end-
use of Iraq’s crude resulted in transactions where it was
nearly impossible to trace all the participants of a partic-
ular contract. 

In 2000, Iraq started to demand forbidden surcharges
of 10 to 30 percent on every barrel of oil, since world oil
prices made such increases possible. Within two years
this scheme created $229 million in illicit income for the
Iraqi government.

Every contracting customer was advised of the sur-
charge requirement even though UN rules made such
payments illegal. Companies often disguised their pay-
ments by funneling them through offshore bank ac-
counts or labeling them as legitimate expenses (such as
“commissions” or “loading fees”). In spite of universal
market recognition that Iraqi crude oil could not be pur-
chased without a surcharge, a disclaimer came to be in-
cluded as standard assurance in contracts that the sur-
charges had, supposedly, not been paid.

Buying the Goods

In a parallel development with the above, fees or “kick-
backs” were paid to Iraq by the vendors of humanitarian
goods. Here, too, it was up to Iraq to select the compa-
nies from which it would purchase, using revenue
gained from sales of oil. In total, the Iraqi government
was able to obtain $1.55 billion of unlawful revenue
through this procedure.
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In 1999 Iraq tried to recoup the cost of transporting
humanitarian goods from the Persian Gulf to inland
areas. However, such payment was not approved by UN
officials. The Iraqi government asked the contractors
themselves to make transportation payments, which
were routed directly to a bank account the government
itself controlled. Given the lucrative market some of
these foodstuff and pharmaceutical producers saw in
Iraq, many were willing to pay. 

By 2000, Iraq had instituted a broader policy of a gen-
eral 10 percent kickback on top of the inland transport
fees. Dubbed the “after-sales-service” fee, this payment
was a requirement for goods to be permitted to enter
Iraq. The UN contractors, meanwhile, could not receive
any payments from the UN until their goods had reached
Iraqi destinations. 

After-sales-service provisions were incorporated into
corporate contracts in order to create the illusion of in-
flated prices; this permitted contractors to recover from
the UN the money they had essentially used as bribes to
the Iraqi government. By the program’s end, the contracts
of more than 2,200 companies had contained inland
transport charges, after-sales-service charges, or both. 

The Banking Issue

The Banque National de Paris, S.A. (“BNP”), a French
bank, had been selected by the Security Council to man-
age the third-party oil revenue account. Under its services
agreement with the United Nations, it was required to
confirm all letters of credit issued by other banks under
the program. However, it was permitted itself to issue let-
ters of credit on behalf of private oil buyers; its relations
with companies financing these particular letters were
not restricted. BNP and its affiliates issued 75% of all the
letters of credit involved in the program’s oil purchases.

Once oil transactions were financed through BNP, the
bank’s loyalties became divided between the UN’s inter-
est to promote transparency in the program, and the in-
terests of its private clients. Often, the latter wanted to
maintain the confidentiality of their business, and specif-
ically requested that BNP not disclose the nature or par-
ticipants of their transactions.

The Investigation

An Independent Inquiry Committee (IIC), chaired by
Paul Volcker (former Chairman of the Federal Reserve
under Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan), spent one and
a half years investigating the flaws that turned “the
mother of all UN humanitarian programs” into a way for

Saddam Hussein’s regime to siphon off $1.8 billion
dollars. More than 2,000 companies doing business
under the Oil-for-Food initiative were involved in bribes
and kickbacks, which benefited a government interna-
tionally renowned for human rights violations. However,
the IIC’s fifth and final report came with the following
disclaimer: “Identification of a particular company’s con-
tract as having been the subject of an illicit payment does
not necessarily mean that such company—as opposed to
an agent or secondary purchaser with an interest in the
transaction—made, authorized, or knew about an illicit
payment.”

Questions for Discussion

1. Can anything be done in the future to prevent
such corruption? Could anything have been done
at the start of the program to equip the UN for its
role as intermediary?

2. How should prices have been set to prevent the
tampering? Were they real market prices if
contractors had been willing to pay more for
Iraqi oil?

3. Discuss the ethics of the banking issue in this
situation.
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O
n February 13, 2006, the shareholders of
Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation
Co., of London (P&O), confirmed sale of
their company to DP World (Dubai Ports

World). Through this act, the management of port oper-
ations in five U.S. ports also came under DP World’s
purview. On March 9, DP World announced that it
would divest the US port operations. 

The intervening 25 days saw a flurry of activity in the
United States, with politicians of all shades of opinion,
news programs, administration officials, and assorted ex-
perts debating the pros and cons of the deal. The out-
come of the deal was seen to have much larger implica-
tions than mere port management. It raised issues of
national security, the investments of petrodollars around
the world, U.S. policy towards foreign investment, polit-
ical risk, and the attitudes of Americans towards Arabs. 

DP World, a Dubai Company

Since 1999, DP World, a Dubai government owned com-
pany, had begun a strategy of aggressive growth. With
the acquisition of P&O, it became the world’s second
largest port operator, with operations in 13 countries,
including China, India, Germany, Australia, UK, and the
Dominican Republic. The acquisition of P&O was the
successful outcome of a bidding war against Singapore’s
PSA International (a unit of Temasek Holdings) for
$6.8 billion. (DP World’s revenues and profit figures are
not publicly accessible.)

Dubai was the second largest of a federation of seven
semi-autonomous city states, which became the United
Arab Emirates in 1971. It has a population of about 4 mil-
lion, of whom only about 20% are citizens. Like most of
the other countries in the region, Dubai depends on a
large number of expatriate workers from South Asia
(India, Pakistan and Bangladesh) to run the country. It
has also attracted a number of Britons, Australians, and
Americans who have come to work or retire.

Dubai attempts to balance the demands of being a
small Middle Eastern state with its desire to play a larger
role in the world. The UAE is a part of the Arab League’s
boycott of Israel in place since the early 1990s, although
it ignores it in practice. It also does not recognize U.S.
sanctions against Iran. As the UAE does not have any
direct links with Israel, products are not shipped directly
from Israel, but are allowed to enter from third countries.

Unlike some of its neighboring states, Dubai gets only
a small share of its income from oil and has worked hard
over the years to build the country as a business hub and
tourism destination. It does not have income taxes.
Dubai is a popular shopping center in the region with
glitzy malls, extravagant hotels, and amusement parks.
All major luxury brands of the world have outlets there.
Apart from tourism, it is also the regional headquarters of
many of the world’s large financial institutions. Dubai
built its port to world-class levels, and it also operates
the biggest airline of the area, Emirates Air. More than
500 US companies operate in the UAE.

The Dubai government has been using its oil rev-
enues to make major investments around the world. It
has purchased hotels and property in the United States
and the UK. They recently purchased a $1 billion stake
in DaimlerChrysler AG, and became the third largest
shareholder.1

Given its strategic geographic location and small size,
the country has tried to maintain good relations with
countries, both the region and outside. It stayed neutral
during the Iran–Iraq war in the 1980s. The UAE is con-
sidered a key ally by the U.S. administration. It cooper-
ates militarily, hosting U.S. naval vessels (since its ports
are capable of receiving large aircraft carriers and nu-
clear submarines), and it also has an airbase for refueling
U.S. military planes. Out of about $126 million received
as international donations towards the Hurricane Katrina
reconstruction effort in the south, the UAE is said to have
contributed $100 million.2

On the other hand, two of the hijackers who partici-
pated in the September 11, 2001, terrorist attack in the
U.S. were from the UAE. Even earlier, UAE was one of
three countries (apart from Pakistan and Saudi Arabia)
who officially recognized the Taliban regime in
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Afghanistan. The UAE was also seen as a transit point for
Iran and Pakistan to move contraband nuclear materials,
and its banking facilities are believed to be used by ter-
rorist groups. After the terrorist attack in the United
States, the country had worked hard to strengthen con-
trols on its financial system.

Investment in U.S. Ports

Through this purchase, the operations by P&O in five
ports in the United States passed on to DP World’s hands.
These included: New York/New Jersey, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Miami, and New Orleans. Of these, the New
York/New Jersey and Miami terminals are considered the
more attractive ones, and in these two, P&O shared own-
ership with other operators. Apart from the five marine
terminal operations, P&O’s operations in the US include
cargo handling and cruise ship services in 22 ports.3

The management of the five ports was not the first
venture of DP World in the United States. In a previous
deal, DP World had purchased the international terminal
business of CSX Corp. of Jacksonville, Florida, for $1.15
billion, in December 2004.

All foreign investment in the United States needs to be
approved by the Committee on Foreign Investment in
the United States. This body, referred to as the CFIUS,
was set up in 1975 in response to a surge in foreign
investments. The initial focus was on investments in
defense-related industries. The late 1980s saw a lot of
debate about increasing Japanese investments, and in
response, the U.S. Congress passed the Exon-Florio
Amendment to the Defense Production Act of 1950,
which empowered the president to block foreign acqui-
sition proposals on grounds of national security. This
role was assigned to the CFIUS. The CFIUS comes under
the Department of the Treasury, and is an interagency
committee chaired by the Department’s Secretary. There
are 12 members, including the Secretaries of State, De-
fense, Commerce, and Homeland Security; the Attorney
General; the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget; the U.S. Trade Representative; the Chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers; the Assistant to the
President for Economic Policy; the Assistant to the Presi-
dent for National Security; and the Director of the Office
of Science and Technology. On receipt of application, a
30-day review is initiated (each agency undertakes its in-
dependent investigation), and in some cases, an addi-
tional 45-day period for investigation is allowed, after
which the CFIUS makes a recommendation to the Presi-
dent. The Committee since 1988 has reviewed about
1600 transactions. Of these, only about 25 were investi-
gated further. 

P&O and DP World retained the services of lawyers in
Washington, DC, and approached CFIUS on October 17
for informal consultations and to seek their support. This
is normal practice, and often a lot of the work involved

in such reviews is undertaken before a formal applica-
tion. The company had two briefings with the commit-
tee. After the deal with P&O was formalized, DP World
on December 16, 2005, made its application to CFIUS
and the acquisition was approved on January 16, 2006.4

The company, at that time, also put forward a package of
commitments on security, such as allowing U.S. officials
to examine company records and check the background
of its employees, and to separate the port terminal oper-
ations from the rest of the country. 

When DP World’s deal was announced on November
29, 2005, Eller & Co., which managed the Miami port in
partnership with P&O and provided stevedoring serv-
ices, filed cases in Miami and London to stop the deal. It
argued that its business would be affected because it felt
some companies would withdraw business from the port
if DP World managed it. It said the deal threatened the
national security of the United States, and argued that the
deal was a breach of the joint venture it had with P&O.
Eller, from before, had a dispute with P&O, which it felt
was seeking to increase control of Continental Stevedor-
ing and Terminals, Inc., a subsidiary of Eller and the firm
with whom P&O had the venture.5

Apart from the lawsuits, Eller retained the services of
a lobbyist in Washington, Joe Muldoon, who began re-
searching the issues involved in the P&O acquisition and
contacted several legislators in February, when they re-
turned from their January recess. One of those senators
was Charles Schumer, Democrat from New York (where
one of the ports is situated), who was on the Banking
Senate Committee. Meanwhile, the Associated Press also
contacted Schumer and issued a report making a con-
nection between the acquisition, the country of Dubai,
terrorists, and the vulnerability of the ports to terrorism,
much as the lawsuits of Eller had done.6

Politicians of different hues were quick to react to the
deal. Schumer addressed a press conference along with
the families of those who suffered from the terrorist at-
tack of September 11, 2001, calling on the president to
step in and prevent the deal. On February 17, 2006, Sen-
ator Hillary Clinton, the other senator from New York
and a Democrat said, “Our port security is too important
to place in the hands of foreign governments.” Even
Republicans were opposed to the deal, saying “Dubai
can’t be trusted with our critical infrastructure” and “it is
my intention to lay the foundation to block the deal.”7

Senator Lindsey Graham (Republican) said, “It’s unbe-
lievably tone-deaf politically . . . four years after 9/11, to
entertain the idea of turning port security over to a com-
pany based in the UAE, [a country that] vows to destroy
Israel.”8

Some political observers felt that the President’s low
standing in public opinion polls due to dissatisfaction
with the progress in the war in Iraq was making some
Republican lawmakers challenge and distance them-
selves from him in preparation for their own re-election
battles in November 2006.
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News commentators began to raise alarms about the
deal. On the same day that P&O announced its purchase,
Lou Dobbs, a business anchor on CNN News Channel,
said, “A country with ties to the September 11 terrorists
could soon be running significant operations at some of
our most important and largest seaports with full bless-
ing of the Bush White House.”9 Mr. Dobbs was known
for taking a nationalist position on issues like immigra-
tion and outsourcing, and their effects on jobs in the
United States. Several radio talk shows picked up the
story, filling the airwaves with different interpretations.
Moreover, many among the public and security profes-
sionals who had been concerned that the government
had not been doing enough for port safety and scanning
of containers found the DP World situation another ex-
ample of a government that was slackening on security.
Reports suggested that legislators were being flooded on
their Blackberries (portable email devices) by comments
from their staffers, constituents, and others.

In an effort to manage the debate around the deal, the
federal administration clarified that it had asked for
and received additional security commitments from DP
World before giving its clearance. An Israeli shipping
company, ZIM Integrated Shipping Services Ltd., even
sent a letter to U.S. senators stating that they have used
the services of DP World at Dubai and have had no con-
cern about their level of security.10

Officials also clarified that security screening was not
the responsibility of the commercial port operators but
that of U.S. law enforcement agents. However, the mis-
perception that the Middle East company would be
responsible for port security persisted in the public
impression and was repeated in talk shows. There was
even confusion in the airwaves with some commenting
that the Middle East was taking over the ports (rather
than port operations).

Ports and Container
Operations

Container shipping was pioneered by a U.S. company,
Sea Land, in the 1950s. However, during the 1980s, U.S.
companies found it difficult to face the competition from
companies that were operating under flags of conven-
ience and were thus subject to less stringent tax and reg-
ulatory policies, and used cheaper labor. The shipping
industry had been global for some time. None of the
major global container shipping companies is U.S.
owned; these businesses generate returns over the long
term that U.S. companies, under pressure for quarterly
performance targets, are unable to meet. Shipping com-
panies often have subsidiaries to manage terminals, in
order to facilitate the cargo they carry. About 80 percent
of global cargo was handled by five companies around
the world, headquartered in Hong Kong (Hutchison

Whampoa), Singapore (PSA International), Dubai (DP
World), Denmark (A.P. Moler-Maersk AS), and Germany
(Eurogate).

Port authorities that are set up by local governments
own most ports. The authorities lease a terminal to an in-
dividual company, which is responsible for port man-
agement and operations such as moving the containers
from the ships to the warehouses. 

Large ports have multiple terminals, and different
companies operate these. At the Los Angeles port, com-
panies from China, Denmark, Japan, Singapore, and Tai-
wan manage the terminals. The big ports of the United
States, namely, Los Angeles, Long Beach, and Oakland in
California and New York/New Jersey, handle about half
of all containers that pass through the US. At these ports,
foreign companies (some of whom are owned by for-
eign governments) handle about 80 percent of the con-
tainer terminals.

The purchase of P&O by DP World gave it control
over terminal operations at New York/New Jersey,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Miami, and New Orleans. Other
companies, some of whom are foreign, run other termi-
nals in these ports. 

Security11

The global nature of the shipping industry means that
any security effort requires the cooperation of various
governments, ship owners, and all participants along the
commercial supply chain. 

Within the United States, irrespective of who operates
the terminal, whether a U.S. or a foreign company, secu-
rity at the ports (including inspection of containers) is
the responsibility of federal agencies such as the U.S.
Coast Guard and U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
The Coast Guard is also authorized to inspect a vessel at
sea or at the harbor entrance. About 26,000 containers
arrive at U.S. ports every day, and customs agents in-
spect about 5 percent of them. About 37 percent of con-
tainers that leave the ports for the highways are
screened. Security in the area surrounding the ports is
part of the responsibility of the local police. 

There are several areas that can do with strengthening
to improve security, and they have very little to do with
who manages port operations. There is a voluntary pro-
gram operated by the U.S. government to protect incom-
ing shipments. Many companies have signed up for this,
under which the companies develop voluntary security
procedures to protect the shipment from the factory to
the port. In return, their cargo is processed at a faster
pace at the port. Shipments from companies that don’t
take part in the program may not always be inspected.
Even for those who do participate, security is not perfect
as the cargo may be open to tampering in transit. 

About 40 ports around the world ship about 80 per-
cent of the cargo entering the United States. At the port
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of shipment, the carrier is required to electronically pro-
vide the manifest (list of items, name of the shipper and
importer) at least 24 hours before loading. This list is
analyzed in a screening center in the United States, and
Customs Agents who identify any suspicious items can
ask their counterparts at the port of dispatch to screen
the containers. However, the U.S. Government Account-
ability Office reports that as of 2005 about one-third of
the containers were not being analyzed, and about
25 percent of those identified as high-risk were not being
inspected. Scanners and radiation detectors to screen
every single container are available and their use was
estimated to add about $20 to the container.

Opposition Gathers
Momentum

Faced with rising criticism, DP World also had a crew of
lobbyists and attorneys working on its behalf in Wash-
ington, DC. Officials of its embassy were working closely
with people like Senator John Warner (Republican), who
was in favor of the deal. Legislation was also being
planned to allow the deal subject to conditions such as
the terminals being operated by U.S. citizens.

When some members of Congress threatened to pass
legislation blocking the sale, President Bush responded on
February 21 by saying that he would veto it. He also said
that he learned about the deal only after it was approved
by his administration. Expressing concern about the de-
bates around the deal, he was quoted as saying, “I want
those who are questioning to step up and explain why all
of a sudden a Middle Eastern company is held to a differ-
ent standard than a [British] company. I am trying to [say]
to the people of the world, ‘We’ll treat you fairly.’”12

With political objections mounting, DP World on
February 26 requested a fresh 45-day review of the deal
and offered to hold the American operations separate
until the review was completed. The administration
agreed to undertake the review. By end of February, a
CBS News Poll revealed that 70 percent of participants
said that a UAE company should not be permitted to
operate U.S. shipping ports.13

Although the federal administration had taken a hard
stand initially in supporting the deal, the opposition from
within the President’s party was strong. Both the leader of
the party in the Senate and the Speaker in the House were
opposed to the President on the issue. The Governor of
New Jersey, Jon Corzine, planned a federal lawsuit block-
ing the handover of the Port of Newark to DP World.

Although the U.S. operations accounted for only
about 10 percent of P&O’s profits, DP World was keen
on the making the deal work. The U.S. operations of the
company were the destinations of cargo from its more
significant holdings in Asia, and the company wanted
this as a foothold to expand its U.S. operations in the

future. Its COO, Mr. Ted Bilkey, told a U.S. news chan-
nel, “We’ll do anything possible to make sure this deal
goes through.”14

In keeping with this, the company, on March 7,
offered three Republican senators a package of security
measures titled “Proposed solution to the DP World
Issue.”15 These proposals, which were in addition to the
commitments the company made earlier in January, in-
cluded the following:

• Paying for screening devices at all current and future ports
the company operates around the world.

• Giving the Department of Homeland Security the right to
disapprove the choice of Chief Executive, board members,
security officials, and all senior officers.

• A “supermajority” of the board would be U.S. citizens.

• All records pertaining to its security operations would be
maintained on U.S. soil and these records would be turned
over at the request of the U.S. government.

• Its U.S. subsidiary, now managed by a British citizen,
would in the future also only be headed by a U.S. or British
citizen.

• A Security and Financial Oversight Board would be estab-
lished, headed by a prominent U.S. citizen, which would
report annually to the Department of Homeland Security.

Some observers felt that this was truly extraordinary
for a foreign company to offer. Although such an offer, if
made earlier, may have swayed the debate, by the time
it came, positions had already hardened. On March 8,
the House Appropriations Committee voted 62 to 2 to
block the DP World deal. To make the president’s threat
of a veto more difficult, the Committee attached this as
an amendment to a spending bill for the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. The next day, the Republican congressional
leaders conveyed to the president that Congress would
kill the deal.

The Bush administration then conveyed a request to
Dubai’s ruler to sever the U.S. operations in order to
allay fears in the United States about security. Officials in
the UAE saw this as a situation where President Bush
was incurring a loss of face in his dealings with the Con-
gress. Consequently, DP World on March 9, 2006, offered
to divest the U.S. port operations.

Protectionism

As the public debates wore on, many started wondering if
a bout of protectionism was beginning to sweep the
developed world. Economic theory provides for a justifica-
tion for protection to select industries under the “infant in-
dustry” argument. When countries engage in international
trade, they face competition from well-established players
in different parts of the world. If a country has a “weak” in-
dustry, it may collapse in the face of such competition
through imports. In such a situation, the domestic industry
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may be protected through tariffs or quotas until such time
when the firms in that industry are able to stand on their
own feet. In recognition of this argument, the WTO rules
often allow developing countries more time to implement
international agreements so that their domestic firms have
the time to make the adjustments.

The “infant industry” argument was stretched in
March 2002 when the United States, in support of its do-
mestic steel industry, instituted tariffs on imports to en-
able the steel firms to adjust to lower-cost competition
from overseas. Although the United States steel industry
was not an “infant,” the tariffs were a means of protec-
tion to enable an industry in transition.

Recent incidents have raised concerns as to whether
national security is now being used as an excuse to bring
in protectionism. In July 2005, China National Offshore
Oil Corp. (CNOOC), a Chinese government-owned com-
pany, was involved in bidding against Chevron Corp. to
acquire Unocal Corp., an oil and natural gas company.
Many U.S. lawmakers began tying the deal to China’s
approach to free trade, its military expansion, and en-
ergy policy. CNOOC subsequently dropped out of the
race, and many believed that the political risk of its pro-
posed acquisition was part of the reason. In March 2005,
IBM’s sale of its personal computer business to Lenovo
Group, Inc., of China was cleared by CFIUS, after a full
investigation and several concessions on the structuring
of the deal were made by IBM—such as separation of
Chinese and U.S. employees in the research facility.

Europe has been seeing its own version of protec-
tionism within the EU, negating the fundamental princi-
ples of the formation of the EU. France, in December
2004, identified 11 industries that it considered “strategic”
and announced that foreign (outside France, even if
within EU) takeovers of companies in these sectors
would be subject to heightened scrutiny. The EU Com-
mission was concerned about this development.

Foreign investment is an integral part of the U.S. econ-
omy. Foreign investment in the United States has been
about $530 billion in the last three years, and U.S. com-
panies invested about $252 billion overseas. Continued
foreign investment funded the current account deficit,
compensated for the low savings rate in the country, and
kept long-term interest rates low.16 Clyde Prestowitz,
President of the Economic Strategy Institute, commented
that the United States needs a “net inflow of capital of
$3 billion a day to keep the economy afloat.”17

Impact on Pending Issues

The DP World incident put a crimp on other pending is-
sues. The United States had been engaged in free trade
talks with the UAE since March 2005. The fifth round,
which was to begin on March 10, was postponed on
grounds that both sides needed more time to prepare;
both sides denied that the ports issue had anything to do

with the postponement. Bilateral trade between the two
countries amounted to about $10 billion in 2005, of
which about 80 percent was U.S. exports. The U.S. side
would like the UAE to revise its investment laws, which
presently require foreign companies that want access to
the local market to enter into joint ventures in which the
Emirates partner will have 51 percent ownership, or al-
ternatively to have local agents. 

Bill Reinsch, the President of the National Foreign
Trade Council in the United States, representing more
than 300 companies engaged in international trade, felt
that the ports issue would make it harder for the U.S.
Administration to accomplish its goals in the Middle East:
“The message [from the United States] is that we’re not
distinguishing between countries that help us in the war
on terrorism and countries that don’t. So the obvious
question is why cooperate with the United States, if [they
are] going to treat you as a terrorist anyway?”18

In January 2006, independent of the ports deal, Presi-
dent Bush nominated David Sanborn, DP World’s Director
of Operations for Europe and Latin America, to head the
U.S. Maritime Administration. The Maritime Administra-
tion maintains data on port traffic and runs the Merchant
Marine Academy. Subsequently, his nomination was put
on hold due to the controversy; finally Sanborn, a retired
naval officer, withdrew his nomination in March.19

Although the decision by DP World to offer the U.S.
operations for sale defused the crisis, the momentum
about the need for policy changes continued among the
lawmakers who continued holding hearings and pro-
posing bills. There was a call for more transparency and
accountability by CFIUS. One set of bills wanted to give
more oversight to Congress through more reports being
given to it by CFIUS, and transferring jurisdiction over
CFIUS from the Treasury to Homeland Security. This
would shift the balance of the intent of scrutiny. Another
proposal would make the 45-day investigation required
for all proposals in “critical” sectors including agricul-
ture, telecommunication, and banking, and accounting
for about 25 percent of all investment in the country. 

Some Congressmen had even begun wondering if
there was a need for broader legislation which would ban
foreign companies from owning or managing critical in-
frastructure, which would include ports, roads, telecom-
munications, airlines, broadcasting, shipping, technology
firms, water facilities, and even U.S. Treasury securities.
Even under current law, in the case of U.S. airlines, for-
eign ownership is restricted to 25 percent of voting stock
and 45 percent of total stock. Moreover, only U.S. citizens
can exercise actual control over airline operations.

Future Repercussions

DP World said it would conduct the sale of its U.S. oper-
ations in an orderly manner and not incur any economic
loss. There were only a few companies with experience
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in marine terminal operations in the United States. Eller
& Co. expressed an interest in making an offer.

Mr. Mohammed Sharaf, DP World’s Chief Executive,
said that the reaction in the United States to their pur-
chase of P&O came as a shock to him: “Since Dubai has
been a close friend of the United States for three
decades, and a staunch ally in the fight against terrorism,
and since we at DP World have been serving the U.S.
Navy directly since 1990, the misunderstanding came as
a real shock. Even with 20:20 hindsight, it’s hard to think
what we could have done differently.”20

President Bush, talking to newspaper editors, said he
was “concerned about a broader message this issue
could send to our friends and allies around the world,
particularly in the Middle East.”21 His fears seem to have
been realized. Many in the Middle East were upset and
believed that DP World was being singled out because it
was an Arab company. “They preach about a capitalist
economy where everyone’s free to do as they wish, but
now they’re just trying to come up with any excuse to
paint the country with terrorism,” said Ahmed el-Leithy,
a construction engineer in Dubai.22

Mr. Maurice Flanagan, President of the Emirates Group,
which runs the fast-growing Emirates Air airline, com-
mented “[The ports issue] is rather a slap in the face.” The
company has extensive dealings with U.S. companies,
buying Boeing planes and GE jet engines, but was not
expected to retaliate by taking its business elsewhere.23

A post-mortem of the DP World debacle caused some
to wonder if a reason for the fiasco was the inept han-
dling of the issues by the administration. It was being
handled at very low levels, and should have been
quickly escalated in the early stages to higher levels
given the sensitivity of the issues. For the long term, clar-
ity in the area of national security and its implications for
foreign investment in the United States would be wel-
comed by investors. 

There were certainly mixed signals emanating from the
administration. In late March of 2006, the U.S. govern-
ment appointed Hutchison Whampoa, Ltd., to use its ra-
diation screening equipment to screen containers in order
to detect nuclear material at the port in Bahamas. The
company manages terminals at the port. Yet, about three
years ago, a subsidiary of Hutchison was prevented from
buying a part of the bankrupt U.S. telecom company
Global Crossing on grounds of national security. Li Ka
Shing, owner of Hutchison, is a well-known businessmen
and is also considered close to the Chinese government.

In April 2005, an Indian telecom company, VSNL, was
permitted to acquire the undersea cable assets of Tyco
Global Network. It was subjected to stringent scrutiny by
CFIUS and signed agreements, among others, allowing
for court-authorized wiretaps and scrutiny of all its em-
ployees. The company is said to have recommended to
the Government of India to have similar scrutiny of for-
eign investments into India, and this proposal is under
active consideration.24

The more immediate impact of the DP World fiasco
was apparent. On the anvil was Dubai International Cap-
ital’s scheduled purchase of Doncasters, a privately held
British aerospace manufacturer that works on U.S.
weapons programs. This deal had been put on an exten-
sive 45-day investigation as of mid-March 2006. When
France’s Alcatel announced its merger agreement with
Lucent of the United States on April 2, 2006, it said it
plans to form an independent U.S. subsidiary to handle
some American government contracts. This subsidiary
would be separately managed by a board comprising
three U.S. citizens acceptable to the U.S. government.

Several broader issues arise out of DP World’s experi-
ence in the United States. While political risk is fre-
quently attributed to locations with unstable political en-
vironments, it is relevant even in a mature stable
environment and should be a concern in all foreign in-
vestment decisions. The question is: How can it be man-
aged? The attributions about the region that a Dubai-
based company could not shake may have a lesson for
governments in how they project their image overseas.
Finally, even as industries become more global, they
would have to deal with national concerns and argu-
ments that suggest divergence rather than convergence.
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T
he ancient Greeks called diamonds the tears of
the gods. Today, we know that natural dia-
monds consist of highly compressed carbon
molecules. They have become a symbol of

beauty, power, wealth, and love. Nevertheless, dia-
monds and the diamond trade are plagued by a sad re-
ality: the exploitation of people for diamond extraction
and the use of diamond profits to fund terrorist activity
and rebel groups.

Trade in diamonds is highly profitable. The stones are
readily converted to cash, small and are easily trans-
portable, and not detectable by dogs nor do they set off
any metal detectors. Unfortunately, this makes them an
easy target for money laundering activities by terrorist and
rebel groups. In addition, their high value encourages
some diamond producing countries to employ means of
extraction that may violate human rights. Consider the
case in Botswana where a rich diamond deposit was dis-
covered on the land belonging to a tribal group, the Bush-
men. The government forcibly resettled all 2,500 of them. 

The Diamond Production
Process: From Mine to Market

Diamonds are mined in several different ways: in open
pits, underground, in alluvial mines (mines located in
ancient creek beds where diamonds were deposited by
streams), and in coastal and marine mines. Despite ad-
vances in technology, diamond excavation remains a
labor- intensive process in most areas of the world. Over
156 million carats of diamonds are mined annually (one
carat is the equivalent of 0.2 grams).

Once diamonds have been excavated, they are sorted,
by hand, into grades. While there are thousands of cate-
gories and subcategories based on the size, quality,
color, and shape of the diamonds, there are two broad
categories of diamonds—gem grade and industrial
grade. On average, close to 60 percent of the annual pro-
duction is of gem quality. In addition to jewelry, gem
quality stones are used for collections, exhibits, and dec-
orative art objects. Industrial diamonds, because of their

hardness and abrasive qualities, are often used in the
medical field, in space programs, and for diamond tools.

After the diamonds have been sorted, they are trans-
ported to one of the world’s four main diamond trading
centers—Antwerp, Belgium, which is the largest; New
York, U.S.A; Tel Aviv, Israel; and Mumbai, India. Daily,
between five and ten million individual stones pass
through the Antwerp trading center. After they have
been purchased, the diamonds are sent off to be cut,
polished, and/or otherwise processed. Five countries
currently dominate the diamond processing industry—
India, which is the largest (processing 9 out of every
10 diamonds); Israel; Belgium; Thailand; and the United
States; with China emerging as a new processing center.
Finally, the polished diamonds are sold by manufactur-
ers, brokers, and dealers to importers and wholesalers all
over the world, who in turn, sell to retailers. The total
timeframe from the time of extraction to the time at
which the diamond is sold to the end consumer is called
the “pipeline,” and it usually takes about 2 years.

The Not So Dazzling Side
of the Diamond Trade

While women across the world may want a diamond on
their finger, the industry’s sparkling reputation has been
tarnished. Reports have shown that profits from the dia-
mond trade have financed deadly conflicts in African na-
tions such as Angola, Sierra Leone, Congo, Cote d’Ivoire,
and Liberia. In addition, reports by the Washington Post
and Global Witness (http://www.globalwitness.org), a
key organization in monitoring the global diamond trade,
revealed that Al Qaeda used smuggled diamonds from
Sierra Leone, most likely obtained via Liberia, to fund its
terrorist activities. Diamonds that have been obtained in
regions of the world plagued by war and violence are
called “conflict diamonds” or “blood diamonds.”

The use of diamonds for illicit activities has been
widespread. During the Bush War of Angola in 1992,
Jonas Savimbi, the head of a rebel movement called
UNITA (National Union for the Total Independence of
Angola), extended his organization into the vast dia-
mond fields of the country. In less than one year,
UNITA’s diamond-smuggling network became the largest
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in the world—netting hundreds of million dollars a year
with which they purchased weapons. Diamonds were
also a useful tool for buying friends and supporters, and
could be used as a means for stockpiling wealth.

Soon warring groups in other countries like Sierra
Leone, Liberia, and the Democratic Republic of Congo
adopted the same strategy. For example, the RUF (Revo-
lutionary United Front) in Sierra Leone, a group that
achieved international notoriety for hacking off the arms
and legs of civilians and abducting thousands of children
and forcing them to fight as soldiers, controlled the
country’s alluvial diamond fields and used them to fund
their activities. 

According to current diamond industry estimates,
conflict diamonds make up between 2 and 4 percent of
the annual global production of diamonds. However,
human rights advocates disagree with that number. They
argue that up to 20 percent of all diamonds on the mar-
ket could be conflict diamonds.

The Kimberley Process

Diamonds are generally judged on the “Four Cs”: cut,
carat, color, and clarity; some have recently pushed for
the addition of a “fifth C”: conflict. On November 5, 2002,
representatives from 52 countries, along with mining ex-
ecutives, diamond dealers, and members from advocacy
groups, met in Interlaken, Switzerland, to sign an agree-
ment that they hoped would eliminate conflict diamonds
from international trade. The agreement was called the
Kimberley Process and took effect on January 1, 2003. 

The Kimberley Process is a United Nations–backed
certification plan created to ensure that only legally mined
rough diamonds, untainted by conflicts, reach established
markets around the world. According to the plan, all
rough diamonds passing through or into a participating
country must be transported in sealed, tamper-proof con-
tainers and must be accompanied by a government-
issued certificate guaranteeing the container’s contents
and origin. Customs officials in importing countries are
required to certify that the containers have not been tam-
pered with and are instructed to seize all diamonds that
do not meet the certification requirements.

The agreement also stipulates that only those coun-
tries that subscribe to the new rules will be able to trade
legally in rough diamonds. Countries that break the rules
will be suspended and their diamond trading privileges
will be revoked. Furthermore, individual diamond
traders who disobey the rules will be subject to punish-
ment under the laws of their own countries.

Critics Speak Out

Several advocacy groups have voiced concerns that the
Kimberley Process remains open to abuse, and that it will
not be enough to stop the flow of conflict diamonds.

Many worry that bribery and forgery are inevitable and
that corrupt government officials will render the scheme
inoperable. Even those diamonds with certified histories
attached may not be trustworthy. Alex Yearsley of Global
Witness predicts that firms will “be a bit more careful with
their invoices” as a result of the implementation of the
Kimberley Process, but warns, “if you’re determined, you
can get around this process.” His organization urges gov-
ernments to implement stricter policies of internal con-
trol, for the diamond industry to publicize names of indi-
viduals in companies found to be involved in the conflict
trade, and for the United Nations to consider implement-
ing sanctions against diamonds from Cote d’Ivoire. 

The General Accountability Office, the investigative
arm of the U.S. Congress, also voiced concerns in a 2002
report: “[T]he period after rough diamonds enter the first
foreign port until the final point of sale is covered by a
system of voluntary industry participation and self-
regulated monitoring and enforcement. These and other
shortcomings provide significant challenges in creating
an effective scheme to deter trade in conflict diamonds.”

Government organizations and policy groups are not
the only ones bringing the problem of conflict diamonds
to light. Rapper Kanye West released a song entitled
“Diamonds from Sierra Leone” after hearing about the
atrocities of conflict diamonds in Africa. “This ain’t
Vietnam still/People lose hands, legs, arms for real,” he
raps. A Hollywood movie “The Blood Diamond,” star-
ring Leonardo DiCaprio, also features an ethical dilemma
about buying and trading diamonds. 

New Technologies
Offer Solutions

Recently, a number of new technologies have emerged
that, if adopted by the diamond industry worldwide,
could change the way that diamonds are produced,
traded, and sold. Several United States companies, using
machines produced by Russian scientists, have been able
to make industrial and gem-grade diamonds artificially.
In terms of industrial-grade diamonds, which constitute
at least 40 percent of all annual diamond production, this
could mean tremendous cost savings for industries using
industrial diamonds and the elimination of conflict dia-
monds from industrial uses. For gem-grade diamonds
the viability of synthetic diamonds is questionable.
Because of marketing campaigns by industry leader
DeBeers Diamond Group, most consumers still feel that
diamond gems are natural pieces of art and a rarity of
nature. They are unwilling to trade that image for the
mass-production view of synthetic diamonds.

Another emerging technology is laser engraving. Lasers
make it possible to mark diamonds—either in their rough
or cut stage—with a symbol, number, or bar code that can
help to permanently identify that diamond. Companies
who adopt the technology have an interesting marketing
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opportunity to create diamond brands. Intel, a manufac-
turer of computer chips, launched a mass marketing cam-
paign “Intel Inside” to create brand awareness in the pre-
viously homogenous market where computer chips were
a commodity. Consumers have positive associations with
computers using Intel chips—and may only consider
computers that have “Intel inside.” Likewise, establishing
brand awareness and building brand equity could add
value to diamonds and help increase consumer comfort
and confidence. Sirius Diamonds, a Vancouver-based cut-
ting and polishing company, now microscopically laser-
engraves a polar bear logo and an identification number
on each gem it processes. Another company, 3Beams
Technologies of the United States, is currently working on
a system to embed a bar code inside a diamond (as op-
posed to on its surface) which would make it much more
difficult to remove.

Another option is the “invisible fingerprint” invented
by a Canadian security company called Identex. The
technology works by electronically placing an invisible
information package on each stone. The fingerprint can
include any information that the producer desires such as
the mine source and production date. The data can only
be read by Identex’s own scanners. Unfortunately, if the
diamond is recut, the fingerprint will be lost, although it
can be reapplied at any time. Though this represents a
major drawback to the technology, the recutting of a dia-
mond is expensive and typically reduces its size and
value. The technology’s creators believe that it will soon
become an industry standard because it is a quick and
cost-effective away to analyze a stone. The technology
may supplement or even replace paper certification.

Lastly, processes are being developed to read a dia-
mond’s internal fingerprint—its unique sparkle and com-
bination of impurities. The machine used to do this is
called a Laser Raman Spectroscope (LRS). A worldwide
database could identify a diamond’s origin and track its
journey from the mine to end consumer. However, cre-
ation of such a database requires large investments for
equipment to cope with the volume of diamonds. Such
investment will only happen if customers are willing to
pay for such identification. 

Questions for Discussion

1. In light of the conflict diamond issue, would you
buy a diamond? Why or why not?

2. As a diamond retailer, what options do you have
to ensure that the diamonds you sell are not
conflict diamonds?

3. As a diamond producer, what steps can you take
to prevent conflict diamonds from entering your
supply chain?

4. Do you think the diamond industry as a whole has
an ethical responsibility to combat the illicit trade
in diamonds?
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The U.S. Market for Canadian
Travel Services

The more than 15 million Americans who travel to Canada
annually constitute 28 percent of all departures from the
United States. The U.S. market is of crucial importance to
the Canadian tourism industry because 79 percent of all
non-Canadian tourists are Americans, who spend approx-
imately $13.5 billion a year on these trips.

Campaigns to lure tourists to a particular state or for-
eign country have increased dramatically. The Canadian
Tourism Commission, the government tourist organiza-
tion, has launched umbrella campaigns with themes such
as “Come to the world next door” and “Keep Exploring”
for Canada as a whole. The provinces conduct their own
independent campaigns to segments they deem most at-
tractive and profitable. For example, ads for Manitoba are
mostly written for the outdoor vacationer.

Overall, U.S. visitors to Canada rate their stays higher
in satisfaction and value than their vacations in the United
States. The aided and unaided awareness of Canada
declines gradually with greater distance from Canada.
Therefore, it is not surprising to find the top seven states
for Canada-bound travel to be New York, Michigan,
Washington, California, Ohio, Massachusetts, and Penn-
sylvania. While Canada earns high marks on dimensions
such as exploration and safety, the main reasons to reject
Canada include bad weather, other more interesting
and exotic places, unfavorable exchange rates, price of
gasoline, and lack of interest (“been there, done that”).
Canada gained more share of the U.S. market post 9-11,
but has since been losing it again. For example, since
2002, Canada has lost 9 percent of leisure person-stays,
representing $1.2 billion in foregone revenues.1 The bot-
tom line for Canada as a whole is that it needs a unique
emotive element to separate it from competition.

The Commission sponsored a large-scale benefit-
segmentation study of the American market for pleasure
travel to Canada, the results of which are summarized in
Exhibit 1. Segmenting the market by benefits provides

many advantages over other methods. Segmenting by
attitude toward Canada or by geographic area would be
feasible if substantial variation occurred. This is not the
case, however. Segmenting by benefits reveals what con-
sumers were and are seeking in their vacations. Knowing
this is central to planning effective marketing programs.

A Benefit-Matching Model

Exhibit 2 summarizes a strategic view for understanding
tourism behavior and developing a marketing campaign.
The model emphasizes the dominant need to define
markets by benefits sought and the fact that separate
markets seek unique benefits or activity packages. Mem-
bership in the segments will fluctuate from year to year;
the same individuals may seek rest and relaxation one
year and foreign adventure the next.

Identifying benefits is not enough, however. Competi-
tion (that is, other countries or areas) may present the
same type of benefits to the consumers. Because travel-
ers seriously consider only a few destinations, a sharp
focus is needed for promoting a destination. This also
means that a destination should avoid trying to be
“everything to everybody” by promoting too many ben-
efits. Combining all of these concerns calls for position-
ing, that is, generating a unique, differentiated image in
the mind of the consumer.

Three destinations are shown in Exhibit 2. Each desti-
nation provides unique as well as similar benefits for
travelers. Marketers have the opportunity to select one or
two specific benefits from a set of benefits when devel-
oping a marketing program to attract visitors. The bene-
fits selected for promotion can match or mismatch the
benefits sought by specific market segments. The letters
S, M, and N in the table express the degree of fit between
the benefits provided and those sought. For example, a
mismatch is promoting the wrong benefit to the wrong
market, such as promoting the scenic mountain beauty
of North Carolina to Tennessee residents.

The Case of Nova Scotia

Nova Scotia is one of ten provinces and two territories
that make up Canada. Given its location, it is known as
Canada’s Ocean Playground (see Exhibit 3). For many

Nova Scotia
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Nova Scotians the sea is their main source of livelihood
and leisure. For 200 years the sea has played an integral
role in the history and economy of the province (see Ex-
hibit 4). It was the abundant fisheries that drew settlers
into the area. Today, many of their descendants work in
a variety of professions related to the water, including
tourism. The importance of tourism has increased with
both the mining and fishing sectors having difficulties
from their resources drying up. Total tourism receipts
exceed $1.22 billion and over 33,500 workers are em-
ployed directly and in spin-off jobs. More than a million
people visit the province every year, with almost a quar-
ter of these coming from outside of Canada, mainly the
United States. Halifax was tenth among Canadian cities
visited by tourists from the United States, with 264,000
overnight visits in 2004 (with Toronto as number 1 with
2,335,000 visits).

Canada as a whole has a rather vague and diffused
image among Americans. This is particularly true of the
Atlantic provinces. The majority of Nova Scotia’s nonres-
ident travelers reside in New England and the mid-
Atlantic states of New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jer-
sey. Most of these travelers include households with mar-
ried couples having incomes substantially above the U.S.
national average, that is, $50,000 and above. Such house-
holds represent a huge, accessible market—10 million
households that are one to two and a half days’ drive
from Halifax, the capital. Most households in this market
have not visited the Atlantic provinces and have no plans
to do so. Thus, the market exhibits three of the four re-
quirements necessary to be a very profitable customer
base for the province: size, accessibility, and purchasing
power. The market lacks the intention to visit for most of
the households described. Nova Scotia is not one of the
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Benefit-Matching Model

2
Exhibit

Markets Benefits Sought Benefit Match Benefits Provided Destinations

A As, Bs S Ap, Bp X
B Bs, Cs M Cp, Dp Y
C Cs, Ds N Ep, Fp Z

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→

S � supermatch; M � match; N � no match

SOURCE: Arch G.Woodside,“Positioning a Province Using Travel Research,” Journal of Travel Research 20 (Winter 1982): 3.

Benefit Segments of U.S.Travelers to Canada

1
Exhibit

Segment Segment Contents Size Segment Objective

I. Friends and relatives— 29% Seek familiar surroundings where they can visit friends.
nonactive visitor

II. Friends and relatives— 12% Seek familiar surroundings where they can visit friends and relatives
active city visitor but are more inclined to participate in activities (i.e., sightseeing,

shopping, cultural, entertainment).
III. Family sightseers 6% Look for new vacation place that would be a treat for the children and

an enriching experience.
IV. Outdoor vacationer 19% Seek clean air, rest, quiet, and beautiful scenery. Many are campers,

and availability of recreation facilities is important. Children also an
important factor.

V. Resort vacationer 19% Most interested in water sports (for example, swimming) and good
weather. Prefer a popular place with a big-city atmosphere.

VI. Foreign vacationer 26% Look for a place they have never been before with a foreign
atmosphere and beautiful scenery. Money is not of major concern
but good accommodation and service are.They want an exciting,
enriching experience.

SOURCE: Shirley Young, Leland Ott, and Barbara Feigin,“Some Practical Considerations in Market Segmentation,” Journal of Marketing
Research 15 (August 1978): 405–412. Reprinted with permission.



destinations considered when the next vacation or pleas-
ure trip is being planned. Worse still, Nova Scotia does
not exist in the minds of its largest potential market.

In the past, Nova Scotia had a number of diverse mar-
keting themes, such as “Good times are here,” “Interna-
tional gathering of the clans,” “The 375th anniversary of
Acadia,” “Seaside spectacular,” and the most recent,
“There’s so much to sea.” These almost annual changes
in marketing strategy contributed to the present situation
both by confusing the consumer as to what Nova Scotia
is all about and by failing to create a focused image
based on the relative strengths of the province. Some
critics argue that Nova Scotia is not being promoted on
its unique features but on benefits that other locations
can provide as well or better.

Examples of Successful
Positioning

Most North Atlantic passengers flying to Europe used to
have a vague impression of Belgium. This presented a

problem to the tourism authorities, who wanted travelers
to stay for longer periods. Part of the problem was a for-
mer “Gateway to Europe” campaign that had positioned
Belgium as a country to pass through on the way to
somewhere else.

The idea for new positioning was found in the Michelin
Guides, which rate cities as they do restaurants. The
Benelux countries have six three-star cities (the highest
ranking), of which five are in Belgium and only one
(Amsterdam) is in the Netherlands. The theme generated
was “In Belgium, there are five Amsterdams.” This strategy
was correct in three different ways: (1) it related Belgium to
a destination that was known to the traveler, Amsterdam;
(2) the Michelin Guides, another entity already known to
the traveler, gave the concept credibility; and (3) the “five
cities to visit” made Belgium a bona fide destination.2

The state of Florida attracts far more eastern North
American beach seekers than does South Carolina.
Tourism officials in South Carolina had to find a way in
which the state could be positioned against Florida.

The positioning theme generated was “You get two
more days in the sun by coming to Myrtle Beach, South
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Carolina, instead of Florida.” Florida’s major beaches are a
one-day drive beyond the Grand Strand of South
Carolina—and one additional day back. Most travelers to
Florida go in the May-to-October season when the
weather is similar to that in South Carolina. Thus, more
beach time and less driving time became the central
benefit provided by the state.

Positioning Nova Scotia

The benefits of Nova Scotia as a Canadian travel destina-
tion cover segments III to VI of U.S. travelers (see Ex-
hibit 1). Those providing input to the planning process
point out water activities, sea-side activities, camping, or
scenic activities. The segment interested in foreign adven-
ture could be lured by festivals and other related activities.

The planners’ argument centers not so much on
which benefits to promote but on which should be em-
phasized if differentiation is desired. The decision is im-
portant because of (1) the importance of the industry to
the province and (2) the overall rise in competition for

the travelers in Nova Scotia’s market, especially compe-
tition by U.S. states.

Questions for Discussion

1. How would you position Nova Scotia to potential
American travelers? Use the benefit-matching
model to achieve your supermatch.

2. Constructively criticize past positioning attempts,
such as “There’s so much to sea.”

3. What other variables, apart from positioning, will
determine whether Americans will choose Nova
Scotia as a destination?

Notes

1. Canadian Tourism Commission Changing, U.S. Travel 
Trends to Canada, February 3, 2006, available at
http://www.canadatourism.com.

2. Al Ries and Jack Trout, Positioning: The Battle for Your Mind
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 2000), 171–178.
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The Land

Nova Scotia is surrounded by four bodies of water—the Atlantic, the Bay of Fundy, the Northumberland Strait, and the Gulf
of St. Lawrence. Its average width of 70 miles (128 kilometers) means that no part of the province is far from the sea. Nova
Scotia lies in the northern temperate zone and although it is surrounded by water, the climate is continental rather than mar-
itime.The temperature extremes are moderated, however, by the ocean.

The History

The Micmac Indians inhabited Nova Scotia long before the first explorers arrived from Europe.The first visitors were
Norsemen (in 1000), and, in 1497, Italian explorer John Cabot had noted the rich fishing grounds in the area. In the
seventeenth century, all of Nova Scotia was settled by the French and formed a larger area known as Acadia. Feuds between
the British and the French resulted in all of Acadia being ceded to the British in 1713.The British perceived the Acadians
as a security threat and expelled them to Virginia and Louisiana. In 1783, there was an influx of loyalists from the newly
independent New England states. Nova Scotia and three other provinces joined a federation called the Dominion of Canada
in 1867.At the time, the province was known for international shipbuilding and trade in fish and lumber.The First and Second
World Wars emphasized the importance of Halifax, Nova Scotia’s capital, as a staging point for convoys and confirmed it as
one of the world’s major ports.

The People

Over 80 percent of Nova Scotia’s population of 937,800 trace their ancestry to the British Isles, while 18 percent of residents
are of French ancestry.The next largest groups by ancestry are German and Dutch.Almost 22,000 residents have Indian
roots, primarily belonging to the Micmac nation.

The Economy

Nova Scotia’s economy is highly diversified, having evolved from resource-based employment to manufacturing as well as
business and personal services.The breakdown is as follows: (1) manufacturing/fish, 62 percent; (2) tourism, 12 percent;
(3) forestry, 10 percent; (4) mining, 7 percent; (5) fishing, 5 percent; and (6) agriculture, 3 percent.

SOURCE: “Canadian Provinces and Territories,” http://www.canada.gc.ca.

http://www.canadatourism.com
http://www.canada.gc.ca


I
n May 1992, the Finnish government’s selection of
the F/A-18 Hornet over the Swedish JAS-39 Gripen,
the French Mirage 2000–5, and fellow American F-16
to modernize the fighter fleet of its air force was a

major boost to McDonnell Douglas (MDC) in an other-
wise quiet market. The deal would involve the sale of
57 F-18 Cs and 7 F-18 Ds at a cost of FIM 9.5 billion
(approximately $2 billion). The Finnish version will have
an “F” for “fighter” (rather than F/A) because the attack
dimension is not included. Deliveries would take place
between 1995 and 2000. Armaments would add another
$1 billion to the deal.

Offsets

Offsets are various forms of industrial and business ac-
tivities required as a condition of purchase. They are an
obligation imposed on the seller in major (most often
military hardware) purchases by or for foreign govern-
ments to minimize any trade imbalance or other adverse
economic impact caused by the outflow of currency re-
quired to pay for such purchases. In wealthier countries,
they are often used for establishing infrastructure. Two
basic types of offset arrangements exist: direct and indi-
rect (as seen in Exhibit 1). Although offsets have long
been associated only with the defense sector, there are
now increasing demands for offsets in commercial sales
where the government is the purchaser or user.

From 1993 to 2004, 513 offset agreements totaling
$77.2 billion were reported by U.S. defense exporters.
Sales of aerospace defense systems made up 84 percent
of all export contracts, totaling $64.8 billion. The average
term for completing the offset agreements was 78–84
months. The agreements were concluded with a total of
41 nations, with 65.1 percent attributed to European
nations. Although the average offset requirement is
99.1 percent for Europe, many countries require 100� per-
cent. Outside of Europe, the overall requirement is
46.6 percent; however, there are exceptions, such as
South Africa’s 116.7 percent average.

Direct offset consists of product-related manufacturing
or assembly either for the purposes of the project in ques-
tion only or for a longer-term partnership. The purchase,
therefore, enables the purchaser to be involved in the
manufacturing process. Various Spanish companies pro-
duce dorsal covers, rudders, aft fuselage panels, and
speed brakes for the F/A-18s designated for the Spanish
Air Force. In addition to coproduction arrangements, li-
censed production is prominent. Examples include Egypt
producing U.S. M1-A1 tanks, China producing MDC’s MD-
82 aircraft, and Korea assembling the F-16 fighter. An in-
tegral part of these arrangements is the training of the
local employees. Training is not only for production/
assembly purposes but also for maintenance and overhaul
of the equipment in the longer term. Some offsets have
buyback provisions; that is, the seller is obligated to pur-
chase output from the facility or operations it has set up or
licensed. For example, Westland takes up an agreed level
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SOURCES:This case study was written by Ilkka A. Ronkainen and funded in
part by a grant from the Business and International Education Program of the
U.S. Department of Education.The assistance of the various organizations
cited in the case is appreciated. Special thanks to David Danjczek, past chair
of the Global Offset and Countertrade Association. For more information,
see http://www.boeing.com/defense-space/military/fa18/fa18.htm; http://
geae.net/geenginecenter/service_militaryavi.html; http://www.northgrum.
com; http://www.hughes.com.

Winning the contract was critical since MDC had been
on the losing side of two major aircraft competitions in
the United States in 1991. In addition, one of its major
projects with the U.S. Navy had been terminated (the
A-12), and the government of the Republic of Korea had
changed its mind to buy F-16 aircraft after it already had
an agreement with MDC for F/A-18 Hornets.

However, the $3 billion was not earned without
strings attached. Contractually, McDonnell Douglas and
its main subcontractors (Northrop, General Electric, and
General Motors’s subsidiary Hughes), the “F-18 Team,”
were obligated to facilitate an equivalent amount of
business for Finnish industry over a ten-year period
(1992–2002) using various offset arrangements.

Image not available due to copyright restrictions

http://www.boeing.com/defense-space/military/fa18/fa18.htm;
http://geae.net/geenginecenter/service_militaryavi.html;
http://geae.net/geenginecenter/service_militaryavi.html;
http://www.northgrum.com;
http://www.northgrum.com;
http://www.hughes.com


of parts and components from the Korean plant that pro-
duces Lynx Helicopters under license. In practice, there-
fore, direct offsets amount to technology transfer.

Indirect offsets are deals that involve products, invest-
ments, and so forth that are not to be used in the origi-
nal sales contract but will satisfy part of the seller’s
“local” obligation. Direct purchases of raw materials,
equipment, or supplies by the seller or its suppliers from
the offset customer country present the clearest case of
indirect offsets. These offset arrangements are analogous
to counterpurchases and switch trading. Sellers faced
with offset obligations work closely with their supplier
base, some having goals of increasing supplier participa-
tion in excess of 50 percent. Teamwork does make the
process more effective and efficient. There are various
business activities taking place and procurement deci-
sions being made by one of the sellers or its suppliers
without offset needs that others may be able to use as
offset credit to satisfy an indirect obligation.

Many governments see offsets as a mechanism to de-
velop their indigenous business and industrial sectors.
Training in management techniques may be attractive to
both parties. The upgrading of skills may be seen by the
government as more critical for improving international
competitiveness than efforts focused only on hardware.
For the seller, training is relatively inexpensive, but it
provides good credits because of its political benefit.

An important dimension of the developmental effort
will relate to exports. This may involve the analysis of
business sectors showing the greatest foreign market po-
tential, improving organizational and product readiness,
conducting market research (e.g., estimating demand or

assessing competition), identifying buyers or partners for
foreign market development, or assisting in the export
process (e.g., company visits, support in negotiations
and reaching a final agreement, facilitating trial/sample
shipments, handling documentation needs).

Sales are often won or lost on the availability of fi-
nancing and favorable credit terms to the buyer. Financ-
ing packages put together by one of the seller’s entities,
if it is critical in winning the bid, will earn offset credits.

Buyer nations focusing on industrial development and
technology transfer have negotiated contracts that call
for offsetting the cost of their purchases through invest-
ments. Saudi Arabian purchases of military technology
have recently been tied to sellers’ willingness to invest
in manufacturing plants, defense-related industries, or
special-interest projects in the country. British Aero-
space, for example, has agreed to invest in factories for
the production of farm feed and sanitary ware.

Most often, the final offset deal includes a combination
of activities, both direct and indirect vis-à-vis the sale, and
no two offset deals are alike. With increasing frequency,
governments may require “pre-deal counterpurchases” as
a sign of commitment and ability to deliver should they
be awarded the contract. Some companies, such as
United Technologies, argue that there is limited advan-
tage in carrying out offset activities in advance of the
contract, unless the buyer agrees to a firm commitment.
While none of the bidders may like it, buyers’ market
conditions give them very little choice to argue. Even if a
bidder loses the deal, it can always attempt to sell its off-
set credits to the winner or use the credits in conjunction
with other sales that one of its divisions may have. Some
of the companies involved in the bidding in Finland
maintain offset accounts with the Finnish government.

McDonnell’s Deal with the Finnish
Air Force
The F/A-18 Hornet is a twin-engine, twin-tail, multimis-
sion tactical aircraft that can be operated from aircraft
carriers or from land bases (see Exhibit 2). It is both a
fighter (air-to-air) and an attack (air-to-ground) aircraft.
McDonnell Aircraft Company, a division of MDC, is the
prime contractor for the F/A-18. Subcontractors include
General Electric for the Hornet’s smokeless F404 low-
bypass turbofan engines, Hughes Aircraft Company for
the APG-73 radar, and Northrop Corporation for the air-
frame. Approximately 1,100 F/A-18s have been delivered
worldwide. Although it had been in use by the United
States since 1983, it had been (and can continue to be)
upgraded during its operational lifetime. Furthermore, it
had proven its combat readiness in the Gulf War.

Only since June 1990 has the F/A-18 been available to
countries that are not members of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO). The change in U.S. govern-
ment position resulted from the rapidly changed East-
West political situation. The attractive deals available in
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neutral countries such as Switzerland and Finland helped
push the government as well. When the Finnish Air
Force initiated its program in 1986, MDC was not invited
to (and would not have been able to) offer a bid because
of U.S. government restrictions. Finland is prohibited by
World War II peace accords from having attack aircraft,
hence the designation F-18.

The Finnish Government
Position

The Finnish government’s role in the deal had two criti-
cal dimensions: one related to the choice of the aircraft,
the other related to managing the offset agreement in a

fashion to maximize the benefit to the country’s industry
for the long term.

Selecting the Fighter
In 1986, the Finnish Air Force (FAF) decided to replace
its aging Swedish-made Drakens and Soviet-made 
MIG-21s, which made up three fighter squadrons. At that
time, the remaining service life of these aircraft was esti-
mated to be 15 years, calling for the new squadrons to
be operational by the year 2000 and to be up-to-date
even in 2025. Finland, due to its strategic geographic lo-
cation, has always needed a reliable air defense system.
The position of neutrality adopted by Finland had
favored split procurement between Eastern and Western
suppliers until the collapse of the Soviet Union in
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Prime contractor McDonnell Douglas
Principal subcontractor Northrop Corporation
Type Single- (C) and two-seat (D), twin-turbofan for fighter and attack missions

Power Plant Two General Electric F404-GE-402 (enhanced performance engine)
Thrust 4,800 kp each (approx.)
Afterburning thrust 8,000 kp each (approx.)

Dimensions
Length 17.07 m
Span 11.43 m
Wing area 37.16 m2
Height 4.66 m

Weights
Empty 10,455 kg
Normal takeoff 16,650 kg
Maximum takeoff 22,328 kg
Wing loading 450 kg/m2

Fuel (internal) 6,435 litre (4,925 kg)
Fuel (with external tanks) 7,687 litre

Armament
Cannon One General Electric M61A-1 Vulcan rotary-barrel 20-mm
Missiles Six AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air

Four AIM-7 Sparrow
Six AIM-120 AMRAAM

Radar AN/APG-73 multi-mode air-to-air and air-to-surface

Performance
Takeoff distance 430 m
Landing distance 850 m
Fighter-mission radius > 740 km
Maximum speed 1.8 Mach (1,915 km/h) at high altitude

1.0 Mach at intermediate power
Service ceiling 15,240 m
Payload 7,710 kg
Used since 1983
Expected manufacturing lifetime 2000+
Users USA, Australia, Canada, Spain, Switzerland, and Kuwait
Ordered quantity 1,168



December 1991 made it politically possible to purchase
fighters from a single Western supplier.

The first significant contacts with potential bidders
were made in 1988, and in February 1990, the FAF re-
quested proposals from the French Dassault-Breguet,
Sweden’s Industrigruppen JAS, and General Dynamics in
the United States for 40 fighters and trainer aircraft. In
January 1991, the bid was amended to 60 fighters and
seven trainers. Three months later, MDC joined the bid-
ding, and by July 1991, binding bids were received from
all four manufacturers.

During the evaluative period, the four bidders tried to
gain favor for their alternative. One approach was the
provision of deals for Finnish companies as “pre-deal
counterpurchases.” For example, General Dynamics ne-
gotiated for Vaisala (a major Finnish electronics firm) to
become a subcontractor of specialty sensors for the F-16.
Before the final decision, the Swedish bidder had
arranged for deals worth $250 million for Finnish com-
panies, the French for over $100 million, and General
Dynamics for $40 million. MDC, due to its later start, had
none to speak of. Other tactics were used as well. The
Swedes pointed to long ties that the countries have had,
and especially to the possibilities to develop them fur-
ther on the economic front. As a matter of fact, offsets
were the main appeal of the Swedish bid since the air-
craft itself was facing development cost overruns and de-
lays. The French reminded the Finnish government that
choosing a European fighter might help in Finland’s bid
to join the European Union (EU) in 1995. Since the FAF
prefered the U.S. AMRAAM missile system for its new
fighters, the U.S. government cautioned that its availabil-
ity depended on the choice of the fighter. The compa-
nies themselves also worked on making their bid
sweeter: Just before the official announcement, General
Dynamics improved its offer to include 67 aircraft for the
budgeted sum and a guarantee of 125 percent offsets;
that is, the amount of in-country participation would be
125 percent of the sale price paid by the Finnish govern-
ment for the aircraft.

After extensive flight testing both in the producers’
countries and in Finland (especially for winter condi-
tions), the Hornet was chosen as the winner. Despite the
high absolute cost of the aircraft (only 57 to be bought
versus 60), the Hornet’s cost-effectiveness relative to per-
formance was high. The other alternatives were each
perceived to have problems: The JAS-39 Gripen had the
teething problems of a brand-new aircraft; the Mirage’s
model 2000–5 has not yet been produced; and the F-16
may be coming to the end of its product life cycle. The
MIG-29 from the Soviet Union/Russia was never seri-
ously in the running due to the political turmoil in that
country. Some did propose purchasing the needed three
squadrons from the stockpiles of the defunct East
Germany (and they could have been had quite econom-
ically), but the uncertainties were too great for a strategi-
cally important product.

Working Out the Offsets
Typically, a specific committee is set up by the govern-
ment to evaluate which arrangements qualify as part of
the offset. In Finland’s case, the Finnish Offset Commit-
tee (FOC) consists of five members with the Ministries of
Defense, Foreign Affairs, and Industry and Trade repre-
sented. Its task is to provide recommendations as to
which export contracts qualify and which do not. The
Technical Working Group was set up to support its
decision making, especially in cases concerning technol-
ogy transfer. From 1977 to 1991, the procedures and final
decisions were made by the Ministry of Defense; since
then, the responsibility has been transferred to the
Ministry of Trade and Industry (see Exhibit 3). The
transfer was logical given the increased demands and
expectations on the trade and technology fronts of the
F/A-18 deal.

When the committee was established in 1977 in con-
junction with a major military purchase, almost all con-
tracts qualified until an export developmental role for
offsets was outlined. The Finnish exporter is required to
show that the offset agreement played a pivotal role in
securing its particular contract.

Two different approaches are taken by the govern-
ment to attain its developmental objective. First, the gov-
ernment will not make available (or give offset credit for)
counterpurchasing goods that already have established
market positions unless the counterpurchaser can show
that the particular sale would not have materialized with-
out its support (e.g., through distribution or financing).
Second, the government will use compensation “multipli-
ers” for the first time. While previous deals were executed
on a one-on-one basis, the government now wants,
through the use of multipliers, direct purchases to certain
industries or types of companies. For example, in the
case of small or medium-sized companies, a multiplier of
two may be used; that is, a purchase of $500,000 from
such a firm will satisfy a $1 million share of the counter-
purchaser’s requirement. Attractive multipliers also may
be used that may generate long-term export opportuni-
ties or support Finland’s indigenous arms or other tar-
geted industry. Similarly, the seller may also insist on the
use of multipliers. In the case of technology transfer, the
seller may request a high multiplier because of the high
initial cost of research and development that may have
gone into the technology licensed or provided to the joint
venture as well as its relative importance to the recipient
country’s economic development.

Finnish industry is working closely with the govern-
ment on two fronts. The Finnish Industrial Offset Consor-
tium (FINDOC) was established to collaborate with the
Finnish Foreign Trade Association (a quasi-governmental
organization) on trade development. FINDOC’s 21 mem-
bers represent 15 main business areas (e.g., aircraft, ship-
building, pulp and paper machinery, and metal and
engineering) and are among the main Finnish exporters.
Their consortium was set up to take advantage of offset
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opportunities more efficiently and to provide a focal point
for the F-18Team’s efforts. For example,MDCandFINDOC
arranged for a familiarization trip to the United States for
interested Finnish businesses in the fall of 1992. For those
companies not in FINDOC, it is the task of the FFTA to pro-
vide information on possibilities to benefit from the deal.
The Finnish Industrial Technology Consortium (FITEC)
was established to facilitate technology transfer to and from
the Finnish metal and engineering industries.

The F-18 Team’s Position

The monies related to offset management and associated
development are not generally allowed as a separate
cost in the sales contract. Profit margins for aircraft sales
are narrow, and any additional costs must be watched
closely. Extraordinary demands by the buyer make bid-
ding more challenging and time-consuming. For exam-
ple, the customer may want extensive changes in the
product without changes in the final price. Switzerland
wanted major alterations made to the airframe and addi-
tional equipment, which made its total cost per plane
higher than the price in Finland. In the experience of
high-tech firms, the add-on for direct offsets ranges from
3 to 8 percent, which has to be incorporated into the fea-
sibility plans. Offsets have to make good business sense
and, once agreed to, successfully executed.

Competing for the Deal
In accepting the offer to bid for the FAF deal, the F-18
Team believed it had only a 5 percent chance to win the

deal but, given its size, decided to go ahead. From the
time it received a request to bid from the FAF, MDC had
three months to prepare its proposal. The only main
negative factor from the short preparation time was
MDC’s inability to arrange for “prepurchase” deals and
generate goodwill with the constituents.

After two fact-finding missions to Finland, MDC es-
tablished an office in Helsinki in August 1991. The deci-
sion to have a full-time office in Finland (compared to
the competitors whose representatives were in Helsinki
two days a week on the average) was made based on the
experiences from Korea and Switzerland. MDC’s ap-
proach was to be ready and able to help the customer in
terms of information and be involved with all the con-
stituents of the process, such as the testing groups of the
FAF, the Ministry of Defense (owners of the program),
and the Parliament (supporters of the program).

Beyond the technical merits of the Hornet, MDC’s ca-
pabilities in meeting the pending offset obligations were a
critical factor in winning the deal. MDC had by 1992 a
total of 100 offset programs in 25 countries with a value of
$8 billion, and its track record in administering them was
excellent. Another factor in MDC’s favor was its long-term
relationship with Finnair, the national airline. Finnair’s air-
craft have predominantly come from MDC, from the DC-2
in 1941 to the MD-11 aircraft delivered in 1991.

Satisfying the Offset Obligation
Offset deals are not barter where the seller and the buyer
swap products of equal value over a relatively short time
period. The F-18 Team members had to complete the
offset program by the year 2002 through a number of
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different elements including marketing assistance, export
development, technology transfer, team purchases, and
investment financing. One of the major beneficiaries of the
offset arrangement was Patria Finnavitec, the only major
aircraft manufacturer in Finland. Patria Finnavitec assem-
bled the 57 C-versions in Finland and also counted on the
F-18 Team’s connections to open markets for its Redigo
trainer aircraft. The F-18 Team worked with Finnish com-
panies to develop exports for their products and services
by identifying potential buyers and introducing the two
parties to each other. Purchases could come from within
the contractor companies, suppliers to the F-18 contrac-
tors, and third parties. The motivation for completing off-
set projects was financial penalties for the prime team
members if they did not meet contract deadlines.

However, no one in the F-18 Team or among its sup-
pliers was obligated to engage in a given transaction just
because Finland purchased fighters from McDonnell
Douglas. The key point was that products must meet spec-
ifications, delivery dates, and price criteria to be success-
fully sold in any market. After an appropriate purchase
had taken place, the F-18 Team received offset credit
based on the Finnish-manufactured content of the trans-
action value as approved by the Finnish Offset Committee.
For example, when Finnyards won the bid to build a pas-
senger ferry for the Danish Stena Line, Northrop received
offset credits due to its role in financing Finnyard’s bid.

The offset obligations were not limited to the United
States. The team had offset partners all over the world
because the members operate worldwide. Furthermore,
given the long time frame involved, there were no press-
ing time constraints on the members to earn offset credits.

Since 1992, the MDC office in Helsinki had two offi-
cers: one in charge of the aircraft, the other focused in
offsets. Due to the worst recession in recent Finnish his-
tory, the response to the offset program was unprece-
dented, and the office was inundated with requests for
information and deals.

Results

By October 2002 the program was complete, with Boeing
having delivered all of the 64 aircraft early and satisfied the
offset obligations ahead of schedule. A total of $3.345 bil-
lion of credits had been granted against the required mini-
mum of $3 billion. Direct offsets accounted for 15 percent
and indirect offsets 85 percent of the credits earned. Nearly
600 business transactions had been part of the indirect
credits originating from 210 Finnish companies, 114 of
which were small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
Exports had been directed at 30 different countries.

Politically, the deal enhanced Finnish–U.S. relations at a
time of spectacular changes. Finnish industry was sup-
ported at a time when major shifts occurred in markets and
their potential. The United States had become Finland’s
fourth largest trading partner, having surpassed Russia.
While FINDOC companies generated, as expected, a
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substantial share (48 percent) of the business transactions,
SMEs benefited as well. They generated 140 projects, for a
total of nearly $500 million in sales. Some broke into
world markets as a result of the offset deal.

Exports accounted for nearly two-thirds of the indirect
offset credits. However, significant activity also centered
on technology transfer and investments. For example,
Aker Finnyards received technology transfers to allow it
to move into the hovercraft market where it has already
delivered its prototype vessel for the Finnish Navy. SMEs
benefited through marketing assistance programs (which
constituted 10 percent of the total credits). For example,
groups of SME managers were able to use the facilities of
General Electric Trading in New York while getting ac-
customed to the U.S. business climate and establishing
relationships with intermediaries and clients.

Questions for Discussion

1. Why would the members of the F-18 Team,
McDonnell Douglas, Northrop, General Electric,
and Hughes, agree to such a deal rather than insist
on a money-based transaction?

2. After the deal was signed, many Finnish
companies expected that contracts and money
would start rolling in by merely calling up
McDonnell Douglas. What are the fundamental
flaws of this thinking?

3. Why do seller governments typically take an
unsupportive stance on countertrade arrangements?

4. Comment on this statement: “Offset arrangements
involving overseas production that permit a
foreign government or producer to acquire the
technical information to manufacture all or part
of a U.S.-origin article trade short-term sales for
long-term loss of market position.”
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W
ithin a few months after becoming CEO
of Whirlpool Corp., David Whitwam met
with his senior managers to plot a strat-
egy for securing future company growth.

At the time, Whirlpool was the market leader among U.S.
appliance makers, but it generated only weak sales out-
side North America. Operating in a mature market, it
faced the same low profit margins as major competitors
like General Electric and Maytag. In addition to price
wars, especially in mature markets, the industry had
started to consolidate, and consumers were demanding
more environmentally friendly products.

Whirlpool and Its Options

Whitwam and his management team explored several
growth options, including diversifying into other indus-
tries experiencing more rapid growth, such as furniture
or garden products; restructuring the company finan-
cially; and expanding vertically and horizontally. The
group sharpened its focus to consider opportunities for
expanding the appliance business beyond North
American markets. After all, the basics of managing the
appliance business and the product technologies are
similar in Europe, North America, Asia, and Latin Amer-
ica. As Whitwam put it, “We were very good at what we
did. What we needed was to enter appliance markets in
other parts of the world and learn how to satisfy differ-
ent kinds of customers.”

Whirlpool industry data predicted that, over time, ap-
pliance manufacturing would become a global industry.
As Whitwam saw it, his company had three options: “We
could ignore the inevitable—a decision that would have
condemned Whirlpool to a slow death. We could wait

for globalization to begin and then try to react, which
would have put us in a catch-up mode, technologically
and organizationally. Or we could control our own des-
tiny and try to shape the very nature of globalization in
our industry. In short, we could force our competitors to
respond to us.”

Whitwam and his team chose the third option and set
out on a mission to make Whirlpool “one company
worldwide.” They aimed much higher than simply mar-
keting products or operating around the globe. For
decades, Whirlpool had sold some appliances in other
countries to buyers who could afford them. Whitwam
wanted to expand this reach by establishing a vision of a
company that could leverage global resources to gain a
long-term competitive advantage. In his words, this
effort meant “having the best technologies and processes
for designing, manufacturing, selling, and servicing your
products at the lowest possible costs. Our vision at
Whirlpool is to integrate our geographical businesses
wherever possible, so that our most advanced expertise
in any given area—whether it’s refrigeration technology
or distribution strategy—isn’t confined to one location or
one division. We want to be able to take the best capa-
bilities we have and leverage them in all of our opera-
tions worldwide.”

As its first step in transforming a largely domestic op-
eration into a global powerhouse, Whirlpool purchased
the European appliance business of Dutch consumer-
goods giant, Philips Electronics. Philips had been losing
market share for years, running its European operations
as independent regional companies that made different
appliances for individual markets. “When we bought this
business,” Whitwam recalls, “we had two automatic
washer designs, one built in Italy and one built in
Germany. If you as a consumer looked at them, they
were basically the same machines. But there wasn’t any-
thing common about those two machines. There wasn’t
even a common screw.”

The Whirlpool strategy called for reversing the decline in
European market share and improving profitability by
changing product designs and manufacturing processes
and by switching to centralized purchasing. The change re-
organized the national design and research staffs inherited
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SOURCES:This case was compiled by Ilkka Ronkainen. Portions of this case
were researched from material available at http://www.whirlpool.com.The
Global Success Factors section is derived from a report on the global
appliance industry by John Bonds, German Estrada, Peter Jacobs, Jorge
Harb-Kallab, Paul Kunzer, and Karin Toth at Georgetown University, March
2000. See also Ilkka A. Ronkainen and Ivan Menezes,“Implementing Global
Marketing Strategy,” International Marketing Review 13 (no. 3, 1996): 56–63;
and “The Right Way to Go Global: An Interview with Whirlpool CEO David
Whitwam,” Harvard Business Review 72 (March–April 1994): 134–145.
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from Philips into European product teams that worked
closely with Whirlpool’s U.S. designers. Redesigned mod-
els shared more parts, and inventory costs fell when
Whirlpool consolidated warehouses from 36 to 8. The
transformation trimmed Philips’s list of 1,600 suppliers by
50 percent, and it converted the national operations to re-
gional companies.

Whitwam believed that the drive to become one com-
pany worldwide required making Whirlpool a global
brand—a formidable task in Europe, where the name
was not well-known. The company rebranded the
Philips product lines, supported by a $135 million pan-
European advertising campaign that initially presented
both the Philips and Whirlpool names and eventually
converted to Whirlpool alone.

Another important component of the Whirlpool
global strategy—product innovation—sought to develop
superior products based on consumer needs and wants.
“We have to provide a compelling reason other than
price for consumers to buy Whirlpool-built products,”
says Whitwam. “We can do that only by understanding
the consumer better than anyone else does and then
translating our understanding into clearly superior prod-
uct designs, features, and after-sales support. Our goal is
for consumers to prefer the Whirlpool brand because it
offers greater overall value than competing products.”

One successful product innovation led to the
Whirlpool Crispwave microwave oven. Extensive re-
search with European consumers revealed a desire for a
microwave that could brown and crisp food. In response,
Whirlpool engineers designed the VIP Crispwave, which
can fry crispy bacon and cook a pizza with a crisp crust.
The new microwave proved successful in Europe, and
Whirlpool later introduced it in the United States.

Whirlpool’s global strategy includes a goal to become
the market leader in Asia, which will be the world’s
largest appliance market in the twenty-first century. In
1988, it began setting up sales and distribution systems in
Asia to help it serve Asian markets and to make the firm
more familiar with those markets and potential cus-
tomers. The company established three regional offices:
one in Singapore to serve Southeast Asia, a second in
Hong Kong to handle the Chinese market, and a Tokyo
office for Japan. Through careful analysis, Whirlpool
marketers sought to match specific current products with
Asian consumers. They studied existing and emerging
trade channels and assessed the relative strengths and
weaknesses of competitors in the Asian markets. The
company set up joint ventures with five Asian manufac-
turers for four appliance lines with the highest market
potential: refrigerators, washers, air conditioners, and
microwave ovens. With a controlling interest in each of
the joint ventures, the newly global company confidently
expects to excel in the world’s fastest-growing market.

Whirlpool has come a long way since embarking on its
global strategy. By 2000, revenues had doubled to more
than $10 billion. The company now reaches markets in

more than 170 countries, leading the markets in both
North America and Latin America. Whirlpool is number
three in Europe and the largest Western appliance com-
pany in Asia. For building its integrated global network,
“Whirlpool gets very high marks,” says an industry ana-
lyst. “They are outpacing the industry dramatically.”

Global Success Factors

From a global perspective, there are two success factors
that affect all of the different geographic regions. The
first key success factor on a global scale is successful
branding. Each of the large global manufacturers has
been very successful in developing a branding strategy.
Most of these players sell a variety of brands, where each
is targeted to certain quality and price levels. In addition,
the strong brand reputation has been necessary for the
major manufacturers either to expand operations into
new regions or to launch new product lines. For exam-
ple, Maytag did not have a line of products in the dish-
washer category but had a large brand presence in the
washer/dryer category. To expand its product line,
Maytag decided to launch a new line of products in the
dishwasher segment. Through a successful branding
campaign, in less than two years Maytag captured the
second-largest market share in the segment. It leveraged
its successful brand image in one segment to quickly
steal share from less successful competitors.

The second key success factor on a global scale is
price sensitivity. Given the large cost of these goods,
large-scale manufacturers have been able to lower prices
to meet the demand of customers. While there is little
price elasticity, some manufacturers have been able to
raise prices on their high-end goods, but for the most
part, most manufacturers have lowered prices, and thus
margins, to stay competitive with other brands. With
razor-thin margins across each segment, only manufac-
turers that have the size to realize economies of scale
have been able to remain competitive and lower prices to
meet demands of their customers. This price sensitivity
and the need to continually lower prices made up one of
the major forces driving the consolidation within the in-
dustry. Many smaller brands were not able to compete
and therefore were sold to the larger appliance brands.

China and Asia
Aside from the global key success factors, two key suc-
cess factors within China and Asia are very important.
First, appliance manufacturers must have access to distri-
bution channels and therefore the ability to provide the
products across several different Chinese regions. The
access to Chinese distribution channels can be very lim-
iting for international corporations, whereas China-based
companies, such as Kelon and Haier, have a definite
competitive advantage.
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Second, large appliance manufacturers must have a
large scope of products for success. Specifically, it is the
number of different segments in which a company sells
products that will lead to success in China, not the scope
of products within a given segment. Kelon manufactures
112 different types of air conditioners, but it is not a full-
line supplier of appliances to its customers. Contrarily,
Haier is a full-line supplier that manufactures products in
each product segment and so provides its customers
with a variety of appliances under one brand name.

The Japanese market has a different set of criteria for
success than China and the rest of Asia. Instead, the
Japanese market closely resembles certain aspects of the
European and U.S. markets. Aside from the global suc-
cess factors, success in the Japanese market is based on
two key factors. First, due to the size of dwellings in
Japan, innovation with regard to product size is very im-
portant. Japanese customers are looking for product in-
novations that will fit into smaller spaces while providing
the most use of cabinet space. Second, to be successful
in Japan, a manufacturer must sell a product that is very
high in quality. Japanese customers are very demanding
in regard to product quality, and they expect their prod-
ucts to last decades. Therefore, manufacturers selling
products that are very high in quality will have a com-
petitive advantage.

United States
Within the United States, two key success factors outside
of the global factors are necessary for a company’s suc-
cess. First, a company must develop innovative products
that incorporate new features while still operating effi-
ciently. U.S. customers are very aware that energy con-
sumption of a product will have a long-term effect on
their utility bills, so they look for products that operate
more efficiently. In addition, customers are willing to
pay a premium for innovative features on a high-end
product. Many manufacturers were surprised that Maytag
was able to raise its prices for its front-loading washer
not once, but twice. Customers were not as concerned
with the price as they were concerned with the conven-
ience of the product.

The second key success factor within the U.S. market
is product quality, in respect to durability. U.S. consumers
are willing to pay more for a product, but they expect it
to operate for well over a decade with little to no main-
tenance. Therefore, for an appliance manufacturer to suc-
ceed in the United States, it must deliver products that are
of high quality and of innovative design.

Europe
Outside of the two global success factors, the European
market has two distinct factors that are required for 

success. First, to succeed in Europe, manufacturers must
develop innovative products. In this context, innovative
products are defined as products that are efficient and
environmentally friendly. The “green” movement within
Europe is very strong, and therefore a manufacturer that
does not sell “eco-products” will not succeed when com-
pared to a company that offers that type of product.

Second, quality is a key success factor for Europe.
Similar to other markets, in this context quality refers to
durability. European consumers are looking for products
that are durable and will last over a long period of time.
In this regard, the European market is very similar to the
U.S., Japanese, and Latin American markets.

Latin America
Within Latin America, there are two additional success
factors for a manufacturer to consider outside the global
success factors. First, Latin American companies that pro-
vide excellent service to customers will have an advan-
tage over the competition. The amount of time that the
average consumer owns an appliance in Latin America is
somewhat longer than in other global regions, so con-
sumers are looking for excellent service. The economy
in Latin America has had several challenges in recent his-
tory, and so consumers would much rather repair an
existing product than buy a new appliance.

Second, quality is another success factor for Latin
America. This key success factor ties directly into the
service success factor. Initially, Latin Americans are look-
ing for a durable product that will last for over a decade;
then through customer service, the product will be re-
paired to extend its life for several more years.

Questions for Discussion

1. Whirlpool’s marketing goal is to leverage resources
across borders. How is this evident in its marketing
approach? Consult http://www.whirlpool.com
for additional information.

2. The challenge facing Whirlpool is not only
external in catering to local customers’ needs
worldwide, but also internal—all the regional and
local units have to “buy in” to the global vision.
What types of particular issues (such as product or
technology transfers) may arise, and how should
they be dealt with?

3. Visit the Web site of the Association of Home
Appliance Manufacturers, http://www.aham.org,
and suggest some of the global trends among the
major manufacturers of household appliances.
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ESPN’s Worldwide Reach

I
t began by mistake. Back in the late 1970s, Bill Ras-
mussen decided to launch a cable station to broad-
cast Connecticut-area sports. With the assistance of
his partners, Rasmussen leased a building in Bristol

from which to broadcast and then bought some satellite
time. Only after signing the agreement did he learn that
his satellite coverage was national—and his small-scale
plan of New England sports coverage began to grow.
The early name for the channel—Entertainment and
Sports Programming Network—proved too much of a
tongue twister and, in 1985, they settled on the ESPN
acronym as the corporate name. The letters now stand
for nothing—except a sports phenomenon.

Since those early days during which the network
scrambled to televise whatever it could—from a men’s
pro, slow-pitch softball game to its first NHL game in
1979—the organization has grown dramatically, filling
what Will Burkhardt of ESPN says is now a saturated mar-
ket for televised sports in the United States and rapidly
moving overseas. “We reach 150 to 155 million house-
holds around the world [excluding the United States]; that
encompasses about 180 markets and territories,” says
Burkhardt. ESPN reaches all seven continents, including
one of the scientific stations located in Antarctica. The
expansion has taken place over the last 15 years, begin-
ning when ESPN provided groundbreaking coverage
of the America’s Cup international sailing race from
Australia in 1987. That race seemed to be a turning point
not only for ESPN, but for cable broadcasting itself. From
there, ESPN purchased a majority interest in the Euro-
pean Sports Network (called Eurosport) and began serv-
ice to 25 Middle Eastern and North African nations. In ad-
dition to its Eurosport market, ESPN’s largest international
markets have become China, India, and Argentina.

Burkhardt notes that ESPN entered the international
marketplace because of a “desire to grow outside of the
U.S. borders and to take what we had learned in the
United States in terms of people’s passion for sport . . .
and bring that to the international marketplace.” This
was around the same time that cable and satellite televi-
sion were expanding around the world, so ESPN’s timing
seemed perfect.

However, marketing around the world isn’t easy. For
instance, although India has a huge middle-class popu-
lation, middle class in that country means that a family

might earn about $1,800 per year, as opposed to an
American middle-class family’s earnings of $35,000 per
year. Thus, attracting viewers to pay for television is
more difficult in India. In addition, the infrastructure for
cable television is very different from that of the United
States, which requires more effort for ESPN marketers.
India has tens of thousands of cable entrepreneurs serv-
ing approximately 100 customers each, instead of a giant
like AOL Time Warner, which serves 13 million. Still,
ESPN thinks that serving India is worth the effort and tai-
lors its programming to the single most-watched sport in
the nation: cricket.

In the burgeoning South American markets, where
sports fanatics thrive, viewers can watch all kinds of pro-
gramming—Argentine rugby, Argentine polo, Brazilian
basketball, and Brazilian tennis, to name a few. But
Burkhardt emphasizes that ESPN starts with a regional
marketing strategy, “building a bed of programming
from which you then start to localize.” Currently, most
broadcasts are in English or the local language, but deal-
ing with some countries’ multiple local dialects is ex-
tremely difficult. In addition, consumers in smaller mar-
kets want to see broadcasters of their own nationality
instead of ESPN’s standard crew of broadcasters. “There
is no question that people in Mexico would prefer all of
our commentators to be Mexican, instead of some who
are Argentine,” remarks Burkhardt. ESPN simply can’t af-
ford to provide this degree of customization yet.

Ultimately, ESPN’s goal is to reach as many households
worldwide as possible, despite any difficulties in pene-
trating new markets. For example, the company landed a
huge deal that gave it distribution rights in Latin America
for all four rounds of the Masters Golf Tournament. ESPN
Latin America alone is now distributed in more than
11 million households in 41 countries and territories,
broadcasting in English, Spanish, and Portuguese.

In spite of victories like the Masters broadcast, per-
haps one of the greatest challenges to ESPN is that the
company must, in large part, make its pitch to cable and
satellite television operators before its programming ever
reaches the consumers themselves. Those operators
conduct business in different ways, they lack rating sys-
tems, and some even replace ESPN programming with
homegrown shows. Then there are political challenges,
such as when ESPN was thrown off Chinese cable after



the United States mistakenly bombed a Chinese embassy
in Eastern Europe. And there are legal tangles in each
country that need to be dealt with, as well. But sports is
an international language that tries to provide entertain-
ment without political ramifications, and people every-
where love to watch. “We’re obviously not trying to pro-
mote any kind of political message through showing an
American baseball game,” says Burkhardt. And perhaps
that is the key to ESPN’s success—its ability to bring
sport to everyone, everywhere, anytime.

Questions for Discussion

1. How have environmental forces affected ESPN’s
worldwide marketing efforts?

2. Why is it important for ESPN to be global? What
might be some barriers to trade for ESPN?

3. How would you describe ESPN’s global marketing
strategy?

4. Search ESPN’s Web site at http://www.espn.go.com
and summarize what it is doing in international
markets.

SOURCES: Telephone interview with Will Burkhardt of ESPN, January 2000:
“TV Listings,” 8 February 2000, http://www.espn.go.com; “ESPN International
Lands Masters for Latin America,” company press release, 11 November 1999,
http://www.espn.go.com; Michael Hiestand,“DidYou Know? ESPN is 20 Today,”
USA Today, 7 September 1999, http://www.usatoday.com; “Looking Back,
Back, Back . . . ,” company press release, 6 September 1999, http://www.
espn.go.com; Rudy Martzke,“ESPN at 20,” USA Today, 18 August 1999, 2c.
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A
ABC analysis A classification of products and

warehousing system based on sensitivity to
delivery time; those most sensitive to delivery
time are classified as “A” products; those less
sensitive as “B,” and those least sensitive as “C”
products.

absorption A pricing approach in which foreign
currency appreciation/depreciation is not reflected
(either entirely or partially) in the target market
price.

accidental exporters Firms which become international
due to unsolicited orders, such as those placed
via a Web site, requiring export; unplanned
participation in the international market.

acculturation Adjusting and adapting to a specific
culture other than one’s own.

agent An intermediary for the distribution of goods
who earns a commission on sales. See also
distributor

ambush marketing The unauthorized use of an event
without the permission of the event owner; for
example, an advertising campaign that suggests a
sponsorship relationship.

analysis Collecting data and using various quantitative
and qualitative techniques of marketing research
to investigate an issue.

antidumping duty A duty imposed on imports alleged
to be “dumped”—or sold at less than fair market
value—on a domestic marketplace.

antidumping laws Laws prohibiting below-cost sales of
products.

area structure An approach to organization based on
geographical areas.

area studies Environmental briefings and cultural
orientation programs; factual preparation for living
or working in another culture.

arm’s-length price A basis for intracompany transfer
pricing: The price that unrelated parties would
have arrived at for the same transaction.

arm’s-length standard A principle basis for transfer
pricing favored by governments to stop
companies from shifting income to foreign
subsidiaries in low- or no-tax jurisdictions.

augmented features Elements added to a core product
or service that serve to distinguish it from
competing products or services.

G-1

B
back-translation The translation of a foreign language

version back to the original language by a person
different from the one who made the first
translation; an approach used to detect omissions
and avoid language blunders.

backward innovation Simplifying a product or service
due to lack of purchasing power or usage
conditions.

banker’s acceptance A method of payment for exported
goods: When a time draft, with a specified term
of maturity, is drawn on and accepted by a
bank, it becomes a banker’s acceptance, which
is sold in the short-term money market. See also
documentary collection; discounting

barriers to entry Obstacles to trade created by
governments and market conditions.

barter Exchange of goods for other goods of equal
value.

best practice An idea which has saved money or time,
or a process that is more efficient than existing
ones; best practices are usually established by
councils appointed by a company.

bilateral negotiations Trade agreements carried out
mainly between two nations.

bill of lading A document that acknowledges receipt
of the goods, represents the basic contract
between the shipper and the carrier, and serves
as evidence of title to the goods for collection
by the purchaser; required for export.

black hole A situation that the international marketer
has to work its way out of; a company may be
in a “black hole” because it has read the market
incorrectly or because government may restrict
its activities.

born global Newly founded firm that, from its
inception, is established as an international
business.

boycotts Refusing to purchase from or trade with a
company because of political or ideological
differences.

brain drain Foreign direct investors attracting the
best and brightest employees from a domestic
firm; said to be depriving domestic firms of 
talent.

brand Name, term, symbol, sign, or design used by a
firm to differentiate its offerings from those of its
competitors.

Glossary



GlossaryG-2

budgets Short-term financial guidelines in such areas as
investment, cash, and personnel. See also plans

built environment The structures created by human
activities; most evident in cities.

bulk service Ocean freight service that mainly provides
contractual services for individual voyages for
prolonged periods of time.

bureaucratic controls A limited and explicit set of
regulations and rules that outline desired levels of
performance. See also cultural controls

buyback A form of countertrade: A compensation
arrangement whereby one party agrees to supply
technology or equipment that enables the other
party to produce goods with which the price of
the supplied technology or equipment is repaid.

C
cash in advance A method of payment for exported

goods: The most favorable term to the exporter;
not widely used, except for smaller, custom
orders, or first-time transactions, or situations in
which the exporter has reason to doubt the
importer’s ability to pay.

cause-related marketing Marketing that links a company
or brand with a cause, such as environmental
protection or children’s health.

centralization When a firm maintains tight controls
and strategic decision making is concentrated
at headquarters. See also coordinated
decentralization

certificate of origin A document required by certain
countries to ensure correct tariffs are paid.

change agent The introduction into a culture of new
products or ideas or practices, which may lead to
changes in consumption.

chill effect A sharp reduction in demand for both
consumer and industrial goods due to buyer
uncertainty about the state of their nation’s
economy.

clearing arrangements Clearing accounts for deposit and
withdrawal of results of countertrade activities.

climate A natural feature that has profound impact on
economic activity within a place.

code law A comprehensive set of written statutes;
countries with code law try to spell out all
possible legal rules explicitly; based on Roman
law and found in a majority of nations.

commercial risk Term referring primarily to an overseas
buyer suspected of insolvency or protracted
payment default.

commissionario An intermediary for the distribution of
goods who may sell in its own name (as a
distributor would), but for an undisclosed
principal (an agency concept).

common law Based on tradition and depends less on
written statutes and codes than on precedent and
custom.

common market Goods and services, including labor,
capital, and technology, are freely exchanged
among member countries; restrictions are
removed on immigration and cross-border
investment; member countries adopt common
trade policies with nonmembers.

computer-aided design (CAD) A combination of
hardware and software that allows for the design
of products.

concentration A market expansion policy characterized
by focusing on and developing a small number of
markets. See also diversification

confiscation Transfer of ownership from a foreign firm
to the host country without compensation to the
owner.

consignment selling A method of payment that allows
the importer to defer payment until the imported
goods are actually sold.

consular invoice A document required by certain
countries for data collection purposes, to track
exports/imports.

consumer-generated media (CGM)  Online bulletin
boards, blogs, podcasts, and other Web sites at
which consumers can post product complaints
and compliments.

container ships Cargo vessels that carry standardized
containers, which greatly facilitate the loading
and unloading of cargo and intermodal transfers.

contender A local company whose assets are
transferable, allowing it to compete head-on with
established global players worldwide.

content analysis A research technique investigating
the content of communication in a society;
for example, counting the number of times
preselected words, themes, symbols, or pictures
appear in a given medium.

contributor A role of a country organization; a
subsidiary with a distinctive competence, such
as product development or regional expertise.

control mechanisms Tools to monitor environmental
forces, competitors, channel participants, and
customer receptiveness; includes short-term
control tools and long-term control tools, such as
auditing.

coordinated decentralization Overall corporate strategy
is provided from headquarters (centralized
decision making) but subsidiaries are free to
implement it within the range established in
consultation between headquarters and the
subsidiaries.

core product Product or service in its simplest, generic
state; other tangible and augmented features may
be added to distinguish a core product or service
from its competitors.



corporate governance  The relationships among
stakeholders used to determine and control
the strategic direction and performance of
an organization.

corporate image advertising An umbrella marketing
communications plan to make the company itself
be correctly understood or perceived more
positively.

cost-plus method A pricing strategy based on the true
cost of a product (inclusive of domestic and
foreign marketing costs).

counterpurchase A form of countertrade that is a parallel
barter agreement: The participating parties sign
two separate contracts that specify goods and
services to be exchanged (some cash may be
exchanged to compensate for differences in value).

countertrade Transactions in which purchases are tied
to sales and sales to purchases.

countervailing duties A duty imposed on imports
alleged to be priced at less than fair market value,
due to subsidization of an industry by a foreign
government.

cross-subsidization The use of resources accumulated in
one part of the world to compete for market share
in another part of the world.

cultural assimilator A program in which trainees must
respond to scenarios of specific situations in a
particular country.

cultural controls Informal rules and regulations that
are the result of shared beliefs and expectations
among the members of an organization.
See also bureaucratic controls

cultural convergence The growing similarity of attitudes
and behaviors across cultures.

cultural knowledge Broad, multifaceted knowledge
acquired through living in a certain culture.

cultural universals Characteristics common to all
cultures, such as body adornments, courtship,
etiquette, family gestures, joking, mealtimes,
music, personal names, status differentiation,
and so on.

culture An integrated system of learned behavior
patterns that are distinguishing characteristics
of members of any given society.

currency flows Transfer of capital across national
boundaries.

currency variation Changes in exchange rates which
can affect the purchases and profitability of the
international firm.

customer involvement The degree of participation of the
recipient in the production of a service.

customer relationship management Exporter’s strategy
to increase perceived attention to the foreign
customer through call-center technologies,
customer-service departments, and the compnay’s
Web site.

customer structure An approach to organization that is
based on the customer groups that are served—
for example, consumers versus businesses versus
governments.

customs broker An agent for an importer with authority
to clear inbound goods through customs and ship
them on to their destination.

customs union Nation members of customs unions
agree to set aside trade barriers and also establish
common trade policies with nonmember nations.

D
data equivalence  A consideration that ensures

comparative structure in survey questions by
taking into account cultural variations.

database marketing Promotional tool combining
telemarketing with data on the purchasing habits
of a customer; allows the creation of an individual
relationship with each customer or prospect.

database marketing  A form of direct marketing in which
database information (developed through direct
mail or the Internet) allows the creation of an
individual relationship with each customer or
prospect.

debt problem Developing countries can be burdened
with loans from international sources or other
countries, which can crush a nation’s buying
power and force imports down and exports up to
meet interest payments.

decentralization When a firm grants its subsidiaries a
high degree of autonomy; controls are relatively
loose and simple. See also coordinated
decentralization

decoding The process by which the receiver of a
message transforms an “encoded” message from
symbols into thought.

defender A local company that has assets that give it a
competitive advantage only in its home market.

del credere agent An intermediary for the distribution
of goods who guarantees the solvency of the
customer and may therefore be responsible to
the supplier for payment by the customer.

density Weight-to-volume ratio of a good; high-density
goods are more likely to be shipped as airfreight,
rather than ocean freight.

deregulation Reduction of governmental involvement in
the marketplace.

derived demand Business opportunities resulting from
the move abroad by established customers and
suppliers.

direct exporting A distribution channel in which the
marketer takes direct responsibility for its products
abroad by either selling directly to the foreign
customer or finding a local representative to sell its
products in the market. See also indirect exporting

Glossary G-3
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direct/indirect questions  In designing a survey
questionnaire, the degree of societal sensitivity
must be taken into account when determining the
directness or indirectness of questions.

discounting When a time draft, a method of payment
for exported goods with a specified term of
maturity, is drawn on and accepted by a bank, it
may be converted into cash by the exporter by
discounting; the draft is sold to a bank at a discount
from face value. See also banker’s acceptance

discretionary product adaptation Conforming a product
or service to meet prevailing social, economic,
and climactic conditions in the market.

discriminatory regulations Rules and laws that impose
larger operating costs on foreign firms than on
local competitors, that provide subsidies to local
firms only, or that deny competitive opportunities
to foreign suppliers.

discriminatory/nondiscriminatory regulations
Regulations that impose larger operating costs
on foreign service providers than on local
competitors, provide subsidiaries to local firms
only, or deny competitive advantages to foreign
suppliers are discriminatory. Nondiscriminatory
regulations may be inconvenient and may hamper
business operations, but they offer less
opportunity for international criticism.

distribution culture Existing channel structures and
philosophies for distribution of goods.

distributor An intermediary that purchases goods for
resale through its own channels. See also agent.

diversification A market expansion policy characterized
by growth in a relatively large number of markets.
See also concentration

documentary collection A method of payment for
exported goods: The seller ships the goods and
the shipping documents and the draft demanding
payment are presented to the importer through a
bank acting as the seller’s agent; the draft, also
known as the bill of exchange, may be a sight
draft or a time draft.

dodger A local company that sells out to a global
player or becomes part of an alliance.

domestication Gaining control over the assets of a
foreign firm by demanding partial transfer of
ownership and management responsibility to the
host country.

draft A method of payment for exported goods:
Similar to a personal check; an order by one
party to pay another; “documentary” drafts
must be accompanied by specified shipping
documents; “clean” drafts do not require
documentation; also known as the “bill of
exchange.” See also documentary collection

dual pricing Differentiation of domestic and export
prices.

dual-use items Goods that are useful for both military
and civilian purposes.

duty drawbacks A refund of up to 99 percent of duties
paid on imports when they are re-exported or
incorporated into articles that are subsequently
exported within five years of the importation.

E
economic blocs Groups of nations that integrate

economic and political activities.

economic union Integration of economic policies among
member countries; monetary policies, taxation,
and government spending are harmonized.

economies of scale Production condition where an
increase in the quantity of the product results
in a decrease of the production cost per unit.

efficiency seekers Firms that attempt to obtain the most
economic sources of production in their foreign
direct investment strategy.

embargoes Governmental actions that terminate the
free flow of trade in goods, services, or ideas,
imposed for adversarial and political purposes.

encoding The process by which a sender converts a
message into a symbolic form that will be
properly understood by the receiver.

environmental protection A major force shaping the
relationship between the developed and
developing world; Being environmentally
responsible may help a company to build trust
and improve its image, but may be contradictory
to a developing nation’s need to expand into
undeveloped areas and exploit its resources.

Environmental Superfund A fund to cover the costs of
domestic safety regulations and made up from
fees imposed on U.S. chemical manufacturers,
based upon volume of production.

ethnocentrism The belief that one’s own culture is
superior to others.

European Union Effective January 1, 1994; formed by
the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty; set the
foundation for economic and monetary union
among member countries and the establishment
of the euro, a common currency.

exchange rates Price of a currency expressed in units of
another currency, e.g., yen per euro.

expectation-reality gap Divergence between hoped-for
and achieved conditions, frequently experienced
with the standard of living in less-developed
nations; countries must either lower expectations
or make more goods available at lower prices.

experiential knowledge Knowledge acquired only by
being involved in a culture other than one’s own.

experimental exporter A stage in which a domestic firm
chooses to engage in limited export, usually to
countries that are “psychologically close,” without
yet having evaluated whether and how an
international strategy makes sense.
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exploratory stage A stage in which a firm begins to
explore the feasibility of exporting or otherwise
engaging in international trade.

export adaptation An experienced export firm which
is able to adjust its activities to keep pace with
changing exchange rates, tariffs, and other
variables in the international market.

export consortia Legislation that permits domestic firms
to work together, in a manner similar to Japanese
sogoshoshas, to overcome trade barriers through
cooperative efforts.

export control systems Governmental policy designed
to deny or at least delay the acquisition of
strategically important goods by adversaries.

export license Written authorization to send a product
abroad.

export trading company (ETC) Legal construct designed
to encourage small and medium-sized companies
that are encouraged to participate in the
international marketplace.

expropriation Seizure of foreign assets by a
government with payment of compensation
to the owners.

extender A company that is able to exploit its success at
home as a platorm for expansion elsewhere; this
calls for markets or segments that are simliar in
terms of customer preferences.

Exterritorial Income Tax Exclusion (ETI) A tax
mechanism that provides exporting firms with
certain tax concessions, thus making international
marketing activities more profitable.

F
facilitating payments Small fees paid to expedite

paperwork through customs; also called “grease”;
not considered in violation of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act or OECD guidelines.

factor mobility The loosening of restrictions on the trade
of capital, labor, and technology among nations.

factoring A trade financing method; companies known
as factoring houses may purchase an exporter’s
receivables for a discounted price; factors also
provide the exporter with a complete financial
package combining credit protection, accounts-
receivable bookkeeping, and collection services.

factual information Objective knowledge of a culture
obtained from others through communication,
research, and education.

feedback Responses to communications that seek to
generate awareness, evoke a positive attitude, or
increase purchases; collection and analysis of
feedback is necessary to analyze the success of
communication efforts.

field experience Placing a trainee in a different cultural
environment for a limited time; for example, living

with a host family of the nationality to which the
trainee will be assigned.

financial incentives Special funding legislated by
government to attract foreign investments.

fiscal incentives Special funding legislated by
government to attract foreign investments.

focus groups Eight to twelve consumers representing
the proposed target market audience, brought
together to discuss motivations and behavior.

forced distribution tests A group of consumers reports
on new products they encounter in normal retail
outlets. See also laboratory test markets; microtest
marketing

foreign affiliate A U.S. firm of which foreign entities
own at least 10 percent.

foreign availability High-technology products that are
available worldwide, from many sources.

foreign direct investment Capital funds flow from
abroad; company is held by noncitizens; foreign
ownership is typically undertaken for longer-term
participation in an economic activity.

foreign exchange license A license that may be
required by certain countries for an importer to
secure the needed hard currency to pay for an
import shipment; the exporter has to provide the
importer with the data needed to obtain these
licenses from governmental authorities and should
make sure that the importer has indeed secured
the documents.

foreign market opportunity analysis Basic information
needed to identify and compare key alternatives
when a firm plans to launch international
activities.

forfaiting A trade financing technique; the importer
pays the exporter with bills of exchange or
promissory notes guaranteed by a leading bank in
the importer’s country; the exporter can sell them
to a third party at a discount from their face value
for immediate cash.

Fortress Europe Term expressing the fear that unified
European nations will raise barriers to trade with
other nations, including setting rules about
domestic content and restricting imports.

forward exchange market A method used to counter
challenges in currency movements; the exporter
enters into an agreement for a rate at which it will
buy the foreign currency at a future date; the rate
is expressed as either a premium or a discount on
the current spot rate.

forward pricing Distributing development costs over
the anticipated volume of future sales of a
product.

franchising An business model in which a parent
company (the franchiser) grants another,
independent entity (the franchisee) the right to do
business in a specified manner. This right can take
the form of selling the franchiser’s products or
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using its name, production, preparation, and
marketing techniques, or its business approach.

free trade area The least restrictive and loosest form of
economic integration among nations; goods and
services are freely traded among member
countries.

Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) A proposed free
trade zone reaching from Point Barrow, Alaska, to
Patagonia; negotiations and an agreement planned
for 2005.

functional lubrication Bribes that are not imposed by
individual greed, but that serve to “grease the
wheels” of bureaucratic processes; amounts tend
to be small, the “express fee” is standardized, and
the money is passed along to the party in charge
of processing a document.

functional structure An approach to organization that
emphasizes the basic tasks of the firm—for
example, manufacturing, sales, and research and
development.

futures A method used to counter problems of
currency movements; in the currency futures
market, for example, a buyer agrees to buy
futures on the British pound sterling, which
implies an obligation to buy in the future at a
prespecified price. See also option

G
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) A method by

which many developed countries help developing
nations to improve their economic condition by
providing for the duty-free importation of a wide
range of products.

geologic characteristics The characteristics of a place
relating to its natural attributes.

global account management Account programs
extended across countries, typically for the most
important customers, to build relationships.

global brands Brands that reach the world’s mega-
markets and are perceived as the same brand by
consumers and internal constituents.

global linkages The worldwide network of trade
connections that binds together countries,
institutions, and individuals.

global media Media vehicles that have target audiences
on at least three continents.

glocalization Building in organizational flexibility to
allow for local/regional adjustments in global
strategic planning and implementation; uniformity
is sought in strategic elements such as positioning
of a product; care is taken to localize tactical
elements, such as distribution.

government–corporate collaboration The accelerating
technological race and emerging key concerns,
such as environmental pollution and global

warming, may lead to increased cooperation
between policymakers and business executives.

gray market Distribution channels uncontrolled by
producers; goods may enter the marketplace in
ways not desired by their manufacturers.

Group of Five Five industrialized nations regarded as
economic superpowers: The United States, Britain,
France, Germany, and Japan.

Group of Seven Seven industrialized nations regarded
as economic superpowers: The United States,
Britain, France, Germany, Japan, Italy, and
Canada.

Group of Ten Ten industrialized nations regarded as
economic superpowers: The United States, Britain,
France, Germany, Japan, Italy, Canada, the
Netherlands, Belgium, and Sweden.

H
high context cultures Cultures in which the context is

at least as important as what is actually said; for
example, Japan and Saudi Arabia have cultures in
which what is not said can carry more meaning
than what is said.

household All the persons, both related and unrelated,
who occupy a housing unit.

hydrology Rivers, lakes, and other bodies of water
influence the kinds of economic activities that
occur in a place.

I
implementation The actual carrying out of the planned

marketing activity.

implementors A role of a country organization;
although implementors are usually placed in
smaller, less-developed countries, they provide
the opportunity to capture economies of scale and
scope that are the basis of a global strategy.

import license A license that may be required by
certain countries for particular types or amounts
of imported goods.

import substitution A policy that requires a nation to
produce goods that were formerly imported.

Incoterms Internationally accepted standard definitions
for terms of sale, covering variable methods of
transportation and delivery between country of
origin and country of destination, and set by the
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) since
1936.

in-depth studies Market research tools that gather
detailed data used to study consumer needs
across markets.

indirect exporting A distribution channel that requires
dealing with another domestic firm that acts as a
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sales intermediary for the marketer, often taking
over the international side of the marketer’s
operations. See also direct exporting

infant industry Relatively new firms are sometimes
seen as deserving of protection which allows the
industry to “grow up” before having to compete
with “adult” global industries.

inflation The increase in consumer prices compared
with a previous period.

infrastructures Economic, social, financial, and
marketing support systems, from housing to
banking systems to communications networks.

innate exporters Start-up exporters; firms founded for
the express purpose of marketing abroad; also
described as “born global.”

intangibility Cannot be seen, touched, or held. A key
difference between goods and services.

integrated distribution An export marketing strategy in
which the marketer makes an investment into the
foreign market for the purpose of selling its
products.

integrated exporting  An export marketing strategy in
which the marketer takes direct responsibility for
its products abroad by either selling directly to the
foreign customer or finding a local representative
to sell its products in the market.

integrated marketing communications Coordinating
various promotional strategies according to target
market and product characteristics, the size of
budget, the type of international involvement, and
control considerations.

intellectual property (IP)  A legal entitlement of
exclusive rights to use an idea, piece of
knowledge or invention.

intellectual property rights Safeguarding rights by
providing the originators of an idea or process
with a proprietary compensation, at least, in order
to encourage quick dissemination of innovations.

intermediaries Independent distributors of goods,
operating primarily at a local level. See also
distributor; agent

international comparative research Research carried out
between nations, particularly those with similar
environments, where the impact of uncontrollable
macrovariables is limited.

international freight forwarder An agent who provides
services in moving cargo to an overseas
destination; independent freight forwarders are
regulated in the United States and should be
certified by the Federal Maritime Commission.

international marketing The process of planning and
conducting transactions across national borders to
create exchanges that satisfy the objectives of
individuals and the organizations.

international product life cycles The length of market
viability of a product; cycles are shorter than in

previous decades and firms must prepare for
product introductions over months, or even
weeks, rather than spread out over several years.

interpretive knowledge Knowledge that requires
comprehensive fact finding and preparation, and
an ability to appreciate the nuances of different
cultural traits and patterns.

intranet A company network that integrates a
company’s information assets into a single
and accessible system using Internet-based
technologies such as e-mail, newsgroups, and
the World Wide Web.

inventory carrying costs The expense of maintaining
inventories.

J
joint ventures  Collaborations of two or more

oganizations for more than a transitory period, in
which the partners share assets, risks, and profits.

K
Kyoto Protocol  An international compact signed in 1997

that calls for reductions in the emissions of carbon
dioxide and five other greenhouse gases.

L
laboratory test markets Participants are exposed to a

product and their reactions measured in a
controlled environment. See also microtest
marketing; forced distribution tests

lead users Companies, organizations, or individuals
who are ahead of trends or have needs that go
beyond what is available at the present time.

letter of credit A method of payment for exported
goods: an instrument issued by a bank at the
request of a buyer; the bank promises to pay a
specified amount of money on presentation of
documents stipulated in the letter of credit,
usually the bill of lading, consular invoice, and a
description of the goods.

licensing An agreement in which one firm (the licensor)
permits another firm (the licensee) to use its
intellectual property in exchange for
compensation designated as a royalty.

liner service Ocean freight service that offers regular
scheduled passage on established routes.

lobbyists  Well-connected individuals and firms that help
companies influence the governmental decision-
making process by providing access to
policymakers and legislators.

low context cultures Cultures in which most information
is contained explicitly in words; for example,
North American cultures.
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M
management contract An agreement where the supplier

brings together a package of skills that will
provide for the ongoing operation of the client’s
facilities.

mandatory product adaptation Conforming a product or
service to meet prevailing legal and regulatory
conditions in the market.

maquiladora program An agreement between the
United States and Mexico that permits firms to
carry out labor-intensive operations in Mexico
while sourcing raw materials or component parts
from the United States, free of Mexican tariffs.

maquiladoras Mexican plants that make goods and parts
or process food for export to the United States.

marginal cost method A pricing strategy that considers
only the direct cost of producing and selling
products for export as the floor beneath which
prices cannot be set; overhead costs are
disregarded, allowing an exporter to lower prices
to be competitive in markets that otherwise might
not be accessed.

market pricing Determining the initial price of a
product by comparison to competitors’ prices.

market seekers Firms that search for better
opportunities for entry and expansion in their
foreign direct investment strategy.

market transparency Clarity of the offering made to the
customer; transparency in service delivery is often
difficult to ensure, because services may be
customized to individual needs.

market-differentiated pricing Export pricing based on
the dynamic, changing conditions of each
marketplace.

marketing  “An organization function and a set of
processes for creating, communicating, and
delivering value to customers, and for managing
customer relationships in ways that benefit the
organization and its stake-holders” (American
Marketing Association).

mass customization Manufacturing that meets
customers’ growing desires for products that
precisely meet their needs and preferences;
requires working with existing technology, often
in modular form, to produce large quantities of
base products which are then adapted and
refined.

master franchising system A system wherein foreign
partners are selected and awarded the franchising
rights to territory in which they, in turn, can
subfranchise.

materials management The timely movement of raw
materials, parts, and supplies into and through
a firm.

matrix structure An approach to organization based on
the coordination of product and geographic

dimensions of planning and implementing
strategy.

microfinance  Programs in developing markets that
allow consumers, with no property as collateral, to
borrow sums averaging $100 to make purchases,
and to have access to retail banking services.

microtest marketing A panel of consumers is exposed
to new products through a retail grocery operated
by a research agency. See also laboratory test
markets; forced distribution tests

mixed aid credits Loans to domestic businesses
designed to overcome barriers to export and
composed partially of commercial interest rates
and partially of highly subsidized developmental
aid interest rates.

mixed structure An approach to organization that
combines one or more possible structures (see
product, functional, process, and customer
structures); also called a hybrid structure.

multilateral negotiations Trade agreements carried out
among a number of nations.

N
national security Protecting the welfare—economic,

cultural, or military—of a nation’s people;
tariffs, barriers to entry, and other obstacles to
trade often are established to ensure such
protection.

nearshoring The location of call centers in countries
closer to intended customers, such Eastern Europe
and the former Soviet republics for customers in
Europe.

noise Extraneous and distracting stimuli that interfere
with the communication of a message.

nondiscriminatory regulations Rules and laws that may
be inconvenient and hamper business operations,
but that are imposed in an even-handed manner,
without discriminating between local and foreign
suppliers.

nonfinancial incentives Support such as guaranteed
government purchases; special protection from
competition through tariffs; import quotas, and
local content requirements designed to attract
foreign investments.

nontariff barriers Barriers to trade that are more subtle
than tariff barriers; for example, these barriers
may be government or private-sector “buy
domestic” campaigns, preferential treatment of
domestic bidders over foreign bidders, or the
establishment of standards that are not common
to foreign goods or services.

not-invented-here syndrome (NIH) Local resistance
or decline in morale caused by the perception
that headquarters is not sensitive to local 
needs.
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O
offset A form of countertrade: Industrial compensation

mandated by governments when purchasing
defense-related goods and services in order to
equalize the effect of the purchase on the balance
of payments.

open account A method of payment, also known as
open terms; exporter selling on open account
removes both real and psychological barriers to
importing; however, no written evidence of the
debt exists and there is no guarantee of payment.

operating risk Exposing ongoing operations of a firm to
political risk in another nation.

opportunity costs Costs resulting from the foreclosure
of other sources of profit, such as exports or
direct investment; for example, when licensing
eliminates options.

option A method used to counter challenges in
currency movements; gives the holder the right to
buy or sell foreign currency at a prespecified price
on or up to a prespecified date. See also futures

outcome The results of meeting objectives that seek to
generate awareness, evoke a positive attitude, or
increase purchases.

overinvest Tendency in the initial acquisition process to
buy more land, space, and equipment than is
needed immediately to accommodate future
growth.

ownership risk Exposing property and life to political
risk in another nation.

P
parallel importation Authentic and legitimately

manufactured trademark items that are produced
and purchased abroad but imported or diverted to
the markets by bypassing designated channels;
also called “gray market.”

partially interested exporter A firm that becomes
involved in a very limited way in global trade, by
choosing to respond to unsolicited overseas
orders, or otherwise responding to international
market stimuli.

pass-through A pricing approach in which foreign
currency appreciation/depreciation is reflected in a
commensurate amount in the target market price.

Pax Romana “The Roman Peace,” referring to the
common coinage, trading activities, and
communication networks established and
protected throughout a vast empire.

penetration pricing Introducing a product at an initial
low price to generate sales volume and achieve
high market share.

perishability The rapidity with which a service or good
loses value or becomes worthless; unused

capacity in the form of an empty seat on an
airplane, for example, quickly becomes
nonsaleable.

physical distribution The movement of a firm’s finished
product to its customers.

Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI) A composite
measure of the level of welfare in a country,
including life expectancy, infant mortality, and
adult literacy rates.

piggyback In a joint venture, one partner can piggyback
by making use of the other’s strengths.

piracy A contemporary security concern for shipping;
annual cargo crime losses are estimated at $30–50
billion internationally.

place Distribution policy covers the place variable of
the marketing mix and has two components:
channel management and logistics management.

planning The blueprint generated to react to and
exploit the opportunities in the marketplace,
involving both long-term strategies and short-term
tactics.

plans Formalized long-range financial programs with
more than a one-year horizon. See also budget

political risk Term referring to a factor beyond the
control of an exporter or importer; for example, a
foreign buyer may be willing to pay but the local
government may delay methods of payment.

political risk The risk of loss when investing in a given
country caused by changes in a country’s political
structure or policies, such as tax laws, tariffs,
expropriation of assets, or restriction in
repatriation of profits.

political union Unification of policies among member
nations and establishment of common institutions.

population The human element of the environment.

population balance The proportion of male to female
children in a population; in many countries, male
heirs are preferred, and the result of technologies
that can predict the sex of a child has been that
populations are skewed toward males, resulting in
a gender inequality.

population stabilization Reducing sharp population
growth; important in determining and predicting
the standard of living ( measured by dividing a
nation’s GDP by its population).

portfolio investment  An international investment flow
that focuses on the purchase of stocks and bonds.

positioning The presentation of a product or service to
evoke a positive and differentiated mental image
in the consumers’ perception.

predatory dumping Dumping—or selling goods
overseas for less than in the exporter’s home
market or at a price below the cost of production,
or both—that is termed “predatory” because it is
used deliberately to increase the exporter’s market
share and undermine domestic industries.
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price The revenue-generating element of the marketing
mix.

price controls Government regulations that set
maximum or minimum prices; governmental
imposition of limits on price changes.

price elasticity of consumer demand Adjusting prices to
current conditions: for example, a status-conscious
market that insists on products with established
reputations will be inelastic, allowing for more
pricing freedom than a price-conscious market.

price escalation The higher cost of a product resulting
from the costs of exporting and marketing in a
foreign country.

price manipulation Adjusting prices of exported goods
to compensate for changing currency rates.

pricing-to-market Destination-specific adjustment of
mark-ups in response to exchange-rate changes.
See also pass-through; absorption

process structure An approach to organization that uses
processes as a basis for structure; common in the
energy and mining industries, where one entity
may be in charge of exploration worldwide and
another may be responsible for the actual mining
operation.

product placement Creating brand awareness by
arranging to have a product shown or used in
visual media such as movies, television, games, or
Web sites.

product policy Covers all the elements that make up
the good, service, or idea that is offered by the
marketer, including tangible (product) and
intangible (service) characteristics.

product structure An approach to organization that gives
worldwide responsibility to strategic business units
for the marketing of their product lines.

profit repatriation Transfer of business gains from a
local market to another country by the foreign
direct

promotion tools Communications policy uses promotion
tools such as advertising, sales promotion,
personal selling, and publicity to interact with
customers, middlemen, and the public.

promotional mix The tools an international marketer
has available to form a total communications
program for use in a targeted market: advertising,
personal selling, publicity, sales promotion, and
sponsorship.

protectionistic legislation An important bargaining tool;
however, legislated protectionism can result in the
destruction of the international trade and
investment framework.

proxy variable A substitute for a variable that one
cannot directly measure.

psychological distance Perceived distance from a firm to
a foreign market, caused by cultural variables,
legal factors, and other societal norms; a market

that is geographically close may seem to be
psychologically distant.

pull strategies Promotional strategies in a targeted
market relying primarily on mass communication
tools, mainly advertising; appropriate for
consumer-oriented products with large target
audiences and long channels of distribution.

purchasing power parities (PPP) A measure of how
many units of currency are needed in one country
to buy the amount of goods and services that one
unit of currency will buy in another country.

push strategies Promotional strategies in a targeted
market relying primarily on personal selling;
higher cost per contact, but appropriate for selling
where there are shorter channels of distribution
and smaller target populations.

Q
qualitative data Data is gathered to better understand

situations, behavioral patterns, and underlying
dimensions.

quality perception  The evaluative impression that
customers develop of a service, largely
determined by the behavior of the employees
that they contact. 

quantitative data Data is amassed to assess statistical
significance; surveys are appropriate research
instruments.

quota systems Control of imports through quantitative
restraints.

R
R&D consortia Companies that collaborate in long-

term research and development projects to create
technologies without the threat of antitrust suits.

R&D costs Costs resulting from the research and
development of licensed technology.

realism check A step in the analysis of data in which
the researcher determines what facts may have
inadvertently skewed the responses; for example,
if Italian responders report that very little
spaghetti is consumed in Italy, the researcher may
find that the responders were distinguishing
between store-bought and homemade spaghetti.

reference groups A person or group of people that
significantly influences an individual’s attitude
and behavior.

regulatory practices  The primary source of barriers to
services destined for the U.S. market; fields such as
banking, insurance, and accounting are regulated
at both federal and state levels, often posing
formidable barriers to entrants from abroad.

reliability The vagaries of nature can impose delays on
transportation services; these delays tend to be
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shorter in absolute time for air shipments, which
are considered more predictable.

reputation management The strategy of building a
corporate reputation for virtue, vision, and
veracity, the attributes of a good corporate
citizen.

research consortia Joint industry efforts in the research
and development of new products to combat
the high costs and risks of innovation; often
supported by governments.

research specifications In the centralized approach
to coordinating international marketing,
specifications such as focus, thrust, and design
are directed by the home office to the local
country operations for implementation.

resource seekers Firms that search for either natural
resources or human resources in their foreign
direct investment strategy.

reverse distribution systems Logistics that ensure that a
firm can retrieve its goods from the market for
subsequent use, recycling, or disposal.

S
safety-valve activity The use of overseas sales as a

way to balance inventories or compensate for
overproduction in the short term.

Sarbanes-Oxley Act  Law enacted in the United States
in 2002, in the wake of major corporate
corruption scandals (such as Enron and
WorldCom), intended to protect investors by
improving the accuracy and reliability of
corporate disclosures.

scenario analysis Evaluating corporate plans under
different conditions, such as variations in
economic growth rates, import penetration,
population growth, and political stability over
medium- to long-term periods.

self-reference criterion The unconscious reference to
one’s own cultural values in comparison to other
cultures.

seminar missions Promotional event in which eight to
ten firms are invited to participate in a one- to
four-day forum; a soft-sell approach aimed at
expanding sales abroad.

sensitivity training An approach based on the
assumption that understanding and accepting
oneself is critical to understanding a person from
another culture.

service capacity Ability to supply service on demand,
including the planning of backup during peak
periods; similar to an inventory of goods.

service consistency Uniformity or standardization in the
offering of a service; unlike products, services are
often subject to individual influences and the
need to customize to satisfy unique customer
interactions.

shipper’s declaration for dangerous goods Required for
shipments such as corrosives, flammables, and
poisons.

shipper’s export declaration A document that states
proper authorization for export and serves as a
means for governmental data collection efforts.

Single European Act Ratified in 1987 by twelve
European countries to free the exchange of
goods, services, capital, and people among
member countries.

skimming Offering a product at an initial high price to
achieve the highest possible sales contribution in
a short time period; as more market segments are
identified, the price is gradually lowered.

social desirability

social stratification The division of a particular
population into classes.

sogoshosha Large Japanese trading companies, such as
Sumitomo, Mitsubishi, Mutsui, and C. Itoh.

soils Variations in the soils found in different geographic
regions (and their interactions with climate) have a
profound impact on agricultural prodution.

solo exhibitions Promotional event, generally limited to
one or a few product themes and held only when
market conditions warrant them; aimed at
expanding sales abroad.

standard worldwide pricing A price-setting strategy in
which a product is offered at the same price
regardless of the geography of the buyer.

strategic alliances A special form of joint ventures,
consisting of arrangements between two or
more companies with a common business
objective. They are more than the traditional
customer–vendor relationship, but less than an
outright acquisition.

strategic leader A role of a country organization; a
highly competent national subsidiary located in a
strategically critical market.

structured/unstructured questions  In a survey
questionnaire, structured questions typically allow
the respondent only limited option in reply;
unstructured (or open-ended) questions permit the
capture of more in-depth information, but they
also increase the potential for interviewer bias.

supply chain management An integration of the
three major concepts of the logistics in which a
series of value-adding activities connect a
company’s supply side with its demand side.
See also systems concept; total cost concept; and
trade-off concept.

switch-trading Credits in a clearing account (established
for countertrading) can be sold or transferred to a
third party.

systems concept One of three major concepts of the
logistics of international management, based on
the notion that materials-flow activities within and



outside of the firm are so extensive and complex
that they can be considered only in the context of
their interaction. See also total cost concept and
trade-off concept

T
tariffs Import control mechanisms that raise prices

through placement of a tax.

telemarketing Promotional tool that is growing
worldwide as customers become more
accustomed to calling toll-free numbers and
more willing to receive calls from marketers.

terminology  Specific designations or definitions of
terms, used by trade bodies (such as the WTO) or
in trade agreements; these terms can often have
unintended or distorted applications in political
discourse.

terrain The geology of a place expressed in terms of
its regional characteristics; terrain plays a role in
population, resources, travel, and trade.

theocracy A legal perspective that holds faith and belief
as its key focus and is a mix of societal, legal, and
spiritual guidelines.

third-party (3PL) logistics  The outsourcing of logistical
management, which is a rapidly expanding
industry.

total cost concept One of three major concepts of the
logistics of international management, in which
cost is used as a basis for measurement; the
purpose of the total cost concept is to minimize
the firm’s overall logistics cost by implementing
the systems concept appropriately. See also
systems concept and trade-off concept.

trade deficit A trade deficit occurs when a country
imports more goods and services than it exports.

trade missions A promotional event aimed at expanding
sales abroad; may be a country-specific, industry-
organized, or government-approved event.
See also seminar missions

trade promotion authority Assures that the U.S.
executive branch may reach international
agreements that will not be subject to minute
amendments by Congress; gives Congress the
right to accept or reject trade treaties and
agreements.

trade sanctions Governmental actions that inhibit the
free flow of trade in goods, services, or ideas,
imposed for adversarial and political purposes.

trademark licensing The ownership of the name or logo
of a designer, literary character, sports team, or
movie star, for example, which can be used on
merchandise.

trade-off concept One of three major concepts of the
logistics of international management, which

recognizes that linkages within logistics systems
lead to interactions; for example, locating a
warehouse near the customer may reduce the
cost of transportation, but requires investment in
a new warehouse. See also systems concept and
total cost concept.

tramp service Ocean freight service that is available
for irregular routes and is scheduled only on
demand.

transfer costs Costs incurred in negotiating licensing
agreements; all variable costs resulting from
transfer of a technology to a licensee, and all
ongoing costs of maintaining the agreement.

transfer risk Exposing the transfer of funds to political
risk across international borders.

translation-retranslation approach Reducing problems
in the wording of questions by translating the
question into a foreign language and having a
second translator return the foreign text to the
researcher’s native language.

transportation mode Choices among airfreight and
ocean freight, pipeline, rail, and trucking.

triad The megamarkets of North American, Europe,
and Asia-Pacific.

turnkey operation A complete operational system,
together with the skills investment sufficient to
allow unassisted maintenance and operation of
the system following its completion.

U
unintentional dumping Dumping—or selling goods

overseas for less than in the exporter’s home
market or at a price below the cost of production,
or both—that is termed “unintentional” because
the lower price is due to currency fluctuations

urbanization Descriptions of urbanization range from
densely-populated cities to built-up areas to small
towns with proclaimed legal limits.

V
value-added tax (VAT) A tax on the value added to

goods and services charged as a percentage of
price at each stage in the production and
distribution chain.

VAT. See value-added tax

video/catalog exhibitions Promotional tool coordinating
product presentations from several companies in
one catalog or video; aimed at expanding sales
abroad.

virtual trade shows Electronic promotional tool enabling
exporters to promote their products and services
over the Internet and to have electronic presence
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without actually attending an overseas trade
show; aimed at expanding U.S. sales abroad.

voluntary restraint agreements  Nontariff import control
mechanisms consisting of self-imposed restrictions
and cutbacks aimed at avoiding punitive trade
actions from a host.

W
Web-based research  Surveys and other data collection

techniques administered using the resources of
the Internet.
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